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FOREWORD

Exciting things are happening in Arabic-Islamic intellectual history.

The present collection of articles is an example of what new method-

ologies and new formulations of old questions can yield by way of

insights. It is therefore a pleasure and a privilege to be asked to

write a Foreword to this volume, one which sets out to show what

a younger generation of Arabists and Islamicists can bring to a dis-

cipline which, in the West at least, can be traced back to the

Renaissance of the twelfth century.

As this volume of essays demonstrates, there are several reasons

for this excitement. The first and most visible in my view is the new

and more systematic attention being paid by younger scholars to

current theoretical breakthroughs in intellectual and cultural history.

Such postulates as speech-act theory, theories of representation, new

quantitative methodologies, textual theories, new historicist theories,

the impact of contemporary social science theory and, in particular,

a number of prominent modern theorists like Clifford Geertz and

Michel Foucault, have all combined to deepen our understanding of

classical Arabic culture and literature.

The second reason emanates from the first. By invoking new

methodologies and in asking new questions, these essays are helping

to bring the field of pre-modern Arabic-Islamic culture into line with

what is already happening in adjacent fields, e.g. the study of medieval

Europe. My generation of students of classical Arabic culture had

not been as open to theory as this younger generation is. Thus, we

would occasionally cast envious eyes at other medievalist colleagues,

at the theoretical freshness and vividness of their work, the windows

they opened onto subjects and themes there for the grasping in our

own immensely rich Arabic sources. Why did we not attempt a clas-

sical Arabic Montaillou? An Arabic Peter Brown’s Augustine? A study

à la Le Goff ’s Intellectuals?

I am delighted that this collection of essays shows that we are

now taking firm steps in that direction. In one area at least our

sources are incomparably richer: the area of biography. No pre-mod-

ern civilization known to me teems with so many people, with flesh

and blood individuals, men and women, as does classical Arabic. A
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1 William Hazlitt: The Fight and Other Writings, Harmondsworth: Penguin Classics,
2000, 254. I presume that when a text becomes a Penguin Classic, this is one entry
point into the canon.

new generation of Arabists shall knock, and a hundred doors will

open.

The third reason concerns the closer attention now being paid by

Western Arabists to the work being done by their colleagues in the

Arab world writing in Arabic. For many of us who studied our own

civilization in the West, the work of fellow Arab scholars was a dim

and distant echo. I note with pleasure that the authors of this col-

lection of essays are far more aware than was my generation of the

contributions of modern scholarship in Arabic. There is no need to

emphasize the trite observation that our “pursuit” should be “com-

mon” (I borrow from F.R. Leavis, The Common Pursuit) and no excuse

not to make it so with the Internet now at our fingertips. Within

the contemporary world of literary and historical scholarship in

Arabic, the North African zone seems currently to be one of the

most promising. One is tempted to observe that today the North

Africans are playing the role, which one might call theoretically

daring, that was once played by the Andalusians.

A fourth and final reason to welcome this volume is that several

contributions seem to go off the beaten track, that is to say the

canon of “great texts,” in order to investigate the rhetoric of texts

not commonly regarded as part of that canon. This in itself is a

highly desirable invitation to reconsider one major concern of intel-

lectual history today, the debate surrounding what one might call

the canon and the sub-canon. Let me illustrate. Among the more

fascinating essays of William Hazlitt is one entitled “My First Acquain-

tance with Poets,” where he draws a portrait of Coleridge as a con-

versationalist, a portrait that must itself rank as part of the canon

of English essay writing. One passage runs as follows:

He considered Bishop Butler as a true philosopher, a profound and
conscientious thinker, a genuine reader of nature and of his own mind.
He did not speak of his Analogy, but of his Sermons at the Rolls’ Chapel,
of which I had never heard. Coleridge somehow always contrived to
prefer the unknown to the known.1 [Hazlitt’s Italics]

It may very well be that Coleridge was an early champion of the

sub-canon. He may also, of course, have been showing off; in this
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particular case, however, he was not, since Hazlitt eventually read

the Sermons and did indeed find them superior to the better-known

works. But apart from such considerations, there exists that which

concerns our own field in the contemporary debate over the con-

cept of the canon alluded to above. The terms of that debate are

eloquently put by Annabel Brett:

Languages and discourses conceived in this way are not limited to elite
productions, a few “great texts.” The great texts are written in idioms
or rhetorics which may be shared with many not-so-great texts of the
most varied provenance: occasional pamphlets, cheap novels, newspa-
pers—they are all grist to the intellectual historian’s mill. For although
the “great texts” may and will always fascinate, they did not invent the languages
in which they speak (albeit they may move them on or subvert them in some way),
and hence making sense of what they are about can never be limited to their study
alone.2 [My Italics]

Given the immense volume of our medieval Arabic materials, both

canon and sub-canon, it seems to me that the time has come for us

to enrich this debate. The volume to which I am privileged to pen

this brief message of welcome is surely a harbinger of that time.

Tarif Khalidi Beirut, February 2005

2 Annabel Brett: What is Intellectual History Now?, in: David Cannadine (ed.):
What is History Now, Basingstoke: Palgrave, 2002, p. 118.





PREFACE AND ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

This volume of collected studies in classical Arabic literature and

Islam is the result of an international enterprise. It consists of six-

teen chapters written by scholars of Arabic and Islamic studies from

Europe, the Middle East, and North America. Given the recently

increased interest in Arabic culture and Islam, exemplified by the

public’s demand for more in-depth information, this publication is

dedicated to casting light on a spectrum of issues in the classical lit-

erary and intellectual heritage of Islam, which are—due to their uni-

versal relevance—of interest not only to specialists in Arabic and

Islamic studies, but also to a wider readership as well.

The book discusses a number of aspects which characterize the

literature, life, and scholarship in Arabic-Islamic society at different

historical periods. While underscoring the complexity and progres-

sive nature of Islamic thought in medieval times, it points to a cul-

tural specificity of Islam that facilitated the advancement of intellectual

life and the formation of “modern” societies, even by today’s stan-

dards. Furthermore, the book highlights such aspects as the creative

interaction of Muslim scholars with different cultures in their attempt

to refine and add to existing fields of knowledge, and the high esteem

that knowledge and education are granted in Islam in general. It

deals with non-Muslim literary and scholarly activities in the realm

of Islam (a notion that challenges the stereotype of the exclusivity

of religious societies), and explores controversial issues such as fem-

inism and Islam, and the role of female figures in early Islamic his-

tory as portrayed in the classical sources, to mention just a few topics.

Thematically, the studies presented here are united in their pri-

mary objective which is to pursue Ideas, Images, and Methods of Portrayal

in selected classical Arabic texts. Methodologically, these studies have

in common a rigid focus on primary sources, the use of philological-

analytical approaches, and the due consideration they give to the

specifics of the Arabic literary tradition. These aspects are worth

mentioning since the application of theory-oriented methods and

methodologies as offered by contemporary literary theory, cultural

studies, and social sciences is also a distinguishing feature of the con-

tributions included here.
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The topics dealt with in the book have been arranged in an

approximately chronological order. This should help the reader to

follow, to some extent, the general course of historical and literary

developments in Islam. A chronological rather than a thematic design

was chosen to make it easier to handle the material, and the chap-

ters themselves will demonstrate that each topic has its own special

merits and concerns that fully justify their inclusion in this book.

Thus this volume hopes to offer original and fresh Insights into

Classical Arabic Literature and Islam, insights that intend to stimulate

thought and further the appreciation and understanding of the com-

plexity and distinctiveness of Arabic-Islamic culture and civilization.

* * *

Thanks are due to a number of colleagues and friends who sup-

ported the preparation of this book.

First of all, I would like to express my sincere gratitude to those

senior scholars who readily agreed to referee one or more of the

contributions included here. I am indebted to Hilary Kilpatrick

(Lausanne), Amikam Elad ( Jerusalem), Geert Jan van Gelder (Oxford),

Amir Harrak (Toronto), Maher Jarrar (Beirut), Alexander Knysh

(Michigan, Ann Arbor), Todd Lawson (Toronto), Gregor Schoeler

(Basel) and, in particular, to Michael Marmura (Toronto). Their

comments and constructive critique were most helpful and encour-

aging to both the authors and the editor of this book.

I am particularly grateful to Tarif Khalidi, Shaykh Zayid Professor

of Arabic and Islamic Studies at the American University in Beirut,

who agreed to write the Foreword for this book. His stimulating

thoughts are most appreciated.

I also wish to thank Professors Wadad Kadi (Chicago) and Rothraud

Wieland (Würzburg) for accepting this book in Brill’s Islamic History

and Civilization series. Professor Kadi in particular provided me with

much invaluable advice in the final stage of this book’s publication,

for which I would like to thank her warmly.

A final word of appreciation goes to Trudy Kamperveen and

Birgitta Poelmans, Editors at Brill Academic Publishers, for their

assistance at the various stages of this book’s publication.

Sebastian Günther Toronto, February 2005



INTRODUCTION

All seeing is essentially perspective, and so is all knowing. The more emotions we
allow to speak in a given matter, the more different eyes we can put on in order
to view a given spectacle, the more complete will be our conception of it, the greater
our “objectivity.”

Friedrich Nietzsche (1844–1900)1

Classical Arabic literature is valued both as a source of firsthand

insights into key aspects of culture, civilization, and society in the

realm of Islam, and for the ample and significant contributions it

has made to world literature. This view is due, in particular, to the

fact that classical Arabic writings echo so well the feelings, attitudes,

customs, conventions, and ideas current at the time when they were

composed. In fact, classical Arabic texts often seem to reflect human

circumstances and developments more accurately than any other

form of cultural expression in medieval Arabic-Islamic society. This

assessment holds true regardless of whether these texts belong to

belles-lettres or scholarly literature, and whether they are composed in

verse or in rhyming, rhetorical, or narrative prose. Hence, it can be

argued that the vividness of classical Arabic literature offers the reader

an exceptional opportunity to encounter the intellectual world of

Islam in which it thrived, to resurrect some of its main figures, and

to re-live and learn from their experiences.

This literature permits us, for instance, to listen to the poet’s nos-

talgic reminiscences about the happiness he shared with his beloved,

and the sorrow he feels at her loss; or to picture him paying trib-

ute to his tribe, or to his patron’s life and warfare. Through it, we

can become acquainted with the eloquence and sophistication of the

orator, be amused by the anecdotes of the light-hearted skeptic,

moved by the melancholic-philosophical views of the pessimist, or

fascinated—and sometimes troubled—by the multitude of voices in

the accounts of the Prophetic Tradition that invite us to share in

the greatness of the time when the Quran was revealed.

1 Genealogy of Morals, in: ‘The Birth of Tragedy’ and ‘The Genealogy of Morals,’
Translated by Francis Golffing, New York: Anchor Press, 1956, 255.
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Story-tellers charm us with their refined narrative techniques in

relating historical, legendary, and fabulous stories. Medieval Muslim

scholars make us participate in their quest for knowledge and engage

us in their study circles. In their anthologies and chronicles, they

speak of the precious manuscripts and the wealthy libraries they have

consulted. They inform us about their working methods, professional

goals and ideals, or their intellectual and, perhaps, political agendas.

Classical Arabic littérateurs and sages simply astonish us with the

explicitness of their images, the power of their ideas, and the flow

of their arguments, which are so eloquently presented in epistles,

treatises, and monographs.

These observations emphasize two points. First, classical Arabic

writing—like literature in general—is a practice in which the authors

advance or renew literature. In other words, classical Arabic litera-

ture is, implicitly, a reflection of itself: its language, rhetorical figures,

structures, styles, aesthetics, and methods of argumentation and writ-

ing. This insight is worth noting, for it encourages research to be

directed toward the basic characteristics of a text, such as meaning

and language; content, form and style; ideas and the means of

expounding and promoting them. Second, classical Arabic literature,

with its refreshing diversity of genres and forms of expression, its

abundance of concepts, intellectual discourses, and aesthetic impli-

cations, constitutes a wealth of human values and accumulated knowl-

edge that merits full attention and appreciation. It thus presents itself

as a source of wisdom, intellectual inspiration, and delight that has

lost none of its appeal even in the 21st century.

Objectives and approaches

Contemporary literary and cultural theory offers the student of clas-

sical Arabic literature a broad spectrum of methodologies and

approaches. These range from liberal humanism, structuralism, post-

structuralism and deconstruction, and post-modernism, to psychoan-

alytic and feminist criticism, new historicism, stylistics, and narratology.

A number of findings advanced by these theories and philosophies

have proven useful when applied to the topics tackled in this volume.

Yet, with regard to the studies presented here, it is also appro-

priate to specifically mention two more basic—though antithetical—

project models of literary research. The first advocates approaches,
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methodologies, and theories broadly classed as “socio-historical,” while

the second is often characterized as “immanence-based” or “imma-

nence-oriented.” While the first position rests on critical and theo-

retical processes that regard knowledge as contextually based, the

second position takes the text itself as its object of analysis, and does

so irrespective of such contexts as the author’s background, the his-

tory of the text’s reception, and so forth. In other words, the for-

mer view essentially understands literature in a historical context

whereas the latter does not and, therefore, occasionally attracts epi-

thets such as “transcendental” and “ahistorical.”2

In recent years, hermeneutics and poetics have played an effective

role in grounding the study of classical Arabic literature in a more

rigorously defined theoretical framework, a development that is

reflected to some degree in this book. Hermeneutics, as is known,

usually starts with texts and asks what they mean; it seeks to inter-

pret or reinterpret texts in order to gain better and, often, new

insights into the human condition. It is a theory of interpretation

that comes from, and is particularly useful in, the fields of religion

and law (where people seek to understand the meaning of authori-

tative legal or sacred texts in order to decide how to act). In contrast,

poetics is based on linguistics. It starts with attested meanings and

attempts to understand how texts achieve the effects that they do.

Theoretical positions of this kind direct attention to some of the

trajectories taken in this book. In fact, they help us to determine

more precisely a number of the major issues that this volume wishes

to address. These are as follows:

1) the genesis of selected classical Arabic texts as the products of cer-

tain milieus that include the authors’ intellectual, religious, and

societal frameworks;

2) the implications that these texts had for the reality of early and

medieval Islamic society and the effects they had on it;

3) the ideas which the classical Arabic scholars addressed and com-

municated in these texts, and the images which they presented;

4) the form and content of these texts, as two main carriers and pro-

moters of ideas in literature, and the relationship between them.

2 Steven Earnshaw: The Directions of Literary Theory, Basingstoke, Hampshire:
Macmillan, 1996, 2.
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This approach takes into account and reinforces the idea that poets

and writers are often more sensitive than other groups when it comes

to cultural tensions and changes. On the other hand, it affirms the

idea that Islam, with its dynamic diversity of virtues and beliefs, was

the main source, impetus, and reason for the intellectual activities

of Muslim scholars, and ponders the ways in which medieval Muslim

writers used specific methods and modes of portrayal, whether overtly

or in a more subtle manner, to advance their ideas and bring them

to fruition. This aspect of research, as will be shown, often includes

discussion of various literary particularities of texts, whether struc-

tural, stylistic, or aesthetic.

This volume, however, also deals with such questions as: How do

classical Arabic texts achieve the meanings and effects they do? How

is language organized? How and to what effect are poetic and rhetor-

ical devices being used? And what conventions and codes of con-

ventions make certain literary structures possible? Furthermore,

epistemological facets of research include the mechanisms that cause

and enable the reader or the recipient of the text to identify allu-

sions, plots, themes, and genres, and that engage him in a (symbolic)

interpretation of the ideas and images presented in a given text and

context.

The detection of textual characteristics of this kind in particular

will eventually help advance our understanding not only of why, but

also of how, writers in a specific environment expressed their points

of view and participated in intellectual discourses. It may also dis-

close, for example, how the images of historically or religiously impor-

tant figures in Arabic-Islamic culture have been developed in literary

writings over time, and how they have been shaped in the process

of their “literarization.” In fact, some of the mechanisms and devices

identified in the classical texts under discussion may even inspire

today’s reader to reread or reinterpret these texts in an alternative,

non-dogmatic and, perhaps, post-modern way.

The terms “classical” and “literature”

In view of the book’s thematic scope, two more points deserve to

be addressed briefly. One relates to the term “literature.” In this

publication, the term is used in an inclusive rather than exclusive

way. Thus “literature” stands for a larger category of exemplary
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Arabic writings and thought in the pre-modern period, rather than

merely the main form of classical Arabic belles-lettres.3 This is because

classical Arabic scholarship itself did not confine “literature,” adab,

to fictional or imaginary prose. Rather, in medieval times, adab

(including its attested use as “literature”) epitomized the humanist

concerns of Arabic-Islamic culture and civilization. The celebrated

historian, sociologist, and philosopher Ibn Khaldùn (d. 1406 C.E.)

expresses this notion in his discussion of “the discipline of literature,”

'ilm al-adab, when he states:

[Philologists] who wanted to define this discipline said: “Literature is
expert knowledge of the poetry and history of the Arabs as well as
the possession of some knowledge regarding every science.”4

Hence, it stood for the kind of writing that was “either morally and

spiritually edifying or else entertaining through mastery of language

and verbal skill.”5 Furthermore, let us not forget that the modern

Western understanding of literature as “imaginative writing” is only

two centuries old. Prior to 1800, “literature” in English (and the

analogous terms in other European languages) meant “writings” or

“book knowledge.”

It is for these reasons that this volume includes studies of both

“literary” and “non-literary” texts, and not simply because the new

3 This view is in line with a definition that determines literature as “an art by
which expression is achieved in language.” Cf. Lascelles Abercrombie: Principles of
Literary Criticism, London: High Hill Books, 1960, 21. Interestingly, conversation and
speeches as such are conventionally not regarded as “literature,” although one speaks
of the art, meaning the skill, of conversation and speech. This is because in litera-
ture the art, or skill, is only in words. In conversation, in contrast, the skill is in the
use of personality, sometimes more so than in the use of words. Indeed, poetry is
designed to be recited and plays are written to be performed. However, the liter-
ary art in both of these categories of text is substantially the same whether it is spo-
ken aloud or read in silence (cf. id. 22). See esp. chapter one, which deals with
speeches in literature or, more precisely, speeches that have become literature.

4 Franz Rosenthal (trans.): Ibn Khaldûn: Muqaddimah. An Introduction to History,
London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1958, iii, 340–341. For the definition of adab
as “the literary scholarship of a cultivated man,” see S.A. Bonebakker: chapter “Adab
and the concept of belles-lettres,” in: J. Ashtiany et al. (eds.): 'Abbàsid Belles-Lettres,
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1990, 16–30; and I.M. Lapidus: Knowledge,
Virtue, and Action: The Classical Muslim Conception of Adab and the Nature of
Religious Fulfillment in Islam, in: B.D. Metcalf (ed.): Moral Conduct and Authority: The
Place of Adab in South Asian Islam, Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California
Press, 1984, 39–61. 

5 M.M. Badawi: A Short History of Modern Arabic Literature, Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 2001 (11993), 10.
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historicism gives equal weight to both these types of texts, and per-

ceives them as constantly informing and interrogating each other.

First and foremost, however, it is due to the fact that “non-literary”

classical Arabic texts are often splendid sources for “literary” analy-

sis: for their fine use of language, rhetorical figures and sophisticated

structures, and their exemplary methods of argumentation.

As for the term “classical,” when used within the framework of

Arabic literature it underscores two principal qualities of Arabic texts:

(a) their fine, balanced, and proportionate use of the Arabic lan-

guage, and (b) the time of their origin, i.e. the period between the

6th and 13th centuries C.E. The latter characteristic, however, is

not meant to undermine the widely-held notion that the period from

the 9th to the 11th century is often termed the “Golden Age” of

classical Arabic literature.

Research topics and trajectories

Due to the breadth and complexity of the topics dealt with in this

publication, a few main points from each chapter will be highlighted

here.

Chapter One, “Context Equivalence: A Hitherto Insufficiently Studied

Use of the Quran in Political Speeches from the Early Period of

Islam,” by Stephan Dähne, deals with a feature of Arabic eloquence

that has a long and genuine tradition in Arabic-Islamic culture:

speeches. This paper studies four political sermons included in the

widely-known historical and literary compilations of such 9th and

10th century scholars as al-Zubayr ibn Bakkàr, al-Jà˙iΩ, al-Balàdhurì,
al-ˇabarì, Ibn 'Abdrabbih, and Abù l-Faraj al-Ißfahànì. Two of the

speeches discussed are attributed to individuals from the 8th cen-

tury, while the two others belong to figures from the 9th century.

Dähne brings to the fore certain intertextual elements—“allu-

sions”—in these speeches, in which there are frequent references to

the Quran. However, his analysis does not focus primarily on these

references, but rather on what he calls “context equivalence.” According

to Dähne, “context equivalence” depends on two factors or processes

that can be summarized as follows: First, by placing fragments of

quoted quranic “text” in the (new) “context” of the speech, a

modification of the original quranic “meaning” of the quoted quranic

“wording” is achieved; and second, the association of the “context”
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of the given speech with the “context” of the Quran evokes in the

minds of the audience the greatness of the time of the revelation

and, thus, surrounds the political speech with an aura of sacredness.

Interestingly enough, this technique of intertextual referencing fur-

ther highlights the fact that in the speeches studied, we are not only

faced with a continuation of an earlier text (the Quran) in a later one

(the speech), but also with an echo of ideas that the quranic word-

ing encapsulates and reflections of situations that it depicts.

Chapters two and three direct our attention toward issues of a

different nature. They deal with the relation between literature and

historical context (i.e. the impact reality had on the development of

literature and vice versa), and with the relation of literature to such

larger structures as the conventions of particular literary genres. Both

chapters are concerned with the literary activities of Christian schol-

arship in early Islam; one focuses on Syriac literature in Syro-Palestine

during the 7th century, and the other on early Christian polemical

writing in Arabic from the end of 8th and the beginning of the 9th

century.

Chapter Two, “Classical Heritage and New Literary Forms: Liter-

ary Activities of Christians during the Umayyad Period,” by Ute

Pietruschka, discusses the phenomenon of preference given in Syriac

literature to certain literary themes and forms. This study argues

that in the first century of Islam, Syriac scholarship was character-

ized by the renewal of traditional literary forms, the development of

new literary forms, and the growing importance of oral elements in

literary production. These developments in the Syriac scholarly tra-

dition were specifically designed to attract a broader Christian audi-

ence with the purpose of warding off the danger of a further growth

in the number of Christians converting to Islam; a serious challenge

for the Christian communities in an increasingly islamicized society.

It was in the context of a rapidly emerging Islamic state that, for

Christian scholarship, rhetoric became an effective literary tool for

inter-faith discussions with Muslims. As a result, not only did Syriac

scholarship adapt to the fundamental changes of society set in motion

by the Muslim conquest of Syria and Palestine, but literary activi-

ties among Syriac scholars increased noticeably. This development

was also accompanied by a general growth in cultural, spiritual, and

religious self-consciousness among the Christian intellectual elite in

the Syro-Palestinian region vis-à-vis both their Muslim counterparts

in Islamic lands and their fellow Christians in Byzantium.
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Chapter Three, “Refuting the Charge of Ta˙rìf: Abù Rà"i†a (d. ca.

835) and his First Risàla on the Holy Trinity,” by Sandra Toenies

Keating, rests on the premise that a major theme in Muslim-Christian

polemics has been the Muslim claim that significant portions of the

Torah and Gospels have been falsified by Jews and Christians. This

charge of ta˙rìf, “alteration,” arguably lies at the heart of every the-

ological disagreement between Muslims and Christians. Among the

first Christians to respond to the allegation was Óabìb ibn Khidma

Abù Rà"i†a, a Jacobite from the ancient city of Takrìt near Baghdad.

This study insightfully elucidates how Abù Rà"i†a—taking advan-

tage of the rising interest of the Muslims in Hellenistic philosophy—

attempts to convince his readership of the reliability of the Christian

scriptures by establishing the reasonableness of the Trinity. In keep-

ing with this objective, he lays out his arguments in a manner suit-

able to address both Christian and Muslim readers.

This approach of Abù Rà"i†a’s is a unique adaptation of earlier

polemical methods to a new religious and intellectual milieu. In Abù
Rà"i†a’s treatise, this adaptation results in a rather “organic fusion”

of form and content, which bears elegantly the author’s opinion. In

fact, this “organic fusion” helps him to communicate to his reader-

ship a high degree of sincerity. It is interesting to note that this sin-

cerity is not only noticeable in the author’s intention behind the work,

but also very much within the language of the treatise itself.

Chapter Four, “Meeting the Patron: An Akhbàr Type and its Implica-

tions for Mu˙dath Poetry,” by Beatrice Gruendler, consists of two

parts. The first is concerned with “modern” (mu˙dath) poets from the

early 'Abbàsid period (end of the 8th/beginning of the 9th century)

who set out to challenge established literary taste and poetic tradi-

tion by using—in the view of their contemporaries—avant-garde

poetic forms, styles, and themes. The lives of these poets are exam-

ined through some captivating narrative passages that are included

in five compilations from the end of the 9th to the first half of the

10th century. Surprisingly enough, in these compilations one finds

the “modern” poets depicted as successful, for the most part, in their

quests for patronage and, therefore, enjoying secure social status.

This picture is the more astonishing given the ongoing querelle des

anciens et des modernes in early 'Abbàsid times.

In the second part of her essay, Gruendler contextualizes these

observations. Here she studies the professions of the authors of the

9th and 10th century compilations under discussion, along with their
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positions in society and the agendas underlying their works. This

leads to another insight in that these compilers apparently had the

declared intention to support “modern” poetry by portraying its rep-

resentatives in the best possible light. In this part of the essay, both

the material and the focus of analysis change from the study of

selected texts to an examination of the socio-historical framework

surrounding them.

This methodological shift in research hints at a point significant

to this and to several of the following chapters. It is the notion that

descriptive classical Arabic texts often do not simply reflect and record

data, or reality, but instead they create and shape it by generating a

web of shifting, multi-faceted and often ambiguous meanings. The

final determination of meanings, however, is ultimately in the eye of

the beholder (as will become clear also in chapters eight to ten,

fifteen and sixteen).6

The dynamic developments characterizing intellectual culture in

the early 'Abbàsid period are also given prominence in Chapter Five,

although it studies a very different body of classical Arabic texts.

“Advice for Teachers: The 9th Century Muslim Scholars Ibn Sa˙nùn

and al-Jà˙iΩ on Pedagogy and Didactics,” by Sebastian Günther,

deals with the genre of “rules of conduct for teachers and students.”

This is a remarkable sub-category of classical Arabic literature that

has received little attention from modern scholarship thus far. In

particular, this chapter scrutinizes two of the very earliest Arabic

treatises devoted to educational theory and practice in Islam. These

two treatises stand out in the history of ideas not only for their early

date of origin, but also for the abundance and originality of the edu-

cational ideas they contain.

In this article, discursive analysis tackles such aspects of these 

two texts as their socio-political context, and their literary-historical,

literary-stylistic, and educational dimensions. A catalogue of solid

data is established (one of the goals of hermeneutics) which, it is

hoped, will contribute to increasing the understanding of the edu-

cational foundations of a “learning society,” as represented by Muslim

civilization between the 9th and the 11th centuries.

Among the educational aspects discussed, three points seem to be

particularly striking. One relates to the sincerity and enthusiasm with

6 Peter Barry: Beginning Theory. An Introduction to Literary and Cultural Theory, second
edition, Manchester and New York: Manchester University Press, 2002, 35, 61. 
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which both Ibn Sa˙nùn and al-Jà˙iΩ promote such virtues as mod-

esty, patience, and a passion for working with youth. This notion

seems to anticipate the idea of the father-son relationship between

teacher and student, which will become an issue of major significance

in the mystical writings of al-Ghazàlì (d. 1111) and the works of

other Muslim scholars of later times. A second point concerns the

remarkable variety of teaching topics that Ibn Sa˙nùn and al-Jà˙iΩ
indicate for the 9th century curriculum at the elementary and higher

levels of Islamic education. Finally, a third aspect relates to the impor-

tance that al-Jà˙iΩ credits to books, reading, and writing, for the

stimulating effects these have on independent thinking and intellec-

tual creativity. In fact, since the teacher instructs in reading, writ-

ing, and calculation—the “pillars” of human civilization as al-Jà˙iΩ
calls them—he deserves praise and special recognition in society.

Chapter Six, “Medieval Muslim Scholarship and Social Network

Analysis: A Study of the Basra/Kufa Dichotomy in Arabic Grammar,”

by Monique Bernards, is a fresh contribution to the ongoing debate

among modern scholars about the early history of Arabic grammar

and the assumed formation of two distinct schools of grammar: Basran

and Kufan.

Bernards tackles the question head-on with the novel application

of social network analysis, a well-established method in the social

sciences, to the study of classical Arabic grammarians. The focus of

her research is the social relationships between Basran and Kufan

grammarians during the period from 200 to 250 A.H. (815 to 

865 C.E.).

Contrary to what has been assumed to date, Bernards concludes

from the examined data that there is no indication whatsoever for

a Basran/Kufan dichotomy. This negative finding holds true despite

the fact that Sìbawayh’s Kitàb—the most prestigious classical refer-

ence work of Arabic grammar—seems to have been transmitted

exclusively by Basran grammarians during the period under consid-

eration.

Chapter Seven, “The Contribution of the Mawàlì to the Six Sunnite

Canonical Óadìth Collections,” by John A. Nawas, addresses the oft-

made contention that the mawàlì (non-Arab converts to Islam; “new”

Muslims) had a more significant role in the development of the reli-

gious sciences in Islam than did the Arabs. Specific attention is paid

here to the contribution of both the mawàlì and the Arabs to the

corpus of Prophetic Tradition (Óadìth). Nawas’ analysis is based on
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data derived from thousands of biographical entries, and shows, in

fact, that the contribution to the religious sciences, in terms of the

number of contributors, was approximately the same for both the

mawàlì and the Arabs. This finding disproves an oft-quoted state-

ment of I. Goldziher’s, according to which a numerical count of

individuals would identify the mawàlì as the majority in this regard.

There is essentially no evidence to conclude that the Arabs would

have played a less significant role in establishing and advancing

Óadìth than did the mawàlì.
Chapters eight to ten, and fifteen, explore phenomena such as the

literarization and image-formation of significant early Muslim figures

in classical Arabic sources, along with the role that the “collective

memory” of the Muslim community and the “editorial work” of the

compilers played in this regard. Identification of these phenomena

helps advance a better understanding of the dynamics and com-

plexities inherent in the development of Islamic thought.

Chapter Eight, “The Portrayal of the Óajj as a Context for Women’s

Exegesis: Textual Evidence in al-Bukhàrì’s (d. 870) al-Ía˙ì˙,” by Aisha

Geissinger, is based on the fact that the canonical Sunnite Óadìth
collections contain a significant number of traditions concerning the

pilgrimage to Mecca that are narrated by female contemporaries of

the Prophet Mu˙ammad. The article examines three such traditions

(˙adìths) that al-Bukhàrì—author of the most highly respected com-

pilation of prophetic traditions among Sunni Muslims—included in

his chapter on quranic exegesis.

Geissinger’s study demonstrates that these ˙adìths are not isolated

traditions that are arbitrarily traced back to 'À"isha bint Abì Bakr

(d. 678). Rather, they appear to be part of al-Bukhàrì’s depiction of

the pilgrimage, both as a communal act of worship and as a topic

in exegesis, concerning which some women exercised a certain degree

of religious authority within the early Muslim community.

Examination of these ˙adìths in al-Bukhàrì’s al-Ía˙ì˙—and of related

accounts traced back to women in such works as the Muwa††a' of

Màlik (d. 795) and the ǎbaqàt of Ibn Sa'd (d. 845)—leads, among

other things, to the following conclusion: al-Bukhàrì’s portrayal of

'À"isha bint Abì Bakr as the pre-eminent female authority on the

ritual of the pilgrimage is shaped by his views about what constitutes

acceptable proof of prophetic practice (sunna) and what does not. As

a result, while a number of early female experts on the pilgrimage

ritual appear in the works of Màlik and Ibn Sa'd, in al-Bukhàrì’s
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discussion of the pilgrimage most of them are either marginalized

or absent.

Chapter Nine, “Image Formation of an Islamic Legend: Fà†ima, the

Daughter of the Prophet Mu˙ammad,” by Verena Klemm, pursues

the questions of how, in the process of literarization, historical indi-

viduals are transformed into heroes of legends, and how biography

becomes hagiography. Despite the scant historically proven data on

the lives of eminent figures from early Islam,7 the study closely exam-

ines the biographical and hagiographical data on Fà†ima (d. 633) in

both Sunnite and Shiite texts. Emphasis is placed on the examina-

tion of textual devices that promote representations of Fà†ima as a

holy person.

Klemm arrives at a number of significant findings. While Sunnite

narratives, such as in Ibn Sa'd’s biographical dictionary and the lit-

erature of Prophetic Tradition, provide a portrait of Fà†ima that is

rather indefinite and sketchy (she is confined to her relationships to

her father and husband), Shiite accounts appear to relate a more

complex religious vita. These accounts place Fà†ima at the center of

a web of references that include figures from the transcendental and

imaginary worlds of Islam in medieval times. Additionally, some

Shiite accounts rely on motifs and narrative techniques known from

folk stories and fairy-tales and seem to serve very effectively as a

medium to convey Shiite teachings to wider circles of believers. Fur-

thermore, Fà†ima’s great piety, love, motherliness, devotion to family,

and tolerance are emphasized to such an extent that these charac-

teristics make her an ideal Muslim woman. Interestingly enough, at

times Shiite accounts also portray Fà†ima as an apocalyptic advo-

cate and avenger. Given the specifics of Shiite experiences and visions,

she appears here as a role model for Shiite eschatology and salva-

tion history.

Issues of image-formation in classical Arabic texts also play a major

role in Chapter Ten, with “Narratives and Character Development:

al-ˇabarì and al-Balàdhurì on Late Umayyad History, by Steven C.

Judd. This study is based on the fact that the narrator’s voice is

7 See also Harald Motzki (ed.): The Biography of Muhammad. The Issue of the Sources,
Leiden: Brill, 2000 (= Islamic History and Civilization. Studies and Texts 32), especially
the editor’s introduction; and A.J. Cameron: Abù Dharr al-Ghifàrì: An examination of
his image in the hagiography of Islam, London: Luzac, 1973. (= Oriental Translation Fund.
New Series XLII.)
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usually hidden in early Islamic historical sources, many of which are

often collections of earlier material organized to accommodate the

structure of the later medieval compilers’ work. The study thus exam-

ines how al-Balàdhurì (d. ca. 892) and al-ˇabarì (d. 923), two cel-

ebrated classical Arabic historians, edited the material they culled

from earlier works to create “their” narratives of late Umayyad his-

tory. In fact, it is shown that their decisions about what to include

or omit from earlier sources reveal their interpretations of the rea-

sons for the Umayyads’ swift demise. It is skillfully demonstrated that

careful parallel readings of classical Arabic historical texts can help

us come to a better understanding of how early Muslim historians

discreetly inserted their own voices into compilations of earlier mate-

rial. We are made aware of the fact that the early Muslim histori-

ans’ editing of the material they incorporated into their books is, in

fact, a form of narration.8

Chapter Eleven, “The Alchemy of Happiness: Al-Ghazàlì’s Kìmiyà and

the Origins of the Khwàjagàn-Naqshbandiyya Principles,” by Alexei

A. Khismatulin, consists of two parts. Part One studies the Kìmiyà,
or “Alchemy,” al-Ghazàlì’s main Persian work, based on its oldest

known manuscript preserved in St. Petersburg, Russia. The contents

and structure of the Kìmiyà are examined in comparison with al-

Ghazàlì’s main work in Arabic, I˙yà" 'ulùm al-dìn, or “Revitalization

of the Religious Sciences.” Contrary to the opinion held in modern

scholarship, Khismatulin argues that the Kìmiyà is not simply a popular

Persian abridgment of al-Ghazàlì’s magnum opus, the I˙yà", but an

independent work deliberately composed in Persian. Attention is also

drawn to the fact that the I˙yà has “prologues” (khu†bas) to each of

its forty “books,” while the Kìmiyà has only one at the very beginning.

Part Two deals more specifically with the spiritual-religious prin-

ciples of guidance for the mystic, featured in both the Kìmiyà and

the I˙yà". These principles are compared with those of the Khwàjagàn-

Naqshbandiyya Sufi brotherhood as contained in a later Persian

work, the Rasha˙àt 'ayn al-˙ayàt (“Drops from the Well-Spring of

Eternal Life”), by Fakhr al-Dìn al-Wà'iΩ Kàshifì (d. 1531). Since the

8 See also Robert H. Canary and Henry Kozicki (eds.): The Writing of History:
Literary Form and Historical Understanding, Wisconsin: The University of Wisconsin Press,
1978; and S. Günther: “. . . nor have I learned it from any book of theirs.” Abù l-Faraj
al-Ißfahànì: A Medieval Arabic Author at Work, in: R. Brunner et al. (eds.): Islamstudien
ohne Ende. Festschrift für den Islamwissenschaftler Werner Ende, Würzburg: Ergon, 2002,
139–153. 
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principles in al-Ghazàlì’s works and those in Kàshifì’s closely resem-

ble each other, Khismatulin pursues the important question of their

origin and, perhaps, common roots.

It is also interesting to note that in Khismatulin’s study we encounter

again the khu†ba practiced in classical Islam. In contrast to Dähne’s

research (chapter one), however, Khismatulin looks at this phenom-

enon as embedded strictly in the written tradition. Khismatulin’s

analysis of the fortieth khu†ba of the I˙yà", then, serves to expose its

multidimensional—or matrix—structure, in which each reference, or

“link,” refers the reader to one particular passage in the Quran.

Thus, it is shown, a hypertext structure is being generated with mul-

tiple references and links (similar to a computer website). On this

point, the research results reached by Dähne and Khismatulin, car-

ried out independently, turn out to complement each other.

Chapter Twelve, “Taqlìd of the Philosophers: al-Ghazàlì’s Initial

Accusation in his Tahàfut,” by Frank Griffel, analyzes the five brief

chapters that precede the discussion of philosophical doctrines in al-

Ghazàlì’s Tahàfut al-falàsifa (“The Incoherence (or Inconsistency) of

the Philosophers”). The Tahàfut is a work written by the theologian

al-Ghazàlì in about 1095 to refute twenty key teachings of the philo-

sophical movement in Islam, the falàsifa, because they were objec-

tionable to Sunnite Islam and inconsistent in and of themselves. The

focus of Griffel’s study, however, is not the main body of this work,

but its various “introductions,” or “presumptions,” based on al-

Ghazàlì’s own statements on the main objective of the Tahàfut.
Griffel’s study maintains that there is an overall argument that

embraces the twenty discussions. In fact, it seems that al-Ghazàlì
perceived the Tahàfut as a “refutation” (radd ) of the Muslim philo-

sophical movement, and that he was the first to write such a refu-

tation. Furthermore, it is argued that al-Ghazàlì’s main criticism of

the falàsifa pertained to their uncritical acceptance of the view that

philosophy could give “demonstrative proofs” of their teachings, even

though the falàsifa’s arguments were, in fact, far from demonstrative.

It is concluded that the falàsifa appear to have “believed” in their

epistemological superiority just as the Muslim theologians “believed”

in the teachings of the Quran. However, while the latter could claim

to have the authority of God’s Word on their side, the falàsifa’s belief

in their superior knowledge was, for al-Ghazàlì, nothing but vain

taqlìd, that is, the “uncritical emulation” of such authorities from the

past as Plato and Aristotle.
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Chapter Thirteen, “The Spread of ¸àhirism in post-Caliphal al-

Andalus: The Evidence from the Biographical Dictionaries,” by

Camilla Adang, is based on a thorough examination of innumerable

passages in medieval Arabic biographical dictionaries. Biographical

dictionaries constitute a genre of medieval Arabic literature that is

considered to be an indispensable source in any attempt to recon-

struct the history of specific categories of individuals in Muslim soci-

ety. This is particularly true in the case of the now extinct ¸àhirì
(“exoteric” or “literalist”) school of law (madhhab), which has not left

a significant corpus of legal texts that could provide us with addi-

tional information about its members.

Given these circumstances, Adang’s study charts the spread of the

¸àhirì madhhab in al-Andalus (Islamic Spain) in the period ca. 1050

to 1150, i.e. after the death of its foremost representative, the reli-

gious scholar and man of letters Ibn Óazm of Cordoba (d. 1064).

To obtain the fullest picture possible, her research is not restricted

to dictionaries of legal scholars, nor to Andalusian dictionaries. Rather,

it includes works on poets and grammarians and, moreover, extends

to non-Andalusian dictionaries, which at times provide information

not encountered in the Andalusian works.

Close examination of the evidence provided in these sources leads

to two important conclusions. First, although the ¸àhirìs were a small

minority in al-Andalus, they had gained ground and were perceived

as a threat by the dominant Màlikì school. Second, despite the mar-

ginal position of the ¸àhirì school, its individual members by no

means lived on the fringes of Andalusian social life, but were fully

integrated into it. These findings represent a significant addition to

our understanding of a critical time in the history of ideas in Islam.

Chapter Fourteen, “Working within Structure. Al-Zamakhsharì (d. 1144):

A Late Mu'tazilite Quran Commentator at Work,” by Andrew J.

Lane, draws attention to the fact that, although the title of al-Zamakh-

sharì’s Quran commentary, al-Kashshàf, is well known, the com-

mentary itself has not been studied in a sustained and systematic

way. While such scholars as Goldziher, Smith, Calder, and Rippin

invariably mention the “influence” of al-Zamakhsharì’s Mu'tazilism
on his commentary (some even speak of his “Mu'tazilite method”),

critical questions remain concerning: (a) the material, whether

Mu'tazilite or not, which actually is to be found in the Kashshàf, and

(b) how al-Zamakhsharì went about his exegetical task when com-

posing it.
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To answer these questions, Lane meticulously examines al-Zamakh-

sharì’s commentary on two particular suras, Quran 44 and 54. He

reaches two significant conclusions that would contradict what has

conventionally been assumed in modern scholarship. These are, first,

that al-Zamakhsharì’s Kashshàf is a traditional “chained commentary”

(tafsìr musalsal ) in which the commentator used:

(a) techniques well-established and well-known in medieval Muslim

scholarship, including tafsìr al-Qur"àn bi-l-Qur"àn and masà"il wa-

ajwiba, i.e. using the Quran itself to answer questions raised in

the Quran, and the application of a question-and-answer pattern

as a structural scheme for commentary; and that he made use of

(b) traditional materials such as qirà"àt and asbàb al-nuzùl, texts con-

taining information about the occasions for the revelation of the

Quran.

Second, the analysis of the two suras under discussion shows that

the specificity of al-Zamakhsharì’s Kashshàf lies in the use of poetry,

lexis, and grammar—the main interests of this man of letters from

Khwàrizm—and not in the Mu'tazilite content of his commentary,

which is almost negligible.

Chapter Fifteen,9 “The First Islamic Revolt in Mamlùk Collective

Memory: Ibn Bakr’s (d. 1340) Portrayal of the Third Caliph 'Uthmàn,

by Heather Keaney, analyzes the ways in which three 14th century

historians creatively selected, edited, and arranged their sources in

order to produce distinct narratives of the revolt against the third

Caliph, 'Uthmàn ibn 'Affàn (d. 656).

As it is known, the revolt against 'Uthmàn led to the first civil

war in Islam, and to the permanent division between Shiite and

Sunnite Islam. Moreover, it effected an ongoing ideological tension

between appeals for unity and justice in Islamic political theory and

practice. Although the significance of the revolt is very clear in the

writings of 'Abbàsid chroniclers from the 9th and 10th centuries, it

has long been believed that later medieval writers were unable to

reconcile the tensions arising from the revolt and consequently set-

tled for mere repetition rather than reinterpretation of earlier sources.

9 Chapters fifteen and sixteen study textual evidence from a time that marks,
strictly speaking, the transition from the classical to the post-classical period of Arabic
literature.
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Through a close comparative analysis of the 250-page biography

of 'Uthmàn written by Mu˙ammad ibn Ya˙yà ibn Abì Bakr and

the portrayals of 'Uthmàn in the chronicles by his contemporaries

al-Dhahabì (d. 1348) and Ibn Kathìr (d. 1373), it becomes clear that

each author expresses distinct opinions on what constitutes political

legitimacy and what circumstances make it permissible to use force

against an unjust ruler. In this way, the article convincingly demon-

strates how medieval Muslim scholars were able to continually rein-

terpret a sacred past in order to give meaning to the present.

Chapter Sixteen, “The Sword and the Pen in the Pre-Modern Arabic

Heritage: A Literary Representation of an Important Historical

Relationship,” by Adrian Gully, revisits a subject that has generally

been studied within the parameters of the “literary debate” genre in

pre-modern Arabic literature. The interpretation employed in this

article provides fresh evidence of the social tension between the men

of the sword and the men of the pen in later medieval Islamic society,

which eventually stimulated various textual versions of the subject.

This study focuses on some key stylistic literary developments of

the Mamlùk period (1250–1517 in Egypt and Syria) that are reflected

in the examined texts. One of these texts is a “Treatise on the Sword

and the Pen” ascribed to Ibn Nubàta (d. 1366), poet, prose writer,

and Secretary of the Chancellery. The other texts are two versions

of the “Treatise on a Competition of Self-Glorification between the

Sword and the Pen.” One version is attributed to Ibn al-Wardì
(d. 1349), a colleague and sometimes rival of Ibn Nubàta, and the

other to al-Íafadì (d. 1363), a philologist, literary critic, and student

of both Ibn Nubàta and Ibn al-Wardì.
Apart from Gully’s discussion of the fascinating questions as to

the authorship of these texts and their relationship to each other,

the main contribution of this study is twofold. First, it provides a

number of ideas that are evident in the Arabic texts under discus-

sion, but which were not discussed by the scholars who dealt with

them more recently. These include, for example, the importance that

subtle “allusion” to the Quran (see also chapters one and eleven)

and the use of other literary devices had for the aforementioned

authors. Second, this chapter provides substantial new information

that ties together the relationship of pen and sword in their com-

plex literary and political dimensions.
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Conclusion and prospects

I would like to conclude these introductory remarks with a few

thoughts expressed by a writer who was well aware of the impor-

tance of meaning and language, as well as content, form, and style

in the context of communicating ideas to an audience, be it in writ-

ing or verbally. They are to be found in a passage written twelve

centuries ago by al-Jà˙iΩ, a celebrated classical Arabic littérateur and

philosophical theologian from Basra, Iraq, and a virtuoso in both

literary and scientific pursuits.10 Al-Jà˙iΩ observed that:

There remains—may God the exalted preserve you—topics that neces-
sitate a lengthy exposition and evoke a need for detailed discussion.
[Such a lengthy exposition, however,] that does not exceed the extent
needed and stops once [its] purpose is achieved does not constitute
prolixity, for words tally with the measure of [their respective] mean-
ings—hence, the abundant tally with the abundant, the few with the
few, the noble with the noble, and the inane with the inane.

Words should be used in accordance with meanings. Thus, the abun-
dance of words is for the abundance of meanings, the honorable words
for the honorable meanings, and the insignificant for the insignificant.

Also, single meanings, which are clear in their images and inten-
tions, require fewer words than shared meanings and ambiguous inten-
tions. And if all people of eloquence work hard to convey these meanings
to those who are less [knowledgeable] than they are—with concise
words that do not require [additional] verbal explanations and ges-
tures by hand or head—they would not be able to do so.

There is an old saying: “If what you desire does not exist, then
desire what does exist.” Hence a wise man should not burden lan-
guages with what they are not capable of [expressing]. Nor should he
burden souls with something that is not in their nature. That is why
the author of the book on “Articulate Speech”11 had to explain his book

10 Quoted from al-Jà˙iΩ’s famous anthology Kitàb al-Óayawàn (“The Book of
Animals”), ed. by 'Abd al-Salàm Mu˙ammad Hàrùn, 7 vols., Cairo: Muß†afà al-
Bàbì al-Óalabì, 1938–1958, vi, 7–9. My translation differs from what is given in
Charles Pellat: The Life and Works of Jà˙iΩ, Translation of selected texts, translated from
the French by D.M. Hawke, London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1969, 172. 

11 The Arabic expression here is Íà˙ib Kitàb al-Man†iq. In this context, man†iq
seems to refer to an aspect of balàgha, that is, Arabic “eloquence,” “the art of good
style and composition,” or “literature,” though implying to some degree its second
meaning, “logic.” If one were to go beyond the general argument al-Jà˙iΩ seems
to be making here, it would be possible, on the one hand, to understand this sen-
tence as referring to Aristotle (384–322 B.C.E.), with whose works al-Jà˙iΩ was pro-
foundly conversant. Aristotle was called by the medieval Muslim scholars Íà˙ib
al-Man†iq, “author of Logic,” in reference to his logical works known as the Organon,
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to those who wished to learn eloquence from him, even though the
speaker was fluent and eloquent.

Nonetheless, at no time do I doubt that souls—since they have the
greater longing for curious tales, the greater fondness for numerous
anecdotes, and the greater inclination for short discourses, loving them
more passionately—are naturally prone to find lengthy exposition weari-
some, even if they merit the many [explanatory] meanings, and even
if such lengthy exposition is the more useful, and the abundant expla-
nation the more advantageous.

or “instrument” of thought (cf. W.ˇ. al-Najm, Manqùlàt al-Jà˙iΩ 'an Aris†ù fì Kitàb
al-Óayawàn, Kuwait: Ma'had al-Makh†ù†àt li-l-Tarbiya wa-l-Thaqàfa wa-l-'Ulùm,
1405/1985, 42; and J.V. Luce, An Introduction to Greek Philosophy, London: Thames
and Hudson, 1992, 112). In the Syriac and Arabic traditions, the Organon included
both Aristotle’s Rhetoric and his Poetics. This is mentioned by Ya'qùb ibn Is˙àq al-
Kindì, “the philosopher of the Arabs” and a contemporary of al-Jà˙iΩ, probably
based on a summary of the Rhetoric in Arabic translation. Hence, when medieval
Muslim writers speak of Aristotle as Íà˙ib al-Mantiq, the Rhetoric would be included.
Moreover, one may also recall that Aristotle did not distinguish thought and speech
in the way we do today; he included both thought and speech under lógos, whose
Arabic equivalent, again, is man†iq (cf. J.W. Erdmann, A History of Philosophy, 3 vols.,
London: Sonnenschein, 1890 (repr. Bristol: Theommes Press, 1997), i, 136). 

On the other hand, this sentence could also be a reference to one of al-Jà˙iΩ’s
contemporaries, the Arabic philologist and lexicographer Ibn al-Sikkìt (d. 858 in
Baghdad), who is known for his philological treatise, Kitàb Ißlà˙ al-man†iq (cf. Encyclopaedia
of Islam, new edition, Leiden: Brill, 1954–, iii, 940), a work basically dealing with
questions of the “correct” use of the Arabic language.





CHAPTER ONE

CONTEXT EQUIVALENCE: A HITHERTO INSUFFICIENTLY

STUDIED USE OF THE QURAN IN POLITICAL SPEECHES 

FROM THE EARLY PERIOD OF ISLAM*

Stephan Dähne

Most people understand the figurative sense of the words “the fight

between David and Goliath.” This expression, used in reference to

a conflict, does not necessarily imply an actual physical combat—

rather, one would expect some sort of serious action between two

unequal opponents. The same observation can be made with respect

to the expression “the mark of Cain,” a metaphor used in alluding

to someone who is somehow different from other people.

Allusions to biblical figures and events such as those mentioned

above, or brief quotations from the Bible, tend to be readily recog-

nized and understood in cultures in which biblical accounts have left

their mark. Such allusions create a certain image in the reader’s

mind. Furthermore, they allow the reader to partake of the great-

ness of an authoritative or archetypal “model” text of the past.

In Arabic-Islamic culture, allusions to quranic ideas and figures,

along with quotations from the Quran, play a similar role. In medieval

Islam, such frequent references and allusions to the text of the Quran

are particularly striking in classical Arabic speeches. These “speeches”

or “orations” (sing. khu†ba, pl. khu†ab) are integral parts of classical

Arabic literature. Moreover, some famous speeches came to be seen

as models of Arabic eloquence.

* The study presented in this chapter develops some particularly interesting aspects
of the research I conducted for my Ph.D. dissertation. For more specific informa-
tion on the theoretical approaches and the material examined in this research, see
my book Reden der Araber. Die politische ¢u†ba in der klassischen arabischen Literatur,
Frankfurt am Main: Peter Lang, 2001, esp. pp. 8–11, 146–152, 261–268. For the
tremendous influence the Quran had on classical Arabic literature in general, and
on classical Arabic speeches in particular, see the recent comprehensive survey by
W. Kadi and M. Mir, “Literature and the Qur"àn,” in: EQ iii (2003), 205–227,
esp. 213–217, and the bibliographical references given there.
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The term khu†ba is commonly associated with the religious Friday

sermon. However, another type of khu†ba exists that has been given

little attention in Western studies so far: the political khu†ba. There

are, on the one hand, a large number of similarities between both

types of khu†bas, including their overlapping subject matter and a

shared wealth of rhetorical figures of speech (the latter is especially

outstanding in Arabic prose literature). On the other hand, there are

also essential differences between the Friday sermon and the politi-

cal khu†ba. These differences relate firstly to the function of the two

types of khu†bas in literature.1 Furthermore, the principal goals of the

two types of speech differ. This is particularly striking, given that

the political khu†ba usually aims, in the first place, at propaganda.2

It is exactly this propagandistic objective of political khu†bas that

brings their rhetorical strategies to our notice.

While investigating rhetorical strategies, we may first draw atten-

tion to a major characteristic of the political khu†ba: the use of par-

ticular rhetorical devices to achieve certain goals. It seems to be

precisely this purpose that has caused speakers to incorporate author-

itative quranic vocabulary in a way that, in some cases, has proved

to be an ingenious rhetorical device.

In the political khu†bas that are preserved in the texts of the clas-

sical Arabic corpus, this extraordinarily frequent use of quranic vocab-

ulary is most remarkable. The usage covers brief quotations and

paraphrases, as well as stylistic imitations of the text of the Quran.

This shows that political khu†bas were tailor-made for a public expected

to know the Quran, or at least parts of it, by heart. In some cases

it is evident that the “creator” of the speech relies heavily on the

1 Classical Arabic literature has preserved clues showing that early Muslims—or
at least those living during the first few centuries of Islam—drew a line between
the political and the religious khu†ba: in some texts a speaker is mentioned as hav-
ing immediately descended from the pulpit after the Friday khu†ba and then to have
climbed it again in order to give a political khu†ba. Cf. the remark ascribed to
Dàwùd ibn 'Alì commenting on the behavior of his nephew Abù l-'Abbàs al-Saffà˙
who had given a speech before him: “O ye people, God has indeed helped the
Commander of the Faithful to a mighty victory, but he turned to the minbar only
after the prayer, for he hated to mix aught else with the congregation’s words . . .”
(al-ˇabarì, Ta"rìkh iii, 32; cf. also al-Zubayr, al-Akhbàr 602, which makes 'Uthmàn
ibn 'Affàn act in the same way).

2 I permit myself to classify under “propaganda” the actual different aims of a
khu†ba in literature, like the characterization of people or the illustration of events.
For a more detailed examination of the khu†ba; cf. Dähne, Reden, which deals at
length with the functions of the khu†ba in literature and with its phenomena. 
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similarity of contexts, i.e. on a parallelism between (a) the historical

situations to which his speech alludes, and (b) the historical context

that this quranic passage communicates. This phenomenon, which

can be called “context equivalence,”3 will be illustrated in what

follows.

It is notable, however, that in the later medieval historical sources

in which some of these political speeches have been recorded, little

else but quranic vocabulary seems to have been worth quoting at

times. A good example is the speech of Muß'ab ibn al-Zubayr ibn

al-'Awwàm (d. 67 A.H./687 C.E.), son of the famous companion of

the Prophet Mu˙ammad and brother of the anti-caliph 'Abdallàh
ibn al-Zubayr (d. 73/692).4 Muß'ab is supposed to have given this

speech upon his arrival in Basra in 67/686, after he was appointed

governor of Iraq. It is reported that the threatening style of his khu†ba
made the people of Iraq expect energetic action from him against

Mukhtàr ibn Abì 'Ubayd (d. 67/687), the usurper of Kufa, and the

Marwànids. The references to this speech, however, give the impres-

sion that it consisted solely of the quranic quotation of Q 28:1–6.

Nevertheless, al-ˇabarì’s “Chronicle” and other medieval sources also

provide brief descriptions of the speaker’s gestures and the move-

ments of his hands, along with this quotation from the Quran. Hence,

Muß'ab’s speech seems to have gained its prominent political significance

entirely from its contextual elements.

Another example is that of the famous speech of ˇàhir ibn al-

Óusayn (d. 207/822). ˇàhir was the founder of the ˇàhirids, a short

3 The first—and as far as I know the only—scholar, who pointed to this phe-
nomenon in speeches is G.R. Hawting. He said: “In the course of a speech the
speaker is often made to introduce phrases or words which we recognise as a part
of the qur"ànic text . . . sometimes a qur"ànic text leads into or comes out of a pas-
sage which is not qur"ànic but not notably distinct in style or content,” cf. Hawting,
Citations 260. However, the following examples do not lead us to understand “what
is before us . . . as a variant and uncanonical version of a text which is better known
to us in its qur"ànic guise,” as Hawting suggests for one case (ibid. 260 and 267,
n. 1). In fact, one may, rather, understand the example which he cites as a typi-
cal talmì˙ (allusion) “which consists of alluding to famous passages in the ur"àn
or Traditions, or in profane literature,” cf. EI2 iii, 1091–92, art. “I˚tibàs” (MacDonald,
Bonebakker); cf. EAL i, 81–83, art. “Allusion and Intertextuality” (Heinrichs); CHALUP
334–339. Moreover, allusion was meant to bring to life the entire quranic passage
which was then remembered according to the audience’s own specific exegetical
culture.

4 Ibn 'Abdrabbih, al-'Iqd iv, 124; al-Balàdhurì, Ansàb iv.2, 243; al-Jà˙iΩ, al-Bayàn
ii, 299–300; al-ˇabarì, Ta"rìkh ii, 717. About the speaker cf. EI 2 vii, 649–650
(Lammens, Pellat). 
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line of governors in Khuràsàn during the high 'Abbàsid period. In

a public speech, ˇàhir allegedly gave reasons for the deposition of

the caliph al-Amìn. In his “Chronicle”, al-ˇabarì refers twice to the

above-mentioned speech of ˇàhir.5 However, it is worth noting again

that in the first version (al-ˇabarì, Ta"rìkh iii, 932), al-ˇabarì gives

the quranic verses used in ˇàhir’s speech to the near exclusion of

everything else. Further evidence concerning famous political khu†bas
can be found in texts of the Prophetic Tradition (Óadìth) and of

belles-lettres (Adab). The quotations of political speeches preserved in

these branches of classical Arabic literature clearly testify to the gen-

eral popularity of incorporating quranic vocabulary into such speeches.6

In modern times as well, Arab statesmen readily use quranic expres-

sions in order to elicit emotional responses from their audiences. In

this instance, as a recent research study has shown, the emotional

power of quranic words is especially strong as a result of the listener’s

participation in its decoding.7

As far as the speeches in classical Arabic literature are concerned,

one can hardly draw conclusions regarding their emotional effect.

This is due to the dubious authenticity of many of these speech texts,

as I was able to demonstrate elsewhere.8 At this point, some read-

ers might be inclined to ask what is so new about this information.

What is the connection between the Quran, political speeches, and

the story of David and Goliath? The use of quranic vocabulary, allu-

5 Al-ˇabarì, Ta"rìkh iii, 932, and the immediately following lines: 932–933.
6 Cf. al-Jà˙iΩ, al-Bayàn ii, 6: “This youngster was the best speaker of the Arabs

if his speech contained something from the Quran.” Cf. a similar remark in al-
Jà˙iΩ, al-Bayàn i, 118. See also Ibn Màja, Sunan i, 609–610 (˙adìth 1892), which
contains instructions concerning the employment of certain quranic verses in khu†ab.
Nevertheless, these instructions were scarcely followed, at least as far as the writ-
ten versions of the political speeches are concerned.

7 For general remarks on this issue, cf. Stock, Sprache 72–92; with regard to the
speeches of 'Abd al-Nàßir cf. ibid. 120–128; with regard to Íaddàm Óusayn, ibid.
140–152.

8 Cf. Dähne, Reden, esp. pp. 261–262. Blachère, Histoire 731, says: “Il est certes
regrettable qu’on ne puisse faire état des discours attribués à des insurgés chi’ites
ou kharijites dont l’inauthenticité est par trop flagrante.” Khalidi, Thought 26–27,
n. 20, deals with the question of the authenticity of ˙adìths, which is comparable
to the issues we are faced with here. 

Also, it is more probable that scenes describing emotions in speeches serve as
illustration and, thus, as an inconspicuous authentication of the respective text: a
method, which is comparable to what has been called Situationsschilderung (portrayal
of the situation) with regard to ˙adìths, cf. Stetter, Topoi 2–34. This phenomenon is
also encountered in khu†abs; cf. Dähne, Reden 165–167.
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sions to famous passages in the Quran—isn’t this a widespread, self-

evident feature of Arabic texts? This question must certainly be

answered in the affirmative. However, there is a deeper dimension,

at least in political speeches; a dimension that brings us to view the

use of quranic vocabulary in the light of rhetorical strategies: I mean

by this the aforementioned “context equivalence.” The following

examples may be helpful to illustrate this phenomenon.

1 Abù Óamza al-Shàrì

In 130/747, the last year of his life, the famous Khàrijite leader Abù
Óamza al-Shàrì 9 is alleged to have given a speech before the peo-

ple of Medina after having conquered their city. That speech con-

tains the following words (al-ˇabarì, Ta"rìkh ii, 2010):

. . . Then, we met your men at Qudayd, and we summoned them to
obey the Merciful Lord and the rule of the Quran. But they sum-
moned us to obey Satan and the judgment of the family of Marwàn.
And by God’s life, far apart are guidance and error! They scurried
forward (thumma aqbalù yuhra'ùna yaziffùna) hastening, for Satan had
struck in them his partners; his cauldrons boiled with their blood. . . .

The underlined passage paraphrases Q 37:94 ( fa-aqbalù ilayhi yaziffùna,
“then came the others to him hastening”). This quranic verse relates

to the people of Abraham who are about to stand against him and

commit idolatry.

In the use of this quranic vocabulary, a certain comparison is

incorporated into Abù Óamza’s speech, albeit indirectly; namely, the

comparison of Abù Óamza with Abraham, “the first Muslim” and

“founder of the Ka'ba,” on the one hand, and the comparison of

the family of the hated caliph Marwàn10 with the heretical people

9 Cf. EI 2 vii, 524–25 (Pellat).—Khàrijites are “the members of the earliest of
the religious sects of Islàm, whose importance lies particularly . . . in the formula-
tion of questions relative to the theory of the caliphate and to justification by faith
or by works, while from the point of view of political history the principal part
they played was disturbing by means of continual insurrections;” cf. EI2 iv, 1074–1077
(Levi della Vida). The distinguishing feature of this text is its varying shape and
content in the sources; it has been transmitted in more than a dozen versions, cf.
Dähne, Khu†ab 40–41, esp. n. 2.

10 Marwàn ibn Mu˙ammad ibn Marwàn ibn al-Óakam (r. 127–132/744–749/50),
the last of the Umayyad caliphs of Syria, a grandson of the caliph Marwàn I.; cf.
EI 2 vi, 623–25 (Hawting).
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of Abraham on the other. The objective of this passage is to justify

a clash with an enemy and his condemnation. It is thus intercon-

nected subtly with the objective expressed in Q 37:94. Since the

audience was expected to know the Quran, one can take it for

granted that such an allusion did in fact hit its target.

Our second example concerns the same speech of Abù Óamza.

The khu†ba continues as follows:

. . . and his supposition about them was confirmed (wa-ßaddaqa 'alayhim
Ωannahu). But the helpers of God . . . came forward in small bands and
groups, with every sharpened blade gleaming; and our coil turned, and
their coil twisted away,11 with a blow which makes the liars doubt (bi-
∂arbin yartàbu minhu l-mub†ilùna).

The first underlined passage quotes Q 34:20. The verbatim refer-

ence to the Quran ends at this point of the speech. However, check-

ing the Quran shows clearly that a larger connection exists between

this speech and the sura in question, a connection that goes beyond

a verbatim reference to the latter:

A) The text of this sura refers to sinful people with regard to

whom Satan’s supposition was confirmed. The text of this part of

the speech itself refers to Marwàn and his dynasty, against whom

the orator was fighting. This leads us to infer that the “creator of

the speech” deliberately chose the wording of Q 34:20. He may

have done so for three reasons: (a) for embellishment purposes, (b)

because of the similarity between the situations, and (c) in order to

win the audience over.

B) Interestingly enough, the passage of the speech subsequent to

the quotations from Q 34:20 indicates the real motive: the Quran,

on the one hand, speaks here of a group of believers who do not

follow Satan,12 and on the other hand, the khu†ba speaks of God’s

helpers (i.e. the Khàrijites) who “came forward in small bands and

squadrons.” Thus, it becomes evident that this part of the speech

consciously follows the rhetorical pattern of the quranic model:

11 The metaphor of the “mill of fighting” or “mill of death” is a topos in old
Arabic poetry. It expresses the mere passive role that the enemies held; cf. Ibn
ManΩùr, Lisàn xiv, 314a; EI 2 x, 114–115 (Waines). 

12 “. . . and the Devil found that his judgment of them was true, so they followed
him, all except a party of true believers,” wa-la-qad ßaddaqa 'alayhim Iblìsu Ωannahu
fa-’ttaba'ùhu illà farìqan min al-mu"minìna (Q 34:20).
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1. “Helpers” in the khu†ba is expressed by the word anßàr. As is well

known, this word was generally used for the Prophet’s allies in

Medina, whose descendants were the audience of this speech—

at least according to the text.

2. The speech creates a reference to the glorious early days of Islam.

The passage dealt with here gives the impression that the Khàrijites
are as important for God as the people of Medina were for the

Prophet. Hence, the Khàrijites are here fulfilling the Prophet’s

example (sunna).

As in our first example, there is good reason to assume that this

subtle interconnection between the aim of the speech and the Quran

did not miss its target. Moreover, the Quran seems to have more

or less shaped the spiritual background of the audience present at

that speech. Thus, one can easily imagine how the audience may

have been carried away by this speech.

C) The second underlined passage (“with a blow which makes the

liars doubt”) is reminiscent of Q 29:48: “And thou didst not recite

any Book before it, nor didst thou write one with thy right hand;

in that case the liars would have doubted.”13 Here the Quran refers

to the opponents of Mu˙ammad, those who deny his prophetic mis-

sion. This allusion signifies two things: a) the liars of the speech are

identified with the liars mentioned in the Quran, and b) the ene-

mies of the orator are definitely comparable to the enemies of the

Prophet.

Due to the doubtful authenticity of the speeches handed down to

us, it would be rash to view this cunning play with associations as

part of a persuasive strategy on the orator’s part. It may neverthe-

less be possible that what we are faced with is the persuasive strat-

egy of the unknown “creator of the speech.” Irrespective of whether

these passages are authentic or not, they still convey an impression

of the Arabic rhetorical art in classical times, especially during a

time when Khàrijite eloquence enjoyed a good reputation.14 (Did the

virtuoso handling of quranic associations possibly play a part in the

formation of that reputation?) However, the Khàrijites’ speeches are

not alone in employing the rhetorical trick that we encounter here.

Let us have a look at a third example.

13 Wa-mà kunta tatlù min qablihi min kitàbin wa-là takhu††uhu bi-yamìnika idhan la-irtàba
al-mub†ilùna (Q 29:48).

14 Cf. EI 2 iv, 1074–1077 (Levi della Vida).
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2 'Abdallàh ibn al-Zubayr

In some sources, 'Abdallàh ibn al-Zubayr15 is portrayed as a model

of piety. One of these sources, al-'Iqd al-farìd by Ibn 'Abdrabbih

(d. 328/940), attributes a speech to him. The function of this speech

appears to be threefold: firstly, it is a model of eloquence; secondly,

it is a report about a military campaign in North Africa, which pre-

sumably took place in 26–27/647;16 and thirdly, it is by indirect

means an exoneration of 'Uthmàn ibn 'Affàn.17

The speech is included in al-'Iqd iv, 100. It is supposed to have

been given before the third caliph 'Uthmàn ibn 'Affàn (r. 23/644

to 35/655) and his entourage, after the campaign in which the ora-

tor allegedly took part. It contains the following passage:

In the first light of dawn we took up our battle formation of the day
before. Some of us strode in front of the others, and God lent us His
endurance. So we conquered it (North Africa). . . .18

The underlined phrase is reminiscent of Q 2:250. In Q 2:250, the

Israelites beseech God to lend them patience as they set out against

Goliath and his men:

And when they went into the field against Goliath and his hosts they
said: Our Lord! Lend us endurance, make our foothold certain, and
give us help against the disbelieving folk.19

The historical event described in the speech is a victorious Muslim

military campaign against Christians in North Africa. The historical

circumstances described in the speech are portrayed with the help

of quranic wording. By means of this allusion to the Quran, the

conquering Muslims are perceived as righteous believers in God,

comparable to the ancient Israelites as mentioned in Q 2:250. The

15 He was born in 2/624, and died in 73/692. He “is said to have killed the
exarch Gregory with his own hand;” and “many sources portray him as avaricious,
jealous, and ill-natured;” cf. EI 2 i, 54–55 (Gibb).

16 Abù l-Faraj, al-Aghànì vi, 281, transmits a completely different version of it.
According to him, the governor mentioned in the speech is 'Abdallàh ibn Sa'd ibn
Abì Sar˙. He is known to have undertaken a campaign in the region of Tripolis
in that year; cf. EI 2 i, 51–52 (Becker).

17 Cf. EI 2 x, 946–949 (Levi della Vida; R.G. Khoury).
18 Fa-afragha Allàhu 'alaynà ßabrahu; cf. Ibn 'Abdrabbih, al-'Iqd iv, 100.
19 Wa-lammà barazù li-Jàlùta wa-junùdihi qàlù rabbanà afrigh 'alaynà ßabran wa-thabbit

aqdàmanà wa-’nßurnà 'alà l-qawmi l-kàfirìna.
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enemies of the Muslims, however, are regarded as equivalent to the

unbelieving ancient Philistines.

What was the role of this allusion to the Quran for the under-

standing of this speech? Let us recall the following two points: Firstly,

in its broader sense, the whole speech serves the purpose of exon-

erating the caliph 'Uthmàn ibn 'Affàn. By refuting the numerous

accusations raised against him, it defends and strengthens the Umayyad

dynasty.20 Secondly, this is done mainly by ignoring these accusa-

tions.21 The speech instead creates a counterclaim against the anti-

Umayyad image present elsewhere in literature (and perhaps tacitly

alludes to them): it creates a pro-Umayyad image in which not a

shadow of criticism falls on 'Uthmàn ibn 'Affàn, 'Abdallàh ibn al-

Zubayr or Marwàn ibn al-Óakam.22 In this speech, which portrays

a certain stage in the Muslim conquest of North Africa (probably

that of the year 26/647–48), 'Uthmàn ibn 'Affàn is rather incon-

spicuously placed next to his predecessor 'Umar ibn al-Kha††àb.23

The latter, however, is usually seen as a hero of the grand conquests

of the earliest time of Islam.

The role of the quranic passage, then, with its identification of

the Muslims (under the caliphate of 'Uthmàn ibn 'Affàn) with the

Israelites on the one hand, and their Christian enemies with the unbe-

lieving Philistines on the other, apparently was to convey the distinct

message that matters are running smoothly under the Umayyads.24

20 Meccan clan of Quraysh, first dynasty of caliphs (40–132/661–750); the foun-
dation was laid under the third caliph 'Uthmàn who had appointed members of
his clan to key positions in the Islamic state; cf. EAL i, 793–795 ( Jacobi); EI 2 x,
840–847 (Hawting).

21 Only in one place at the end of the speech is allusion made to one of the
accusations: the reproach of having given public funds as a present to his relatives
is indirectly countered by the formulation “Marwàn ibn al-Óakam locked up the
captured money in the treasure chamber . . .” ( fa-aßabnà ghanà"ima kathìratan wa-fay"an
wàsi'an balagha fìhi l-khumsu khamsami"ati alfin fa-ßafaqa 'alayhà Marwàn ibn al-Óakam).

22 'Uthmàn ibn 'Affàn’s cousin and first caliph of the Marwànid branch of the
Umayyad dynasty, r. for several months in 64/684–65/685. Later, anti-Umayyad
tradition stigmatised him as †arìd ibn †arìd “outlawed son of an outlaw;” cf. EI 2 vi,
621–623 (Bosworth).

23 The second caliph (r. 13/634 to 23/644); cf. EI2 x, 818–821 (Bonner).
24 The pro-Umayyad tendency in this khu†ba might be explained by the com-

piler’s dependence upon the benevolence of the Umayyad rule in al-Andalus. Cf.
Werkmeister, Quellenuntersuchungen 25.
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3 'Uthmàn ibn Óayyàn al-Murrì

Another speech, attributed to 'Uthmàn ibn Óayyàn al-Murrì (d. after

94/713), is said to have been given in 94/713, i.e. at the time of

his appointment as governor of Medina.25 The whole speech is a

coherent polemic against the people of Medina. It deals with both

the friendly relationship between Iraq and the Óijàz26 and with the

tensions between Iraq and Syria.27 A passage states:

We have found you, both long since and more recently, to be insin-
cere to the Commander of the Faithful. Now, there have taken refuge
with you those who will increase your corruption (man yazìdukum khabàlan).
The people in Iraq are people of schism and hypocrisy. . . . I shall not,
by God, be brought anyone who has given refuge to any one of
them . . . but that I shall demolish his house!28

The underlined passage paraphrases Q 3:118: “. . . [take not others

than your own people as intimate friends], they will not fail to corrupt

you . . . ([la tattakhidhù bi†ànatan min dìnikum] la ya'lùnakum khabàlan . . .).”

The entire quranic verse is a warning against acquainting oneself

with anyone from outside the community of believers. It is based on

the premise that such an acquaintance would cause confusion and

distress among the believers. The speech, on the other hand, warns

its hearers against associating with a certain group of people.

Incorporated in this khu†ba, the quranic wording serves as a con-

demnation of this particular group—the “Iraqis”—as unbelievers.

4 'Abdallàh ibn à̌hir

'Abdallàh ibn ˇàhir (d. 230/844), a famous poet, statesman, confidant

of caliphs and governor of Khuràsàn,29 is said to have gone into

battle against the Khàrijites. On this occasion he is supposed to have

25 Al-ˇabarì, Ta"rìkh ii, 1258–60. The text associates the speaker with the tough
measures taken against the Iraqi Arabs who are regarded as the root of upheaval
against Umayyad rule.

26 Al-Óijàz, “the birthplace and still the spiritual centre of Islam, is in the north-
western part of the Arabian Peninsula. The history of al-Óijàz is intimately bound
up with the history of Mecca and Medina;” cf. EI 2 iii, 362–64 (Rentz).

27 These designations are of course not to be understood in the modern politi-
cal sense, but rather as a paradigm that served to explain conflicts.

28 Al-ˇabarì, Ta"rìkh ii, 1258.
29 EI 2 i, 52–53 (Marin).
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given a khu†ba in order to spur on his soldiers. This khu†ba contains

the following passage:

You are the army of God, the fighters for His truth, the defenders of
His religion and His holy places. You are those who call to what He
commanded: To hold on to the rope of God (al-dà'ùna ilà mà amara bihi
min al-i'tißàmi bi-˙ablihi )30 and to obedience to his rulers, to those He made
guardians of the religion and organizers of the Muslims. So ask for
the fulfillment of God’s promises and for His assistance; by fight-
ing . . . those who rebel against Him, . . . who split up the community!31

The underlined passage is an allusion to the corresponding com-

mandment in Q 3:103. This quranic commandment, as indicated in

this speech, is followed in the Quran by the command not to split up

into groups. This order clearly corresponds to the khu†ba-context:

30 Óabl [Allàh], “the rope [of God],” can be interpreted as synonymous to khilà-
fat Allàh, “God’s caliphate;” cf. Crone, Caliph 82.

31 Ibn 'Abdrabbih, al-'Iqd iv, 115. 

Speech

“You are those who call to what
He commanded: To hold on to
the rope of God. . . .

So ask for the fulfillment of God’s
promises and for His assistance;
by fighting . . . those who rebel
against Him, . . . who split up the
community!”

innakum . . . al-dà'ùna ilà mà amara
bihi min al-i'tißàmi bi-˙ablihi . . .

fa-’stanjizù maw'ùda Allàhi wa-naßrahu
bi-mujàhadati . . . ahli ma'ßiyyatihi . . . al-
ladhìna . . . faraqù l-jamà'ata

Quran

(Q 3:103) “And hold fast, all to-
gether, by the rope of God and
be not divided. . . .”

(105) “And be not like those who
became divided and who disagreed
among themselves. . . .”

(103) wa-'taßimù bi-˙abli ’llàhi jamì'an
wa-là tafarraqù . . .

(105) wa-là takùnù ka-l-ladhìna tafar-
raqù wa-’khtalafù

Did the “creator” of this speech choose his words in a knowing and

calculating way? Had he himself been “quranized” with the knowl-

edge of the wording and the context of the Quran? Whatever the

case may be, one may assume that his aim was to achieve the great-

est impact possible on his audience. Therefore, one can conclude

that the allusion to the quranic context subsequent to the paraphras-

ing of Q 3:103 (not yet the paraphrasing itself ) was part of a strat-

egy that eventually helped in winning over the audience.
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5 Conclusions

Quranic vocabulary was not always incorporated into political speeches

as mere embellishment. In other words, the intertextual relationship

between speeches and the Quran is not always restricted simply to

the presentation of some quranic words. Instead, the original (quranic)

meaning of the quotation could be deliberately modified by placing

the words in the new (speech) context. Interestingly enough, this

intertextuality does not always stop at this point. Sometimes the con-

text of the speech even makes an allusion to the quranic context

from which the quotation (or the paraphrase) was taken.

It should be emphasized that we are not faced with a continuation

of the quranic text here. Rather, we are faced with an echo of the

idea or of the situation it depicts. While the quranic text fragment

is present in the speech, the speech itself refers to the original and

much larger quranic text-context. Thus one finds that the object of

the speech is subtly interconnected with the object of the quranic

passage.

Given the vast number of medieval Arabic sources available to

us, the examples of political speeches studied in this article repre-

sent only a limited amount of our data on what I call “context equiv-

alence.” This expression means that the conformity between the text

of some passages in political speeches and the text of the Quran,

from which these speeches quote, is mirrored by a symmetry of “con-

texts,” i.e. the context of the particular political speeches and the

“context” of the Holy Scripture. This “context equivalence” previously

went little noticed by scholars. It becomes evident, however, through

an in-depth analysis of the text and context of a given speech, and

the text and context of the quranic passages quoted therein. Even

if such instances of “context equivalence” may not have been a con-

stant feature in political khu†bas taken as a whole, it can be detected

frequently in several texts of this genre32 and should, therefore, be

understood both as a by-product of quranic culture and a specific

rhetorical development that is comparable to certain rhetorical figures

in classical Arabic literature which, as a rule, embellish and empha-

size a message. However, even if this “context equivalence” is some-

what similar to other phenomena of classical Arabic literature such

32 Cf. Dähne, Reden 149–152, and 114, n. 449, for another example not referred
to in this article. 
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as iqtibàs (“quoting” from the text of the Quran) and talmì˙ (“allud-

ing” to the text of the Quran),33 it is in fact not identical with them.

The main reasons for this are:

(a) The application of quranic vocabulary in political speeches in

general may have far exceeded the eagerness of the speaker to make

use of it for aesthetic reasons.34 In fact, it seems to have enabled the

orator, or “creator of a speech,” to somehow sacralize a speech con-

cerning profane matters. As a consequence, it strengthened his posi-

tion and eventually protected the contents of his speech from

disapproval by the audience.

(b) The special effect of the deliberate use of “context equivalence”

by the orator was emotional in nature. By alluding to the context

of the revelation and communication of the Quran by the Prophet

Mu˙ammad, the speech also invoked scriptural authority in some

way.35 The sequence of this special kind of allusion to the Quran

shall be visualized in the following figure:

33 Cf. n. 3.
34 Cf. n. 6.
35 However, this system of alluding to the Holy Scripture also worked the other

way around. This may have been the case whenever a situation was first portrayed
in the speech and then ultimately rounded off by a quotation from the Quran that
seemed suitable at that point to provide the “additional” authority needed. One
can assume that this was an important tool (if not sometimes the only one) that
eventually inclined the audience to accept what was said in the speech. 

I. The Quran:
– Served as reservoir

for the creation of
speeches

– Was the spiritual and
religious background
of the audience

II. The speech:
1. Takes the quotation

or the paraphrase

2. Alludes to the
original context of

the preceding words

III. The audience:
a) Discerns the quranic wording as

such. That wording smoothes the
way for the following allusion

b) Associates with the quranic
wording its immediate original
context (more or less consciously,
depending on the level of education
of the respective listener/reader)
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In any case, the orator, or “creator of a speech,” could count on

the fact that allusions to the text of the Quran would meet the usual

expectations of the audience. This means that after a quotation or

paraphrase of a verse or passage of the Quran was given in a speech,

the audience was more or less conscious of what the orator could or

should say next, since they were accustomed to hearing the Quran

quoted in speeches from attending the Friday sermons, for example.

This eventually made it possible for political speakers to exploit the

“context equivalence,” knowing the audience’s ability to decode this

literary performance. This observation seems to be true not only for

an audience who attended a speech in “reality,” but also for those

readers who encountered an (actual or fictitious) speech recorded in

writing. The basic reason for this is, of course, that the knowledge

of the text of the Quran was extremely widespread among the

Muslims. In fact, since the rise of Islam it has been “traditionally

instilled” in every person from childhood on through memorization

of the entire text, or numerous passages, of the Quran. In this regard,

any “reverberations of the text [of the Quran] were guaranteed to

be felt by many readers.”36

The medieval Muslim audience listening to or reading a speech

was aware, of course, of interferences37 between the “original,” quranic

context (i.e. when the revelation was communicated by the Prophet

Mu˙ammad to his people) and the context of the “actual” speech

(i.e. the reason for speech, in which quranic passages were quoted).

However, such inevitable interferences seem by no means to have

negatively affected the harmony between the original, quranic con-

text and the speech context. Rather, strategies such as quoting from

the Quran and creating associations with its context seem to have

been used without hesitation by certain speech-creators to promote

their political goals. For these eloquent leaders and creators of polit-

ical speeches respectively, the conscious use of references to the con-

tent of the Quran (which becomes discrete context) seems to have

been a subtle but very effective tool, an ingenious—although hitherto

insufficiently studied—feature of classical Arabic rhetoric.

36 EAL ii 453–456 (Rippin).
37 I understand “interference” here as Plett does, i.e. as pointing to the “conflict

between the quotation and its new context;” cf. Plett, Intertextualities 11.
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CHAPTER TWO

CLASSICAL HERITAGE AND NEW LITERARY FORMS:

LITERARY ACTIVITIES OF CHRISTIANS DURING 

THE UMAYYAD PERIOD

Ute Pietruschka

When studying the transmission of the Greek heritage to Islam dur-

ing the Umayyad period, one needs to take into consideration the

literary production of Christians in the parts of the former Byzantine

empire, now under Islamic rule. The Graeco-Arabic translation move-

ment of the 8th to the 10th centuries C.E. was recently discussed

by Dimitri Gutas in an erudite study, in which he insightfully explored

the various social, political and ideological factors of the translation

movement that played key roles in the transmission of knowledge

from the ancient Greek culture to the civilization of Islam in medieval

times.1 In this context, the efforts made by Christian scholars in pre-

serving the classical Greek heritage during the first century after the

rise of Islam cannot be neglected. In particular, the maintenance of

a Hellenistic curriculum among the Syrians after the Muslim con-

quests was of crucial importance for the extensive transmission of

Greek scientific and literary works to, and their adoption by, the

Arabs.

The present study does not intend to review this wide terrain once

more. Rather, it attempts to compare some major aspects of the lit-

erary and scholarly activities in Byzantium with those in the Syro-

Palestinian region. It also deals with the questions as to why and to

what purpose specific literary forms were preferred in the scholarly

activities of Christians during the first century of Islam.

1 Gutas, Greek Thought. See furthermore Peters, Greek and Syriac background. 
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1 Syriac scholarship at the time of the rise of Islam

At first glance, one might assume that the spread of Islam—and thus

of the Arab people, along with the Arabic language—would have

resulted in a drastic decay in the literary activities of scholars writ-

ing in Syriac. In fact, the contrary is the case: the literary produc-

tion in Syriac not only continued to exist, but flourished in an

amazingly dynamic manner. The 7th century C.E. is even consid-

ered to be the period of time when the assimilation of elements of

Greek culture into Syriac culture reached its peak.2 This fresh devel-

opment continued until the beginning of the 8th century, and started

to ebb toward the middle of the same century. During that time,

large numbers of Greek works were translated into Syriac for the

first time, and other renderings from Greek into Syriac were reworked

based on earlier Syriac translations.3

As surprising as it may seem, the conquest of Syria and Palestine

by the Muslims (as a result of which the political ties of this region

were cut with the Greek-speaking world) led to a new political and

cultural situation that not only influenced favorably the literary activ-

ities of Syriac scholars, but actually promoted them. As it seems, the

political conditions from the time of the Arab conquest intensified

the interest of Christians in their Syriac (Byzantino-) Hellenistic iden-

tity and culture. Eventually it seems even to have increased the need

for them to deal, in a scholarly manner, with what formed the basis

of Syriac culture and identity within an Islamic domain.

In the 7th century, the Syriac- and Arabic-speaking Christians

apparently considered their new (Arabic-speaking) Muslim rulers to

be nothing more than a mere change of government. Some Christians

in Syria and Egypt even seem to have viewed this new rule as a

kind of liberation from the Byzantine authorities. The Muslims’ ini-

tially rather tolerant treatment of the non-Chalcedonian churches is

2 During the period from the 4th to 7th century, a gradual shift in translation
techniques can be observed. This shift is characterized by a movement from rather
free-style translations toward the more sophisticated method of so-called “mirror
translations.” In other words, the focus of translation had changed “from a reader-
to a text-oriented style.” Such renderings, then, seem to have aimed at reproducing
the Greek original as precisely as possible in Syriac. Consequently, these transla-
tions impressively reflect the great prestige that the Greek language and culture in
fact had among Syriac scholars. See Brock, Syriac background 143.

3 On the history of Syriac translations from the Greek, see Brock, Syriac Translation
Technique.
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just one example which may help explain these positive feelings that

some Christians had at the time toward Muslim government.4

Another aspect that needs to be noted relates to the fact that the

rule of the Muslim Arabs was seen by many Christians as “God-

given.” This view is expressed in Syriac sources such as the corre-

spondence of Catholicos Isho'yahb (d. 659) and a summary of world

history by John of Fenek.5 Both documents, dating from the second

half of the 7th century, display the rather positive attitude of Christians

toward Islam, indicating that Muslim rule appeared to these writers

as guaranteeing religious freedom for the “People of the Book.” In

this context, it is particularly interesting to note also how these two

Christian scholars idealized, for example, the reign of the four “Rightly-

Guided” caliphs and the first Umayyad caliph, Mu'àwiya, as a “period

of tolerance and peace.” One encounters a similar, positive attitude

toward Muslim rule later in the writings of Catholicos Timothy I;

(d. 823)6 and in some historical works such as those by Michael

Syrus and Bar Hebraeus.7 The last two authors stress in a particu-

larly striking manner the relatively favorable circumstances Christians

in Syria and Palestine seem to have enjoyed after the spread of Islam

into these territories.

2 Early Christian-Muslim relations: coexistence based on practical terms?

In the 7th and 8th centuries, the way in which Muslims viewed

Christians was no less complex. In the initial stage of the spread of

Islam, the Muslims seem to have felt a kind of indecisiveness in their

attitudes toward the Christian population of the newly-conquered

lands. One reason for such ambivalence might be the fact that reli-

gious issues were not as yet the focus of Muslim politics. Instead,

the Muslims needed to address matters of a more practical and press-

ing nature. The poll-tax and other legal questions were much more

important to Muslim governors than theological discussions on such

specific issues as the relation of Islam and Christianity. This is reflected
in records of intellectual conversations between leaders of Muslim

4 See Syrus, Chronique de Michel le Syrien ii, passim.
5 This history provides evidence for the currency of apocalyptic expectations in

the late 7th century. See Brock, North Mesopotamia 51.
6 See the relevant passages in Timothy’s letters: Bidawid, Lettres 77.
7 Chronography of Gregory Abûl-Faraj. 
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troops and Christians. These records show, for instance, a mere

exchange of ideas rather than an in-depth theological debate. In

addition, these documents also show that legal questions (the laws

of inheritance, for example) were much-discussed issues, as was the

nature of Jesus. The latter, however, became in later times a pri-

mary topic of Muslim-Christian discourse.8

Other practical issues were related to the questions of how the

new political system was to be organized, and how the old bureau-

cratic elite could be of use to the Muslims in making the govern-

ment function. For these tasks, competent managers were required

in the first place, regardless of their religious or ethnic background.

This situation brought about some great opportunities for Christians,

i.e. for those capable and cooperative enough to participate in the

new societal system under Muslim rule.9 To convert Christians to

Islam, however, was an issue of seemingly secondary importance to

Muslim authorities—at least in the first century of Islam. This is

shown by the earliest treaties Muslim rulers drew up with cities in

the newly conquered territories. The treaties expressly preserve the

status quo of Christian communities, though officially putting them

under Muslim protection.10 This, however, also resulted in the renun-

ciation by Muslim rulers of responsibility for all internal affairs of

non-Muslim communities. In effect, this very development eventu-

ally enabled the Christians to preserve and safeguard the infrastructure

of the Church (including the latter’s legal status and financial basis),

and strengthened considerably social solidarity and self-esteem among

Christian communities.

Another significant point that needs to be made is that, as an

immediate result of the Muslim conquests, the provincial Church

experienced a shock at first, when its ties with its clerical and admin-

istrative center were severed. The Church, however, eventually over-

came this concussion and came to an arrangement with the new

realities. As for the Jacobites and the Copts, this development was

8 Examples of such early discussions are: a conversation between the Jacobite
patriarch John I and 'Umayr ibn Sa'd during the time of 'Umar ibn al-Kha††àb
and a report on the reception of the Coptic patriarch Benjamin I by 'Amr ibn al-
'Àß in 643. See the literature given in Reinink, Syriac Apologetic Literature, and
Pietruschka, Streitgespräche zwischen Christen und Muslimen, esp. 141 and 143.
For a general survey, see Hoyland, Seeing Islam, chapter 11, and Eddé et al.,
Communautés chrétiennes, esp. 106ff.

9 Crone, Slaves, chapter 8 on Umayyad clientage.
10 Noth, Verträge der Eroberungszeit 282–314. 
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somewhat eased by the fact that both communities had already estab-

lished a certain autonomy in the 6th century. The Chalcedonians,

in turn, took advantage of the many positions of power and influence

they held when the Arabs arrived.11 The Melkite Church benefited

especially from this development. In fact, it was its new indepen-

dence from Byzantium on the one hand, and the promotion of an

Arabic-speaking hierarchy on the other, which eventually helped

ensure this community’s survival.12

In conclusion, one can point to a somewhat odd situation char-

acterized by two features: firstly, the early Muslim conquest seems

to have helped stimulate the cultural and religious self-awareness of

the Christian intellectual elite; and secondly, Muslim rule apparently

resulted in an initial strengthening of Christian intellectual (and reli-

gious) identity, rather than in its destruction.

3 New educational forms and literary tendencies among Christians during

the Umayyad caliphate 13

Recently, Daniel J. Sahas14 has drawn attention to a new under-

standing of the formative period of interaction between the Syro-

Palestinian Byzantine culture and the Umayyad caliphate. This period

overlaps with the centuries of obscurity, the so-called “Dark Age”

of Byzantium. The Dark Age is characterized culturally by a shrink-

ing in the range of secular literature, such as historical writing, pan-

egyrics, epistles and philosophical works, even though other literary

genres, essentially ecclesiastical in nature, continued to flourish at the

same time.

A comparative study of literary activities on both sides—the Byzan-

tine and the Syro-Palestinian—would help explain the criteria and

motives guiding the selection and transmission of literary genres from

the Hellenistic cultural heritage. However, the question as to why

specific categories of Greek literature disappeared during the 7th cen-

tury while other genres developed further is still a matter of discussion

11 Palmer, West-Syrian Chronicles XXIII.
12 See Kennedy, Melkite Church 325–343.
13 For the relevant political and historical context, see the detailed description

given in Goddard, Christian-Muslim Relations, chapter “The First Age of Christian-
Muslim Interaction (c. 830/215),” 34–78. 

14 Sahas, Cultural Interaction.
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in modern scholarship. Two points shall be made here which may

help us to understand this phenomenon: firstly, the substantial social,

economic and administrative changes in the Byzantine empire had

a profound impact on the educational system as well as on the tra-

ditional public life and secular culture. Secondly, these educational

and cultural changes initiated the development of new styles and

scholarly trends in Greek writing.15

Interestingly enough, however, a considerable amount of theolog-

ical literature continued to be written in the 7th and 8th centuries.

This is noteworthy since, at this time, the old Byzantine educational

apparatus ceased to exist, and the secular system of education seems

to have disappeared. As a result, secular institutions were no longer

available to promote Hellenistic literary education. The Church,

which had managed to maintain its traditional form of administra-

tive organization, now took over this task. However, it gave empha-

sis to the education of clergy. Therefore, the study of the writings

of the Church Fathers, the scriptures and exegesis became the focus

of interest. Furthermore, the literary genres flourishing at that time

show that the Church played a much more crucial role in elemen-

tary and advanced education than it had done before. Reading-mate-

rial for educational purposes, for example, was now selected from

all kinds of theological literature. The use of secular literature for

educational purposes, however, was reduced noticeably.

3.1 From larger compilations to shorter textbooks

Besides the education provided in monasteries, Christian education

flourished in private or semi-private schools. The academic level of

such schools was dependent upon the scholarship of individual teach-

ers, who were either laymen or clerics. This resulted in the educa-

tion they offered becoming more selective and individual.16 As in

monasteries, the teachers at these schools also came to prefer text-

books and handbooks of manageable size, along selections from (or

abridgments of ) larger, earlier works. This shift from larger compi-

15 A comprehensive survey of the developments in Byzantium during the 7th cen-
tury is given in Haldon, Byzantium; see here especially 281–323. On urban conti-
nuity/discontinuity in Byzantium (an issue that is still controversial), see Mango,
Discontinuity; Kazhdan, Change in Byzantine Culture, and Treadgold with a brief sur-
vey in: Break in Byzantium.

16 Yannopoulos, La societé profane 169–170.
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lations to shorter textbooks and to abridgments was also due to

financial reasons; large commentaries were often simply too expen-

sive for most students. One also needs to remember that the cost of

writing material had increased considerably in Byzantium during the

7th century as a result of the loss of Egypt, its most important sup-

plier of papyrus. There was, therefore, an increasing demand for

more compact and easy-to-manage handbooks, which allowed one

to assimilate quickly large amounts of information—a fact that had

its impact on the composition and structure of handbooks.

This entire development is perhaps best exemplified by the com-

position of logical compendia as part of philosophical activity dur-

ing the 7th century. These logical compendia represent abridgments

of both the Prolegomena of David and the works of Maximus Confessor

(d. 662).17 The value of these philosophical compendia lies in the

transmission—and thus conservation—of the Aristotelian tradition in

Byzantium. It also shows the existent demand for brief handbooks

of Aristotelian studies, whether in the form of introductions to logic

for students of philosophy or for theological training.

3.2 Secular topics taught at theological schools

In general, the monasteries in the Byzantine empire did not set out

to foster secular learning, and there is little evidence that monks

received a higher education in grammar and rhetoric. It is, how-

ever, a cliché in the biographies of monastic leaders that the monks

disregarded classical learning and—even if they received a secular

education—studied “only what was useful.”18 Quite the contrary

seems to be the case, however, for rhetoric did play an important

role in the education of clergy.19

Outside the Byzantine empire though, and in Syriac-speaking areas

in particular, a secular tradition did persist: the school of rhetoric

at Gaza, which flourished in the 6th century, clearly shows such a

17 See Roueché, Byzantine Philosophical Texts. 
18 Maguire, Art and Eloquence 18. For a more detailed study of the role rhetoric

played in both Byzantine education and the educational system of the Syro-Palestinian
region under Muslim rule, see my forthcoming Habilitationsschrift Studien zur Entwicklung
der christlich-arabischen Theologie und Philosophie des 8. und 9. Jahrhunderts.

19 From the beginning, the church showed interest in the language but not in
the content of the classics; with respect to education, style became the most impor-
tant aspect of rhetoric. See Kennedy, Classical rhetoric, 169ff.
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union of rhetoric and Christian learning.20 The theological schools

(among them the School of Nisibis) represented important intellec-

tual centers. There is also clear evidence suggesting that secular top-

ics were taught there along with religious subjects:21 After the Arab

conquests, the monasteries of Qenneshre, Mar Mattai or Mar Sabas,

to name a few, even became notable centers of Greek studies in the

7th and 8th centuries. On the other hand, old secular institutions,

which had supported Hellenistic education, disappeared after the

Arabs arrived but, as we have seen, this development had already

begun in pre-Islamic times.

Unfortunately, no hard evidence on the curriculum in Syriac pri-

vate or Church schools has been preserved; the vitae of certain indi-

viduals from Syria (such as Andreas of Crete, ca. 660–740, and John

of Damascus, d. 749) do, however, mention secular topics taught in

Damascus schools and private teaching circles, such as the Greek

language, rhetoric, dialectics, mathematics, music, geometry, astron-

omy and philosophy. These topics constituted the curriculum of

higher education in classical antiquity.

The education described here may be an exception or a topos

that underlined the classical educational background of the theolo-

gians.22 The writings of these learned men, however, display the wide

range of knowledge and academic interests that was obviously based

on a classical enkyklios paideia. Hence it is justified to assume that the

classical curriculum was carried on in the Middle East even during

the time that is called the “Dark Age” of Byzantium. There is also

good reason to believe that this curriculum was the basis for private

circles of learning and ecclesiastical schools, in which excerpts and

compilations of books, which had become inaccessible otherwise,

were used as textbooks. The aforementioned logical compendia in

20 Concerning the preference of certain genres, such as the epistle, homily and
dialogue in rhetorical instruction, see Kustas, Studies, 29ff.

21 Vööbus, School of Nisibis, passim.
22 See, for example, the vita of Andreas of Crete from the 10th century and a

vita of John of Damascus from the 13th century C.E. During the so-called renais-
sance of the 9th and 10th centuries (the “first Byzantine humanism,” Paul Lemerle,
1971), interest in the classical past and the preservation of classical literature through
the collecting and recopying of the old texts was growing. The “re-discovery” of
the old culture and its traditions may explain the explicit mention of the classical
curriculum in the vitae of saints and learned men. See Hunger, Reconstruction and
perception.
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Greek are joined by an analogous tradition in Syriac which, in turn,

vividly shows how widespread this kind of literature indeed was.23

3.4 Preference for certain literary themes and forms, and Christian identity

The evidence of Syriac literary activities in Umayyad times lets us

conclude that the concept of the enkyklios paideia was familiar to Syriac-

speaking students of theology. Furthermore, we note that the bulk

of Syriac literature was inherently theological in nature; and that the

preferred literary themes and forms are comparable to those that

flourished at the same time in Byzantium: the hagiographic and

homiletic literature,24 miracle stories, along with quaestiones,25 flori-

legia,26 and disputations.27

These literary forms demonstrate also the growing importance of

an oral element in this literature.28 Homilies and biographies of saints

were written for a wider audience. The question-and-answer litera-

ture gained new importance, along with the disputation literature

and the florilegia, since these latter texts were made, as one could

say, to marshal the arguments against Christian heretics. But they

were produced also to be used polemically and apologetically against

Jews and Muslims, and, ultimately, were seen as helpful in defining

Christian identity.

The importance of these literary and scholarly genres for Christian

self-consciousness had particularly increased after the Arabo-Islamic

conquest, when Christians were subjected, from their own perspec-

tive, to a “foreign” rule and an “alien” religion. Consequently, the

conclusions drawn by modern scholarship from the rather scant evi-

dence of secular writing in Byzantium would seem to be entirely

different when it comes to the Syriac-speaking communities of the

7th and 8th centuries in Islamic lands. Here the transmission of sec-

ular Greek texts was continued to a certain extent in Syriac trans-

lations. These included fields such as: historical writing, philosophy,

popular literature, prose and poetry. Moreover, the works of Syriac

23 Baumstark, Syrisch-arabische Biographien, esp. 182–210.
24 Ehrhard, Überlieferung und Bestand.
25 Dörries, Erotapokriseis, esp. 362–364; Richard, Florilèges spirituels grecs; Dagron,

Saint.
26 Chadwick, Florilegium.
27 Cameron, Disputations. 
28 See also the insightful article by Cameron, New Themes and Styles.
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scholars of the 7th century such as Severus Sebokht (d. 666/7),

Athanasius of Balad (d. 686) and Jacob of Edessa (d. 708) represent,

in fact, the heyday of the history of Syriac scholarship.29

The conspectus of these sources reveals most impressively the

intense literary activities among Syriac scholars, whereas contempo-

rary scholarship in the Byzantine empire appears to have suffered

quite a severe eclipse. Significant examples of Syriac scholars are the

aforementioned Severus Sebokht, who was the author of astronom-

ical and logical treatises,30 and his student, Athanasius of Balad, who

wrote an introduction to Aristotelian logic.31 Furthermore, there is

Jacob of Edessa and his Hexaemeron, which served as a compendium

comprising all the scientific knowledge known at his time, including

sections on cosmology, geography and natural history, to mention a

few topics.32 Furthermore, at the turn of the 8th century, the chrono-

graphical and historiographical tradition flourished among Christians

in North Syrian cities. This tradition is represented by works, which

form the basis for annalistic writing and the apocalyptic tradition in

Syriac of later times.33

The move of education from secular institutions to churches, which

in Byzantium caused a kind of decline in secular scholarship, thus

became, paradoxically enough, the catalyst for the revival of Greek

culture in Syro-Palestine. The Muslim conquests intensified this devel-

opment, and it seems that “the educational patterns of late antiq-

uity survived better in cities under Muslim rule than in those under

Byzantine sovereignty.”34 Such a positive attitude toward Greek learn-

ing generated a philhellenic atmosphere, which went together with

certain anti-Byzantine sentiments among Syriac Christians.

Interestingly enough, a similar phenomenon can later be detected

in the propaganda campaigns of 'Abbàsid rulers (especially during

al-Ma"mùn’s reign) against the Byzantines. This anti-Byzantine—and

anti-Christian—propaganda was linked to philhellenic aspects. It was

definitely intended to present the Muslim community as the only

true heir to ancient Greece.35

29 See Brock, Antagonism.
30 Neugebauer, Ancient Mathematical Astronomy 878.
31 Furlani, Atanasio di Baladh.
32 Iacobi Edesseni Hexaemeron.
33 Haldon, Anastasius of Sinai 128.
34 Browning, Literacy 47. 
35 Gutas, Greek Thought 84f.
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3.5 Renewal of traditional literary forms

As D. Sahas has pointed out,36 there was continuity in the cultural,

intellectual and spiritual life in Syria in general, and in the city of

Damascus in particular. This is manifested in a flourishing literary

activity, which brought forth a renewal of certain traditional literary

forms. Sahas interprets these activities in terms of the existence of

a “circle” of “reform-minded and monastically oriented intelligentsia”37

in the tradition of the Damascene school of rhetoric. Although there

is no direct evidence of an intellectual “circle” in the narrow sense

of the word, there are several accounts—mostly hagiographical in

nature—and some further indicators pointing to an astonishing lit-

erary production. They indicate that there was indeed a vital move-

ment of Christian scholars, who continued the Byzantine intellectual

and spiritual tradition under new circumstances by meeting the cul-

tural challenge they faced when Islam arrived. But this intellectual

movement was obviously not restricted to the city of Damascus; sev-

eral Christian scholars seem to have been closely related also to the

monastery of Mar Sabas in the Judean desert.

A further point needs to be made. In the 7th century, orality

seemingly gained much in significance for certain new literary forms

and genres of literature. This phenomenon can be explained by the

stress put on certain of these literary forms and genres as “educa-

tional” tools. Since public education had ceased to exist, as we have

seen, the Church took over this task. This kind of Church-conducted

education required writings which made it possible to teach the doc-

trine and theological issues in an attractive, concise and easily mem-

orizable form.38

A good example of such a presentation of theological issues are

the canons; here pedagogy and liturgy united. These canons represent

a new genre of hymns, which eventually replaced the kontakion. John

of Damascus and Cosmas of Maiuma, for instance, wrote adapta-

tions of the sermons and homilies, which had been composed by

Gregory of Nazianzus (330–390) in the new form of canons. These

works represent texts that are particularly easy to memorize and that

comprise a kind of summa theologica in verse.39

36 Sahas, Cultural Interaction 65.
37 Sahas, Cultural Interaction 39.
38 Haldon, Anastasius of Sinai 118.
39 For the canon in detail, see Sahas, Cultural Interaction 50. See also Hoyland,

107f.
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3.6 Question-and-answer literature

An increasing oral element is also evident in the question-and-answer

literature. Collections of questions and answers originated in Classical

Antiquity. There, they were a common form by which specific ques-

tions in both secular and religious matters were expressed.40 The

Christian tradition adapted this form for both biblical exegesis and

discussion of dogmatic questions. These collections often had a didac-

tic purpose, and the question-and-answer pattern particularly pro-

moted the transmission of knowledge to students at the beginner’s

level. In addition, these texts were often concise enough to be used

as handbooks.

In the Christian tradition, the monastic apophthegmata took up this

literary form in order to provide spiritual and confessional instruc-

tion. From these works, originally transmitted orally, there later devel-

oped compilations of a somewhat more definite literary shape.41

Besides the “didactic” question-and-answer literature, there existed

collections of a rather “dialectical” nature.42 These works were based

on the scholastic technique of question and refutation. This tech-

nique goes back to Aristotelian dialectics and existed in an already

developed stage in the Byzantine theology of the 6th century. It

found its continuation in the writings of John of Damascus (d. 749)

and Theodorus Abù Qurra (d. ca. 820), whose works represent the

climax of this genre. The method these two scholars followed was

a method applied by Christian academics, intending to address other

Christian scholars.

The greater part of the Christian population, however, had to be

won over and educated in a different way: by simplicity and clarity

in writing, rather than dialectical sophistries. The collection of Questions

and Answers of Anastasius of Sinai is, for instance, such a work writ-

ten for the common people.

There is a wide range of questions in the Anastasian collection

that reflect the new situation of Christians under Muslim rule dis-

cussed above.43 Interestingly enough, this particular collection of ques-

tions also indicates a kind of uncertainty which the Christians in the

former Byzantine lands faced in day-to-day matters of life, a spiri-

40 See Dörries, Erotapokriseis 342f.
41 For a survey of the genre, see Haldon, Anastasius of Sinai 116ff.
42 Daiber, Masà"il wa-adjwiba, 636. 
43 An overview of the topics has been given by Dagron, Saint.
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tual crisis which they experienced after the Arabo-Islamic conquests

had occurred. This spiritual crisis was caused by the fact that the

Christians in this region had not yet viewed the Muslims as the bear-

ers of a new religion but, rather, as apocalyptic enemies and the

instruments of God’s punishment inflicted on them for their religious

laxity. This view has to do with the self-image of the Muslim com-

munity: the Muslims themselves were looking for a religious iden-

tity; the Christians and Jews, in turn, had to redefine their own. In

this situation, the perception of other religious communities and the

debate with them was of rather minor importance.

In his Questions and Answers, Anastasius of Sinai demonstrates that

a Christian way of life was possible under the new political circum-

stances, although the answers he gives in this collection to some

pressing questions are clearly intended to give comfort to the Christian

community, to support it in its struggle to keep its religious and spir-

itual identity, and to help it to survive in an Islamic state.44

4 The understanding of rhetoric among Syriac scholars

It has become clear that the Christian literature in the Syriac-speak-

ing region saw a heyday that included the emergence of new liter-

ary forms, even after the Muslim conquests. A major characteristic

of these forms is the strong oral element, which implies the use of

these works for a larger public. Christian authors were familiar with

dialectic aspects of rhetoric and knew very well how to reach and

attract their audience by using the strategies of Greek rhetoric. Their

objective was the “persuasion of the multitude,” with the purpose of

warding off the danger of apostasy. It is quite evident that Christian

scholars, during a period of an increasing number of conversions to

Islam, were not only aware of the fact that great efforts were needed

if they wanted to stop this development, but apparently became

active on an intellectual level in this regard. For these intellectual

activities, rhetoric was a most effective literary means.

From the fact that only a few Syriac texts on rhetorical theory45

have survived, one could gain the impression that the Syrian Christians

44 For a thorough discussion of the works of Anastasius, see Haldon, Anastasius
of Sinai, passim.

45 Watt, Syriac Rhetorical Theory 245–248.
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had little interest in classical eloquence or, at least, little taste for

oratory. For instance, we know of no Syriac translations of Greek

works on rhetorical theory other than the Rhetoric of Aristotle and

of no original works on the subject in Syriac before the Rhetoric of

Antony of Tagrit (probably composed in the 9th century). Yet this

very fact does not necessarily mean that Syriac education did not

cover or include the study of rhetoric. Several works by Syriac authors

from the 4th century on, and especially in the 7th century, show an

extensive use of rhetorical figures, revealing their authors’ profound

knowledge of rhetoric.46 Some impressive examples of the synthesis of

Classical rhetoric and Christian eloquence are the homilies of Catholicos

Mar Aba II of Kashkar from the 7th century, for they show in a

convincing manner the tradition of the ars rhetorica among the Syrians.47

The dominant rhetorical writings in Byzantium—those of Aphthonius,

Hermogenes and their commentators, for example—were not, how-

ever, translated into Syriac and had no influence on the study of

rhetoric by the Syrians.48

In contrast to Byzantium, Syriac education seems instead to have

given more space to the tradition of Aristotelian works on rhetoric

and eloquence, such as the Topics, Rhetoric or Poetics. There was, for

example, a translation of the Topics by Athanasius of Balad (d. 686).49

Furthermore, a letter by Timothy I, Catholicos from 780–823, indi-

cates that there may well have existed Syriac versions of the Rhetoric

and Poetics, although there is still no proof to support this assump-

tion.50 At the same time, as Conley has observed,51 only a few of

the hundreds of manuscripts of Aristotle’s works, which had circu-

lated in the Byzantine empire up to the 14th century, do include

the Rhetoric. And there is also no tangible commentary tradition before

the 12th century. From these facts, Conley concludes that the Byzantine

46 See the contributions at the IV Symposium Syriacum 1987, especially Böhlig, Zur
Rhetorik im Liber Graduum; Reinink, Rhetorik in der Homilie; Watt, Rhetorical
figures.

47 For Mar Aba, see Reinink, Studien zur Quellen- und Traditionsgeschichte.
48 Conley, Aristotle’s Rhetoric.
49 Brock, Syriac Commentary Tradition. There can be no doubt that later this

tradition has influenced the preferred transmission of Aristotelian works on rhetoric
to the Arabs as well. 

50 Here Timothy requested a priest from the monastery Mar Mattai to inquire
about Syriac manuscripts on Topics, Rhetoric, Sophistici Elenchi and Poetics. See
Braun, Briefe des Katholikos Timotheus; also Brock, Two Letters.

51 Conley, Aristotle’s Rhetoric 31ff.
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rhetoricians, who complained repeatedly about Aristotle’s obscurity,

paid little attention to Aristotle’s Rhetoric. The “re-discovery” of

Aristotle’s writings on rhetoric in Byzantium seems to have been ini-

tiated first in the 10th century through the increasing interest of

Byzantine scholars in old Greek manuscripts. This situation might

have been influenced as well by the collection and translation of

Greek scientific works into Arabic conducted in the early 'Abbàsid
caliphate; and it is quite possible that the oldest extant Greek man-

uscript from the 10th century—containing the Rhetoric of Aristotle52—

indeed stems from a collection of Greek manuscripts prepared by

Christian scholars living in the Dàr al-Islàm.

The question thus arises again as to why the Byzantine world

ignored Aristotle’s rhetorical writings whereas the Syrians preferred

them. On the other hand, Syriac scholars obviously ignored those

works which dominated Greek rhetorical theory. Judicial oratory, for

instance, which was held in much higher esteem by the Byzantine

rhetoricians, had seemingly no perceptible effect on Syriac rhetori-

cal teaching. It was rather the more practical application of rhetoric

in its traditional function (going back to Platonic political rhetoric)

which dominated the Syrian teaching tradition.53

The Rhetoric of Antony of Tagrit was the earliest original work on

rhetorical theory in Syriac. Obviously it continued to be part of that

tradition by accepting the predominant interpretation of rhetoric

among the Syrians. It did so as persuasive eloquence which, in turn,

is connected both to classical literature (which was, in the Christian

context, represented rather by Christian classics, especially those of

Gregory of Nazianzus) and to philosophy.54 This understanding of

rhetoric met the educational and didactic purposes as it did the lit-

erary forms preferred by Syriac scholars at that time. It was through

this art of rhetoric, which combined methods of persuasion and ora-

tory, that they instructed the “multitude.” To achieve this goal, not

52 On this ms. (Parisinus Gr. 1741), see Harlfinger, Aristotelica. See also Conley,
Aristotle’s Rhetoric 36.

53 For the transmission of classical rhetoric, see Watt, Syriac Reception. One
encounters this tradition again in the writings of al-Fàràbì such as Kitàb al-Kha†àba
or “The Perfect State” when he deals with rhetoric. As it seems, these ideas were
transmitted to him by his Syrian teachers. Cf. Watt, From Themistius. 

54 For a definition of rhetoric, see Antony of Tagrit 585; Kennedy, Later Greek
Philosophy 192. For the relationship of philosophy, dialectic and rhetoric, see Hadot,
Philosophie.
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only rhetoric but also poetry was used. As shown above, new poetic

forms for worship were developed to reach a broader audience and

“to stir the mind of the audience” to “accept what is uttered,” as

we are told by Antony of Tagrit.55

Evidently, the old curriculum including elements of Hellenistic lit-

erary and elementary rhetorical education lived on in Syriac schools.

It contributed to preserving a tradition of rhetorical teaching which

had developed in its own particular way apart from the Byzantine

tradition.

5 The emergence of Christian literature in Arabic

Only a few decades later, the knowledge of rhetoric and dialectics

became more and more important and relevant to inter-faith dis-

putation. Its significance is shown by the unprecedented rise of

Christian apologetic and polemic treatises written in Arabic from the

first 'Abbàsid century on. The shift from Greek and Syriac to Arabic

displays the increasing degree of assimilation of the Christian pop-

ulation to an Arabic-speaking, Islamic environment in the early

'Abbàsid period. Now Arabic had become the lingua franca of the

caliphate. This wide use of this language also served to lower eth-

nic and cultural barriers. In fact, it had a unifying effect.56

Politically and ideologically, 'Abbàsid society no longer focused on

Arab culture. Instead, the emphasis was now on Arabic culture. This

significant change made it possible for everyone who knew Arabic

to participate actively in the cultural and societal developments of

the state.57 This general cultural and linguistic shift had far-reaching

consequences also for the literary activities of Christians in this geo-

graphic area.

Christian literature, now composed in Arabic, did, however, per-

petuate the novel genres of writing that had developed earlier in

Byzantium and in Umayyad times. Among these new genres are

homilies, hagiography, disputation, florilegia, and miracle stories.

55 Antony of Tagrit 1.
56 Fück, Arabiya.
57 Gutas, Greek Thought 191.
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These genres came sometimes to be seen as somewhat exemplary

for literary forms applied by Muslims in their Arabic writings.

Christian Arabic theological literature was, to a large degree, apolo-

getic in nature and twofold in approach. On the one hand, it was

written to defend the Christian faith externally, i.e. when facing

Muslim arguments; on the other hand, it was meant to strengthen

the Christians in their faith and self-consciousness, for Christian com-

munities were increasingly confronted with the conversion of Christians

to Islam.58 In effect, polemical and apologetic literature as such

received an important fresh impetus at this time.59

Literary works written by Christians in Arabic, i.e. the language

of the political rulers, found a broader audience from now on out-

side of the Christian community as well. With the emergence of

Islamic theology, the Muslims took notice of Christian theological

treatises and were many times impressed by the skills of argumen-

tation among their Christian counterparts. It is not surprising, there-

fore, that, in the initial stage of the translation movement, Christian

writings on dialectics and rhetoric in particular (these had been trans-

lated into Arabic from Greek and Syriac) found an interested read-

ership also among Muslims.60

During Umayyad times, Christian scholars represented a living

intellectual tradition, which was by then dominated by a monasti-

cally oriented intelligentsia. The latter, however, gradually decayed

through the decline of secular learning in the monasteries in the 8th

century. The pressure on the Christian population, then caused by

the policy of Arabicization and Islamization implemented by the caliph

'Abd al-Malik and his successors, largely affected both the public life

and the literary production of the Christians. As a result, the internal

problems of the Christian community and their religious concerns

58 The first appearance of Christian apologetic works corresponds to the time
when large numbers of Christians converted to Islam. Cf. Bulliet, Conversion to Islam.
Bulliet maintains that the time between 791 and 888 are the years when the “early
majority” (i.e. up to 35% of the population) became Muslim. 

59 In this context, a comprehensive comparison between the rhetorical means and
figures used in both Syriac and Christian Arabic theological literature still remains
a desideratum.

60 The caliph al-Mahdì (d. 785) commissioned the translation of the Topics into
Arabic. It obviously served as a kind of handbook and was used to teach the art
of argumentation. See van Ess, Theologie und Gesellschaft iii, 23.
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now became the focus of attention of Christian writers. In such an

atmosphere, they increasingly disregarded secular themes. Hence, the

interest in secular Greek literature—and in translating it into the

new lingua franca—was rather small among Christians. Moreover, there

was no wide basis of support for such translations from Greek into

Arabic, neither from inside (the Christian community itself ), nor

from outside (the Umayyad rulers or other patrons and sponsors).

The real need for Arabic translations of philosophical and scientific

works first arose when Arab Muslims became increasingly more inter-

ested in these fields of scholarship. However, and importantly enough,

this translation movement was evidently stimulated by a still-existent

curriculum of Syriac education, among other factors.

With the 'Abbàsid revolution, an intellectual climate emerged again

which promoted secular learning.61 Thus, clerics played a significant

role as early translators of Greek works into Arabic.62 They had the

knowledge of various languages, and they had access to the books

in demand, because monasteries and churches (especially centers such

as those on Mount Sinai and at Mar Sabas) contained valuable col-

lections of Greek and Syriac manuscripts.63 However, it also became

quickly evident that the early translations, carried out first and fore-

most by inexperienced translators, were of limited use for scientific

purposes. The rapidly increasing demand for expert translations in

terms of style and substance eventually brought forth groups of pro-

fessional translators. They combined linguistic competence with

scientific knowledge and they soon surpassed by far the clerical trans-

lators of the previous generation.

The translation of secular Greek texts into Arabic was now no

longer a task for clerics. Thus, it remained secular literature which

was, to a high degree, outside of the scope of Christian Arabic lit-

erature. On the other hand, the literary production of the Christians

during the 'Abbàsid era was influenced also by Arabo-Islamic phi-

losophy, theology, and other fields of Islamic scholarship which, in

general, were closely connected to the Graeco-Arabic translation

61 For a discussion of the various factors stimulating the Graeco-Arabic transla-
tion movement, which goes beyond the scope of this paper, see Gutas, Greek Thought
121ff.

62 For instance, the translation of the Topics by Timothy (or rather Abù Nù˙);
see the passage in Timothy’s letter 43: Bidawid, Lettres 35.

63 Wilson, Libraries.
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movement. However, Christian Arabic literature remained—except

for another new heyday of Syriac and Coptic scholarship in the

12th–13th centuries—a mostly ecclesiastical and theological literature

whose objective was, in the first place, to consolidate the Christian

community, now a minority in a predominantly Muslim environment.
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CHAPTER THREE

REFUTING THE CHARGE OF TAÓRÌF: ABÙ RÀ"IˇA

(D. CA. 835) AND HIS “FIRST RISÀLA

ON THE HOLY TRINITY”

Sandra Toenies Keating

The quranic allegation that significant portions of the Torah and

Gospels have been falsified, commonly identified as ta˙rìf, has played

an important role in the relations between the Muslim umma and

Christians and Jews throughout history. It is perhaps the most con-

tentious theological issue between the communities, and arguably lies

at the root of all other disagreements. Initially, the claim of ta˙rìf
was primarily employed by Muslims to defend the truth of the rev-

elation to Mu˙ammad and the authenticity of his prophethood against

those who contended they were not legitimate. Over the centuries,

however, the argument was expanded and elaborated to explain a

wide range of discrepancies between the Quran and the Bible.1 The

charge eventually provided the starting point for all other polemical

themes in Islam, becoming one of the most common subjects found

in apologetical texts.2

Many Christian apologists took up the task of defending Christian

faith against the claim that it was founded on the sand of falsehood

and lies. Among the first to do so was Óabìb ibn Khidma Abù
Rà"i†a (ca. 153–ca. 220 A.H./ca. 770–ca. 835 C.E.), a Jacobite from

the ancient city of Takrìt near Baghdad. Although Abù Rà"i†a devotes

only a very small portion of his writings explicitly to refuting the

charge of ta˙rìf, the problem is clearly at the forefront of his mind

as he formulates many of his arguments. His efforts would lay the

groundwork for later generations of apologists seeking to answer the

accusation.

1 Lazarus-Yafeh, Intertwined Worlds 19–35. The most extensive survey of the argu-
ment of ta˙rìf found in the writings of important Muslim scholars continues to be
Di Matteo: Il ‘ta˙rìf ’ od alterazione della Bibbia (1922).

2 Bouamama, La littérature polémique musulmane 43.
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1 The charge of falsification

Traditionally, ta˙rìf is the general term given to the teaching that

any disparity between the Quran and the Jewish and Christian scrip-

tures can be traced to the intentional or accidental corruption of the

latter by deceitful people, most often the Jews.3 This doctrine is based

on explicit references in the Quran to the problem. According to

the Quran, the revelation to Mu˙ammad is parallel to all previous

revelations, repeating and confirming what already had been passed

on through the recognized prophets from Adam to Jesus (see Q 2:41,

91, 97; 3:3; 4:47; 5:46–48; and passim).4 All authentic scriptures are

“copies” of the original “Mother of the Book,” the umm al-kitàb
(Q 3:7; 13:39; 43:4), identified by theologians as the Word of God.

This Word is inscribed on the heavenly “Preserved Tablet” (al-law˙
al-ma˙fùΩ, Q 85:22), where it is protected from corruption and guarded

from all distortion. Throughout the history of humanity, all or parts

of it have been “sent down” many times and communicated through

various prophets as an untainted revelation. Among others, the Quran

mentions the revelation of the Torah to Moses and Aaron (Q 23:49;

25:35; 37:117), the Psalms to David (Q 21:105), the Gospel to Jesus

(Q 19:30), and finally, the Quran to Mu˙ammad (Q 43:2–3), as

examples of this perfect manifestation of the umm al-kitàb.
Because authentic revelations of the eternal Book are always copies

of the original Preserved Tablet, their monotheistic content never

varies.5 Furthermore, the text descends directly and is literally trans-

mitted through the person who receives it, eliminating any human

involvement, and thus any possibility of error or deviation from the

previous revelation.6 As the last historical instance of God’s sending

down of the umm al-kitàb, the Quran serves as the criterion by which

all other scriptures are to be judged for their fidelity to the original

message, and as the corrective for those who are seeking the truth

of God.7

Early on, Mu˙ammad and his followers became aware of significant

discrepancies between the Quran and the Torah and Gospels, par-

3 See the art. “Ta˙rìf,” in EI 2 x, 111 (Hava Lazarus-Yafeh).
4 Watt, Early Development 77–78.
5 Gaudeul, Encounters and Clashes i, 11.
6 Caspar and Gaudeul, Textes 63–64.
7 Gaudeul, Encounters and Clashes i, 4–5.
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ticularly concerning the authenticity of Mu˙ammad’s prophethood.

The unwillingness of both Jews and Christians to accept his claim

to be a true, and even the final, prophet sent by God prompted

arguments in his defence.8 Based on the Quran, Muslims maintained

that previous prophets, including Abraham and Jesus (Q 7:157; 2:129;

61:6), had predicted Mu˙ammad’s coming, but that their followers

had concealed this in various ways. They argued that many Christians

and Jews had recognized his true identity based on the prophecies

and became Muslims; others, however, had obscured the real mean-

ing of the revelations and refused to acknowledge him.9 Later, Muslim

theologians pointed to changes in dietary laws, monastic practices

and the doctrines of the Incarnation and Trinity as especially in

need of correction, and claimed that points of disagreement between

the scriptures are always to be reconciled in favor of the revelation

to Mu˙ammad.10

The Quran places the blame for error in the scriptures of Christians

and Jews on those who were entrusted with preserving the revela-

tions. While numerous references do not make clear who is directly

responsible—in several places it is simply stated that the Torah and

Gospel have been changed—the Quran most often identifies the Jews

as the source of the distortions in the scriptures. The fact that

Christians based their teachings of Jesus as the Messiah on the Jewish

scriptures, along with the Jewish rejection of Mu˙ammad, made the

Jews the prime suspects as the origin of the corruption.11 One of the

most explicit statements in Q 5:13 says that the Jews have altered

the scriptures in two ways: “They have altered ( yu˙arrifùna) the words’

8 Watt, Early Development 77; Lazarus-Yafeh, Intertwined Worlds 75–110.
9 Caspar and Gaudeul, Textes 64, 93. One of the most well-known accounts of

this phenomenon is that of Ibn Is˙àq (d. ca. 767), who argued in his Sìrat Rasùl
Allàh that Jesus’ annunciation of the Paraclete found in the Gospel of John (14:16,
26; 15:26; 16:7, 13) was in fact a clear reference to Mu˙ammad; cf. Ibn Is˙àq,
Sìrat al-nabì i, 25; Caspar and Gaudeul, Textes 76, n. 35.

Although Christians countered the claim with evidence that Ibn Is˙àq had con-
fused two Greek terms, his explanation was repeated by subsequent Muslim writ-
ers as proof of manipulation and corruption of the previous revelations, and became
a standard item in later polemical works. See Guthrie and Bishop, Paraclete 251–256;
and Watt, His Name is A˙mad 113–117; and Early Development 79–80, 82.

10 Gaudeul, Encounters and Clashes i, 6. Especially relevant here are the verses of
the Quran that warn against belief in the Trinity (Q 4:171; 5:73), record Jesus’
own denial of his divinity (Q 4:171–172; 5:17, 72), and disapprove of monasticism
(Q 57:27).

11 Caspar and Gaudeul, Textes 62, 93.
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places and they have forgotten (nasù) a part of what was given to

them by Him.” Near parallels to this text are found in Q 5:41, 2:75

and 4:46, each of which places the guilt of alteration on the Jews

after Moses.

But this did not allay suspicions that Christians were also respon-

sible. Sometimes Christians are mentioned specifically or included

together with the Jews under the epithet ahl al-kitàb in the Quran

as having manipulated the texts. One finds a succinct summary of

their complicity put in the mouth of a Muslim participant in a debate

with a Christian reported to have taken place around the year 800

C.E. in Jerusalem:

What you have said you report only from your Gospel and your new
books; however, we have the first, true Gospel. We received it from
our Prophet, and it contradicts that which is in your possession. For
after the Ascension of Christ into heaven, John and his followers revised
the Gospel and set down what is in your possession as they wished.
This is what our Prophet has handed down to us.12

This charge apparently reflects the general opinion of the Muslim

scholarly community. A contemporary of Abù Rà"i†a, 'Alì Sahl Rab-

bàn al-ˇabarì (d. 240/855), uses the quranic references to falsification

to expose the truth that he believes Christians have obscured. He is

the author of two of the oldest surviving Muslim refutations of

Christianity: Radd 'alà al-naßàrà and Kitàb al-dìn wa-l-dawla.13 In the

latter, al-ˇabarì states that he wants to uncover the truth in the

scriptures, which the Christians are trying to hide and have altered

(˙arrafù). He does not dispute the general authenticity of the Christian

scriptures, but rather argues specifically that the meaning of the text

has been distorted, especially in what concerns the prophecy of

Mu˙ammad, in order to conceal the veracity of the Quran.14

Eventually, a multitude of problematic discrepancies between the

revelation to Mu˙ammad and other scriptures came to be identified

as the result of tampering by human hands. In the centuries after

Mu˙ammad’s death, the argument of ta˙rìf was developed until it

became recognized as a legitimate and standard feature of Islamic

12 Vollers, Religionsgespräch 62; see also Griffith, Gospel in Arabic 142.
13 Khalifé et Kutsch, Ar-Radd 'alà-n-Naßàrà 115–148; and al-ˇabarì, K. al-Dìn

wa-l-dawla.
14 See especially K. al-Dìn wa-l-dawla 7, 6, 20, 117.
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apologetics. In keeping with the thesis that the Torah and Gospels

had been corrupted, a number of attempts were made to rectify

errors found in them by excising problematic passages and substi-

tuting words with others more consistent with the Quran.15 These

activities did not go unnoticed by the Christian community, and

many felt that they warranted a response.

2 Abù Rà"i†a’s “First Risàla on the Holy Trinity” 16

Naturally, the problem posed by ta˙rìf had a significant impact on

the manner in which Jews and Christians could formulate an effective

rebuttal to Islamic claims about the status of their own teachings.

Christian apologists recognized that many of the traditional argu-

ments devised to defend Christianity against its early Jewish detrac-

tors could also be used to respond to Muslims. They were also well

aware that any appeal to a common scripture base was severely lim-

ited by the allegation that the biblical texts had been falsified. This

compelled them to find common ground in reason supplemented by

examples and analogies that would be acceptable to their opponents

and draw them into the argument.

Abù Rà"i†a was one of the first to recognize the window that had

been opened at the beginning of the third/ninth century with the

growing interest of Muslim mutakallimùn in the Greek philosophical

tradition. Drawing particularly on the tools offered by Aristotelian

logic, he used reason to formulate his arguments and delineate both

what was agreed upon and what was disputed between the two reli-

gions. Between the years 199/815 and 215/830, Abù Rà"i†a pro-

duced at least five treatises (one of which is now lost) aimed at

15 Ibn Is˙àq cited John 15:23–16:1 directly, but made “corrections” in order to
bring it more closely in line with the quranic views of Jesus. For example, he
replaces the three instances of “my Father” with “the Lord,” following the Islamic
rejection of Jesus’ divinity. This passage has been carefully studied by two schol-
ars, Baumstark, Eine altarabische Evangelienübersetzung 201–209; and Guillaume,
Version of the Gospels 289–296. A summary of the two is found in Griffith, Gospel
in Arabic 137–143. For specific examples of Muslim exegesis of the Bible passages
in question, see Goldziher, Ueber muhammedanische Polemik 1–47. A further
instance of this phenomenon can be seen in the later anonymous re-working of the
psalms, edited and translated by Krarup, Auswahl pseudo-davidischer Psalmen.

16 Because Abù Rà"i†a’s epistolary texts exemplify a particular type of letter-trea-
tise found in Christian Arabic literature, I have chosen to retain the Arabic term
risàla (pl. rasà"il ) here.
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defending Christianity against Muslim polemics.17 Four of the texts

are in letter format and addressed to unidentified fellow Jacobite

Christians. These are intended to provide ready answers for those

who are being questioned by their Muslim neighbors about Christian

teachings. The fifth is a collection of proof texts taken from the Old

Testament, the importance of which will be seen below.

In these treatises, Abù Rà"i†a is attentive to two particular con-

cerns. First, he hopes to supply evidence that can be used by Christians

to convince Muslims of the viability of Christian doctrines (especially

of the Incarnation and Trinity) and show that they are not contra-

dictory or absurd. His secondary purpose is to assuage the doubts

of Christians who are beginning to consider conversion to the new

faith.18 Both of these objectives are manifested in his use of Arabic

as his literary medium. Abù Rà"i†a’s apologies are among the first

whose author can be positively identified that are written in Arabic.19

17 A total of at least eleven texts authored by Abù Rà"i†a can be identified,
although only nine of these are extant. In addition to the responses to questions
by Muslims, he wrote several treatises explaining monophysite teachings, including
two defending the Jacobite version of the Trishagion. They have been collected
together with two other texts containing excerpts from Abù Rà"i†a’s works in Georg
Graf ’s edition: Die Schriften des Jacobiten Óabìb Ibn Óidma Abù Rà"i†a. References to
Abù Rà"i†a’s works here will follow the numbering assigned by Graf. Unfortunately,
Abù Rà"i†a’s contribution to Arab Christian theology has been neglected. For exam-
ple, “[n]ow the publication of the work of a Jacobite theologian of the beginning
of the 3rd/9th century, Abù Rà"i†a Óabìb b. ‡idma, shows that, contrary to the
opinion of Massignon, this distinction between the divine attributes dates from a
period considerably before that of Ya˙yà b. 'Adì, since it is found in the work of
Abù Rà"i†a, from whom the author of the letter borrowed it, as well as the whole
of the philosophical-theological section dealing with the unity of God (cf. G. Graf,
Die Schriften 5–10). As for the fact of a Nestorian author borrowing from a Jacobite
a discussion of the unity of God, this is not surprising, since there was no difference
of opinion between them on this point.” See the art. “al-Kindì, 'Abd al-Masì˙,”
in: EI 2 v, 120 (G. Troupeau). 

18 The Christian community was just beginning to address this important issue.
In the period spanning Abù Rà"i†a’s lifetime, the Muslim population in Iraq appears
to have increased from approximately ten percent to nearly forty percent. This was
due to several factors, the most significant of which was conversions to Islam.
'Abbàsid policies strongly favored Muslims, and increases in the jizya, or “poll-tax,”
which, in traditional Islamic law, is levied on non-Muslims in Muslim states, gave
many strong incentives to convert to the new religion. Cf. Bulliet, Conversion to Islam
81–83. Abù Rà"i†a is apparently convinced that many had abandoned Christianity
for political or economic gain, as well as religious reasons. He takes up these prob-
lems in his “Proof of the Christian Religion” (VIII), where he lays out both unac-
ceptable and legitimate reasons to convert to another religion, followed by a defence
of Christian doctrine and practices.

19 Abù Rà"i†a himself was probably a native Syriac-speaker, and is representa-
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This suggests that, although the ostensible purpose of the texts is to

provide assistance to Christians, he expected they would be read by

Muslims as well.

In keeping with this expectation, he lays out the arguments in a

manner deliberately intended to convince the readers of both reli-

gions. Certainly, Abù Rà"i†a’s contemporaries would have recognized

his efforts as a response to the Quran’s testimony that Christians

will be called upon to produce their proof (burhàn) for the truth of

their religion on the Day of Judgment (Q 2:111; 28:75). In partic-

ular, they will be compelled to give a justification for their belief in

the Trinity and the divinity of Christ. The rasà"il Abù Rà"i†a offers

his readers are a sort of compendium, a kind of kitàb al-burhàn, of

prepared responses to exactly these issues. The treatises are partic-

ularly notable for their use of a wide variety of resources, with a

special emphasis on certain types of Old Testament examples and

on the Hellenistic ideas that were gaining currency in the third/ninth

century in Muslim scholarly circles.20

A close examination of the texts, however, reveals that Abù Rà"i†a
is not simply presenting arguments to be translated and applied to

individual encounters with Muslims. He is advocating a particular

approach for Christians to take in these exchanges that depends pri-

marily on what can be proven by reason and commonly agreed-

upon philosophical principles, supplemented by the occasional scriptural

reference. The impetus for this move is taken up briefly at the end

of one of his most significant writings, the “First Risàla on the Holy

Trinity” (al-Risàla al-ùlà fì l-thàlùth al-muqaddas) (I), where he turns

to the Muslim charge that the scriptures have been falsified.

After a typical epistolary preface, the “First Risàla” (I) begins with

a statement summarizing the appropriate attributes ( ßifàt) for God,

put in the mouth of a Muslim opponent. Abù Rà"i†a then proceeds

with a demonstration of the logical necessity of a Trinitarian under-

standing of these attributes. His method is predominantly dialecti-

cal, by which he continually narrows the meanings of important

concepts. This is followed by several common analogies proving that

unicity and plurality are not by definition incompatible (e.g., one

tive of the important period of transition to Arabic promoted by the policies of the
'Abbàsid caliphs.

20 Harald Suermann argues that Abù Rà"i†a may be the first Christian to use
Aristotle in engaging Muslims on these topics. See id., Trinität, esp. 221–223.
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light, many lamps). Abù Rà"i†a also includes a number of biblical

references in support of his argument, concluding that both scrip-

ture and reason support the Christian doctrine of the Trinity.

Although several of Abù Rà"i†a’s apologetic treatises responding

to Islam have been directly influenced by the problem posed by the

accusation of ta˙rìf, none reveals the concern more the “First Risàla”
(I), where the overall structure is completely determined by the issue.

Abù Rà"i†a is acutely aware that the accusation of falsification under-

mines much of the primary evidence for Christian teaching. This

leads him to adopt a two-pronged approach that utilizes both prin-

ciples of logic and elements drawn from Greek thought, and tradi-

tional evidence employed previously by Christian apologists that does

not contradict what is found in the Quran. Consequently, the greater

part of the “First Risàla” is taken up with philosophical argumentation,

concentrating especially on precise definitions of “one” and “unity,”

and on necessary attributes and their relationship to the Divine Being.

Throughout the argument, he uses both dialectic and logic to draw

appropriate distinctions and eliminate incorrect assumptions. In this

manner, Abù Rà"i†a apparently hopes to establish reason as com-

mon ground and lure Muslim intellectuals into the argument. Such

an approach, he contends, will ultimately prove that the doctrines

of the Trinity and the Incarnation are not absurd, but rather philo-

sophically necessary.

Abù Rà"i†a believes that these proofs are sufficient to convince

both Muslims and Christians of the truth of Christianity. However,

he recognizes that ta˙rìf remains an issue that cannot simply be

avoided, for it is only through revelation that the specific identities

of the three Persons of the Trinity are known. Furthermore, leav-

ing the issue unaddressed might lend credence to the accusation of

falsification. It is therefore incumbent on him to demonstrate the

integrity of the Bible to his readers in a way that will counter the

allegation of ta˙rìf. In response, he takes up the problem near the end

of the “First Risàla” (I) after he has drawn his opponent in with

non-scriptural evidence, attacking the charge directly by exposing its

lack of a logical foundation. The strong language and strategic place-

ment of this rebuttal is striking, suggesting that Abù Rà"i†a’s own

personal experience of such discussions lie behind the Risàla.
The issue of falsification is first raised in (§16) within the context

of a defence of qiyàs (“reasoning by analogy”), where Abù Rà"i†a
concludes with the assertion that his argument is reliable proof “even
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if the ones who differ from us on it declare it to be false when they

claim we have altered (ta˙rìfinà) [the sacred books] by adding to them

and taking away from them.” His statement follows the general

quranic descriptions of ta˙rìf as the manipulation of the true revela-

tion either by placing words in the mouths of the prophets or by

concealing what was received (Q 2:42, 140, 146; 3:71, 78, 187; 4:46;

5:13, 41; and passim). More specifically, however, Abù Rà"i†a wants

to discredit any suggestion of a particularly egregious type of ta˙rìf,
that of tabdìl, or “substitution.”

The Quran contends that the reason Christians and Jews have

strayed from the original message given to the prophets before

Mu˙ammad is that the texts of their scriptures have been misinter-

preted, poorly read, or intentionally manipulated.21 The most seri-

ous form of corruption, tabdìl, is counted among the six different

verbs and their derivatives (kitmàn, labs, ta˙rìf, layy, nisyàn, tabdìl )
employed in the Quran to describe these various types of falsification

through human intervention.22 According to Muslim scholars of the

first few centuries after Mu˙ammad, these terms can be generally

understood as belonging to one of two recognized categories: ta˙rìf
al-naßß (“falsification of the actual text of the scriptures”) and ta˙rìf al-
ma'ànì (“falsification of the meaning of the scriptures”). A further dis-

tinction made within the latter category, ta"wìl, covers errors made

in interpreting the meaning of a verse. Tabdìl falls under the first head-

ing, and is usually considered to be the most grievous form of ta˙rìf
because it is a willful falsification of the text.23

“Substitution” is mentioned explicitly in the Quran twice in con-

nection with the Israelites after Moses in Q 2:59 and 7:162 in which

21 Bouamama, Littérature 43; Watt, Early Development 78.
22 The relevant terms are: kitmàn (“hiding or concealing,” Q 2:42, 140, 146, 159,

174; 3:71, 187), sometimes found in conjunction with labs (“disguising,” Q 2:42;
3:71), which refers to the concealment of the true revelation, such as references to
Mu˙ammad’s prophethood. A third term, layy (“to twist”), suggests that during
recitation of the scriptures the pronunciation was corrupted (either intentionally or
unintentionally) so that the listener would not have a proper understanding of it
(Q 3:78; 4:46). The Quran also implies that the false interpretation of the mean-
ing of the scriptures stems from disregard for important passages or that some rev-
elations were simply forgotten. The term nisyàn (“forgetting, overlooking”) is used
both in reference to Jews (Q 7:53, 164; 5:13) and Christians (Q 5:14; 7:53). Finally,
tabdìl (“substitution,” Q 2:59; 7:162) points to the actual changing of the scriptural
texts. Cf. Caspar and Gaudeul, Textes 62–63. Each of these terms seems to assume
that the distortion occurred while the revelation was being passed on orally, and
no written text was available for corrections.

23 Caspar and Gaudeul, Textes 61–63.
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it is clearly stated that the evildoers among them “substituted” (bad-

dala) what was given to them by God with something else. Unlike

the other forms of ta˙rìf identified by Muslim scholars, tabdìl is unam-

biguously intentional. According to the Quran, this deliberate dis-

tortion of the scriptures was not limited to the substitution of words

in previously revealed texts; those who heard the new message also

tried to corrupt it. In Q 10:15, God instructs Mu˙ammad to resist

those who ask him to substitute something else for the authentic rev-

elations, apparently because they are too difficult or contradict the

other scriptures. Mu˙ammad is commanded to say: “It is not for

me to substitute it [with something else] of my own accord. . . .”

The quranic account of ta˙rìf implies that his experience is parallel

to that of previous messengers: just as the unbelievers attempted to

change the true revelations Mu˙ammad was receiving, the followers

of other prophets who kept and interpreted the scriptures knowingly

and deliberately altered what they had received. The seriousness of

this accusation is obvious, and explains why Abù Rà"i†a felt the need

to give some response to it.24

Abù Rà"i†a mentions tabdìl in (§19), emphasizing for his Christian

readers that the Muslim assertion “that we have changed [the scrip-

tures] and substituted [words for other words]” could be accepted,

if it were not the case that Christians and Jews share their scrip-

tures. The verbs ghayyara (“to change”) and baddala (“to substitute

one part for another”) are evocative of the description the Quran

gives of the type of distortion that has occurred in the Bible. Although

the verb ghayyara is not used to refer to a specific category of ta˙rìf,
the term ghayr (“another” or “different”) is commonly found with the

verb baddala, as in Q 7:162: “But the evildoers among [the people

of Moses] substituted ( fa-baddala) the word with something different

(ghayr) from that which had been said to them [by God]. . . .” The

phraseology of this particular verse bears a striking resemblance to

Abù Rà"i†a’s summary, suggesting he was familiar with the quranic

basis for the accusation.

The difficulty of responding to the charge of tabdìl posed a seri-

ous challenge for the Christians of Abù Rà"i†a’s day—any scriptural

24 This was a significant point in the debates surrounding the prediction of
Mu˙ammad in the Bible. “. . . Ibn Sa'd, coinciding with al-ˇabarì, declares that
the monk knew Mu˙ammad because he had found the announcement of his com-
ing in the unadulterated (tabdìl ) Christian books, which he possessed. . . .” Cf. art.
“Ba˙ìrà,” in: EI 2, i, 921 (A. Abel).
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evidence that might be put forward could simply be rejected on the

grounds that it had been tampered with. Proving the integrity of the

New Testament posed an especially complicated problem, given that

its entire trajectory contradicts the Quran’s very explicit rejection of

Jesus’ divinity (Q 4:157, 171; 5:17, 72–75, 116–118; 9:30), making

nearly every verse suspect.

The problem was exacerbated by increasing Muslim interest in

collecting and verifying the prophetic traditions (˙adìths), which placed

special emphasis on establishing the existence of an uninterrupted

chain of verifiable transmitters, or isnàd, from the origin of a text to

prove its authenticity. Christians, however, were unable to provide

a convincing isnàd to confirm the soundness of the scriptures they

had in their possession. Muslim scholars identified the failure of the

ahl al-kitàb to produce complete isnàds as a lack of tawàtur, or authen-

ticated transmission.25 This, along with the inability of Christians to

furnish any other corroborating evidence for the Gospel, allowed the

possibility of corruption.26 These problems led Abù Rà"i†a and his

fellow Christians to turn instead to a defence of the Hebrew scrip-

tures in the hope of constructing arguments against the very notion

of ta˙rìf that could be extrapolated to vindicate the New Testament.

In his brief comments on the problem, Abù Rà"i†a builds his case

for the authenticity of the Old Testament on two pieces of evidence.

First, he argues that the teaching of divine plurality is found in the

scriptures of the Jews and Muslims as well as those of the Christians;

consequently the opponents cannot claim that Christians altered the

text. He offers extensive examples in which God is identified with

the plural by a respected figure, citing God’s own references to 

a multiplicity in the Divinity reported through Moses (in Genesis 1:26;

2:18; 3:22; 11:7) and Daniel (in Daniel 4:31) (§16). Abù Rà"i†a draws

a comparison between these and the multitude of passages in the

Quran where God speaks in the first person plural: “We said” 

25 “Tawàtur is a technical term in the science of ˙adìº, which means roughly
‘broad authentication.’ [. . .] It indicates that a historical report or a prophetic tra-
dition is supported by such a large number of isnàd strands, each beginning with
a different Companion or other ancient authority, that its authenticity/truthfulness
is thereby assumed to be guaranteed. The reasoning behind this was that a size-
able number of people engaged in transmitting one and the same text would never
by sheer coincidence, or indeed collusion, all relate a falsehood. As far as historic-
ity is concerned, something transmitted tawàturan is considered unassailable by medi-
aeval ˙adìº scholars.” Cf. art. “Tawàtur,” in: EI 2 x, 381 (G.H.A. Juynboll).

26 Caspar and Gaudeul, Textes 66, n. 14; Lazarus-Yafeh, Intertwined Worlds 41–47.
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(Q 2:34, 35, 37; and passim), “We created (Q 15:26, 85; and passim),

“We commanded” (Q 10:24; 11:40; and passim), and so forth (§17).

He concludes that this corroboration between the revelations proves

that the Christian teaching of plurality in divine unity cannot be a

fabrication.

Abù Rà"i†a expects that his opponents will argue that this is just

a manner of speech that is permitted in Arabic usage. He counters

this with the observation that such plural references to God are

found not only with the Arabs, but also the Hebrews, Greeks and

Syrians before them. Furthermore, it is incumbent on the Arabs to

give a justification other than “it is permitted” for allowing such

plural speech about God. They may insist that it is possible for a

single human being to say “We command” and “We have sent,”

etc., but this is not the same as a plural reference to God, since plu-

rals in the former case can often be used for someone who is not

deserving of honor and respect. In fact, Abù Rà"i†a points out, God

often speaks of Himself in scripture both in the singular and in the

plural. This is a clear indication of the truth of the teaching on the

Trinity, for God is both one in ousia, which is indicated when God

says “I commanded” and “I created,” and three in hypostaseis, as

when God says “We commanded” and “We created” (§17).

Abù Rà"i†a follows his evidence of God’s unicity and plurality with

illustrations from the Old Testament identifying the three hypostaseis.

The first he gives is the well-known example of the three visitors to

Abraham. This story is the perfect mysterion (or prefiguration, Arabic:

sirr) for the Trinity, he says, because Abraham recognized that the

three visitors are one single Lord, who is three hypostaseis, and addressed

them accordingly. Abù Rà"i†a emphasizes that Moses confirmed that

the one ousia of God is the same Lord who had spoken to Abraham

and who is identified in the Shema': “Hear, O Israel, your God is

one Lord” (§18).27 He goes on to demonstrate that the “books” of

David and Isaiah also contain numerous references to the individ-

ual hypostaseis, God, His Word, and His Spirit (§18).28

27 Abù Rà"i†a gives a slight variation of the version given in Deut 6:4: “Hear,
O Israel, the Lord your God is one God.”

28 Abù Rà"i†a provides explanations of Pss 33:6; 56:11; 107:20; 110:1; and Isa
48:16; 6:3. The last citation is a reference to the threefold praise of the angels,
which is one of the most common examples in his treatises and the foundation for
his arguments in support of the Jacobite addition to the Trishagion.
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After presenting these examples from the Old Testament and the

Quran, Abù Rà"i†a comments that the Muslims will deny these wit-

nesses, contending that “The prophets did not say this, rather, you

have altered the word’s place, and you have made [the prophets]

say what is false and a lie. . . .”29 This statement is a paraphrase of

the charge against the Jews in Q 4:46 and 5:13: “they have altered

the words’ places.”30 Although the initial accusation is apparently

directed at Christians, Abù Rà"i†a’s ensuing responses make it plain

that the Muslims are claiming “those who are responsible for the

alteration [of the books] are the Jews” who are trying to deceive

them (§19). This brings him to the second part of his defence of the

Christian scriptures: a logical demonstration of how any alteration

by Christians or Jews would be exposed and evident to anyone

searching for the truth.

He begins by pointing out that if Christians had in fact changed

the revelation they had received, there would be conspicuous differences

between their scriptures and those of the Jews. One would be able

to identify the places in which Christians “have changed [the books]

and substituted [words for other words]” (§19). However, since the

writings that the Christians have in their possession are in complete

agreement with the Torah of the Jews, it cannot be the case that

Christians have altered theirs. This is especially convincing, he claims,

for the Jews are “our enemies,” implying that there is no obligation

to be concerned with agreement otherwise and thus no potential for

collusion.

Abù Rà"i†a expects this rebuttal will prompt the Muslims to say

that “those who are responsible for the alteration [of the books] are

29 The outright accusation that Christians are lying reveals a level of tension
between the Christians and Muslims not apparent anywhere else in Abù Rà"i†a’s
writings. Throughout his treatises, he continually insists that both sides observe
agreed-upon rules of debate requiring that each listen and present its case with
respect and openness. However, at this point it appears that Abù Rà"i†a expects
the introduction of evidence he does not recognize as legitimate, whereas his oppo-
nents view it as the decisive argument. He also implies that because they are so
convinced by the claim of ta˙rìf they are unwilling to listen to any but the most
certain, indisputable evidence to the contrary. Yet, in spite of the open attack on
Christianity, Abù Rà"i†a does not respond with ways in which to discredit Islam.
He continues to restrict the discussion to a defence of the soundness of Christian
beliefs, seeking only to commend Christianity, not to condemn his opponents. This
is in keeping with the general lack of polemics in the previous generations of Syriac
disputational texts that provide the model for his letters. See Griffith, Disputes with
Muslims 257.

30 Similar descriptions are given in Q 5:41 and Q 2:75.
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the Jews,” the traditional view supported by the Quran. He turns

this to his advantage, explaining that the proper reply is to insist

that if the Jews intended only to deceive the Christians, they would

have preserved unaltered “genuine” ( ßa˙ì˙a) copies of the original

Hebrew texts for their own use and, once again, the differences

between the two sets of scriptures would be apparent to all.31 This

is obvious, “because the one who seeks the destruction of another

does not seek his own destruction” (§19). Since this is not the case,

no one can accept the Muslim claim of ta˙rìf.32

With these arguments, Abù Rà"i†a believes that he has offered

sufficient evidence that biblical texts can be trusted sources for

Christian faith and doctrine. Of course, his defence of the scriptures

is only pertinent to the Old Testament writings commonly held by

Christians and Jews, a significant limitation of his refutation of ta˙rìf
of which he seems to be conscious. This is indicated by the fact that

although he includes many passages from the New Testament through-

out his writings, these are always intended as evidence and support

primarily for his Christian readers. In his responses to Muslim ques-

tioners, he consistently makes references only to Old Testament

figures and writings that will pass the scrutiny of those suspicious of

ta˙rìf. In this manner, he believes that the argument of falsification

can be circumvented successfully, allowing Christians to use scrip-

ture passages effectively in their own defence. Abù Rà"i†a even went

as far in his “Witnesses from the Words of the Torah, the Prophets

and the Saints” (VI) as to assemble and translate into Arabic a col-

lection of passages taken solely from the Old Testament that can be

used in debates with Muslims.

31 Abù Rà"i†a is assuming a desire within the Jewish community for fidelity to
the original revelation, even if they might attempt to mislead others. As mentioned
above, however, the Quran suggests that the revelation was distorted almost imme-
diately after its revelation to Moses, and that no authentic copy was preserved; cf.
Q 5:13, 41; 2:75–76; 4:46.

32 This response was fairly common among Christians, and used for centuries
after Abù Rà"i†a. The Muslim scholar Fakhr al-Dìn al-Ràzì (d. 606/1209) replies
to a similar defence in his Mafàtì˙ al-ghayb aw al-tafsìr al-kabìr: “If it is said: ‘How
is this [alteration] possible in the scripture when each one of the letters and words
has been passed on with the utmost care in the East and in the West?’ We answer
him, saying: ‘The people [of Israel] were few [in number], and the scholars [in
possession of ] the scripture were [also] very few, so they had the power to com-
mit this falsification.’” Cf. ibid. ii, 149–150; as cited in Gaudeul ii: Texts, 273. The
translation is my own.
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3 Conclusions

Although Abù Rà"i†a devotes relatively little space in his treatises to

addressing the Muslim charge that the scriptures have been falsified,

concern for avoiding dismissal on the grounds of ta˙rìf fully informs

his project of explaining and defending Christian doctrine. Knowing

that much of the traditional evidence employed by Christian apol-

ogists will be rejected because it contradicts the Quran, he turns

instead to principles of logic and elements drawn from Greek thought

to build his argument, setting a precedent for those who would

respond to Islam in the future. But this does not mean he is willing

to abandon the Christian scriptures to the claim of ta˙rìf.
Abù Rà"i†a constructs a careful defence of the integrity of the

scriptures for the following two reasons; he wants to assure Christians

they are reliable for faith, and he does not want to concede to any

part of the Muslim accusation of ta˙rìf. He places this argument near

the end of the “First Risàla on The Holy Trinity,” conceivably because

he is well aware that the debate will eventually turn to falsification

and that left unanswered, the claim will feed doubt in the Christian

community. In response, he proceeds to demonstrate the consistency

of plural speech about God in the scriptures of Jews, Christians and

Muslims, concluding that the Christian doctrine of the Trinity is 

not baseless, but rather the necessary outcome of an honest reading

of the sacred texts. Abù Rà"i†a then turns to the problem of the

source of falsification, arguing that if either the Christians or the

Jews had altered the books, the differences between the scriptures

they hold in common would be clear to all. Furthermore, there is

no incentive for the two communities to conspire together to hide

the truth, since they are enemies, and yet their scriptures are the

same. His reasoning is cautious and limited, but it enables him to

add certain Old Testament passages to his arsenal to be used in

defence of Christianity.

In the end, while Abù Rà"i†a believes it is necessary to defend the

integrity of the scriptures against the charge of ta˙rìf, he views such

arguments as having limited apologetic value. He submits that a

more fruitful strategy is to take advantage of the rising interest of

Muslim scholars in the Greek philosophical heritage and establish

common ground through reason. Consequently, he builds most of

his case on non-scriptural evidence, encouraging his fellow Christians
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to turn to shared logical principles to make effective arguments in

favor of Christian doctrine. This approach was apparently successful.

Abù Rà"i†a became widely known as a Christian apologist in his day

and remained influential in the Eastern Churches until the modern

period.
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CHAPTER FOUR

MEETING THE PATRON: AN AKHBÀR TYPE AND ITS

IMPLICATIONS FOR MUÓDATH POETRY

Beatrice Gruendler

The effects of poetic speech can hardly find a more ample illustra-

tion than that furnished by akhbàr about early 'Abbàsid poets. This

justifies the expectation that akhbàr collections might yield insights

into the role of poetry. The following exploration was sparked by

the recurrence of one particular plot type among the diverse akhbàr,
to wit, a poet’s first meeting with a patron. Although the nearly

thirty examples identified under this rubric provide only limited evi-

dence, I argue that they be considered as a literary refraction of

contemporary circumstances. As such they offer a glimpse of an atti-

tude of increased intellectual sophistication, widening poetic range,

and greater latitude toward tradition, shared by poets and their audi-

ences alike. After tracing the new mutual aesthetic in this akhbàr
type, I will turn to the question of why meeting a patron was so

popular a subject in collected accounts.

The earliest books devoted to poets of the first 'Abbàsid era—al-

Waraqa by Ibn al-Jarrà˙ (d. 296 A.H./908 C.E.)1— ǎbaqàt al-shu'arà"
[al-mu˙dathìn] by Ibn al-Mu'tazz (d. 296/908),2 Akhbàr Abì Tammàm,

Akhbàr al-Bu˙turì, and the two preserved sections on poets in al-Awràq
by al-Íùlì (d. 335/946)3—all contain akhbàr that capture events in

1 A member of the Banù Jarrà˙ of Iranian origin, skilled administrator, and
esteemed man of letters, he headed different offices under the caliphs al-Mu'ta∂id
and al-Muktafì and was connected with their viziers; see GAS i, 374–75; EI 2 iii, 750.

2 An 'Abbàsid prince, he abandoned political ambitions for most of his life, except
for a short presence at the court of al-Mu'tamid, befriending his viziers, and a
failed quest to unseat the young al-Muqtadir, which ended with his execution. He
was one of the earliest critics and a talented practitioner of mu˙dath poetry; see GAS
ii, 569–71; EI 2 iii, 892–93.

3 These were edited by J. Heyworth Dunne under the titles of Ash'àr awlàd al-
khulafà" wa-akhbàruhum and Qism akhbàr al-shu'arà" (see bibliography). See also the
recent edition of the St. Petersburg unicum, covering the period from al-Wàthiq to
al-Muhtadì, by V.I. Belyaev and A.B. Khalidov.
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poets’ lives along with terse general remarks and selections of their

verse. Most of these poets composed a mannerist kind of verse, des-

ignated as “modern” (mu˙dath), or the “new style” (badì' ),4 as distinct

from pre-Islamic, early Islamic and Umayyad poetry, subsumed under

ancient (qadìm, mutaqaddim, islàmì ) poetry. The rise of this new style

sparked a querelle des anciens et des modernes among scholars and crit-

ics, which lasted through the fourth/tenth century. The akhbàr about

its early poets allow my line of questioning, as they were fixed in

writing either before or closely after the poets’ deaths and bear the

imprint of their time. The akhbàr vary in size, content, and struc-

ture. Their length ranges between a few lines and several pages. As

to substance, the usual combination of isnàd and narration is often

enlivened by dramatic scenes and/or poetry. Concerning the struc-

ture, prose and poetry about an event may be integrated, juxtaposed,

or haphazardly intertwined. Other than in historical akhbàr, poetry

constitutes a vital element, if not the keystone, for a plot.5 An author,

however, needed to choose between composing a well-paced narra-

tive and preserving a poem in its original form. A good plot could

easily support a short quotation of a qaßìda’s incipit and another verse

à propos. In this manner al-Íùlì most often adduced Abù Tammàm
(d. 231/845) or al-Bu˙turì (d. 284/897).6 The audience immediately

recognized the poem, and if not, the poet’s dìwàn was available in

the same author’s compilation, originally appended to either akhbàr
collection. If the poet was less illustrious, the author often took the

occasion to record the poem in full, albeit encumbering the plot. To

Al-Íùlì served al-Muktafì as nadìm and al-Rà∂ì as tutor and nadìm, while he
enjoyed the support of both caliphs’ viziers. He was a prolific author and edited
numerous dìwàns of mu˙dath poets; see GAS i, 330–31; EI 2 ix, 846–48. For more
detail on the treatment of mu˙dath poets in contemporary akhbàr collections, see
Gruendler, Verse and Taxes 86–88.

4 For the description of this style as mannerism, see Wolfhart Heinrichs, ‘Manie-
rismus,’ and Stefan Sperl, Mannerism, with different underlying concepts. The “new
style” (badì' ) appeared with the beginning of the 'Abbàsid dynasty, its earliest fore-
runners being considered Bashshàr (d. ca. 167/783) and Ibn Harma (d. ca. 176/792).
In its earliest occurrences, the term overlapped with the imaginary loan metaphor
(isti'àra), found objectionable by some early critics, and then expanded to include
further figures and their conscious pursuit; see Heinrichs, Isti'àrah 187–202. In the
akhbàr, badì' appears most often as an adjective in this wider sense.

5 Leder, Prosa-Dichtung 8.
6 But note the full quotation of a qaßìda where the poet’s sustained flawlessness

and excellence throughout the entire piece are argued; see al-Íùlì, Akhbàr Abì Tammàm
108–14.
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avoid this, he might first tell the story and append the poetry, as

did Ibn al-Jarrà˙ and al-Íùlì for minor poets, but this format robbed

the poetic action of its immediacy.

One might ask which events in a poet’s life thus metamorphosed

into akhbàr. A survey of the enumerated books shows that, while

akhbàr cover an immense thematic spectrum, a significant number of

them converge on typical situations in a poet’s career, such as his

seeking access to a patron, capturing a memorable moment in (remem-

bered or improvised) verse, or proffering a request. While each time

the narrative contextualizes the delivery and reception of a poem,

the poem, as a verbal act, in turn affects its surroundings.

The question of the “truth” or “falsity” of akhbàr has in recent

times given way to their investigation as a literature whose appear-

ance of reality is a skilful guise.7 Although akhbàr certainly contain

authentic materials, including residue of earlier oral practice, these

have been turned into literature, recast and arranged within the syn-

chronic plane of the final author-compiler. But the accuracy of a

single khabar is not significant here for two reasons. First, the gen-

eral conduct of the dramatis personae can still be assumed to bear simil-

itude with actual customs, if only to buttress the author’s agenda.8

This extends to conversational conventions and expectations, which

reflect the author’s experience of actual conversations, even if short-

ened and optimized.9 Second, a collection as a whole conveys its

compiler’s message, which differs from any pre-existing messages of

its constituent parts.10 The last author’s “speaking” through earlier

authors or transmitters (known or anonymous) is as much his own

voice as are his linking direct comments.11 This last historical, or

surface, layer of the akhbàr collections can thus be studied with slightly

less risk then earlier ones and is the one under scrutiny here. Moreover,

the earlier layers of the material in these works had undergone only

a brief period of transmission in which author and biographee were

divided by no more than a century (or two to three transmitters),

and they sometimes even met face-to-face. Nonetheless historical

7 Leder, Prosa-Dichtung 34.
8 Conrad, 'Umar at Sargh 522 and 527–28.
9 Ungeheuer, Gesprächsanalyse 46, and Schütze, Interaktionspostulate 72–73. 

10 Goldberg, Der verschriftete Sprechakt 128 and 131–33; and Leder, Korpus 3–4.
11 The layer of a compiler’s direct intervention belongs to Stefan Leder’s “con-

textual determinants” which supply clues as to an author’s cultural context, such
as his intended recipients; see Leder, Conventions 60.
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caution is warranted, as the consistent tone and integrative hand of

an Ibn al-Mu'tazz or al-Íùlì constantly betray themselves.

Akhbàr about gaining access to a patron stand out by not only

their relative frequency but also structurally by their being placed at

the beginning of longer entries on an individual; they are chosen

therefore as a significant sample. This plot type displays recurrent

props and personages, although the events play out differently each

time, through unpredictable twists and delays and with a fair vari-

ety of dramatized poetry. I will first survey the salient plot elements,

personages, devices,, and poetic genres in a paraphrase and then dis-

cuss the function of the akhbàr as whole entities.

The situation of contacting a patron lent itself to offering spatial

and topographical detail. Space acquired a dramatic dimension, unit-

ing or separating poet and prospective patron. Thus Ismà'ìl ibn Jarìr
al-Qasrì (fl. beg. third/ninth century) intercepted ˇàhir ibn al-Óusayn

(d. 207/822)12 during one of his journeys on the open road, and he

so impressed the governor that he made him his sole companion.13

But if the poetry did not meet the patron’s expectations, a good

opportunity was wasted.14

More often the scene of the event is the gate of a palace, trans-

lating the access to a caliph, governor, or official into spatial terms.

The gate physically marked the obstacle the poet had to transcend:

passing through the gate meant success, staying outside, failure. One

example is the gate of al-Mu'taßim (r. 218–27/ 833–42) at which

poets gathered, presumably the Bàb al-'Awàmm of the caliphal palace

in Sàmarrà", which still stands today.15 Some gates remained closed.

Al-Mukhayyim al-Ràsibì (fl. 170–93/786–809), who waited at the

gate of the untypically stingy Barmakid Mu˙ammad ibn Ya˙yà
(d. 221/835),16 spent his life’s earnings of one hundred thousand

12 Of Iranian background, he was instrumental in al-Ma"mùn’s victory in the
civil war, became governor of the Western provinces, then head of the guard in
Baghdad. In 205/821, he rose to be governor of the East and Khuràsàn, where
he founded a semi-independent dynasty. He avidly patronized Arabic literature; see
EI 2 x, 103; and Bosworth, Tahirids 54–58.

13 Ibn al-Jarrà˙, Waraqa 84–85.
14 Ibn al-Mu'tazz, ǎbaqàt 43–44.
15 Ibn al-Jarrà˙, Waraqa 135, preserved in al-'Askarì, Dìwàn i, 28. For the gate,

see Northedge, Interpretation 152–53, and figs. 5–6.
16 This son of Ya˙yà ibn Khàlid played no role during his father’s vizierate

(170–87/786–803). He was released from prison by al-Amìn. Al-Ma"mùn later
appointed him governor of Sind; see EI 2 i, 1036.
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dirhams, from a previous patron, without receiving a single gift in

return.17 Another case is that of Abù l-'Amaythal (d. 240/854), who

was temporarily denied access by ˇàhir ibn al-Óusayn.18

But gates did not pose the only obstacle; there were the potential

competitors crowding them: visitors, petitioners, and other poets. An

aspiring protégé needed to single himself out, perhaps through win-

ning a competition arranged by the caliph himself. Thus al-Mu'taßim
had a madì˙ verse by Manßùr al-Namarì (d. before 193/809) prais-

ing al-Rashìd (r. 170–93/786–809) recited to poets waiting outside

his gate and challenged them to match it.19 Tests of this order were

not infrequent.20 Most occasions, however, were less formalized, and

the poet had to devise a way to distinguish himself from the crowd.

Abù Duhmàn al-Ghallàbì (fl. 158–69/775–85) did so in the general

audience of Sa'ìd ibn Salm, the governor of Armenia under al-

Rashìd. In the midst of the thronging populace, he caught the gov-

ernor’s attention by extemporizing an oration and a couplet. Yet he

betrayed his irritation with the governor’s pomp and ceremony too

clearly to win any favor.21 Óabìb ibn Shawdhab (or Jundab ibn

Su"dad; fl. mid. second/eighth century) was more successful with the

governor of Medina, Ja'far ibn Sulaymàn (d. 176/792);22 his ultra-

short self-promotion in ornate prose instantly earned him a gift.23

More daring was Abàn al-Là˙iqì (d. ca. 200/815),24 who maneu-

vered a letter containing his versified self-promotion into the hands

of the Barmakid al-Fa∂l ibn Ya˙yà (d. 193/808).25 The virtues adver-

tised show the panoply of qualities expected of an 'Abbàsid court

17 Ibn al-Jarrà˙, Waraqa 99. For the currency, see n. 128.
18 Ibn al-Mu'tazz, ǎbaqàt 287. Al-Marzubànì, Mu'jam 375–76, attributes the same

couplet to Mu˙ammad ibn Hishàm al-Sidrì (fl. first half of the third/ninth cen-
tury), a member of a group of Baßran literati, who was left waiting at the gate of
a Baßran noble from the Banù Ziyàd.

19 See n. 15 above and Ibn al-Mu'tazz, ǎbaqàt 245 for the incipit of this ode.
20 Abàn al-Là˙iqì (see al-Íùlì, Qism akhbàr al-shu'arà" 3–6) and Ismà"ìl al-Qasrì

(see Ibn al-Jarrà˙, Waraqa 85) were likewise given tests. For the risks inherent in
such tests, see fns. 47 and 48.

21 Ibn al-Jarrà˙, Waraqa 68–69.
22 He governed Medina for his cousin al-Manßùr (r. 146–50/ 763–7) and then

again for al-Mahdì (r. 161–6/ 778–83). For the poet, see GAS ii, 453.
23 Ibn al-Jarrà˙, Waraqa 79–80.
24 GAS ii, 515–16 and n. 106. For the khabar, see n. 27.
25 Raised as foster-brother of al-Rashìd, he assisted his father, the vizier, in the

government, was placed in charge of West Iran and later governed Khuràsàn. He
was disgraced together with his family in 187/803 and died in prison; see EI 2 i,
1034–35.
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poet: Óabìb mentions affection, excellence in praise, and a disincli-

nation to pay visits when they may cause boredom, but also to stay

at home if that leads to him being forgotten. Abàn adduces many

more; in one verse alone, that which will catch al-Fa∂l’s interest, he

enumerates:

kàtibun ˙àsibun kha†ìbun, adìbun
nàßi˙un zà"idun 'alà l-nußßà˙i [khafìf ]

Scribe, accountant, orator, man of letters26

adviser to advisers, . . .

He further adds: poet, transmitter, traditionist, and grammarian. For

the benefit of gatherings at court he is pleasant-looking (this needs

to be said since the poem is sent by letter), a good converser, jester,

graced with permanent good luck, blessed with moderate piety, nei-

ther ascetic nor libertine, and above all eager to serve.27 Court poetry

had become inseparable from adjacent literary arts which might have

to be performed on the spot for a patron’s entertainment.28

The action in the akhbàr, however, is not limited to the duo of

poet and patron. Secondary characters fill the floor between both

protagonists and intervene in their relationship. The patron’s cham-

berlain could act as an obstructing force, such as Sa'd al-Nùshirì,
who served the vizier 'Ubaydallàh ibn Ya˙yà ibn Khàqàn (d. 263/

877).29 His power was great enough to deny access to someone as

famous as al-Bu˙turì—as the poet’s numerous satires and one direct

complaint to the vizier confirm:

One day 'Ubaydallàh [ibn Ya˙yà ibn Khàqàn] said to al-Bu˙turì,
“What a poet you would be, if it were not for your still being alive
(ta"akhkhuru zamànika)!”

“What a vizier our lord would be, if it were not for his chamberlain!”
[The vizier] laughed and forbade Sa'd to deny [al-Bu˙turì] access.30

26 For the variants “man of eloquence” (balìgh) and “sharp mind” (arìb), see p. 74
and n. 112.

27 Al-Íùlì, Qism akhbàr al-shu'arà" 4–5. For a full translation of the khabar, see the
Appendix to this article.

28 Ouyang, Literary Criticism 68–89.
29 He served from 236/851 as vizier for al-Mutawakkil (r. 232–47/847–61) and

again until his death for al-Mu'tamid (r. 256–79/870–92), whose later viziers Íà'id
ibn Makhlad and Ismà"ìl ibn Bulbul likewise employed Sa'd al-Nùshirì; see EI2 iii,
824. 'Ubaydallàh was no relation of al-Fat˙, who appears in the following khabar,
see Gordon, The Khàqànid Families 236 and 239–42.

30 Al-Íùlì, Akhbàr al-Bu˙turì, no. 62.
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On the other side, there were supporting figures such as al-Mutawakkil’s

secretary and favorite, al-Fat˙ ibn Khàqàn (d. 247/861). His care

for al-Bu˙turì extended to almost every detail. He first ascertained

the poet’s ability, then secretly informed him ahead of time of an

apt occasion for a qaßìda in praise of the caliph, and a few days

later had him present it in person.31 His efforts did not stop there;

the courtier monitored al-Bu˙turì’s progress and advised him to adjust

his style.32 The support of this influential courtier was a guarantee

of entry to the court. A˙mad ibn Abì Fanan (d. between 260–70/

874–83) realized this and decided to win himself the graces of al-

Fat˙.33 A courtier could moreover advise a poet on a political stance

to adopt in his qaßà"id for a caliph.34 Thus the Barmakid al-Fa∂l ibn

Ya˙yà proposed to Abàn to compose anti-'Alid verse à la Marwàn
ibn Abì Óafßa the Elder (d. ca. 182/797) to gain the favor of al-

Rashìd. Abàn took the advice to heart and even tested his ode with

al-Fa∂l before visiting the caliph.35

In addition to viziers and courtiers, lower-ranking scribes, poets,,

and singers performed intercessory functions. When the mad poet

Ju'ayfiràn al-Muwaswis (fl. first half of third/ninth century) begged

for admission to the Arab aristocrat and general Abù Dulaf al-'Ijlì
(d. between 225–28/840–43)36 in Jibàl, he refused. “What business

do we have with the demented? Have we done with the sane?” But

A˙mad ibn Yùsuf [ibn Íubay˙] the scribe (d. 213/828)37 and the

31 Ibid., no. 28, dated 233/848.
32 Ibid., no. 30. In the case of the rough-voiced Abù Tammàm, his patron Ibn

Abì Du"àd reassured al-Mu'taßim that the poet’s ràwì would deliver his ode; see al-
Íùlì, Akhbàr Abì Tammàm 144, lines 1–2.

33 Al-Íùlì, Akhbàr al-Bu˙turì, no. 35.
34 On the other hand, political poetry was not necessarily self-serving. For instance,

the tirades by Sudayf ibn Maymùn (executed in 147/764) against the Umayyads
preceded their fall from power and his praise of Abù l-'Abbàs al-Saffà˙; see Ibn
al-Mu'tazz, ǎbaqàt 37–39.

35 Al-Íùlì, Qism akhbàr al-shu'arà" 13–15. The motif of inheritance law Abàn applies
to the case (ibid., 14, lines 6–9), compares indeed with one used by Marwàn, who
borrowed it from an 'Abbàsid client; see Ibn al-Mu'tazz, ǎbaqàt 51, lines 7–14,
and the parallel in Ibn Qutayba, Shi'r 482, lines 4–11. For a pro-'Alid inversion of
the motif by Mu˙ammad ibn Ya˙yà ibn Abì Murra al-Taghlibì (fl. second half of
third/ninth century), see Abù l-Faraj al-Ißbahànì, Aghànì x, 99–100.

36 Pro-'Alid Arab general who supported al-Amìn in the civil war and later
became governor of Damascus under al-Mu'taßim. He owned vast estates in Jibàl
and hosted an important circle of artists and scholars; see EI 2 iv, 718–19.

37 Belonging to a mawlà family of secretary-poets and a famous writer of epis-
tles, he served al-Ma"mùn (r. 198–218/813–33) in various functions before becom-
ing his chief secretary in 211/826; see Sourdel, Vizirat I, 225–31.
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38 Ibn al-Mu'tazz, ǎbaqàt 381–82.
39 This general was responsible for al-Ma"mùn’s victory over Ibràhìm al-Mahdì

in 203/819. A literary patron of celebrated magnificence, he died poisoned in
210/825; see EI 2 iii, 573.

40 Ibn al-Jarrà˙, Waraqa 113–14.
41 Ibid. 115–16.
42 Succeeding his brother ˇal˙a as governor of Khuràsàn in 214/829–30, 'Abdallàh

repeatedly quelled revolts for al-Ma"mùn and al-Mu'taßim. He was a skilled poet
and musician, who championed Arabic over Persian culture; see EI2 i, 52–53 and
Bosworth, Tahirids, 58–67.

poet’s friend risked speaking up and gained entrance for him.

Ju'ayfiràn’s splendid performance fully vindicated this support, and

Abù Dulaf conceded, “You knew your friend better.”38

But intercession alone was no guarantee of success. When 'Alì ibn

Jabala al-'Akawwak (d. 213/828), famous for his near blasphemous

praises for the said Abù Dulaf and al-Ma"mùn’s general Óumayd

al-ˇùsì (d. 210/825),39 asked the latter to convey a qaßìda by him to

al-Ma"mùn (r. 198–218/813–33), the general willingly complied. The

caliph, however, imposed on the poet an impossible condition, which

he asked the intercessor to convey:

Give him [sc. al-'Akawwak] the choice whether we shall place this
composition of his side-by-side with his compositions about you and
Abù Dulaf, and if we find his composition about us better, we will
give him ten thousand dirhams, and if not, one hundred lashes; [or,]
if he wants, we will excuse him [from his request].

Óumayd presented [al-'Akawwak] with the choice, and [the poet]
chose to be excused.40

Poets had no control over the reception of their verse, whether by

caliphs or the general public. The same poet, al-'Akawwak, tried to

equal the fame of his praise for Abù Dulaf with similar praise of

Óumayd al-ˇùsì, but whereas the former’s praise had “spread” (sàra),
the latter’s failed to do so.41

Even for the intercessor himself hazards lurked. 'Awf ibn Mu˙allim

(d. ca. 220/835), confidant of ˇàhir ibn al-Óusayn and his son

'Abdallàh (d. 230/844),42 once intercepted a poorly composed praise

qaßìda about to be recited to ˇàhir and advised the poet to take

instead one of his own poems, which 'Awf kindly offered to com-

pose. The intransigent candidate, however, mistrustfully declined and

saw his praise thrown back at him, while the well-meaning inter-

cessor bore the brunt of 'Abdallàh’s displeasure:
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Woe to you Abù Mu˙allim, did you not hear the poetry about us by
that one who visited us?

“Oh yes,” 'Awf answered, “May God grant the amìr power! I heard
it and gave him advice, but he did not listen.”43

Trust would have better served the protégé and his intercessor. But

matters could be worse. An intercessor could suffer harm from his

own ungrateful protégé: A˙mad ibn al-Khallàd, who had procured

al-Bu˙turì a thousand dìnàr reward from al-Musta'ìn (r. 248–52/862–66)

for a qaßìda, found himself satirized in the inaugural qaßìda with which

the expedient bard ingratiated himself with the next caliph, al-Mu'tazz
(r. 252–55/866–69).44

Another danger to a successful poet was the jealousy of his peers.

This made A˙mad ibn al-Óajjàj (d. after 198/814) conceal his iden-

tity when seeking an introduction to al-Ma"mùn’s governor of Egypt,

al-Mu††alib ibn 'Abdallàh al-Khuzà'ì,45 through the governor’s kins-

man and fellow-poet, Di'bil ibn 'Alì al-Khuzà'ì (d. 244/859 or

246/860).46 Ismà'ìl ibn Jarìr had to fend off other poets’ allegations

of plagiarism by the rather unusual test of satirizing his own patron,

ˇàhir. Success in this test put the poet within an inch of his life:

he improvised the requested satire, jotted it down on a sheet which

he handed to ˇàhir, and began to recite it. But he had performed

the task so well that the governor tore the sheet, interrupted him,

and barked, “May this never leave your mouth or I will kill you!”47

Poetic exams were simply not the best means of establishing objec-

tive truth.48

Another poet, 'Ißàba al-Jarjarà"ì (fl. 218–227/833–842) became the

unwilling accomplice of a failed plot to murder his patron, al-Óasan

ibn Rajà", the governor of Shìràz under al-Ma"mùn, forcing 'Ißàba

to flee his hometown. This rather long story is interesting for another

43 Ibn al-Mu'tazz, ǎbaqàt 190, lines 8–10.
44 Al-Íùlì, Akhbàr al-Bu˙turì, no. 47; see variant in al-Marzubànì, Muwashsha˙

373–74, with expanded poetic citations.
45 Governor of Egypt from 198/813, he appointed Di'bil as governor of Aswàn

in 198–201/813–15. For the poet, see GAS ii, 600.
46 Ibn al-Mu'tazz, ǎbaqàt 301–3.
47 Ibn al-Jarrà˙, Waraqa 85, line 12.
48 Cf. the test to which Mu˙ammad ibn al-Saffà˙, nephew of al-Manßùr (r. 136–

58/754–75) and his governor of Baßra, subjected the unsuspecting Óammàd 'Ajrad
(d. between 155–168/772–84). In order to see whether the poet was in love with
Mu˙ammad’s fiancée Zaynab, he had him compose love poetry for her. Óammàd
excelled, and Mu˙ammad saw his suspicions confirmed and broke off the engage-
ment; see al-Íùlì, Ash'àr awlàd al-khulafà" 4–5.
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reason. Between the poet’s dramatic banishment by al-Óasan and

his final return to his good graces, a delaying device is employed,

in the form of 'Ißàba’s attempt to escape from Shìràz. Over a dis-

tance of ten marching miles,49 the poet is twice intercepted by mes-

sengers racing back and forth between him and the patron until the

misunderstanding is resolved.50 Another story contains a similar delay-

ing device. Out of pity, the poet Di'bil takes a shabby-looking indi-

vidual as travel companion from al-Anbàr in Iraq to Egypt, and his

good offices to him during the journey are related in detail. When,

on their arrival, Di'bil grants the request of the stranger to intro-

duce him to the Egyptian governor, he improvises a stunning praise

qaßìda and reveals his identity as the reputed poet A˙mad ibn al-

Óajjàj. The story, told entirely by Di'bil, is constructed from this

poet’s point of view. Thus his travel companion’s discarding of his

incognito is reserved for the final audience scene.51 The same view-

point of an unknowing narrator as character within the story enhances

the first half of the story of Abàn al-Là˙iqì, told by the orator-poet

Kulthùm ibn 'Amr al-'Attàbì (d. ca. 208/823). Without ever identi-

fying him, the narrator describes Abàn from al-'Attàbì’s perspective,

merely as a run-down, barefoot youth, abandoned by his own ser-

vant. In sheer despair Abàn composes a poem which he smuggles

into the palace. To fish him out of the waiting crowd of petitioners

later, a servant must shout the poem’s contents from the palace roof.

Thereafter the scene changes with the protagonist’s admission to the

palace, where al-Fa∂l tests his alleged talents.52 These sophisticated

techniques of employing delay or an unknowing narrator are rare

and limited to the ǎbaqàt of Ibn al-Mu'tazz, while most other akhbàr
retain a terse matter-of-fact format.

* * *

Turning to the poetic medium: through which genres,53 motifs,54 and

styles did poets attract the attention of patrons in the akhbàr? This

49 One farsakh (pl. faràsikh) measured ca. 6 km or 3.75 miles.
50 Ibn al-Mu'tazz, ǎbaqàt 398–401.
51 See n. 46.
52 Al-Íùlì, Qism akhbàr al-shu'arà" 3–6.
53 Genre here signifies a group of texts with shared communicative conventions

and expectations, such as panegyric ode and satire, not a rigid catalogue of themes;
see Mary L. Pratt, Towards a Speech Act Theory 86–87. Some Arabic poetic genres
can consist of only one theme, in which case genre and theme overlap.

54 Motif is meant here as a translation of ma'nà, bearing in mind that in medieval
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was particularly vital in such situations where they lacked interces-

sors and had to make their verse speak for itself.

Two strategies were open to them: to satisfy a patron’s (literary

or political) expectations or to surprise and impress him by flouting

these. Regarding the first option of carefully observed expectations,

the genre selected is usually the praise qaßìda, with or without intro-

ductory theme,55 and the recipients are almost unfailingly caliphs.56

In a qaßìda for al-Rashìd, Abàn dutifully defends the right of suc-

cession of al-'Abbàs against the claims of 'Alì ibn Abì ˇàlib.57 Al-

Bu˙turì perceives and fulfills in another qaßìda the secret desire of

al-Muntaßir (r. 247–248/861–862) to be known as pro-'Alid. Later

he wins the favor of al-Mu'tazz by accusing al-Muntaßir of al-

Mutawakkil’s murder and criticizing al-Musta'ìn as usurper.58 Com-

plying with caliphs’ expectations also included literary aspects. The

poet-scribe al-Óasan ibn Wahb (d. 247/861)59 won accolades for pro-

ducing exactly the type of hyperbolic praise al-Mu'taßim desired. The

model was a couplet by Manßùr al-Namarì (d. before 193/809):

khalìfata llàhi inna l-jùda awdiyatun
a˙allaka llàhu minhà ˙aythu tajtami'u

in akhlafa l-qa†ru lam thukhlif makhàyiluhù
aw ∂àqa amrun dhakarnàhù fa-yattasi'u [basì†]

Caliph of God, generosity are valleys
at whose confluence God made you dwell.

If raindrops disappoint, his clouds of promise do not,
or [if ] an impasse looms, we mention him, and the path opens up.

Arabic poetics this term covered poetic ideas and their renditions, ranging from
one verse to a whole passage with different levels of complexity.

55 Occasionally smaller pieces of madì˙ occur, such as the couplets in Ibn al-
Jarrà˙, Waraqa 135.

56 Interestingly enough, this strategy fails with a high official like al-Ja'far ibn
Ya˙yà; see Ibn al-Mu'tazz, ǎbaqàt 45–46. Ja'far held several nominal governor-
ships, mint and post office directorships during his father’s vizierate but was mainly
the confidant of al-Rashìd, who had him executed in 187/803; see EI 2 i, 1034.

57 See n. 35 above.
58 Al-Íùlì, Akhbàr al-Bu˙turì, nos. 45 and 47, which refer to al-Bu˙turì, Dìwàn ii,

no. 413, verses 27–28 and 30 with the interpolated condemnation of al-Muntaßir;
and ibid., i, no. 71, verse 16 with the accusation of al-Musta'ìn as usurper ( ghàßib)
respectively.

59 He headed the chancellery, assisting Ibn al-Zayyàt during his vizierate under
al-Mu'taßim (r. 218–27/ 833–42) and al-Wàthiq (r. 227–32/ 842–47) and fervently
patronized Abù Tammàm.
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The couplet contains two hyperbolic images, typical of mu˙dath poetry,

a metonymy, associating the caliph with generosity, and an inverted

comparison between the patron’s promise and rain, as well as a

straightforward description of the patron’s dependable protection. In

his own couplet, al-Óasan succeeded in spanning the arch of rhetoric

and fantasy further:

thalàthatun tushriqu l-dunyà bi-bahjatihà
shamsu l-∂u˙à wa-Abù Is˙àqa wa-l-qamaru

ya˙kì afà' ìlahù fì kulli nà"ibatin
al-ghaythu wa-l-laythu wa-l-ßamßàmatu l-dhakaru [basì†]

Three things, in whose splendor the world glows:
The morning sun, Abù Is˙àq [al-Mu'taßim], and the moon.

His actions in each catastrophe are imitated.
by the rain, the lion, and the hardened steel.60

In the first verse, instead of Manßùr’s mere metonymy, al-Óasan cre-

ates a causal hyperbole of cosmic proportions, containing an element

of “make-believe” (takhyìl ), which “explains” the light of the world

as a reflection of the caliph’s bright face. In the second verse he

produces, instead of one, three inverted comparisons, adding courage

and resolve to the patron’s generosity. Finally he arranges the whole

as a complementary pair of caliphal appearance and action, with

both second hemistiches matching in their triadic structure.

In the opposite case of a poet’s ignoring a patron’s preferences,

certain failure awaited him: the Barmakid vizier Ya˙yà ibn Khàlid
(d. 190/805)61 thus reprimanded an obstinate candidate who re-used

a motif (ma'nà) of which he knew Ya˙yà disapproved.62 At times the

adjustment was downward: al-Bu˙turì cemented his favor with al-

Mutawakkil by stooping to the caliph’s more modest poetic grasp.63

For patrons other than caliphs a lesser degree of praise had to be

chosen. When Marwàn ibn Abì Óafßa violated this unwritten rule

60 Ibn al-Jarrà˙, Waraqa 135, lines 15–16 and 18–19; and al-'Askarì, Dìwàn i,
28, lines 13–14 and 16–17. See also fns. 15 and 19.

61 Scion of a noble Persian family supporting the Hàshimite cause, he helped al-
Rashìd’s ascent to power in 170/786 and headed his administration in 170–87/
786–803 until the Barmakids’ disgrace in 187/803. He and his sons generously
sponsored scholars and poets, the latter through a special office called dìwàn al-shi'r;
see EI 2 i, 1034–35.

62 Ibn al-Mu'tazz, ǎbaqàt 43–44.
63 Al-Íùlì, Akhbàr al-Bu˙turì, no. 30. See also n. 32.
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and waxed hyperbolic in praising the Barmakid Ja'far ibn Ya˙yà,64

the official quickly diverted him to another topic and rewarded him

nominally for something else.65 The poet al-'Akawwak blocked his

own access to al-Ma"mùn with unsurpassable hyperbolic praises for

the caliph’s generals.66 On the other hand, high functionaries, gov-

ernors, generals, and courtiers allowed poets a greater creative free-

dom and demanded a higher literary standard. When he met ˇàhir

on the open road, Ismà'ìl ibn Jarìr al-Qasrì first tried conventional

praise with him to no avail. Only when he moved towards the

unusual was ˇàhir’s curiosity piqued. The poet began thus:

“I praised the Commander of the Faithful, will he [sc. ˇàhir] hear it?”
“No.”
“I praised you, will you hear it?”
“No.”
“I have satirized myself, will you hear it?”
“Go ahead!” [Ismà'ìl] recited to him:

laysa min bukhlika annì
lam ajid 'indaka rizqà

innamà dhàka li-shu"mì
˙aythumà adhhabu ashqà

fa-jazànì llàhu sharran
thumma bu'dan lì wa-su˙qà [ramal]

It is not for any avarice of yours
that I do not find sustenance with you.

Instead this is due to my ill star.
I am wretched wherever I go.

May God requite me with harm,
then banishment of mine and demise!67

A similar strategy was that of Abàn, who rather than praising the

Barmakid al-Fa∂l sang the praises of his own accomplishments. In

one version of the story, Abàn needs the help of a Hàshimite noble

to deliver his poem in a letter, and he wisely conceals its irreverent

64 On him, see n. 56.
65 Ibn al-Mu'tazz, ǎbaqàt 45. By the same token high officials were supposed

to remain below caliphs in the sums they awarded; see al-Íùlì, Akhbàr Abì Tammàm
144, lines 5–7. A one thousand dìnàr reward by a judge is found excessive; ibid.
144, lines 15–16 and 145, line 9.

66 Ibn al-Jarrà˙, Waraqa 113–14. See also n. 40.
67 Ibid. 84–85. See also n. 47.
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content from the messenger.68 In another version, the potential mes-

senger inquires about the content of the writ and frowns upon its

self-serving nature, but the chamberlain sees promise in such pre-

sumption and decides to convey it:

“A man who seeks connection with someone of the rank of al-Fa∂l
by praising himself, and not praising al-Fa∂l, is astounding.” He took
the note from [Abàn].

Later he went inside, and held it up to al-Fa∂l. [The amìr] read
two lines reclining on his cushions, then sat up straight, took the note,
and perused it.69

The fresh combination of talent and impudence intrigued al-Fa∂l.

Then he in turn exercised his ingenuity in identifying the anony-

mous letter writer.

Often poets composed praise qaßìdas for high addressees on the

off chance and then entrusted them to a go-between who might

receive praise himself.70

The decision to bow to, or flout, common standards was at the

poet’s discretion. With the aid of an intercessor or using his own

intuition, the poet gauged the latitude he had to express himself.

Depending on a patron’s representational needs and literary savvy,

the poet either satisfied or subverted his expectations. The poets in

the akhbàr trod carefully with caliphs, but as the audience for their

more daring exploits they chose patrons immediately beneath the

rank of caliph:: high functionaries, governors, generals, and courtiers.

Poets’ inventiveness appealed to these men’s broader literary hori-

zon, and they allowed it to unfold.

* * *

Among the many facets of the akhbàr which cannot all be duly

acknowledged here, I will focus on two shared characteristics that

bear upon the role of poetry. First, the portrayed poets overwhelm-

ingly met with success: many of the stories attest to a personal break-

through,71 and even more to the beginning of a long literary and

68 Al-Íùlì, Qism akhbàr al-shu'arà" 2–3.
69 Ibid. 4, lines 8–10. See also n. 27.
70 For the praise of an interceding Hàshimite noble, see ibid. 2–3. For the praise

of the interceding poet 'Awf ibn Mu˙allim, see Ibn al-Mu'tazz, ǎbaqàt 189, lines
16–17; and for a screening secretary, see al-Íùlì, Akhbàr Abì Tammàm 167, lines 5–7.

71 Ibn al-Jarrà˙, Waraqa 79–80 and 135; Ibn al-Mu'tazz, ǎbaqàt 301–303; al-
Íùlì, Akhbàr al-Bu˙turì, no. 47; and idem, Qism akhbàr al-shu'arà" 3–6.
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72 Ibn al-Jarrà˙, Waraqa 84–85; Ibn al-Mu'tazz, ǎbaqàt 287, 381–382, and
398–401; and al-Íùlì, Akhbàr al-Bu˙turì, nos. 28, 30, and 62; and idem, Qism akhbàr
al-shu'arà" 2–3 and 13–15.

73 Wajadahà ∂a' ìfatan jiddan. . . . Wa-mithlu hàdhà l-shi'ri là yaqa'u minhu mawqi'an yan-
fa'uka. . . . Bi-mithli hàdhà l-shi'ri yulqà l-umarà"u wa-l-mulùk? A-yaqbalu mithla hàdhà
˙urrun? See Ibn al-Mu'tazz, ǎbaqàt 189, ult. and 190, lines 2–3, 6. See also n. 43.

74 Ibid. 43–44.
75 Cf. the ultra-short notice on A˙mad ibn 'Abd al-Salàm, whom Ibn al-Mu'tazz

seems to deplore, “I saw A˙mad ibn 'Abd al-Salàm—who was second to none in
composing poetry in the City of Peace [sc. Baghdad], though he had no hope—
being nothing but poor until he died;” see Ibn al-Mu'tazz, ǎbaqàt 406, lines 14–15.
This assessment seems to stand alone, for to my knowledge the poetic tradition has
shrouded his bad luck in oblivion. But note that luckless poets and their plights
receive some attention in al-Ißbahànì’s Aghànì. “Vita” is to be understood within
the context of medieval Arabic literature; see Cooperson, Classical Arabic Biography 1–23.

76 Al-Íùlì, Akhbàr Abì Tammàm 3–4.

convivial relationship with the patron.72 Poets who failed remained

all but nameless, and their unsuccessful verse is never cited. The

obstinate would-be protégé of ˇàhir is merely identified as “a poet

called Raw˙,” and his praise only described as weak and unaccept-

able to an amìr or a free-born man.73 As to Ya˙yà ibn Khàlid’s bard

peddling an unwelcome motif, neither name nor motif is given.74

The stories of these failed characters survive not for their sake but

because of other poets who appear in them and in whose vitae they

are placed. With one exception, luckless poets receive no vitae them-

selves.75 This namelessness differs from the narrative device of hid-

den identity in the stories of Abàn and A˙mad ibn al-Óajjàj, which

is only there to be discarded at the moment of their triumph.

Second, there is the prominent portrayal of the recipients of verse.

The stature of high-ranking government officials made their accep-

tance emblematic of the social success of contemporary poets.

Connection with them launched a poet’s career and endowed him

with rank; they gave poets an opportunity to shine. One of al-Íùlì’s
first arguments in support of Abù Tammàm is that most people

“paid him his due (˙aqq) in panegyrics and accorded him his proper

rank.”76 The importance of literary patronage is also visible in the

organization of sections by patron in al-Íùlì’s akhbàr collections on

Abù Tammàm and al-Bu˙turì. Thus the akhbàr gave elite individu-

als full credit for their support and literary sponsorship and invested

them with the aura of an educated lifestyle. Poets who did not fol-

low this path—like Abù l-Mukhaffaf 'Àdhir ibn Shàkir (fl. 198–218/
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813–33)77—ran the risk of obscurity. Yet this poet sagaciously defined

a new type of collective patron, to wit, the class of urban dignitaries,

merchants, and craftsmen in Baghdad, and invented to this end a

new qaßìda variant, the ode on the round loaf ( gharìf ).78

Above and beyond flaunting patronage as an emblem of social

rank, which it certainly was, many elite individuals gave proof of lit-

erary taste and discernment. They were open, perceptive listeners

and sometimes even respected poets themselves. A patron’s literary

aptitude was always highlighted.79 Lack of it, such as evidenced in

judge 'Àfiya’s confusion between praise and satire, was deemed embar-

rassing.80 A further testimony to the patrons’ more experimental tastes

was their readiness to be surprised and amused by their protégés’

skilful flouting of expectations, such as Ismà'ìl’s self-satire and Abàn’s

boast in lieu of his patron’s praise.81

In comparison with earlier verse, 'Abbàsid poetry showed a new

face, largely as a consequence of a changed society with new admin-

istrative and military elites, including non-Arab clients (mawàlì ) of

Turkic, Christian Aramaean, and Buddhist or Zoroastrian Iranian

background, who were involved in the revival of Greek and Iranian

heritage and a thriving book culture. These leaders, officials, and

courtiers in capital and province formed a new audience with whom

modern poetry struck a chord. Among the more prominent spon-

sors were the Barmakids, the ˇàhirids, the Banù Nawbakht, Banù
Wahb, Banù Munajjim, and Banù Thawàba in addition to some

members of the old Arab nobility, such as Abù Dulaf, and the new

urban upper class, such as 'Abd al-Malik ibn al-Zayyàt (d. 233/847).82

Philologists meanwhile greeted the new style with ambivalence. The

very frequency of the akhbàr type asserting the elite’s material and

77 Ibn al-Jarrà˙, Waraqa 122–24.
78 Another collective patron were the Shiites of Qumm, who allocated Di'bil fifty

thousand dirhams yearly; see Ibn al-Mu'tazz, ǎbaqàt 265–266.
79 E.g., wa-kàna ˇàhirun adìban shà'iran yu˙ibbu l-adaba wa-ahlahù; see Ibn al-Mu'tazz,

ǎbaqàt 185, line 13. Wa-kàna ['Abdallàh ibn à̌hir] min àdabi l-nàsi wa-a'lamihim bi-
ayyàmi l-'arabi wa-ajwadihim qawlan li-l-shi'ri . . . Fa-inna l-amìra baßìrun bi-l-shi'ri, wa-huwa
yaqùlu minhu l-jayyida l-qawiyya; see ibid. 186, lines 5–6, and 190, lines 1–2.

80 Ibn al-Mu'tazz, ǎbaqàt 58. See also the removal of judge Sawwàr by al-
Manßùr for disregarding a poet’s testimony; ibid. 33–35.

81 See fns. 67 and 69.
82 This son of a wealthy merchant rose to be vizier under al-Mu'taßim and al-

Wàthiq (r. 227–32/842–47); see EI 2 iii, 974.
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social validation of the controversial modern verse reveals itself as

its strongest endorsement.83

This overwhelmingly positive depiction of modern poets and their

patrons in the akhbàr leads back to the initial question of why they

were thought to be worth collecting. It is not enough to say, by way

of an explanation, that the authors of the three compilations stud-

ied belonged to the elite, either by birth like Ibn al-Mu'tazz or

through skill and generations of service, such as Ibn al-Jarrà˙ and

al-Íùlì. Rather,, all three advocated the novel 'Abbàsid verse as an

art in its own right, while two of them were poets themselves.

Implicitly they adopted this stance by dedicating akhbàr books exclu-

sively to modern poets and recording the works even of those deemed

obscure. Al-Íùlì compiled dìwàns of almost every major modern

poet.84 What is more, in his Awràq, he salvaged the works of lesser

representatives, as did Ibn al-Mu'tazz and Ibn al-Jarrà˙.

To glean a more precise image of their books’ agenda and intended

audience, one can also rely on occasional direct remarks and com-

ments on akhbàr as well as the long preface to al-Íùlì’s Akhbàr Abì
Tammàm.85 Al-Íùlì argued here explicitly, “Their [sc. the mu˙dathùn’s]

83 To give a sampling of this group’s involvement in mu˙dath poetry: al-Óasan
ibn Wahb and Ibn al-Zayyàt were fervent partisans of Abù Tammàm; cf. al-Íùlì,
Akhbàr Abì Tammàm 108–14 and 183–210. Either 'Alì ibn Ya˙yà ibn al-Munajjim
(according to Bonebakker, Ibn al-Mu'tazz, 394 and 406), or his son Hàrùn (if one
assumes an erroneous inversion of the name as given in the book), first copied Ibn
al-Mu'tazz’s Kitàb al-Badì'. The other son, Ya˙yà ibn 'Alì ibn Ya˙yà was the ded-
icatee of Ibn al- Jarrà˙’s Man ismuhu 'Amr min al-shu'arà" fì l-Jàhiliyya wa-l-Islam [par-
tially edited by H. Bräu as Die alte Einteilung der arabischen Dichter und das 'Amr Buch
des Ibn al-]arrà˙. Sitzungsberichte der Akademie der Wissenschaften zu Wien 203, Wien,
1927] and perhaps his Waraqa. All three authored books on mainly modern poets;
see Bencheikh, Secrétaires 302 fns. 209–211 and Fleischhammer, Hinweise, nos. 39
and 95. Ibn al-Jarrà˙’s nephew 'Alì ibn 'Ìsà ibn Dàwùd ibn al-Jarrà˙, intermittent
vizier of al-Muqtadir, patronized al-Íùlì. Many of these individuals proved their
intellectual openness also in supporting the translation movement; cf. Dimitri Gutas,
Greek Thought 127–33.

84 Preserved wholly or partially are those of Abù Nuwàs (d. 200/815), Muslim
ibn al-Walìd (d. 208/823), Abù Tammàm, Ibràhìm ibn al-'Abbàs al-Íùlì (d. 243/857),
and Ibn al-Mu'tazz. Others of al-'Abbàs ibn al-A˙naf (d. 188/804, or after 193/808),
Di'bil, 'Alì ibn al-Jahm (d. 249/863), Khàlid ibn Yazìd al-Kàtib (d. 262/876 or
269/883), Ibn al-Rùmì (d. 283/896), al-Íanawbarì (d. 334/945), and Abù Shurà'a
al-Qaysì (d. 280/893) are lost, not to mention numerous collections of akhbàr with
selections of poetry in addition to those contained in his Awràq; see GAS ii, 331,
EI 2 ix, 848. Moreover al-Íùlì compiled the akhbàr of al-Farazdaq; see Akhbàr Abì
Tammàm 12–13.

85 All the other works drawn on here lack their original prefaces. See also n. 11.
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poetry is also more like the times, and people employ it more in

their sessions, writings, choice of proverbs, sayings, and pursuits.”86

He thus upheld contemporary poetry as culturally more relevant. In

a polemic cameo-like statement—attributed via al-Zubayr ibn Bakkàr
(d. 256/870) to Muß'ab al-Muwaswis (fl. first half of third/ninth cen-

tury)—that seems to epitomize the purpose of his book, Ibn al-

Mu'tazz makes the akhbàr and ayyàm of modern poets “efface” the

(ancient) Arabic shi'r among other disciplines.87 The khabar appears

in a variant in which it is conversation, not modern poetry, that car-

ries the day.88 Irrespective of whether Ibn al-Mu'tazz or his source

performed the substitution, the resulting manifesto for the mu˙dathùn
implicitly reflected the compiler’s views, which he also voiced directly

in his concluding comments to the vita of Abù l-Shìß (d. 196/812):

His poems, anecdotes, and jests are extremely copious. But we will
not abandon the framework of the book, lest the reader should become
bored with it, if a single section seems too long to him, and [we also
retain it] so that he may remember these jokes, anecdotes, and jests
and take a rest from the akhbàr and poems of the forebears, for they
are something people have often told and grown bored with. It has
been said: everything new has [its own] charm. What people resort to
rather in our time are the poems and akhbàr of the moderns; hence
we have taken the best of each khabar and the kernel of each timeless
poem (qilàda).89

The selected akhbàr and direct comments of Ibn al-Mu'tazz and al-

Íùlì lead me to further suggest that, besides crediting their own cir-

cles with properly appreciating modern poetry, they moreover attempted

to claim the intellectual authority over it. Such an ambition was

prone to create tension with those who were traditionally thought

86 Al-Íùlì, Akhbàr Abì Tammàm 17, lines 8–9. This statement concludes a passage
distinguishing the ancients’ artistic goal of naturalistic description from that of the
moderns, who refined and developed the ancients’ motifs.

87 Wa-ammà lladhì 'affà 'ani l-jamì'i fa-akhbàru l-mu˙dathìna wa-ayyàmuhum; see Ibn
al-Mu'tazz, ǎbaqàt 386, line 8. For 'affà 'alà as synonymous with the first form “to
efface, to forgive,” see Lisàn xv, 78a, lines 8–9.

88 Al-Óußrì, Zahr i, 155; and Najjàr, Shu'arà", part i, no. 77. This variant is related
by al-Óasan ibn Sahl (d. 236/850), secretary and vizier of al-Ma"mùn, and ends
less apodictic, “The one [art] that surpasses (arbà 'alà) them are snippets of speech,
nocturnal conversation, and what people in sessions receive from each other.” Other
differences concern the composition of the fields and their designation as “arts”
(àdàb) rather than “disciplines” ('ulùm).

89 Ibn al-Mu'tazz, ǎbaqàt 86, lines 7–12. See Bonebakker, Poets and Critics 94
and n. 44 for an alternative interpretation of this passage.
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of as poetic specialists, namely, the grammarians and lexicographers,

who had built their careers and reputations on ancient poetry and

other early proof texts of the 'Arabiyya.

The debate about the new style has been investigated from the

perspective of literary criticism by Wolfhart Heinrichs and Suzanne

Stetkevych. Beyond its wealth of tropes and rhetorical figures, this

style also gave rise to a new terminology, including its most famous

designation, badì ', which was applied by poets, critics,, and those

transmitters who moved with the times,90 but shunned and circum-

scribed by philologists.91 When in 274/887 Ibn al-Mu'tazz composed

his pioneering book-length study of badì', he admitted the novelty of

the term—if not its substance—and the absence yet of any author-

ity that could define it.92 Implied is that those to whose province the

evaluation of poetry belonged limited themselves to the ancient period

and shirked scholarly engagement with the new style—even though

they might enjoy it in private.93 Ibn al-Mu'tazz still strove to vindi-

cate modern poetry by trying to identify its phenomena94 within the

older tradition.95 But al-Íùlì went further and called for literary crit-

icism of modern verse as its own separate discipline. In his eyes,

such expertise had to be acquired by study and could not be prac-

ticed by simply transferring philological standards:

. . . The poems of the forebears have been made docile to them [sc.
philologists who criticize Abù Tammàm], they have transmitted them
extensively and found authorities who had gone through [the poems]
for them, and tamed their motifs. Thus they recite [these], following

90 Heinrichs, Isti'àrah 188 and 201–202; see also n. 4.
91 E.g., as “sophisticated poetic ideas” (al-ma'ànì al-Ωarìfa); see Heinrichs, Muslim

b. al-Walìd 215–16. This supersedes Bonebakker, Ibn al-Mu'tazz, 396–401.
92 Ibn al-Mu'tazz, Badì' 2–4 and 57–58, translated and discussed by Heinrichs,

Muslim b. al-Walìd 214–16. For a different interpretation, see Stetkevych, Abù
Tammàm 5–37.

93 Heinrichs, Isti'àrah 192–199, points out, however, that the term, after its first
application to mu˙dath poetry, was adopted by fashion-conscious transmitters and
secondarily applied by al-Jà˙iΩ (d. 255/868–9) to ancient poetry as well. All remain-
ing occurrences gleaned from early literary criticism refer to modern poets.

94 Without insisting on the exact number, he counts five (loan-metaphor, antithe-
sis, paronomasia, anticipation of the rhyme word, dialectic jargon—the last four
often appearing combined with the first) and twelve additional ornaments (ma˙àsin)
of speech.

95 Stetkevych, Abù Tammàm 19–37, deems the attempt unsuccessful. As to his
ǎbaqàt, Ibn al-Mu'tazz presents it as a collection of not commonly known mas-

terpieces to be learnt by heart for entertainment purposes; see ibid. 80, lines 11–14,
and 86, lines 8–9.
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the path of others in explaining them, approving the good and blaming
the bad. The words of the ancients, even if they vary in excellence,
resemble each other and are interconnected.96 [Philologists] therefore
deduce what they do not know from what they know and overcome
the difficult with the accessible. For the poetry of the moderns since
the age of Bashshàr, however, [these philologists] have not found
authorities or transmitters like theirs [for the ancient poets], who com-
bine the same qualities. And they have not recognized what [Abù
Tammàm] achieved and accomplished. They have not given him his
due, ignored him, and then opposed him, as God—exalted is He—
says ‘No; but they have cried lies to that whereof they comprehend
not the knowledge,’97 and it is said, “Man is the enemy of that which
he ignores, for he who is ignorant of a thing opposes it.” Scholars of
[this group], when asked to teach the poetry of Bashshàr, Abù Nuwàs,
Muslim, Abù Tammàm, and others, have avoided saying “I do not
master this” by insulting Abù Tammàm in particular, because he is
the closest to our time, and his poetry the most difficult.98

Al-Íùlì holds that at the root of criticism of the mu˙dathùn—or their

denigration—lies a lack of expertise in what he proclaims a new dis-

cipline. He condemns the unfounded animosity as intellectual apa-

thy and conservatism:

How should someone not resort to such an expedient [as the one men-
tioned above] who says, “Study with me the poems of the forebears,”
and then, when he is asked about anything in the poems of these [sc.
the moderns], he ignores it. What should he fall back on if not insult-
ing that with which he is unfamiliar? If he were fair-minded, he would
learn it from its experts (ahl ), as he has learnt other [poetry], and
[then] be preeminent in knowledge of it, for learning is not barred to
anyone nor has anyone a special right to it.99

In contrast to such narrow-mindedness, al-Íùlì shows that the two

most famous philologists, Tha'lab (d. 291/904) and al-Mubarrad (d.

285/898), acknowledged modern literary criticism as beyond their

purview and did not falsely arrogate knowledge of it to themselves.

He corroborates this with a khabar about Tha'lab—whose poetic trea-

tise does not cover modern poetry—candidly admitting his ignorance

of this subject. Invited to participate in the literary session of [Abù

96 Literally: take each other by the neck.
97 Q 10 (Sùrat Yùnus): 39; trans. by Arberry, Koran 229.
98 Al-Íùlì, Akhbàr Abì Tammàm, 14, line 5–15, line 3; see also the translation by

Stetkevych, Abù Tammàm 40–41.
99 Al-Íùlì, Akhbàr Abì Tammàm 15, lines 3–8.
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l-'Abbàs A˙mad] Ibn Thawàba100 in which Abù Tammàm’s poetry

was the going fare, Tha'lab dreaded embarrassment and asked the

Banù Nawbakht101 for assistance:

The Banù Nawbakht related to me—and I never saw Abù l-'Abbàs
A˙mad ibn Ya˙yà [Tha'lab], with all the veneration he enjoyed among
everyone, to be more revered than by [the Banù Nawbakht], each of
them deriving his learning from him—that [Tha'lab] said to them:

“I spend much time with scribes, in particular Abù l-'Abbàs Ibn
Thawàba, and most of what goes on in their gatherings is [discussion
of ] the poetry of Abù Tammàm, which I do not know. Select some
of it for me!” We made a selection of [Abù Tammàm] for him and
gave it to him. He took it to Ibn Thawàba, who approved it.

“It is not something I selected,” [Tha'lab] said to him, “rather, the
Banù Nawbakht selected it for me.”

[The Banù Nawbakht]:102 [Tha'lab] used to recite to us some verse
of [Abù Tammàm’s] poetry and say afterwards, “What did he mean
by this?” So we explained it to him.

“By God,” [Tha'lab] then said, “he has done well and excelled!”103

If philology was of no avail in modern literary criticism, intuition

helped even less, as al-Íùlì clarifies:

Why does someone to whom this happens [sc. to embarrass himself
with unwarranted criticism of Abù Tammàm] engage in the knowl-
edge of poetry, debate (kalàm) about its motifs,, and the discernment
of its formulations? Perhaps he imagines that this knowledge comes to
the brightest and most sagacious people without teaching, serious effort
and long study with its experts (ahl ); how then [should it be] for the
dullest and slowest? [Moreover,] he whose nature is suited for one or
two kinds of knowledge, is not [necessarily] suited for others. . . .

If I only knew when these people had sat with someone who mas-
ters this or learned from him and listened to what he says. Do you
think they imagine that whoever explains the rare vocabulary of a
qaßìda or establishes its inflectional endings (i 'ràb) can select the good
of it, recognize the mediocre and the inferior,, and distinguish its for-
mulations? Who among their authorities mastered this?104

100 A member of a family of officials of Christian origin, from 255/869 he assisted
the viziers Sulayman ibn Wahb and Ismà'ìl ibn Bulbul under the reigns of al-
Muhtadì and al-Mu'tamid, and into the reign of al-Mu'ta∂id; see EI 2 iii, 955.

101 The Banù Nawbakht (or Naybakht) were a Persian family highly instrumen-
tal in the advancement of scholarship, patronage of literature, and the legitimation
of the Imami Shia during the early 'Abbàsid era; see EI 2 vii, 1043–44.

102 The inquit formula (qàla) does not take account of the plural subject.
103 Al-Íùlì, Akhbàr Abì Tammàm 15, line 9–16, line 4.
104 Ibid. 126, lines 7–12 and 127, lines 4–7. Al-Íùlì comments here on a philol-

ogist’s criticism of one of the poet’s analogies that had been vaunted by Abù Dulaf.
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Al-Íùlì’s ire was aroused by what he considered a misapplication of

philology. He challenged its scholars to acknowledge modern poetry

as fundamentally different from the older verse they knew and requir-

ing a separate, but learnable, critical discipline. But if al-Íùlì chastised

some philologists’ self-serving disregard for the intellectual demands

of modern poetry, he similarly championed his own cause by vali-

dating a knowledge he possessed and used to earn his livelihood.

Though further investigation is required, the chosen sample of

akhbàr would seem to support the suggestion that mu˙dath poetry had

become de facto the literary currency of the new 'Abbàsid elite. What

is more, Ibn al-Mu'tazz and al-Íùlì ascribed to enlightened leaders

and administrators the critical discernment they found lacking in

philologists,105 investing the audience of modern poetry with the de

jure intellectual authority about it. In the same step they needed to

wrest poetic expertise from those who had heretofore controlled it.

The theoretical tug-of-war about modern poetry logically followed

its adoption by the elite as a living art form, while the archaic canon

became increasingly relegated to didactic and scholarly pursuits.

Appendix

Abàn al-Là˙iqì meets al-Fa∂l ibn Ya˙yà106

Al-Íùlì informed us: Abù l-Óasan al-Bardha'ì related to us: Mu˙ammad

ibn al-Óasan Maßqùl related to us from [Kulthùm ibn 'Amr] al-

'Attàbì (d. ca. 208/823).107

105 Al-Íùlì, Akhbàr Abì Tammàm 174, line 13–175, line 1, and lines 4–5, called
“wise kings and high scribes . . . the people most knowledgeable about speech in
poetry and prose” in contrast with the philologists of Abù Tammàm’s time whom
he excused for having had “little knowledge of poetry, its criticism, and its dis-
cernment” because this was not their craft (ßinà'a). See also Ibn al-Mu'tazz, Badì'
58, lines 2–3 (see n. 92), who distinguished poets and critics among the literati (al-
shu'arà" wa-nuqqàd al-muta'addibìn) as those who used the term badì', from philologists
(al-'ulamà" bi-l-lugha wa-l-shi'r al-qadìm) as those who were unfamiliar with it. 

My understanding of critical expertise as ascribed to a social class is broader than
its definition as a profession, proposed by Ouyang, Literary Criticism 166–175.

106 Al-Íùlì, Qism akhbàr al-shu'arà" 3–6. This anecdote and its preceding shorter
version (pp. 2–3) mark the beginning of the poet’s long connection with the Barmakids,
who entrusted him with evaluating the verse of other poets for them (p. 33) and
introduced him to al-Rashìd (pp. 13–15). See also a satirical retort to Abàn’s fakhr
by Abù Nuwàs (p. 22). The long version translated here reappears in al-Kha†ìb al-
Baghdàdì, Ta"rìkh Baghdàd xii, 336–339. For both fakhr and naqì∂a, see also Abù
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We were at the gate of al-Fa∂l ibn Ya˙yà,108 four thousand of us,

poets and visitors. Among us was a young man ( fatà) who spoke to

us, and we gathered around him.

As he was sitting [there] one day, a page (ghulàm) of his, seem-

ing to be the most handsome of pages, suddenly came up to him.

“My master,” he said, “you have taken me from my parents and

claimed to have a connection (wußla) to kings, but we have ended

in the worst situation possible. If you see fit to give me leave, so I

may rejoin my parents, you will do so.”

[Al-'Attàbì:] the eyes of the young man filled with tears. “Bring

me an ink-well and a sheet (dawàh wa-qir†às),” he said after a pause.

[The page] brought both, and [the young man] sat aside [from the

group] to write a note (ruq'a). Afterwards he returned to his seat.109

“Leave,” he later said to the page, “until such time as I return to

you.”

At this moment, a man110 suddenly arrived to request admission

to al-Fa∂l, and the youth rose and went up to him. “Will you con-

vey this note of mine to the amìr?”
“What is in your note?”

“I am praising myself and urging the amìr to receive me.”

“This is a request concerning you, not the amìr. If you see fit to

excuse me [from this request], you will do so.”

“I do.”

[The young man] returned to his seat. Thereupon the chamber-

lain came out, [the young man] rose, went up to him, and repeated

to him his earlier words. The chamberlain was taken with his wit.

“A man who seeks connection with someone of the rank of al-Fa∂l

Nuwàs, Dìwàn i, 24–26, and for the former alone, Najjàr, Shu'arà", part ii, vol. 3,
238–40. Both poems are rendered into German by Wagner, Abù Nuwàs 144–145.
This translation omits fa- and qàla, when performing dramaturgic functions, such
as a change of scene, speaker, or addressee.

107 Poet patronized by the Barmakids and al-Ma"mùn. A gifted prose-writer and
orator, he allegedly studied and copied Persian books; see GAS ii, 540–541.

108 On him see n. 25.
109 Majlis signifies both “seat” and “group of people sitting;” both meanings are

possible.
110 Later in the book he is identified as Mu˙ammad ibn Manßùr [ibn Ziyàd],

known as Fatà l-'Askar, who headed the tax bureau and perhaps the army bureau
under al-Rashìd and replaced al-Fa∂l during the vizier’s absence from Baghdad in
176/792; see al-Íùlì, Qism akhbàr al-shu'arà" 22, lines 13–14. In the shorter version
the intercessor is identified as a Hàshimite.
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by praising himself, and not praising al-Fa∂l, is astounding.” He took

the note from him.

Then he went inside and held it up to al-Fa∂l. [The amìr] read
two lines reclining on his cushions, then sat up straight, took the

note and perused it. When he had finished, he said to the cham-

berlain, “Where is the writer of this note?”

“God grant the amìr power—no, by God, I do not know him with

this multitude111 [at] the gate!”

“I will deliver (anbidhu) him to you this very instant,” al-Fa∂l said,

“page, climb atop the palace and call ‘Who is the one praising him-

self ?’” The page arose and shouted, and the youth among us stood

up without coat or shoes.

When he appeared before al-Fa∂l, [the amìr] said, “Are you the

author of its contents?”

“Yes.”

“Recite [it] for me!” The youth recited:

ana min bughyati l-amìri wa-kanzun
min kunùzi l-amìri dhù arbà˙i [khafìf ]

I am the object of the amìr’s desire
and one of his profitable treasures,

Scribe, accountant, orator, man of eloquence,
adviser to advisers,112

Amazing poet, lighter than any feather
of those beneath the wing,113

And better than Ibn Harma114 at transmitting
to people poetry of honed clarity,

And better than Ibn Sìrìn115 at transmitting (5)
knowledge in words of enlightened eloquence,

And better than Ibn Sharya at transmitting,
poetry, works of nasìb, and praises.116

111 Reading kathrati as the first term of a construct (see WKAS i, 65b–66a), I
emend the following as the second term to man [bi-]l-bàb, parallel with al-Kha†ìb,
Ta"rìkh xii, 337, line 12.

112 Abù Nuwàs, Dìwàn i, 24, line 10: “sharp mind, adviser outweighing advisers.”
113 Ibid.: “at the wing.”
114 Poet (d. 176/792) of both dynasties, counted either as the last of the ancients

or forerunner of the moderns; see GAS ii, 144–145.
115 Respected ˇàbi'ì jurisconsult and oneiromantist (d. 110/728); see EI2 iii, 947

and GAS i, 633–34.
116 This and the previous verse are added from Abù Nuwàs, Dìwàn i, 24, lines
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I have a talent and command of syntax,
which I possess like a collar with bejeweled sash.

If the prince—God grant him prosperity—aimed lances at
me, I would strike the lances’ blades.

I am not feeble nor subservient
except to the command of my generous lord.117

I am not fleshy, my prince, nor cursed with a stammer, (10)
nor squat and pot-bellied.

A smooth beard, a handsome face
flaring up like the lighted wick of a lamp,118

Witty in conversation of every shade,
skilful in charming tall tales.119

How much, how much conversation I have kept hidden
within me that is like [fragrant] apples to kings!

With men like me kings speak privately, entertain themselves,
and whisper about a perplexing, arduous [affair].120

I have the luckiest omen of anyone on the day of a hunt,
whether I set out in the morning or at evening time.121 (15)

I am the most skilful of people
with birds of prey, steeds and charming beauties.122

All this I combine, God be thanked,
and moreover I’m a witty jester.

I am not an ascetic, lining his two garments with hair,
nor a brash, dissolute libertine.123

If the amìr calls me,
he will find me eager like a chirping nightingale.124

13–14, where the name appears correctly as “Ibn Sharya.” 'Abìd (or: 'Ubayd) Ibn
Sharya was an Umayyad transmitter of akhbàr and poetry with a legendary life
span; see GAS i, 260.

117 Abù Nuwàs, Dìwàn i, 25, line 9: “neither feeble nor subservient, [yet] obedi-
ent to the amìr and compliant.”

118 Ibid.: “a curly beard.”
119 Var. of Dìwàn i, 25, line 1, preferred to al-Íùlì, Qism akhbàr al-shu'arà" 5, line

8: “charming bejeweled [ladies],” which would overlap with verse 16 (as numbered
in my translation) below.

120 Verse added from Abù Nuwàs, Dìwàn i, 25, line 3.
121 Ibid.: “whether I am invited.”
122 Var. of Dìwàn i, 25, line 5, avoiding al-Íùlì’s repetition of milà˙ from verse

12 by the synonym rhyme word ßibà˙ (s. ßabì˙a).
123 Ibid.: “with his two garbs tucked-up.”
124 Var. of Dìwàn i, 25, line 12, preferred over al-Íùlì, Qism akhbàr al-shu'arà":

“ringing bell,” as Abù Nuwàs’ naqì∂a repeats the former phrase as point d’appui.
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“Scribe, accountant, orator, man of letters, adviser to advisers?”125

al-Fa∂l said.

“Yes, God grant the amìr prosperity!”

“Page, [bring] the letters that have come from Fars!” al-Fa∂l then

said, and [the page] brought them.

“Take them, read them, and respond to them,” he said to the

young man, who sat down to write in front of him.

“Sit by yourself; it will help you to think better,” the chamber-

lain said to him.”

“My mind is more focused here, where desire and fear exist.”

When [the young man] had completed the letters, he presented them

to al-Fa∂l, and it was as if he [had] looked into his heart.126

“Page, a purse, a purse, a purse!”127 al-Fa∂l said.

“God grant the amìr power!” The young man addressed the page,

“of dìnàrs or dirhams?”128

“Dìnàrs, page.” When the purse was placed before him, al-Fa∂l

said, “Pick it up, God bless you with it.”

“By God, O amìr,” the young man said, “I am not a porter, nor

was I created for carrying. If the prince sees fit to order one of his

pages to carry it, provided that he be mine. . . .” Al-Fa∂l beckoned

to one of the pages, but the young man signalled to him, “[Stay]

where you are!”

“If the prince, God support him, sees fit to leave me the choice

among the pages, as he did with the two purses, he will do so.”

“Choose.” [The young man] chose the best-looking page.

125 This repetition of verse 2 follows the variant from the preceding version of
the khabar in which only verses 1–3, and 19 appear. They contain the further vari-
ants 'inda l-janà˙i (verse 3) and bulbuli (verse 19), conforming to Abù Nuwàs, Dìwàn
i, 24, line 11 and 25, line 12.

126 Literally: “had laid bare his heart” (shaqqa 'an qalbihì); the phrase occurs in
several ˙adìths, e.g., A-fa-là shaqaqta 'an qalbihì fa-ta'lama. . . . Fa-hallà shaqaqta 'an
ba†nihì fa-'alimta mà fì qalbihì . . .; see Wensinck, Concordance v, 456a and b; further
ibid. iii, 158a and v, 455b, 458a and b.

127 A badra, “purse,” contained, or equalled, ten thousand dirhams.
128 One dìnàr equalled 20–22 dirhams at the beginning of the third/ninth century

and rose to 25 dirhams by the middle of that century. During this period, day labor-
ers earned between 3/4 and 1 1/4 dìnàrs (15–24 dirhams) per month, and a trained
craftsman, such as a smith or carpenter, up to two dìnàrs; see Ashtor, Essai 25 and
48–49. The currency switch in the story changed the reward from a fairly stan-
dard sum for akhbàr to an astronomic figure; dìnàr awards usually ranged between
five hundred and one thousand.
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“Pick [it] up.” When the purse was on the page’s shoulder, the

young man wept. Al-Fa∂l found this horrible. “Curse you! [Is this

because you] find this little?”

“No, by God, may He support you, you have given lavishly, but

[I weep] for grief that [the dust of ] the earth will cover one like you!”

“This is even finer than what came before,” al-Fa∂l said, “page,

add a suit of clothes and a riding beast for him!”

Al-'Attàbì: And I had thought the young man129 would not mea-

sure up to al-Fa∂l!

129 Literally: “I had thought the young man’s stirrup to be beneath that of al-Fa∂l.”
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ADVICE FOR TEACHERS: THE 9TH CENTURY 
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As Islam was spreading among diverse peoples between the 7th and

the 9th century C.E., education came to be recognized by the Muslim

community as a proper channel through which the universal and

cohesive social order—in the way the Quran commanded it—could

be established. This resulted in a rapidly increasing need for acces-

sible and effective formal education at both the primary and higher

levels. Interestingly enough, the major educational efforts in the for-

mative period of Islam were made by individual scholars, most of

them teachers themselves. In other words, these educational activi-

ties were individual in nature and intellectual in expression.

1 The àdàb al-'àlim wa-l-muta'allim literature

By the 9th century, educational thought in Islam started to find its

literary expression in Arabic texts devoted to teaching and learning.

At this time, educational writing appears to have developed a dis-

tinct genre of its own, i.e. the àdàb al-'àlim wa-l-muta'allim literature.

This subcategory of classical Arabic literature is represented, in its

core, by works expressly dealing with “rules of conduct for teachers

and students.” These texts explain and analyze teaching methods,

the ways in which learning takes place, or should take place, the

* This chapter presents some of the first results of a long-term research project
devoted to educational thought in the classical period of Islam. A monograph on
this topic is in progress. Research for this article was partly supported by a grant
generously provided by The NIWANO Peace Foundation Tokyo, Japan.
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aims of education, as well as the means by which such goals may

be achieved. This includes the manner in which teachers and students

act and behave, their (moral) characteristics, their relationship with

one another in the process of education, the contents of learning,

and the means and methods of imparting and absorbing knowledge.

In short, this particular type of text can aptly be called pedagogical.

Classical Arabic pedagogical writings provide useful insights into

the intellectual culture of Islam in medieval times. They suggest the

following: Firstly, the social transfer of knowledge and the intellec-

tual development of individuals and groups were subject to the vivid

scholarly interest of Muslims—as witnessed shortly after the rise of

Islam in the early 7th century—and became more evident in liter-

ary and scholarly writing during subsequent centuries. Secondly, ini-

tiated by the translation of classical Greek and Syriac texts into

Arabic in the 8th and 9th centuries, the creative adoption of the

Hellenistic heritage also left its mark on the Islamic theory of edu-

cation. This is particularly noticeable in the writings of Muslim

authors who deal, from a philosophical-ethical point of view, with

the developmental stages in the formation of human character and

personality, the early education of the child, and with higher learn-

ing. Thirdly, the views on education in Islam benefited from, but

also influenced, certain Jewish and Christian ideas on education

significant to the Middle East at that time.

Thus far, the àdàb al-'àlim wa-l-muta'allim literature as a particular

type of scholarly expression in Arabic in medieval times has gained

only scant attention in Western studies on Islam,1 despite the fact

that al-Ghazàlì’s (d. 505 A.H./1111 C.E.) insightful passages on the

ethics of education in several of his works are fairly well known.2

1 A classic, so to speak, of Western research on educational thought in medieval
Arabic literature is Franz Rosenthal’s The Technique and Approach of Muslim Scholarship
(1947). Furthermore, one would need to mention Khalil Abdallah Totah’s The
Contribution of the Arabs to Education (1926), Ahmad Shalaby’s History of Muslim Education
(1954), and A.S. Tritton’s Materials on Muslim Education (1957). For more specific
aspects of the social history of Islamic education, the transmission of knowledge,
and the educational practice and institutions, see, for example, the studies by 
A. Munir-ud-Din (1968), A. Tibawi, (1979), G. Schoeler (1985–), H. Nashshabe
(1989), J. Berkey (1992), A. Gil'adi (1992), and M. Chamberlain (1994). 

2 Cf. the passages on education included in al-Ghazàlì’s “The [Re-]Vitalization
of Religious Sciences (I˙yà" 'ulùm al-dìn)” and “The Criterion of Action (Mìzàn al-
'amal ),” but also the educational-ethical treatise “O Son (Ayyuhà l-walad )” attributed
to him.
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The originality of the educational ideas in these works, along with

the sophisticated way in which they are presented, have caused mod-

ern scholarship to appreciate al-Ghazàlì as an intellectual master-

mind behind classical Islam’s philosophy and ethics of education, in

addition to his many other celebrated scholarly achievements.

However, a good number of Arabic works from the time before

and after al-Ghazalì also deal in a most fascinating way with vari-

ous aspects of pedagogy and didactics. Unfortunately, only a small

portion of these educational texts have been studied and published,

and the information about them is rather scattered throughout the

primary and secondary sources. The evidence of the àdàb al-'àlim
wa-l-muta'allim works, however, does provide a clear idea of the impres-

sively long and continuous tradition of medieval Arabic scholarship

dealing with pedagogical and didactic issues, regardless of their

authors’ individual theological and juridical stances, ethnic origins,

or geographical affiliations.

* * *

In this chapter, the focus is on two very early and, in many ways,

remarkable examples of classical Arabic writings on education. The

first treatise is entitled “Rules of Conduct for Teachers (K. Àdàb al-
mu'allimìn),” and was written by Ibn Sa˙nùn, a scholar from the west-

ern part of the Islamic empire. The second work bears the title “The

Teachers (K. al-Mu'allimìn),” and it is the work of 'Amr ibn Ba˙r al-

Jà˙iΩ, a famous contemporary of Ibn Sa˙nùn’s from the eastern lands

of Islam.

Like other works of the àdàb al-'àlim wa-l-muta'allim literature, these

two texts are significant in several regards: firstly, as historical sources,

since they provide information on the realities of intellectual life in

medieval Islam; secondly, as evidence for the development of the

theory of education, since their authors attempt to establish rules for

teachers and students; and thirdly, as literary testimonies, since these

texts show the distinctive methods used by their authors for pre-

senting their educational ideas in writing.
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2 Ibn Sa˙nùn

2.1 The scholar’s life and academic career

Mu˙ammad Ibn Sa˙nùn al-Tanùkhì3 was a prominent expert of

Màlikì law, a ˙adìth scholar, historian, and biographer.4 He was born

in 202/817 in al-Qayrawàn, a city in modern Tunisia. At the begin-

ning of the 9th century, al-Qayrawàn was a flourishing economic,

administrative, cultural, and intellectual center, as well as a nucleus

of the Màlikì school of law for the western lands of Islam.5

Ibn Sa˙nùn was of Arab descent. His grandfather Sa'ìd had arrived

in al-Qayrawàn in the middle of the 2nd/8th century with a group

of people from Óimß in Syria, sent there by the Umayyad authorities

in Damascus to support (militarily) the presence of the Muslims in

the Maghrib.6 Ibn Sa˙nùn’s father, Sa˙nùn,7 “a man of rigorous and

demanding ethics,” is known as “one of the great architects of the

exclusive supremacy of Sunnism in its Màlikì form throughout the

Muslim West.”8 In addition, it is interesting to note that Sa˙nùn had

begun his academic career as an elementary schoolteacher, teaching

the Quran in a simple building rented for this particular purpose.9

3 His full name is Abù 'Abdallàh Mu˙ammad ibn (Abì Sa'ìd) Sa˙nùn ibn Sa'ìd
ibn Óabìb ibn Óassàn ibn Hilàl ibn Bakkàr ibn Rabì'a at-Tanùkhì; see Ibn Sa˙nùn’s
biography in: al-Màlikì, Riyà∂ al-nufùs, i, 443–458; and i, 345ff.; and 'Iyà∂, Taràjim
170–188; see furthermore the art. “Mu˙ammad b. Sa˙nùn,” in: EI 2 vii, 409 
(G. Lecomte); and G. Lecomte, Le Livre 77–82, esp. 79–80. 

4 Al-Màlikì, Riyà∂ al-nufùs i, p. 13 of the introduction.
5 Under the rule of the Aghlabides (r. 184–296/800–909), al-Qayrawàn became

a stronghold for the study of the Quran and the Sunna, and for Màlikì law.
Nonetheless, scholars from al-Qayrawàn and other Maghribi cities were in vital aca-
demic contact with the east of the 'Abbàsid caliphate, to which the area ruled by
Aghlabides nominally belonged. Scholars made pilgrimages and study trips to Mecca
and Medina, and traveled to centers of higher learning such as Baghdad, Basra,
and Kufa. See, for example, 'Iyà∂, Taràjim 93; EI 2 viii, 843; and the art. “Màlikiyya”
(N. Cottart), in: EI 2 vi, 278–283, esp. 278, 280–281.

6 Al-Màlikì, Riyà∂ al-nufùs i, 346–7; 'Iyà∂, Taràjim 86; al-Qayrawànì, ˇabaqàt 184.
7 For his biography, see al-Màlikì, Riyà∂ al-nufùs i, 345–375; and the art. “Sa˙nùn”

(M. Talbi), in: EI 2 viii, 843–845. The nickname Sa˙nùn—the name of a bird—
was given to him because of his sharp eyesight.

8 EI 2 viii, 845.
9 Al-Màlikì, Riyà∂ al-nufùs i, 343–344; and Ismail 37. Sa˙nùn owes much of his

scholarly reputation to his Mudawwana, one of the great manuals of Màlikì law.
Through this work, Sa˙nùn played a major role in “the definitive implantation of
Màlikism in the Maghrib” (EI 2 vii, 409 and EI 2 viii, 843), although he had—due
to the lack of financial resources, as he himself attested—not been able to study
himself with Imàm Màlik.
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Ibn Sa˙nùn spent a carefree childhood in al-Qayrawàn. He received

a traditional primary education at an elementary school (kuttàb),10

including an introduction to the Quran and the basics of writing. It

appears that his father, Sa˙nùn, cared very much for his son; for

example, he is credited with having expressly requested that his son’s

teacher:

Educate him with compliments and kind words only. He is not the
one to be educated by beating and reprimanding. [When I pass away,]
I will leave him [as someone who acts] in accordance with what I
believe (atrukuhù 'alà ni˙latì ). Hence I hope that he will be unique in
his kind and unparalleled among the people of his time.11

Already as a young boy, Ibn Sa˙nùn frequently attended the classes

given by his father for more advanced students.12 Thus he came to

know the academic activities and the pious life-style of scholars par-

ticipating in these study circles on Màlikì law, along with the top-

ics and teaching methods of higher learning.13 This exceptional study

opportunity at a young age was certainly not an insignificant factor

in preparing Ibn Sa˙nùn intellectually for his future academic career

as a leading Màlikì scholar.

In 235/850, at the age of thirty-three, Ibn Sa˙nùn left on pil-

grimage. He reached Mecca via Tripolis and Cairo (mißr).14 He is

reported to have taught at the Friday-Mosque, 'Amr ibn al-'Àß, in
Fus†à†15 and to have attended lectures by various prominent schol-

ars in Egypt. After fulfilling the obligations of the pilgrimage, he

went from Mecca to Medina. An anecdote relates that, upon arriv-

ing there, he paid a visit to the Mosque of the Prophet (al-masjid al-

nabawì ) where a study circle (˙alqa) was held by Abù Muß'ab A˙mad

ibn Abì Bakr al-Zuhrì (d. 242/854), one of Imàm Màlik’s closest

10 “A primary, or elementary school, . . . [it] introduces the six to seven year old
child to the basics of language, and instructs him in Qur"àn, ˙adìth, and different
religious rituals. The structure and teaching methods of the kuttàb . . . were almost
certainly inherited from Byzantium and reflect a wide Mediterranean tradition . . .;”
cf. Baer, Muslim Teaching Institutions 73. 

11 Al-Màlikì, Riyà∂ al-nufùs i, 443–444.
12 Al-Màlikì, Riyà∂ al-nufùs i, 444, 448; 'Iyà∂, Taràjim 171.
13 His father was his first and most important teacher. Ibn Sa˙nùn studied also

with some other leading Maghribi scholars such as Mùsà ibn Mu'àwiya al-Íumàdi˙ì
(d. 225/840), 'Abd al-'Azìz ibn Ya˙yà al-Madanì (d. 240/854), and 'Abdallàh ibn
Abì Óassàn al-Óimßì al-Ya˙ßùbì (d. 227/842); see al-Màlikì, Riyà∂ al-nufùs i, 444. 

14 Al-Màlikì, Riyà∂ al-nufùs i, 444; 'Iyà∂, Taràjim 177.
15 Al-Màlikì, Riyà∂ al-nufùs i, 444; and EI 2 vii, 409.
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colleagues in Medina. The students at this circle were arguing on

the legal issue of umm al-walad. When Ibn Sa˙nùn told them a joke

about the topic of discussion, he attracted Abù Muß'ab’s attention

so that Abù Muß'ab recognized him as the Ibn Sa˙nùn from al-

Qayrawàn.16 It is more important, however, to note that Ibn Sa˙nùn’s

biographers all emphasize the very favorable impression the young

scholar left on the intellectual milieu in Egypt and the Óijàz.17

At some point before the year 239/854–5, Ibn Sa˙nùn returned

to his hometown, al-Qayrawàn. There he established his own study

circle (˙alqa) next to his father’s.18 After his father’s death in Rajab

240/December 855, Ibn Sa˙nùn became the chief qà∂ì of the Màlikites
in the Maghrib. Supported by the Aghlabid regent and de facto gov-

ernor, Emir Ibràhìm II (r. officially from 875 to 902), Ibn Sa˙nùn

is said to have led the Màlikì struggle against the Óanafites and

Mu'tazilites in the Maghrib.19

Ibn Sa˙nùn died in al-Qayrawàn in 256/870 at the age of fifty-

four. On the day of his funeral, the stores and schools in al-Qayrawàn
were closed as an expression of mourning. The funeral prayer for

the deceased scholar was led by Emir Ibràhìm II.20 Ibn Sa˙nùn was

buried in al-Qayrawàn next to his father’s tomb. The memorial

shrine (qubba) built over his grave shortly became such a popular site

that shops opened to accommodate and benefit from the many vis-

itors. The Emir, however, eventually ordered these shops closed and

dispersed the people.21

Ibn Sa˙nùn was a productive scholar. He is reported to have writ-

ten nearly 200 books and treatises. Twenty-four works have been

identified by title, but only three texts have been preserved. Most

titles point to fatwàs and other short legal documents. Some books,

however, are said to have been multi-volume encyclopaedias on

Óadìth and Islamic history. The preserved book titles indicate that

Ibn Sa˙nùn had, in general, a vivid interest in the systematic teach-

ing of the Quran and the essentials of Islamic belief.22 One can imag-

16 Al-Màlikì, Riyà∂ al-nufùs i, 184. 
17 See also EI 2 vii, 409.
18 Al-Màlikì, Riyà∂ al-nufùs i, 444. 
19 EI 2 vii, 409.
20 Al-Màlikì, Riyà∂ al-nufùs i, 444.
21 'Iyà∂, Taràjim 186–187.
22 Al-Màlikì, Riyà∂ al-nufùs i, 443; 'Iyà∂, Taràjim 173. The other two preserved
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ine how important this was especially when taking into considera-

tion the attempts made in the 8th and 9th centuries in the Islamic

West to Islamize and Arabicize the Berber population.

2.2 Ibn Sa˙nùn’s book on “Rules of Conduct for Teachers”

2.2.1 Structure, contents, and style

In terms of intention, content, and style, Ibn Sa˙nùn’s K. Àdàb al-
mu'allimìn23 is part of the so-called professional adab-literature. Like

other manuals of this type—compiled for secretaries, clerks, copy-

ists, or judges—Ibn Sa˙nùn’s work addresses a specific community

of people: the teachers at elementary schools, whom he provides

with professional and juridical advice.

Ibn Sa˙nùn’s K. Àdàb al-mu'allimìn24 starts with quotations of prophetic

traditions, expressing the “merit” ( fa∂l ) and the advantage of teach-

ing and learning the Quran. The book concludes with similar state-

ments by Màlik ibn Anas, which in turn display Ibn Sa˙nùn’s

affiliation to the Màlikì school of law. Ibn Sa˙nùn’s treatise has ten

chapters, as follows:

i. [Traditions] on the teaching Mà jà"a fì ta'lìm al-Qur"àn al-'azìz
of the Quran.

ii. [Traditions] on the equity Mà jà"a fì l-'adl bayna l-ßibyàn
[to be observed in treating

school]boys.

books are: the K. Masà"il al-jihàd (ms. Tunis) and the K. Ajwibat Mu˙ammad ibn Sa˙nùn,
riwàyat Mu˙ammad ibn Sàlim al-Qa††àn 'anhu (ms. Escorial 1162; three copies in Tunis);
see EI 2 vii, 409; Lecomte 80.

23 The complete text of the K. Àdàb al-mu'allimìn has been preserved in a unique
Tunisian manuscript from the 14th or 15th century (National Tunisian Library,
ms. Tunis 8787); cf. also Lecomte, Le Livre 78. For a short description of the
Tunisian ms., see Óijàzì 43. Fragmentary passages of the text have also been pre-
served in a Rabat manuscript (catalogued as ms. 85qàf ) consisting of approximately
sixty percent of the work; cf. Óijàzì 46. While the Tunisian text starts with qàla
Abù 'Abdallàh Mu˙ammad ibn Sa˙nùn, the Moroccan text indicates a different trans-
mission by stating: ˙addathanì Abù l-'Abbàs 'Abdallàh ibn A˙mad ibn Furàt ibn Mu˙ammad,
qàla: ˙addathanì Mu˙ammad ibn Sa˙nùn 'an abìhì [. . .]. This suggests that Ibn Sa˙nùn’s
treatise for teachers circulated in more than one transmitted version; see also Óijàzì
46. A French translation of the K. Àdàb al-mu'allimìn was published by G. Lecomte;
see his Le Livre 82–105. 

24 This article’s references to Ibn Sa˙nùn’s K. Àdàb al-mu'allimìn are based on
Mu˙ammad al-'Arùsì al-Ma†wì’s edition as reprinted in: Óijàzì, al-Madhhab, 111–128;
lower case Roman numerals indicate chapters of Ibn Sa˙nùn’s work.
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iii. Chapter [of traditions] on the Bàb mà yukrahu ma˙wuhu min

reprehensibility of erasing the dhikr Allàh ta'àlà wa-mà yan-

Word of God the Exalted baghì an yuf 'ala min dhàlika
[when written on slates], and

what should be done [instead]

in this regard.

iv. [Traditions] on disciplining Mà jà"a fì l-adab wa-mà yajùzu
[students], and on what is min dhàlika wa-mà là yajùzu
permissible in this [regard]

and what is not.

v. [Opinions] on the final exams Mà jà"a fì l-khitam wa-mà yajibu

for the recitation of the Quran fì dhàlika li-l-mu'allim
[at elementary schools], and

what is [to be given] to the

teacher on this [occasion]

vi. [Opinions] on the presentation Mà jà"a fì l-qa∂à" fì 'a†iyyat al-' ìd
of gifts [to the teacher] on

feast days.

vii. [Opinions] on [the occasions] Mà yanbaghì an yukhallà l-ßibyàn
when [the teacher] should give fìhi
days off to the [school]boys

viii. [Opinions] on the obligation Mà yajibu 'alà l-mu'allim min

on the teacher to stay all the luzùm al-ßibyàn
time with the pupils [under

his supervision]

ix. [Opinions] on the wage of Mà jà"a fì ijàrat al-mu'allim wa-

the teacher and when it is matà tajibu

obligatory

x. [Opinions] on renting a Mà jà"a fì ijàrat al-muß˙af wa-

copy of the Quran, law kutub al-fiqh wa-mà shàbahahà
books, and other such books

Based on criteria such as formal structure and style, the book is

divided into two main parts: The first part comprises chapters one

to four. Here the fundamentals of teaching pupils at elementary

schools are provided. The author deals with the obligation to learn

and memorize the Quran and the need for people to teach it. He

talks about the practical issues implied when writing exercises are

based on the quranic text, about the disciplinary measures to cor-

rect the pupils’ behavior, and about physical punishment. As indi-
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cated above, this first part is almost entirely based on quotations of

prophetic traditions. Only occasionally does the author make short

comments on these ˙adìths, rounding off a particular topic.

The second part of the book is formed by chapters five to ten.

These chapters follow a different scheme: they present almost exclu-

sively questions Ibn Sa˙nùn asked his father and answers his father

gave him. Here the author addresses more specific issues related to

the actual process of education. He covers the following topics: hir-

ing a teacher, the various obligations regarding the khatma (the final

oral exam after the pupil has memorized the Quran),25 some teacher’s

obligations (including the rental of the school or classroom at the

teachers’ expense, and the preparation teachers need before enter-

ing the classroom), enforcement of the curriculum (including oblig-

atory and optional topics to be taught, supervision of pupils, and

consultation with a pupil’s parents on the child’s strengths and weak-

nesses). Furthermore, the author discusses the basic salary, additional

payments for teachers (including questions of the permissibility of

such additional payments), and the legitimacy of renting books for

teaching purposes.

As for the formal structure of this second part, a decisive question-

answer pattern is striking in Ibn Sa˙nùn’s work. This pattern sup-

ports the sequence of thesis and antithesis which, in turn, displays

the author’s legal training in reasoning and arguing.26 Occasionally,

the pros and cons of issues are given. For example, he first provides

a statement that may reflect an arguable opinion or circumstance,

and then quotes an authoritative tradition or a statement that sets

things right.

These characteristics of the text altogether make Ibn Sa˙nùn’s

book read like a legal document: it enumerates rules and precedents

25 Khatma (colloquial: khitma), pl. khitam, is the technical term used in Islamic edu-
cation for a child’s recitation of the entire Quran and his/her graduation. In mod-
ern times, “the so-called i˙làba is celebrated when a boy has read through the whole
of the sacred book (the ceremony after the half or one-third is called ißràfa);” cf.
Fr. Buhl, in: EI 2 iv, 1112. 

26 The use of a question-and-answer pattern in scholarly writing has a long tra-
dition in the Middle East; see U. Pietruschka’s contribution to this book and the
references given there. It is worth mentioning that this pattern is also evident in
the narrative passages of the Quran, used there as a powerful stylistic tool to pro-
mote instruction; see my art. “Teaching,” in: Encyclopaedia of the Qur"àn, ed. J.D.
McAuliffe, vol. iv, Leiden: Brill, forthcoming. 
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and its language is precise and prosaic, as in a fatwà. Ibn Sa˙nùn’s

primary concern is to clarify issues; the style in presenting these ideas

is secondary to him. This latter observation might explain, to some

extent, why the discussion of certain topics does not always corre-

spond to the chapter headings; why subject matters relating to one

and the same issue are occasionally scattered throughout different

chapters or listed under various rubrics; and why there are some

passages which almost lack a logical sequence for the ideas addressed

therein. The last chapter may even give the impression to some read-

ers that issues were included there which the author, for some rea-

son, omitted mentioning earlier in his book at a, perhaps, thematically

more fitting place.

2.2.2 Reflections of historical realities
In terms of historical and cultural information, Ibn Sa˙nùn’s book

has plenty to offer. As G. Lecomte already noted,27 there are pas-

sages that vividly evoke in the reader’s mind the diligent world of

elementary schools at the beginning of the 9th century. We learn

about the medieval teacher who is proud of the ink spots on his

clothing; “It is the sign of manliness (murù"a) to see ink on a man’s

clothing or lips” (iii.116). There is also mention of the parents who

offer the teacher gifts as a reward for his good work (vi.118). Yet if

a father is unhappy with the results of his child’s education, he does

not hesitate to argue frankly with the teacher (ix.124, 125).

There are passages that allow us to picture situations where young

schoolboys take care of each other at school and accompany each

other home after class (vii.118; viii.119). We learn about the different

ways of cleaning the writing tablet, either using a little dust cloth or

even the tongue (iii.115). If one uses the foot to erase quranic text

written on the tablet, one commits—as the text states—an act of

irreverence toward the Quran and risks receiving punishment (iii.115).

The text talks about school holidays and family celebrations taking

place when pupils pass the khatma exam and graduate (v.117).

Along with these insights into the everyday life at elementary

schools at the beginning of the 9th century, the book provides some

significant historical information. One can conclude from the text,

27 Cf. his Le Livre 81–82.
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firstly, that the teaching of the Quran and its supplementary disci-

plines at the primary level was, at that time, already well established

in the Muslim West. Secondly, primary education was apparently in

need of more systematic regulations and scholars responded to this

need by offering professional advice. Within this context, the raising

of fees for teaching classes—as Ibn Sa˙nùn indicates—and even

remuneration for teaching the Quran had become a common prac-

tice. The author generally supports this practice, yet he feels it indis-

pensable to discuss it in detail (i.114; ix.124).

Ibn Sa˙nùn also deals at length with physical punishment (see

chapter iv). This, however, is less surprising when taking the author’s

legal background into consideration. Hence one can appreciate, for

example, why he attempts to cover all possible precedents, those which

actually occurred and those which might occur. Although the text

makes it quite clear that punishment was part of rectifying a child’s

behavior in Islam in the medieval times, Ibn Sa˙nùn leaves no doubt

that physical punishment should not cross the line. He stresses that

the child should not be seriously harmed. On the contrary, basing

himself on prophetic traditions, he emphasizes that modesty, patience,

and a passion for working with children are indispensable qualities

of teachers (ii.115; iv.116; viii.119).

Moreover, Ibn Sa˙nùn also advises the teachers to create situa-

tions to challenge pupils intellectually. He mentions, for example,

that pupils may dictate to each other (ix.124), or that advanced pupils

may profit from writing letters for adults (viii.119). Competition

amongst pupils is expressly favored because, as the text says, it con-

tributes to the formation of their personalities and to their general

improvement (viii.119).

2.2.3 The curriculum

As for the curriculum, Ibn Sa˙nùn presents to the teachers a num-

ber of rules. Some of them are obligatory; others are recommended.

One can conclude from the text the following obligatory rules:

1. Teachers must instruct pupils in the precise articulation of the

Quran, along with knowledge of reading, orthography, and gram-

mar (viii.119).

2. Teachers are strongly advised not to teach melodious recitation

of the Quran (al˙àn al-Qur"àn). This is “unlawful” since it leads

to singing, which is reprehensible (viii.120).
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3. Teachers must teach the duties of worship (such as the ablu-

tions before prayers, the number of inclinations and prostrations

in prayer, etc.) (viii.121).

4. Teachers must teach the pupils good manners, since these are

obligations towards God (viii.120).

As recommended topics for teaching, Ibn Sa˙nùn suggests the following:

5. The basics of Arabic language and linguistics (viii.119).

6. Arithmetic (viii.119).

7. Calligraphy (viii.119).

8. Writing letters (viii.119).

9. Poetry, however, only if the verses are decent (viii.119).

10. Proverbs of the ancient Arabs.

11. Historical reports (akhbàr) of the ancient Arabs and legends of

their battles (viii.120).

12. Sermons (khu†ab), if the pupils show interest in them (viii.120).

Given the priority that the Màlikites in the Maghrib generally gave

to instructing boys in the Quran, these rather diverse recommenda-

tions of Ibn Sa˙nùn are significant.

Some other rules concern a variety of matters. For example, teach-

ers are advised not to instruct young girls together with boys, because

mixed classes corrupt young people (viii.123). This statement seems

to point to the fact that, firstly, education was not restricted to boys,

and secondly, that coeducation may have been practiced at ele-

mentary schools to some degree. Also, teachers must not teach the

Quran to the children of Christians (viii.122). This rule is given on

the authority of Ibn Sa˙nùn’s father. It seems to indicate, on the one

hand, that Muslim and Christian children were attending the same

classes. On the other hand, it shows that Ibn Sa˙nùn took the quranic

command “There is no compulsion in matters of faith” (Q 2:256)

literally.

2.2.4 Rules for teachers and how Ibn Sa˙nùn presents them to the reader

The following passages in translation provide a more detailed and

immediate idea of Ibn Sa˙nùn’s text. They highlight some major

themes dealt with by Ibn Sa˙nùn and the methods used by him for

presenting these issues. These texts may also give an impression of

the pious tone characteristic of this treatise.
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Merit and necessity of learning and teaching the Quran

Abù 'Abdallàh Ibn Sa˙nùn said:
[it has been transmitted . . . that] the
Messenger of God—God bless him 
and grant him peace—said:

“The best of you is the one who
learns the Quran and teaches it.”
“Through the Quran God elevates
[many] peoples.”
“You must [occupy yourselves with
and continually] make use of the
Quran, for it eliminates hypocrisy in
the same way that fire eliminates
rust from iron.”
“He who recites the Quran
accurately (lit.: with desinential
inflexion) will receive the reward 
of a martyr.”
“He who learns the Quran in his
youth, the Quran will mix with his
flesh and blood. [However,] he who
learns it in old age, and does not
give up on it even when it escapes
[his memory], will receive double
the reward” (i.113–114).

* * *

[It has been transmitted] on the authority
of 'Uthmàn ibn 'Affàn (the third Rightly
Guided Caliph, d. 35/656)—may God
be pleased with him—concerning
God’s saying—blessed and exalted be
He—‘Then We bequeathed the Book on
those of our servants we chose (Q 35:32)’
[that] he said, “Everyone who learns
the Quran and teaches it is amongst
those whom God has chosen from
humankind” (i.114).
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[It has been transmitted that 'Abdallàh]
Ibn Mas'ùd [d. ca. 32/625] said:
“Three [things] are essential for people:
[1.] A ruler who rules amongst them

[in justice]; if it were not for that,
they would devour each other.

[2.] Buying and selling copies of the
Quran; if it were not for that, the
Book of God would decrease [in
number].

[3.] Teachers who teach their children
and who receive a salary for that;
if it were not for that, the people
would be illiterate” (i.114).

Further teaching topics

I asked [Ía˙nùn]: “So, it is 
permissible for the boy to write 
letters for someone?”
He answered: “There is no harm [in it].
If he writes letters, this is something
that contributes to the boy’s education.
The teacher should [also] teach the
pupils calculation, although this is not
obligatory for him to do—unless it is
imposed on him as an obligation.
Likewise [for] poetry, unfamiliar
[words], the Arabic language, 
calligraphy, and all parts of
grammar—[the teaching of ] all 
of this is at his discretion.
The teacher should teach them the
desinential inflexion of the quranic
text—this is incumbent upon him. [He
should also teach them] vocalization
and spelling, good handwriting and to
read well, when to pause and when to
recite [the quranic text] in a slow,
measured rhythmic way—[all] this is
incumbent upon him.
[Also,] there is no harm in teaching
them poetry—as long as there is
nothing indecent in it from the
language and the anecdotes of the
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28 Ijàra is a legal term that “refers to the permission granted for a compensation
to use a thing owed by, or the service of, another person.” Hence the term can
also refer “to a book that was ‘hired’ for the purpose of, and with the right to,
copying it.” See Rosenthal, The Technique 8, fn. 3.

29 Farà"i∂ is ambiguous; it can refer to Islamic inheritance law but, in the pre-
sent context, it is more likely to indicate “religious duties.”

Arabs. This [however] is not an
obligation on him” (viii.119–120).
I said [to Sa˙nùn]: “Some Andalusians
related that there was no harm in
hiring [someone] to teach Islamic
jurisprudence, religious duties, poetry,
and grammar. It is similar to
[teaching] the Quran.
He replied: “Màlik and our companions
(i.e. the experts of our Law School)
detested this. How could it be similar
to the Quran? [Learning] the Quran
has a [specific] goal that can be
reached, whereas what (i.e., the topics)
you have mentioned has none. So, this
[i.e. the idea mentioned by the
Andalusians?] is unknown.
Islamic jurisprudence and [religious]
knowledge (as studied by the 'ulamà")
are something about which there has
been disagreement, whereas the Quran
is the truth about which there is no
doubt at all. Islamic jurisprudence is
not to be learned by heart like the
Quran; hence it is not similar to it,
nor does it have a [definite] goal or
time in which to reach it” (x.128).

Writing exercises based on quranic text

Anas [ ibn Màlik] was asked: “How were
the educators during the time of [the
first four caliphs,] the Imàms Abù
Bakr, 'Umar, 'Uthmàn, and 'Alì—may
God be pleased with them?”
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Anas answered: “The teacher had a
basin. Each boy used to come—every
day, each in his turn—with some pure
water. They would pour it into the
basin and use it to erase the writing
from their tablets.” [Then] Anas added:
“Afterwards, they used to dig a hole in
the ground and pour this water into it
and so it was absorbed” (iii.115).

Mental challenges for pupils, teaching assistance, 

and teacher responsibilities

[Ibn Sa˙nùn] said that Sa˙nùn stated:
“. . . There is no harm in having them
dictate to each other, because this is
for their benefit. Yet he (the teacher)
must review their dictation.
[Moreover,] he must not let them
move from one sura to another until
they have memorized [the first sura]
with its desinential inflexion and
orthography—unless [the pupils’]
fathers give him leeway to do so”
(viii.120).
[Sa˙nùn] stated: “It is more appropriate
for the teacher not to put one of the
boys in charge of the beatings nor
designate for them a monitor from
amongst them, unless it is a boy who
has finished [learning] the Quran and
knows it, and no longer needs instruc-
tion. Hence, there is no harm in it.
[Also, there is no harm for] the boy to
help the teacher; [for] this is of benefit
to the boy.

30 For ijjàna (vulg.) and ìjàna, see Lane i, 26.
31 This was done so that the quranic text would be erased from the tablets

respectfully.
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Yet it is not permissible for him (i.e.
the boy assisting the teacher) to give
orders to any of the pupils, or to
instruct any of them—unless there is
benefit in that for the boy’s formation,
or his father has approved of it. [If
this is not the case,] the teacher him-
self should be in charge of this [teach-
ing] or hire someone to help him, if
he is equally qualified” (vii.118).

Supervision of pupils

[Sa˙nùn] stated: The teacher must 
be committed to working hard. 
And he must devote himself to the
pupils, . . . for he is a hireling and
cannot leave his work (viii.119).
I asked [Sa˙nùn]: “Then, can the
teacher send the boys to look for 
each other?”
He replied: “I am not of the opinion
that he is allowed to do so—unless
their fathers or [their] guardians grant
him (the teacher) permission in this
regard, or if the places are nearby 
and the boy is not occupied with it
[for too long]. He (the teacher) himself
must be mindful of the boys at the
time [they] return home, and inform
their guardians [if ] they did not 
come [to school]” (vii.118).
I asked [Sa˙nùn]: “Are you of the
opinion that it is [permissible] for 
the teacher to write fiqh books for 
himself ?”
He replied: “As for the time when he
has finished [teaching] the boys, there
is no harm in writing [such books] for
himself and for others.; for example,
[when] he has permitted them to
return home. But as long as they are
around him, no! That is, it is not
permissible for him, for how can he be
permitted to deviate from something
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that it is incumbent upon him to
observe, towards something that is not
incumbent upon him? Don’t you see
that he is [also] not permitted to
entrust to some of [the boys] the
teaching of others? How, [then,] could
he occupy himself with something
other than them!” (viii.119).
Sa˙nùn stated: The teacher is not per-
mitted to send the boys [to take care
of ] his personal matters (viii.121).

Just treatment of pupils

[It has been transmitted] on the authority of
Anas ibn Màlik that the Messenger of
God—God bless him and grant him
peace—stated: “Any teacher who is
entrusted with three boys from this
community and does not teach them
on an equal basis—the poor with the
rich, and the rich with the poor—will
on the Day of Resurrection be raised
up with the treacherous” (ii.115).
[It has been transmitted] on the authority of
al-Óasan (al-Baßrì?) that he said: “If a
teacher has been hired for a fixed
salary and does not treat them—i.e.
the boys—on an equal basis, he 
will be deemed to be one of the
wrongdoers” (ii.115). 

Handling trouble between pupils

Ibn Sa˙nùn said: Sa˙nùn was asked
about the teacher: “Should he accept
the word of boys concerning the harm
[done] by others?”
He replied: “I do not consider this [an
issue] requiring legal judgment.
However, the teacher should discipline
them if they have harmed one another.
In my view, he should do so if
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knowledge of the harm has been
spread by a group of them, or [if ]
there was admission [of the misdeed]—
unless they are boys known to him to
be truthful; then, he should accept
their word and punish accordingly.
The teacher must not be excessive [in
his punishment], as I have [already]
told you. [Moreover,] he must
command them to refrain from
harming [one another], and return to
them whatever they took from each
other—[but] this is not [an issue]
requiring a legal ruling; this is [at
least] what I heard from more than
one of our companions. Their
testimony had been granted admission
[even] in cases of homicide or injury,
so how much more [should it be
accepted] in this [matter]! God knows
best” (viii.123).

Appointing a teacher

Sa˙nùn stated: “Some scholars from the
Óijàz—including Ibn Dìnàr and
others—were asked [about] a teacher
hired for a group [if then] a due share
should be allotted to each of them.
So he answered: “It is permissible if the
fathers come to terms on this matter.
[This is so,] because this (i.e., educa-
tion) is a necessity and something the
people simply must have. It is the most
suitable [thing to do]” (ix.124).

Classroom and teaching equipment

[Sa˙nùn said:] It is incumbent [upon
the teacher]—and not upon the
pupils—to rent the shop [to be used as
a classroom]. He must inspect [the
pupils] by teaching and reviewing 
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[with them]. He must schedule a fixed
time to review [the children’s knowl-
edge] of the Quran, such as Thursdays
or Wednesday evenings. Yet he must
give them the day off on Fridays. This
has been the practice of teachers since
there have been teachers, and they
have not been faulted for that (iii.120).
[Sa˙nùn stated:] Also, the teacher is
obliged to obtain [at his own expense]
the scourge and the device to hold the
legs of the delinquent during the
bastinado; this is not to be at the
expense of the boys (viii.120).
Màlik was asked about the teaching of
the boys in the mosque. He answered:
“I do not consider this to be permitted,
because they are not mindful of impu-
rity. And mosques have not been set
up for teaching [children]” (viii.120).

Payment for teaching the Quran

[It has been transmitted] from 'A†à" [ibn
Abì Rabà˙] that he used to teach the
art of writing during the time of
Mu'àwiya (the first Umayyad caliph
who r. 661–680 C.E.) and that he
stipulated [payment for it] (i.114).
Ibn Jurayj said: I asked 'A†à": “Can I
take wages for teaching the Book? Do
you know of anybody having detested
it?” He said: “No, I do not” (i.114).
[It has been transmitted] on the authority of
Ibn Shihàb [al-Zuhrì] that Sa'd ibn Abì
Waqqàß got a man from Iraq to teach
the Book to their children in Medina
and that they (the Medinans) gave him
wages (i.114).
Màlik [ibn Anas] stated that “there is no
harm in a teacher’s taking [payment]
for teaching the Quran. If he stipulates
something [as payment], it is lawful
and permissible. So, there is no harm
in his stipulating in this regard.
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[Moreover,] what is due to him when
the Quran has been completely recited
from memory is obligatory, whether he
had stipulated it or not. The scholars
of our country [agree] on this as it
concerns the teachers (i.114).
Mu˙ammad [ibn Sa˙nùn] said: There is
no harm in a man’s hiring a teacher
to teach his children the Quran for a
predetermined sum for a fixed time, or
for each month. Also, [he can teach]
half or a quarter of the Quran or any
other portion specified by the two
[parties].
He said: If a man hires a teacher to
teach certain boys, it is permissible for
the teacher to teach others together
with them—provided that this does not
divert him from teaching those for
whom we was hired” (x.126).
He said: There is no harm in a man’s
hiring [an instructor] to teach his child
writing and spelling. [In fact,] the
Prophet—God bless him and grant
him peace—used to free a man who
taught writing [to the Muslims] (x.127).

Graduation

I asked him [Sa˙nùn]: “When is the time
due for the final exam?”
He replied: “[It is due] when he (the
pupil) comes near it and has gone
beyond [learning] two thirds [of the
Quran].”
Then I asked him about [the possibility
of having] the final exam [after
memorizing only] half [of the Quran].
He replied: “I do not consider it to be
compulsory.”
Sa˙nùn stated: “The final exam on any-
thing other than the entire Quran—be
it half, a third, or a quarter [of it]—is
not compulsory, unless they volunteer
in this regard” (v.117).
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In conclusion of this part of our study, it is worth noting that Ibn

Sa˙nùn’s vademecum for teachers was—already in the Middle Ages—

of much interest to Muslim scholars. An example of this is Abù
l-Óasan al-Qàbisì (d. 403/1012), a leading representative of the Màlikì
law school from al-Qayrawàn who lived about 150 years after Ibn

Sa˙nùn. Al-Qàbisì used Ibn Sa˙nùn’s text extensively as a source

and commented on it when compiling his own “Elaborate Treatise

on the Circumstances of Teachers and the Legal Regulations for

Teachers and Students (al-Risàla al-mufaßßala fì a˙wàl al-mu'allimìn wa-

a˙kàm al-mu'allimìn wa-l-muta'allimìn)”32 Thus, al-Qàbisì sets forth Ibn

Sa˙nùn’s educational efforts and, at the same time, affirms that he

was one of the earliest Muslim educationalists.

3 Al-Ja˙iΩ

3.1 The scholar: life and academic career

Due to his masterly compositions in the areas of belles-lettres, Mu'tazili
theology, and political-religious polemics, Abù 'Uthmàn 'Amr ibn

Ba˙r al-Fuqaymì al-Baßrì al-Jà˙iΩ is well known as one of the most

prominent classical Arabic writers. He was born in Basra in about

160/776 and died there in Mu˙arram 255/December 868–January

869. He was probably of Abyssinian origin and received his sobri-

quet due to a malformation of the eyes.33

From an early age, al-Jà˙iΩ dedicated himself to learning. He par-

ticipated in study circles held at mosques and also attended the

debates on Arabic philology, lexicography, poetry, and philosophy

conducted at the Mirbad, a celebrated public place in Basra, which

played an outstanding role in the shaping of Arabic culture in medieval

times.

Al-Jà˙iΩ acquainted himself with the works of the ancient Greek

philosophers (especially Aristotle) available in Arabic since the great

translation movement under the caliph al-Ma"mùn (r. 813–833). He

participated frequently in the intellectual conversations taking place

in the salons of the upper class, where issues of general concern to

32 Reprinted in: Shams al-Dìn, al-Fikr al-tarbawì 'inda Ibn Sa˙nùn and al-Qàbisì
117–196. See also al-Ahwànì, at-Ta'lìm fì ra"y al-Qàbisì, esp. 39–41.

33 Art. “al-⁄à˙iΩ” (Ch. Pellat), in: EI 2 ii, 385–388. 
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Islamic society were discussed. One of his favorite activities, how-

ever, was to spend a great deal of time in libraries and bookstores.

For a small amount of money, he is said to have rented a book-

store overnight to read and copy what was of interest to him.34

Only in about 200/815–6, at the age of forty-five, does he seem

to have started writing professionally. Writing, and the considerable

amounts of money he received for dedicating his works to people of

influence and wealth, thus seem to have been his main sources of

income. He built up his private library and even employed a copy-

ist (warràq) known by the name of 'Abd al-Wahhàb ibn 'Ìsà.35 Never-

theless, al-Jà˙iΩ also had some bitter experiences, for works of his

were torn apart by envious colleagues and critics shortly after they

were published.36

Al-Jà˙iΩ seems to have held no official or regular post in his life.

It is known, however, that when he was in Baghdad he worked for

some time as a scribe and teacher. Al-Jà˙iΩ himself reports that the

caliph al-Mutawakkil (r. 847–861) had apparently endeavored to

entrust him with the education of his children. However, the caliph

later changed his mind, seemingly because of al-Jà˙iΩ’s ugliness.37

The circumstances and often unfair treatment of professional teach-

ers al-Jà˙iΩ witnessed, and may have experienced firsthand,38 seem

to have induced him to write a book entitled “The Teachers.”39 This

34 Yàqùt, Mu'jam al-udabà" vi, 56.
35 Shalaby 90. 
36 Cf. al-Jà˙iΩ’s own statements in Risàlat Faßl mà bayna l-'adàwa wa-l-˙asad, in:

Majmù' rasà"il al-Jà˙iΩ, ed. Bàwl Kràws [Paul Kraus] and Mu˙ammad ˇaha al-
Óàjirì, Cairo: Ma†ba'at Lajnat al-Ta"lìf wa-l-Tarjama wa-l-Nashr, 1943, 108–109;
and Pellat, The Life 218–219; see also Rosenthal, The Technique 24.

37 Hirschfeld 202; and Pellat, “al-⁄à˙iΩ,” in: EI 2 ii, 385.
38 Hirschfeld 202.
39 For the theory and practice of Islamic education in medieval times, the ency-

clopedic work of al-Jà˙iΩ as a whole is an important source. It provides much
insightful information on the curriculum for princes, the social status of teachers,
the value of books, and even on the etiquette to be observed by people attending
literary salons, to mention a few topics. This is also the case for al-Jà˙iΩ’s main
works: the K. al-Óayawàn (“The Book of Animals,” a cerebral anthology on a large
variety of subjects, based on animals); the K. al-Bayàn wa-l-tabyìn (“The Book of
Eloquence and Exposition,” which Pellat called “an inventory of what have been
called the “Arabic humanities,” designed to stress the oratorical and poetic ability
of Arabs;” cf. EI 2 ii, 386); and the K. al-Bukhalà" (“The Book of Misers,” an enter-
taining work praising Arab generosity and analyzing non-Arab avarice). Other works
dealing in more detail with intellectual refinement and ethics are: (1) The Risàlat
al-ma'àsh wa-l-ma'àd (“The Treatise on the Manner of Living [in this World] and
the Hereafter,” known also as Risàla fì l-Akhlàq al-ma˙mùda wa-l-madhmùma, “Treatise
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provided him with the opportunity not only to defend but also to

champion schoolteachers and stress their superiority over all other

classes of educators and tutors.40

3.2 Al-Jà˙iΩ’s book “The Teachers”

As is the case for quite a number of al-Jà˙iΩ’s writings, no complete

text of the book “The Teachers” has been preserved.41 Various frag-

ments of this work were discovered, however, in four manuscripts

in Cairo, Istanbul, London, and Mosul.42 The text has been pub-

lished several times.43 Nonetheless, this work of al-Jà˙iΩ’s—which he

apparently composed at a late stage of his life44—is little known thus

far, in either the Arab or the Western world.

on Laudable and Blameworthy Morals”); (2) The Kitàb Kitmàn al-sirr wa-˙ifΩ al-lisàn
(“The Book on Keeping Secrets and Controlling the Tongue”), and (3) the treatise
Dhamm akhlàq al-kuttàb (“Censure of the Manners of Scribes”). 

40 Pellat remarks that al-Jà˙iΩ’s “acute powers of observation, his light-hearted
skepticism, his comic sense and satirical turn of mind fit him admirably to portray
human types and society.” He says also that, at times, “he uses all his skill at the
expense of several social groups (schoolmasters, singers, scribes, etc.) [although] gen-
erally keeping within the bounds of decency; cf. EI 2 ii, 386. The fact that al-Jà˙iΩ
praises the schoolteachers highly in one passage (e.g., K. al-Bayàn wa-l-tabyìn i, 250–2)
and makes rather unflattering jokes about them in another (ibid. 248–49) may there-
fore be understood as the result of an essentially dialectical intellect—something,
however, that was interpreted by his contemporaries (Ibn Qutayba, for example) as
a lack of seriousness. G.J. van Gelder suggests that it is precisely this “lack of seri-
ousness” which seems to be one al-Jà˙iΩ’s attractive sides: the fact that al-Jà˙iΩ
mixes jest and earnestness; see van Gelder’s article on this topic in: Journal of Arabic
Literature 23 (1992), esp. 95–106. In addition, al-Jà˙iΩ’s Mu'tazilite views, which
eventually aim at tackling the various aspects of a given topic, may also have played
a role in this regard. 

41 Al-Jà˙iΩ’s works comprise nearly 200 titles. However, only about thirty works—
whether authentic or apocryphal—have been preserved in full length. Of about fifty
works, only excerpts, quotations, or fragmentary passages have come down to us;
see EI 2 ii, 386–388, with further references. The K. al-Mu'allimìn belongs to this lat-
ter category; cf. Geries 9. C. Brockelmann classified al-Jà˙iΩ’s works according to
real or assumed subjects; his list provides a good idea of the breadth of al-Jà˙iΩ’s
literary and scholarly interests (GAL Supplement i, 241–247).

42 Geries 9–17, 25. 
43 (1) In the margin of Kitàb al-Kàmil fì l-lugha wa-l-adab, ta"lìf [. . .] Abì l-'Abbàs

Mu˙ammad ibn Yazìd al-ma'rùf bi-l-Mubarrad al-Na˙wì, [. . .] wa-qad †urriza hàmishuhu
bi-Kitàb al-Fußùl al-mukhtàra min kutub al-Imàm Abì Uthmàn 'Amr al-Jà˙iz ibn Ba˙r ibn
Ma˙bùb al-Kinànì al-Baßrì [. . .], ikhtiyàr al-Imàm 'Ubaydallàh ibn Óassàn, Cairo: Ma†ba'at
al-Taqaddum al-'Ilmiyya, 1323 [1905], 17–40; (2) Rasà"il al-Jà˙iΩ, ed. 'Abd al-Salàm
Mu˙ammad Hàrùn, 1Beirut, 1991 (based on the ed. Cairo 1964), vol. iii, 27–51;
(3) in: al-Mawrid (Baghdad) 7.4 (1978), 'Adad Khàßß: Abù 'Uthmàn 'Amr ibn Ba˙r al-Jà˙iΩ,
149–158; and (4) Kitàbàn li-l-Jà˙iΩ, ed. Ibrahim Geries, Tel Aviv: Tel Aviv University,
1980, 57–87. Cf. also Pellat, Nouvel essai 148–149 (no. 143); and Geries 9.—I have
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3.2.1 Intention and literary style

With regard to al-Jà˙iΩ’s literary oeuvre in general, Ibrahim Geries

observed that this medieval scholar seems to have believed that “the

people’s need for one another is a salient characteristic of their nature

and an inborn feature of the core of their souls. It is permanent

and . . . covers all beings, from the smallest to the greatest.”45 None

of God’s creatures would be able to reach his goal without the assis-

tance of those deployed to help him; the most respected cannot exist

without the least respected; rulers need the lower classes as the lower

classes need rulers; rich people need the poor and slaves need mas-

ters.46 This idea, of Greek origin, regarding the interdependence of

elements in the universe, influenced al-Jà˙iΩ’s general perception of

the world. For al-Jà˙iΩ, attempts to comprehend the microcosm lead

to an understanding of the macrocosm. This scientific-philosophic

approach made al-Jà˙iΩ the sharp observer and analyst he was. Basing

himself on deduction and logical reasoning, he unveils to the reader

the significance of what is insignificant in the eyes of those relying

simply on superficial perceptions and initial sensory impressions. Such

a view of the world eventually enabled him to observe and minutely

examine various social groups. As a result, his writings reflect, rather

objectively and realistically, actual circumstances, opinions, and view-

points prevalent in his own time, thus providing a spectacular insight

into Arabic-Islamic culture and society under the 'Abbàsids.47

The book “The Teachers” reveals in an aesthetic way many of

these characteristics of al-Jà˙iΩ’s approach as a scholar and as a man

of letters. For example, the various digressions and the original

sequence of thoughts in this text appeal to the reader through the

consulted Hàrùn’s and Geries’ editions of the K. al-Mu'allimìn. All references to al-
Jà˙iΩ’s K. al-Mu'allimìn in this article are based on Geries’ edition, if not indicated
otherwise. I would like to thank Dr. Khaled Sindawi (Haifa) for drawing my atten-
tion to the latter edition.

Passages of al-Jà˙iΩ’s essay on “The Teachers” have been translated into English
(by H. Hirschfeld, 1922), German (by O. Rescher, 1931), and French (by Ch. Pellat,
1953). In the light of the more recent editions by Hàrùn and Geries, some pas-
sages in these translations seem to require further thought. Pellat’s French transla-
tion was later also rendered into English (Pellat, The Life 112–114) and German
(Pellat, Arabische Geisteswelt 181–184).

44 Geries argues that al-Jà˙iΩ wrote the book “The Teachers” after he had com-
pleted the K. al-Óayawàn, K. al-Bayàn wa-l-tabyìn and K. al-Bukhalà"; cf. Geries 23.

45 Geries 28–29.
46 Geries 23–24 (mainly based on al-Jà˙iΩ’s K. al-Óayawàn, i, 204–210).
47 Geries 24.
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balanced repetition of similar ideas presented each time in a different

way. Hence “what would be pointless repetition” in terms of mod-

ern thinking and presentation, arose “in the mind of the 3rd/9th

century writer . . . from the desire . . . to give ordinary prose the sym-

metry of verse,” wrote Charles Pellat, one of the best-known experts

on al-Jà˙iΩ.48

3.2.2 Structure and contents

The author of the book “The Teachers” addresses the reader directly

in the second person singular. He starts with an appeal to God to

protect the people—including the reader of his book—from the rage

of anger and to grant them justice and patience in their hearts. Then

he sets out to defend the teachers against a (fictitious) critic and to

commend them highly. The teachers are described as knowledge-

able, diligent, and hardworking people. Moreover, it is said that they

are passionate about their profession and suffer with their students

when they do not make the progress expected. Parents should not,

therefore, blame the teachers when their children are slow in their

education, but instead look at the mental capability of their offspring.

Al-Jà˙iΩ starts his book with a particularly appealing chapter. It

deals with writing in general and with the fundamental impact writ-

ing has had on human civilization. Writing and recording, along

with calculation, are “the pillars” on which the present and the future

of civilization and “the welfare of this world” rest. Writing and cal-

culation are God-given, as are the teachers themselves, for God

“made them available to us” (p. 60).49

The next paragraph of the book deals with memory and memo-

rization. Interestingly enough, the author stresses here that inde-

pendent thinkers and researchers dislike (kariha) memorization. He

says that depending on it makes “the mind disregard distinction”

and causes it to neglect thought (p. 62). People with a good mem-

ory are tempted to rely simply on what their predecessors achieved,

48 EI 2 ii, 387.
49 Such praise of books and writing must have been perceived as being even

more polemical and provocative in a society in which people seem to have looked
askance at writing down knowledge. It is worth mentioning here that al-Jà˙iΩ’s
refreshing views in this regard are paralleled in a lengthy passage in his K. al-
Óayawàn; see esp. i, 38–102.
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without making attempts to reach conclusions of their own. Never-

theless, for the process of studying, a good memory is valuable and

necessary; otherwise, the results of study and research would not last.

As for the trust one is to have in teachers, the teachers of princes

are mentioned as examples. Rulers entrusted teachers with the edu-

cation of their children and so should everybody else. However, one

is advised to do so only after testing the teacher and being convinced

of his pedagogical skills. Attention is also drawn to the many great

scholars in all branches of the arts and sciences and to the men

renowned in politics and society who were once teachers (p. 63).

At this point of the presentation, the author effectively alerts the

reader not to draw conclusions prematurely; instead he advises us

to finish reading the entire treatise first (p. 64). He points to the fact

that there are teachers for everything one needs to know: writing,

arithmetic, law, the religious duties ( farà"ì∂ ), the Quran, grammar,

prosody, poetry, and history. This is followed by a list of further

subjects that are taught: these include astronomy, music (lu˙ùn), med-

icine, geometry, polo, archery, and horsemanship, playing musical

instruments, chess, and other games. The children of the lower classes

are given lessons in farming, shop-keeping,50 construction, jewelry-

making, sewing, weaving, dying, and other handicrafts and occupa-

tions. It is noted that even animals can be taught. Yet, schoolteachers,

as al-Jà˙iΩ stresses, are superior to all other categories of teachers

(pp. 64–66).

Manifold pieces of advice for teachers follow. They focus on the

qualifications teachers need for their work, but also deal with the

actual process of teaching and the curriculum. The “Chapter on the

Instruction of Boys (Fì riyà∂at al-ßabì ),” one of only two chapters in

the treatise that bears a title, discusses extensively the teaching of

grammar (as will be shown below in more detail). Further thoughts

relate to literature and scholarship, to writing prose, and to the value

of reading good books. Frequently these remarks are interspersed

with sayings and anecdotes from Arabic literature (p. 72).

The flow of the presentation is seemingly interrupted here by a

chapter entitled “On the Censure of Homosexuality (Fì dhamm al-liwà†).”

50 Tijàra (“trading”) in Geries’ edition, p. 66; nijàra (“carpentry”) in Hàrùn’s edi-
tion, p. 117.
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It denounces certain sexual activities among adults, both male and

female, and the lust for boys (p. 78).51

Then, back to literature, the author praises 'Abdallàh ibn al-

Muqaffa' (d. ca. 139/756), who is best known for his translation of

the fables of Kalìla wa-Dimna into Arabic. As it is said, he is admired

not only as a man of letters, an expert on literary style, a poet, and

translator, but also as a teacher (p. 79).

The following paragraph warns that too much self-confidence in

scholarly matters is a dangerous mistake. To have knowledge and

noteworthy achievements in one or two branches of knowledge, for

example, does not necessarily indicate an equivalent excellence in

other branches. The famous al-Khalìl ibn A˙mad (d. ca. 175/791)

is given as an example; it is said that he gained a fine reputation

for his work in Arabic grammar and prosody, but that he failed and

made a fool of himself when claiming to be an expert in theology

(kalàm) and the metres of songs (awzàn al-aghànì; p. 80).

Various fragmentary passages follow: they relate to the importance

of the ruler (sul†àn) and the administrators of the government. These

are praised as most intelligent people and it is said that society is

in need of them. Another statement admonishes the teaching of the

books of Abù Óanìfa. Further remarks then deal with the proper

application of analogies (in teaching?). The author uses the history

and the merits of the clan of the Quraysh—well known to most

Muslims—to show how analogies should or should not be used. The

harsh critique of the merchants (which expresses the opposite of what

al-Jà˙iΩ said of them in his other writings) and of the money chang-

ers seems, again, not to have been initially part of this educational

treatise (p. 81).

51 Even if one takes into account the possibility that this passage initially was not
part of the book “The Teachers” (Rescher 108–109), some readers may nonethe-
less wonder why a medieval copyist of this book should have included this passage
in a text expressly addressing teachers. However, the appropriateness of addressing
such a topic in a book on teachers is understandable given the fact that homo-
erotic love of young and adolescent boys was rather common in 'Abbàsid times,
and bawdy anecdotes about teachers and their pupils abound. See also the art.
“Liwà†” (editors), in: EI 2 v, 776–779, which includes more information on al-Jà˙iΩ’s
concerns in this regard. See furthermore Adam Mez: Die Renaissance des Islams,
Hildesheim: G. Olms (Repr. Heidelberg 1922), 337–341 (Engl. Tr., Patna: Jubilee
Printing and Publishing House, 1937. 364–361). For the meaning of liwà† in Islamic
law, cf. Arno Schmitt: Liwà† im Fiqh: Männliche Homosexualität?, in: Journal of
Arabic and Islamic Studies 4 (2001–2002), 44–110. 
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The book “The Teachers” concludes with a moving passage on

the gentle treatment students merit. In the second person singular,

it once again directly addresses the teachers and us readers. It advises

us to treat the students with great care, gentleness, and kindness and

not to force them so as not to make them dislike good manners,

nor to neglect them since students “deserve your care and hard

efforts” (p. 87).

3.2.3 Curricular and non-curricular topics of teaching

In his book “The Teachers,” al-Jà˙iΩ suggests an impressive variety

of topics to be taught. He does so, however, without indicating that

these topics in fact relate to two very different categories of teach-

ing: (a) the formal, curricular kind of teaching, as conducted by the

schoolteachers at the elementary and the more advanced levels (i.e.

the kind of instruction which Ibn Sa˙nùn is concerned with in his

treatise on primary education); and (b) the informal, non-curricular

kind of teaching, which could take place at various locations, includ-

ing “on the shop floor,” for example. Since al-Jà˙iΩ was interested

in teaching in general terms, a clear-cut distinction between the

teaching topics belonging to one or the other category is rather

difficult to make. This notion needs to be taken into account when

looking at the following list of teaching topics drawn from his book.

Obligatory topics:

1. Reading and Writing

– The essentials of writing (kitàb); the focus is on correct spelling

(even if the handwriting is at a low level) (p. 64).

– The essentials of grammar needed for correct verbal communica-

tion and for writing (p. 73).

– The essentials of stylistics, including the use of easy and precise

words, and the clarity of expression (p. 74).

– Correct articulation and basic skills in rhetoric (pp. 74–75).

2. Arithmetic

– Good knowledge of arithmetic (pp. 64, 70); accuracy is important

here even more so than for writing. At the beginner’s level, the

focus is on the basics of calculation; later on one may deal with

higher arithmetic, geometry, field measurements etc. (pp. 74–75).
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3. The Essentials of Religion

– Religious duties ( farà"i∂, pp. 64, 69).

– The Quran (pp. 64, 69).

4. Literature and Literary Theory

– Poetry: all poems, including those displaying “metrical speech, as

used in poems in the metre of qaßìd verse and in poems in rajaz

metre (al-mawzùn min qaßà"id wa-l-arjàz; pp. 65, 69).

– Prose: including what is balanced and often rhymed (min al-muzdawij

wa-l-asjà'; p. 69),52 what provides historical information (akhbàr),
and what is to be found in literary works from former times (àthàr)
(pp. 65, 73).

– Prosody ('arù∂, p. 65).

5. Logic and Disputation

– Articulate prose (al-man†iq al-manthùr, p. 68).

– Logical argumentation and debate, i.e. formulating questions and

answers (p. 68).

6. Accounting

– What is required of government clerks and registrars (kuttàb al-

dawàwìn); such as arithmetic and what is related to marketing and

promotion, as well as correct spelling (for the knowledge of account-

ing is more useful and fruitful than the knowledge possessed by

editors and scribes; p. 74).

Recommended topics [at a more advanced stage of education]:

7. Hunting.

8. Sports, including the use of light arms.

52 For muzdawij as a technical term of philology, rhetoric, and prosody, see the
art. “Muzdawi¡,” in: EI 2 vii, 825 (M. Bencheneb). For the meaning of muzdawij
as related here, cf. al-Jà˙iΩ, al-Bayàn wa-tabyìn, ed. Hàrùn, ii, 116–117, where al-
Jà˙iΩ provides examples of what he calls muzdawij al-kalàm. See furthermore Abù
Hilàl al-'Askarì, K. al-Íinà'atayn, al-kitàba wa-l-shi'r, ed. 'Alì Mu˙ammad al-Bajàwì
and Mu˙ammad Abù l-Fa∂l Ibràhìm, 1Cairo: Dàr I˙yà" al-Kutub al-'Arabiyya; 'Ìsà
al-Bàbì al-Óalabì, 1371/1952, 260–265 (“Fì dhikr al-saj' wa-l-izdiwàj”). For this term
referring to poetry that has paired rhyme (aa bb cc . . .), see Gustav E. von Grunebaum,
On the Origin and Early Development of Arabic Muzdawij Poetry, in: Journal of
Near Eastern Studies 3 (1944), 9–13; and Manfred Ullmann, Untersuchungen zur Ra[azpoe-
sie, Ein Beitrag zur arabischen Sprach- und Literaturwissenschaft, Wiesbaden: Harrasowitz,
1966, 44–60 (“Das Muzdawi[-Gedicht”). I am grateful to Prof. G.J. van Gelder
(Oxford) for drawing my attention to these publications.
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9. Music, including how to play various musical instruments.

10. Astronomy, i.e. “the knowledge of the stars.”

11. Medicine.

12. Geometry (handasa).

13. Teaching (or training) animals, especially those used by people

for labor, including camels and horses (pp. 65–66).

Topics recommended specifically for children of people from the

lower class: Farming, trading, construction, goldsmithing, sewing,

weaving, dyeing, and other crafts (p. 66).

3.2.4 Advice for teachers

The text provides numerous pieces of advice for teachers, some of

which are given expressly, while others are indicated in a more gen-

eral way. Some of the more striking examples shall be presented

here. They concern:

The process of education

– Take the mental ability of students into account. Use a language

understandable to them (p. 74).

– Treat students gently and in a most lovable way. Attempt to reach

their hearts when it comes to the subject matters taught (p. 77).

The purpose of reading

– Make the students understand that the purpose of reading books

is to learn and to understand and not, simply, the enjoyment of

nice words, for: “He who reads the books of eloquent writers and

leafs through the collections of sages to acquire ideas pursues the

right course. He, [however,] who looks into these books [simply]

to learn [more] words pursues the wrong course (wa-man qara"a
kutub al-bulaghà" wa-taßaffa˙a dawàwìn al-˙ukamà" li-yastafìda l-ma'ànì
fa-huwa 'alà sabìl ßawàb; wa-man naΩara fìhà li-yastafìda l-alfàΩ fa-huwa

'alà sabìl kha†a")” (pp. 75–76).

The means of expression and style

– Make the students familiar with the arguments of writers and their

eloquent use of simple and easily understood words. Make them

taste “the sweetness of brevity and the comfort of sufficiency [in

expression] (˙alàwat al-ikhtißàr wa-rà˙at al-kifàya)” (p. 74).
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– Warn the students against pretentiousness (p. 74).

– Teach them to express themselves in a way understandable to

people without the need for any additional interpretation and com-

ment (pp. 74–75).

– Teach them to choose simple words whose semantic fields, or

meanings, do not cover “extremes, nor extravagance and unnat-

uralness;” there are already too many people who do not care

about the loss of meaning in words, but concern themselves instead

with eloquence and “meaningless elegance” in expression (p. 75).

– Make the students understand that content has priority over style,

because the least eloquent person is he “who has prepared the

means of conveying meaning before preparing the meaning itself.”

Enrich their active vocabulary, for one should not just stick to the

words one already knows. New vocabulary, however, should be

limited to known and distinct meanings, and should not just be

created off-hand (p. 75).

Good manners and style in writing

– Warn the students about using bad manners in life and in writ-

ing. They should also be warned about slow articulation, inactive

performance, extreme arrogance, and the keenness to be counted

among the eloquent. Again, make them aware of good style; pre-

pare them to distinguish between a smooth and easy style and a

complicated one (p. 75).

3.2.5 Further pieces of advice and examples of how al-Jà˙iΩ presents them

Deduction vs. memorization

The leading sages, masters of the 
art of deductive reasoning and 
[independent] thinking, have been
averse to excellence in memorization,
because of [one’s] dependence on it
and [its rendering] the mind negligent
of rational discernment, so [much so] 
that they said: “Memorization inhibits
the intellect.”
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[They have been averse to it] because
the one engaged in memorization is
only an imitator, whereas deductive
reasoning is that which brings the one
engaged in it to the coolness of cer-
tainty and the strength of confidence.

The true proposition and the praise-
worthy judgment is that, when 
[a student] perpetuates learning by
memorization, this harms deductive
reasoning; and when he perpetuates
deductive reasoning, this harms
learning by memorization—even if
memorization has a more honorable
rank than [deductive reasoning].

So, when he neglects rational
reflection, ideas do not come quickly 
to him, and when he neglects learning
by memorization, [these ideas] do not
stick in his mind or remain long in 
his heart.

The nature of memorization is other
than [that] of deductive reasoning.
[However,] that which is treated and
helped by both [memorization and
deductive reasoning] is [something]
agreed upon: it is freeing the mind
for—and desiring—only one thing. By
means of these two (i.e. memorization
and deductive reasoning), perfection
comes to be and virtue appears.

The adherent of learning by
memorization [and the adherent of
deductive reasoning] have another
aspect [of learning] on which they
agree: this is the location and the time
[for studying].

53 NaΩar refers here to “inferential knowledge” differentiated from “necessary
knowledge,” 'ilm ∂arùrì, i.e. the knowledge known immediately without reflection
(such as the knowledge of one’s existence and of the self-evident truth of logic).

54 Sabab means “cause, reason, motive, occasion,” etc.; it was decided, however,
to render it here as “aspect” for the generality of the term.

53
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As for the locations, whatever both of
them choose [is appropriate]; if they so
wish [however, these locations could be
upper] chambers without distractions.

As for the hours, the early mornings
[are preferred] above all other times,
because that time is before the time 
of being occupied [with other things,]
and [it] follows [the time of ] total
relaxation and rest;

[this is so] since there is a certain
amount of time for relaxation, which is
[for one’s] benefit, just as there is a
certain amount of time for hard work,
which is [also for one’s] benefit.
(pp. 62–63).

The teaching of grammar

About the training of the boy:

As for grammar, occupy [the boy’s]
mind with it only to the extent that it
would safeguard [him] against the
[commission of ] excessive grammatical
errors and against the measure of
[grammatical] ignorance [encountered
in the parlance of ] the commonality—
should he happen to draft a piece of
writing, recite poetry, [or] describe
something.

Anything exceeding this is a diversion
from what has a higher claim [for the
pupil’s education] and is a distraction

55 Ghurfa, pl. ghuraf, means “an (upper) chamber.” It also signifies the highest
place(s) in Paradise (see Q 25:75, 29:58, 34:37, 39:20; see also Lane vi, 2249).
Furthermore, it is one of the names of Paradise (Lane vi, 2249). Shughl means “busi-
ness, occupation, or employment . . . [and in particular business . . . that diverts one
from a thing] or an occurrence that causes a man to forget, or neglect, or be
unmindful” (Lane iv, 1567). Hàrùn’s edition, p. 30, offers a different (and perhaps
more likely) reading:

As for the location [for studying], both [groups] choose, if they so wish, the [quiter?]
upper rather than the lower [levels of a building].

55
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from what is more profitable for him
in the way of relating the [pointedly]
illustrative proverb, the true informative
account, and the [most] outstanding
interpretation.

He who desires to reach the utmost
limits [of grammar], and to go beyond
[studying only] a moderate amount
[of it], is someone who does not need
to familiarize himself with substantial
matters, the deductive unveiling of 
the obscurities in the [art of ] gover-
nance, [knowledge of ] the welfare of
peoples and countries, the pillars [of
religion], and the axis around which
the [world’s] millstone revolves; [that is
to say, this is someone] who has no
share [of knowledge] nor any
livelihood other than [grammar].

The difficulties of grammar do not
occur in human transactions and there
is nothing compelling [you] to indulge
in it.

It is sound judgment, then, to direct
[the pupil] towards finger reckoning,
rather than Indian calculus, and 
rather than geometry and the
difficulties belonging to the [science 
of ] measuring surface areas.
Concerning all of this, however, you
are obliged to teach him what the
competent [clerks] of the ruler and 
secretaries in the chancelleries need 
[to know].

56 This seems to be the nuance of what al-Jà˙iΩ means by al-mathal al-shàhid. A
more literal translation would be something like “the proverb that bears witness,”
or “. . . provides evidence.” Alternatively, if mathal is taken to mean “example,” it
would be translated as “the example that serves as evidence,” which therefore would
make it relevant for the exegesis of the Quran. Hàrùn’s edition, p. 38, has al-mathal
wa-l-shàhid. While this reading would also be possible, the text as given in Geries’
edition seems to be rhetorically better with respect to the following pairs of noun
plus adjective.

57 Medieval Arabic scholars were aware of the significance of the decimal numeral
system of the Indians. This is shown, for example, by the many books on al-˙isàb
al-hindì, as medieval Arabic scholars called the numeral system based on “ten” (see
GAS v, 195–196). For the Indian calculus as an arithmetic method (and for the
classical theory of numbers in medieval Arabic scholarship in general), see al-Hassan

56
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I say that reaching an [adequate]
knowledge of accounting, about which
[all this] work revolves, and progressing
in it and being motivated to do so, is
more beneficial for [the pupil] than
reaching [the level] of craftsmanship 
of the skilled copyists and chief
calligraphers.

[This is] because there is
communication at the lowest level of
penmanship—as long as the spelling is
correct—while this is not the case for
calculation (pp. 73–74).

The treatment of the student

After that, I am of the opinion that
you should not force him [to work]
and so make him dislike good manners
and education. [Also,] do not neglect
him, lest he get used to wasting [time]
in amusing activities.

Moreover, I know of nothing in the
entire world that is more [capable of ]
attracting complete corruption than
bad companions and leisure-time
beyond [what is needed for] relaxation.

Teach him knowledge as long as he is
free from the tasks of men and the
demands of those with high-minded
ambitions.

(ed.), The Different Aspects of Islamic Culture iv, 189. Also see Gohlman (ed.), The Life
of Ibn Sina 20 and 21.

It interesting to note that the word hind in classical Arabic also means “a hun-
dred camels,” or any hundreds, or higher numbers; or “two hundred [camels or
years];” see Lisàn al-'Arab iii, 437; and Lane viii, 2903–4. This seems to indicate
that the word hind in general referred to higher numbers. At any rate, even in this
latter case, the first part of the sentence at issue here would refer to “basic” cal-
culation, while the latter would refer to “higher” arithmetic.

58 In other words: communication is possible even with little knowledge in writ-
ing. In calculation, however, the smallest mistake will lead to inaccurate results.
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Devise artful means to make yourself
more lovable to him than his mother.

[However,] you cannot [expect] him 
to show tender affection and sincere
friendship towards you with his dislike
for the heavy burden of education 
you put on him, [that is] on someone
who has not [yet] reached the state 
of somebody who is familiar with
erudition.

Therefore, bring out his innate
affection with righteous words and 
the offer of financial [assistance].

However, there is a limit to this;
whoever goes beyond it is excessive,
and excessiveness is dissipation; and
whoever does not reach it is excessive
in neglect, and the one who is
neglectful is a wastrel.

The one you attempt [to induce]—by
way of benefiting the state of affairs of
[this person being] the one in whom
you have the hope that he will take
your place amongst your people and
will take care of [and continue] what
you have left behind, in the way you
would have done [it],—is worthy of all
care and the making of every effort on
your part (p. 86).

4 Conclusions

As has become apparent, the two treatises presented in this chapter

show in an impressive way the attempts made by two 9th century

Muslim scholars to analyze and explain primary education, the objec-

tives of education, and the pedagogical and didactic tools to be

applied in achieving such goals.

In terms of the history of ideas, most of the educational rules

given by Ibn Sa˙nùn and al-Jà˙iΩ can be found—in a more system-

atic and perhaps more elaborate way—in the writings of the theo-

logian and original thinker al-Ghazàlì, who lived 250 years after

^
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these predecessors of his in this particular field of scholarship. None-

theless, it is remarkable that these two early texts should already

address many major aspects of educational ethics and philosophy,

regardless of the fact that each of them approaches these issues from

a different perspective: one from a legal and the other from a literary-

philosophical point of view.

In more general terms, the pedagogical advice given in the two

classical Arabic texts under discussion may remind us also of simi-

lar ideas introduced to Europe in the educational renaissance of the

16th and 17th centuries. In Europe, it was somebody like the Czech

educational reformer and religious leader John Amos Comenius

(1592–1670) who became known for his innovative teaching meth-

ods in his time. Like Ibn Sa˙nùn, Comenius emphasized the need

for teaching all aspects of language, since good language skills are

a basic prerequisite for the intellectual improvement of students. Like

Ibn Sa˙nùn also, Comenius argued that education should aim at

equipping young people with a profound knowledge of the Holy

Scripture and religious duties. Comenius, though, stressed as well

that teachers should ensure a rapid, pleasant, and thorough educa-

tion, which follows in “the footsteps of nature.”59 These latter ideas

of making teaching and learning a natural and pleasant experience

are not yet addressed clearly in Ibn Sa˙nùn’s book on “Rules of

Conduct for Teachers.” However, they are present and discussed

most insightfully in al-Jà˙iΩ’s book “The Teachers.”

For these reasons, these two classical Arabic works from the 9th

century not only represent some of the very earliest attempts of

Muslim scholarship to deal, in an elaborate manner, with pedagogy

and didactics,60 but they also deserve recognition for their contribu-

tion to the history of pedagogy in general.

59 Weimer, Geschichte der Pädagogik 81–86.
60 See my art. “Education: Islamic Education,” in: New Dictionary of the History of

Ideas ii, 640–45, esp. 643–44.
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CHAPTER SIX

MEDIEVAL MUSLIM SCHOLARSHIP AND SOCIAL

NETWORK ANALYSIS: A STUDY OF THE BASRA/KUFA

DICHOTOMY IN ARABIC GRAMMAR

Monique Bernards

This study of the social relationships of a group of grammarians who

died between the years 200 and 250 A.H. (815–865 C.E.) uses the

method of social network analysis.1 The configurations of the sub-

groupings these grammarians formed among themselves are also scru-

tinized, in order to shed light on a central and hotly debated issue

in the history of Arabic linguistics: the alleged formation of two dis-

tinct schools of grammar in Basra and Kufa.

After an introduction to the study of Arabic grammar and gram-

marians, this article discusses both the method and criteria used to

determine the parameters of each group of grammarians, and the

variables involved in the analysis. This is followed by a detailed

description of each group of grammarians, along with a discussion

of the implications and technicalities of the method of network analy-

sis relevant to this study. A discussion of the findings concludes the

article.

1 Arabic grammar and grammarians in medieval times2

The first full-fledged Arabic grammar appeared some 150 years after

the rise of Islam. Naturally, Muslim scholars became particularly

1 A more elaborate study applying the method of social network analysis to a
smaller group of grammarians than the one selected here was presented at the Elites
Conference, Tel Aviv 1998.

2 An excellent survey of the development of Arabic linguistics up through the tenth
century A.H./sixteenth century C.E. is found in G. Bohas, J.-P. Guillaume and D.E.
Kouloughli: The Arabic Linguistic Tradition, London and New York: Routledge, 1990.
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interested in the language that God had chosen for the revelation

of the Quran. Sìbawayhi (d. ca. 180/796) is celebrated for his remark-

ably elaborate grammatical work, which, due to its comprehensive-

ness, is simply referred to as al-Kitàb. Sìbawayhi’s book soon acquired

a prominent place in Arabic linguistics and even today it remains

the Arabic grammar par excellence.

According to the Arabic sources on the history of Arabic linguis-

tics, Sìbawayhi laid the foundations of a school of grammar based

in the garrison town of Basra, which was located in the province of

Iraq. The Basran tradition was reportedly carried forth by famous

scholars like al-Akhfash al-Awsa† (d. 215/830 or 221/835) and his

students al-Jarmì (d. 225/839) and al-Màzinì (d. 248/862). The lat-

ter’s student, al-Mubarrad (d. 285/898), gave the Basran “school”

the characteristics which eventually distinguished it from the other

center of grammatical learning in Kufa, by relying heavily on the

methods laid down by Sìbawayhi. The sources also mention that the

Kufan school was allegedly founded by al-Kisà"ì (d. 183/799) and

propagated by his many students and then by their students; the

most renowned of them were al-Farrà" (d. 207/822), Ibn al-Sikkìt
(d. 244/858) and Tha'lab (d. 291/904).

By the end of the third/ninth century, however, most of the Basran

and Kufan grammarians had gradually moved their activities to

Baghdad, the new capital of the Islamic empire. From then on, con-

tacts between proponents of the two schools reputedly became fre-

quent—to the extent that, as the sources indicate, the grammarians

commingled. They literally “mixed,” as we are told, and Basran and

Kufan methods eventually converged, forming the so-called eclectic

school of Baghdad.

Arab tradition has always emphasized a strict Basran/Kufan dicho-

tomy. Accordingly, biographical dictionaries classify the grammari-

ans by geographic affiliation, and the special reports mentioned there

on grammarians’ scholarly meetings (majàlis) include vivid anecdotes

of heated debates between Basrans and Kufans.

In 1913, however, when the German scholar Gotthold Weil pub-

lished his study and edition of one of these works—Ibn al-Anbàrì’s
Masà"il al-khilàf bayna l-na˙wiyyìn al-Baßriyyìn wa-l-Kùfiyyìn—he argued

that the Basran/Kufan dichotomy was nothing but retrojection.3 With

3 Gotthold Weil: Die grammatische Streitfragen der Basrer und Kufer, Leiden: Brill, 1913,
esp. 68–93.
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this statement, Weil initiated a debate about the “historical reality”

of the Basran/Kufan dichotomy that continues to date in Islamic

studies. Recent studies based on the investigation of grammatical

texts and internal grammatical arguments have shown that the Basra/

Kufa division as depicted in Arabic historical and biographical sources

reflects a social rather than a methodological distinction between

these two groups of grammarians.4

To pursue this question further, it was decided to analyze the

social relations of Arab medieval grammarians who preceded the

emergence of the so-called eclectic school of Baghdad. The most

appropriate method in this regard is social network analysis. If the

study of social relations provides conclusive evidence that Basran and

Kufan grammarians operated predominantly within their own iso-

lated networks, this would support the presumption of the existence

of two rather distinct centers of grammatical learning. If, however,

the study shows that members of a particular grammatical network

were not characterized solely by their geographic affiliation, the notion

of distinct Basran and Kufan grammar schools would indeed have

little basis in reality.

2 Material used for this study

Before discussing these early grammarians in more detail, some infor-

mation needs to be provided about the material derived from the

Ulama Project.5

One of the objectives of the Ulama Project (UP) is to chart the evo-

lution of the Islamic sciences in the first four centuries of Islam from

4 See Monique Bernards: Changing Traditions. Al-Mubarrad’s Refutation of Sìbawayh
and the Subsequent Reception of the Kitàb, Leiden: Brill, 1997, 93–97; and id., The
Delusion of Identification: The term Madhhab in Arabic grammatical tradition, in:
H.L.J. Vanstiphout (ed.): All Those Nations . . . Cultural Encounters within and with the
Near East, Groningen: Styx, 1999, 13–20.

5 An elaborate description of the project is found in J. Nawas and M. Bernards:
A Preliminary Report of the Netherlands Ulama Project (NUP). The Evolution of
the Class of 'Ulamà" in Islam with Special Emphasis on the non-Arab Converts
(Mawàlì ) from the First Through Fourth Century A.H., in: U. Vermeulen and 
J.M.F. van Reeth (eds.): Law, Christianity and Modernism in Islamic Society. Proceedings of
the Eighteenth Congress of the Union Européenne des Arabisants et Islamisants held at the
Katholieke Universiteit Leuven (September 3–September 9, 1996), Leuven: Peeters, 1998,
97–107.
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an empirical social science perspective. The project investigates the

grammarians of Arabic as one of five groups amongst the 'ulamà"
(“religious scholars”). This research covers a wide range of variables

on the 'ulamà" taken from some ninety Arabic biographical dictio-

naries. Up to one hundred distinct pieces of information relating to

different aspects of the life and career of each individual Muslim

scholar have been stored in a computerized database. A special

module was additionally created to record information on teacher-

student relationships as well as on lines of transmission of works.

3 Selection of grammarians and variables used for this study

For the study of their interrelations, it was necessary to identify the

grammarians according to certain criteria. These criteria are: a) that

the death date of a given grammarian is between the years 200 and

250 A.H. (ca. 815 and 865 C.E.); b) that the scholarly activities of

this grammarian are attested to have been conducted in the province

of Iraq; and c) that he had, in one way or another, at least one

connection with another grammarian.6 A group of thirty-five gram-

marians who meet all three of these criteria was identified.

Inasmuch as UP-findings on age structure indicate that the aver-

age life-span of the scholars being considered here was eighty years,7

there is good reason to assume that the thirty-five grammarians

identified were active from around the years 150 to 250 (ca. 765 to

865). This time-span corresponds with the inception of systematic

6 “Grammarians” are, in the context of this study, both na˙wiyyùn and lughawiyyùn
as they are identified by the biographical dictionaries. For those grammarians who
did not obtain an explicit year of death, it was estimated based on the years of
death of their teachers and students. In all, seventy-one grammarians were active
in that period. As this study focuses on the relationships of grammarians, those
grammarians who are not reported to have had contact with others were excluded.
Two grammarians from al-Andalus, and one reportedly affiliated with the Iraqi
town of Anbar, were also excluded from the group because their social networks
were clearly outside the Iraqi context, although, strictly speaking, they did meet the
above-mentioned criteria.

7 Our findings on age structure corroborate Charles Pellat: Quelques chiffres sur
la vie moyenne d’une catégorie de Musulmans, in: Pierre Salmon (ed.): Mélanges
d’islamologie: Volume dédié à la mémoire de Armand Abel, Leiden: Brill, 1974, 233–246; Richard
W. Bulliet: The Age Structure of Medieval Islamic Education, in: Studia Islamica 57
(1983), 105–17; Recep Sentürk: Narrative Social Structure. Anatomy of the Hadith Transmission
Network, C.E. 610–1505, [Dissertation] Columbia University, 1997, 79.
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grammatical activity in Arabic linguistics. Moreover, it also covers

the period in which the alleged dichotomy between the Basran and

Kufan schools of grammar took shape. Subsequently, the particulars

of the relationships of these thirty-five grammarians have been recorded

in the database.

As far as the characteristics of these thirty-five grammarians are

concerned, information has been included about their reported

affiliation with one of the two centers of learning (i.e. min ahl al-

Baßra; min ahl al-Kùfa, i.e. “of the Basrans;” “of the Kufans”), and

whether the individual scholar at hand was involved in the trans-

mission of Sìbawayhi’s Kitàb.8 The number of contacts the individ-

ual scholar had as well as the †abaqa (“layer” or “generation”) to

which he belonged were also recorded.

4 General description of the group of grammarians

Before discussing the details of social network analysis, let us have

a look at the general characteristics of the group of grammarians

based on the variables chosen for analysis: The information on geo-

graphic affiliation of the thirty-five grammarians is given in table 1.

Table 1: Geographic Affiliation of the Thirty-five Grammarians

Count Percent

Basran 20 57%
Kufan 13 37%
Unknown 2 6%

Total 35 100%

This table shows that twenty of the thirty-five grammarians are Bas-

rans (57%), and thirteen are Kufans (37%). Two (6%) are unclassifiable

due to the lack of explicit information on geographic affiliation. The

overabundance of 57% Basrans over only 37% of Kufans is striking.

8 Unfortunately, the Arabic sources do not mention that works by al-Kisà"ì, the
alleged founder of the Kufan grammatical school, have been transmitted. For an
overview of al-Kisà"ì’s scholarly output, see Fuat Sezgin: Geschichte des arabischen
Schrifttums, IX: Grammatik bis ca. 430 H, Leiden: Brill, 1984, 127–131.
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This needs to be kept in mind for the conclusions of our analysis.

Table 2a provides information on years of death for the thirty-

five grammarians. It also lists the range in the years of death for

the two groups of Basrans and Kufans.

Table 2a: Distribution of Years of Death

Minimum Maximum Range

Basran 202 249 47
Kufan 203 245 42

For the Basrans, the earliest year of death is 202 A.H., and the lat-

est is 249. These dates cover a range of forty-seven years. The equiv-

alent figures for the Kufans are 203 and 245, i.e. a range of forty-two

years. This means that both groups share similar features in this

respect.

The compiler of one of the largest extant biographical dictionar-

ies, al-Dhahabì (d. 748/1348 or 753/1352–3), categorized his work

according to †abaqàt, (“classes” or better, “time-layers”), each of which

is one decade.9 This very same scheme of categorization was used

for the grammarians dealt with here. Table 2b shows the distribu-

tion of the five layers that cover the period under consideration.

Table 2b: Distribution of “Layers” of Ten Years Each

Minimum Maximum Range Median

Basran Layers 1 5 4 3
Kufan Layers 1 5 4 4

The median of the layers—listed in the fourth column—is three for

the Basrans and four for the Kufans.10 Generally speaking, then, the

selected group of Kufan grammarians lived in a slightly later period

9 Shams al-Dìn Mu˙ammad ibn A˙mad ibn 'Uthmàn al-Dhahabì (d. 748/1348):
Ta"rìkh al-Islàm wa-Wafayàt al-Mashàhìr wa-l-A'làm, 52 vols., ed. 'Umar 'Abd al-Salàm
Tadmurì, Beirut: Dàr al-Kitàb al-'Arabì, 1989–2000.

10 The median is used here instead of the arithmetic mean because the data dis-
tributions are skewed. In such instances, the median is more representative than
the mean.
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than the Basran group. Consequently, to justify lumping the two

groups together, one first needs to determine whether or not a rela-

tionship had existed between the layer to which a particular gram-

marian belonged and the geographic region he was affiliated with.

For this purpose, a Chi-square test was performed. Since the result

of this test did not provide any evidence for a relationship, it was

legitimate to study the relationships of the entire group of thirty-five

grammarians irrespective of the layer to which they belonged. It was

possible to do so, since a refined time framework (that is, layer) was

not a significant factor for this aspect of our study.

Now that the time factor has been shown to be of no relevance,

the connections of the identified thirty-five grammarians can be stud-

ied more closely. In effect, table 3 shows that there were 144

teacher/student contacts within the entire group under consideration.11

Table 3: Distribution of Number of Contacts

Sum Maximum Median

Basran 90 13 3.5
Kufan 49 10 3.0
Unknown 5 3 2.5

Total 144 13 3.0

This table also lists the maximum number of these contacts. For the

Basrans, this number was thirteen, and for the Kufans ten. The

median of contacts for the Basrans is 3.5, and for the Kufans three.

One can thus conclude again that also in this regard the two groups

scarcely differ from each other. Having also ruled out the extent of

relationships (i.e. its size per se) as a possible contaminating factor,

the data which have direct bearing on the legitimacy of the notion

of dichotomous schools can be examined.

11 Only teacher and student relationships within the group of thirty-five gram-
marians have been taken into account. Other contacts between colleagues, for exam-
ple, during discussion sessions (majàlis) have been disregarded.
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5 Network analysis

In social network analysis, relevant information on relationships is

tabulated in an adjacency matrix, i.e. a case-by-case matrix that pre-

sents individual grammarians in both rows and columns of the table.

The cells of the table are filled either with the digit “1” when two

individuals reportedly had contact, or with a zero when no contact

was reported. Such a data-matrix is, as the following example of a

small part shows, somewhat difficult to read.

Example of a Data-Matrix of Grammarians and their Relationships

Grammarian Grammarian Grammarian . . . . . . . . .
x y z

Grammarian x – 1 1 0 1 0
Grammarian y 0 – 1 1 0 1
Grammarian z 1 1 – 0 0 0

. . . 0 1 0 – 0 0

. . . 1 1 0 0 – 1

. . . 0 0 0 1 0 –

A human eye can hardly discern a pattern in all the zeros and ones.

At this point, the computer plays a vital role. Through a technique

called cluster analysis, the computer scans the data and distinguishes

groups or clusters that resemble each other on the variables entered

into the analysis.12 In our case, the variables entered into the clus-

ter analysis are the absence/presence of mutual relationships, the

zeros and ones of the matrix. In the course of the cluster analysis,

every single contact of every single case is considered and then, based

on a proximity measure, the cases are regrouped into clusters of

grammarians who resemble each other in their contacts. This clus-

tering is repeated until an appropriate and useful number of clus-

ters is reached.13

12 For an introduction to the technique of cluster analysis, see M. Anderberg:
Cluster Analysis for Applications, New York: Academic Press, 1973; and Mark S.
Aldenderfer & Roger K. Blashfield: Cluster Analysis, Newbury Park: Sage Publications,
1984.

13 The clustering process was determined by the binary squared Euclidian dis-
tance as the proximity measure. The method of clustering used was hierarchical
clustering through complete linkage. See Joseph Hair et al.: Multivariate Data Analysis,
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If each of the Basran and Kufan grammarians really did consti-

tute a network of their own, then the cluster analysis would show a

proximity of contacts amongst the Basrans on the one hand, and

amongst the Kufans on the other, forming two (one Basran and one

Kufan) or perhaps three (one Basran, one Kufan, one Other) clus-

ters. To determine what kinds of cluster of relationship existed for

the thirty-five grammarians, the computer was programmed to search

for between two to seven different clusters. It appeared that only

four meaningful clusters could be identified, two small clusters and

two larger ones. The distribution of Basrans and Kufans over these

four clusters is shown in table 4.14

Table 4: Distribution of Basrans and Kufans over Four Clusters of Relationships

Cluster Basran Kufan Total

1 11 58% 8 42% 19
2 7 70% 3 30% 10
3 2 100% – – 2
4 – – 2 100% 2

Total 20 61% 13 39% 33

As one can see from table 4, the distribution of geographic affiliation

in the largest cluster, consisting of nineteen individuals, follows the

overall distribution of 57% Basrans and 37% Kufans, a rate noted

already in table 1. The second cluster includes ten individuals. It is

dominated by 70% Basrans over 30% Kufans. Yet, the two smaller

clusters are even more intriguing: each consists of two individuals

and one is completely Kufan, the other completely Basran.

(5th ed.), Upper Saddle River, NJ: Prentice-Hall International, 1998, chapter 9.
Cluster analysis within the context of social network analysis is discussed by John
Scott: Social Network Analysis. A Handbook, Thousand Oaks and London: Sage Publications,
1991, 129–133; Stanley Wasserman and Katherine Faust: Social Network Analysis.
Methods and Applications, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997, 381–385. 
(= Structural Analysis in the Social Sciences 8).

14 The table only shows individuals with an explicit geographic affiliation; two of
the thirty-five grammarians do not have one and consequently are not listed.
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6 Discussion of the evidence and conclusions

The main finding of the cluster analysis is that no distinct Basran/

Kufan divide could be established for the entire group of thirty-five

grammarians. Of the four clusters identified, however, two deserve

particular attention.

In the course of the clustering process, the Basran grammarians

Abù 'Ubayda (d. 209/824) and al-Aßma'ì (d. 213/828 ?) formed one

unitary cluster and they remained as such throughout the entire

analysis. The same applies to the Kufans Abù 'Ubayd (d. 222/837)

and Ibn al-Sikkìt (d. 244/858). Focusing on the two clusters of these

four grammarians—one Basran cluster and one Kufan—another ques-

tion arises: did we find typically Kufan and typically Basran net-

works? In other words, did the social relationships of these two

clusters represent a Basran/Kufan divide? At this point, a scrutiny

of the networks in which the four grammarians operated is needed.

Tables 5a and 5b summarize the information on the networks of

these two pairs. The numbers in the tables are the identification

numbers of the grammarians. A scrutiny of the “Basran” network

of Abù 'Ubayda and al-Aßma'ì (see especially the “Distribution of

Relations” of 5a), shows that the distribution of the sixteen Basrans

and Kufans for this specific network is 63% Basrans and 31%

Kufans.15

Table 5a: The “Basran” Network of Abù 'Ubayda and al-Aßma' ì

Relations with only Mutual relations Relations with only
Abù 'Ubayda (803)16 al-Aßma' ì (749)

(1472) Basran (1396) Unknown (1470) Basran
(1489) Basran (1400) Basran (1490) Basran

(51) Kufan (1419) Basran (1498) Kufan
(1425) Kufan
(1466) Kufan
(1491) Basran

(26) Basran
(58) Basran

(748) Kufan
(891) Basran

15 The remaining one grammarian in the network received no explicit affiliation
in the sources.

16 The number in parentheses is the identification number of the grammarian.
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Distribution of Relations

For entire group Abù 'Ubayda al-Aßma'ì

Basran 10 (63%) 8 (62%) 8 (62%)
Kufan 5 (31%) 4 (31%) 4 (31%)
Unknown 1 (6%) 1 (7%) 1 (7%)

Total 16 13 13

The two grammarians Abù 'Ubayda and al-Aßma'ì shared ten con-

tacts (listed in the middle column of Table 5a) while each of them

had two additional Basran and one Kufan contact (as is shown in

the left and right columns of the table). Combining their own indi-

vidual contacts with the mutual contacts amounts to a 62%/31%

for both Abù 'Ubayda and al-Aßma'ì separately. Recalling the over-

all distribution of 57% Basrans/37% Kufans, it can be concluded

that the “Basran” network of Abù 'Ubayda and al-Aßma'ì is not spe-

cial, since their individual Basran/Kufan ratios more or less follow

the overall group ratio. Accordingly, we have to reject the idea that

the Abù 'Ubayda/al-Aßma'ì network is a specific “Basran” one. In

their network, an indiscriminate intermingling of Basran and Kufan

grammarians is evident.

It is interesting to note that the analysis of the Abù 'Ubayd/Ibn

al-Sikkìt network (see table 5b) does not show a specific “Kufan”

network either. Their entire circle of scholarly contacts consists of

54% Basrans and 39% Kufans, as shown below under “Distribution

of Relations,” reflecting once again the overall distribution of the

entire group. Their shared contacts are more Kufan than Basran

(three to two), but in their own individual contacts the additional

Basran ones level this out. Here, too, the only valid conclusion to be

drawn is that there is no evidence of a specifically “Kufan” network.

Table 5b: The “Kufan” Network of Abù 'Ubayd and Ibn al-Sikkìt

Relations with only Mutual relations Relations with only
Abù 'Ubayd (748) Ibn al-Sikkìt (1425)

(1466) Kufan (1404) Kufan (1396) Unknown
(1503) Kufan (1413) Kufan (1449) Basran
(784) Basran (749) Basran (1491) Basran
(859) Basran (802) Kufan
(913) Basran (803) Basran
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Distribution of Relations

For entire group Abù 'Ubayd Ibn al-Sikkìt

Basran 7 (54%) 5 (50%) 4 (50%)
Kufan 5 (39%) 5 (50%) 3 (38%)
Unknown 1 (7%) 1 (12%)

Total 13 10 8

In conclusion, one can say that the group of grammarians active

during the period in which Arabic linguistics gradually became a

systematic field of learning consisted of about 60% Basrans and 40%

Kufans who, as teachers and students, intermingled freely. Basran

teachers had Kufan students, and Kufan teachers had Basran stu-

dents. In transmitting knowledge, there was no separateness that

might be indicative of two distinct social groupings.

There was, however, one main difference between the two groups.

This difference has not been addressed previously, because it is so

constant: without exception, the few grammarians involved during

this period in the transmission of Sìbawayhi’s prestigious work on

grammar were all affiliated with Basra. The question of whether or

not this aspect eventually became decisive for the introduction of the

notion of two distinct schools still remains to be answered.17 At any

rate, the findings about the social relationships among these early

grammarians do not provide any grounds for assuming that a Basran/

Kufan divide existed. It should be pointed out, however, that other

aspects of the question, such as the development of scholarship

throughout the first four centuries of Islam, or the subsequent trans-

mission of Sìbawayhi’s book, must be explored before more definitive

conclusions can be drawn regarding the reality or otherwise of the

Basran/Kufan dichotomy.18

17 Four grammarians in the second, predominantly Basran cluster were involved
in the transmission of Sìbawayhi’s Kitàb; the two others were grouped together in
the third cluster.

18 From a study of the relationships that a group of grammarians (who died
between 200 and 225) had with their teachers on the one hand, and their students
on the other—thus constituting a network that covered the period 150–300—it
appears that, in the formation of this group’s network of teachers, geographic
affiliation was a major contributor. As time went by, however, geographic affiliation
“weakened” as a factor, as the group’s network of students showed. This corrobo-
rates the findings of the present study which concentrated on the middle period;
see furthermore my study presented at the Elites Conference, Tel Aviv 1998.



CHAPTER SEVEN

THE CONTRIBUTION OF THE MAWÀLÌ TO THE SIX

SUNNITE CANONICAL ÓADÌTH COLLECTIONS

John A. Nawas

This study addresses the non-Arab converts to Islam (mawàlì, sing.

mawlà) and their contributions to the development of the religious

disciplines of Muslim scholarship. In particular, it studies the role

the mawàlì played in the formative period of Islam in preserving,

collecting and transmitting prophetic traditions (sing. ˙adìth, pl. a˙àdìth)
which found their way into any of the six Sunnite canonical com-

pilations of these traditions.

The main reason for this topic is the suggestion one often encoun-

ters in secondary sources to the effect that the mawàlì played a cru-

cial role in the development of the Islamic religious sciences. The

popularity of this idea may go back to a very explicit statement made

by Ignaz Goldziher in his Muslim Studies. Concerning the role of the

mawàlì, Goldziher writes, “a statistical assessment of these matters

[i.e., the role of the non-Arab mawàlì ] would certainly be to the dis-

advantage of the Arabs.”1

1 Ignaz Goldziher: Muslim Studies, London: George Allen & Unwin Ltd., 1967,
translated from the German by C.R. Barber and S.M. Stern, vol. i, 109, in the
chapter entitled “ 'Arab and 'Ajam.” Goldziher’s conviction that the civilization of
Islam was carried, if not made, by non-Arabs rather than Arabs, is found in other
passages of his book and this conviction stands at the center of many later develop-
ments in the field of Islamic Studies: “The Persian mawàlì, not to name other ele-
ments, transferred their own religious traditions from their original environment into
the new circles; they had only to translate their inherited religious sense into Islamic
idiom. They were rather more fitted for this than were the original Arab elements
who inwardly rejected Islam and who had not been prepared by their past to cre-
ate a higher social and moral conception of life from its seeds” (ibid. ii, 59–60).
“. . . In this saying [ascribed to 'Urwa ibn al-Zubayr] the distaste for the non-Arab
method of legal science mostly cultivated by mawàlì is masked but not hidden. The
very first and most important representatives of this trend were of alien non-Arab
extraction and the most outstanding amongst them, Abù Óanìfa [d. 150/767], was
of Persian race. They are the creators of what Renan [wrongly, according to
Goldziher] considers an innate product of the Arab spirit, or what an earlier French
writer even thought to be the product of the ‘desert’ ” (ibid. ii, 80).
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The numerical count that Goldziher had in mind using the word

“statistical” will be the focus of attention in what follows. Prior to

that, however, the material on which this study is based will be

described, followed by a few words about the mawàlì.
The empirical data of this study are derived from the main data-

base of the Ulama Project, which was carried out between 1994 and

2000 by Monique Bernards and myself. The aim of this project was

the study of the emergence and evolution of the class of religious

scholars ('ulamà", Sing. 'àlim) during the first four centuries of Islam,

with particular attention given to the role of the mawàlì. The main

database consists of a random sample of over one thousand schol-

ars who died in or before the year of 400 A.H./1009–10 C.E.2

This random sample covers the five main branches of Islamic

learning, namely Prophetic Tradition (Óadìth), quranic exegesis (tafsìr),
quranic reading (qirà"a), grammar (na˙w), and jurisprudence ( fiqh).
Through a special computer program that we wrote for the project

to enter data from biographical dictionaries, we were able to collect

data for up to one hundred characteristics per individual. The scope

of the data collected is wide. It contains very basic and mundane

elements such as the name of the scholar, his nisba (adjective of rela-

tion) or laqab (honorific title), and so on. Other characteristics include

the cause of death, which dye a scholar used for his beard or hair,

geographical givens such as places of birth, death, study, residence,

etcetera. This information was collected from some ninety classical

Arabic biographical dictionaries.3

2 The total sample size of the Ulama Project’s main database is 1,049. This num-
ber, however, includes “duplicates.” Duplicates were encountered because we ran-
domly sampled per Islamic religious science. This approach allowed that a scholar could
be selected as, say, a traditionist, his data recorded and later, by sheer chance, the
very same person could be selected again but now as a jurisconsult ( faqìh), for
instance. Taking account of the duplicates brings the data set down to 1,003 'ulamà"
and this set is what I have used here. As an aggregate data set, the latter is more
representative for the entire group of scholars than the former one (the one includ-
ing the duplicates). 

The other primary database is not a random sample but one that contains all
known linguists, i.e. scholars active in lugha (language, lexicography) and na˙w (gram-
mar) of the same period. The year 400 A.H. (1009–10 C.E.) was chosen as the
endpoint because it marks the beginning of the appearance of the Islamic col-
lege/university (madrasa), a new form of learning with an institutionalized hierarchy
of paid professorial appointments. 

3 We used almost all published classical Arabic biographical dictionaries to gather
data on individuals who had been randomly selected from a particular field of
Islamic religious learning. Our list of biographical dictionaries starts with the ear-
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The data contained in the main database have been culled from

about seven thousand biographical entries, which we scrutinized in

search of relevant information. It should be pointed out—and this

is especially important for the traditionists, the mu˙addithùn—that our

research design stipulated that an individual could only be entered

in the sample if an explicit year of death for that person was men-

tioned in the sources. When an individual had no such explicit list-

ing of the year of death, he was dropped from the list and we moved

on to the next randomly selected individual. Additionally, as we

entered data we adhered to the rule that only explicitly narrated

information found in the sources was to be recorded, hence disal-

lowing any guesswork on our part. An example of relevance for our

purposes in this article is that we recorded that someone was a mawlà
or an Arab only if this was explicitly stated in the sources.4

As the reader may recall, the mawàlì were non-Arabs who had

converted to Islam.5 The society in which the Prophet Mu˙ammad

had passed on God’s revelation to humankind had a tribal social

liest, Ibn Sa'd’s al- ǎbaqàt al-kubrà (3rd/9th c.), and ends with the later 11th/17th
c. compilations by Ibn al-'Imàd, Shadharàt al-dhahab fì akhbàr man dhahab, and al-
Irdabìlì’s Shiite rijàl collection entitled Jàmi' al-ruwàt.

4 In other words, we did not use indirect information like, for instance, a non-Arab
name in a person’s genealogy or a tribal nisba to conclude that someone was a
mawlà or an Arab. All references to the mawlà/Arab distinction in our databases are
explicitly mentioned by one or more compilers of the biographical dictionaries used.
One could argue that a scrutiny of the names found in the genealogy of a partic-
ular person may allow one to deduce who was an Arab and who was not. However,
our data indicate that this is probably not a safe approach. We have inspected the
names and nisbas of individual scholars as well as those of their fathers and grand-
fathers. No distinguishing features in name patterns between mawàlì and Arabs
emerged that could help identify either of the two merely on the basis of names. 

5 On mawàlì/mawlà see S. Günther: “Clients and Clientage,” in: Encyclopaedia of
the Qur"àn, vol. i (2001), 344–346, and P. Crone’s article mawlà in the EI 2 vi (1990),
874a–882b; P. Crone: Roman, Provincial and Islamic Law. The Origins of the Islamic
Patronate, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1987, esp. 35–42, and the crit-
ical notes on this book by W. Hallaq: The Use and Abuse of Evidence: The
Question of Provincial and Roman Influences on Early Islamic Law, in: Journal of
the American Oriental Society 110 (1989), 79–91. Other works include D. Pipes, Mawlas:
Freed Slaves and Converts in Early Islam, in: Slavery and Abolition 1 (1980), 132–178;
J. Juda: Die sozialen und wirtschaftlichen Aspekte der Mawàlì in frühislamischer Zeit, (Diss.)
Tübingen, 1983; J. Nawas: Birth of an Elite: Mawàlì and Arab Ulama, forthcoming
in: Jerusalem Studies in Arabic and Islam. Franz Rosenthal Memorial volume (2006); J. Nawas:
The Emergence of Fiqh as a Distinct Discipline and the Ethnic Identity of the
Fuqahà" in Early and Classical Islam, in: S. Leder, H. Kilpatrick, B. Martel-Thoumian,
H. Schönig (eds.): Studies in Arabic and Islam. Proceedings of the 19th Congress, Union
Européenne des Arabisants et Islamisants (UEAI), Halle 1998, Leuven: Peeters, 2002, pp.
491–500.
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structure. Despite the message about the universality of Islam as a

religion, the transition from a pre-Islamic Arab tribal society to a

pan-Islamic one was not immediate or abrupt. One of the most con-

spicuous features of this transition was the adoption of a patronage

system that served to regulate the arrival of neophytes or newcom-

ers from the existing Middle Eastern societies to the new Arab-

Muslim community. Through this system, a non-Arab convert would

become the client of an Arab patron, resulting in the establishment

of a relationship between the patron, on the one hand, and the client

on the other. As time went by, the necessity of an Arab tribal

affiliation slowly vanished and, as an outcome of a long process, an

Islamic society emerged.

As backdrop to the main theme of this chapter, I will first touch

upon the mawàlì/Arab distinction across the course of the first four

centuries of Islam. The trends in the changes of this distinction are

not only important as context for our study of traditionists but also

because they ultimately reflect the important process of change in

social structure just referred to.6 The analysis will start with pre-

senting data on the religious scholars who received no mawàlì/Arab

distinction from the chroniclers before it moves on to those who did;

the proportion of the scholars who received no mawàlì/Arab desig-

nation is graphed in figure 1.

6 I have dealt more elaborately with the trend of change in the mawàlì/Arab dis-
tinction in my article “Birth of an Elite” (see n. 5). 
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Figure 1. Proportional Contribution per Islamic Century of the 'Ulama" whose
Ethnicity (Mawlà/Arab) is not Listed in the Sources (N = 1,003)
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In figure 1, the percentages of scholars whose mawàlì/Arab origin is

not listed by compilers of the sources shows very tellingly a system-

atic and uninterrupted rise. Respectively for the first, second, third,

and fourth centuries of Islam, the percentages of scholars whose

mawàlì/Arab status is not recorded were 8%, 24%, 61% then 83%.

Rather than a reflection of gradual inattentiveness of the chroniclers,

this trend, on the contrary, suggests that, as time passed by, the dis-

tinction became less and less socially relevant or meaningful. In other

words, these rises foretell in a global sense the demise of the dis-

tinction and mirror at once the steady movement toward a pan-

Islamic society that transcended the mawàlì/Arab divide.

Yet for a fair test of the validity of Goldziher’s claim, we must

exclude the group who received no mawàlì/Arab designation since

we have no reliable way of knowing who of these scholars were

Arabs and who were non-Arabs—at least to the extent that this dis-

tinction still meant something. In what follows, we will focus only

on the scholars who received a mawàlì or Arab designation in an

attempt to assess Goldziher’s statement that the mawàlì were in the

majority. In doing so, we will first study the broader picture. Figure

2 depicts the distribution of mawàlì and Arab scholars for the entire

four-century period.
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Figure 2. Distribution of Mawalì and the Arab 'Ulama" for the Entire 
Four-Century Period as a Bloc (N = 472)

It is clear from figure 2 that the overall contribution of the mawàlì
scholars was almost exactly the same as that of the Arabs—each

being very close to 50%. The graph shows no overall preponderance
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As can be seen in figure 3, the first century of Islam shows an over-

abundance of Arab scholars; a mere 10% of the scholars in this cen-

tury were mawlà while some 90% were Arab. In the second century,

the proportion of mawàlì and Arabs is about the same, each being

close to 50%. The percentage of mawàlì scholars was in the third

century more than twice as high as that of the Arab scholars—being

68% for the mawàlì and 32% for the Arabs. The same trend holds

for the fourth century where we see that the mawàlì are still in the

majority, constituting 65% versus 35% who were Arabs.

Summarizing the findings until now with special reference to

Goldziher’s statement, we can say that for the four centuries in their

totality, the contribution of neither group was any greater than that

of the other. A breakdown by century provides us with a refinement

of this observation. The mawàlì were in comparison with Arab schol-

ars but a small minority in the first century and in the second cen-

tury of Islam their share was equal to that of the Arabs. The mawàlì,
however, did take the lead in the third and fourth centuries.

We will now focus on the traditionists (mu˙addithùn) since the

Prophetic Tradition is closely linked to the sacred and as such con-

stitutes a large part of the core of Islamic Sunnite dogma. The

remainder of this chapter is devoted to a detailed study of the con-
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Figure 3. Distribution of Mawàlì and Arab 'Ulamà" per Islamic Century 
(N = 472)

of the mawàlì in the Islamic religious disciplines during the early and

classical period of Islam.

Figure 3 recasts the same distribution of mawàlì and Arab schol-

ars along the span of time, but now displaying the distribution cen-

tury by century.
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tribution of the scholars—mawàlì and Arabs—who appeared in the

Sunnite canonical Óadìth collections.7

Next to the Quran, the most important source for Sunni Muslims

is the text material of the Prophetic Tradition contained in the six

canonical collections of al-Bukhàrì (d. 256/870), Muslim (d. 261/875),

Ibn Màja (d. 273/887), Abù Dàwùd al-Sijistànì (d. 275/889), al-

Tirmidhì (d. 279/893) and al-Nasà"ì (d. 303/915). Though these six

collections acquired their canonical status at a much later date, their

compilers were all active in the third/ninth century.8 In the third/ninth

century, the compilers decided to include ˙adìth texts that were con-

sidered by them to be reliable. One of the criteria they used for

determining this reliability was a scrutiny of the people listed in the

chain of transmission (isnàd ), which precedes the text of the tradi-

tion (matn). The names of some eight thousand people are listed in

the chains of transmission found in the six canonical Óadìth collec-

tions.9 Of these eight thousand names, the Ulama Project’s main

database contains, by chance, 357 individuals who explicitly received

a mawàlì/Arab designation. These 357 'ulamà" stand at the center of

what we will be studying.

Figure 4 depicts the overall distribution of mawàlì and Arab trans-

mitters (mu˙addithùn) of prophetic traditions who found their way into

any of the six canonical Óadìth collections.

The contribution of both groups is again about the same. But,

unlike earlier, there is a slight edge in the canonical collections that

favors the Arabs (54% to 46%) rather than the mawàlì.

7 One of Goldziher’s contributions to the field of Islamic Studies is the hypoth-
esis that much of the Óadìth was actually a product of the third century of Islam
rather than an authentic reflection of the words and deeds of the Prophet Mu˙ammad.
Most studies on Óadìth have been more or less a reaction to Goldziher’s views.
His most important pupil is Joseph Schacht (Origins of Muhammadan Jurisprudence,
Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1950), but others have followed. For a recent
overview of the various tendencies in the modern study of Óadìth, see H. Berg:
The Development of Exegesis in Early Islam. The Authenticity of Muslim Literature from the
Formative Period, Richmond: Curzon Press, 2000; and Harald Motzki: The Question
of the Authenticity of Muslim Traditions reconsidered: A Review Article, in: H.
Berg (ed.): Method and Theory in the Study of Islamic Origins, Leiden: E.J. Brill, 2003,
211–257. (= Islamic History and Civilization Series XLIX).

8 Hence, in part, Goldziher’s claim just mentioned that much of this material
dates from this century.

9 Al-Mizzì’s Tahdhìb al-kamàl fì asmà" al-rijàl (35 vols., Beirut, 1413/1992) includes
all individuals found in at least one of the six collections and has 8,045 entries to
be exact.
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Before addressing the issue of this small Arab preponderance in the

canonical collections, I will first present the distribution of the mawàlì
and Arabs who found their way into one, two, three, up through

six canonical collections; this distribution is displayed in figure 5.

The graph shows that the mawàlì constitute the majority of trans-

mitters who are listed in just one, two or four Óadìth collections.

On the other hand, the Arabs exceed the mawàlì for those trans-

mitters who are included in five or in all six Óadìth collections.

Once one thinks about it, the observed overabundance of Arabs

in five or six collections makes sense. This is not very surprising if

we recall that in the chain of transmission, the link between the

Prophet Mu˙ammad and those who followed was in most cases a

ßa˙àbì (a companion of the Prophet, or someone who had at the

very least seen the Prophet in person) or, though much less fre-

quently, a tàbi' ì (someone who knew a ßa˙àbì in person).

I pursued this matter further by isolating in our database the

ßa˙àbìs and tàbi' ìs. More than 80% of these two groups were Arab

while only about 15% were mawàlì. Additionally, the distribution of

the ßa˙àbìs and tàbi' ìs was checked in the six canonical Óadìth col-

lections and in the overwhelming majority of cases they occur in

either five or six collections. Stated alternatively, figure 5 actually

shows the abundance of these two groups (ßa˙àbìs and tàbi' ìs) whose

members were primarily Arabs.

Turning our attention to the majority of mawàlì in one or two

collections and taking into account that we have already seen that

from the third Islamic century onward the mawàlì were in the major-
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Figure 4. Overall Distribution of Mawàlì and Arab Mu˙addithùn in the Six
Sunnite Canonical Collections (N = 357)
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ity, what we see here is that the mawàlì formed the link of infor-

mants up to the compilers of the collections. For example, the com-

piler al-Bukhàrì received his ˙adìth material from his own generation

or from the generation just prior to that, which, as we have seen,

consisted predominantly of mawàlì. Also Muslim and, say, al-Tirmidhì
collected material from this same population while they put together

their compilations. In sum, the Arab ßa˙àbìs and tàbi' ìs formed the

link with the Prophet while, on the other end of the isnàd, the mawàlì
formed the link to the compilers who flourished in the third cen-

tury of Islam and this is illustrated in figure 5 as well.

Yet, to further come to grips with Goldziher’s claim, we should

additionally consider the possibility that a particular Óadìth com-

piler, for whatever reasons, had the inclination of focusing on mawàlì:
if one or more of the individual compilers deviated from the over-

all distribution we have just studied, strongly in favor of the mawàlì,
then some support for Goldziher’s assertion may be found. This pos-

sibility calls for a scrutiny of the distribution of mawàlì and Arabs

per individual compilation. During the data entry phase, we did not

record in which collections the transmitters appeared but only counted

the frequency of listings per individual and this is what we have

been discussing so far. In order to determine what the mawàlì/Arab

distribution is in each distinct compilation and to be able to gener-

alize the findings again, we drew a random sample of 125 canoni-

cal transmitters from the 357 we have been studying until now.
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Then, for these 125 transmitters, I went back to the biographical

sources and noted the collections in which they occurred.10 Table 1

lists the results of this exercise.

Table 1: Distribution of mawàlì and Arab transmitters per compilation 
(N = 125)

al-Bukhàrì Muslim Ibn Abù al-Tirmidhì Al-Nasà"ì Total
Màja Dàwùd

mawàlì 42% 46% 52% 47% 45% 45% 46%
Arab 58% 54% 48% 53% 55% 55% 54%

If there was no outspoken bias on the part of the compilers with

regard to mawàlì and Arabs, we would expect to find in each of

them about the same overall distribution of 46% mawàlì and 54%

Arabs in the canonical collections which we have already reported

in figure 4 and which reappears in the far right-hand column of

table 1.

The preceding columns give the distribution for each individual

collection. All—except column three—follow the overall trend, the

mawàlì being in the minority while the Arabs are, as expected from

figure 4, in the majority. The sole exception is Ibn Màja whose col-

lection shows an opposite trend, namely more mawàlì, but even here

the percentages are very close indeed.

* * *

In closing, let us return to Goldziher’s assertion that the mawàlì
'ulamà" had a greater contribution to the Islamic religious sciences

than did the Arab 'ulamà", a claim which Goldziher was sure would

be borne out by a simple count. We have seen that this is not true

for the Islamic religious disciplines as a totality, nor does it hold for

the canonical Sunnite Óadìth collections. In general, the mawàlì and

Arabs played an almost equal part in the enterprise of Islamic reli-

gious learning during the first four centuries of Islam.

10 The listings are relatively easy to find by referring to either Ibn Óajar’s Tahdhìb
al-tahdhìb (12 vols., Hyderabad, 1325/1907) or to the work from which Ibn Óajar
drew his revision, i.e., al-Mizzì’s Tahdhìb al-kamàl. Both of these works mention
alongside the name of a mu˙addith abbreviations of the canonical collections in which
that person is to be found in an isnàd.
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For the 'ulamà" in their entirety, we have seen that there was an

overwhelming Arab presence in the first century of Islam when the

mawàlì were but a small minority. The contribution of the mawàlì
increased, however, in the second Islamic century when each group

had an equal share. In comparison with their Arab counterparts, the

mawàlì were in the majority in the third and fourth centuries of

Islam.

Concerning the people who found their way into one or more of

the canonical collections, we observed a slightly higher percentage

for the Arabs than for the mawàlì—a finding which is the direct

opposite of Goldziher’s claim. Moreover, we also saw that the dis-

tribution across the six collections makes sense in that there are more

mawàlì than Arabs in one or two collections while there are more

Arabs in five or six collections. We have furthermore seen that in

five out of the six Óadìth compilations the same finding holds yet

again, namely, that the Arab contribution was larger than that of

the mawàlì. And even in the only collection in which the mawàlì have

a larger proportion than the Arabs, Ibn Màja’s, the difference is too

small to lend real support in favor of Goldziher’s statement. All in

all, then, Goldziher’s statement is thought provoking but it embod-

ies an over-generalization that is at best slippery.





CHAPTER EIGHT

PORTRAYAL OF THE ÓAJJ AS A CONTEXT FOR

WOMEN’S EXEGESIS: TEXTUAL EVIDENCE IN 

AL-BUKHÀRÌ’S (D. 870) “AL-ÍÀÓÌÓ”*

Aisha Geissinger

The Óadìth compilations most widely accepted by Sunni Muslims

include statements ascribed to both male and female Companions

of the Prophet Mu˙ammad1 about the interpretation of quranic

verses. Some of the texts attributed to female Companions express

disagreement with views credited to senior male Companions on

issues of ritual, theological and social importance. Most such tradi-

tions are traced back to 'À"isha bint Abì Bakr (d. 58 A.H./678 C.E.),

the Prophet Mu˙ammad’s wife, but some traditions are also cred-

ited to other female Companions. Moreover, the chains of trans-

mission (isnàds) attached to these pieces of exegetical text contain the

names of a few female Successors.

How are these texts attributed to Muslim women from the dawn

of Islam to be understood? Are they simply isolated reports that hap-

pen to be traced back to women? Or are they elements of a larger

picture of the early development of quranic exegesis (tafsìr) that

includes female participants?

This study will examine three such exegetical traditions as related

by al-Bukhàrì (d. 256/870) in his chapter on quranic exegesis (tafsìr).
These traditions deal with the interpretation of quranic verses about

the ˙ajj, i.e. the pilgrimage to Mecca.2 It will be demonstrated that

* This chapter examines—from a different angle and in greater detail—certain
˙adìths also discussed in my paper “The Exegetical Traditions of 'À"isha: Notes on
their Impact and Significance,” in: Journal of Qur"anic Studies, vi.1 (2004), 1–20.

1 A “Companion” (ßa˙àbì/ßa˙àbiyya) is any Muslim who saw the Prophet Mu˙ammad;
see Ía˙ì˙ al-Bukhàrì v, 1 (Bàb Fa∂à"il aß˙àb al-nabì ). A “Successor” (tàbi' ì/tàbi'iyya) is
any Muslim who met a Companion. 

2 Al-˙ajj is the fifth of the five “pillars” (arkàn) of Islam. It is also called the Great
Pilgrimage in contrast to the 'umra or Minor Pilgrimage. “Its annual observance has
had, and continues to have, a profound influence on the Muslim world. [. . .] For
the Muslim community itself this event is the occasion for a review of its extent
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these traditions attributed to women cannot be regarded as isolated;

they are part of al-Bukhàrì’s depiction of the ˙ajj as both an act of

worship and an exegetical topic that grants some women space to

exercise religious authority.

The first part of this study discusses al-Bukhàrì’s presentation of

these three ˙adìths as tafsìr and traces their impact on classical tafsìr
works. The second part assesses these accounts within al-Bukhàrì’s
larger depiction of the ˙ajj as a context that favoured the emergence

of some female experts on ritual.

1 The building of the Ka'ba (Q 2:127)

and its strength. [. . .] Moreover, in those times, when travelling was still difficult,
the pilgrimage helped to produce a mingling among the elite of the Muslim world:
scholars on the way to Mecca would stay temporarily at places in the way, form-
ing friendships with colleagues or themselves teaching in the local mosques;” see
art. “Óa¡¡,” in: EI 2 iii, 31 (B. Lewis; A.J. Wensinck; J. Jomier).

. . . 'Abdallàh ibn 'Umar narrated, from 'À"isha (may Almighty God
be pleased with her), wife of the Prophet (God bless him and grant
him peace), that the Messenger of God (God bless him and grant him
peace) said:

“Don’t you see that when your people rebuilt the Ka'ba, they did
not build it on Abraham’s foundations, but made it smaller?”
I [i.e. 'À"isha] asked: ‘Messenger of God, why don’t you rebuild it
on Abraham’s foundations?’
He answered: “If your people had not so recently left disbelief [I
would do so].”

'Abdallàh ibn 'Umar said: 'À"isha heard this from the Messenger of
God (God bless him and grant him peace). I do not think that the
Messenger of God would have avoided touching the two corners of
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the Ka'ba facing the hijr 3 except for the reason that it was not built
on Abraham’s foundations.4

This is the only ˙adìth cited by al-Bukhàrì in his chapter on tafsìr in

explanation of the verse, “And when Abraham and Ishmael were

raising the foundations of the House. . . .” (Q 2:127). While the ˙adìth
affirms that Abraham laid the foundations of the Ka'ba, it does not

directly interpret this verse.5 The reference to the recent acceptance

of Islam by the Meccans places this exchange between 'À"isha and

the Prophet during the last few years of his life, after the fall of

Mecca in 8/630.

The account presents 'À"isha in the essentially instrumental role

of a careful transmitter, questioning the teacher in order to under-

stand the meaning of the text,6 with her accuracy corroborated by

Ibn 'Umar. However, several other versions of this ˙adìth (appear-

ing in the chapter on the ˙ajj as an explanation of Q 2:125–128)

lack Ibn 'Umar’s comment, and one of these presents 'À"isha as an

“active interlocutor”7 initiating the discussion. One version indicates

that she related the account secretly to select Companions.8

Some of the variants of this ˙adìth have an egalitarian slant. In

one version, 'À"isha first asks the Prophet if the hijr is part of the

Ka'ba, and then why the entrance to the Ka'ba is located high off
the ground. To the second question he replies: “Your people did

this so that they could let in whomever they wished and prevent

[the entrance of ] whomever they wanted.” Then, he says that had

he not feared that they would reject any renovations, he would have

3 The hijr is the space enclosed by a low semi-circular wall on the Ka'ba’s north-
west side. Muslim tradition holds that Hagar and Ishmael are buried there. See
Stowasser, Women 48.

4 Al-Bukhàrì vi, 12–13 (K. al-Tafsìr); no. 4124 [Mawsù'at al-˙adìth]. In the inter-
est of clarity, I have often slightly adjusted the translation. 

5 Yasin Dutton notes that Màlik utilizes the quranic text in three main ways:
direct citation, direct reference to the Quran without actual citation, and implicit
reference. The latter category, which is the most common, includes issues dealt with
because they are discussed in the Quran; see Dutton, Origins 62. The distinction
between what is and is not an exegetical ˙adìth is thus not always clear.

6 Al-Bukhàrì i, 81 (K. al-'Ilm).
7 Leila Ahmed asserts that the Óadìth generally depict women as “active inter-

locutors in the domain of faith” rather than as “passive, docile followers;” see her
Islam 72.

8 This version begins: al-Aswad related: “Ibn al-Zubayr said to me, 'À"isha told
you many secrets. What did she tell you about the Ka'ba? . . .;” see al-Bukhàrì i, 95 (K. al-
'Ilm).
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included the area of the hijr within the Ka'ba, and lowered its

entrance to the ground.9

This text seems to depict the discussion as taking place by the

Ka'ba itself. Other versions mention a feature that would presum-

ably have made it even more accessible to those wishing to enter it:

the construction of two doors,10 in order to allow ingress through

one and exit through the other.11

The Quran states that God instructed Abraham to build the Ka'ba

(Q 2:125–127). It is central to the ˙ajj, and Muslims face the direc-

tion of the Ka'ba when performing daily prayers, in symbolic

affirmation of the oneness of God and the continuity of the mes-

sage of the Prophet Mu˙ammad with those of previous prophets 

(Q 2:142–150).

'À"isha’s ˙adìth could be read as threatening to this symbolic struc-

ture. Nonetheless, al-Nasà"ì also cites it.12 This indicates that al-

Bukhàrì was not alone in regarding it as an acceptable report.

Moreover, it appears in the Muwa††a' of Imàm Màlik (d. 179/795)13

primarily as an account of the construction of the Ka'ba rather than

(as one might expect given Ibn 'Umar’s comment) as a legal proof-

text.14

Al-Bukhàrì reports that this particular ˙adìth inspired 'Abdallàh
ibn al-Zubayr (d. 73/692) to rebuild the Ka'ba during his unsuc-

cessful uprising against the Umayyad dynasty, extending it to include

the hijr, and making an additional door.15 By doing so, he could

symbolically challenge the hierarchical values implicit in the monar-

chy the Umayyads had founded. This move was apparently very

controversial, both at the time of Ibn al-Zubayr and for those clas-

sical exegetes who refrain from mentioning 'À"isha’s ˙adìth. Instead,

9 Al-Bukhàrì ii, 382–383 (K. al-Óajj ).
10 Al-Bukhàrì ii, 383–384 (K. al-Óajj ).
11 Al-Bukhàrì i, 95 (K. al-'Ilm). The Quraysh claimed pre-eminence as “neigh-

bours of the House [of God],” i.e. the Ka'ba; see al-Suyù†ì, al-Durr al-manthùr i,
545. Entering the Ka'ba is not one of the rites of the ˙ajj, but the Prophet had
prayed inside it, and some Companions elected to do so as well; see al-Bukhàrì ii,
391–393 (K. al-Óajj ).

12 Tafsìr al-Nasà"ì i, 186. Al-Nasà"ì died in 303/915.
13 For the purposes of this article, I am assuming that the Muwa††a' is a sec-

ond/eighth century work. For a discussion of evidence for this, see Dutton, Origins
26–27.

14 Muwa††a' 341–342 (K. al-Óajj ). The Muwa††a' lacks a chapter specifically devoted
to exegesis. 

15 Al-Bukhàrì ii, 384 (K. al-Óajj ); i, 95 (K. al-'Ilm).
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they discuss sayings affirming the centrality of the Ka'ba in sacred

history and the cosmos.16

Those exegetes who do cite it relate that Ibn al-Zubayr’s reno-

vations aroused significant opposition. For example, the influential

Quran-interpreter and senior Companion Ibn 'Abbàs (d. 68/687)

voices his objections,17 and the people of Mecca leave the city for

three days, fearing divine retribution.18 After the Umayyad army puts

down the uprising, the general writes to the caliph 'Abd al-Malik

ibn Marwàn (d. 86/705), informing him about the renovations and

asking for instructions. The caliph directs that the Ka'ba be returned

to its previous form,19 and says that he does not believe that Ibn

al-Zubayr had in fact heard the report from 'À"isha. However, when

he is subsequently informed that the report is reliable, he says 

that had he known this, he would not have altered Ibn al-Zubayr’s

renovations.

About a century later, the 'Abbàsid caliph Hàrùn al-Rashìd
(r. 786–809 C.E.) tells Imàm Màlik that he wants to renovate the

Ka'ba as described in 'À"isha’s ˙adìth. However, Màlik dissuades him,

pointing out that if the Ka'ba is perceived as “a plaything for rulers”

people will no longer consider it sacred.20

Throughout these vicissitudes, the weight carried by 'À"isha’s rep-

utation as a reliable transmitter is noteworthy. Whether or not the

saying originally portrayed a direct comment on Q 2:127, it had an

impact on mediaeval tafsìr, despite its theologically and politically

problematic implications. Classical exegetes do not try to cast doubt

16 Issues discussed include the origins of the Ka'ba and the Black Stone, and
how many prophets were buried in Mecca. See al-ˇabarì, Jàmi' i, 546ff.; al-Alùsì,
Rù˙ al-ma'ànì i, 384; al-Suyù†ì, al-Durr al-manthùr i 308ff. Interestingly, al-ˇabarì
mentions 'À"isha’s ˙adìth in his history, when giving an account of Ibn al-Zubayr’s
rebuilding of the Ka'ba [The History of al- ǎbarì xx, 176].

17 Ibn Kathìr, Tafsìr i, 183.
18 Al-Qur†ubì, Tafsìr ii, 123. The issue seems to be the symbolic content of the

renovations rather than opposition to any change per se. The Rightly-Guided caliphs
'Umar (d. 24/644) and 'Uthmàn (d. 36/656) enlarged the prayer area, and 'Umar
also had a wall with several gates built around the perimeter; see Mühlböck, Précis
60–61. 

19 'Abd al-Malik ibn Marwàn had the Ka'ba rebuilt, raised the mosque’s perime-
ter wall and installed marble pillars from Egypt and Syria (see Mühlböck, Précis
61), continuing the trend away from small-scale simplicity. 

20 Al-Qur†ubì, Tafsìr ii, 123–127; Ibn Kathìr, Tafsìr i, 182–184. Such a stance
accords with other reports that Màlik considered it wrong to act upon a ˙adìth that
was contrary to or unsupported by the practice of the people of Medina; see Dutton,
Origins 43ff.
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on it by suggesting that 'À"isha had misunderstood the Prophet; they

either avoid mentioning it, or admit its authenticity.21 For them,

'À"isha is a reliable source of Óadìth suitable for their exegetical

purposes.

2 Sa'y: The pilgrim’s running between al-Íafà and al-Marwa (Q 2:158)

21 Ibn 'Umar’s comment at the end of the ˙adìth shows that the question of
whether 'À"isha had heard it from the Prophet was raised in the early period.
However, it is noteworthy that medieval exegetes do not refer to Ibn 'Umar’s words
at all when discussing the authenticity of the ˙adìth; see Ibn Kathìr, Tafsìr i, 183.
Medieval Sunni authors rarely cast doubt on the veracity of Companions; see
Juynboll, Muslim Traditions 192.

22 Al-Bukhàrì vi, 19–21 (K. al-Tafsìr); no. 4135 [Mawsù'at al-˙adìth].

. . . ['Urwa] said: “When I was young, I once said to 'À"isha, wife of
the Prophet (peace and blessings be upon him): ‘How do you inter-
pret the statement of God (blessed and exalted is He) al-Íafà and al-
Marwa are among the signs of God. It is therefore no sin for him who is on
pilgrimage to the House [of God] or visiting it, to go between them. . . . I don’t
see any harm in not going between them.’

'À"isha said: ‘On the contrary! If it is as you say, [the verse] would
be . . . it is therefore no sin for him if he does not go between them. . . . This
verse was revealed about the Anßàr. They used to visit [the image of ]
Manàt, which was near Qudayd, and they considered it forbidden to
go between al-Íafà and al-Marwa. After they had become Muslims,
they asked the Messenger of God (peace and blessings be upon him)
about this [custom] and God revealed: al-Íafà and al-Marwa are among
the signs of God . . . [Q 2:158].’”22

.
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This complex account depicts 'À"isha interpreting this verse based

on her linguistic understanding of it, as well as her knowledge of

the circumstances under which it was revealed. The youthful 'Urwa23

confidently—over-confidently, as it turns out—expresses his under-

standing of the verse, building his interpretation on its most obvi-

ous meaning. Tension builds as the audience wonders how 'À"isha

will respond, and dissipates as 'Urwa is put in his place by his more

knowledgeable aunt. Óadìths containing a conflict-arbitration motif

in which 'À"isha and another prominent early Muslim disagree on

an issue are sufficiently numerous that a few classical treatises on

them exist.24

Al-Bukhàrì relates statements ascribed to various Companions about

the origins and status of sa'y, or ritual of running seven times between

the mountains of al-Íafà and al-Marwa. However, Anas relates that

the people of Medina regarded it as a pre-Islamic rite and therefore

ceased to perform it when they became Muslims. However, Q 2:158

was revealed, indicating that it was permissible to do sa'y.25 In one

text, Ibn 'Abbàs states that sa'y was not a practice of the Prophet

(sunna), but in another he relates that it is performed in memory of

Hagar’s running between al-Íafà and al-Marwa in search of water.26

Al-Tirmidhì (d. 279/892) cites versions of the statements of 'À"isha

and Anas, and his version of the latter’s states that sa'y is optional.27

It is evident that the origin of sa'y and its place in the ˙ajj were dis-

puted in the early Islamic period. The presence of this explanation

of 'À"isha’s in the Muwa††a' indicates that it was part of the legal

23 The Successor 'Urwa is well known as one “who rarely went beyond ['À"isha’s]
teaching, and judged according to it;” see al-Óanbalì, Shadharàt al-dhahab i, 62.
However, G. Schoeler expresses doubts about whether she actually was his origi-
nal informant for the account of the Prophet’s first revelatory experience; see his
Charakter 87–89. This account is cited in al-Bukhàrì’s exegetical chapter; see al-
Bukhàrì vi, 450ff. (K. al- ǎfsìr).

24 Such treatises were written by al-Zarkashì (d. 795/1392) and al-Suyù†ì (d. 911/
1505); see Spellberg, Politics 56. This ˙adìth is cited and commented on in al-Zarkashì,
al-Ijàba 143–144.

25 Al-Bukhàrì vi, 21 (K. al-Tafsìr).
26 Al-Bukhàrì v, 118 (K. Manàqib al-anßàr); iv, 374 (K. A˙àdìth al-anbiyà"). Al-Bukhàrì

relates that Abraham is commanded by God to leave Hagar and Ishmael in the
desert valley that would later become the site of Mecca. When they run out of
water, Hagar runs between the mountains of al-Íafà and al-Marwa seven times,
hoping to see someone from the heights, and the spring of Zamzam miraculously
appears. See ibid., 373–375.

27 Al-Tirmidhì, al-Sunan i, 208.
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discourse on the ˙ajj from a fairly early date. Al-Bukhàrì himself evi-

dently agreed with the view credited to 'À"isha.28

The disagreement apparently stems from differing interpretations

of the phrase, “. . . it is therefore no sin for him . . .” (Q 2:158).

However, the requirement that all pilgrims perform sa'y asserts their

equality as worshippers of God, while de-emphasizing tribal affiliations

and traditions. This clearly has socio-political implications.29

Classical exegetes focus on the legal implications of the verse. It

was apparently agreed that the Prophet had performed sa'y, but there

was disagreement on the question of whether or not it was obliga-

tory. Anas, Ibn 'Abbàs and his students Mujàhid and 'A†à" argued

that it was optional,30 and Ibn Mas'ùd and Ibn 'Abbàs recited the

verse as: “. . . it is therefore no sin for him if he does not go between

them. . . .”31 However, Ibn 'Abbàs is also reported to have consid-

ered sa'y as obligatory.32 His position as a major exegetical author-

ity for later generations meant that proponents of differing viewpoints

tried to trace their ideas back to him.

An emphatic statement credited to 'À"isha is also cited in most

discussions of the issue: “The Prophet established going between [al-

Íafà and al-Marwa] and it is not for anyone to abandon [the prac-

tice of ] going between them!”33 Sayings credited to Óabìba bint Abì
Tajràh and “a woman” that they had seen the Prophet performing

sa'y and heard him say that God commanded that it be done are

also sometimes adduced as proof. Interestingly, the sub-narrator of

these is Íafiyya bint Shayba,34 who is credited elsewhere with trans-

mitting a number of ˙adìths on various topics from 'À"isha.35 The

increasing citation of such sayings seems to reflect the tension between

28 Al-Bukhàrì ii, 412 (K. al-Óajj ).
29 It is also possible that it had implications for gender relations, as sa'y involves

both male and female pilgrims symbolically following the lead of a woman. Barbara
Stowasser points out that Hagar is “a most powerful figure” in Islamic tradition,
in part because in the sa'y pilgrims retrace her footsteps; see her Women 44, 49. 

30 Al-ˇabarì, Jàmi' ii, 49–50; al-Alùsì, Ru˙ al-ma'ànì ii, 25.
31 Al-ˇabarì, Jàmi' ii, 49; al-Suyù†ì, al-Durr al-manthùr i, 387. The Companion

Ibn Mas'ùd is a well-known exegete. 
32 Al-Alùsì, Rù˙ al-ma'ànì ii, 25; al-Suyù†ì, al-Durr al-manthùr i, 387.
33 Al-ˇabarì, Jàmi' ii, 49–50; al-Qur†ubì, Tafsìr ii, 178; Ibn Kathìr, Tafsìr i, 199;

al-Suyù†ì, al-Durr al-manthùr i, 384.
34 Ibn Kathìr, Tafsìr i, 199.
35 Óabìba was a Qurayshi woman who related ˙adìth from the Prophet Mu˙ammad.

Íafiyya related from her, and from the wives of the Prophet and others, and in
turn “many people related from her;” see Ibn Sa'd, The Women 174, 303. 
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those scholars who used arguments based on ra"y (i.e. disciplined rea-

soning) in legal disputes, and those for whom a viewpoint could not

be considered authentic unless it could be reliably traced back to

the words or deeds of the Prophet.36

Jurists came to various conclusions about the legal status of sa'y.
Màlik and al-Shàfi'ì (d. 204/820) taught that anyone who had omit-

ted to perform sa'y had to go back and do it. However, Abù Óanìfa
(d. 150/767) and some other jurists opined that while returning to

perform it is preferable, it is also possible to compensate for having

omitted it by sacrificing an animal. Al-ˇabarì (d. 310/922) concludes

that sa'y is obligatory and that any pilgrim who has failed to per-

form it must go back and do so, because the ˙adìths make it clear

that this rite was the practice of the Prophet. He also rejects the

variant readings traced back to Ibn 'Abbàs and Ibn Mas'ùd on the

basis of the explanation credited to 'À"isha.37

The text presents 'À"isha as an exegete. She interprets the verse

using her proficiency in the Arabic language and her knowledge of

the historical context of its revelation. Classical commentators also

tend to treat the text as an interpretation in its own right, rather

than merely as raw material useful for their own exegeses. 38

3 Wuqùf: Staying at 'Arafa 39 (Q 2:199)

36 Spellberg notes that al-Shàfi'ì, an influential proponent of the idea that proof-
texts should be traced back to the Prophet himself and not merely to a Companion,
regarded 'À"isha as a very reliable transmitter; see Spellberg, Politics 53–54.

37 Al-ˇabarì, Jàmi' ii, 49–51.
38 As he begins his grammatical analysis of Q 2:158, al-Qur†ubì (d. 671/1272)

reminds the reader that he has already mentioned “'À"isha’s ta'wìl;” see his Tafsìr
ii, 182. “Ta'wìl, verbal noun of . . . awwala (derived either from awl “return” or from
iyàla “putting into right condition, managing properly”), signifies explanation, expo-
sition, or interpretation as it is literally related to the notion of “returning to its
origin or source;” see art. “Ta"wìl,” in: EI 2 x, 390 (I. Poonawala). 

39 “'Arafa, or 'Arafàt, [a] plain about 21 km (13 miles) east of Mecca, on the
road to ˇà'if, bounded on the north by a mountain-ridge of the same name. The

.
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. . . Hishàm narrated from his father ['Urwa] that 'À"isha (may God
be pleased with her) said:

The Quraysh, and those who shared their religion, used to stay at
al-Muzdalifa.40 They were called al-Óums.41 The rest of the Arabs
used to stay at 'Arafa. When Islam came, God instructed His Prophet
(peace and blessings be upon him) to go to 'Arafa, stay there, and
then depart from there, as in the statement of the Most High: Then
hasten onward from the place where all the people hasten onward [Q 2:199].42

Màlik does not mention this ˙adìth, although he does cite a report

that mentions 'À"isha staying at 'Arafa.43 This ˙adìth in al-Bukhàrì’s
Ía˙ì˙ relates to the transformation of the ˙ajj from a rite performed

differently by various tribes to one that de-emphasises the social sta-

tus of the participants. Here, 'À"isha speaks authoritatively on the

circumstances of the verse’s revelation and its ritual implications, and

the view she expresses is in agreement with the opinions of other

Companions and their students.44

Al-ˇabarì cites sayings of 'À"isha, 'Urwa, Ibn 'Abbàs and others

indicating that the Quraysh believed that as they lived in Mecca,

they were entitled to remain within the city limits during the ˙ajj.
Therefore, they performed the rite of wuqùf (“staying”) at Muzdalifa,

while other Arabs did this at 'Arafa. This verse instructs the Quraysh

to follow the practice of other tribes and stay at 'Arafa.45

Al-Suyù†ì (d. 911/1505) relates that the Arabs, except for the

Quraysh and their descendants, used to circumambulate the Ka'ba

naked. As they did this, men and women from the Quraysh tribe

plain is the site of the central ceremonies of the annual Pilgrimage to Mecca; . . . [it]
lies outside the ˙aram or sacred territory of Mecca . . .;” see art. “'Arafa,” in: EI 2

i, 604 (A.J. Wensinck [H.A.R. Gibb*]).
40 “Al-Muzdalifa, a place roughly halfway between Minà and 'Arafat [sic.] where

the pilgrims returning from 'Arafat spend the night between 9 and 10 ‹u ’l-Ói¡¡a,
after performing the two evening ßalàts. On the next morning they set off before
sunrise and climb up through the valley of Mu˙assir to Minà;” see art. “al-Muzdalifa”
in: EI 2 vii, 825 (F. Buhl).

41 For various dimensions inherent in this important term, see Ugo Fabietti, The
Role Played by the Organization of the “Óums” in the Evolution of Political Ideas
in Pre-Islamic Mecca, in: F.E. Peters (ed.): The Arabs and Arabia on the Eve of Islam,
Aldershot: Ashgate, Variorum, 1999, 348–356, (= The Formation of the Classical Islamic
World iii); and S. Günther’s review of this book, in: Jerusalem Studies in Arabic and
Islam 27 (2002), 575–582, esp. 580–582.

42 Al-Bukhàrì vi, 35 (K. al-Tafsìr); no. 4158 [Mawsù'at al-˙adìth].
43 Màlik, Muwa††a' 318 (K. al-Óajj ).
44 Ibn Kathìr, Tafsìr i, 243; al-Suyù†ì, al-Durr al-manthùr i, 545.
45 Al-ˇabarì, Jàmi' ii, 291–293.
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would present them with clothing, and they would put it on. Also,

the Quraysh would stay at Muzdalifa, while other Arabs stayed at

'Arafa. He relates several versions of 'À"isha’s explanation, includ-

ing one that makes the issues of social status underlying the ques-

tion clear; the Quraysh apparently justified their staying at Muzdalifa

by claiming that they were “neighbours of the House [of God].”

Accounts from a number of Companions, including 'À"isha’s sister

Asmà" bint Abì Bakr are quoted, all of which agree with the inter-

pretation credited to 'À"isha.46

These three accounts clearly differ in their presentation of 'À"isha,

and this in part reflects the amount of controversy surrounding the

issues they address. When 'À"isha discusses the most vigorously con-

tested of the three issues, the status of the sa'y, she bases her view

on linguistic and historical considerations, and expresses her position

with eloquence and passion. However, when explaining the mini-

mally controversial question of standing at 'Arafa, her explanation

is brief and restrained.

It is noteworthy that 'À"isha does not trace her interpretation back

to the Prophet in either of these accounts, and that even in the first

˙adìth, where she is presented as a transmitter of the Prophet’s words,

different versions imply varying degrees of subjectivity on her part.

Even there, 'À"isha is not presented as one who merely retains knowl-

edge and transmits it to others. However, classical exegetes tend to

focus on her transmission rather than on her opinions, as is partic-

ularly evident in the discourse on the sa'y. This seems to indicate

that the common representation of 'À"isha’s role in tafsìr as chiefly

instrumental47 developed over time.

All three accounts deal with historical questions, and convey infor-

mation about pre- as well as early Islamic practices. They depict

'À"isha as both preserving and giving voice to the collective mem-

ory of the Muslim community. It is known that pre-Islamic Arabia

had some roles open at times to women that are in some ways anal-

ogous: those of poets and transmitters of a deceased poet’s work,48

46 Al-Suyù†ì, al-Durr al-manthùr i, 545. 
47 Spellberg, Politics 3. Mainstream Sunni accounts differentiate between those

Companions who were experts in tafsìr and those who “related traditions relevant
to questions of tafsìr,” and place 'À"isha in the latter category; see al-Íawwàf, Early
Tafsìr 140; al Fàrùqì, Cultural Atlas 244.

48 Schoeler, Writing and Publishing 426–429. His findings are applicable here,
although he does not apply them specifically to women.
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and 'À"isha’s knowledge of poetry is presented as evidence of her

guardianship of the communal memory. As 'Urwa narrates, “. . . I

never saw anyone more knowledgeable [than 'À"isha] about the [cir-

cumstances of ] the revelation of [quranic] verses . . . or poetry . . . or

events in the epic history of the Arabs. . . .”49 To some extent, these

ancient Arabian roles seem to be reflected in the portrayals of 'À"isha

in the texts discussed above.

4 Women as ritual experts

The portrayal of 'À"isha interpreting quranic verses that discuss the

˙ajj rituals is part of a broader depiction of some women as author-

ities on aspects of the ˙ajj and the 'umra 50 found in several early

mediaeval Muslim sources. Al-Bukhàrì portrays a context that could

reasonably be expected to foster the emergence of some women as

ritual experts.

The city of Mecca is a sanctuary, where bloodshed, cutting down

trees and disturbing game are not permitted.51 Persons in i˙ràm (i.e

the pilgrim state of ritual consecration) are forbidden to hunt, fight,

verbally abuse anyone, engage in sex, or wear face-coverings.52 These

restrictions fall most heavily on free males, whose social positions in

relation to slaves and women depend in part on the fact that it is

usually they who go to war. The ban on face-coverings, which are

associated with rank, applies to both sexes.53 During the ˙ajj, rela-
tions between free persons and slaves, and men and women are tem-

porarily placed on a different footing. The restrictions of i˙ràm affirm

women’s identities as believers and, by forbidding conjugal relations,

de-emphasize their roles as wives.54 Traveling for pilgrimage provides

women with a temporary break from many of their usual responsi-

49 Al-Dhahabì, Siyar ii, 183.
50 'Umra, the “lesser” or “minor pilgrimage” or al-Óajj al-ßaghìr, is “one of the

acts of devotion ('ibàda) forming part of the Muslim ritual;” see art. “'Umra,” in
EI 2 x, 864 (R. Paret-[E. Chaumont]). It is performed by pilgrims prior to or fol-
lowing their ˙ajj, and also at any other time of the year. 

51 Al-Bukhàrì iii, 37 (Abwàb al-Mu˙ßar).
52 Al-Bukhàrì ii, 358–59 (K. al-Óajj ); iii, 28ff. (Abwàb al-Mu˙ßar); see also Q 2:197. 
53 One explanation for men’s veiling is that it prevented a warrior’s enemies from

recognizing him; see El-Guindi, Veil 119–121. A man’s face-cover, then, would indi-
cate his free status and prowess on the battle-field.

54 This ban also temporarily shifted the balance of power between free men and
their slave women.
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bilities, an experience of community, the opportunity to gain or

impart valued knowledge, and sometimes a measure of autonomy.

The ˙ajj is obligatory for women as well as men who have the

means to perform it. Al-Bukhàrì depicts early Muslim women as full-

fledged participants, learning and performing the rituals themselves.

They perform the ˙ajj alongside the Prophet, and are therefore able

to attest to the details of his practice. Muslims often approach the

Prophet with questions while making the ˙ajj, in order to ensure that

they are performing it correctly. After his death, people direct their

questions to knowledgeable male and female Companions, both dur-

ing the ˙ajj and after returning home.55 As women perform the ˙ajj
on behalf of their infirm or deceased parents, fathers as well as moth-

ers,56 it is evident that a woman’s pilgrimage is accorded the same

ritual value as a man’s. Accordingly, it might be expected that women

would be able to speak authoritatively on all aspects of the ˙ajj, and

their practice could be evidence of correct procedure for both sexes.

Al-Bukhàrì, along with Màlik and Ibn Sa'd (d. 230/845), cites a

number of ˙adìths pertaining to the ˙ajj that are traced back to var-

ious women. Most of these relate to four main subjects: performance

of the ˙ajj rites, the rules governing i˙ràm, sacrificial animals, and

allowable modifications of rituals. A few of these accounts obviously

relate directly to exegetical matters.

When 'Urwa argues that the first obligation of any pilgrim upon

entering Mecca should be to perform †awàf (i.e. circumambulation

of the Ka'ba), he cites (via 'À"isha) as evidence the practice of the

Prophet, as well as the practices of Abù Bakr, 'Umar, his father al-

Zubayr, his mother Asmà" bint Abì Bakr, and 'À"isha.57 'À"isha

describes how the Prophet chanted the talbiya invocation,58 and

expresses her disapproval of pilgrims who wait until sunrise to per-

form the prayer following †awàf.59 Umm Salama reports about per-

forming this prayer outside the mosque.60 Umm al-Fa∂l61 relates that

55 Al-Bukhàrì i, 93–94 (K. al-'Ilm); ii, 470 (K. al-Óajj ); iii, 2–3 (Abwàb al-'Umra).
56 Al-Bukhàrì ii, 344–345 (K. al-Óajj ); iii, 46–47 (Abwàb al-Mu˙ßar).
57 Al-Bukhàrì ii, 411–412 (K. al-Óajj ).
58 Al-Bukhàrì ii, 361 (K. al-Óajj ). The talbiya is “the invocation made in a loud

voice and repeatedly by the pilgrim when he enters the state of ritual taboo (i˙ràm)
for the Pilgrimage at Mecca;” see art. “Talbiya,” in: EI 2 x, 160 (T. Fahd).

59 Al-Bukhàrì ii, 405 (K. al-Óajj ).
60 Al-Bukhàrì ii, 404 (K. al-Óajj ). Umm Salama is a wife of the Prophet. 
61 Umm al-Fa∂l, the mother of Ibn 'Abbàs, was a very early convert to Islam;

see Ibn Sa'd, The Women 193–194.
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when pilgrims differed at 'Arafa about whether or not the Prophet

was fasting, she sent him a bowl of milk in order to find out.62

Al-Bukhàrì relates from Óafßa, 'À"isha and another unnamed wife

of the Prophet that the Prophet had permitted pilgrims to kill dan-

gerous creatures such as scorpions and rabid dogs.63 These state-

ments may allude to tension between the quranic directive that

pilgrims abstain from all aggressive deeds (Q 2:196–197) and Mecca’s

status as a place of safety (Q 3:97).

While pre-Islamic attire at the ˙ajj draws attention to tribal sta-

tus,64 rules governing the dress and personal hygiene of persons in

i˙ràm underline the unimportance of social rank in the sight of God

and the distinctive sanctity of the pilgrim state. As the Quran pro-

vides little detail about these aside from alluding to a ban on shav-

ing the head (Q 2:196), their detailed articulation is based on the

reported practice of the Prophet Mu˙ammad and views of various

Companions.

Óafßa relates that the Prophet would only shave his head after he

had completed his animal sacrifice,65 and 'À"isha’s opinion that a

pilgrim can scratch is cited.66 Al-Bukhàrì cites views credited to 'À"isha

on the proper garb for both male and female pilgrims, as well her

reported attire when on pilgrimage.67 Interestingly, Màlik cites the

reported practice of Asmà" bint Abì Bakr rather than that of 'À"isha,

while Ibn Sa'd (d. 230/845) relates views traced back to Asmà", “the

wives of the Prophet,” and 'À"isha.68 Al-Bukhàrì also relates that

while the Companion Ibn 'Umar held that a pilgrim’s body and

clothes should be entirely free of any trace of perfume, 'À"isha’s

response to this view was to state that she would perfume the Prophet

the night before he entered i˙ràm and it would still be discernible

62 Al-Bukhàrì ii, 421–422 (K. al-Óajj ); Ibn Sa'd, The Women 145. Màlik also relates
this, plus a report that 'À"isha used to fast at 'Arafa; see Màlik, Muwa††a' 353
(K. al-Óajj ).

63 Al-Bukhàrì iii, 34–35 (Abwàb al-Mu˙ßar). 'À"isha forbade pilgrims to eat game;
see Màlik, Muwa††a' 334 (K. al-Óajj ). Óafßa was a wife of the Prophet and the daugh-
ter of 'Umar ibn al-Kha††àb.

64 Al-Bukhàrì ii, 425–426 (K. al-Óajj ).
65 Al-Bukhàrì ii, 455 (K. al-Óajj ).
66 Al-Bukhàrì iii, 40 (Abwàb al-Mu˙ßar). Both accounts also appear in the Màlik,

Muwa††a' 336, 371 (K. al-Óajj ). Scratching the head could cause hair to break off,
so the question of its permissibility is raised. 

67 Al-Bukhàrì ii, 355, 358 (K. al-Óajj ).
68 Màlik, Muwa††a' 306–307 (K. al-Óajj ); Ibn Sa'd, The Women 49, 51, 179, 318.

However, these pertain to female dress only.
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the next day.69 Màlik portrays 'À"isha and another wife of the Prophet,

Umm Óabìba, holding the view that perfume is permitted for pil-

grims, while two female Successors advocate this view in Ibn Sa'd,

one referring to the practice of the wives of the Prophet, and the

other to 'À"isha’s practice.70

A related issue that generates discussion is Ibn 'Abbàs’ ruling that

persons who send sacrificial animals to Mecca but choose not to go

on pilgrimage themselves need to observe the restrictions of i˙ràm
until the sacrifices are performed.71 This question seems to have

arisen due to a literal reading of a quranic verse that discusses what

a pilgrim who is prevented from reaching Mecca should do: “Perform

the ˙ajj and the 'umra for God, and if you are prevented [from doing

so], then send such sacrificial animals as is easy [for you], and do

not shave your heads until the sacrificial animals reach their desti-

nation . . .” (Q 2:196).

'Amra bint 'Abd al-Ra˙màn, a student of 'À"isha’s,72 reports that

Ziyàd ibn Abì Sufyàn, governor of the Iraqi cities of Basra and Kufa

during the reign of Mu'àwiya (d. 61/680), wrote to 'À"isha for her

view on this issue. 'À"isha’s response is that when the Prophet sent

sacrificial animals to Mecca he did not observe the restrictions of

i˙ràm.73 Masrùq, a Successor, reportedly visited 'À"isha in Medina

and asked her about the matter.74 Her view, which Bukhàrì favours

over that of Ibn 'Abbàs, is that the status of the pilgrim is to be

reserved for those going on the ˙ajj or the 'umra.

Although al-Bukhàrì portrays 'Amra as a transmitter of only two

out of six accounts traced back to 'À"isha on this question,75 both

69 Al-Bukhàrì i, 165–166 (K. al-Ghusl ); see also al-Bukhàrì ii, 355–356 (K. al-Óajj ).
70 Màlik, Muwa††a 308–309 (K. al-Óajj ); Ibn Sa'd, The Women 311, 313.
71 'À"isha also reports about garlanding sacrificial animals and preserving their

meat. Ibn 'Umar and 'Alì oppose the latter, saying that the Prophet forbade pil-
grims to eat sacrificial meat for more than three days; 'À"isha holds that this was
only a temporary ruling meant to encourage the feeding of the poor of the district;
see al-Bukhàrì ii, 442–444 (K. al-Óajj ); and id., vii, 336–337 (K. al-A∂à˙ì ).

72 'Amra is an important source for Ibn Shihàb al-Zuhrì (d. 124/742), an expert
of Óadìth and a historian who played a leading role in the development of Óadìth
(awwal man asnada l-˙adìth and awwal man dawwana l-˙adìth; see GAS i, 280); and for
Màlik; see al-Dhahabì, Siyar iv, 508. 

73 Al-Bukhàrì ii, 442 (K. al-Óajj ). This text, also via 'Amra, appears in the Muwa††a'
320 (K. al-Óajj ).

74 Al-Bukhàrì vii, 334 (K. al-A∂à˙ì ). Masrùq, a well-known Kùfan student of Ibn
Mas'ùd, also related a fair number of ˙adìth from 'À"isha; see al-Dhahabì, Siyar
iv, 64. 

75 Al-Bukhàrì ii, 440–443 (K. al-Óajj ).
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of Màlik’s accounts are traced back through 'Amra. One depicts a

male Successor asking 'Amra about the issue,76 providing a glimpse

of the active involvement of a female Successor in an exegetical issue

related to the ˙ajj.
Unlike most accounts discussed thus far, those pertaining to the

question of whether a person sending sacrificial animals should assume

i˙ràm give some indication of the setting within which the discussion

takes place. While some other texts depict discussions of various issues

taking place during the ˙ajj,77 and al-Bukhàrì and Ibn Sa'd portray

pilgrims of both sexes approaching 'À"isha while on the ˙ajj with

questions on various legal and political topics,78 the relatively egali-

tarian ethos of the pilgrimage might be expected to permit such

interaction. However, rather surprisingly, these accounts are set in

Medina, where 'À"isha and the other wives of the Prophet are reported

to have lived in seclusion.79 Al-Bukhàrì depicts an approach to seclu-

sion that does not prevent or discourage male Companions and

Successors from asking her opinions, nor 'À"isha from making her

views known.80

Significantly, her ruling on the question is sought not only by

Ziyàd ibn Abì Sufyàn, raised in a culture that permitted some women

to act as guardians of the communal memory, but also the Iraqi

Masrùq. While it is likely that some non-Arab converts brought neg-

ative attitudes toward women teaching or exercising authority81 with

them into Islam, others probably came from communities that at

least preserved the memory of some women playing such roles.82 It

76 Màlik, Muwa††a' 321 (K. al-Óajj ).
77 Al-Bukhàrì ii, 421–22, 432 (K. al-Óajj ); Màlik, Muwa††a' 309 (K. al-Óajj ).
78 Al-Bukhàrì iv, 200 (K. al-Jihàd ); Ibn Sa'd, The Women 48, 314, 315.
79 Their lifestyle tends to be portrayed as domestically focused and separate from

the realm of community affairs; see Stowasser, Women 118; Ahmed, Women 53.
80 The mosque was a “hive of activity,” and 'À"isha’s room adjoined it; see

Ahmed, Women 55. Al-Bukhàrì does not portray her living in isolation: Two Successors
approach Ibn 'Umar, who is sitting in the mosque by her room, and ask him how
many 'umras the Prophet performed. They can hear her brushing her teeth. One
then addresses the question to 'À"isha, and they listen to her answer; see al-Bukhàrì
iii, 2–3 (Abwàb al-'Umra).

81 Ahmed, Women 67–68; Jensen, God’s Self-Confident Daughters 53–55; Archer, The
Role of Jewish Women 280–281. 

82 Doumato, Hearing Other Voices 187; Brooten, Women Leaders 1. Some say-
ings credited to female ascetics living in the desert in Egypt and Palestine in the
third and fourth centuries C.E. appear in the Apophthegmata, a collection of ascetics’
sayings from late antiquity; see Jensen, God’s Self-Confident Daughters 26.
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is evident that al-Bukhàrì depicts non-Arabs as well as Arabs eagerly

seeking knowledge from female Companions.83

Al-Bukhàrì relates a number of accounts credited to women regard-

ing modifications of rituals for pilgrims in need of such accommo-

dations. The Quran states that the ˙ajj is a duty for everyone able

to travel to Mecca (Q 3:97), and that all believers have the same

right to worship there (Q 22:25). In practice, completing a succes-

sion of active rituals within a specified time period along with crowds

of other pilgrims in the searing heat is not equally possible for all.

Accordingly, Umm Salama relates that the Prophet permitted her

to circumambulate the Ka'ba (†awàf ) while riding her camel when

she was sick,84 and 'À"isha and Asmà" bint Abì Bakr relate that the

Prophet allowed women85 to leave Muzdalifa early ahead of the

crowds.86 Màlik also cites the accounts of Umm Salama and Asmà",
and one about a stout woman, Sawda bint 'Abdallàh, who took all

night to perform sa'y.87

Some modifications of ritual pertain specifically to menstruating

women, or those who have newly given birth. In the Muwa††a', a

˙adìth from Asmà" bint 'Umays indicates that such women can put

on i˙ràm and enter Mecca,88 but ˙adìths from 'À"isha claim that 

they should also delay performing both sa'y and †awàf until bleeding

stops. However, al-Bukhàrì cites reports from 'À"isha and Umm

'A†iyya to show that such women only need to delay †awàf.89 Both

Màlik and al-Bukhàrì relate reports from Umm Sulaym bint Mil˙àn

83 As Leila Ahmed points out, “[t]o accept women’s testimony on the words and
deeds of the Prophet was to accept their authority on matters intended to have a
prescriptive, regulatory relation to mores and laws;” see her Women 72.

84 Al-Bukhàrì ii, 404 (K. al-Óajj ). Al-Bukhàrì also cites it in his chapter on tafsìr
because it mentions the Prophet reciting Surat al- ù̌r as he prayed by the Ka'ba;
see vi, 357 (K. al-Tafsìr).

85 Ibn 'Umar and Ibn 'Abbàs extend this to children and other “weak” pilgrims;
see al-Bukhàrì ii, 431 (K. al-Óajj ).

86 Al-Bukhàrì ii, 432–433 (K. al-Óajj ).
87 Màlik, Muwa††a' 349, 352, 369 (K. al-Óajj ). Sawda was the daughter of 'Abdallàh

ibn 'Umar. While Màlik’s jurisprudence is based to a large extent on the reported
judgments of 'Umar (cf. Dutton, Origins 32); he provides relatively few glimpses of
female relatives of 'Umar relating ˙adìth or exemplifying the sunna. Ibn Sa'd has
a few reports about Íafiyya bint 'Ubayd, wife of 'Abdallàh ibn 'Umar on the ˙ajj;
see Ibn Sa'd, The Women 305.

88 Màlik, Muwa††a' 301 (K. al-Óajj ). Ibn Sa'd also reports this, see Ibn Sa'd, The
Women 197. Asmà" bint 'Umays was an early Meccan convert to Islam; see Ibn
Sa'd, The Women 196–199.

89 Al-Bukhàrì ii, 416–419 (K. al-Óajj ); Màlik, Muwa††a' 386–388 (K. al-Óajj ).
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and 'À"isha indicating that a woman who has performed †awàf on

the day of sacrifice and then menstruates does not need to wait until

she can perform the farewell circumambulation of the Ka'ba before

going home.90 Al-Bukhàrì relates that Muslims from Medina did not

accept Ibn 'Abbàs’ verdict on this because it differed from that of

another senior Companion. Therefore, they consulted several Medinan

Companions about it, including Umm Sulaym.91

It is interesting to note that while Màlik’s version of the narra-

tion of Asmà" bint Abì Bakr about leaving Muzdalifa early is related

by her freedwoman about a pilgrimage she had undertaken in her

company, in al-Bukhàrì’s version the narrator is a male slave who

had accompanied Asmà". Màlik’s chapter on the ˙ajj contains an

account of a pilgrimage undertaken by 'Amra, narrated by the freed-

woman who had accompanied her,92 and several accounts that depict

Asmà" and 'À"isha leading groups going on pilgrimage, making deci-

sions about when, where and how to carry out its various ritual

components. Some such groups seem to have been composed of

women only.93 Significantly, this picture is more liberal than Màlik’s
legal view.94 In such texts, 'À"isha, Asmà" bint Abì Bakr and 'Amra

embody correct practice, which is sometimes but not always referred

back to the Prophetic practice.

5 Women’s autonomy and authority

Paradoxically, this active and autonomous quality of their authority

is muted in al-Bukhàrì, despite his promotion of 'À"isha as the pre-

eminent female authority on pilgrimage. While he provides occa-

sional glimpses of her practice, and (more rarely), that of her sister

Asmà", the focus is on accounts about what the Prophet said, did

or allowed. Most such accounts credited to women are traced back

90 Màlik, Muwa††a' 388–390 (K. al-Óajj ); al-Bukhàrì ii, 470–472 (K. al-Óajj ). Umm
Sulaym was one of the earliest persons in Medina to accept Islam; see Ibn Sa'd,
The Women 277–283.

91 Al-Bukhàrì ii, 470 (K. al-Óajj ).
92 Màlik, Muwa††a' 364–365 (K. al-Óajj ).
93 Màlik, Muwa††a' 307, 318, 370, 389 (K. al-Óajj ). Ibn Sa'd also depicts groups

of women going on the ˙ajj, see Ibn Sa'd, The Women 303, 315, 318.
94 According to Màlik, a woman can go on the ˙ajj with a group of women if

she had not made the ˙ajj previously, and no close male relative is able to accom-
pany her; see Muwa††a' 399 (K. al-Óajj ).
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to 'À"isha, usually via male Successors. To some extent, such differences

are traceable to their methodological approaches. The Muwa††a' is

intended to record the sunna of the Prophet as exemplified by the

behaviour of first few generations of Medinan Muslims; therefore, it

includes a number of select portrayals of the actions of female Com-

panions and Successors on pilgrimage.95 But al-Bukhàrì is mainly

concerned with depicting the sunna through ˙adìth recounting the

Prophet’s own words and deeds.

However, such differences also seem to both reflect and support

increasingly negative attitudes to women’s autonomy or authority.

While al-Bukhàrì reports elsewhere that it came to pass that female

pilgrims would travel alone and unmolested from Iraq to Mecca, as

the Prophet had predicted,96 he does not depict women going on

pilgrimage unaccompanied by a male. However, his portrayal of the

wives of the Prophet performing the ˙ajj escorted by the prominent

Companions 'Uthmàn ibn 'Affàn and 'Abd al-Ra˙màn ibn 'Awf 97

is more liberal than another ˙adìth he cites, which forbids a woman

to travel without a ma˙ram (i.e. a male she can never marry).98 This

is part of a general trend towards the proliferation of rulings that

emphasize the differences between female and male pilgrims.99

While some women traveled widely in the early Islamic period,100

progressively restrictive sayings ascribed to the Prophet were dis-

seminated, and interpreted ever more narrowly. Although Màlik can
make an exception to the ban on travel for a day and a night with-

out a ma˙ram101 for a woman who has not made the ˙ajj previously

and has none able to accompany her, by the time of Ibn Óanbal

95 The Muwa††a' reportedly originally contained several thousand ˙adìths, but
Màlik edited out many, in order to leave only those he regarded as presenting a
good example for people to follow. However, he is said to have been sorry he had
not expunged more; see Dutton, Origins 19.

96 Al-Bukhàrì iv, 510–511 (Bàb al-Manàqib).
97 Al-Bukhàrì iii, 49 (Abwàb al-Mu˙ßar).
98 Al-Bukhàrì iii, 50 (Abwàb al-Mu˙ßar). Such men are a woman’s father, father-

in-law, uncle, son, step-son, brother, nephew, male relation through fosterage, hus-
band, and (according to some) her male slave; see Q 4:23, 24:31; al-Shawkànì, Nayl
iv, 297.

99 For example, while the Prophet’s wife Maymùna shaved her head after
sacrificing (see Ibn Sa'd, The Women 98), Abù Dàwùd (d. 275/888) cites a ˙adìth
that says women should only cut their hair (male pilgrims continue to have the
choice of shaving or cutting); see Abù Dàwùd, Sunan ii, 155–157.

100 Stowasser, The Status of Women 35.
101 Màlik, Muwa††a' 854 (K. al-Jàmi' ).
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(d. 240/855), a ˙adìth forbidding all travel for women unaccompa-

nied by a ma˙ram was in circulation.102 The elevation of 'À"isha to

the position of the preeminent female authority on pilgrimage mir-

rors the fact that the implementation of the ma˙ram rule would

severely limit the chances of many women to go on pilgrimage even

once in their lives,103 much less perform it repeatedly and become

recognized as ritual experts.

This increasingly restrictive approach reflects to some extent the

gradual development of the classical view that 'À"isha’s defeat at the

Battle of the Camel (36/656) meant that women should stay at home

and avoid involvement in political affairs.104 A woman traveling with

a ma˙ram could be perceived as symbolically remaining in domestic

space, as she was under the supervision of a male relative (although

such “supervision” might be more apparent than real if her ma˙ram
was her son or slave). 'À"isha had reportedly departed on the ˙ajj
when the caliph 'Uthmàn was under siege, and while in Mecca dis-

cussed the unfolding political events with a supporter of 'Alì. Then,

she and her co-conspirators went to Basra, where the battle against

'Alì’s forces took place.105 Significantly, Ibn Sa'd claims that the

Prophet forbade his wives to perform the ˙ajj or the 'umra after his

death, and that 'Umar enforced this until near the end of his

caliphate.106 The report that Sawda bint Zam'a refused to perform

the ˙ajj again after the Prophet’s death, saying that she would stay

home as God had commanded her,107 seems to be intended as a foil

for her co-wife 'À"isha, who was reportedly haunted by regrets that

she had not acted thus.108

102 Stowasser, The Status of Women 35.
103 Al-Bukhàrì relates that when the Prophet asked a woman why she had not

gone on the ˙ajj, she replied that her husband had left for the ˙ajj on one of their
camels, and the other was needed to irrigate their farmland; see al-Bukhàrì iii,
50–51 (Abwàb al-Mu˙ßar). Women of such modest means needed not only a mount
and provisions, but also (according to al-Bukhàrì) a willing ma˙ram. If their men
had already made the ˙ajj, one wonders how many would be ready to expend their
meager resources to go again for their women’s sake. 

104 Spellberg, Politics 105–106.
105 Ibn Sa'd, The Women 312; Brockelmann, History 66–67.
106 Ibn Sa'd, The Women 146–148. Stowasser suggests that such texts “may per-

haps signify an early Islamic, but post-Muhammadan, attempt to exclude women
from participation in the pilgrimage;” see Stowasser, Women 180–181, no. 51. 

107 Ibn Sa'd, The Women 41.
108 Ibn Sa'd, The Women 52, 56. 
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While 'À"isha’s leading role in the Battle of the Camel apparently

did not call her status as an authority into question for Màlik, by

al-Bukhàrì’s time this had evidently become an issue.109 Al-Bukhàrì
is able to valorize 'À"isha’s repeated pilgrimages and her transmis-

sion of numerous reliable ˙adìths about the ˙ajj while, at the same

time, indirectly criticizing her actions on the battlefield:

'À"isha bint ˇal˙a110 related that 'À"isha, Mother of the Believers (may
God be pleased with her) narrated:

I said, “Messenger of God, shouldn’t we go on military expeditions
and make jihàd along with you?”
He replied, “For you women the most excellent and befitting jihàd
[is] the ˙ajj, a ˙ajj acceptable to God.”
And 'À"isha added, “I did not pass up [a chance to go on] the ˙ajj
after I heard this from the Messenger of God.”111

Ruminations of classical scholars on the larger meaning of 'À"isha’s

involvement in that battle reflect not only ongoing sectarian polemics,112

but also socio-political and economic changes in the first few cen-

turies of Islam and their impact on the scholarly elite’s perceptions

of women’s “proper” place. Literary depictions of women fighting

in war were gradually supplanted by images of women sending their

men off to the battlefield,113 and increasingly strict rules governing

the seclusion of elite women were articulated.114

While many early classical texts point to the existence of a strong

tendency to limit opportunities for female pilgrims to act indepen-

dently and to temper the relatively egalitarian ethos of the pilgrimage,

109 Al-Bukhàrì reports that when the Companion 'Ammàr ibn Yàsir was exhort-
ing the Kufans to fight on 'Alì’s side, he said: “I know she is his [the Prophet’s]
wife in this world and the hereafter, but God is testing you [to see] whether you
will obey him/Him or her;” see ibid., v, 76–77 (Bàb Fa∂à"il aß˙àb al-nabì ) [In the
Arabic original, it is unclear whether “him” refers to the Prophet or to God]. For
an account of other similar texts, see Spellberg, Politics 109–113.

110 Ironically, 'À"isha bint ˇal˙a’s father was a leading figure on 'À"isha’s side at
the Battle of the Camel. 

111 Al-Bukhàrì iii, 49–50 (Abwàb al-Mu˙ßar). For Màlik, striving to perform a ˙ajj
acceptable to God is gender-neutral; see Muwa††a 326 (K. al-Óajj ). Al-Bukhàrì reports
that 'À"isha took part in jihàd; see iv, 85–86 (K. al-Jihàd ).

112 Spellberg, Politics 101ff.
113 Roded, Women 47–48.
114 “The elite women of the 'Abbàsid period (132–656/750–1258) . . . lived lives

in imperial Baghdad defined by their strict separation from the male sphere of
action. . . . Muslim male scholars could not fail to have been influenced by the
emergence of a very different Islamic status quo for their female coreligionists;” see
Spellberg, Politics 12.
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these present only one side of what appears to have been an ongo-

ing controversy on women and pilgrimage. There are also indica-

tions of countervailing trends, both in the early Islamic period and

following centuries. Al-Bukhàrì cites ˙adìths that refute the claims

that menstruating women cannot performing sa'y, and that women

may not circumambulate the Ka'ba along with men, indicating that

such early attempts to radically differentiate women’s and men’s

experiences of pilgrimage generated opposition, expressed in the lan-

guage of memory. 'A†à" (d. 114/732) is related to have objected to

the latter ruling: “How can you forbid women [this] when the wives of the

Prophet (peace and blessings be upon him) performed †awàf with men?”115

A small number of women involved in the emerging mystical

movements in the early Islamic period and later were able to lead

relatively independent lives as “career women of the spirit,” travel-

ling unaccompanied and teaching men.116 Some of these reportedly

exercised their spiritual authority during the pilgrimage. For exam-

ple, Fà†ima of Nìshàpùr (d. 223/838) is said to have gone on a num-

ber of pilgrimages to Mecca and Jerusalem, and to have given

discourses on the meaning of the Quran while she was in Mecca to

her student, the mystic Dhù l-Nùn al-Mißrì (d. 246/861). Al-Sulamì’s
praise of her117 indicates that, for some Sufis at least, the image of

the autonomous female pilgrim exercising religious authority could

be celebrated, and did not have to be confined to 'À"isha.

While the vast majority of women would not have been able to

achieve the independence of Fà†ima of Nìshàpùr, the proliferation

of ˙adìths specifying various time-periods for which a woman can

travel without a ma˙ram,118 and the ongoing debate on this issue and

the various conclusions reached by scholars about it119 probably indi-

cates that while the “orthodox” scholars made repeated attempts to

control the movements of female pilgrims, and perhaps the activi-

115 Al-Bukhàrì ii, 399–340 (K. al-Óajj ). 'A†à", a well-known student of Ibn 'Abbàs,
also related ˙adìths from 'À"isha; see al-Dhahabì, Siyar ii, 137.

116 Cornell, Introduction 57.
117 Sulamì, Early Sufi Women 142–145. Al-Sulamì died in 412/1021.
118 Such as one, two and three days; see al-Bukhàrì ii, 109 (K. al-Óajj ); iii, 51

(Abwàb al-Mu˙ßar).
119 Scholars have derived varying rulings on the question from the ˙adìths of al-

Bukhàrì and others, ranging from the very restrictive (a female pilgrim can only
travel with a ma˙ram and, if married, with her husband’s permission) to the liberal
(a female pilgrim can travel alone); see al-Shawkànì, Nayl iv, 295–298.
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ties of Sufi women in particular, some persisted in traveling without

a male relative.

Al-Bukhàrì’s depiction of some women as ritual experts took shape

in an environment where the status of the female pilgrim was a mat-

ter of debate, the memory of some female ritual experts at the dawn

of Islam persisted, and, it seems, a few mystically inclined women

of the era may have exercised religious authority while on pilgrimage.

6 Conclusions

The three exegetical texts that interpret verses on the ˙ajj examined

above are evidently part of a depiction of some women as author-

ities on the correct performance of the ˙ajj. Al-Bukhàrì’s portrayal

of women as authorities on the ˙ajj is based to a significant extent

on the Muwa††a'. There, some women not only relate traditions about

the ˙ajj and actively participate in the legal discourse surrounding it,

but also lead groups of pilgrims. As this picture is more liberal than

Màlik’s legal views, it is probable that it predates him.

Al-Bukhàrì’s portrait of women as ritual experts has a less dynamic

quality, reflecting the development of more conservative attitudes.

Yet 'À"isha, whom he promotes as the preeminent female authority,

takes an active part in controversies surrounding the ˙ajj rituals, and

her authority extends to the exegesis of select quranic verses deal-

ing with the pilgrimage. Insight into the evolution of this portrayal

of 'À"isha can be gained by reading the exegetical ˙adìths alongside

those about pilgrimage that he does not classify as exegetical.

The three exegetical ˙adìths examined above, and other ˙adìths
related by Màlik, Ibn Sa'd and al-Bukhàrì discussed above fall into

three main categories: a) accounts of what the Prophet said, did or

allowed; b) reports about a female authority’s own view or practice;

and c) short narratives centering around a conflict/arbitration motif.

An examination of the ˙adìths of each type indicates that those traced

back to 'À"isha, whether classified as exegetical or not by al-Bukhàrì,
fit into all three categories.

'À"isha reports the Prophet’s words in her account of the con-

struction of the Ka'ba, and also about issues such as killing dan-

gerous creatures while in i˙ràm, and allowable modifications of ritual.

She describes various actions of his, such as his recitation of the tal-

biya. She gives her own account of the historical background of the
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descent of the quranic command that all pilgrims stand at 'Arafa,

and her own views are presented on the garb permissible for male

and female pilgrims. 'À"isha’s practice of †awàf and her disapproval

of pilgrims waiting until sunrise to perform the prayer following it

are cited. Her refutation of 'Urwa’s view on sa'y, along with her

response to Ibn 'Umar’s view that pilgrims cannot wear perfume

and her opposition to Ibn 'Abbàs’ opinion that persons sending

sacrificial animals to Mecca need to put on i˙ràm are all narratives

structured around a conflict/arbitration motif. These three exegeti-

cal ˙adìths on pilgrimage credited to 'À"isha evidently belong to a

body of material credited to various early Muslim women that pre-

sents her as a reporter of the Prophet’s words and deeds and as an

authority in her own right.

It is significant that examples of all three types of ˙adìths are also
found among the reports credited to other early women by al-Bukhàrì.
Umm Salama relates that the Prophet allowed her to circumambu-

late the Ka'ba on a camel, but goes on to describe how she elected

to perform the prayer following this rite outside the mosque. Asmà"
bint Abì Bakr justifies leaving Muzdalifa early because the Prophet

permitted this to women, and 'Urwa includes her among the author-

ities he lists whose first act upon entering Mecca was to perform

†awàf. Umm al-Fa∂l with her bowl of milk is not only an “active

interlocutor,” but also arbitrates between conflicting views, as does

Umm Sulaym. While some later medieval authors exalted 'À"isha

above her contemporaries by relating ˙adìths highlighting her role as

an arbiter of conflict among (usually) male Companions, it is evi-

dent that she was not the only woman to be depicted in this role

in early sources.

While 'À"isha is portrayed as a prominent female authority by

Màlik, for al-Bukhàrì she is preeminent among the women of her

time. When the ˙adìths traced back to women about the pilgrimage

by Màlik, Ibn Sa'd and al-Bukhàrì are divided according to topic,

the tendency of al-Bukhàrì to prefer ˙adìths credited to 'À"isha is

often in evidence. It is also evident that a number of topics per-

taining to pilgrimage are associated with clusters of ˙adìths traced

back to several different women.

The ˙adìths traced back to women on the subject of pilgrimage

are all exegetical in the sense that they discuss a practice mandated

in the Quran, some more explicitly so than others. However, few of
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these are included by al-Bukhàrì in his chapter on tafsìr, and all

except one is credited to 'À"isha. Nonetheless, classical exegetes, par-

ticularly those who were apt to cite large numbers of ˙adìths, some-

times cite the reports of other women as well, reintegrating them

into the exegetical discourse to a limited extent.
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CHAPTER NINE

IMAGE FORMATION OF AN ISLAMIC LEGEND: 

FÀˇIMA, THE DAUGHTER OF THE 

PROPHET MUÓAMMAD*

Verena Klemm

How does a person become transformed into the hero of a legend

many centuries after his or her death? How does a biography become

a hagiography? What are the literary devices and methods we can

discover in Islamic literatures that were applied to form and further

develop the images of significant personalities, and to keep these

images alive over the centuries? While attempting to answer these

questions, this study focuses on the formation of the legend of Fà†ima,

the daughter of the Prophet Mu˙ammad.

1 Fà†ima’s place in Islam

Fà†ima is given respectful attention everywhere in the Islamic world,

for she is the daughter of the first and much-loved wife of the

Prophet, Khadìja, and she had lived in his household.

Fà†ima married Mu˙ammad’s cousin and companion 'Alì ibn Abì
ˇàlib, and gave birth to four (or five) children. For the Shia, Fà†ima’s

husband and the two male progeny of this marriage form the begin-

ning of a lineage of twelve Imams which ended in the middle of

the third century A.H. It is precisely her genealogical function that

seems to be the key to the special regard for Fà†ima among the

Shiites. There, Fà†ima is honored as the maternal center of the

Prophet’s family and as the decisive link between the Prophet and

the Shiite Imams, the religious-political authorities directly descended

* I would like to thank Angelika Neuwirth and Sebastian Günther for their valu-
able suggestions. I am also grateful to Paul Bowman for his help in translating this
study into English. An earlier version of this paper in German was published in
Der Islam 79.1 (2002), 47–86.
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from her. Every year in the month of Dhù l-Óijja, Shiites celebrate

the feast of mubàhala in remembrance of the event in the year 10

A.H., when, according to Shiite tradition, Mu˙ammad declared

Fà†ima, 'Alì and their sons al-Óasan and al-Óusayn to be guaran-

tors of the truth of his Divine mission.1

Fà†ima died in the same year as her father (11 A.H./ 633 C.E.).2

Early Sunnite history only contains isolated reports about her, but

the literature of Prophetic Tradition (Óadìth) grants her dignity and

honor. There, she is even elevated at times to a religious dimension.

She is characterized as the “Mistress of all Women of the Worlds,”

Sayyidat Nisà" al-'Àlamìn. She is also connected with and compared

to female models from sacred history as revealed in the Quran.

Despite her posthumous enhancement, however, the image of Fà†ima

in the Sunna remains somewhat undifferentiated and vague in many

respects.

It is therefore remarkable that we already encounter a fully devel-

oped legend of Fà†ima in the 4th century A.H. in early Shiite devo-

tional literature. In her spiritualized and dramatized biography,

historical, religious and popular, fairy-tale-like elements flow into one

another. Fà†ima’s earthly and human characteristics include patient

endurance of suffering, piety, obedience and motherliness; due to

her transcendent characteristics she, “the Radiant” (al-Zahrà"), becomes

the bearer of a heavenly light, the royal mistress of paradise and the

merciless avenger of her son al-Óusayn and all Shiite martyrs on

the Day of Judgment.

How did Fà†ima’s transformation into a transcendent personality

take place? In the following, we will address this question from a

literary perspective, while recent findings in the theory of literature

will be taken into consideration when relevant. However, this arti-

cle will not attempt to uncover the contours of the “historical” per-

sonality of Fà†ima from the written evidence handed down to us.3

1 See art. “Mubàhala,” in: EI 2 vii, 276–277 (W. Schmucker); Massignon, La
Mubahala de Medine; id., La notion du voeu 576.

2 It is not my intention to present here as much material on Fà†ima as is avail-
able. Comprehensive historical and religious portraits of Fà†ima based on extensive
source research can be found in the article “Fà†ima,” in: EI 2 ii, 841–850 (L. Veccia-
Vaglieri), as well as in the article “Fà†ema” in: Encyclopaedia Iranica ix, 400–404 
( J. Calmard). The last mentioned article summarizes and supplements the article
in EI 2.

3 Cf. the article in EI 2 (see n. 2). The historical information given there is based
on an extensive study of sources. It is still crucial to modern research. 
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Given the current state of knowledge on the origins, nature, and

development of early historiography in Islam, a clear-cut separation

of facts and fiction seems to be hardly achievable. The age of the

information collected in the akhbàr literature is uncertain. As Fred

M. Donner has recently shown, the historical material collected by

Muslim authors and compilers of the second and third centuries

A.H. was marked to a great extent by the political and religious ten-

sions in the post-prophetic Islamic community.4 It is very probable

that accounts of the life of a personality as central to competing reli-

gio-political claims as the daughter of the Prophet (and, for Shiites,

the mother of the Imams) contain incidents concocted for reasons

of legitimization.5 As the true authors of the reports on Fà†ima are

to date unknown, the perspective from which the respective records

arose must also remain uncertain. Hence, for now it appears to be

almost impossible to track down the historical Fà†ima beyond the

main biographical dates handed down according to Muslim con-

sensus.

In fact, it appears that the recollection of Fà†ima, which began to

leave its traces in Arabic-Islamic literature in the second century

A.H., is marked from the very start by literary fiction. As Wolfgang

Iser has shown,6 literary fiction works first of all by way of selection,

i.e. the erasure, supplementing and weighting of a reality external to the

text; this act has its inner textual correspondence in the (new) com-

bination of the selected elements undertaken by the author. Through

this creation of new semantic and discursive fields of reference pre-

viously still unformed and diffused, imaginary elements become

inscribed in the text. The “de-realization of the real” (i.e. the decom-

position of life-world reality) goes together with “the imaginary becom-

ing real” (i.e. the “concretization” of virtual images or ideas located

till then on a pre-linguistic level).7 It will be shown how these cre-

ative acts become effective in a religious universe in the process of

forming itself, or how the image of Fà†ima is formed in the sources

and gains in religious significance.

4 Donner, Narratives of Islamic Origins, part II: The Emergence of Early Islamic Historical
Writing.

5 Ibid. 114–122.
6 Iser, Das Fiktive und das Imaginäre 24–51.
7 Ibid. 23.
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2 Fà†ima in the Sunnite tradition

In early Sunnite literature, we encounter information about Fà†ima

in the well-known compilations of prophetic traditions, as well as in

historical and biographical books. Here we will focus on the most

important reports found in relevant works of the 3rd and the 4th

centuries A.H.8

a) Historical and biographical works

The information in historical and biographical works is, in part, con-

tradictory.9 However, they encompass important genealogical and

biographical dates:

Fà†ima was one of eight children that Khadìja bore the Prophet; Fà†ima
was probably the youngest of them since her name regularly appears
last on the list of Khadìja’s children (IH i, 202; YT ii, 20; ˇT, i.4,
1767). Fà†ima’s year of birth is not mentioned.10 It is known, however,
that, in year 1 or 2 H, Fà†ima was married to 'Alì ibn Abì ˇàlib (IS
viii, 22; ˇT i.3, 1273, 1367). In year 3, she bore their son al-Óasan.
Only fifty days later, she apparently already conceived al-Óusayn (ˇT
i.3, 1431; BA i, 404). Fà†ima gave birth also to two daughters, Umm
Kulthùm and Zaynab (IS viii, 26, ˇT i.6, 3470). A son mentioned in
Shiite sources, al-Mu˙assin (YT ii, 213), who Fà†ima according to the
legend lost prior to birth due to violence inflicted upon her, is men-
tioned only seldom in early Sunnite history.11

All medieval authors agree that Fà†ima’s death was in the year
11/633, but they differ concerning how many weeks or months she
died after her father’s passing (ˇT i.4, 1825; YT ii, 115; IS viii, 28f.;
BA i, 402), and how old she was when she died (YT ii, 115; IS viii,
28.). Apparently, she would have been around thirty years old. The
authors give somewhat contradictory details about the following issues:

8 The sequence for listing these sources is not in the first place intended to fol-
low chronological criteria, or to judge the respective piece of information in terms
of their age and origin. Until now, the question of the age of Sunnite and Shiite
Óadìth has not yet been conclusively settled. Rather, in line with my goals in this
study as outlined above, this listing is solely determined by an increasing measure
of literary “denseness” of the Fà†ima image in these medieval sources.

9 Cf. the art. “Fà†ima” in EI 2 (see n. 2).
10 It is discussed extensively by Lammens on the basis of contradictory and vague

statements in the sources, Fà†ima, 8–14; for an evaluation of Lammens’ critical
verification of sources on Fà†ima, see the “Fà†ima” article in EI 2 (n. 2), as well as
Donner, Narratives of Islamic Origins 20–21.

11 BA i, 402. According to ˇT i.6, 3470, this son died young; see also the Fà†ima
article in EI 2 (n. 2) 843.
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who washed her after her death; who was present at the burial, obvi-
ously held at night; and where she was buried12 (ˇT i.4, 1869; YT ii,
115; IS viii, 28–30).

The central data from Fà†ima’s biography are supplemented partic-

ularly in the historical works through isolated akhbàr in which she

plays a role, or in which she is mentioned:

The reports from this group begin with the “Biography of the

Prophet” (Sìra) by Ibn Hishàm (d. ca. 215/830). Ibn Hishàm cites

Ibn Is˙àq (d. 151/768), who, around 130 years after Fà†ima’s death,

wrote in the forties of the 2nd/8th century in Baghdad. The infor-

mation given is subsequently repeated in part in other historical

sources, where some of it is in turn supplemented by other reports

(for example, in YT, BA, ˇT, IA):

Fà†ima refuses, together with her young son al-Óasan, to plead for the
protection of Abù Sufyàn by the Prophet (IH iv, 38f.; ˇT i.3.,
1623–1624). Fà†ima and the wives of the Prophet receive property and
specific amounts of wheat after Khaybar was conquered (IH iii, 365,
367). When commanded by the Prophet, she cleans his bloodied sword
after the battle of U˙ud (IH iii, 106; ˇT i.3, 1426). Al-Balàdhurì
names a narratively decorated report in which Fà†ima (after the bat-
tle of U˙ud?) takes care of the injured Prophet: she holds him in her
arms, cries and wipes the blood from his face. 'Alì brings water, and
she washes his face with it. As the wound does not cease to bleed,
Fà†ima burns a piece of straw matting and puts the ashes on the
wound (BA i, 324). Al-ˇabarì mentions that Abù Bakr refused to grant
Fà†ima her inheritance (i.e. the oasis of Fadak) after the death of the
Prophet. Fà†ima refuses to speak to him till her death (ˇT i.4, 1825).

This selection of akhbàr may suffice to show that Fà†ima possessed

no great significance for the recorders (or compilers) of the above-

mentioned works.13 As a daughter of the Prophet, however, Fà†ima

is indeed granted a certain amount of attention. Her biographical

data, as uncertain as they may be, were recorded. They were recorded

in the same way as were the data of other women and men of the

Prophet’s family. Only in a few reports does Fà†ima stand at the

center. In most cases, the mention of her appears to be determined

by rather accidental historical coincidences. Some scenes from her

life are handed down to us like fragments: they are cited anew by

12 Ibid. 844–845.
13 See ibid. 843–844 for complete coverage of the historical events in which

Fà†ima was involved.
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later authors or are left out by them. In Ibn al-Athìr’s “History”,

for example, they shrink to a handful of akhbàr (IA ii, 157f., 241,

323, 331; IA iii, 399).

Ibn Sa'd’s ˇabaqàt

The recollections of Fà†ima offered by early Muslim historians occur

in isolated dates and fragments, in remarkable contrast to the pre-

sentation of Fà†ima in another Sunnite work, the biographical lexi-

con Kitàb al- ǎbaqàt al-kubrà by Ibn Sa'd (d. 230/845). The last

volume of this work is exclusively devoted to women who were

related or married to the Prophet, or met with him and passed on

reports about him. Here, we find for the first time a whole section

on Fà†ima in which individual traditions about her are brought

together and included in the chapter “About Women” (Fì l-nisà",
19–30). These “splinters” of information are often presented as short,

well-rounded stories that show various narrative elements (such as a

plot, interlocking time levels, stressing story points, direct speech, dia-

logues etc.). Although the scope, the narrative means, and the respec-

tive choice of words vary in these individual reports, one can still

ascertain that they are based on only a few motifs taken from Fà†ima’s

stages of life and personal circumstances. Presumably because many

of these events from Fà†ima’s life were associated with Mu˙ammad,

one also finds them, in numerous variations, in the Óadìth, the lit-

erary medium of the legacy and actions of the Prophet. With regards

to the representation of Fà†ima, this makes it possible to position an

“open boundary” between the genre of biography and the (pre-

sumably older) Prophetic Tradition. In contrast, there is clearly less

overlapping with the previously mentioned historical works. This

finding may provide us with an indication that Fà†ima’s biography

in Ibn Sa'd’s ǎbaqàt oscillates between historical and religious mes-

sages. In order to clarify this, we will list here the most important

motifs used by Ibn Sa'd:

Courtship (IS viii, 19–21)

Abù Bakr and 'Umar are rejected by Mu˙ammad as suitable part-

ners for Fà†ima. 'Alì is, at first, too shy to ask for Fà†ima’s hand in

marriage, but is encouraged to do so by the Prophet. According to

one report, the bride remains silent:
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'Alì asked for Fà†ima’s hand in marriage. The Prophet, God bless his
and grant him peace, said to her: “'Alì speaks of you”. She remained
silent. Then he married her. (IS viii, 20).

'Alì can only raise an extremely low dowry (ßadàq, mahr); according

to some reports, it is a tanned ram skin (ihàb kabsh) and an old cloak

(IS viii, 21). In other reports he sells a coat of mail or a camel to

raise the dowry (IS viii, 19–20).

Wedding (IS viii, 20–25)

The Prophet is extremely satisfied with the groom, 'Alì; a bridal pro-

cession takes place; the Prophet insists upon a feast for which some

friends provide food. The Prophet marks the start of the wedding

night with a festive blessing of the couple:

In the night, as Fà†ima was taken to 'Alì, the Messenger of God said
to him: “Undertake nothing till I come to you.” The Prophet followed
them immediately. He stood at the door, requested to be admitted,
and entered. 'Alì was apart from her. The Prophet said to him: “I
know that you fear God and his Prophet.” Then he requested water
and washed (ma∂ma∂a, his hands?). Then he poured it back into the
vessel. Then, with the water, he sprinkled her breast and his breast
(IS viii, 24–25).

In a more detailed variation of this report, the Prophet says to Fà†ima:

Oh Fà†ima, I have done everything to marry you to the best of my
family (IS viii, 24).

After the wedding the Prophet makes sure that Fà†ima can move

close to him, into the house of Óàritha ibn al-Nu'màn. Fà†ima con-

ceives her son al-Óusayn only 50 days after the birth of al-Óasan

(cf. BA i, 403–404).

Marriage (IS viii, 26)

Some reports about the marriage suggest that there was often conflict

between Fà†ima and 'Alì. Ibn Is˙àq also explains that 'Alì was nick-

named Abù Turàb because he had sprinkled dust on his head after

a fight with Fà†ima. The Prophet subsequently called him this name

(IH ii, 249–250).14 In addition, it is reported that Mu˙ammad

14 For the various explanations given for this name in Sunnite and Shiite tradi-
tions, see E. Kohlberg’s article “Abù Turàb.” Kohlberg concludes that the original
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supported Fà†ima after she complained to him about 'Alì’s rudeness

(shidda). 'Alì says:

Herewith I renounce what I have been used to do: By God, I will
never do anything ever again that you dislike!

Love of the Prophet for Fà†ima

Ibn Sa'd also reports on the similarity and close relationship of the

Prophet and his daughter, as well as her personal privileges. A par-

ticularly impressive scene is narrated by 'À"isha in a ˙adìth that, in

several variations, belongs to the most frequently quoted reports on

Fà†ima. The historian al-ˇabarì quotes it as well (ˇT i.3, 1140):

I sat with the envoy of God, may God bless him and grant him peace.
Then came Fà†ima and she had a gait exactly the same as the Prophet.
And he said: “Welcome, my girl.” He sat her down to his right, or
to the left. Then he whispered something to her and she cried. Then
he whispered something to her and she laughed. . . . I ('À"isha) said
[to Fà†ima]: “I have never seen a laughter that was so close to cry-
ing . . . did the Prophet confide something special to you, why are you
crying? . . . What did he whisper to you?” She said: “I am not allowed
to reveal his secret.” ('À"isha) reported: After the Prophet of God—
may God bless him and grant him peace—had died, I asked her [once
again] and she said: He said: “Gabriel came once every year to me
to present me the Quran. This year, he came twice and I can only
assume the appointment for my death has been made. . . .” And he
said: “You are the first of my family who will meet me [in the here-
after].” She (Fà†ima) said: “And that’s why I cried. Then [however]
he said: “Aren’t you contented that you will be the mistress of [all]
the women of this community or the women of the worlds (sayyidat
nisà" hàdhihi l-umma aw nisà" al-'àlamìn)?” She said: “And so, I laughed.”
(IS viii, 26–27).

Poverty of the Household (IS viii, 22–23, 25)

A further motif complex concerns the household of the couple; it

was a household that was marked by poverty. One learns of the

sheepskin that serves as the marital bed at night and as a tablecloth

for meals during the day. The bed and the pillows are filled only

with palm fibre (lìf ) (IS viii, 23). In the household there were two

meaning of the appellation cannot be reconstructed, for it had been obscured by
pejorative (Sunnite, i.e. Umayyad) as well as laudatory (Shiite) interpretations. In
this context, Kohlberg also refers to the above cited tradition.
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hand-mills, a water vessel and two water-skins (IS viii, 25). According

to another widespread tradition, Fà†ima was forced to work very

hard grinding grain. Despite the insistent pleas of Fà†ima and 'Alì,
the Prophet refused to give the married couple a servant, pointing

out that hunger existed in the community (IS viii, 25).

Fà†ima’s death (IS viii, 27–30)

A large group of biographical traditions deal with the death of Fà†ima.

After the death of her father, Abù Bakr deprives her of her inher-

itance. Fà†ima is angry. She wastes away, but she eventually forgives

Abù Bakr on her deathbed. From her deathbed, Fà†ima herself directs

resolutely the preparations for her death: she washes and dresses her-

self, and allows herself to be laid in the direction of Mecca. She is

the first who wants a closed bier. Fà†ima is buried at night at the

mosque in al-Baqì'. Ibn Sa'd and other medieval authors, however,

contradict one another concerning the people attending the funeral.

Salmà, Fà†ima’s servant, relates the following about Fà†ima’s hour

of death:

Fà†ima, the daughter of the Prophet, took ill at our place. As the day
came on which she was to die, 'Alì went out (kharaja). She said to me:
“Oh servant, bring me water for a ritual washing.” Then she washed
herself [and it seemed to me] as if she had never washed herself so
thoroughly. Then she said: “Place my bed in the middle of the house.”
I did this. Then she lay down and faced the direction for prayer (qibla).
Then she said: “Oh servant, the hour of my death has come. I am
washed and nobody is to lift the shroud.” Then he (most certainly
'Alì) carried her away and buried her after she had washed herself in
such a way (i.e. without washing her once again). (IS viii, 27–28).

As can be seen from this list, Ibn Sa'd compiled biographical reports

about Fà†ima, which mostly concern her roles as daughter, bride,

wife and housewife (Fà†ima’s motherhood, however, is not accentu-

ated here; in contrast, Shiite Óadìth does elaborate on this). A fur-

ther point of interest for Ibn Sa'd is Fà†ima’s hour of death and her

burial. The recording of a biographical date, which is made exclu-

sively from the viewpoints of both kinship and religion, was not

unusual. This can be seen in the biographical data of the 600 women

mentioned in Ibn Sa'd’s “Lexicon”. These data include information

on genealogy, weddings, and model Islamic behavior. In Ibn Sa'd’s

“Lexicon”, these data represent central themes revolving around women

other than Fà†ima. Some women, however, stand out particularly
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due to their religious behavior. Examples of this are Asmà" bint Abì
Bakr and Maymùna bint al-Óàrith, the last wife that the Prophet

Mu˙ammad married. Nonetheless, a few women come to the fore

also through their own independent activities: they convert to Islam

based on their own decision; they fight in battles; and they are, due

to their behavior, eventually considered as precedent cases in clari-

fying legal issues. 'À"isha bint Abì Bakr in particular is accorded an

extremely differentiated description.15

Fà†ima’s representation in Ibn Sa'd’s ǎbaqàt, however, shows a

certain ambivalence. Her personality is almost exclusively outlined

through her family relations, not through actions she undertakes her-

self. Within these contours, determined by social roles, her person-

ality is narrowed down and moves between conformity and rebellion

(i.e. against her husband), as well as between silent obedience (see

the information on the wedding) and individual, religiously motivated

will (see the scene of her death). As several of the traditions express

empathy between daughter and father, and his love and care for

her, Fà†ima’s portrait, otherwise not entirely free of contradiction,

receives an aura of distinction. Thus it gains exclusivity and the high-

est level of Islamic legitimization.

On the linguistic-literary level, this elevation of Fà†ima finds its

most succinct expression in the title given to her by her father

“Mistress of all the Women,” Sayyidat al-Nisà". As it parallels Mu˙am-

mad’s title, Sayyid al-Nàs (“Lord of All People”), it implies that Fà†ima

is his spiritual partner.

Thus, in Ibn Sa'd’s ǎbaqàt, a nascent image of Fà†ima appears.

This image has no transcendent characteristics. And yet it is obvi-

ous that the imperfect and the perfect, the historical and the imag-

inary, stand side by side even though a clear boundary cannot be

drawn between these two spheres.

b) Fà†ima in the Óadìth literature

The great Sunnite Óadìth compilations arose in the same century

as Ibn Sa'd compiled his al- ǎbaqàt al-kubrà. Many of the prophetic

traditions collected in the Óadìth however are certainly much older.

Nevertheless, no consensus in Islamic Studies has been reached to

date as to how unequivocal an answer to the central question of

15 Roded, Women in Islamic Biographical Collections 21–38.
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their age and authenticity can be approached.16 Beyond the com-

plicated research into the historical truth or falsehood of the ˙adìths,
attention was first directed towards their literary qualities only a few

years ago. As Sebastian Günther, taking the findings of modern lit-

erary theory as a basis, has shown, numerous signs of fictionality reveal

the marked parable character (“similarity”) and hence the allegori-

cal and symbolic composition of quite a number of ˙adìth narratives.

He concludes that “[a]ll these ˙adìths have a message to the recipi-

ent, which exceeds the relationship of reality experienced by Muslims

in early Islamic times. By means of arranging—and fictionalizing—

the elements of the world of experience of a former “ideal” gener-

ation [. . .], the recipient is left to himself to draw his conclusions

and lessons from the happenings recounted.”17 Despite the historical

scenarios unfolded in the ˙adìths, these texts can hence also be under-

stood as “literary” sources. This opens up “a framework of general

ideas (or paradigms) in terms of which a wide range of experience—

intellectual, emotional, moral—can be given a meaningful form.”18

Denise A. Spellberg and Barbara F. Stowasser have also used such

a perspective on the Óadìth in their studies on the idealization of

female figures in Islam.19

Thus, it is not surprising that the Óadìth is the most important

medium for a motif complex about Fà†ima. These traditions form

the literary basis for the Sunnite regard for Fà†ima. The nine most

widely recognized Óadìth compilations among Sunni Muslims con-

tain several hundred traditions altogether (including numerous vari-

ations) in which Fà†ima is mentioned.20 It is interesting to note that

these traditions seldom contain themes identical to those in the his-

torical works (see above). On the other hand, we find almost all the

16 Donner, Narratives of Islamic Origins, summarizes the various research approaches
and their limits in the introduction.

17 Günther, Fictional narration and imagination within an authoritative frame-
work 469.

18 Cf. Geertz, The Interpretation of Cultures 123.
19 Denise A. Spellberg, Politics, Gender and the Islamic Past—The Legacy of 'A"isha Bint

Abi Bakr, Columbia: Columbia University Press, 1994; and Barbara Freyer Stowasser,
Women in the Qur"an, Traditions, and Interpretation, New York; Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 1994. 

20 For locating these ˙adìths, use was made of the CD-ROM Mawsù'at al-˙adìth
al-sharìf: Hadith Encyclopeadia version 2.1; see bibliography). Included in this search
were the six canonical collections, along with Màlik’s Muwa††a", Dàrimì’s Sunan, and
A˙mad ibn Óanbal’s Musnad.
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motifs or motif groups contained in Ibn Sa'd’s al- ǎbaqàt al-kubrà
also in Óadìth. The events portrayed in these ˙adìth texts were obvi-

ously fictionalized by using various narrative techniques such as plot,

dialogical structure, interlocking time levels, rhyming prose, etc.

The common motifs are: 'Alì’s courtship and dowry, the wedding cer-
emony, and the poverty of the couple. Fà†ima’s death, however, is
only rarely a theme (e.g. Ibn Óanbal, no. 26333, al-Bukhàrì, no. 3913).
Instead, there are ˙adìths that include Fà†ima’s sorrow as well as her
lamentation on the state of the community after the Prophet’s death.
(e.g. al-Bukhàrì, no. 4103). Through the accumulation of many vari-
ations, the particularly recurring ˙adìths are those which stress the close-
ness between Fà†ima and the Prophet (Abù Dà"ùd, no. 4530): the love
he felt for her (Ibn Óanbal, no. 5449), the similarity between them
(Ibn Óanbal, no. 12213), and the very special, religiously significant
merits and privileges she was granted by him (e.g. Ibn Óanbal, nos.
2536, 5449, 11192, 111942). In particular the tradition also cited by
Ibn Sa'd dealing with Fà†ima’s crying and laughing (see pp. 188 and
204) is repeated frequently. In the corresponding variations, Mu˙ammad
does not console Fà†ima with the promise that she will become “The
Mistress of [all] the Women of this Community” and “The Mistress
of [all] the Women of the Worlds” (al-Bukhàrì, no. 3353; IS viii, 27).
Rather, he calls her the “The Mistress of [all] the Women of Paradise,”
Sayyidat Nisà" al-Janna (al-Tirmidhì, no. 3714)—“with the exemption of
Mary (Maryam),” as Ibn Óanbal adds (no. 11192). This explicit rela-
tionship to Mary, which shall become so important in later Shiite leg-
end, is only verifiable in two further variations of this tradition in the
literature of Prophetic Tradition.21

In the ˙adìths considered here, Fà†ima’s fight with 'Alì is reduced to
one single scene, although it is rendered far more concretely (at least
in some variations) than in Ibn Sa'd’s ǎbaqàt. The occasion is 'Alì’s
intention to marry a woman from the clan Banù Hishàm ibn al-
Mughìra, long an enemy of the Prophet (BA i, 403). Fà†ima seeks sup-
port against this plan from the Prophet. Presented with this opportunity,
the Prophet says a sentence that is cited again and again (also in vari-
ations): “Fà†ima is a part of me, and whoever offends her offends me” (al-
Bukhàrì, nos. 4829, 3437, 3450, and passim; al-Tirmidhì, no. 3802;
Ibn Màja nos. 1988, 1989; Muslim iv, chap. 15, nos. 93–96 etc.; the
Arabic term used here for part is ba∂'a, which literally means “a piece
of flesh”).22

A further motif that also has its place in the Óadìth is the famous
“garment scene”: the Prophet covers Fà†ima, his son-in-law 'Alì, and
his grandsons al-Óasan and al-Óusayn with a coat (kisà"), saying: “God

21 Spellberg, Politics, Gender and the Islamic Past 158–159.
22 Cf. art. “Fà†ima,” in: EI 2 (see n. 2) 843.
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wishes only to remove you from the uncleanness, O People of the
House” (Muslim no. 4450). This garment scene is a key motif, since
the special religious-political claims of the ahl al-bayt, the extended fam-
ily of the Prophet, is based on this idea.23 Later, it flows into the Shiite
interpretation of the mubàhala scene.24

In the Óadìth, Fà†ima is spiritualized. She is the flesh and blood of

the Prophet in a physical and also in a spiritual sense. In a religious

act, the garment scene, the Prophet also declares her as being “purified
by God,” and he assigns her to both his closest family and spiritual

community. Furthermore, Fà†ima is connected to the text of Divine

revelation, the Quran, through a scriptualist connection (B. Stowasser)

which proceeds, in literary terms, as an intertextual opening of the

Fà†ima image.

The honorable title Sayyidat al-Nisà" does not simply connect Fà†ima

with Mu˙ammad (see above p. 190), but also with Mary. This is

announced by angels, namely that God has “chosen her above (all)

the women of the worlds” (Q 3:42). Thus Fà†ima’s leading role for

the “women of the worlds,” and for the “women of paradise” stands

in direct relation to Mary’s dignity and, at the same time, surpasses

it (see below). A further group of ˙adìths assigns Fà†ima to a quartet

of model women in the Quran: together with Mary, Àsiya and Kha-

dìja, she stands as one of the “most virtuous” women of heaven (Ibn

Óanbal, nos. 2536, 2751, 2805, 11942; al-Tirmidhì, no. 3813, etc.).25

Mary is mentioned several times in the Quran, from the earlier

Meccan to the later Medinan suras. It is noteworthy that Mary is

the only woman mentioned in the Quran by name. Sura 19 (whose

almost tender, poetic rendering has been remarked upon)26 is named

Sùrat Maryam after her, and she is particularly mentioned in sura 3.27

The Prophet Mu˙ammad showed special admiration for Mary. In

sura 66, her merits are praised following those of Àsiya, wife of the

Pharaoh.

23 Cf. the art. “Ahl al-kisà",” in: EI 2 i, 264 (A.S. Tritton).
24 Cf. n. 1.
25 Spellberg, ibid., chapter 5, on the basis of the variations between these and a

few other traditions in Óadìth and Tafsìr, investigates astutely the textual traces of
the conflict as to “the best women,” above all with a view to the competition
between Fà†ima and 'À"isha. For Mary in the Quran, see Stowasser, Women in the
Qur"àn, chapter 7. 

26 McAuliffe, Chosen of All Women 19.
27 For details see Smith/Haddad, The Virgin Mary in Islamic Tradition and

Commentary.
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Mary and Àsiya have in common their devotion to God and piety.

Both women distinguish themselves through their motherliness, but

are nevertheless untouched and chaste: Mary conceived Jesus through

the inspiration of the Holy Spirit. In a similar way, Àsiya is con-

sidered pure since—as it is mentioned—her husband, the Pharaoh,

is impotent.28 While Fà†ima is physically a mother, her honorable

role as the mother of the Prophet’s grandchildren does not contra-

dict the virtue of sexual purity.

Being mentioned together with Mary and Àsiya allows Fà†ima to

share in their distinguishing qualities and merits. It is, however,

remarkable that no more precise characterisation of Fà†ima’s virtues

occurs in the early Sunnite tradition. This is also the case in the

exegetical literature (Tafsìr) where nothing further than the common

and distinguishing features between Fà†ima and Mary as well as their

hierarchical positions is mentioned.29 Also, there both women are

not brought into any kind of connection beyond the named ˙adìths
(i.e. the ˙adìths of “The Mistress of [all] the Women,” and of “The

Quartet of Women”). But no matter how “superficially” Fà†ima’s

connection with Mary is dealt with in Sunnite tradition and exege-

sis, through the connection itself Fà†ima is religiously idealized. She

is presented as exemplifying the ideal of womanhood praised in the

Quran.

As Fà†ima is linked to the world of the holy Quran, she crosses

the worldly boundary towards the transcendent. In the light of this

religious enhancement, the significance of the biographical traditions

cited in the Óadìth changes as well. These now point beyond the

historical framework. By its quranic connotations, the earthly image

of Fà†ima is clearly transfigured into a religious image.30

*

At this point, one can conclude that, in the tradition of the second

to fourth century A.H., the historical recollection of Fà†ima was only

pale and fragmented. Nevertheless, traditions and textual fragments

from Fà†ima’s life were collated, ordered and newly arranged by

Sunnite biographers and Óadìth compilers. Ibn Sa'd offers an ini-

tial contouring and articulation of the image of Fà†ima. Through

28 Cf. Stowasser, Women in the Qur"àn 59–60 (also on Àsiya).
29 McAuliffe, Chosen of All Women; see also al-ˇabarì, Jàmi' al-bayàn iii, 262–264.
30 See Iser, Das Fiktive und das Imaginäre, chapter 1.
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the presentation of reports, almost exclusively concerned with Fà†ima’s

marriage and family life, arose the outline of a woman whose life

was determined by her relationships to her relatives as well as the

roles that grew out of these relationships. The outline encompassed

a historical personality whose life was sanctioned by the love of the

Prophet.

Beyond this, in the Óadìth, Fà†ima was projected into the textual

world of the Quran. Incorporated into sacred history and transcen-

dent references, the “historical” narratives concerning Fà†ima also

appeared in a new, religiously tinged light. In the Óadìth, Fà†ima

as a religious figure became a medium for projecting female virtue

and piety. In terms of her earthly life, on the other hand, Fà†ima

came to be seen as the youngest representative of a succession of

exemplary Muslim women who run through sacred history. In this

role, Fà†ima is honored by the Sunnite tradition till the present.

However, this marks the end of the matter. In Sunnite Óadìth,

the corpus of traditions about Fà†ima remains limited, and the net-

work of references loosely knit. The role promised Fà†ima by the

Prophet, to be the “Mistress of [all] the Women of the Worlds” or

even the “Mistress of [all] the Women of Paradise,” is not defined

and described any further, and somehow vagueness remains.

3 Fà†ima and the Shia

Fà†ima plays a very different role in the Shiite milieu. By the 4th/10th

century, we encounter a richly faceted and complex image of her

in religious texts. This is the age in which Shiite scholars, mainly in

the urban centers of Buyid Iraq, fostered an intense literary culture

of collecting and transcribing traditional records, aiming at setting

down their religious belief system in books.31 At the center of this

system stand the members of the Prophet’s family who live on in

the Imams, the religio-political authorities of the Shia descended from

Fà†ima and her husband 'Alì ibn Abì ˇàlib. An important aspect

of the Shiite version of history is the succession of suffering and mar-

tyrdom. This corresponds to the factual marginality of the Imam

within the political reality of the Muslim community.

31 Halm, Shiism 40–50.
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Comparable to Christian literary history, Shiite Islam developed

a literature of vitae, miracles and passions. In the Shiite books writ-

ten at that time the religious qualities and virtues of the leaders are

set out in the form of Óadìth. One genre that developed is the

ma'àjiz, which describe the miracles of the Imams. The maqàtil genre

probably flourished much earlier. Here reports on “violent deaths,”

particularly of the 'Alids and their followers, were collected.32 During

the month of mourning, al-Mu˙arram, stories and elegies about the

violent death (maqtal ) of al-Óusayn, Fà†ima’s son, were recited in

special lamentation assemblies (majàlis al-niyà˙a) by professional story-

tellers and poets to an emotionally moved Shiite public.33

In connection with the flourishing of such literature, one comes

across the first Shiite writings about Fà†ima. They date from the end

of the 3rd and the 4th century A.H. and are not preserved. In the

4th century, however, such material became part of a few compila-

tions that have survived. The first great Shiite compiler, the Iranian

Mu˙ammad ibn Ya'qùb al-Kulìnì (or al-Kulaynì; d. 329/940–1),

had already collected legendary records about Fà†ima in his a volu-

minous compilation of traditions, al-Kàfì fì 'Ilm al-Dìn.34

Another great theologian and devotional writer of the 4th/10th

century is Ibn Bàbawayh (or Bàbùye) al-Qummì (d. 381/991), called

al-Íadùq. He allegedly wrote over 300 books of which only a small

number are preserved. Ibn Bàbawayh was not only productive in

regards to the Fà†ima legend. As Heinz Halm has remarked, he con-

tributed greatly to the formation of the teachings of the Twelver

Shia by his collection of evidence for the existence of the 12th

Imam.35

32 According to Günther, Maqàtil Literature, the various pieces of information on
the killing of 'Alids were collected already from the last third of the 1st/7th cen-
tury on. These efforts were made initially above all by members of the 'Alid fam-
ily itself. The first written collections of maqtal accounts on individual “martyrs”
date from the first half of the 2nd/8th century.

33 Ayoub, Redemptive Suffering in Islàm 152–155, incl. n. 34.
34 Al-Kulìnì “is said to have worked for twenty years” on this compilation. The

book, though mostly a collection of traditions of the Imams, was meant to be a
guide to authoritative Imami doctrine in theology and fiqh. Thus it is arranged
according to subject matter and tends to contain only those traditions which the
author considered as reflecting orthodox teaching. Only exceptionally are the views
and elaborations of Imami scholars quoted;” cf. W. Madelung, art. “al-Kulaynì,”
in: EI 2 v, 362. See also Halm, Shiism 42–43. 

35 Halm, Shiism 44.
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It appears that Ibn Bàbawayh played a similarly important role

in the formation of the Fà†ima legend. Many of the Fà†ima ˙adìths,
taken from over a dozen of his books, are incorporated into the 110-

volume work Bi˙àr al-Anwàr of the Safawid mega-compiler al-Majlisì
(see vol. 43). Ibn Bàbawayh was very detailed in his reports about

Fà†ima and unfolded her miraculous and, at the same time, sad life

to an unprecedented degree. This allows one to contend that the

Fà†ima legend, in its essential characteristics, already finds its com-

pletion in the works of Ibn Bàbawayh.

3.1 Fà†ima’s legend: literary layers, levels, and motifs

But how did this transition from a dispersed and diverse tradition

to the legend of a saint take place? In the following, using Ibn

Bàbawayh’s writings as a basis, some of the literary processes employed

to effect this transition will be located.36

Viewed formally, it appears at first as if the Sunnite text tradi-

tion, in the way it had been recorded, underwent a renewed act of

selection. One notices that a great number of the akhbàr that were

originally part of histories and annals have been eliminated. What

remains as a result is, in particular, the biographical reports (as we

encountered them in Ibn Sa'd’s ǎbaqàt) and the religious traditions

as preserved in the Óadìth. However, the traditions reporting on

Fà†ima’s conflict with 'Alì were not incorporated into this newly

established corpus of traditions.

Nonetheless, the biographical traditions, reporting on the emphatic

relationship between the Prophet and his daughter as well as on her

religiously significant characteristics, are found again as a kind of

“raw material” in the legend. These ˙adìths are often dramatized and

enriched metaphorically by further narrative and rhetorical revision.

One example takes up the ˙adìth cited above in which the Prophet
characterizes Fà†ima as a part from his own body (see above, p. 192):
“. . . Oh 'Alì, Fà†ima is a part of me and the light of my eye and the
fruit of my heart. What saddens her saddens me, and what brings her
joy brings me joy. And she will be the first from my family who will
meet me [in the hereafter]. . . . And as for al-Óasan and al-Óusayn,
they are both my sons and offspring; they are the masters of the youth

36 I base the following mainly on the traditions cited by al-Majlisì, Bi˙àr al-anwàr,
vol. 43, from the books of Ibn Bàbawayh.
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amongst the dwellers of Paradise (sayyidà shabàb ahl al-janna) . . .” (IB,
Amàlì = MB 24–25).

Besides the rhetorical elaboration, the reports taken over from the

Sunnite tradition are combined with religious topoi and motifs. This

especially occurs on the basis of the biographical reports dealing with

Fà†ima’s wedding, marriage and death. These scenes are further elab-

orated upon, using fantastic motifs.

Often these are elements taken from folk fairy-tales, miracle nar-

ratives, or from topoi of the lives of saints—as also known in the

Christian tradition: for example, the child speaking in the mother’s

womb and praying immediately after birth. Even if miracles confirming

Fà†ima’s saintliness are seldom told in early Shiite tradition, her

reported ability to multiply food can be assigned to this motif group.

Such narrative elements are mostly incorporated into the legend

through Fà†ima communicating with figures such as the angel Gabriel

and the virgins of paradise. These also sometimes enter the scene

as protagonists. One example of the diverse narrative and semantic

metamorphosis of a scene is the well-known report of 'Alì’s shyness

during courtship in the Sunnite tradition.37 According to a Shiite tra-

dition, 'Alì says:

I wished very much to marry Fà†ima, the daughter of the Prophet,
may God bless him and grant him peace. But I did not dare to say
this to the Prophet. This moved my heart day and night, till I [even-
tually] went to the Prophet, may God bless him and grant him peace.
Then he said: “Oh 'Alì!” I said: “At your service, O envoy of God.”
Then he said: “Are you wishing to get married?” I said: “The Prophet
of God knows this best of all. When he wants to marry me to a
Qurayshi woman, I fear losing Fà†ima.”

Shortly after this event, 'Alì is called to the Prophet:

I hurried to him and found him in the room of Umm Salama. After
he caught sight of me, his face radiated with joy and he smiled so
that I could see the white of his teeth gleam. He said: “Be joyous,
'Alì, for God the Almighty has complied with what I had in mind as
to your wedding.” I said: “How is that, oh Prophet of God?”

He (the Prophet) said: “Gabriel came to me with ears of corn and
cloves from heaven. He handed them to me. I took them and smelt.”
And I said: “What is the occasion for these ears of corn and cloves?”
He said: “God the Almighty commanded the angels and all the other

37 See IS viii, 19–21 (see above, pp. 186–187).
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dwellers of heaven to decorate paradise, with all its gardens, trees,
fruits and palaces. And he commanded that it (Paradise) shall be fra-
grant and there arose many scents and pleasing fragrances. And he
commanded his virgins of paradise to recite the suras à̌ Hà and
ǎwàsìn and Yà Sìn and Óm 'asq. Then he announced a call from

underneath the throne: ‘Today is the wedding feast of 'Alì ibn Abì
ˇàlib, may peace be with him.’ Today I testify to you all that I have
married Fà†ima, the daughter of the Prophet Mu˙ammad, to 'Alì ibn
Abì ˇàlib . . .”

Then God the Almighty sent a white cloud and let pearls, gem-
stones (zabarjad, lit: chrysolites) and rubies rain down upon them. Then
the angel rose and strewed ears of corn and cloves from paradise. . . .

Then God commanded one of the angels of heaven, called Rakhìl—
and there is no more eloquent angel than he—“Preach, O Rakhìl!”
And he gave a sermon (khu†ba) the like of which the dwellers of heaven
and earth had never before heard. . . . (IB, Amàlì = MB 101–102).

Already the transposed beginning of a traditional report on 'Alì’s
courtship and the marriage with Fà†ima may suffice to show the

diverse new references that transform the biographical scene into a

narrative, at once fairy-tale-like as well as religious. Even in the short

example given here, the new levels of meaning in the Fà†ima story

are almost limitless. Her story exceeds its earthly setting and is posi-

tioned more closely to other texts of crucial religious significance in

Islam such as “The Biography of the Prophet” or even the Quran

itself. Within these new fields of reference, however, the potential of

further Islamic spheres is conceivable—ones which themselves in turn

lead further. For example, through the reference to the so-called

secret letters of the sura à̌ Hà (Q 20), ǎwàsìn (Q 27, “The Ants”),

Yà Sìn (Q 36), Óm 'asq (Q 42, “The Counsel” or “The Consultation”),

there unfolds the entire course of divine creation and revelation for

anybody knowledgeable in the Quran: the creation of the cosmos,

the sun, the moon, the earth, plants, animals and human life, Adam

and Eve’s expulsion from Paradise, the stories of the prophets of the

Old Testament (Noah, Moses, David, Solomon, Íàli˙, Lot), the mis-

sion of Mu˙ammad, the significance of the Quran, the Islamic order

willed by God, the rewarding of believers, punishment for infidels,

the resurrection of the dead, the Last Judgment, and Paradise and

Hell. In this way, the Fà†ima story is tied into the entire cosmic uni-

verse and sacred history of Islam.

The text is additionally enriched through the internal accumula-

tion of symbols (ears of corn, cloves, rain showers, emeralds, rubies

and white clouds, all of which stand for fertility, blessing and the
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highest divine distinction). Narrative techniques (such as the inter-

locking dialogue structure, the generation of fairy-tale-like images)

allow the scenes related in these texts to appear clearly before the

eyes of the listener or reader. Beyond the colorful images, a reli-

gious truth arises whose center, for Shiites, is the marriage of 'Alì
and Fà†ima. In the continuation of the tradition translated above,

the angel Rakhìl directly states its significance: out of this marriage

comes forth God’s evidence (˙ujja) for his creation, and that is the

Shiite Imam (IB, Amàlì = MB 103).

3.2 Fà†ima’s female role

There is, however, a further layer of literary elaboration noticeable

in Fà†ima’s biography: Those scenes, which especially show Fà†ima

in her female roles of daughter and wife, and which are also handed

down in the Sunnite tradition, are taken up.

In the course of this new and highly complex Shiite narrative,

Fà†ima now becomes the paradigm of the Islamic woman par excel-

lence: she is the caring mother of her two sons, the satisfied wife, and

the housewife who works herself to exhaustion (mostly at the mill):

She ground the grain till she had blisters on her hands. She swept the
house till her clothes were the color of dust. She stoked the fire under
the kettle till her clothes were black. This caused her great harm (IB,
'Ilal al-sharà"i' = MB 82).

The tender relationship between father and daughter is rendered

narratively with just as much love of detail. In one report the Prophet

repeatedly kisses Fà†ima so intensely that some of his wives would

like to forbid it.

“Always when I long for the scent of Paradise, I smell the fragrance
of my daughter Fà†ima” is his explanation (ISH = MB 42–43; see
also IB, Amàlì; and 'Uyùn akhbàr al-Ri∂à = MB 4).

As his daughter, Fà†ima hears the Prophet’s teachings at first hand

and with great devotion. The compiler al-Majlisì only cites a single

“marital row tradition” in the volume dedicated to Fà†ima. Immediately

following it, he quotes Ibn Bàbawayh as saying that the report is

dubious, because 'Alì and Fà†ima were “too sublime” to need the

Prophet to reconcile them (MB 42).38

38 Cf. Kohlberg, Abù Turàb 349.
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In order to metamorphose Fà†ima into a superhuman woman, her

female bodily functions and sexuality are removed. Fà†ima—con-

ceived in Paradise (see below)—is said to be “a virgin of Paradise”

(IB, Amàlì = MB 4). As do many other Shiite compilers of ˙adìths,
Ibn Bàbawayh stresses that Fà†ima, as the Prophet’s daughter, did

not menstruate (Ma'ànì al-akhbàr = MB 15; etc.). In bearing her chil-

dren, she lost no blood (Mawlid Fà†ima = MB 7).

In particular, the parallels between Fà†ima and Mary with regard

to sexuality and motherhood are now centrally featured: Mary has

twenty names in the Quran, each one referring to one of her virtues.

Hence, Ibn Bàbawayh also gives Fà†ima twenty names. From these,

the compiler al-Majlisì gives an account of the following common

merits: both women were mothers—one bearing Jesus, the other the

grandchildren of the Prophet. Like Mary, praised in the Quran for

her chastity, Fà†ima kept her “shame protected,” remaining chaste

(Q 66:12; and IB, Mawlid Fà†ima = MB 50). As Mary, Fà†ima too

is called “The Pure,” al- à̌hira, and “The Virgin,” al-Batùl (MB 16;

IB at ISH iii, 357). The mysterious epithet “Mother of her Father,”

Umm Abìhà, which could remind us of the Christian title of Mary

as the “Mother of God,” does not seem to have been ascribed to

Fà†ima in the Shiite tradition of the 4th century A.H.; it is, how-

ever, attested in Shiite traditions from later centuries.39

In the Shiite tradition, the comparisons between Mary and Fa†ima

as “The Mistress of all Women” occur increasingly often. Fà†ima’s

pre-eminence is, however, unchallenged: Mary is “The Mistress of

all Women in This Life.” Fà†ima though is “The Mistress in This

Life and the Hereafter” (IB, Amàlì = MB 24; variation in IB, Ma'ànì
al-Akhbàr = MB 26).

Other names of honor given to Fà†ima in later times are “The

Greater Mary,” Maryam al-Kubrà, as well as “The Greatest Friend”

(ISH iii, 357f.). These names come from a list of 89 names reported

by the theologian Ibn Shahràshùb (d. 588/1192) in his work Manàqib
Àl Abì à̌lib. The names differentiate and define Fà†ima’s personal-

ity according to her moral and genealogical merits. Their significance

as well as their number in relation to God’s 99 names is quite obvi-

ous. In Ibn Shahràshùb’s list, there is also a series of names desig-

nating Fà†ima’s aspects in the Hereafter—and so are the newly

39 Cf. art. “Fà†ima,” in: EI 2 (n. 2) 845.
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formed levels of her legend given by the Shiite tradition, as will be

shown in the following section.

3.3 Transcendent spheres beyond biography

Honorable names like the “The Heavenly,” al-Samàwiyya, and “The

Shining,” al-Nùriyya, or “The Lamentor before the Throne at the

Last Judgment,” al-MutaΩallima bayna yadai al-'arsh yawm al-Dìn (ISH

iii, 357), characterize Fà†ima in her celestial qualities and roles.

What is striking is not so much the light metaphor, which is the

literary expression of her holiness and divine essence and is com-

pressed into her most important name of honour, al-Zahrà". Insubstantial

spiritual light is generally of great significance in Shiite teachings of

the Imamate, where it is granted to all Imams as a sign of divine

guidance and knowledge. As Fà†ima is at the genealogical “coordi-

nating point” of the system, it is not surprising that she also should

be luminous. What is more remarkable is that Fà†ima’s light (unlike

the light of the Imam) is often related to the heavenly bodies. In

the morning her light shines like “the rising sun,” before sunset like

“the shimmering moon,” and in the night like “the glittering star”

(al-kawkab al-durrì; ISH iii, 330).

To create an awareness of Fà†ima’s transcendent aspect, the Shiite

legend unfolds the imaginary worlds of paradise and Last Judgment.

Ibn Bàbawayh had already reported the story of Fà†ima’s miracu-

lous begetting in several short and fantastic variations. According to

one short version, the begetting occurs after the Prophet received a

date (or an apple, according to another version) from Gabriel dur-

ing a journey to heaven. The date metamorphoses in his loins into

sperm. After his return to earth, Khadìja conceives Fà†ima (IB, Amàlì
as well as 'Uyùn akhbàr al-Ri∂à" = MB 4). Upon her birth, a light

radiates from her that illuminates the houses of Mecca and the entire

earth. Maryam, Àsiya, and the virgins of Paradise wash Fà†ima with

water from a spring in Paradise, cover her in a white, fragrant shawl

and veil her with another one. The baby recites the Shiite creed.

Joy reigns in heaven, the ˙ùrìs congratulate one another on the birth

of the child. A light shines, brighter than the angels have ever seen

before (IB, Amàlì = MB 3).

On the day of resurrection, Fà†ima rides on a camel of jewels and

gems. A light dome rises itself over Fà†ima. She herself wears a

crown of light as bright as “the glittering star” (al-kawkab al-durrì ) on
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the horizon. She is escorted on her right and left by 70,000 angels

on both sides. Gabriel leads the bridles of the camel. He calls upon

all the inhabitants of Paradise to lower their eyes. After the proces-

sion has reached the throne of God, Fà†ima is greeted by a voice.

She herself calls God, her descendants, her friends, her Shia. God

lets them all enter. The angels surround her with grace and Fà†ima

leads them into Paradise (IB, Amàlì = MB 219f.). Another version

portrays Fà†ima in her role as “The Mistress of all Women.” The

Prophet foresees that Fà†ima will lead the believing women of his

community into Paradise.

In another scene, Fà†ima carries the blood-soaked clothes of her

son al-Óusayn, hangs them on the throne and pleads to God for

justice (IB, 'Uyùn akhbàr al-Ri∂à = MB 120). A ˙adìth relates that the

Prophet promised Fà†ima that a dome of light will be erected for

her. Al-Óusayn will come near, carrying his head in his hands, and

Fà†ima’s sighs will bring the dwellers of heaven to tears. The hour

of vengeance has arrived. God will assemble the murderers and their

accomplices. He will kill them man for man. Then they will be once

again brought back to life and 'Alì will kill them once again. Al-

Óasan and al-Óusayn will also kill them. The cruel alteration from

fatal revenge and return to life continues till “no one from amongst

our descendants remains who has not killed them” (IB, Thawàb al-
a'màl = MB 221–222).

3.4 Conflict structure

By pointing out the conflict structure in conclusion, attention shall

also be drawn to a further level of the legend-like elaboration of the

Fà†ima tradition. In the Shiite narrative dealing with Fà†ima, it is

clear that the historical conflict between the Prophet’s family and

the political successors of the Prophet is amplified and dramatized.

Certainly, conflict structure and its arrangement belong to the fun-

damental scheme of every narration. However, for the conflict struc-

ture of legends duality and extreme intensification of the conflict

situation are particularly characteristic. Mostly a fundamental oppo-

sition reigns between the saint (as representative of an order willed

by God) and the Other, a force in which evil is personified.40

40 Cf. Ecker, Die Legende 196–197.
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In the case of the Fà†ima legend, the “conflict” draws its mater-

ial from the historical reports. As Sunnite tradition has it, Abù Bakr

denied Fà†ima her inheritance (see above, p. 189; e.g. ˇT i.4, 1825).

There are also reports suggesting that—after Abù Bakr was appointed

as the caliph—'Alì and his like-minded comrades made their way

to Fà†ima’s house to discuss the situation. (BA i, 583, Shiite view in

YT ii, 126).

Taking the Sunnite historical reports as a starting point, the leg-

end transforms Fà†ima’s life into an exemplary stage for the clash

between the Prophet’s family and an Islam deformed by earthly inter-

ests. This leads, in turn, towards a stage for the religio-political dis-

pute between the Shiites and the Sunnites. Evil is already expressed

through the ridicule of the Qurayshi women that Fà†ima is con-

stantly subjected to. After the death of the Prophet, this ridicule is

dramatically intensified. It is personified in particular by Abù Bakr

and 'Umar as well as by the mob in the background. The enemies

deny the political rights of the Prophet’s family. Fà†ima is at the

mercy of Abù Bakr and his supporters. She is humiliated, cheated

of her inheritance, and physically attacked. These physical attacks

cause a miscarriage whereby the third grandson of the Prophet, al-

Mu˙assin, dies (MB 197–200). Despite the requests of Abù Bakr and

'Umar, on her deathbed Fà†ima refuses to pardon them for the injus-

tice they have committed (IB, 'Ilal al-sharà"i' = MB, 201–206).

The legend also places Fà†ima’s crying, a motif often associated

with female Islamic saints,41 into the context of political develop-

ments after the death of Mu˙ammad. Fà†ima cries incessantly out

of concern for the true Islam and the future destiny of her family.

She swiftly pines away towards death in a sea of tears (MB, chap-

ter 7, 155–218, and passim). It must be judged as a specific feature

of the Shiite legend that the drama does not end favorably for the

heroine in this life through the intervention of divine providence. As

legends confirm the religious teachings they have as their background

reference, a well-ordered end in favor of the saint is generally the

rule.42 In contrast, the legend of Fà†ima and her family is a Shiite

martyr legend. Not in political reality, but rather at the Day of

Judgment will Fà†ima, as the avenger of the 'Alids and their fol-

lowers, be victorious over evil.

41 Smith, Ràbi'a the Mystic 57.
42 Ecker, Die Legende, chapters 3.5 and 3.6.
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4 Conclusions

As indicated above, literary evidence shows that a coherent and

meaningful narrative about the life of the holy woman, Fà†ima, was

created from mere splinters of historical information and static bio-

graphical and religious images.

Reflecting upon the earliest Shiite traditional reports, one observes

how the formation of the legend of Fà†ima initially occurred as a

formal reorganization of existing (Sunnite) text materials: these reports

were selected, adopted in part, supplemented, and merged into new

narrative units, i.e. the Shiite ˙adìths. From the perspective of an

alternative religious historical vision, these Shiite ˙adìths related anew

the earthly story of Fà†ima.

Within the same movement, the narrative reached beyond the

enclosed, narrow world of the Sunnite representation of Fà†ima. The

Shiite narrative was able to establish countless far-reaching connec-

tions between Fà†ima and figures of the transcendental and imagi-

nary worlds of Islam. Motifs and narrative devices taken from folk

stories of the saints and from fairy-tales, once woven into the text,

now turn the dense narrative (corresponding to the function of a

legend) into a neat medium for conveying Shiite teachings to a wide

circle of believers.

In both types of texts, Ibn Sa'd’s biographical lexicon and the lit-

erature of Prophetic Tradition (Óadìth), Fà†ima appears mainly in

terms of her relationships to her father and husband; that is as a

silhouette. Female ideals and religious qualities were projected onto

her. The image that arose remained sketchy and indefinite.

In the Shiite narrative, however, these isolated biographical data

about Fà†ima’s life form a religious vita. Fà†ima is closely tied to her

father, her husband and her sons. She becomes the center of a widely

spun net of references to texts and myths. Her literary relationship

to the Quran is virtually absolute. As was shown, the four “Wedding

suras” alone unfold for Fà†ima and 'Alì the blessings of the entire

universe created and sustained by God. Because of their sanctity,

God intervenes directly in their worldly lives. Their lives are exem-

plary for all people.

In this way, Fà†ima becomes the heroine of a religious narrative.

She is given mainly tolerant and conforming characteristics. But in

her deep sorrow after the death of her father, rage and aggression are

mixed. In the Hereafter, Fà†ima is merciless, cruel, and revolutionary.
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In her family role, she exemplifies love, motherliness, devotion and

obedience. In accordance with Islam, she is chaste, pious and uncom-

promisingly consistent. The figure of Fà†ima can hence serve as an

Islamic ideal for women. In her role as the apocalyptic advocate and

raging avenger, specific Shiite experiences and visions are crystal-

lized. Hence, she also becomes a role model in Shiite sacred history

and eschatology.

To use the terms proposed by Wolfgang Iser, the “de-realization”

of Fà†ima’s historical world was accompanied by the imaginary world

“becoming real.” It appears as if the legend has merged both worlds.

Saints in legends dwell in both immanence as well as in transcen-

dence, and connect these widely separated spheres for mere mortals.

It can be assumed that historical fragments of Fà†ima’s life—perhaps

the love between her and her father, perhaps her work at the mill—

have been preserved in the legend. But there they have another

meaning as they could ever have had for Fà†ima herself.
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CHAPTER TEN

NARRATIVES AND CHARACTER DEVELOPMENT: 

AL-ˇABARÌ AND AL-BALÀDHURÌ ON LATE 

UMAYYAD HISTORY

Steven C. Judd

In the absence of contemporary sources, historians of early Islam

must rely on later collections of akhbàr, such as al-ˇabarì’s Ta"rìkh
al-rusul wa-l-mulùk and al-Balàdhurì’s Ansàb al-ashràf, to reconstruct

events. These compilations preserve an immense quantity of infor-

mation from a plethora of earlier sources. Unfortunately, they do

not often reveal their compilers’ authorial hands. Instead, the com-

pilers reproduced material from earlier sources without synthesizing

it into a single narrative. When judgments about historical causa-

tion, the temperament of central historical actors or the lessons to

be learned from particular events do appear, it is often impossible

to determine with certainty whether these are the compiler’s own

judgments or whether he faithfully reproduced the biases of his

sources. One method for uncovering the hidden authorial hand of

the akhbàr compiler is to compare how different compilers repro-

duced material from a single source. Evidence of subtle editing, omis-

sion and embellishment of earlier sources can offer some insight into

the compiler’s agenda and the themes that shaped his retelling of

events.

Stefan Leder applied such analysis to reports of the saga of Khàlid
al-Qasrì, preserved by al-ˇabarì (d. 310 A.H./923 C.E.) and al-

Baladhurì (d. ca. 279/892).1 He showed that the two compilers

manipulated their sources to facilitate character development and

narrative cohesion. He found that al-ˇabarì embellished his sources

to create a more complex image of Khàlid al-Qasrì in order to pro-

duce a more compelling narrative. By contrast, al-Baladhurì’s version
of the same events leaves Khàlid’s character less developed. Leder

1 Stefan Leder, Features of the Novel in Early Historiography: The Downfall of
Xàlid al-Qasrì.
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used differences between al-Baladhurì’s and al-ˇabarì’s versions of

Khàlid’s rise and fall to argue that compilers of akhbàr did not sim-

ply repeat the material they heard, but inserted their narrative voices

in subtle ways. His discussion of Khàlid illustrates how editing by

later compilers shaped images of historical events and their causes.

However, Leder’s findings also raise questions about the role char-

acter development served in the larger narrative of early Islamic his-

tory. Khàlid’s story is both a discrete tragedy and an episode in the

larger drama of the decline of the Umayyad regime. To understand

why al-ˇabarì embellished Khàlid’s story, it is essential to contem-

plate how Khàlid’s demise fit into al-ˇabarì’s overall understanding

of Umayyad history and to examine how al-ˇabarì and other com-

pilers developed different Umayyad heroes and villains.

A comparison of al-ˇabarì’s treatment of several key episodes in

late Umayyad history to al-Baladhurì’s presentation of the same

events reveals that the two compilers understood the causes of the

Umayyads’ decline and the lessons to be learned from their fall very

differently. The following analysis of their development of other late

Umayyad characters demonstrates that both al-ˇabarì and al-Baladhurì
embellished their sources, and also shows that they omitted mater-

ial that did not serve their narrative purposes. Since both relied heav-

ily on al-Madà"inì (d. ca. 225/840) as a source for the end of the

Umayyad period, this analysis will focus primarily on how they used

material derived from his writings. This examination reveals that al-

ˇabarì manipulated his sources to emphasize the evils of personal

greed and tribal strife, which his narrative implies were the cause of

the Umayyads’ demise. In some instances, al-ˇabarì added mater-

ial to his sources to develop the characters of his heroes and vil-

lains. In others, he omitted details to render characters who were

not central to his theme more opaque. Al-Baladhurì manipulated his

sources in similar ways, but in the service of a different overall theme.

He focused not on tribal feuds or avarice, but on the moral cor-

ruption and heresy of late Umayyad figures. A comparison of their

exploitation of their sources reveals how al-ˇabarì and al-Baladhurì
inserted their voices in the chronicles without taking on the role of

narrator explicitly.

Contrasting citations of al-Madà"inì regarding three significant

aspects of the Third Fitna in al-ˇabarì’s Ta"rìkh al-rusul wa-l-mulùk
to similar citations in al-Baladhurì’s Ansàb al-ashràf demonstrates how

the two compilers developed characters differently to elaborate diver-
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gent themes. First, differences between their presentations of the

caliph al-Walìd ibn Yazìd’s shortcomings that eventually led to his

murder by supporters of Yazìd ibn al-Walìd in 125/743 reveal their

divergent interpretations of his flaws. Second, discrepancies in their

descriptions of Yazìd’s entry into Damascus, his accession to the

caliphate, and the sources of his support demonstrate how the two

compilers categorized the conflicting forces in the Third Fitna. Finally,

their explanations of Marwàn ibn Mu˙ammad’s motives for oppos-

ing Yazìd and his brother Ibràhìm demonstrate how the two devel-

oped particular characters who served their thematic needs. The

contrasting character development illustrated in this analysis illumi-

nates both the thematic agendas al-ˇabarì and al-Baladhurì pursued

and how they manipulated their sources to produce coherent expla-

nations of the swift, chaotic decline of the Umayyad regime.

1 Al-Walìd’s shortcomings and the reasons for his murder

Al-ˇabarì and al-Baladhurì both relied on al-Madà"inì as their major

source for al-Walìd’s biography. This is not surprising, since most

accounts of his caliphate, including those of Abù l-Faraj al-Ißfahànì
(d. 356/967) and Ibn 'Asàkir (d. 571/1176), are derived almost exclu-

sively from al-Madà"inì as well.2 Because they relied on the same

source, different historians recorded aspects of al-Walìd ibn Yazìd’s

troubled life in remarkably similar fashion. For instance, al-ˇabarì,
al-Baladhurì and al-Ißfahànì all included al-Madà"inì’s report describ-

ing al-Walìd’s hatred for al-Zuhrì (d. 124/742), who had urged

Hishàm to remove al-Walìd from the line of succession, and his

determination to kill him after he became caliph.3 Similarly, al-

ˇabarì, al-Baladhurì and the anonymous author of the K. al-'Uyùn
wa-l-hadà"iq all included al-Madà"inì’s description of al-Walìd’s approval

of Hishàm’s decision to exile the Qadarites to Dahlak.4 These cita-

tions of al-Madà"inì, like many others, are virtually identical in al-

ˇabarì, al-Baladhurì, and other sources.

2 Abù l-Faraj al-Ißfahànì, al-Aghànì; Ibn 'Asàkir, Ta"rìkh madìnat Dimashq.
3 Al-ˇabarì, Ta"rìkh ii, 1811; al-Baladhurì, Ansàb vii, 511; al-Ißfahànì, al-Aghànì

vii, 11.
4 Al-ˇabarì, Ta"rìkh ii, 1777; al-Baladhurì, Ansàb vii, 517; anonymous, K. al-'Uyùn

wa-l-hadà"iq 132.
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Other episodes in al-Walìd’s story, however, reveal significant

differences in how al-ˇabarì and al-Baladhurì used material from

al-Madà"inì. Quotations of al-Madà"inì’s description of al-Walìd’s dis-

putes with Hishàm’s sons show evidence of al-ˇabarì’s editorial hand.

In contrast to the embellishments Leder found in al-ˇabarì’s version

of Khàlid’s demise, his description of this feud is abbreviated and

omits material from al-Madà"inì that al-Baladhurì retained. In par-

ticular, al-ˇabarì left out accusations that al-Walìd tortured mem-

bers of Hishàm’s family and the list of those whom he imprisoned.

He also skipped the poem al-Baladhurì included about the oath being

given to al-Walìd’s sons, 'Uthmàn and al-Óakam.5

Al-ˇabarì acknowledged his abridgments, stating that he did not

want to make his book any longer by dwelling on al-Walìd’s liber-

tine behavior.6 Of course, no compiler of akhbàr included every datum

at his disposal and each had to decide what material was expend-

able. Unfortunately, they seldom offered their readers insights about

how they determined what to include and what to discard. Thanks

to al-Baladhurì’s preservation of those parts of al-Madà"inì that al-

ˇabarì considered superfluous, his criteria for choosing material from

al-Madà"inì can be uncovered. His choices reveal a great deal about

his understanding of al-Walìd’s flaws and the reasons he inspired so

much hostility.

Most of the material al-Tabarì excluded is poetry, a significant

quantity of which al-Walìd himself composed. Other sources testify

to al-Walìd’s reputation as a patron of poets and as a poet in his

own right.7 Al-Walìd’s poetry covers a variety of topics, including

some of political and religious significance, but much of it is devoted

to wine and women. Given the quantity of poetry attributed to al-

Walìd and its diverse themes, one might conclude that al-ˇabarì
simply exhibited a chronicler’s healthy aversion to poetry, an aver-

sion not shared by al-Baladhurì. However, al-ˇabarì did not simply

banish poetry from his narrative of late Umayyad history. Instead

he retained poems that served his thematic purposes, such as al-

Walìd’s rhymed response to Hishàm’s withholding of his stipend and

the tribal-themed poetry in the account of Khàlid al-Qasrì’s demise.8

5 Al-ˇabarì, Ta"rìkh ii, 1776; al-Baladhurì, Ansàb vii, 515–516.
6 Al-ˇabarì, Ta"rìkh ii, 1775.
7 See especially al-Ißfahànì’s al-Aghànì. See also Francesco Gabrieli, Al-Walìd ibn

Yazìd 1–64.
8 Al-ˇabarì, Ta"rìkh ii, 1781, 1749–1750. 
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Al-ˇabarì excluded poetry that did not contribute to the image

of al-Walìd he intended. The most significant omission is al-Walìd’s

love poetry composed for Salmà bint Sa'ìd ibn Khàlid. Al-Baladhurì
included extensive accounts of al-Walìd’s fixation with Salmà and

the voluminous poetry he produced to woo her and to lament his

failures in this endeavor. Al-Ißfahànì, whose work was more con-

cerned with poetry than with the historical circumstances of its pro-

duction, also preserved al-Walìd’s love poetry for Salmà.9 The story

of al-Walìd’s obsession with Salmà is soap-operatic in its complex-

ity. Al-Walìd was married to Umm 'Abd al-Malik bint Sa'ìd, a

descendant of 'Uthmàn ibn 'Affàn, but fell in love with her sister

Salmà. He planned to divorce Umm 'Abd al-Malik and sought Sa'ìd’s

approval to marry Salmà instead. Hishàm, al-Walìd’s uncle and pre-

decessor as caliph, heard of al-Walìd’s plans from his own wife,

another sister of Salmà. He scolded Sa'ìd, asking if he would have

al-Walìd swap one of his daughters for another, and dissuaded him

from allowing the marriage. Despite this blow to his plan and, accord-

ing to some reports, Salmà’s failure to requite his love, al-Walìd
remained obsessed with Salmà. He even resorted to a variety of

antics to meet her, including a trip to her father’s residence where

he unsuccessful attempted to gain access to her quarters disguised

as an olive oil peddler.10 He merely caught a glimpse of his beloved

(which inspired more poetry) and was spurned by Salmà and her

servants, who exclaimed that they had no need for his oil (là ˙àjata
binà ilà zaytika).

Al-Walìd had no choice but to await Hishàm’s death to fulfill his

desire for Salmà, whose father surely could not refuse him once he

was caliph. According to al-Madà"inì, his first priority upon becom-

ing caliph was to marry Salmà (lam yakun lahu himmatun illà tazawwuj

Salmà).11 Al-Walìd’s romantic frustrations did not end with Hishàm’s

death, since there were legal complications related to Salmà’s divorce.

Al-Madà"inì does not explain the nature of the legal obstacle, or

even name the party Salmà was divorcing, but some of the fuqahà"

9 Al-Baladhurì, Ansàb vii, 485–490; al-Ißfahànì, al-Aghànì vii, 30–44; Gabrieli
30–32.

10 Al-Baladhurì, Ansàb vii, 486; al-Ißfahànì, al-Aghànì vii, 28–29. Al-Baladhurì
places Sa'ìd’s residence in Fuddayn, in southern Syria, but al-Ißfahànì identifies his
residence as Fartana, a qaßr near Marw al-Rudh.

11 Al-Baladhurì, Ansàb vii, 498.
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argued that this unspecified problem would invalidate al-Walìd’s mar-

riage to her. More significantly, they reminded al-Walìd that he was

the Imàm and that, if he entered into union with her in these cir-

cumstances, the people would take it as sunna and adhere to it. Their

response suggests that members of the community granted the caliph’s

actions normative force, even if the caliph had a checkered moral

history.12 Ultimately, al-Walìd arranged for his nephew to marry

Salmà and subsequently divorce her so that he could marry her after

her waiting period. To complete the tragedy, Salmà died forty days

after al-Walìd finally married her.13

The story of al-Walìd and Salmà offers important material for

developing an image of al-Walìd’s character. The hopelessly roman-

tic, drunken poet was not the role al-ˇabarì intended for al-Walìd
in his narrative. Al-ˇabarì not only excluded the voluminous poetry

the affair produced, but omitted any mention of Salmà whatsoever.

By contrast, al-Baladhurì’s understanding of the forces driving late

Umayyad history required that he portray al-Walìd as a moral deviant

who also recognized that his role as caliph limited his freedom some-

what. Hence, the story of his obsession with Salmà and his ultimate

willingness to make extraordinary efforts to ensure the legality of

their marriage are important elements of al-Baladhurì’s narrative. Of

course, al-Ißfahànì was more interested in poetry than in history and

included the story as a vehicle for preserving the poetry attached to

it. Al-Ißfahànì preserved other, more outrageous poetry as well. In

one of the antics he recounted, al-Walìd’s drinking companions re-

minded him that it was Friday and suggested that he give a sermon

at the mosque. Al-Walìd gave an impromptu khu†ba in verse, despite

his inebriated state.14 All three relied on al-Madà"inì’s report as their

principal source for al-Walìd. However, the manner in which they

used this material and the portions they chose to omit created different

images of al-Walìd.

Other examples from al-Walìd’s caliphate illustrate the impact of

12 Regarding the normative value placed on Umayyad practice, see J. Schacht,
Origins of Muhammadan Jurisprudence 190–213.

13 Al-Baladhurì, Ansàb vii, 485–490, 498–500; al-Ißfahànì, al-Aghànì vii, 30–36.
The need for her to marry another and then divorce suggests that she was previ-
ously married to al-Walìd, since only in circumstances of later marriages to a for-
mer spouse is an intervening marriage required. Nothing in the various versions of
the story, however, suggests that al-Walìd was successful in marrying Salmà at any
previous time.

14 Al-Ißfahànì, al-Aghànì vii, 57–58.
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the compilers’ editorial hands as well. Al-ˇabarì excluded a wide

variety of other reports of al-Walìd’s moral decadence. Al-Madà"inì
described numerous encounters between al-Walìd and various singers

and poets. Al-ˇabarì offered only telegraphic descriptions of these

diversions, but al-Baladhurì and al-Isfahànì included more complete

accounts.15 Some of these apparently minor anecdotes contain impor-

tant hints of the compilers’ perceptions of al-Walìd’s fatal short-

comings. For instance, al-Baladhurì included a report from Hishàm
ibn al-Kalbì, upon whom al-ˇabarì also relied, describing al-Walìd’s

reasons for retreating to the fortress at al-Bakhrà", where his final

confrontation with Yazìd’s supporters took place. According to Ibn

al-Kalbì’s account, al-Walìd went to al-Bakhrà" to drink and relax.

There is no hint in the report that al-Walìd anticipated a showdown

with his opponents there or that he was fleeing from Yazìd.16 Al-

ˇabarì did not include Ibn al-Kalbì’s explanation, leaving the reader

to assume that al-Walìd fled to al-Bakhrà" to escape Yazìd’s forces.

Ibn al-Kalbì’s report implies that al-Walìd’s demise was related to

his licentious lifestyle. Al-ˇabarì preferred not to draw attention to

this possibility.

Al-ˇabarì’s abridgment of al-Madà"inì’s akhbàr about al-Walìd cre-

ates a different image of al-Walìd’s character than that found in al-

Baladhurì and al-Ißfahànì. Al-ˇabarì could not ignore al-Walìd’s

moral depravity, but he did minimize it and select accounts of al-

Walìd’s immorality that supported the theme of his narrative. For

instance, al-ˇabarì included al-Madà"inì’s account of al-Walìd’s scan-

dalous behavior on the pilgrimage of 116/734, when he brought

dogs, wine and a tent that he intended to set up over the Ka'ba to

convert it into a huge drinking venue. His version of al-Walìd’s out-

rageous behavior is even more explicit than al-Baladhurì’s. However,

al-ˇabarì connected this account to Hishàm’s efforts to persuade al-

Walìd to abdicate in favor of Hishàm’s son Maslama. To empha-

size the depth of the feud between Hishàm and al-Walìd, al-ˇabarì
included al-Walìd’s acerbic poetic responses to Hishàm’s requests.17

The incident precipitated al-Walìd’s retreat to his desert palace at

al-Azraq and the final rift between him and Hishàm.18

15 Al-ˇabarì, Ta"rìkh ii, 1742–1746; al-Baladhurì, Ansàb vii, 474–531; al-Ißfahànì,
al-Aghànì vii, 1–84.

16 Al-Baladhurì, Ansàb vii, 533.
17 Al-ˇabarì, Ta"rìkh ii, 1742.
18 Al-ˇabarì, Ta"rìkh ii, 1741–1742; al-Baladhurì, Ansàb vii, 476–477.
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In al-ˇabarì’s narrative, al-Walìd’s insolence toward his family

overshadows his immorality and episodes demonstrating his moral

depravity appear only in the context of family disputes. Al-ˇabarì’s
editorial choices eliminate much of the complexity of al-Walìd’s char-

acter. In other sources, his immorality, his tragic love affair, his pen-

chant for answering correspondence in verse and his love of wine

make him an intriguing, if flawed character. Al-ˇabarì’s narrative

required a simpler al-Walìd with more transparent faults. Unlike

Khàlid al-Qasrì, whose story al-ˇabarì embellished to develop his

character and magnify his tragedy, al-ˇabarì’s al-Walìd is simply a

cruel, arrogant man who serves as a generic villain. Al-ˇabarì’s devel-

opment of other late Umayyad characters illustrates why he needed

to reduce al-Walìd to such a caricature.

2 Yazìd ibn al-Walìd’s rise to power

The motivation for Yazìd’s revolt, which ultimately precipitated the

collapse of the Umayyad regime, has been the subject of tremen-

dous debate. Al-ˇabarì and al-Baladhurì both included accounts of

Yazìd’s efforts to build a coalition of Umayyad princes to remove

al-Walìd from power. These reports reveal the complex relationships

between Umayyad family members and provide a basis for tribal

analyses of the regime’s self-destruction.19 Al-ˇabarì and al-Baladhurì
also recounted Yazìd’s accession speech after his victory over al-

Walìd in very similar terms. The program Yazìd laid out in this

speech has sparked a lengthy debate about policy disputes within the

Umayyad regime.20 Most analyses of the fall of the Umayyad regime

follow these themes from al-ˇabarì. Tribal or factional strife, the

greed and ambition of capricious princes, or fatigue with Umayyad

economic and military policies dominate these discussions.

However, al-Baladhurì included significant variations of al-Madà"inì’s
reports, as well as other accounts that suggest a different interpre-

tation. In particular, al-Baladhurì’s citations include religious themes

19 For the clearest articulation of the tribal interpretation of Umayyad history,
see J. Wellhausen, The Arab Kingdom and its Fall.

20 The strongest argument for interpreting the Third Fitna as a dispute over pol-
icy is M.A. Shaban: Islamic History A.D. 600–750: A New Interpretation. For an oppos-
ing view, see Patricia Crone, Were the Qays and Yemen of the Umayyad Period
Political Parties?
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that al-ˇabarì omitted. In some cases, there is evidence that al-

ˇabarì abbreviated al-Madà"inì’s reports to minimize religious aspects

of the Third Fitna. Minor omissions from accounts of Yazìd ibn al-

Walìd’s entry into Damascus, as well as variations in al-ˇabarì’s and

al-Baladhurì’s renditions of Yazìd’s accession speech and the cir-

cumstances surrounding it reveal al-ˇabarì’s editorial hand.

In what appears to be a minor aside to the story of Yazìd ibn

al-Walìd’s rise to power, al-ˇabarì’s abridgements of al-Madà"inì’s
report reveals his interpretation of the driving forces in Umayyad

history. Al-Madà"inì’s description of Yazìd’s entry into Damascus

includes a brief story of his detour to Mizza after entering Damascus.

The people of Mizza had already given their oath to Yazìd, except

Mu'àwiya ibn Maßàd al-Kalbì, who was their sayyid. Yazìd appar-

ently considered his support to be vital, since he journeyed on foot

from Damascus to Mizza specifically to obtain Mu'àwiya’s oath.

Mu'àwiya initially treated Yazìd rudely and even scolded him for

getting mud on his carpet. However, he ultimately offered his oath

to Yazìd, who then returned to Damascus.21 Mu'àwiya ibn Maßàd
is a somewhat mysterious figure. He does not appear in the bio-

graphical sources, nor does he appear later in al-Madà"inì’s narra-

tive. It is unclear whether he was related to Ibràhìm ibn Maßàd
al-Kalbì, one of the Qadarites whom the caliph Hishàm exiled to

the island of Dahlak, or to al-Walìd ibn Maßàd al-Kalbì, who was

one of al-Walìd’s murderers. From al-Madà"inì’s report, however, it

is clear that Mu'àwiya and the people of Mizza were associated with

the Qadarites, the religious movement advocating human free will.22

This connection between Mizza and the Qadarites is not evident

in al-ˇabarì’s citation of this khabar, which obscures Mizza’s con-

nection to the Qadarites. Al-ˇabarì omitted a parenthetical remark

labeling the Mizzites as Qadarites that appears in other citations of

the same report. Al-Baladhurì’s version and the K. al-'Uyùn both

describe the oath from the people of Mizza as follows:

The people of Mizza, most of whom followed the doctrine of Ghaylàn
Abì Marwàn whom Hishàm killed, gave their oath (wa-bàya'a ahl al-
Mizza wa-aktharuhum yaqùlùn bi-qawl Ghaylàn Abì Marwàn alladhì qatalahu
Hishàm).

21 Al-ˇabarì, Ta"rìkh ii, 1788–89.
22 Al-Baladhuri, Ansàb vii, 521–522; Anon., Kitàb al-'Uyùn 134–135.
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Al-ˇabarì omitted the reference to Ghaylàn, a major Qadarite figure,

entirely.23 This omission may appear to be minor, but it alters the

implications of Yazìd’s support from Mizza profoundly. By identify-

ing the Mizzites as Qadarites, al-Madà"inì gave Yazìd’s revolt an

important doctrinal element. Other reports portray the Mizzites as

major supporters of Yazìd in Damascus, making their motivations

for joining his revolt particularly important. By omitting the refer-

ence to the Ghaylàniyya, al-ˇabarì made the Mizzites appear merely

as Kalbì tribesmen whose leader, Mu'àwiya ibn Maßàd, was reluc-

tant to join Yazìd’s cause. Consequently, al-ˇabarì’s account implies

that Yazìd’s initial success at Damascus resulted from Kalbì tribal

support rather than Qadarite religious opposition to al-Walìd.

By itself, this omission may not seem significant. Indeed, paren-

thetical remarks frequently disappear from quotations of akhbàr in

later compilations. However, other examples of al-ˇabarì’s suppres-

sion of religious and moral elements in Yazìd’s rise to power demon-

strate that this minor deletion served a greater purpose. Al-ˇabarì
and al-Baladhurì both relied on al-Madà"inì as their primary source

for Yazìd’s accession speech. Their reproductions of his long and

much-discussed sermon are virtually identical. The only significant

difference is that al-Baladhurì omitted the final sentence of the speech,

in which Yazìd asserts that Muslims have a duty to defy a caliph

who disobeys God.24 This omission is consistent with al-Baladhurì’s
implicit rejection of the legitimacy of Yazìd’s revolt.

Earlier in his narrative, al-Baladhurì included another version of

Yazìd’s speech which he received from another source, Dàwùd ibn

'Abd al-Óamìd, who was the qà∂ì of al-Raqqa. This version is much

shorter and is embedded in a short, but slightly different narrative

of al-Walìd’s demise. Dàwùd’s account begins with a brief report

indicating that al-Walìd went to al-Bakhrà" for his health, to drink

milk. This contrasts greatly with al-Madà"inì’s suggestion that he

went there to imbibe less wholesome beverages. The speech itself is

much abbreviated, but covers the major themes of al-Madà"inì’s
longer version. Immediately after the speech, however, Dàwùd men-

tions that the Ghaylàniyya gave their oath to Yazìd and proceeded

23 Al-ˇabarì, Ta"rìkh ii, 1878. Regarding Ghaylàn, see Josef van Ess, Anfänge
Muslimischer Theologie; idem, Les Qadarites et la ˝ailànìya de Yazìd III; and Steven
Judd, Ghaylàn al-Dimashqì: The Isolation of a Heretic in Islamic Historiography.

24 Al-ˇabarì, Ta"rìkh ii, 1834–1835; al-Baladhurì, Ansàb vii, 542–543.
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to Damascus. His rendition of al-Walìd’s death at al-Bakhrà" also

lacks the details of al-Madà"inì’s account. The details it does include

emphasize al-Walìd’s immorality. The mob outside his door hurls

stones over the wall at him, calling him a fàsiq (sinner) and accus-

ing him of homosexuality.25 This alternative narrative emphasizes

different themes than al-Madà"inì’s account. Here, Yazìd’s support-

ers are clearly identified as Qadarites and the accusations against al-

Walìd involve only moral offenses. Interestingly, al-Walìd’s actual

behavior is not reprehensible in this version of events. Instead, he

drinks milk and dies while reading his Quran. Dàwùd implies that

the Qadarites, hurling false accusations, killed an innocent leader.

Al-ˇabarì and al-Baladhurì also repeated somewhat different ver-

sions of Yazìd’s letter to the people of Iraq, justifying his revolt

against al-Walìd. Both relied on al-Madà"inì as their only source for

the letter. Some of the variations are minor, but others reveal their

different judgments of the two caliphs. In their presentations of

Yazìd’s letter, al-Baladhurì’s editorial hand is most evident. His ver-

sion of the letter omits short but important segments that, in al-

ˇabarì’s rendition, provide justification for the revolt and explain

al-Walìd’s downfall. Specifically, al-Baladhurì omitted assertions that

God had been pleased with the caliphs until the death of Hishàm
and that God had killed al-Walìd as a result of his evil behavior.26

By themselves, these omissions may seem minor. However, when

viewed in conjunction with al-Baladhurì’s abbreviation of Yazìd’s

accession speech, in which he also omitted justification for al-Walìd’s

murder, they suggest that al-Baladhurì was unwilling either to reject

al-Walìd’s legitimacy as caliph or to accept Yazìd’s rationale for oust-

ing him. Further evidence to support this conclusion is found in al-

Baladhurì’s citation of a report from al-Madà"inì in which al-Mahdì
condemned al-Walìd’s murder and asserted that he could not have

been an unbeliever.27 Al-ˇabarì did not include this report. He was

less concerned with Yazìd’s doctrinal deviance than with the tribal

narrative in which Yazìd’s Yemenì allies fought against al-Walìd’s

Qaysì backers. In his narrative, the death of Hishàm marks the end

25 Al-Baladhurì, Ansàb vii, 536.
26 Al-ˇabarì, Ta"rìkh ii, 1843–1845; al-Baladhurì, Ansàb vii, 535–536; for a close

examination of the two versions of the letter, see Patricia Crone and Martin Hinds,
God’s Caliph: Religious authority in the first centuries of Islam, 126–128.

27 Al-Baladhurì, Ansàb vii, 535. 
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of tribal harmony. He implicitly condemns both al-Walìd and Yazìd
for their motives, which have little to do with religion.

In al-Baladhurì, Yazìd clearly plays the role of the villain and his

determination to oust al-Walìd stems from his identification with the

Qadarites. In his account of al-Walìd’s murder, al-Baladhurì included

a khabar from 'Abbàs ibn Hishàm who asserted that Yazìd was a

good man, except for his adherence to the doctrines of Ghaylàn.28

By contrast, al-ˇabarì only obliquely acknowledged accusations that

Yazìd was a Qadarite. Near the end of his account, after a verse

in which Yazìd claimed descent from a qaysar, a khaqan and Kisra,

as well as the Umayyads, al-ˇabarì merely mentioned in the pas-

sive, “It was said that he was a Qadarite.”29 His genealogical pride

takes precedence over his alleged religious identity in this brief report,

as al-ˇabarì’s narrative required.

Al-ˇabarì and al-Baladhurì edited their citations from al-Madà"inì
to serve different narrative purposes. Al-ˇabarì excluded references

to the Ghaylàniyya to maintain an emphasis on tribal themes. Al-

Baladhurì included these references, but omitted some material that

provided justification for Yazìd’s rebellion. Al-Baladhurì’s Yazìd was

not fighting an unjust, illegitimate caliph, but was instead inspired

by his heretical views to supplant the legitimate, if immoral, caliph.

In neither narrative is Yazìd a particularly complex character. His

ambitions simply spring from different motivations.

3 Marwàn ibn Mu˙ammad’s motivation for revolting

Al-ˇabarì deviated significantly from al-Madà"inì’s narrative in his

presentation of Marwàn’s revolt, even resorting to his own narrative

voice to explain the circumstances leading to Marwàn’s southward

march. Al-ˇabarì emphasized that Marwàn revolted “on the pre-

text” (muΩhiran) that he was seeking vengeance for al-Walìd.30 Al-

ˇabarì’s word choice, which appears in two separate places, suggests

doubt about Marwàn’s real motivations. After his introductory remarks,

he abandoned al-Madà"inì’s narrative, turning to a report from Abù
Hàshim Mukhallad ibn Mu˙ammad, a mawlà of 'Uthmàn ibn 'Affàn.

28 Al-Baladhurì, Ansàb vii, 515.
29 Al-ˇabarì, Ta"rìkh ii, 1874 (wa qìla innahu kàna qadarìyan).
30 Ibid., 1870, 1876.
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Abù Hàshim described Marwàn’s campaign in tribal terms. He labeled

Marwàn’s supporters as Qaysìs and reported that the only prison-

ers Marwàn killed were two Kalbìs, one of whom was al-Walìd ibn

Maßàd, mentioned above, who participated in al-Walìd’s murder.31

He also included extensive details of the strategy and conduct of the

battle between Marwàn and Sulaymàn ibn Hishàm (ibn 'Abd al-

Malik), in the tradition of older ayyàm al-'arab stories.

Al-ˇabarì’s narrative of the events leading to Marwàn’s seizure of

the capital includes only one reference to the Qadarites. For this,

al-ˇabarì returned to al-Madà"inì, quoting Marwàn’s letter to Ghamr

ibn Yazìd in which he used predestinarian, anti-Qadarite rhetoric

to persuade Ghamr to join his cause.32 With this singular exception,

al-ˇabarì’s description of Marwàn’s campaign is constructed around

tribal themes.

Al-Baladhurì’s version of Marwàn’s rejection of Yazìd and Ibràhìm
offers a radically different image of Marwàn. Following al-Madà"inì’s
narrative, al-Baladhurì described Marwàn’s deep aversion for Yazìd,

Ibràhìm and their Qadarite supporters. Al-Madà"inì even suggested

that it was Marwàn who dubbed Yazìd “al-Nàqiß” (“The Inadequate

One”). According to this report, Marwàn coined the insulting honorific
not due to Yazìd’s reduction of stipends, as other explanations sug-

gest, but rather because of Yazìd’s deficient intellect (kàna nàqiß al-

'aql ).33 His determination to avenge al-Walìd was not merely a pretext

for seizing power, but derived from a deep-seated hatred for Yazìd
and the deviant religious tradition he represented. Marwàn labeled

al-Walìd as the maltreated caliph (al-khalìfa al-maΩlùm) and cursed

Yazìd as a “Qadarì Ghaylànì” on several occasions. Marwàn even

described himself in the role of Mu'àwiya seeking vengeance for the

death of 'Uthmàn.34 Unlike al-ˇabarì, who emphasized Qaysì sup-

port for Marwàn at Qinnasrìn, Óimß and other towns, al-Baladhurì
portrayed Marwàn calling people to join him to fight against

this Qadarì who is the brother of the Qadarì Ghaylànì who stole the
affairs of the people [the caliphate], the one who ordered heresy and
straying from the right path (hàdhà l-qadarì akhì l-qadarì l-ghaylànì
l-mubtazz li-umùr al-nàs al-àmir bi-l-bid 'a wa-l-∂alàla).

31 Al-ˇabarì, Ta"rìkh ii, 1876–1877.
32 Ibid., 1850–1851.
33 Al-Balàdhurì, Ansàb vii, 540.
34 Ibid., 548.
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Al-Baladhurì’s account does not mention the tribal identity of the

participants, much less emphasize tribal themes. Instead, Marwàn
declared that jihàd against the usurpers was a duty for all Muslims.35

His justification for fighting Ibràhìm was religious rather than tribal.

Details of the battles are buried much later in al-Baladhurì’s some-

what redundant account of Marwàn’s caliphate.36

The extreme contrast between al-ˇabarì’s and al-Baladhurì’s
accounts of Marwàn’s revolt against Ibràhìm illustrate both their

different interpretations of Marwàn’s motivations and their different

narrative agendas. In al-ˇabarì, Marwàn is a rather opaque char-

acter seeking power under the pretext of the traditional blood feud.

In al-Baladhurì, he is a more complex character who expresses moral

outrage at Yazìd’s heretical views. Al-Baladhurì’s Marwàn is less con-

cerned with avenging al-Walìd’s murder than with removing the

Qadarite usurper from power.

4 Conclusions

Both al-ˇabarì and al-Baladhurì relied primarily on al-Madà"inì to

compose their narratives of late Umayyad history. However, they

each shaped the material in different ways to create narratives that

were consistent with their interpretations of the forces driving Umayyad

history. The two historians came to different conclusions about the

causes of the Umayyad regime’s rapid decline. Al-Baladhurì inter-

preted the fall of the Umayyads as a consequence of moral deprav-

ity and heresy on the part of their leaders. Al-ˇabarì sought to make

sense of the Umayyads’ disintegration by delving into ancient tribal

disputes between Qays and Yemen.

Al-ˇabarì and al-Baladhurì used similar methods to shape their

narratives around their chosen themes. In particular, both used char-

acter development to create heroes and villains and to emphasize

particular virtues and flaws in the central characters in the drama

of the Third Fitna. Their efforts to develop characters to suit their

thematic purposes required that they manipulate al-Madà"inì and

35 Al-Balàdhurì, Ansàb vii, 548.
36 Ibid., 561–565.
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other sources available to them, omitting some reports and empha-

sizing others.

Al-Baladhurì used al-Madà"inì to create complex images of al-

Walìd and Marwàn. In his narrative, al-Walìd emerges as a tragic,

shockingly hedonistic figure. Al-Baladhurì emphasized his personal

faults and the religious implications of his inability to control his

appetites. His drunkenness and taste for poetry and singing girls led

him to be derelict in his caliphal duties. His tragic love affair with

Salmà led him to contemplate assorted violations of moral and legal

norms. His opponents frequently condemned him as a libertine, but

did not accuse him of heresy. They simply considered him to be

immoral beyond belief. At the same time, al-Baladhurì’s al-Walìd
displays flashes of competence and cleverness. His witty responses to

Hishàm’s criticisms, his proclivity to respond to correspondence in

verse, and his careful seizure of the reigns of power at Hishàm’s

death reflect his acumen. Even his drunken, poetic khu†ba is not with-

out theological content. In al-Balàdhurì’s narrative, al-Walìd devel-

ops into a complex character who was alternatively drunk, competent,

and even occasionally pious.

Al-Baladhurì’s version of Marwàn is less complex than his al-

Walìd, but he is not merely a power-hungry general. He is instead

zealous in his hatred of the Qadarites and in his determination to

restore power to more orthodox rulers. He is less disturbed by al-

Walìd’s moral deviance than by Yazìd’s doctrinal deviance. His fierce

antagonism toward Yazìd stems from his noble desire to safeguard

Islam against heresy. In his role as a defender of orthodoxy, Marwàn
emerges as a somewhat sympathetic character.

Al-Baladhurì created a suitable cast of characters for his narrative

of immorality and heresy. Al-Walìd is the orthodox leader whose

immorality proves to be his fatal flaw. Yazìd is the heretic who takes

advantage of discontent with al-Walìd’s moral deviance to oust him.

Marwàn is the defender of orthodoxy who is determined to cleanse

the caliphate of its heretical usurper. In al-Baladhurì’s narrative, the

twin evils of moral depravity and doctrinal innovation ultimately

destroy the Umayyad regime.

Al-ˇabarì had a different narrative purpose. He understood the

downfall of the Umayyads as a product of primordial tribal strife

and personal greed. In his interpretation, al-Walìd’s moral failings

fade into the background. Instead, his alienation from the Umayyad
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family and his incitement of tribal feuds cause his downfall. Al-ˇabarì
presents al-Walìd as a simpler, if more obnoxious, character who

fanned the hot coals of tribal tensions by acts such as his outrageous

treatment of Khàlid al-Qasrì. Al-ˇabarì’s embellishment of Khàlid’s

story, described in detail by Leder, makes sense in the context of

the general theme around which he built his narrative of late Umayyad

history. Khàlid becomes the victim of the perversity of tribal strife

and the uncontrollable greed of al-Walìd’s supporters, a tragic figure

who helps al-ˇabarì epitomize the evil consequences of tribal schisms

and avarice.

In al-ˇabarì’s narrative, Marwàn and Yazìd are not developed as

central characters. Their personalities remain opaque and their moti-

vations are largely tribal and personal. His thematic purposes required

that neither be particularly sympathetic characters. Instead, they are

merely personifications of tribal identities, which al-ˇabarì consid-

ered to be a primary cause of the Third Fitna and the Umayyad

regime’s demise.

The differences in al-ˇabarì’s and al-Baladhurì’s use of material

from al-Madà"inì in their narratives on late Umayyad history illus-

trate several important points. First, as Leder concluded in his analy-

sis of Khàlid al-Qasrì’s story, akhbàr could be manipulated to serve

larger narrative purposes. By developing particular characters and

by emphasizing certain aspects of those characters, compilers such

as al-ˇabarì and al-Baladhurì could create thematic narratives to

interpret as well as chronicle events without inserting their own nar-

rative voices. Second, this evidence of source manipulation and the-

matic agendas in our major sources for the Umayyad period raises

important questions about the integrity of the major Arabic chron-

icles as repositories of earlier akhbàr. Given the fact that al-ˇabarì
became the principal source both for later Arabic historiography and

for modern studies on early Islamic history, it may be necessary to

reevaluate our assumptions about the significance of tribal identities

during the Umayyad period. Apparently not all sources took these

labels as seriously as al-ˇabarì did. Finally, in the absence of an

authoritative text of al-Madà"inì, it is impossible to be certain what

themes he emphasized in his own narrative of these events and to

what extent he may have manipulated his own sources to highlight

particular aspects of late Umayyad historical characters. Unfortunately,

this analysis of al-ˇabarì and al-Baladhurì does not enable us to

understand exactly what caused the rapid disintegration of the
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Umayyad regime. It does, however, illustrate that the chronicles and

histories produced by early Islamic scholars are not merely dispas-

sionate compilations of akhbàr, but instead accommodate the narra-

tors’ thematic agendas. Only by careful comparison of narratives

utilizing the same sources can the narrators’ voices be uncovered.
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CHAPTER ELEVEN

“THE ALCHEMY OF HAPPINESS”: 

AL-GHAZÀLÌ’S KÌMIYÀ AND THE ORIGINS OF THE

KHWÀJAGÀN-NAQSHBANDIYYA PRINCIPLES*

Alexei A. Khismatulin

The scholarly oeuvre of Abù Óàmid Mu˙ammad al-Ghazàlì al-ˇùsì
(1058–1111 C.E.), the outstanding Muslim thinker of the Middle

Ages, constitutes a most valuable intellectual heritage for contempo-

rary Islam. His numerous well-known works on philosophy, jurispru-

dence, logic, theology, and mysticism allow us to regard him as one

of the most prolific authors of the Muslim world. It has been said

of al-Ghazàlì, for example, that if one divides the number of pages

he wrote (in works known to us) by the number of days he lived,

one finds that he wrote four pages a day.1

The study presented in this chapter is devoted to “The Alchemy

of Happiness” (the Kìmiyà-yi sa'àdat), one of al-Ghazàlì’s later works.

This book is interesting for two reasons: Firstly, while al-Ghazàlì
wrote most of his works in Arabic, “The Alchemy of Happiness”

seems to be al-Ghazàlì’s first composition written in Persian. Secondly,

this book has become a valuable manual of philosophical-ethical

issues relevant for Muslim mystics, particularly for those living in

areas with an overwhelming majority of native speakers of Persian,

i.e. in the Iranian ethno-linguistic region including not only Iran,

but also Central Asia, Afghanistan, and parts of India.

The first part of this chapter (i.e. paragraphs one to five) will pre-

sent information on the text of “The Alchemy of Happiness” as such.

* This chapter is a substantial development of the preliminary results of my
research on this topic, as presented in my paper given at the 1998 UEAI Congress
in Halle/Saale (Germany). See also A.A. Khismatulin: Some Notes on the Kìmiyà-
yi Sa'àdat (“The Elixir of Happiness”) by Abù Óàmid al-Ghazàlì al-ˇùsì, in: 
S. Leder [et al.] (eds.): Studies in Arabic and Islam, Proceedings of the 19th Congress, Union
Européenne des Arabisants et Islamisant, Halle 1998, Leuven [et al.], 2002, 469–484. 
(= Orientalia Lovaniensia Analecta 108).

1 Óaqìqat, Ta"rìkh-i 'irfàn 412.
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This includes observations on the oldest known manuscript of the

Kìmiyà, which is preserved in St. Petersburg, Russia, as well as a

study of the contents and structure of this medieval text in com-

parison with al-Ghazàlì’s magnum opus, the I˙yà" 'ulùm al-dìn (“Revitali-

zation of the Religious Sciences”).

The second part of the study touches upon aspects of this book

that have not yet been studied so far. More specifically, it will inves-

tigate the common roots and parallels that “The Alchemy of

Happiness” seems to have had in the formulation of basic spiritual-

religious principles in Islamic mysticism, some of which apparently

played an important role for the Khwàjagàn-Naqshbandiyya Sufi
brotherhood2 in determining its path as a mystic one.

1 “The Alchemy of Happiness”

and the Iranian ethno-linguistic region

Al-Ghazàlì’s “Alchemy of Happiness” was completed presumably

between 1102 and 1106 after what is probably his best-known and

largest work: the I˙yà" 'ulùm al-dìn.3 Both were written, along with

his other major works, over a period of eleven years, during which

he traveled and stayed away from public life; this period, from 1095

until 1106, appears to have been the most productive period in al-

Ghazàlì’s scholarly life. “The Alchemy of Happiness” is not only one

of the few works written by the author in Persian, but also one of

the first works in Persian compiled by a Muslim religious authority

on Sufism. In its popularity in the Iranian world, it stands together

with the first voluminous work on Sufism written in Persian, the

Kashf al-ma˙jùb (“Revelation of That Which Is Veiled”) by 'Alì ibn

'Uthmàn al-Jullàbì al-Hujwìrì (d. between 1072–1077).

In fact, al-Ghazàlì’s “Alchemy of Happiness” significantly surpasses

al-Hujwìrì’s work in the number of preserved manuscript copies and

printed editions. Nearly all the large collections of oriental manu-

scripts contain at least three or four manuscript copies of this work.

This may be due to the author’s fame and authority, but also to

2 By the Khwàjagàn-Naqshbandiyya, I mean mainly the so-called “central” lineage.
3 G.F. Hourani, The Chronology of Ghazàlì’s Writings (1959); idem: A Revised

Chronology of Ghazàlì’s Writings (1984). 
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the simple expository style of the writing. However, it should be

noted that this might also be due to a diminishing significance of

the Arabic language and a rebirth of the cultural tradition based on

the Persian language, which began under the Persian dynasty of the

Sàmànids (9th–10th cent.)—with the literary activity of Rùdakì
(d. 940/1) and Firdawsì (934–1020)—and which further continued

during the eleventh and twelfth centuries, and then especially in the

wake of the Mongol conquest. Moreover, leaving aside the numer-

ous lithograph editions of “The Alchemy of Happiness” that appeared

in the nineteenth century, the dates for the copying of the text, pro-

vided by main manuscript catalogues on the whole, indicate a con-

stant demand for this particular work throughout the centuries. This

demand began during the twelfth century and has continued down

to the present time. Such a fact testifies to the popularity of the

book on the intellectual market, within the Iranian ethno-linguistic

region and even beyond its borders.

It should be stressed that al-Ghazàlì, who had previously written

only in Arabic—i.e. the language of the Quran, Arabic-Islamic sci-

ences, and international relations within the Abode of Islam (dàr al-
Islàm)—seems to have felt it necessary to write this particular work

in Persian. He was thus able to address a readership that was quite

different from the one he had addressed before.4

2 The St. Petersburg manuscript of the Kìmiyà

As noted, al-Ghazàlì’s works have come down to us in numerous

manuscripts held in various repositories all over the world. Naturally,

the oldest copies are of particular interest to specialists, since they

constitute a valuable source for those engaged in the investigation

of texts.

This oldest known manuscript fragment of al-Ghazàlì’s “Alchemy

of Happiness,” is kept at the St. Petersburg Branch of the Insti-

tute of Oriental Studies.5 This institute, in its turn, had acquired the

4 In this connection, C. Hillenbrand’s remark that “probably it was intended as
a teaching handbook for use in al-Ghazàlì’s Sufi cloister in Khuràsàn” can be taken
into consideration; see her Some Aspects of al-Ghazàlì’s Views on Beauty 250, n. 3. 

5 St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute of Oriental Studies (henceforth SPBIOS),
ms. B 4612. 
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manuscript from the collection of the Russian Orientalist O.L. Vil’chev-

skii (1902–1964).

Judging from paleographic features, the manuscript can be dated

to the beginning of the twelfth century. It contains the complete sec-

ond “pillar” (rukn) of the work (see illustration 1 ).

The manuscript was described for the first time by Vil’chevskii

himself,6 but an unfortunate error prevented this scholar from iden-

tifying it as a fragment of “The Alchemy of Happiness.” Besides,

Vil’chevskii did not focus on the problem of identifying the frag-

ment. Rather, he concentrated on its importance in helping with the

reconstruction of the world-view of the urban population of Iran in

the Middle Ages. Vil’chevskii dated the manuscript to “no later than

the mid-eleventh century,” and termed its author as “the anonymous

composer.” In a note, however, he came close to his real name, and

only one step remained to be taken to make the correct suggestion.7

Eventually, after consulting this copy for his preparation of a schol-

arly edition of “The Alchemy of Happiness,” the late Persian scholar

Óusayn-i Khadìwjam confirmed the manuscript’s actual age.8

In order to convey a full sense of this precious copy, a brief

description of the uncatalogued manuscript B 4612 will be given

here: The manuscript is 20.0 × 15.0 cm large and contains 191 folia.

The text was written on polished, yellow, rude, thick paper, using

black Indian ink; it is written in the naskh-i Irànì ductus (see illustra-

tion 2). The text covers, without frame, 14.5 × 10.0 cm, and each

page is composed of seventeen lines. The cartouches remained unfilled.

Restoration work was performed in the twentieth century to the light-

brown binding (pasteboard covered in stamped synthetic leather).

Two inscriptions are found on fol. 001a (see illustration 3): The upper

one comprises the date of Rama∂àn 605 A.H. (i.e. March–

April 1209 C.E.) and the name of [. . .] Abì Bakr ibn Mu˙ammad

ibn 'Alì ibn 'Abd al-'Amìd. The lower one was made on the occa-

sion of a person’s birthday. It contains the information “before break-

fast, 25. Rabì' al-Awwal 584 A.H. (i.e. 24 May 1188 C.E.),” and

the name of Abù Bakr As'ad Allàh.

6 O.L. Vil’chevskii, Novyi istochnik (1955).
7 “The title of the last of the mentioned writings [i.e. the I˙yà" 'ulùm al-dìn] our

composer has referred to is very close to the title of the famous work by al-Ghazàlì;”
cf. ibid. 97, n. 2. 

8 Al-Ghazàlì, Kìmiyà-yi sa'àdat, ed. Óusayn-i Khadìwjam i, 39 (henceforth: Khadìwjam).
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3 Structure of the Kìmiyà

“The Alchemy of Happiness” is divided into eight chapters, four of

which have traditionally been viewed as a preface. These four intro-

ductory chapters at the beginning of the Kìmiyà are entitled 'unwàns
(for the meaning of this term, see below). The titles of these first

four chapters are:

1. “On self-knowledge” (dar shinàkhtan-i khwìsh),
2. “On the knowledge of the Most High” (dar shinàkhtan-i ˙aqq-i

sub˙àna wa-ta'àlà ),

3. “On the mystical knowledge of the world” (dar ma'rifat-i dunyà),
and

4. “On the mystical knowledge of the afterlife” (dar ma'rifat-i àkhirat).9

These chapters are followed by four chapters entitled rukns (“pillars”).

Two of these rukns, chapters five and six,

5. On “religious observances” ('ibàdàt), and

6. On “conducts” (mu'àmalàt),

deal with the outward observance and performance of the religious

commandments of the sharì'a, the revealed or canonical law in Islam,

and the customary law respectively. Finally, chapters seven and eight

7. On “the mortal vices” (muhlikàt), and

8. On “the virtues leading to salvation” (munjìyàt),

cover the inner spiritual qualities that a true believer must possess.

In all eight chapters, the smallest division of text is called “section”

( faßl ). While the first four chapters ('unwàns) are divided solely into

“sections,” the remaining chapters (rukns), in addition to the “sec-

tions,” also contain larger subdivisions of the text according to the

following scheme:

– aßl (“basis;” paragraph)

– bàb (“part”)

– faßl (sub-“section”).

9 I used here the text of the work as preserved in another manuscript of the
SPBIOS collection, that is, al-Ghazàlì, Kìmiyà-yi sa'àdat, ms. B 928 (apparently tran-
scribed in Herat in 1495; henceforth: ms. B 928); in addition to the edition pre-
pared by Khadìwjam.
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Each of the four chapters (rukns) in the second half of the Kìmyà con-

tains ten aßls.
A more careful analysis of the structure of the Kìmiyà reveals that

the author did not intend the four “introductory” chapters ('unwàns)
to be simply a prelude or foreword to the later chapters (rukns). In

using the term 'unwàn, al-Ghazàlì seems to have had in mind the

term’s broader range of meanings. This is suggested by the use of

this word in combinations, such as ma'rifat-i 'unwàn-i musalmànì; nìkù-yi
Ωàhir 'unwàn-i nìkù-yi bà†in-ast; ammà 'unwàn-i àn 'ilmhà àn-ast ki . . .;

'unwàn-i musalmànì.10 Such expressions provide the grounds for inter-

preting the term 'unwàn as “indication” “possessive marker,” “sym-

bol,” “upper part,” or “peak.” These phrases then read “mystical

knowledge indicating submission to God,” “outer beauty indicates

inner beauty,” “however, the mark of belonging to that science is . . .”

and “indication of humility before God” respectively.

This interpretation is justified also by the translation of the word

'unwàn given in the brief glossary of a copy of al-Ghazàlì’s work

dated to 1111 A.H. (1699 C.E.), where the compiler interprets it as

follows:

'Unwàn with ∂amma and kasra [means] introduction to the book; the
beginning of something; [i.e.] that from which something comes; [i.e.]
that from which something becomes comprehensible and grasped.11

Moreover, on two occasions al-Ghazàlì himself gives the synonyms

for 'unwàn, that is, the Persian namùdgàr (“indication”) and nishàn
(“sign”).12

As shown later in this study, an understanding of 'unwàn as offered

here determines our understanding of the composite structure of the

entire text of the Kìmiyà.

4 The Kìmiyà as an independent work

It is noteworthy that chapters five to eight of the Persian Kìmiyà, as
well as most of their subheadings, bear the same titles as the four

10 Ms. B 928, 49a, etc. (n. 9); Khadìwjam i, 120, 525, and ii, 374, 419ff.
11 Al-Ghazàlì, Kìmiyà-yi sa'àdat, ms. B 4549 (transcribed in 1699 C.E.), 11a–11b.

See also: Persidskie i tadzhikskie rukopisi i, 628, no. 75 (addenda).
12 Ms. B 928, 13a, 49b (n. 9); Khadìwjam i, 33, 124.
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chapters (rub's, “quarters”) of al-Ghazàlì’s earlier, Arabic work, the

I˙yà" 'ulùm al-dìn. This similarity between the titles of certain chap-

ters of the Kìmiyà and the I˙yà" has misled some scholars to view

the Kìmiyà simply as a popular Persian abridgment of the Arabic

I˙yà". The first four chapters of the Kìmiyà are, however, completely

absent from the latter work. That is the only explanation as to why

they are considered as the foreword to the Kìmiyà. This view appears

to have first arisen at the end of the nineteenth century, in the

description of one of the earliest full copies of the work, which is

stored in the British Museum13 and dated to 672/1274.

Despite the presence of English and German translations of “The

Alchemy of Happiness,”14 from the time it was first catalogued until

the present, this view has made its way from one catalogue to

another,15 appearing also in some contemporary research studies.16

A possible reason for this occurrence is that al-Ghazàlì’s works

have been studied mainly by Arabists who considered the existence

of an abridged translation of the I˙yà" 'ulùm al-dìn into Persian as a

natural step. On the other hand, one must consider the fact that

translations of “The Alchemy of Happiness” into, for example, English,

were undertaken not from the original Persian but from the Turkish

and Urdu translations.17 For instance, C. Field’s English translation

is abridged to such an extent that it constitutes as little as a third

of its original size when compared with the Persian original.18 This

also means that it can hardly provide an adequate sense of the con-

tent of the original work, although it may be “ideally suited for edu-

cational purposes.”19

13 Rieu, Catalogue i, 36–38, add. 25,026.
14 Al-Ghazàlì, The Alchemy of Happiness, trans. by H.A. Homes (1873); trans. by

Claud Field (1910); idem, revised and annotated by Elton L. Daniel (1991); Das
Elixier der Glückseligkeit [German trans. by] H. Ritter (1923, 1998). 

15 Ethe, Catalogue i, 975–8; Sobranie vostochnykh rukopisei iii, 97; Fihris al-makh†ù†àt al-
Fàrsiyat ii, 77–9.

16 Examples of this are the following studies: E. Bertels, Izbrannye trudy (1965),
42–43; I.P. Petrushevskii, Islam v Irane v VII–XV vekakh (1966), 223; al-Ghazàlì, Vosk-
reshenie nauk o vere (I˙yà" 'ulùm ad-dìn), [Russian trans. by] V.V. Naumkin (1980), 77 .

17 Al-Ghazàlì, The Alchemy of Happiness, trans. Field (n. 14).
18 Idem (1991), xxxviii.
19 The second edition of the translation differs from the first one in a new fore-

word by Elton L. Daniel, and by the fact that it is significantly expanded. It has
a brief biography of al-Ghazàlì, a description of the historical, religious, and intel-
lectual situation during his lifetime (including his influence and importance to the
Islamic world); a short analysis of certain questions related to the Kìmiyà; and a
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As for H. Ritter’s German translation, it contains only the first

chapter ('unwàn) and one short part from the second rukn—On “con-

ducts” (mu'àmalàt)—of “The Alchemy of Happiness.” The rest are

passages abridged by Ritter himself and drawn from the I˙yà" 'ulùm
al-dìn.20

In other words, to this day, there are no scholarly translations of

the Kìmiyà into a Western language21 despite the numerous editions

of the entire text, which have lately appeared in Iran, and the pres-

ence of copies of this work in all of the major European manuscript

collections. It follows, then, that the contents of the work have

remained little known to scholars.

This might also be the reason for the fact that Western studies

into the chronology of al-Ghazàlì’s works have, until recently,22 erro-

neously considered his Arabic work Mishkàt al-anwàr wa-mißfàt al-asràr
(“The Niche for Lights and Filter for Secrets”) to have been writ-

ten in 1106–1107, i.e. after the Kìmiyà,23 although the text of the

Kìmiyà contains a direct reference to the Mishkàt.24 Furthermore, some

scholars have even considered the Mishkàt to be al-Ghazàlì’s last

work, locating the period of its composition “at the end of his life,”25

good bibliography dealing with al-Ghazàlì’s works, cf. A. Knysh’s review of al-
Ghazàlì, The Alchemy of Happiness, trans. by Claude Field (1991), in: The Middle East
Journal 47 (1993) 1, 152.

20 “Der erste Teil Von der Selbsterkenntnis ist eine wörtliche Übersetzung der ersten
‘Eingangs’ ('unwàn) des Kìmijà as-sa'àdat . . . Das Kapitel über die Freundschaft und
Bruderschaft in Gott folgt dem arabischen Text der I˙jà", das Kapitel über die Pflichten
gegen Muslimen, Nachbarn, Verwandte und Sklaven wieder ganz dem Kìmijà, der
Rest wieder dem arabischen Text [des I˙jà"]. In den dem I˙jà" entnommenen Stücken
sind einzelne Teile, besonders die Belege aus Koran, Hadith und athàr, nach dem
Vorgang des Kìmijà gekürzt;” cf. Ritter, Das Elixier (1923) 3. The second edition of
Ritter’s translation (München: Diederichs, 1989) has a new foreword by A.M.
Schimmel. I express my sincere gratitude to Professors A.D. Knysh (University of
Michigan) and L. Rzehak (Humboldt Universität zu Berlin) for providing me with
information on the most recent English and German editions of the Kìmiyà-yi sa'àdat.

21 The Western reader may finally see the English translation based on the orig-
inal text, currently being prepared for publication by C. Hillenbrand (University of
Edinburgh).

22 I mean H. Landolt’s study, Ghazàlì and Religionwissenschaft (1991). 
23 W.H.T. Gairdner, Al-Ghazàlì’s Mishkàt al-anwàr and the Ghazàlì-problem (1914);

M. Bouyges, M. Allard, Essai de chronologie des oeuvres de al-Ghazali (1959); 'Abd
al-Ra˙màn Badawì, Mu'allafàt al-Ghazàlì (1961), 471–478.

24 Ms. B 928, 23b (n. 9); Khadìwjam i, 58. There is some evidence that seems
to suggest that al-Ghazàlì wrote the Mishkàt at the time between writing the I˙yà"
and the Kìmiyà. See my Russian translation of the Kìmiyà: al-Ghazàlì, Kìmiyà-yi sa'à-
dat (“Elixir schast’ya”; 2002), 49, n. 2.

25 D.B. Macdonald, art. al-Ghazàlì, in: EI 2 (French ed.) ii, 157, has “à la fin de
sa vie”.
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i.e. the time of the author’s final return to ˇùs (1109–1111). Other

scholars state that “the citations leave a wide margin for the Mishkàt
but its contents indicate a last date,”26 or that it must have been

completed “between the year 503 and 505 of the Hijra [i.e. 1109–1111

C.E.], that is, after his last return to ˇùs.”27 Defending this view,

Elton Daniel, in his foreword to the second edition of Field’s trans-

lation (1991) of the Kìmiyà asserts: “Since the Mishkàt is a very late

work by Ghazzàlì (sic), it would appear that the Alchemy should be

dated to the final years of Ghazzàlì’s life.”28 He writes this despite

the fact that it does not agree with the already established chronology

as set forth in the author’s own references.29

Although no definitive comparative analysis of the Kìmiyà and the

I˙yà" 'ulùm al-dìn has been written to date, several researchers have

recently made cautious comments on the “slightly altered” contents

of certain chapters of the Kìmiyà in comparison with chapters of the

I˙yà".30 Certain other remarks point to “some” or even “significant”

differences between the two works.31

As for Iranian scholars, the overwhelming majority of them do

not even raise the issue that the Kìmiyà-yi sa'àdat would constitute an

abridged Persian version of the Arabic I˙yà" 'ulùm al-dìn. They con-

sider it self-evident that these texts represent two different and inde-

pendent works that both enjoy certain similarities in the titles of the

chapters and in the text structure. M. Mìnùwì, for example, states:

The Kìmiyà-yi sa'àdat is similar to the I˙yà" 'ulùm; both are composed
along the same pattern and scheme. However, each supplements the
other. In particular, the Kìmiyà-yi sa'àdat, which Óujjat al-Islàm [i.e.

26 M.W. Watt, The Authenticity of the Works Attributed to al-Ghazàlì 44.
27 Óaqìqat, Ta"rìkh-i 'irfàn 413.
28 Al-Ghazàlì, The Alchemy of Happiness, trans. Field (1991), xxxvii.
29 References to the Kìmiyà-yi sa'àdat occur in two of al-Ghazàlì’s works, i.e. al-

Mustaßfà fì 'ilm al-ußùl and al-Munqidh min al-∂alàl; see Badawì, Mu'allafàt al-Ghazàlì
216. The first reference indicates that the time of the Kìmiyà’s composition was
“before” his return to teaching at the Nìshàpùr NiΩàmiyya, that is, before July 1106.
Therefore, following G.F. Hourani, we can conclude that the Kìmiyà was written
in ˇùs before his return to Nìshàpùr. Hourani says: “Thus Kìmiyà can be assigned
with some confidence to the years at the zàwiya at ˇùs, before the return to
Nìshàpùr;” cf. Hourani, The Chronology 232.

30 For example, M.A. Sherif, Ghazali’s Theory of Virtue 159; and Al-Ghazàlì,
Muhammad al-Ghazzalis Lehre [. . .] R. Gramlich, 7. 

31 “There are some differences which have not been fully investigated,” cf. art.
“al-Ghazàlì” (M.W. Watt), in: EI 2 ii, 1041; and “there are . . . some significant differ-
ences between the two works,” cf. The Alchemy of Happiness, trans. Field xxxvi–xxxvii. 
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al-Ghazàlì] wrote in Persian, is probably more important from the
point of view of Persian-speaking people.32

It is, in fact, difficult to imagine that al-Ghazàlì, as an adult and

already well-known in the Muslim world, would have undertaken

the effort to simply “repeat” in abridged form in Persian what he

had already written in Arabic. It is true that some of the subject

matter of the Kìmiyà overlaps somewhat with the questions treated

in the I˙yà". This is not surprising, however, since both works deal

in general with theological, philosophical, and Sufi questions. As well,

on several occasions in the Kìmiyà, al-Ghazàlì makes references to

the I˙yà".33 Still, this should not be taken as an indication of the

possibility that the Kìmiyà is simply an abridgment of the I˙yà". After

all, medieval and contemporary authors are alike in that they refer

the reader to their previous works for further details; nobody would

consider their later scholarly products simply as a “brief reworking”

of what they had written earlier on the same topic.

In this regard, it may be most illustrative that al-Ghazàlì himself,

several times, points to a principal difference between the two works:

We spoke about this in more detail in the book Dhikr al-mawt (“The
Remembrance of Death”), which is part of the I˙yà". Here we limit
ourselves (iqtißàr) to an explication of the reality of death, and allude
(ishàrat ) to. . . .”34 [Also,] “anyone who wants to learn in detail about
physical torment should consult the I˙yà", while anyone who wishes to
learn of spiritual torment should consult the 'unwàns of this book [i.e.,
the Kìmiyà]. . . .35

A quick glance suffices to see the difference between the two works,

a difference that goes beyond the “brevity” of the Kìmiyà. In this

regard, it is interesting to note what al-Ghazàlì himself says about

“The Alchemy of Happiness”:

In this book . . . we will give explications for speakers of Persian, refrain-
ing from long and unclear expressions, [and] from difficult and abstruse
contents, in order to make it accessible. If someone wishes to under-
take research and to refine what is discussed here, he should consult
books [sic] in Arabic such as the books I˙yà" 'ulùm al-dìn, Jawàhir al-

32 Mìnùwì, Ghazàlì ˇùsì 283.
33 Ms. B 928, 32a, 100a, 326b, 332bff.; Khadìwjam i, 232, 262, 273, 279, 366,

376ff.
34 Ms. B 928, 33b (n. 9); Khadìwjam i, 82.
35 Ms. B 928, 437b (n. 9); Khadìwjam ii, 630.
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Qur"àn [“Gems of the Quran”], and other works of similar content
written in Arabic, as the aim of this book is to be understood by the
common people ('awàm-i khalq). . . .36

Moreover, in “The Alchemy of Happiness,” al-Ghazàlì refers the

reader to other works of his, such as the Ma'ànì-yi asmà"-yi Allàh (an

Arabic work, whose original title is al-Maqßad al-asnà fì asmà" Allàh
al-˙usnà),37 Mishkàt al-anwàr wa-mißfat al-asràr,38 Bidàyat al-hidàya,39 and

furthermore to some books on logic40 and jurisprudence ( fiqh).41

In all four chapters (rukns) of the second part of “The Alchemy

of Happiness,” one encounters references to the first four chapters

('unwàns) of the work. On the other hand, references to these 'unwàns
of the Kìmiyà cannot be found in the I˙yà". This seems to be another

important indication that testifies to the cohesion of the Kìmiyà’s con-

ception as an authorial composition and to its independence from

the Arabic I˙yà. Finally, one can pinpoint in this regard the author’s

own comments on the aims of the I˙yà" 'ulùm al-dìn and the Kìmiyà-yi
sa'àdat:

I˙yà"
What is sought after in this book is only the science of conduct, with-
out the science of revelation, which would be impermissible to include
in this book, for the latter represents the final goal of seekers and the
desired object of the sincere gaze. The path to it lies through the sci-
ence of conduct.42

Kìmiyà
As concerns the science of revelation, it is knowledge of the Most
High, His qualities, angels, and His messengers. The science of con-
duct, being already explored in this book, is those obstacles on the
religious path of which we spoke in the rukn “On the mortal vices;”
the amount of travel discussed in the rukns “On religious observances”
and “On conducts;” the stages of the path discussed in the rukn “On
the virtues leading to salvation. . . .”

Thus, it has become clear that human happiness resides in the knowl-
edge of the Most High and in obedience to Him. The bases of [this]

36 Ms. B 928, 4a (n. 9); Khadìwjam i, 9.
37 Ms. B 928, 14a (n. 9); Khadìwjam i, 35.
38 Ms. B 928, 23b (n. 9); Khadìwjam i, 58.
39 Ms. B 928, 99b (n. 9); Khadìwjam i, 262, 271.
40 Ms. B 928, 21a (n. 9); Khadìwjam i, 51.
41 Ms. B 928, 119a (n. 9); Khadìwjam i, 328.
42 Al-Ghazàlì. I˙yà" 'ulùm al-dìn (ed. Cairo, 1885), i, 4.
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knowledge were acquired with the mystical knowledge of the four
'unwàns and obedience will be acquired with the four rukns.43

As these quotations show, in the I˙yà" al-Ghazàlì does not set him-

self the task of presenting the science of revelation ('ilm al-mukàshafa),
saying that the path to it lies through the science of conduct ('ilm
al-mu'àmala), to which he dedicates his work. In the Kìmiyà, he says

that the science of revelation is the “knowledge of the Most High,

His qualities, angels, and His messengers . . . the bases of [this] knowl-

edge were acquired with the mystical knowledge (ma'rifat ) of the four

'unwàns. . . .” That is, the exposition was structured so that first the

chapters ('unwàns) treat the science of revelation, while the later four

chapters (rukns) deal with the science of conduct.

Consequently, the science of conduct is perceived differently, through

either the prism of mystical knowledge or the science of revelation.

In other words, knowledge of God initially points to a different under-

standing of the observation of religious duties and the behavioral

norms required by Islam and described in the later chapters (rukns).

Hence, the title contains the word of Greek origin, kìmiyà, which in

medieval times signified the transformation or transmutation of an

ordinary substance into something of great value. This is the mean-

ing with which the word entered the Persian language,44 and the

author himself confirms the same understanding of it.45

It should have become clear from these explanations that one can

speak of the Kìmiyà as neither a Persian translation nor an abridg-

ment of a particular Arabic work of al-Ghazàlì’s. The Kìmiyà is an

independent book, written in Persian in an accessible manner in

order to ease the understanding of many complex philosophical and

theological questions treated by the author in his numerous other

works written in Arabic. Nonetheless, like al-Ghazàlì’s other works,

the Kìmiyà is distinguished by the same impressive logic in making

deductions and conclusions, something that is so characteristic of al-

Ghazàlì’s style of composition.

43 Ms. B 928, 337a and 49a (n. 9); Khadìwjam ii, 373–4 and i, 119.
44 Dihkhudà, Lughat-nàma (2002; CD, version 2). Mu'ìn, Farhang-i Fàrsì (ed. Tehran,

1992), iii, 3157–8.
45 Ms. B 928, 2b–3a (n. 9); Khadìwjam i, 5.
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5 Multidimensional text and hypertext

In addition to the proposed arguments, one should separately note

a fundamental difference in the compositional structures of the two

works. As mentioned above, the I˙yà" is divided into four “quarters”

(Sing. rub' ), each of which contains ten “books” (Sing. kitàb). Nearly

all of these forty “books” open with an introduction revealing the

theme in the form of an apparently original multidimensional text

or—under certain conditions—as part of a so-called hypertext (the

term is borrowed from multimedia vocabulary). It begins with a

glorification of God, goes on to reveal the concepts introduced, and

concludes with a glorification of the Prophet. In the Kìmiyà, a sim-

ilarly structured text is explicitly found only once at the very begin-

ning of the work.

The multidimensional design of these texts supports the essence

of the given theme, whether for artistic purposes or for scientific

study. Such texts are typical of especially significant sections, when

(even a seemingly) ordinary—linear—exposition is capable of fully

reflecting the depth or all aspects of the author’s thought for the

“prepared” reader. That is why these texts form a certain variety of

independent syntactic units and are based on parallelisms organized

along grammatical, semantic and phonetic lines—syntagmata. They

look like a multi-layered pie or, to put it better, like a Rubik’s cube,

“scrambled” in accordance with some basic rules—but in no way

are they verses.

For the reader, these rules can be generally understood with the

help of Dmitriy L. Spivak’s methodology which was successfully

applied by him to analyzing such texts in non-Muslim traditions.46

Some cross-aspects of this methodology are also reflected in J. Niel-

son’s theory of hypertext.47 The main principles of the methodology

are as follows: the size of a multidimensional text is determined by

the interplay of textual segments which stand far apart from one

another in linear exposition; to achieve this, the subject under dis-

cussion is ideally

46 Spivak, Linguistics of Altered States of Consciousness (1992). I would like to thank
Dmitriy L. Spivak (Institute of the Human Brain, Russian Academy of Sciences,
St. Petersburg) for his advice on this issue.

47 Nielson, Hypertext and hypermedia (1993).
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– subdivided by the author into a series of identically structured acts

(states),

– which consist of syntagmata equal in number,

– linked by parallelisms, and

– characterized by the same gradation (ascending, descending, etc.).

By juxtaposing such segments according to the number of syntag-

mata in each act (horizontally) and according to the number of acts

themselves (vertically), one arrives at a multidimensional cube con-

structed from the words. One may also arrive at a rectangular matrix

consisting of a certain number of lines and columns. The ratio of

the first and second numbers of such a matrix usually corresponds

to the ratio of sacred numbers typical of the author’s cultural milieu.48

In all likelihood, the basic task of a multidimensional text is the

sacralization of consciousness during reading and the establishment

of a certain rhythm. Moreover, one can surmise that familiarity with

matrix structures encouraged in attentive readers the ability to think

and make decisions. There is also another significant function to

these texts, namely that they can disclose the additional meanings

of technical terms, which may be incomprehensible while reading,

without a reconstruction of their sophisticated structure. Such texts

are found in various cultural traditions: Christian, Vedic, Buddhist,

Taoist, etc.49 In Islam, certain texts which are functionally equiva-

lent to matrix structures can be found among mystics. These texts

are used orally by the Sufis for a ritual practice known as the com-

pletion (khatm).50 Outside of this particular practice, i.e. in the writ-

ten tradition of the Sufis, these texts have not yet received sufficient

attention, or, rather they are still completely unexamined. Therefore,

the question of how widely and consciously they were employed in

the Muslim written culture remains open.

For present purposes, the issue of a multidimensional structure

shall be illustrated by just one example which will be analyzed using

the above-mentioned methodology. The excerpt cited below is taken

48 For more details, see Spivak, Linguistics 86–91; and Spivak, Izmennennye sostoya-
niya 208–209.

49 For Chinese culture, see especially Spirin, Postroenie drevnekitaiskikh textov (1976);
Kobzev, Uchenie o simvolakh (1994).

50 Meier, Zwei Abhandlungen über die Naq“bandiyya 188–211; Khismatulin, Sufiiskaja
ritual’naja praktika 105–26.
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from the beginning of the fortieth book (entitled “The Remembrance

of Death”) of al-Ghazàlì’s I˙yà" 'ulùm al-dìn.51

It is extracted from a wider context which has very clear bound-

aries, beginning with the words in praise of God (ta˙mìd ) and end-

ing with the words “and then” (wa-thumma). The excerpt is followed

by a different segment (not cited here) of rhythmically organized text,

also containing the blessings on Mu˙ammad (ßalàwat ), up to the tra-

ditional “now then” (ammà ba'd ). In the oral tradition, a composi-

tion of ta˙mìd and ßalàwat is usually named khu†ba (“sermon”). The

latter, in turn, is known to have been a significant obligatory part

of Muslim Friday service since the rise of Islam.52 Interestingly enough,

however, the passage given below stems from a khu†ba in the writ-

ten tradition. The key elements in the segment’s rhythmic organi-

zation are highlighted in italics both in the Arabic original and in

translation.

Actions of God

1Praise be unto God, who snapped 
by death the necks of the tyrants,

2and broke by it the backs of the
khusraws,

3and limited by it the aspirations of the
Caesars.

The True Promise

4Who, no sooner did their hearts cease
to mention death abhorrent,

5than the True promise came to them

6and brought them down to the first
state.

Change of Location

7And they were taken from palaces to
graves,

8and from the light of the cradles to
the darkness of the burial niches,

51 Al-Ghazàlì, I˙yà" iv, 408.
52 For the khu†ba as a rhetorical device in political speeches from classical Arabic

literature, see S. Dähne’s contribution to this volume. 
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9and from amusements with girls and
young boys to the struggle against
insects and worms.

Change of State

10And from the enjoyment of food 
and drink to immersion in dust,

11and from the joy of relationship
to the dejection of loneliness,

12and from a soft bed to a fatal place 
of throwing down.

Result

13And look, did they find against death
any fortitude and strength,

14and did they acquire against it any
bar or amulet,

15and look, will you feel any of them or
hear from them any rustle?

The entire text is devoted to a death commemoration. It describes

the destiny of tyrants (Arabic pl.: al-jabàbira) in general, and of the

Sasanian Khusraws (Arabic pl.: al-akàsira) and Roman Caesars (Arabic

pl.: al-qayàßira) in particular, even though they (as temporal rulers,

pretending to be the closest to God) could do nothing against death.

During linear reading, we have no idea, however, who these rulers

named as tyrants are. Based on the direction from the Sasanian

Khusraws to the Roman Caesars, we can only suppose that al-jabàbira
are some pre-Islamic rulers. We can suppose as well that all of them

are enumerated in the chronological order of Islam’s victories over

or contacts with them: first, pre-Islamic rulers, then the Sasanian

khusraws (224–651 C.E.), and finally, the author obviously hints at

the First Crusade in 1096, led by the Roman Caesars to recover

the Holy Land (visited by al-Ghazàlì at that time) from the Muslims.

In other words, we are apparently shown the destiny of the non-

Muslim rulers representing polytheism/paganism, Zoroastrianism and

Christianity. The basic movement within each given triad is from

worldly life to physical death. But if we read vertically we will find

the same direction and the following correlation of each syntagma,

which reveals the main features of these rulers.
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The Tyrants (al-jabàbira)

1Praise be unto God, who snapped by death the necks of the tyrants—
4Who, no sooner did their hearts cease to mention death abhorrent—
7And they were taken from palaces to graves—10And from the enjoyment
of food and drink to immersion in dust—13And look, did they find
against death any fortitude and strength?

Hence “the tyrants” correlates firstly to “their hearts,” secondly to

“palaces,” thirdly to “the enjoyment of food and drink,” and finally

to “fortitude and strength.” At the same time, “death” is associated

with “death abhorrent,” “graves,” “immersion in dust” and “death.”

In all reconstructed columns, we find several markers referring the

reader directly to the broader context of certain quranic verses and

the commentaries (tafsìrs) on them. This correlation between the

excerpt from the khu†ba and these other texts allows us to identify

the exerpt as part of a hypertext, since the other texts play the role

of a context for it. The word-for-word combinations used in the

excerpt, which occur only once in the Quran, play the role of a key

to the excerpt; they function like quotation marks and/or footnote

references in modern publications. Since the Quran is the only text

that has been available to absolutely every Muslim, and many peo-

ple even memorized it entirely or in part, it became an easily rec-

ognizable context for any other text.

For “the tyrants,” we find just one marker in the whole column.

That is the last word of the last sentence—And look, did they find against
death any fortitude and strength—namely “strength.” In its form—'izzan,
this word is mentioned only in Sùrat Maryam.53 Some commentaries

give for the àya where 'izzan is found, the explanation that the Prophet

meant by it the people of Mecca who worshipped their idols.54 Thus,

we may now conclude that by using “the tyrants” al-Ghazàlì implies

the local rulers of Mecca, famous for their idol-worship, on the one

hand, and for “palaces,” “the enjoyment of food and drink” and

“fortitude and strength,” on the other.

The next syntagmata show.

53 Q 19:81 (19:84, ed. G. Flügel).
54 See, for example: Tafsìr-i Qur"àn-i Majìd i, 38–9. For this commentary, see also

E.G. Brown, Description of an Old Persian Commentary on the Kur"an (1894). 
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The Persian emperors (al-akàsira; the khusraws)

2And broke by it the backs of the khusraws—5[Then] the True promise
came to them—8And [they were taken] from the light of the cradles to
the darkness of the burial niches—11And from the joy of relationship
to the dejection of loneliness—14And [look,] did they acquire against it
any bar or amulet?

This reconstructed column illustrates the correlation of the expres-

sions “khusraws,” “they,” “the light of the cradles,” “the joy of rela-

tionship” and “any bar or amulet,” on the one hand, and “it” (i.e.

death), “the True promise,” “the darkness of the burial niches,” “the

dejection of loneliness” and “it” (which can be understood as both

“death” and “the True promise”), on the other.

Of course, this new text especially needs to be proven with argu-

ments in favor of its relation to the khusraws and Zoroastrians, because

the former is not mentioned in the Quran, while the latter is referred

to as al-majùs (Q 22:17). However, the content of this verse does not

appear to suit al-Ghazàlì’s Zoroastrians as an exclusive context, for

this particular verse seems to enumerate the adherents of all the reli-

gions known to Mu˙ammad. What is more interesting, then, is how

al-Ghazàlì gets out of such an embarrassing situation.

Here we discover one direct reference and two additional mark-

ers. The direct reference to the Quran is “the True promise” (al-

wa'd al-˙aqq) which occurs in this form only once in the Q 21:97

and which refers the reader to a broader context of this verse and

the previous verses: the Day of Judgment and the two mythological

personages (or peoples) Yàjùj and Màjùj (Gog and Magog). One

encounters these personages one more time in Sùrat al-Kahf,55 i.e. on

the occasion of Alexander the Great’s (Dhù l-qarnayn) travels to “the

place of sunrise” (ma†li' al-shams).56 The story about “the place of sun-

rise” was quite widespread and popular in medieval times. In the

13th century, for example, the story had been included even in the

romance about Chinggiz-khan’s campaigns.57 Of course, this place

can simply be interpreted as a direction to the East. But it can also

be the designation of a concrete geographical place. Among mod-

ern scholars, there are different opinions regarding a geographical

55 Q 18:94 (18:93).
56 Q 18:90 (18:89). 
57 J.A. Boyle, Narayrgen or the People of the Sun (1976).
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position where this country could be located. These opinions range

from Transoxania and Mesopotamia to India and Japan.58 In our

case, we should take into consideration that al-Ghazàlì had to refer

his reader to one definite place. Therefore, it can only be Xwaràsàn,

the word-for-word translation of which from the Old Persian (the

Parthian) gives “the place of sunrise,” i.e. exactly the same meaning

as given in the quranic ma†li' al-shams. Xwaràsàn/Khuràsàn is known

as a region of ancient settlement of the Persians. To be entirely cor-

rect, however, we have to answer one question: could in medieval

times Xwaràsàn/Khuràsàn be understood by the educated reader as

“the place of sunrise,” or, in other words, did the Arabs know the

etymology of this geographical name? Here one may consult travel-

ogues of the medieval Arab geographers. One of them, al-Muqaddasì
(10th cent.), describes Xwaràsàn first as al-mashriq and second as ma†li'
siràj al-dunyà.59 The latter expression, being extracted by him from

the direction to the East (al-mashriq), gives the same meaning as that

of ma†li' al-shams. Another famous Arab geographer, Yàqùt al-Óamawì
(13th cent.), discloses the etymology of Xwaràsàn/Khuràsàn as:

“Xwar/Khur is the Persian name for the sun, and àsàn seems to sig-

nify an origin of thing and its place.”60 So, we can conclude that

between the 10th and 13th centuries the etymological meaning of

Xwaràsàn was clear at least to educated Arabs, i.e. those whom al-

Ghazàlì addresses with his I˙yà" 'ulùm al-dìn. One may add another

argument here: “the True promise” came to the last Sasanian emperor,

Yazdigard III, at Marv61 in 651. This city is reported to have been

founded by Alexander the Great during his campaign in the East62

and was also known as the capital of Xwaràsàn at the epoch of the

Sasanians and later, under Muslim rulers. Only in the 9th century,

was the capital of Xwaràsàn moved from Marv to Nìshàpùr. Thus,

a logical sequence of associations like this can be assumed: al-wa'd
al-˙aqq (Q 21:97)—Yàjùj and Màjùj (Q 21:96 → Q 18:93)—Alexander

the Great (Q 18:93)—ma†li' al-shams (Q 18:89) = Xwaràsàn—the non-

Muslim Persians = Zoroastrians.

58 For the most recent discoveries in this regard, see: A.G. Yurchenko, Chingiz-
khan v strane “shumjashchego solntsa,” (1998); M.J. Marx, Untersuchungen zu orien-
talischen Quellen und Motiven der Tschinggis Khan-Legende (2001).

59 Al-Muqaddasì, A˙san al-taqàsim fì ma'rifat al-aqàlìm (ed. de Goeje, 1877), 294
( Jànib Khuràsàn, lines 5–6). 

60 Yàqùt, Mu'jam al-buldàn (ed. Leipzig, 1867), ii (z-j ), 409, line 15. 
61 Near the present day city of Mary in the Republic of Turkmenistan.
62 V.A. Zhukovskii, Drevnosti Zakaspiiskogo kraya 8.
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As for two additional markers, one of them is “the light of the

cradles” (∂iyà" al-muhùd ). Being attentively read, this simple expression

may look odd. The problem one faces here is the term “the light”

(∂iyà"). According to the commentaries given by the Arabic dictio-

naries for ∂iyà", this word has a synonym: nùr. However, both words

differ as to the origins of the light. Îiyà" signifies “that light which

subsists by itself, as that of the sun, and fire; and nùr, to that which

subsists by some other things as does the light of the moon.”63 Thus,

∂iyà" is a more intensive light than nùr. And people are totally inca-

pable of looking at the blinding ∂iyà" of God. Therefore, God has

sent his revelations in the reflected light (nùr): the nùr al-Qur"àn, nùr
Mu˙ammadì, etc. Hence “the light of the cradles” is meaningful only

if we suppose that the owners of the cradles, i. e. the children, obtain

the light (∂iyà") as an inseparable quality at birth. This was possible

only in terms of hereditary transmission of the divine light among

the Persian emperors (the khusraws). This light was known as the farr.

The second additional marker is represented by “any bar or amulet”

(˙ijàban wa-˙irzan). Here one can see a hint of the Zoroastrian magi-

cians who were very famous in the Middle East. Even the word

“magic,” which entered many European languages, is of Old Persian

origin. Thus the whole column can be understood as follows: the

Persian emperors (the khusraws) were known for their “light of the

cradles;” the cradles naturally imply contact with children, which

delights elders (= “the joy of relationship”). Here “a relationship” is

used for 'ishrat which signifies “social, or familiar, intercourse and

fellowship” without any sexual implication.64 At the same time any

child represents a new generation that is some kind of bar or pro-

tection against death.

The Caesars (al-qayàßira)

And finally the correspondence between the third syntagmata is as

follows:

3And limited by it the aspirations of the Caesars—6And brought them
down to the first state—9And [they were taken] from amusements with
girls and young boys to the struggle against insects and worms—12And

63 Edward W. Lane, An Arabic-English Lexicon i, part 5, 1809. 
64 Ibid., book i, part 5, 2052.
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from a soft bed to a fatal place of throwing down—15And look, will you
feel any of them or hear from them any rustle?

In this column, we also find the direct references to the Quran: “to

the first state” ( fì l-˙àfira), and “will you feel any of them or hear

from them any rustle?” The latter reference is clearly taken from

the last verse of Sùrat Maryam65 where it follows rather long reproaches

hurled at those who believed that God had children (i.e. the Christians

and the Jews).66 It is noteworthy, that the reference to Sùrat Maryam

has already occurred in the series of results related to the tyrants.

The former expression (“to the first state,” fì l-˙àfira), in turn, refers

to Sùrat al-Nàzi'àt (i.e., the question about the Day of Judgment: Shall

we indeed be returned to the first state? )67 The commentaries given for this

verse represent at least two different points of view as to the mean-

ing of “we.” Some of them say that this word means the people of

Mecca, while others assert that it just implies the dead asking about

their future destiny. Therefore, we cannot state definitely who “they”

are. However, following the logic of the first two columns, we can

suppose that “to the first state” ( fì l-˙àfira) is directed against some

cornerstone religious idea of the Caesars, limiting their “aspirations.”

Such an idea is found in the ideology of the Crusades. Beginning

with Pope Urban II (1088–1099), it was claimed that those who took

part in the Crusades, personally or just financially, would be granted

freedom from punishment for sins, by the Roman Catholic Church.

This indulgence covered not only the sins already committed but

also all those sins that would be committed by them in future. Hence,

the participants in the Crusade became completely innocent, thus

returning to the first state of sinlessness of Paradise. However, al-

Ghazàlì’s definition of the first state for them is death.

Thus, the associative bonds for the third column are: “the Caesars,”

“they,” “amusements with girls and young boys,” “a soft bed,” on

the one hand, and “it” (= death), “the first state,” “the struggle

against insects and worms,” “a fatal place of throwing down,” on

the other. Here, it seems necessary to comment on two things. During

linear reading, syntagma 9 appears to stand apart, as it relates to

the next series (Change of State), as does syntagma 12 belonging to

Change of Location, which appears to be in the wrong place. By

65 Q 19:98.
66 Q 19:88–19:97 (19:91–19:97).
67 Q 79:10.
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“scrambling” the multi-faceted cube in this way, the author likely

wished to stress the sinful life led by the rulers when we read the

text in the normal way, and to save a logical sequence of exposi-

tion during vertical reading: first, “amusements with girls and young

boys” in “a soft bed” then “the struggle against insects and worms”

ending in “a fatal place of throwing down” (al-maßra' al-wabìl ).
Syntagma 15 as well, consisting of two verbs—to feel and to hear—

is likely to be in correlation with “girls and young boys” and “insects

and worms” correspondingly: we cannot feel the former, because

they have died, just as we cannot hear the latter, because they have

already completed their work. However, the whole phrase is a rhetor-

ical question filled with a mystical sense.

A mystical sense

The reconstructed columns reveal additional meanings of the text,

which find their confirmation in different parts of the chapter. Without

mentioning the tyrants, the Persian khusraws or the Caesars anywhere

else in this chapter, the author tells us that there are two main obsta-

cles, which divert humans from the commemoration of death and

from the divine world: ignorance and love for this world. The lat-

ter, in turn, consists of: an attraction for food and drink, sexual pas-

sion, a fondness for children and property. In our case, it is interesting

to see to whom al-Ghazàlì attributes these qualities. The tyrants, i.e.

pre-Islamic Meccan rulers, were famous for their “palaces,” “the

enjoyment of food and drink” and “fortitude and strength.” This

means that the attraction of property and of food and drink seems

to give them fortitude and strength. The Persian khusraws were known

for “the light of the cradles,” “the joy of relationship” and “bars or

amulets.” This means the fondness for the divine children which

may be seen as a bar or amulet against death. And the Caesars

were involved in “amusements with girls and young boys,” that is

in unlimited bisexual activity which derives from sexual passion. The

final rhetorical question “will you feel any of them or hear from

them any rustle” (Q 19:98) perhaps implies, according to al-Ghazàlì’s
matrix structure, that those people, who are unable to feel and to

hear the dead, do not have the inner vision (al-baßìra). They still
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An Excerpt from the Matrix Khu†ba
of the Fortieth Book of the I˙yà"

The The The
Tyrants Khusraws Caesars

Actions of God 1 2 3

The True Promise 4 5 6

Change of Location 7 8

Change of State 9

Change of State 10 11

Change of Location 12

Result 13 14 15

• •

••

have not purified their hearts from love of this world, i.e. from the

same worldly attractions that were described above.

As noted, textual structures similar to those analyzed above pre-

cede nearly all of the 40 books of the I˙yà". (In the Kìmiyà, how-

ever, they are found only once in the only khu†ba at the beginning

of the book.) If the introductory texts of those forty books in the

I˙yà" are juxtaposed, then the contents of the whole work will be

reflected in quite a specific manner, disclosing layers of meanings.

Figure: Hypertext Structure
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Such multiplication of mystical knowledge, or, according to al-Ghazàlì’s
definition, takthìr al-ma'rifa, comes into being as a result of the prac-

tice of tafakkur (literally: an intense thinking),68 which means in this

context “meditation.” Al-Ghazàlì provides a detailed description of

it in both the 39th book of the I˙yà" (i.e. in the 9th book of the

fourth quarter, entitled Tafakkur) and in the Kìmiyà. There he defines

it as a way of obtaining the light of mystical knowledge (nùr al-

ma'rifa). He suggests that one should take two kinds of mystical knowl-

edge and compose them in a specific manner (tartìb makhßùß, ta"lìfan
makhßùßan—sic.) in order to come to a third kind, and so on.69

In another of his works, al-Risàla al-laduniyya (“The Epistle on

Divine Knowledge”),70 al-Ghazàlì uses the same expressions. There

he comments on the practice of tafakkur as being the only way to

receive Divine knowledge through God’s inspiration (ilhàm). This is

realized by the entrance of Divine knowledge into the human heart

through a window inside the heart. This window is believed to link

the heart to the divine world. The bond established in this way is

called “the spiritual connection” (al-nisba al-rù˙iyya). The idea behind

it seems to originate in the Prophetic traditions quoted by al-Ghazàlì,
which include sayings of the Prophet himself and sayings of 'Alì, the

Prophet’s son-in-law. All these traditions (˙adìths) concern the exten-

68 For the practice and definition of this term before al-Ghazàlì, see B. Radtke,
Theologen und Mystiker in Xuràsàn und Transoxanien 559. 

69 Al-Ghazàlì, I˙yà" iv, 387; Khadìwjam ii, 504.
70 Badawì, Mu'allafàt al-Ghazàlì 270–271 (no. 90). 
Some scholars do not consider the -Risàla al-laduniyya as an authentic work of al-

Ghazàlì’s. This view, however, seems to need reconsideration due to the above-
given explanations as well as the more recent research studies on al-Ghazàlì’s major
Arabic works. For example, see M. al-Janàbì, Al-Ghazàlì (al-tàluf al-làhùtì—al-falsafì—
al-ßùfì) (1998), iii, 212–15; iv, 399. Yet, like many Arabists, al-Janàbì was unaware
of the actual contents of the Persian Kìmiyà. Moreover, the fact that 12th century
manuscripts of the -Risàla al-laduniyya have been found recently leaves almost no
doubt that this work indeed belongs to al-Ghazàlì. The clearest evidence in sup-
port of this view is one particular ms. of this epistle, which appears to be a copy
prepared only four years after al-Ghazàlì’s death. This means that the epistle was
copied even before the birth of Ibn al-'Arabì (1165–1240), to whom this work has
(erroneously) been attributed by many scholars. See furthermore Pourjavady, Majmù'ah-
yi Falsafì-yi Maràghah (2002), 6–7; idem: Two Renewers of Faith (2002).

For the text of the -Risàla al-laduniyya, see idem. 100–120; for an English trans-
lation of this work, see Margaret Smith in: Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society 2 (April
1938), 177–200; and 3 ( July 1938), 353–374; for a Russian translation, see my book
Sufism, St. Petersburg: Peterburgskoe vostokovedenie, 1999, 215–267; 22003, 175–216.
Since the Arabic original of this text was not available to me, I relied on a Persian
translation: Imàm Mu˙ammad Ghazàlì: 'Ilm-i ladunì, trans. by Zayn al-Dìn Kiyà"i-
Nizhàd, Tehran: Mu'assasa-yi Ma†bu'àtì-yi 'A†à"ì, 1361/1982. 
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sion and enlargement of knowledge and its multiplication (kathrat ).71

Moreover, one ˙adìth relates to the possibility of increasing the weight

of the meanings of just one chapter of the Quran, the sura entitled

al-Fàti˙a, 40 times.

He [= 'Alì] (may God be pleased with him) said also, speaking of the
age of Moses (upon whom be peace): “The exposition of his book
amounts to forty loads and if God would give me leave to expound
the true meaning of the Fàti˙a I would pursue my way therein until
it reached the like of that, I mean forty heavy loads.”72

In other words, by quoting this ˙adìth al-Ghazàlì indicates that both

the Torah and the Quran (and, maybe, other sacred texts as well)

have been constructed with some potential for extension while prac-

ticing tafakkur, or meditating on them. And the example given above

has shown that the extension is not just a word here, but an actual

increase of the text by a factor of at least two.

* * *

At this point, it is interesting to note that the same expressions and

technical terms can be traced also in the Rasha˙àt 'ayn al-˙ayàt (“Drops

from the Well-Spring of Eternal Life”)73 by the Persian author Fakhr

al-Dìn 'Alì ibn Óusayn al-Wà'iΩ Kàshifì (1463–1531).74 In Kàshifì’s
book, which came to be seen as the basic hagiography of the

Khwàjagàn-Naqshbandiyya Sufi brotherhood, the author explains the

principle of the “awareness of numbering” (wuqùf-i 'adadì )75 as being

obligatory during the remembrance of God, implying the increase

of the dhikr formula by a certain number of repetitions. Stated

differently, one can suppose that the effect achieved as a result of

the practice of meditation (tafakkur) was similar to that of the other

forms of Sufi practice called dhikr and khatm. The more appealing

former one, however, seems to have been in use during the period

of the so-called intellectual Sufism, and is likely to have been totally

replaced by the simpler latter form in the wake of the Mongol con-

quest, a period marked by an unprecedented spread of Sufi com-

munities all over the far-flung Muslim world.

71 [Al-]Ghazàlì, 'Ilm-i ladunì 46–56.
72 Al-Ghazàlì, al-Risàla al-laduniyya, trans. by M. Smith 367.
73 Ed. Lucknow 11308/1890; 21315/1897.
74 Son of the famous Persian writer and preacher Kamàl al-Dìn Óusayn al-Wà"iΩ

Kàshifì, see: EI 2 iv, 703 a. 
75 Kàshifì, Rasha˙àt 26–7.
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6 The spiritual-religious principles of the Khwàjagàn-Naqshbandiyya

“The Alchemy of Happiness” was completed, in fact, not long before

the emergence of the many Sufi brotherhoods, which were formed

on the basis of various Sufi currents and schools. This was the case,

for example, for the Khwàjagànì current, whose founder, 'Abd al-

Khàliq al-Ghijduwànì (d. 1180 or 1220),76 has been usually consid-

ered to have developed the well-known eight principles of this Sufi
current. These principles then shaped the spiritual-religious basis of

the Khwàjagàn-Naqshbandiyya brotherhood, which appeared in the

same Central Asian region somewhat later.

These principles include the following:

1. Conscious breathing (hùsh dar dam),

2. Keeping an eye on every step that one takes (naΩar bar qadam),

3. Travel in one’s homeland (safar dar wa†an),
4. Solitude within society (khalwat dar anjuman),

5. Remembrance of God ( yàdkard ),

6. Return (bàzgasht ),
7. Preservation, vigilance (nigàhdàsht ),
8. Memorization ( yàddàsht ).

It seems somewhat surprising for the time of al-Ghijduwànì that

none of these principles use Arabic terms to convey the idea involved

therein, unlike al-Ußùl al-'ashara (“The Ten Principles”), a work written

in Arabic by Najm al-dìn al-Kubrà (killed in 1221), whose brotherhood

was one of the Khwàjagàn’s main rivals in the region. Even the

most used Arabic expression, dhikr (“remembrance of God”), is replaced

with its Persian counterpart yàdkard. The latter term, however, can

rarely be found anywhere except in the Khwàjagànì sources. Nonethe-

less, the Arabic equivalents of the aforementioned Persian terms ap-

pear in commentaries on the principles, indicating their “proto-terms.”

However, Bahà" al-Dìn Naqshband (1318–1389) is reported to

have later added three more provisions to them, the following three

principles:

9. Awareness of numbering (wuqùf-i 'adadì ),
10. Awareness of time (wuqùf-i zamànì ), and

11. Awareness of the heart (wuqùf-i qalbì ).

76 See EI 2 vii, 933 a (art. “Na˚shband, Bahà" al-Dìn”).
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If the Khwàjagànì sources are consulted carefully, one finds, for

instance, that the first one, wuqùf-i 'adadì is explained as that of being

inseparably connected with al-'ilm al-ladunì, “Divine knowledge.” The

latter in turn is associated again with the initial mystical experience

that al-Ghijduwànì gained when he was instructed by al-Khi∂r77 to

perform his “remembrance of God” (dhikr) under water (see below),

i.e. approximately one and half centuries before Naqshband.

Nevertheless, these eleven principles are traditionally considered

to be the sovereign spiritual product of the Khwàjagàn-Naqshbandiyya.

But the text of the Kìmiyà in fact formulates already in one way or

another the majority of these principles of the Khwàjagàn-Naqsh-

bandiyya, though not always as laconically as al-Wà'iΩ Kàshifì does

in his Rasha˙àt 'ayn al-˙ayàt.
In describing the special principles of spiritual-religious life, al-

Ghazàlì states, for example, that they were arrived at by mystics

“who realized that they came into the world for trade. Their deals

are with their own souls. The profit or loss from these transactions

is paradise or hell.”78 Then he defines these mystics as “people who

possess inner vision” (ahl-i baßìrat ) and “great men of religion” (buzurgàn-i
dìn). In other words, this means that—although these principles are

included in the system of the philosopher’s world-view—they occupy

here the sixth paragraph (aßl ) of the fourth rukn (“On the virtues

leading to salvation”) of the Kìmiyà. Al-Ghazàlì makes it clear, how-

ever, that they came into being before him and that they are not

his creation.79

Furthermore, in both texts, i.e. the Kìmiyà and the Rasha˙àt, these

principles are termed either as necessary conditions (Sing. shar† ),
which must be observed simultaneously in order to set off on the

path, or stations (Sing. maqàm) through which the followers of the

path (sulùk) must pass successively in order to attain the desired goal.

In the first case, there is no need for successive order in follow-

ing the shar†s either on the path or in explanations. One must sim-

ply accept them all at once as a given. But in the second case, the

absence of a clearly defined order makes no sense for the concept

of maqàm.

77 A well-known legendary figure in popular Islam; for al-Kha∂ir (al-Khi∂r), see
EI 2 iv, 902b. 

78 Ms. B 928, 376a (n. 9); Khadìwjam ii, 483–4.
79 They are also described in detail in “quarter” four, “book” eight (al-muràqaba

wa-l-mu˙àsaba) of al-Ghazàlì’s I˙yà".
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The seemingly illogical nature of this terminological combination

is explained only in the Kìmiyà. There it says that all necessary con-

ditions are set to one’s soul as to a partner in a game. They are set

forth once and for all. Later, as the game with one’s soul progresses,

the participant must successively pass through the stations articulated

as conditions. Al-Ghazàlì says the following about the stations:

They (the Sufis) have defined for themselves six maqàms (“stations”):
mushàrakat (“partnership”), mu˙àsabat (“self-accountability”), muràqabat
(“observation”), mu'àtabat (“repentance”), mu'àqabat (“punishing oneself ”),
and mujàhadat (“inner struggle, exerting efforts”).80

All these terms are given as verbal nouns, implying interaction (in

this particular case, with one’s own soul). Below, are several typical

and clearly delineated parallels between the principles of the spiri-

tual life of the Khwàjagàn-Naqshbandiyya, as described in the Rasha˙àt,
and the stations indicated in the Kìmiyà.

Conscious breathing (hùsh dar dam)—Partnership, participation

(mushàrakat)/conditionality (mushàra†at)

Rasha˙àt
Conscious breathing requires each breath emanating from inside to
stem from divine consciousness and presence and to preclude uncon-
cern [. . .]. Conscious breathing signifies the movement from breath to
breath and demands an absence of unconcern and the presence of
consciousness. Each breath which one takes must be filled with the
Most High and devoid of unconcern.81

Kìmiyà
The first station is partnership [. . .]. Each breath among the breaths
in our life is a gem that can enrich [us]. The most important element
in this is accounting and [self-]accounting [. . .] one says to one’s soul:
“I have no other wealth than life. Every breath which has been emitted
is irreplaceable, and their number, in accordance with the science of
the Most High, is limited and cannot be increased. . . .”82

In illuminating the station of “partnership,” al-Ghazàlì explains that

one must set upon one’s soul the condition of remembering God

80 Ms. B 928, 376b (n. 9); Khadìwjam ii, 484. The order of the stations is
different in the two texts.

81 Kàshifì, Rasha˙àt 21.
82 Ms. B 928, 376b (n. 9); Khadìwjam ii, 484.
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permanently, just as partners set conditions upon each other at the

beginning of a game. In one of the Indian lithographs as well as in

Khadìwjam’s edition and the I˙yà", this station is even named as the

station of “conditionality” (mushàra†at ).83 It is imperative to see to the

observance of this condition at each breath, since “. . . every breath

which has been emitted is irreplaceable, and their number, in accor-

dance with the science of the Most High, is limited and cannot be

increased.”

Solitude within society (khalwat dar anjuman)—Observation,

control I (muràqabat)

Rasha˙àt
Solitude within society is outwardly being with people while inwardly
being with God. [. . .] Solitude within society is when one’s occupa-
tion with and immersion in the mention of the Most High attains such
a degree that if one were to enter the market place, one would notice
neither the voices nor the words, because the reality of the heart
(˙aqìqat-i dil ) is entirely in the grips of the remembrance of God (dhikr).84

Kìmiyà
The second station is muràqabat. The meaning of muràqabat is control
( pàsbànì wa nigàh dàshtan). [. . .] The basis of “control” is the knowl-
edge that the Most High is informed about all that is committed and
thought by him [i.e. the mystic]. [. . .] Know that “control” is of two
types. The first is “control” of the righteous, whose hearts are immersed
in the grandeur of the Most High and are not able to withstand its
awe-inspiring sight. There is no room in them to pay attention to any-
thing else. [. . .] There are those whose immersion in this world is so
great that one addresses them and they do not hear; one approaches
them, but they do not see, even though their eyes are open. This is
the state of degree, the “control” of the righteous, when they are wholly
immersed in the Most High.85

Al-Ghazàlì distinguishes between two types of the stations of “con-

trol.” One of them is the “control of the righteous” (muràqabat-i ßid-
dìqàn) being in correlation with the station of the Khwàjagànì’s

83 Al-Ghazàlì, Kìmiyà-yi sa'àdat (ed. Bombay, 1904), 364; Khadìwjam ii, 484; 
I˙yà" iv.

84 Kàshifì, Rasha˙àt 23.
85 Ms. B 928, 377a–378b (n. 9); Khadìwjam ii, 486–9.
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“solitude within society,” i.e. something that is often explained as

inner contemplative seclusion.

Both “control of the righteous” and “solitude within society”

demand “total immersion” (istighràq) in the mention of the Most

High. By practicing it, mystics attain a level of isolation when their

surroundings—none of which is related to God—are no longer appre-

hended by the sensory organs of vision and hearing.

One finds an analogy for al-Ghazàlì’s second type of “control” in

the Khwàjagàn-Naqshbandiyya principle of “preservation” or “vigi-

lance” (nigàhdàsht ). It is presented in the Rasha˙àt text as follows.

Preservation, vigilance (nigàhdàsht)—Observation,

control II (muràqabat)

Rasha˙àt
Preservation consists of observing one’s thoughts. [. . .] For an hour,
or two or more hours, one must guard one’s thoughts against the inter-
ference of the superfluous to the extent that this is possible.86

Kìmiyà
The second stage is the “control” of the pious. [. . .] Thus, he who is
at this stage must watch all of his states, thoughts and movements.
[. . .] At first, one listens to a thought that appears in one’s heart. One
always looks after one’s heart—and the thoughts arising in it—in order
to scrutinize the thought that has appeared. If it is from God then
one completes it. But if it stems from the desires of the soul, one is
afraid, experiences shame before the Most High, and blames oneself.87

Here al-Ghazàlì speaks of the “control of the pious” (muràqabat-i
pàrsàyàn), who should observe all their states, thoughts, and actions.

He stresses in particular, constant control of the thoughts that visit

one’s heart. If these thoughts stem from God or are about Him,

they are permissible. But if they stem from the desires of the soul,

then one should feel ashamed before God and blame oneself (malàmat ).

As for the Rasha˙àt text, it also terms the concept of “preserva-

tion” control over thoughts and recommends that one spend as much

time as possible controlling them.

86 Kàshifì, Rasha˙àt 25.
87 Ms. B 928, 378b–379a (n. 9); Khadìwjam ii, 489–92.
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Awareness of time (wuqùf-i zamànì)—Self-reckoning (mu˙àsabat)

Rasha˙àt
Amongst the Sufis—may God sanctify their souls—the awareness of
time consists of mu˙àsaba. Óa∂rat-i Khwàja [= Naqshband]—blessed
be his grave—said: “Mu˙àsaba means that every hour we take into
account what has happened to us, [i.e.] what passed in unconcern and
what passed with consciousness. When we see that it is all wrong, we
return and begin anew.”88

Kìmiyà
The third station is self-reckoning after action. It is necessary that the
servant of God have, at the end of the day, time before going to sleep
in order to settle accounts with his soul for the day, in order to sep-
arate the capital of profit from the capital of loss. Capital consists of
obligatory religious tenets; profit is what is done above and beyond
them, loss is violation.89

In this case, the Rasha˙àt draws a direct parallel between its princi-

ple of “awareness of time” and “self-reckoning.”

Travel in one’s homeland (safar dar wa†an)

Rasha˙àt
Travel in one’s homeland means that one who follows the path of
instruction (sàlik) undertakes travel within his human nature, that is,
he makes the transition from human qualities to angelic ones, from
the blameworthy to the praiseworthy.90

Kìmiyà
Knowledge of this path includes both inner vision and inner contem-
plation. The person who is going to achieve this has to separate him-
self from his native realm, leaving the place where he was born and
which was his homeland, to set off on a journey of religion (safar-i
dìn). By homeland (wa†an) one should understand not a city or house,
which are home only to the outer shell, the perambulations of which
are worth nothing. One cannot say this about the spirit, which is the
reality of man. It (the spirit) has a quiet place from which it came
into being. That is its homeland. And from there it is to undertake
the journey.91

88 Kàshifì, Rasha˙àt 26.
89 Ms. B 928, 380a (n. 9); Khadìwjam ii, 493–4.
90 Kàshifì, Rasha˙àt 22.
91 Ms. B 928, 46a (n. 9); Khadìwjam i, 110.
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Al-Ghazàlì does not formulate this particular principle as a station,

as in previous cases, although the idea of a spiritual journey is a

fundamental one running through the entire work as “travel in one’s

homeland.”

Apart from the clearly delineated parallels in the chosen princi-

ples of the Khwàjagàn-Naqshbandiyya, one should also note the prin-

ciples of yàdkard and wuqùf-i qalbì, which signify successively the

“remembrance of God” (dhikr) and the “awareness of the heart.”

Of course, the dhikr as a form of practical exercise for mystics was

known long before al-Ghazàlì in both of its aspects: the mention of

God in one’s heart and pronouncing the dhikr with the heart. Therefore,

there is no need to pay special attention to them in this context,

although al-Ghazàlì explains both of them in his Kìmiyà.
As for yàddàsht (“memorization”), it is shown to be a constant

awareness of God. It is also determined by using the Arabic term

of mushàhada (“contemplation”).92

7 The question as to the sources of the spiritual-religious principles of the

Khwàjagàn-Naqshbandiyya brotherhood

A comparison of the above-mentioned principles of the Khwàjagàn-

Naqshbandiyya with their counterparts in the Kìmiyà does not yield

sufficient grounds for considering the former to be the result of a

simple adaptation made by one single person on the basis of one

single book. Also, it is rather unlikely that the similarity between

these principles could be the result of a direct borrowing of the prin-

ciples of al-Ghazàlì’s spiritual-religious life as formulated in his 

Kìmiyà. However, a single source in the formulations cited is evident.

In this regard, there are a certain number of possible explanations.

These are:

(a) Abù Ya'qùb Yùsuf al-Hamadànì (d. 1140),93 possibly a teacher

of al-Ghijduwànì, is considered to have received his education together

with al-Ghazàlì from the same teacher,94 i.e. from Abù 'Alì Fa∂l ibn

92 Kàshifì, Rasha˙àt 25.
93 See EI 2 vii, 933a (art. “Na˚ªband”).
94 Dawlatsha bin 'Ala"u ’d-dawla Bakhtisha al-Ghazi of Samarqand, Tadhkiratu

’sh-shu'ara (ed. Browne, 1901), 95 (lines 15–20); Kàshifì, Rasha˙àt 6; Óaqìqat, Ta"rìkh-i
'irfàn 404, 423.
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Mu˙ammad al-Fàrmadì al-ˇùsì (d. 1084).95 Thus it is reasonable

that the teaching of this scholar was the ultimate source for the sub-

sequent formation of the Khwàjagàn-Naqshbandiyya’s principles. This

also means that al-Ghazàlì may have given such a detailed exposi-

tion of these principles in his work, because al-Fàrmadì al-ˇùsì was

his teacher, from whom he transmitted the principles. It might have

been transmitted orally, for al-Ghazàlì quotes al-Fàrmadì twice in

the Kìmiyà and once in the I˙yà", using expressions such as “I have

heard from khwàja Abù 'Alì al-Fàrmadì that . . .”; in the I˙yà", how-

ever, his nisba is al-Fàrqadanì—a miswriting of al-Fàrmadì.96 The

issue as to whether or not al-Ghijduwànì was a disciple of al-Hama-

dànì,97 is of little relevance here since these principles obviously had

spread long before al-Ghijduwànì’s lifetime.

(b) The second possibility is also important enough to deserve more

careful attention, namely, that these principles on “how to lead a

religious-spiritual life” could have been adopted or, to say it more

clearly, borrowed by al-Ghazàlì from the works of his ˇùs and

Nìshàpùr predecessors, and included in his own writings. These works

would include: Tahdhìb al-Asràr (“The Education [in] the Mysteries”)

by Abù Sa'd/Abù Sa'ìd Khargùshì al-Nìshàpùrì (the 10th cent.); al-

Risàla al-Qushayriyya by Abù l-Qàsim al-Qushayrì (a citizen of Nìshàpùr,
d. 1074); and al-Luma' fì l-taßawwuf (“Flashes into Sufism”) by Abù
Naßr al-Sarràj al-ˇùsì (d. 988). The borrowings from these works in

different parts of his I˙yà" 'ulùm al-dìn and Kìmiyà-yi sa'àdat have

already been definitely established and proven.98 Therefore, it is quite

possible that these principles are in close connection with the pre-

cepts of the Malàmatiyya movement since, by al-Ghazàlì’s lifetime,

this movement had already become widespread in Khuràsàn and

95 Óaqìqat, Ta"rìkh-i 'irfàn, 403–4. Al-Subkì (14th cent.) states that al-Ghazàlì had
visited this shaykh in Nìshàpùr before he arrived at Baghdàd’s NiΩàmiyya college;
see al-Subkì, ˇabaqàt (ed. Cairo 1324/1906), iv, 109, line 6; M. Bouyges, M. Allard,
Essai de chronologie 1. 

96 Khadìwjam ii, 34, 156; I˙yà", iv, 161–162; see also my preface to the Russian
translation of the Kìmiyà, xiv–xv (n. 24).

97 W. Madelung, Yùsuf Hamadànì and Naq“bandiyya 499–509.
98 For more details, see the most recent and well-grounded research by N. Pour-

javady, Two Renewers of Faith, esp. Part 3: Manàba'-yi I˙yà" 'ulùm al-dìn, 213–278.
However, one should also not forget about al-Ghazàlì’s borrowings from the works
of Abù ˇàlib al-Makkì (d. 996), al-Óàrith al-Mu˙àsibì (ca. 781–857), and some of
his other Sufi forerunners, including perhaps Abù 'Abd al-Ra˙màn al-Sulamì al-
Nìshàpùrì (d. 1021). 
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Transoxania (Màwarà"annahr), with its origin and center in Nìshàpùr,

and at least the aforementioned Khargùshì and al-Qushayrì being

its “propagandists.” On the other hand, the Khwàjagàn-Naqshban-

diyya’s succession to the Malàmatiyya movement is explicitly confirmed

by “an ideologist” of the Khwàjagàn-Naqshbandiyya, Mu˙ammad

Pàrsà al-Bukhàrì (d. 1420), in his work entitled Faßl al-Khi†àb (“The

Final Decision”):

Thus, what was mentioned [in the book] about the states of the “people
of blame” (ahl-i malàmat ), explains the states of the Khwàjagàn family.99

Whatever the case may be, the fact remains that al-Ghazàlì’s most

famous Persian work contained a detailed discussion of principles

which eventually were renamed and adapted by al-Ghijduwànì and/or,

rather, by his followers (who were especially active after the Mongol

conquest). Those principles served both for (a) the self-identification

of the Khwàjagàn-Naqshbandiyya communities100—in distinguishing

them from other Sufi brotherhoods—as well as for (b) an increase

in their popularity.

If one accepts the fact that these principles for a spiritual-religious

life were known to mystics before they were formulated by al-

Ghijduwànì (or at least before the time when they were ascribed to

him) for the Khwàjagàn, then the only new element introduced into

Sufi practice by al-Ghijduwànì was the practice of dhikr by holding

one’s breath. As the Sufi tradition has it, al-Ghijduwànì was taught

this exercise in visions by the legendary al-Khi∂r. And it is for this

reason that the Khwàjagàn-Naqshbandiyya tradition considers al-

Ghijduwànì as an uwaysì, a term referring to his initiation without

the participation of a living shaykh. Here is how the author of the

Rasha˙àt describes this mystical experience:

Enter the reservoir (˙aw∂ ), lower yourself entirely into the water, and
say with your heart (dil ): Là ilàh illà Allàh wa-Mu˙ammad rasùl Allàh.101

This laconic description plays on two words—the reservoir (˙aw∂ ),

into which one must lower oneself completely, and the heart (dil ),

with which one must pronounce the formula. This exercise naturally

99 M. Pàrsà, Faßl al-Khi†àb 699.
100 For other ways of the Khwàjagàn’s self-identification, see D. DeWeese, The

Mashà"ikh-i Turk and the Khojagàn (1996); idem, Khojagànì Origins and the Critique
of Sufism (1999); and J. Paul, Doctrine and Organization (1998).

101 Kàshifì, Rasha˙àt 19.
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implies the holding of one’s breath (˙abs-i nafas, ˙abs-i dam), since full

immersion (including the head) in water compels one to hold one’s

breath as well as to assume a suitable position under water to dis-

associate oneself from all outer stimulants, something that eventually

leads to an altered perception of the world.

Despite the seeming simplicity of performing these exercises, two

questions are still to be answered: whether it was easy for al-

Ghijduwànì’s numerous followers to find deep reservoirs permitting

everyday full immersion in the city of Bukhàrà and the surrounding

regions, and why Bahà" al-Dìn Naqshband is known to have not

observed the principle of holding the breath, something that is, as

proposed by al-Ghijduwànì, obligatory (làzim).102 A quotation from

the first chapter ('unwàn) of al-Ghazàlì’s Kìmiyà seems to elucidate

these questions:

From the preceding, the virtue of the nature of the human heart has
become intelligible and the nature of the path of Sufis has become
clear. Just as you might hear from Sufis who say “The religious sci-
ence is the curtain which hides that path” and could deny it, do not
deny their words, because this is the truth. For when one is busy with
or immersed (mustaghraq) in what has been acquired through the senses,
a curtain appears [hiding] the path, as though one were to liken the
heart (dil ) to a reservoir (˙aw∂ ), and the senses to five channels ( juy)
bringing water from outside into the reservoir. If you wish for pure
water to rise from the depths of the reservoir, then see to it that you
release that water in full, closing off all channels so that it does not
return. Deepen the reservoir that pure water might raise from its
depths. And, as long as the reservoir is filled with water which flows
in from outside, pure water cannot rise from within, just as religious
knowledge, which bursts out from within the heart, will not be acquired
until the gates of the heart are freed from all that comes from outside.103

As is evident, al-Ghazàlì here employs the same two words—heart

(dil ) and reservoir (˙aw∂ ), thus linking the heart to a reservoir con-

taining both the pure, ground water of the reservoir itself and out-

side water being supplied by the five senses.

If one accepts that the exercise as proposed by al-Ghijduwànì must

be considered as a metaphor, it can be interpreted as follows: the

disciple enters into the heart-reservoir and immerses himself fully in

its water. The latter belongs to the heart itself. Thus all outer senses

102 Ibid. 27.
103 Ms. B 928, 14b (n. 9); Khadìwjam i, 36–7.
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are shut off when the disciple pronounces the formula of dhikr with

the heart.

Holding the breath helps to concentrate attention fully on the

heart itself. Apparently, the same effect is achieved by the mental

calculation of the number of repetitions of dhikr while pronouncing

them. This method is ascribed to Naqshband and defined as the

awareness of numbering (wuqùf-i 'adadì ).104

It is therefore quite possible that this exercise had also been trans-

mitted by al-Ghijduwànì himself, or by his followers, as a part of

the spiritual-religious legacy belonging to the previous generations of

Sufis.

These parallels, which are found in the texts of various scholars,

suggest that Muslim mystics already possessed the principles of spir-

itual-religious life by the time of the Khwàjagàn’s emergence on the

territory of the region of Bukhàrà in the 13th century. Moreover,

even an honorific title khwàja and its plural form khwàjagàn, accord-

ing to al-Ghazàlì’s Kìmiyà (see illustration 4, fol. 125a, line 2–3), were

known already in the middle of the 11th century and applied to the

predecessors of the “official” Khwàjagàn of Bukhàrà in the region

of ˇùs: khwàjagàn-i ù̌s; khwàja-yi Abù l-Qàsim Gurgànì (or: al-Kurragànì;
d. apparently in 1058), and in other places of the text: khwàja-yi Abù
'Alì Fàrmadì (d. 1084). This is despite the fact that these principles

were formulated in Persian only somewhat later and then—perhaps

together with the borrowed honorific title—claimed by the numer-

ous followers of this path among the Khwàjagàn-Naqshbandiyya

brotherhood.

8 Conclusions

We may conclude that “The Alchemy of Happiness,” the Kìmiyà-yi
sa'àdat, is both one of the first theological-philosophical works and

one of the first Sufi books written in Persian. It is an independent

work and is not an abridged version of the Arabic work I˙yà" 'ulùm
al-dìn. However, the style of writing used by al-Ghazàlì in his Persian

work Kìmiyà shows certain characteristics that can also be detected

in his Arabic magnum opus, the I˙yà" 'ulùm al-dìn.

104 Khismatulin, Sufiiskaja ritual’naja praktika 73–104.
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One of the main differences between the two treatises concerns

the matrix (or multidimensional) structures of the text. Such struc-

tures are found in the khu†ba parts of the forty books of the I˙yà"
but explicitly only once in the Kìmiyà, this being in the khu†ba to the

entire book itself. These structures, as it is shown by the given exam-

ple, can also function as part of a hypertext, referring the reader to

the broader context of the Quran and commentaries on it.

In the Persian ethno-linguistic region of Islamic culture, the Kìmiyà-yi
sa'àdat is one of the most popular and best-known works of its kind.

Thus it had been highly influential in the geographical area in which

the Khwàjagàn-Naqshbandiyya Sufi brotherhood arose.

In the Kìmiyà-yi sa'àdat, al-Ghazàlì presents in more or less fully-

formulated fashion, religious and spiritual principles that he consid-

ers most suitable for leading the life of a mystic. They are very

similar to the principles of the Khwàjagàn-Naqshbandiyya brother-

hood, whose members considered them as their own spiritual legacy.

Finally, one more aspect needs to be addressed. It concerns the

similarity between the principles of the Khwàjagàn-Naqshbandiyya

brotherhood and the matrix structures discussed above with regard

to the I˙yà" 'ulùm al-dìn and the Kìmiyà-yi sa'àdat. These principles

follow a particular internal order. Moreover, they show easily detectable

key elements such as a) the availability of prepositions (dar, bar) in

the composition of the first four terms; b) exposing the second four

terms in the form of Persian verbal nouns, and c) including wuqùf
and yà-yi i∂àfa in the third group of three terms (printed here in

bold). However, the third line, beginning with wuqùf, consists of only

three syntagmata instead of four. Therefore, without the forth wuqùf,
this line might seem to be incomplete. 

hùsh dar dam naΩar bar qadam safar dar wa†an khalwat dar anjuman
yàdkard bàzgasht nigàhdàsht yàddàsht
wuqùf-i 'adadì wuqùf-i zamànì ? wuqùf-i qalbì

A more detailed analysis of these phenomena is certainly desirable.

Nonetheless, even the examples given here (see esp. the lack of the

12th syntagma) indicate how in Naqshbandì narratives one principle

is often considered to be in correlation with those belonging to the

reconstructed column. For example, the principles of the last column

khalwat dar anjuman (“solitude within society”)—yàddàsht (“memoriza-

tion”)—wuqùf-i qalbì (“awareness of the heart”) are obviously meant

to establish and strengthen the nisbat-i bà†inì (“inner connection”), i.e.
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al-nisba al-rù˙iyya (“the spiritual connection”).105 These features can

hardly be explained without the proposed methodology of analyzing

the multidimensional structures. Following this methodology, how-

ever, one may eventually also see how the matrix structures, repre-

sented in the Semitic languages (i.e. in the languages of the sacred

texts of the Judeo-Christian and Islamic traditions), have become

adapted by an Indo-European language.

105 Cf. Kàshifì, Rasha˙àt 23 (rash˙a—khalwat dar anjuman), 25 (rash˙a—yàddàsht ),
and especially 27 (rash˙a—wuqùf-i qalbì ).
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Ill. 1. Ms. B 4612, fol. 1b:
The beginning of the second “pillar” (rukn) of the Kìmiyà-yi sa'àdat; on “conducts” 

(mu'àmalàt).
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Ill. 2. Ms. B 4612, fol. 93b:
An example of the naskh-i Irànì ductus from the middle of the 12th century C.E.
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Ill. 3. Ms. B 4612, fol. 001a:
Two references to events in the life of former owners of the manuscript, which 

provide indications of the age of the manuscript.
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Ill. 4. Ms. 4612, fol. 125a:
For the honorific title khwàja (“master”), see lines two and three.
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CHAPTER TWELVE

TAQLÌD OF THE PHILOSOPHERS: 

AL-GHAZÀLÌ’S INITIAL ACCUSATION IN HIS TAHÀFUT

Frank Griffel

In an address to the Indian Muslims written during his last visit to

the subcontinent in 1882, Jamàl al-Dìn al-Afghànì (1255–1315

A.H./1838–1897 C.E.) outlined the importance of philosophy ( fal-

safa) for the development of Islam. The Muslims, who in the earli-

est period of their history had already developed glory, splendor,

and greatness, showed humiliation during the reign of the second

'Abbàsid caliph al-Manßùr (r. 136–158 /754–775), and lowered their

heads in order to learn the philosophical sciences from their non-

Muslim subjects. Nevertheless, the philosophical movement that sprang

from the translation of Greek philosophy was, despite the positive

impact it had on Muslim culture, insufficient for producing human

perfection. Al-Afghànì states:

The reason for this was that they believed the Greek and Roman
philosophers were all possessors of absolute reason, followers of pious
habits, and endowed with celestial powers and true revelations, and
that the scope of their senses and mental powers was above the scope
of the senses of other men. Therefore, accepting their words like a
celestial revelation, they followed them completely. They followed them
in arguments and proofs just as the masses follow their leaders in object
and aims.1

Al-Afghànì accuses the classical Muslim philosophers of having slav-

ishly emulated their predecessors in antiquity and of not having devel-

oped a critical attitude towards their arguments and their proofs.

1 The text is translated into English in Keddie, An Islamic Response to Imperialism
109–122, 115. The original Persian text “Favàyid-i falsafa” was published in a col-
lective volume Maqàlàt-i Jamàliyya, Calcutta 1884; cf. Kudsi-Zadeh, Sayyid Jamàl al-
Dìn al-Afghànì. An annotated bibliography 13f., no. 91.5. Al-Afghànì’s pupil Mu˙ammad
'Abduh repeats this criticism in his Risàlat al-Taw˙ìd 363f. He highlights the falàsifa’s
search for “pure thinking” (al-fikr al-ma˙∂ ) and criticizes their admiration for Aristotle
and Plato and their emulation ( taqlìd ) of them.
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Such an attitude is likened to the masses’ uncritical following of their

political leaders and, according to al-Afghànì’s judgment, grounded

in the Muslim philosophers’ conviction that the Greek philosophers

were endowed with “absolute reason.”

Al-Afghànì’s accusation against the philosophers of classical Islam

goes back to al-Ghazàlì’s (d. 505/1111) book on the “Incoherence

of the Philosophers” (Tahàfut al-falàsifa) where it has a specific role

which is not evident in al-Afghànì’s address. The Tahàfut contains

an overall argument that starts with a similar accusation against a

“group” of al-Ghazàlì’s contemporaries who follow the teachings of

the more eminent philosophers ( falàsifa). This group emulates the

teachings of the philosophers and it is this uncritical emulation (taqlìd )

that leads them to their disregard for revealed religion.

Starting from al-Ghazàlì’s statements in his autobiography, I will

show in this study that al-Ghazàlì understood the Tahàfut as the very

first response (radd ) to peripatetic philosophy produced by a Muslim

theologian. I will also show that the strategy that al-Ghazàlì chose

in order to respond to the challenges of peripatetic philosophy does—

in most cases—not focus on a refutation of the truth of the falàsifa’s
teachings. The overall argument of the Tahàfut directly addresses the

falàsifa’s epistemological disregard for revealed knowledge and analy-

ses the reason for this neglect. It finds the reason in the falàsifa’s
claim that knowledge in metaphysics and the natural sciences is

demonstrative (apodeictic). It is this claim that many arguments in

the Tahàfut aim to destroy. In conclusion it will be shown why many

discussions within the Tahàfut focus on epistemology and why a refu-

tation of the falàsifa’s teaching from the point of view of Muslim

theology makes the tahàfut, i.e. the self-imposed collapse of the falàsifa’s
edifice, evident.

1 The Tahàfut’s strategy as a response (radd) to the falàsifa

In his autobiography “Deliverance from Error” (al-Munqidh min al-

∂alàl ), al-Ghazàlì describes the composition of his earlier book on

the “Incoherence of the Philosophers” (Tahàfut al-falàsifa).2 Here, the

2 Al-Ghazàlì’s sincerity regarding the actual historical events and developments
described in his Munqidh has often been called into question (cf. al-Baqarì, I'tirafàt
al-Ghazàlì 145f., van Ess, Quelque remarques sur le Munqi≈ min a∂-∂alàl 60ff., and
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Tahàfut is called a “response to” (radd 'alà) peripatetic philosophy. Al-

Ghazàlì’s report on the process that led to the composition of the

Tahàfut starts with his puzzlement over the fact that no man of reli-

gion and no theologian (mutakallim) had ever devoted his efforts to

writing a radd to the teachings of the philosophers ( falàsifa).3 They

had written no more than scattered words on this subject entangled

in other contexts and had only been concerned with the most obvi-

ous contradictions and corruption of philosophy. Despite his initial

astonishment, al-Ghazàlì comes up with an explanation for this lacuna

in Islamic literature. To write a radd before one has developed a

most thorough understanding of the teachings of a specific madhhab

is like a stab in the dark. At this point al-Ghazàlì decided to make

himself ready for the writing of such a refutation. He reports how

he started to read the philosophical books over and over again and

how he studied peripatetic philosophy in his spare time and with-

out a teacher, while at the same time being heavily involved with

his duties at the NiΩàmiyya in Baghdad. At the end of this effort

stood the firm conviction that the teachings of the falàsifa were full

of deception (khidà' ), delusion (talbìs) and fancy (takhyìl ). Subsequently

he took on the writing of the Tahàfut.4

Books that bear the title Kitàb al-Radd 'alà . . ., “Response/Reply

to . . .” had been written since the 2nd/8th century, so radd became

“the normal term in classical Islamic literature to denote a response

to an adversary, intended to refute his statements or opinions.”5 There

has never been a specific instruction on how such a response had

to appear. The lists of books that bear such a title reveal that no

limitation was given to the topic and the material of a response and

no particular school or group of authors had developed a specialization

Fück, Die Bekehrung al-˝azàlìs 134ff.). The Munqidh should be regarded as an ide-
alization of al-Ghazàlì’s intellectual quest written in hindsight of actual events that
were most probably prompted by more than just academic decisions. 

3 Al-Ghazàlì, al-Munqidh min al-∂alàl 18.3ff. In the Tahàfut 6.6 (the Tahàfut is
quoted in Maurice Bouyges’ edition), al-Ghazàlì also describes the book as a radd.

4 Al-Ghazàlì, al-Munqidh min al-∂alàl 18.15ff., 23.19. Similar words had been used
by al-Ghazàlì earlier in the introduction to his Maqàßid al-falàsifa, 2.8f. In this book,
written much closer in time to the Tahàfut than his autobiography, al-Ghazàlì also
stresses the need for proper understanding and uses the same metaphor of a “throw
into the darkness and into error (ramy fì l-'amàya wa-l-∂alàl )” for those who do not
take charge of this prerequisite.

5 See Daniel Gimaret: art. “Radd,” in: EI 2 viii, 363a. 
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in this genre.6 Having said this, it is also true that a refutation in

the tradition of Kalàm literature followed a particular strategy that

was closely connected with the origins of Kalàm in the religious dis-

putations of the 2nd/8th century.7 The technique of refutation in

traditional Kalàm would be to “talk” with the opponent citing his

positions (“in qìla . . .”) and bringing one’s own responses (“fa-naqùlu . . .”)

in order to force the opponent—who is present in the text as an

anonymous adversary—to further concessions that would reduce his

positions to meaningless alternatives.8 This strategy aims at making

it evident that the opponent’s teachings are either logically incon-

sistent or lead to conclusions that are undesirable, even for their

author. Both results would show that these teachings are funda-

mentally flawed.

The Tahàfut follows this scheme which was not only used in books

of refutation but became a distinctive feature of Kalàm literature.

However, dialogue seems to be the only convention to which the

Tahàfut complies. In fact, the reference to the genre of radd books

in the Munqidh merely points to the fact that the falàsifa’s teachings

had never been thoroughly refuted and still stood as a challenge to

Islam when al-Ghazàlì first read philosophical books. Subsequently,

this challenge was taken up by our scholar who, by the time of the

Munqidh’s composition around 501/1107, understood his Tahàfut al-
falàsifa—published twelve years earlier9—as the decisive Islamic

response to peripatetic philosophy.

The book is arranged in three basic parts. After an introductory

part that consists of five different prefaces, each devoted to a specific

aspect, the main section divides into 20 discussions, composed as lit-

erary dialogues with the falàsifa. Each discussion is devoted to one

single element of the falàsifa’s philosophical system that al-Ghazàlì
chooses to criticize. He argues with the falàsifa on 16 questions in

metaphysics (ilàhiyyàt ) and four in the natural sciences ( †abì 'iyyàt ).
Only questions in these two disciplines are considered problematic

by al-Ghazàlì. In the third and the fifth preface of his book, al-

6 Cf. the list in Sezgin, GAS i, 903f., for instance, or in the index of Tajaddod’s
edition of Ibn al-Nadìm’s Kitàb al-Fihrist 109–111.

7 van Ess, Theologie und Gesellschaft i, 48–55.
8 van Ess, The Beginnings of Islamic Theology 89.
9 The Tahàfut was published in Mu˙arram 488/January 1095; cf. the dating by

Maurice Bouyges in his Essai de chronologie des oeuvres de al-Ghazali 23 and in the
introduction to his edition of the text.
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Ghazàlì lays down his opinion that the two remaining disciplines of

peripatetic philosophy, logic and mathematics, do not contain any-

thing opposed to Islam.10 The third main part of the book is the

short khà†ima. In this conclusion of less than one page al-Ghazàlì
condemns three of the falàsifa’s key teachings as unbelief (kufr), a

judgment that is for him identical to apostasy from Islam and thus

punishable by death.11 The other 17 teachings discussed in the book

are considered bida', i.e. heretical innovations that are considered

false but nevertheless tolerated views.

The structure of the work reveals immediately that the refutation

in the strict sense of the word lies in the discussion of the 20 masà"il.
In each of these 20 chapters al-Ghazàlì takes up one specific posi-

tion of the falàsifa and questions it. The strategy chosen in each of

the 20 discussions is not uniform. In fact, each follows its own

dynamic, which has in many cases been analyzed by scholars.12

The radd, however, is in no way limited to the rejection of these

20 positions. First of all, the khà†ima (conclusion) forms a vital part

of the refutation. It may be the most long-lasting and decisive part

of this process, since it forbids every Muslim to voice any of the

three condemned opinions. For the reader of the Tahàfut, however,

this judgment appears somehow suddenly on the very last page of

the book, without much preparation in the main text. The khà†ima

is the legal assessment of a previous philosophical discussion that

never explicitly touches the criteria for tolerated and non-tolerable

opinions in Islam.

If each of the 20 discussions and the khà†ima has a specific role

in the process of the refutation, is there also a role for the five-fold

10 Al-Ghazàlì, Tahàfut 8f., 14f.
11 Cf. my Toleration and Exclusion: al-Shàfi'ì and al-Ghazàlì on the treatment

of apostates, esp. 350–354.
12 Works that focus on the argumentative strategy in the Tahàfut include

Perler/Rudolph Occasionalismus 63–105; Marmura, Al-Ghazali on Bodily Resurrection
and Causality in Tahafut and The Iqtisad; idem, Avicenna’s Theory of Propehcy in
the Light of Ash'arite Theology; idem, Ghazàlì and the Avicennan Proof from
Personal Identity for an Immaterial Self; idem, Al-Ghazàlì’s Second Causal Theory
in the 17th Discussion of the Tahàfut; idem, Ghazali and Demonstrative Science;
idem, The Logical Role of the Argument from Time; Alon, Al-Ghazàlì on Causality;
Goodman, Did Al-Ghazâlî deny causality?; Wolfson, The Philosophy of the Kalam index;
Behler, Die Ewigkeit der Welt 146–179; Hourani, The dialogue between al-Ghazàlì
and the philosophers on the origin of the world; Abù Rìdah, Al-Ghazàlì und seine
Widerlegung der griechischen Philosophie 98–188; Obermann, Der philosophische und religiöse
Subjektivismus 55–85; de Boer, Die Widersprüche der Philosophie nach al-˝azzàlì.
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introduction to the book? In this paper I shall analyze the five intro-

ductions and focus on the accusations therein based on the taqlìd of

the falàsifa.13 These accusations may be regarded as the religious part

of a broader argument that is directed not against the philosophical

or theological views of those who follow the Arabic philosophers,

but ultimately against their religious worship. Its starting point is the

observation that these followers do not acknowledge the authority of

the religious law (sharì'a) and its ritual duties. The aim of the over-

all argument of the Tahàfut is to convince these people of the author-

ity of the revelation and the sharì 'a that is derived from it. The

argument that leads to such an acknowledgment relies for its full

verification on the main part of the text, and particularly the first

discussions of the Tahàfut on the eternity of the world respond to its

demands. The reasoning, however, commences on the first pages of

the Tahàfut and seems to embrace the following chapters, connect-

ing them and holding them together.

2 The taqlìd of the falàsifa

It has already been said that the introductory part of the Tahàfut is

divided into five parts. It begins with a preface that bears no title.

Four short chapters follow that are numbered, starting with “first

muqaddima” in some manuscripts.14 The introductions (muqaddima) num-

bered “second,” “third,” and “fourth” follow after this “first.” Each

of the five introductory texts is devoted to a particular point that al-

Ghazàlì intends to make before entering into the main part of the

Tahàfut. In fact, the title of “muqaddima” for these five short texts

should be taken literary. They are “premises” of the overall argu-

ment of the Tahàfut. The one headed “first muqaddima” stresses the

differences amongst the philosophers—a point whose importance will

become apparent—and gives en passent an overview of the historical

development of the movement. It explains the role of Aristotle as its

founder, and of al-Fàràbì (d. ca. 339/950) and Ibn Sìnà (d. 429/

13 So far two attempts have been made to understand the introductory part of
the Tahàfut as part of al-Ghazàlì’s refutation, Marmura’s Al-Ghazali on Bodily
Resurrection and Causality in Tahafut and The Iqtisad 48f., and Frank’s Al-Ghazàlì
on Taqlìd. Scholars, Theologians, and Philosophers 244–251. 

14 Al-Ghazàlì, Tahàfut 8.1, although most of the mss. used by Bouyges in his edi-
tion have just muqaddima.
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1037) as those who continued the tradition in Islam.15 The second

muqaddima gives an introduction to kinds of possible disputes between

mutakallimùn and falàsifa, and alerts the reader to some likely errors

in dealing with the falàsifa’s teachings. The third muqaddima points

to the dialectical character of the book. Nothing in the Tahàfut, al-
Ghazàlì says here, is stated in order to uphold the truth, but rather

in order to “render murky what they are convinced of.”16 The remain-

ing two introductory chapters—the fourth muqaddima and the initial

preface—shall be subjected to a closer reading.

M.E. Marmura in his translation of the Tahàfut calls the initial

preface, i.e. the very first portion of the book that has no title, the

“religious preface” and that shall be maintained here. Indeed the

discussion of this first preface contains a fierce accusation against 

the religious practices of one “group,” or better the lack of these

practices, and explains this deficit with their practice of taqlìd, i.e.
the emulation or uncritical repetition of other people’s opinions. The

accusation of taqlìd has a long tradition within Ash'arite Kalàm.

Earlier Ash'arites saw a clear opposition between taqlìd and knowl-

edge ('ilm, ma'rifa) in the sense that the one excludes the other. In

this respect, the Ash'arite school was an heir to a Mu'tazilite notion

according to which true belief (taßdìq) involves assent in the form of

the ratification of the tenets of belief. Such an assent would be impos-

sible to achieve without a proper knowledge of the objects of reli-

gious speculation, e.g. the nature of God, the order of the world, or

the nature and end of human existence.17 For earlier Ash'arites, belief

(taßdìq) requires knowledge ('ilm), and knowledge excludes taqlìd. The

emulation of other people’s sayings is an insufficient means of acquir-

ing the understanding necessary to form the basis of belief. If the

tenets of belief are not completely understood, there can be no valid

15 Ibid. 8.8, 9.5. Ibn Sìnà and al-Fàràbì are denied the title of falàsifa, but dubbed
“amongst the mutafalsafa in Islam” which is unclear in its meaning, but most prob-
ably a more pejorative expression than falàsifa.

16 Ibid. 13.11. 
17 On this element of the theology of some Mu'tazilites like Bishr ibn al-Mu'tamir

(d. 210/825), al-Murdàr (d. 226/841), and Thumàma (213/828), see van Ess, Theologie
und Gesellschaft iii, 109, 139–142, 167 and his Erkenntnislehre 45ff. Unlike in early
Ash'arism, the notion that knowledge is a necessary pre-condition to belief was not
unanimously accepted amongst the Mu'tazilites. The various positions within this
school are laid down in a doxographic report in al-Baghdàdì’s Tafsìr asmà" Allàh
al-˙usnà fol. 220b. The Qà∂ì 'Abd al-Jabbàr, for instance, discusses the Mu'tazilì
positions on takfìr al-'awàmm, “to charge the (non-educated) mass of the people with
unbelief ” and rejects this notion in his al-Mughnì xii 530–533.
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ratification of them, and thus no belief. Only if one indulges in inde-

pendent reasoning does one acquire knowledge whose truth can be

accepted in an act of ratification (taßdìq).18

Like earlier Ash'arite writers al-Ghazàlì considers taqlìd and knowl-

edge to be in a certain opposition to each other. But for him this

opposition is not exclusive. Knowledge can be achieved by emulat-

ing other people. In fact, most people rely heavily—some entirely—

on this form of acquiring knowledge. Al-Ghazàlì regards this kind

as an inferior knowledge to the one gained by independent reason-

ing. In fact, it does not count as “real knowledge,” but is rather a

“knowledge in the broad sense.”19 Compared to his predecessors, al-

Ghazàlì raised the stakes when it comes to the conditions “real knowl-

edge” has to fulfill. The question of knowledge, however, is of far

less significance to his theology, since knowledge ceases to be a nec-

essary condition for belief. Whether one has real or only broad

knowledge is of no theological consequence when it comes to the

notion of belief.20 In his book “Restraining the Common People from

the Science of Kalàm” (Iljàm al-'awàmm 'an 'ilm al-kalàm), a treatise

written late in al-Ghazàlì’s life on the dangers of making ordinary

people acquainted with Kalàm, he expresses the view that belief is

not connected to the development of knowledge:

Firmly rooted belief (al-taßdìq al-jàzim) rests neither on inquiries nor on
the capacity to bring forward arguments.21

When it comes to the class of learned people, however, al-Ghazàlì’s
relationship between taqlìd and knowledge is still heavily influenced

by the notions developed in the earlier Ash'arite school. Emulating

other people’s thoughts is considered a grave mistake for those who

18 Al-Baghdàdì’s Tafsìr asmà" Allàh al-˙usnà fol. 220b; Frank, Knowledge and
Taqlìd; Gimaret, La doctrine d’al-Ash'arì 482f.; cf. also my Apostasie und Toleranz 208ff.,
214.

19 This distinction is used by Frank, Al-Ghazàlì on Taqlìd 208 and it is not
prompted by any usage in the writings of al-Ghazàlì, but probably by al-Juwaynì’s
words reported by al-Anßàrì, al-Ghunyà fol. 6a ult.: 'ilm wa-ma'rifa 'alà sabìl al-tasawwu'.
On this notion in al-Ghazàlì, cf., for instance, I˙yà" iii, 1371.4ff.

20 Al-Ghazàlì requires a mere understanding ( fahm) of the subject matter of taßdìq;
cf. Frank, Al-Ghazàlì on Taqlìd 219f.

21 Al-Ghazàlì, Iljàm al-'awàmm 116.6f. Parallel passage in I˙yà" i, 211.9ff. Cf. also
Fayßal al-tafriqa 203 on the motive that one hears seldom of a conversion caused
by the better argument of a mutakallim. Conversions are caused by other reasons
than the arguments of the mutakallimùn. (The Fayßal is quoted in Sulaymàn Dunyà’s
edition.)
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are capable of independent reasoning. There should be no doubt

that, in the case of the 'awàmm, i.e. the ordinary people, taqlìd is not

only tolerated but welcomed, since an acquaintance with indepen-

dent thinking would run the risk of having this group of people fall

into unbelief.22 A scholar or someone who considers himself a mutakallim

must, however, accept the religious imperative to reason indepen-

dently. In his book on “The Criterion of Distinction” (Fayßal al-

tafriqa), also a work from his late period, al-Ghazàlì says that this

imperative is not an obligation imposed to achieve the state of a

believer, a mu"min, as in earlier Ash'arite theology. Nevertheless, he

finds strong words for those who follow slavishly the arguments even

of such eminent teachers as al-Bàqillànì or al-Ash'arì.23 In the Fayßal
he puts forward two objections against taqlìd:

If you treat this subject rightly you may come to the conclusion that
whoever limits truth to one specific theologian (nàΩir) comes fairly close
to unbelief and to hypocrisy. Firstly, he comes close to unbelief, since
he places this one theologian in the position of the Prophet, who is
infallible. Belief is something that is constituted only by consent with
the Prophet, and to contradict the Prophet necessarily constitutes unbe-
lief. Secondly, it comes close to hypocrisy, because it is the duty of
every single theologian to speculate (naΩar), and emulation of an author-
ity is for him forbidden. How can he say [to his pupil], “You must
speculate but nevertheless follow my authority.” Or, “You should inquire
( yanΩur) but while following your own inquiries you should not develop
positions that would deviate from mine. Everything that I hold is an
argument for the truth, and therefore you should accept it as such an
argument. Everything that you hold is doubtful, and therefore you
should consider it doubtful.”24 Is there not a huge difference between
him who says, “Emulate me only in my madhhab!” and him who says,
“Emulate me both in my madhhab and in the way I argue for it!” Is
this not hypocrisy?25

Two aspects become apparent in this passage. First, the only source

of emulation that should rightfully be followed is the prophets, since

their infallibility puts their judgment above ordinary humans. Second,

22 Al-Ghazàlì, Iljàm al-'awàmm 67f., 109f., Fayßal al-tafriqa 203.20ff.
23 Al-Ghazàlì, Fayßal al-tafriqa 131.
24 The last four sentences are corrupt in the edition of Sulaymàn Dunyà. My

reading follows ms. Berlin We 1806 (Ahlwardt 2075) and ms. Istanbul, Shehid Ali
Pasha 1712 fol. 3a (cf. Samì˙ Dughaym’s edition of the text p. 53). Cf. my German
translation of this text in al-Ghazàlì, Über Rechtgläubigkeit und religiöse Toleranz 58, 94.

25 Al-Ghazàlì, Fayßal al-tafriqa 133.15ff.
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although taqlìd itself does not constitute unbelief, it violates the self-

declared ethics of religious scholarship and replaces both the author-

ity of the prophets and that of reason with that of someone less

eminent.26 This replacement bears the danger of unbelief, depend-

ing on how far the teachings of the emulated persons deviate from

those of the prophets. These two aspects are, in fact, one general

objection to the use of taqlìd according to which it belittles or may

even diminish the authority of the two sources through which God

has given humans knowledge in the science of ußùl al-dìn: revelation

(Quran and ˙adìth) and the individual capacity to come to right con-

clusions.27 Whoever indulges in theology should rest his judgment

entirely on these two sources.

Reading these lines from his Fayßal al-tafriqa one gets the impres-

sion that al-Ghazàlì is mainly at odds with the more conservative

or rather less open-minded elements of his own profession. This is

indeed how Western scholars understood these pages of the Fayßal.28

But al-Ghazàlì’s understanding of “real knowledge” is bound to

stricter conditions than that of his predecessors in the Ash'arite school,

and this leads him to accuse groups of scholars of taqlìd who had

not had this accusation leveled against them by any previous author.29

Most striking is the case of the followers of falsafa. On first sight

there seems little connection between the charge of blind emulation

and peripatetic philosophy, since the latter presents itself as the purest

and strictest form of reasoning using the tool of demonstration

(apodeixis). Al-Ghazàlì’s charge of taqlìd is brought forward on the

very first page of his Tahàfut al-falàsifa where he refers precisely to

the claimed apodeixis of the philosophical method. The beginning

of the Tahàfut (right after the khu†ba) reads:

I saw a group of people who—being themselves convinced ( ya'taqidùna)
to be distinct from the companions and peers by virtue of a special
clever talent ( fi†na) and quick wit (dhakà")30—have rejected the duties

26 A third criticism is added in the second book of al-Ghazàlì’s I˙yà" i, 211.9ff.
where it is said that belief founded on mere taqlìd (the “belief of the 'awàmm”) tends
to vary in its firmness like a thread on a spindle. 

27 It need not be stressed that the latter knowledge comes to the soul from God.
Cf. Frank, Knowledge and Taqlid 226.

28 Cf. Frank, Al-Ghazàlì and the Ash'arite School 76ff.
29 Frank, Al-Ghazàlì on Taqlìd 232ff.
30 It has been noted by Janssens, Al-Ghazzàlì’s Tahàfut: Is it Really a Rejection

of Ibn Sìnà’s Philosophy 2 that the use of dhakà" in this passage is prompted by
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of Islam regarding acts of worship, who have disdained religious rites
pertaining to the office of prayer and the avoidance of prohibited
things, who have belittled the devotions and ordinances prescribed by
the divine law, and who have not stopped [their transgressions] in the
face of prohibitions and restrictions. More than this, they have entirely
cast off the reins of religion through multifarious beliefs, following
therein a troop “who rebel away from God’s way, intending to make
it crooked, who are indeed unbelievers in the hereafter (Q 11:19).”

There is no basis to their unbelief other than emulation (taqlìd ) of
what they hear and what is most familiar (to them), such as the emu-
lation of the Jews and the Christians, since their upbringing and that
of their children has followed a religion other than that of Islam ( ghayr
dìn al-Islàm).31

The initial charge of the Tahàfut is prompted by the group’s lifestyle,

which, according to al-Ghazàlì, lacks acknowledgment of the ritual

duties of the Islamic religion. The reason for this un-Islamic lifestyle

is twofold. It is—according to the very first sentence—prompted by

the hubris of this group to be cleverer than their peers. According

to the last sentence of this passage it is due to their practice of taqlìd.
The fact that the children of the Jews and the Christians almost

exclusively follow the religions of their parents is a subject that occu-

pied al-Ghazàlì in other of his writings, most notably in his Munqidh.

Since the initial disposition, the fi†ra of every human, would lead him

to become a monotheist, the continuous existence of polytheism

(including Christianity, for instance) needs to be explained. This

explanation had already been provided by a ˙adìth that says, “Every

infant is born endowed with the fi†ra, but the parents make him a

Jew, a Christian, or a Zoroastrian.”32

The repeated hearing of the alleged truths within these religions

leads—in al-Ghazàlì’s view—to the acceptance of wrong convictions.

If the non-Muslims would, however, give up their taqlìd, and start

to question their traditions, they would soon find out about the truth

of Islam and give up their false creeds.33 The explanation in the

Aristotle’s Posterior Analytic 89b 10. (Cf. Badawì, Mantiq Aris†ù ii, 426.) Quick wit
(ankhínoia) is the ability to hit upon the “middle term.”

31 Al-Ghazàlì, Tahàfut 4.3ff. I am using Michael E. Marmura’s English transla-
tion, but altering it where necessary. On al-Ghazàlì’s use of bal as a conjunction
between two sentences, for instance, cf. passages in his Fayßal al-tafriqa 176.6–7,
187.19, 202.9f.

32 Wensinck, Concordance et indices v 180.
33 Al-Ghazàlì, al-Munqidh min al-∂alàl 11.1ff. On the connection between taqlìd

and remaining in the Jewish faith cf. also Iljàm al-'awàmm 117.15ff.
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Munqidh for the existence of Christian and Jewish communities is the

background for the discussion of a popular movement of peripatetic

philosophy within Islam:

The source of their unbelief is their hearing of high-sounding names
such as Socrates, Plato, Aristotle and their likes, and the exaggeration
and misguidedness of groups of their followers in describing their minds,
the excellence of their principles, the exactitude of their geometrical,
logical, natural, and metaphysical sciences [. . .].34

The group described here has created a tradition that is almost as

forceful as the ones of non-Muslim religions. Their belief in the intel-

lectual superiority of the founding fathers of their tradition puts them

in the same situation as Christians and Jews, for instance, who, for

their practice of taqlìd, cannot see that the convictions they grew up

with are wrong.35 As said earlier, taqlìd for al-Ghazàlì leads to the

replacement of the prophets’ authority with the lesser authority of

those emulated, in this case the Greek philosophers. But there is an

additional reason why the taqlìd of this group leads to a thorough

disregard for, and neglect of, the religious duties of Islam. The ulti-

mate reason for the group’s disregard for revealed religion is their

opinion that Socrates, Plato, Aristotle and those like them denied

revealed religion:

[. . .] they (scil. the group) say about them (scil. the ancient philoso-
phers and their likes) that concurrent with the sobriety of their intel-
lect and the abundance of their merit is their denial of revealed laws
and religious confessions and their rejection of the details of the reli-
gions and faiths, and they are convinced that the [religious] laws are
composed [by man] and that they are embellished tricks.36

This group of people thus “embrace unbelief through taqlìd” and

are heretics (mul˙ida).37 But since taqlìd in itself does not lead into

unbelief, it is the content of what is emulated that is the source for

the unbelief of this group. In this case, the group denies revealed

religion because they are convinced that the ancient philosophers

denied it. But who is this group? Throughout the whole religious

34 Al-Ghazàlì, Tahàfut 5.1ff.
35 It is one of the characteristics of taqìd that the muqallid is unaware of follow-

ing it and convinced that he is knowledgeable and in possession of the truth, al-
Ghazàlì, Iljàm al-'awàmm 117.11ff.

36 Al-Ghazàlì, Tahàfut 5.6ff.
37 Ibid. 7.2 and 6.9.
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preface, the people who hold this opinion appear only in the third

person plural and are not given a name except for “a group” (†à"ifa).
In a later passage of the Tahàfut, al-Ghazàlì contrasts the views of

the falàsifa with those of “their masses,”38 and it seems most likely

that this distinction is also applied in the beginning of the religious

preface. The “group” seems to be those who read the books of the

falàsifa and were misguided by some of their ambiguities. It is clear

that the accusations are leveled against contemporaries of al-Ghazàlì.39
Indeed, the “leaders and the heads of the falàsifa” are explicitly

excluded from the allegation of heresy. They are

[. . .] innocent of the imputation that they deny the religious laws.
They believe in God and His messengers, but they have fallen into
confusion in certain details beyond these principles, erring in this stray-
ing from the correct path, and leading others astray.40

The accusation of unbelief and il˙àd (most accurately translated as

“heresy”) is directed only against those who emulate the leading

philosophers, and it is this group of muqallidùn who are falsely con-

vinced that their leaders taught that religious laws are man-made.

The leaders themselves, it is implied, did not come up with this 

particular teaching. Nevertheless, their teachings are not free from

blame, since the errors they made led others astray. In order to deal

with the group of his contemporaries and to restrain their arrogant

38 Ibid. 21.3f. ( jamàhìruhum).
39 It is thus not an accurate description when Jules Janssens in his recent article,

Al-Ghazzàlì’s Tahàfut: Is it really a rejection of Ibn Sìnà’s Philosophy, p. 7, con-
cludes that the book’s targets “appear to have been ancient philosophy, especially
its metaphysics, and the uncritical acceptance thereof.” The lively intellectual dis-
cussion in the book suggests otherwise. For instance, in the course of the 20th dis-
cussion al-Ghazàlì genuinely alters his position from the one expressed in other
books in order to make it more appealing for people with an education in peri-
patetic philosophy (cf. Tahàfut 364.4 with al-Ghazàlì al-Iqtißàd fì l-i'tiqàd 214.2; on
this see Marmura, Al-Ghazali on Bodily Resurrection and Causality 51–57). This
flexibility points to the fact that he is indeed dealing with “living” individuals, and
not with the authors of philosophical books from the past, such as Ibn Sìnà. The
readers addressed in al-Ghazàlì’s book are Ibn Sìnà’s students, their students, and
those who were attracted to his or their positions. In addition, a distinction needs
to be made between the supposed readership of the book and the falàsifa of the
title, who are indeed named, being Aristotle, Plato, and Galen (Tahàfut 8.2–9,
21.3–10). Given al-Ghazàlì’s reliance on Ibn Sìnà, both al-Fàràbì and Ibn Sìnà
must be included in the class of falàsifa although in the introductions they are rather
polemically dubbed mutafalsafa (Tahàfut 9.5f.). In other places, however, the title of
a faylasùf is not withheld from Ibn Sìnà (cf. e.g. Tahàfut 176.7).

40 Al-Ghazàlì, Tahàfut 7.4ff.
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disregard for revealed religion, al-Ghazàlì decided to address the

teachings of the heads and leaders:

[. . .] I took it upon myself to write this book in refutation (radd ) of
the ancient philosophers, to show the incoherence (tahàfut) of their
creed ('aqìda) and the contradiction of their words in matters relating
to metaphysics, to uncover the dangers of their doctrines and their
shortcomings [. . .].41

By now it has become clear that what al-Ghazàlì says here in the

religious preface of the Tahàfut does not agree with its khà†ima where

everybody42 is condemned for unbelief—with the penalty of death—

who is convinced of the three quoted positions. There can be no

doubt that the “leaders and heads of the falàsifa” are included. In

fact, Aristotle, al-Fàràbì, and Ibn Sìnà would surely be included,

since they all taught, for instance, the pre-eternity of the world. The

“certain details beyond the principles of religion” where the promi-

nent falàsifa erred and strayed, that were mentioned at the begin-

ning of the book, have become major points of accusation and kufr

by its end. The only way to reconcile the initial, religious preface

with the khà†ima is to argue that there is an inconsistency between

the two parts of the book. It seems impossible to explain this dis-

crepancy without referring to a change in al-Ghazàlì’s judgment.

3 Apodeixis as the basis of the falàsifa’s convictions

The concluding element of the Tahàfut’s initial accusation is in the

last introduction (or “premise”) headed “fourth muqaddima.” This

introduction refers to the one particular element within the teach-

ings of the prominent falàsifa that led their group of followers to go

astray and fall into unbelief. In the religious preface it had already

been said that the second reason for the un-Islamic lifestyle of the

falàsifa was—in addition to their uncritical “emulation of what their

hear and what is most familiar to them”—their conviction that they

were “distinct from the companions and peers by virtue of a spe-

cial clever talent and intelligence.”43 This hubris goes back to the

41 Ibid. 6.5ff.
42 Ibid. 376.3f. (. . . al-qawl bi-takfìrihim wa-wujùb al-qatl li-man ya'taqidu i'tiqàdahum).
43 Ibid. 4.3f.
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claims they make in their logic. The fourth muqaddima deals with the

merits of logic for a methodologically sound conduct of the sciences

and with the truth that can be found in every logical proposition.

Nevertheless, it also deals with the exaggerated pride the falàsifa take

in their logic. In fact, one of the most preposterous tricks the falàsifa
use in order to parry any attempts to criticize their teachings in

metaphysics is to point to the necessity of the prior study of logic

and mathematics.44 In this way they throw the cloak of a sound log-

ical method around their most problematic teachings and win over

new followers whose uneasiness with the falàsifa’s metaphysics is over-

shadowed by their fascination with the seemingly complicated field

of logic and by their trust in it.

Here, the most basic problem for al-Ghazàlì is the falàsifa’s claim
that they conduct metaphysics in a demonstrative way. Al-Ghazàlì’s
criticism of this philosophical position is brought forward in a sin-

gle passage at the end of the fourth muqaddima:

We will make it plain that in their metaphysical sciences they have
not been able to fulfill the claims laid out in the different parts of the
logic and in the introduction to it, i.e. what they have set down in
the Kitàb al-Burhàn on the conditions for the truth of the premises of
a syllogism, and what they have set down in the Kitab al-Qiyàs on the
conditions of its figures, and the various things they posited in the
Isagoge and the Categories.45

The method and technique of apodeixis is taught in the section called

Kitàb al-Burhàn of the logical books of a faylasùf. Since all logical

books in the peripatetic tradition follow the canon of the Organon,

the Kitàb al-Burhàn would be the equivalent to the Posterior Analytics.

This part aims at explaining how the use of sound syllogisms that

employ premises whose truth has either been proven through other

syllogisms or is self-evident through intuition leads to judgments that

are indisputable. The Kitab al-Qiyàs within a philosopher’s textbooks

44 Ibid. 14.5ff.
45 Ibid. 16.8ff. This passage has been mistranslated in the English translation of

Sabih Ahmad Kamali (p. 10). Marmura in his translation (p. 9) renders the màdda
of a syllogism as its “matter” and not as its premise. (On màdda as “premise,” cf.
al-Ghazàlì, Mi'yàr al-'ilm 130, 182, and Marmura, Ghazàlì and Demonstrative Science
194.) Marmura’s translation, however, stresses the notion of demonstration, and in
his article Al-Ghazàlì on Bodily Resurrection 48f., he rightly points to the con-
nection with al-Ghazàlì’s rules for the interpretation of revelation, according to
which the literal sense of revelation can only be interpreted if a demonstration
shows that it is impossible for it to be true (cf. n. 54).
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of logic (equivalent to the Prior Analytics) would explain how to form

the figures of sound syllogisms, and the Isagoge as well as the Categories

(sometimes also referred to as Kitàb al-Madkhal and Kitàb al-Maqùlàt )
are concerned with defining the subjects of scientific inquiry. These

four books together were the textbooks for the apodictic method in

the sciences.

With apodeixis comes the claim of scientific indubitability46 and

the sense of being in possession of an infallible scientific method.

For the “group” (†à"ifa) mentioned in the religious preface of the

book, i.e. the “masses of the falàsifa,” this sense grows to a conviction

in a superior knowledge and intelligence over their peers in the reli-

gious sciences. The religious sciences cannot claim to have a foun-

dation on proven premises, but they advance from axioms such as

the belief in the essential qualities of God or the belief in the verac-

ity of his messenger. These premises cannot be logically proven or

deduced from proven principles, but are accepted through revela-

tion. A science that uses syllogisms and premises that are accepted

by those to whom they are addressed is, according to Aristotle’s

classification, a dialectical science.47 Religious sciences can only be

conducted as dialectical sciences.

The general classification of sciences into dialectical and apodic-

tical ones was accepted by al-Ghazàlì.48 Mathematics and to a cer-

tain extent also the natural sciences count for him as apodictical

sciences that yield necessary knowledge which is indeed indubitable.49

In the second introduction al-Ghazàlì defends the apodictical char-

acter of the description that a solar eclipse is caused by the moon

coming between the observer and the sun. Since this is the case, the

religious scholars should not take issue with such a description unless

they want to make themselves ridiculous and lose credibility,

46 Al-Ghazàlì, Tahàfut 13.9f. “Let it be known that (our) objective is to alert those
who think well of the philosophers and believe that their ways are free from con-
tradictions [. . .].”

47 Aristotle, Topica, 100a.30.
48 Like al-Ghazàlì, later Muslim jurists held that the basic difference between a

logical qiyàs (syllogism) and a juridical qiyàs was the status of its premises. Ibn
Taymiyya, for instance, also shared al-Ghazàlì’s suspicions about the possible accom-
plishments of the syllogistic method. On al-Ghazàlì’s and Ibn Taymiyya’s position
on these two issues cf. Hallaq, A history of Islamic legal theories 139f.

49 On the possibility of apodeixis in the natural sciences cf. footnote 55 and
Marmura, Ghazali and Demonstrative Science 188f., 191f., where the following
statement is discussed.
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for these matters rest on demonstrations, geometrical and arithmeti-
cal, that leave no room for doubt.50

The passage from the fourth muqaddima quoted above suggests that

al-Ghazàlì aims at refuting the falàsifa’s claim that their metaphysics

follows the demonstrative method. This assumption is supported by

two short passages from the part of the Munqidh where al-Ghazàlì
describes the results of his studying and criticizing the books of the

falàsifa. The first passage from the Munqidh deals with metaphysics:

The majority of their errors (aghàlì† ) are in metaphysics. [Here,] they
are unable to fulfill apodeixis (burhàn) as they have set it out as a con-
dition in the logic. This is why most of the disagreements amongst
them are in (the field of ) metaphysics.51

The second passage from the Munqidh explains how the useful nature

of peripatetic logic is brought into disrepute by the falàsifa’s claims

in metaphysics:

Indeed, the philosophers are themselves bringing some injustice (Ωulm)
into this science (scil. logic). This is that, in order to arrive at apodeixis,
they bring together conditions known to lead undoubtedly to certain
knowledge. But when they finally arrive at the religious aims (maqàßid
dìniyya), they cannot fulfill these conditions, but remain extremely neg-
ligent [in applying them].52

If the metaphysics of the falàsifa cannot accomplish the claims brought

forward in the textbooks for demonstrative science, it must subse-

quently be counted amongst the dialectical sciences. The acceptance

of the relegation of metaphysics to the same class as that of the reli-

gious sciences would put an end to the arrogant sense of superior-

ity amongst the masses of the falàsifa. This, in turn, would prevent

any further shunning of religion. The reasoning behind this accusa-

tion seems to be that theology ('ilm al-kalàm) and metaphysics are for

al-Ghazàlì on the same epistemological level.53 According to the

classification of sciences based on Aristotle’s Organon both are dialec-

tical sciences, since both rely on accepted premises that cannot be

50 Al-Ghazàlì, Tahàfut 11.8f. (baràhìn handasiyya ˙isàbiyya la yabqà ma'ahà rayba).
51 Al-Ghazàlì, al-Munqidh min al-∂alàl 23.14f.
52 Ibid. 22.21ff.
53 Al-Ghazàlì characterizes Kalàm in his al-Mustaßfà 5.ult. and 6.10f. as the sci-

ence amongst religious sciences that is concerned with general notions (kullì ) and
looks into “the most general of things and that is being (a'amm al-ashyà" wa-huwa al-
mawjùd ),” mirroring Ibn Sìnà’s definition of metaphysics, e.g., in his al-Najàt 235.
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proven. Given this basic equality, the religious sciences, however, are

ultimately superior to metaphysics, since its un-proven premises are

supported by revelation. This additional authority tips the scales in

favor of religion. Whoever is compelled to accept the conclusion of

a syllogism, even if its premises are not proven or self-evident, should 

be even more compelled to accept the statements of revelation in

those areas where demonstration is—according to al-Ghazàlì—just

not possible.54

The five introductions to the Tahàfut thus conclude in an expla-

nation according to which this book is not only about truth and

error, but—amongst other things—about the epistemological status

of the falàsifa’s metaphysics and, to a lesser extent, that of the nat-

ural sciences.55 Nowhere else is this more apparent than in the first

mas"ala of the Tahàfut on the pre-eternity of the world. This discus-

54 Marmura in many of his publications stresses that for al-Ghazàlì the literal
sense of revelation can only be interpreted if a demonstration (burhàn) shows that
it is impossible (cf. for instance his Al-Ghazali on Bodily Resurrestion 49 or his
review article Ghazalian Causes and Intermediaries 91). This rule forms indeed the
cornerstone of what al-Ghazàlì himself called the “rule or interpretation (qànùn al-
ta"wìl )” in his later writings (al-Ghazàlì, Fayßal al-tafriqa 184). On this rule, cf. my
Apostasie und Toleranz 304–319.

55 Some of the questions discussed in the four masà"il on the natural sciences do
not touch the question of demonstration (burhàn). As in the case of the afterlife (20th
discussion) the falàsifa did not claim that their convictions were based on burhàn.
The same seems to be true for the 19th discussion on the impossibility of the soul’s
perishing after it has been created. Particularly problematic is al-Ghazàlì’s denial
of the necessary connection between a cause and its effect. This is discussed in the
17th mas"ala. Marmura, in his Ghazali and Demonstrative Science, suggests that al-
Ghazàlì’s position includes the denial of causality as an ontological principle inher-
ent in cause and effect, but nevertheless upholds the claim of necessary knowledge
in the natural sciences. Those who do natural sciences interpret God’s “habit” to
arrange things in a causal manner as being the epistemological principle of causal-
ity. According to al-Ghazàlì, they have every reason to do so, since God is not
only the immediate creator of events in the outside world, but also the immediate
creator of our knowledge of it. (This argument is also discussed by Ulrich Rudolph
in Rudolph/Perler, Occasionalismus 86f.). Frank, Creation and the Cosmic System 63–77,
goes further and says that al-Ghazàlì held that God cannot interfere in his creation
once it is created. This presumption would—in the given philosophical systems—
open the possibility of necessary knowledge in the natural sciences. Rudolph (in
Rudolph/Perler, Occasionalismus 84–96) stresses that al-Ghazàlì presents two causal
theories in the 17th discussion which both seem to lead to an acknowledgment of
the possibility of necessary knowledge in the natural sciences. However, for al-
Ghazàlì there are still elements in the falàsifa’s natural sciences that are claimed to
rest on demonstration, but do, in fact, not. In the 18th discussion it is his declared
aim to deny “their ability to prove through rational demonstration that the human
soul is a self-subsistent spiritual substance ( fì ta'jìzihim 'an iqàmat al-burhàn al-'aqlì 'alà
anna l-nafs al-insànì jawhar rù˙ànì qà"im bi-nafsihì ),” cf. Tahàfut 297.
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sion begins almost immediately after the passage from the fourth

muqaddima quoted above, with a seemingly minor reference to the

fact that the ancient philosophers did not teach the pre-eternity of

the world unanimously. Plato disputed the world’s pre-eternity and

Galen expressed a non-committal position and admitted that for him

the world’s pre-eternity or temporal origination was probably unknow-

able.56 This allusion to a disagreement amongst the philosophers—

and most notably between Aristotle and Plato—is not only a rhetorical

device, but also a powerful argument in al-Ghazàlì’s overall strategy

of the Tahàfut.57 If the world’s pre-eternity were a conclusion based

on apodeixis, all those who know how to conduct demonstrative sci-

ence (and most notably Aristotle and Plato) would agree upon it.

Disagreement amongst philosophers clearly indicates that the matter

under discussion cannot be settled in an indisputable manner.58

The issue at stake in this first mas"ala is not whether the world is

pre-eternal or temporally originated, but whether the world’s pre-

eternity is a subject that can be decided in an indubitable manner

by using apodeixis. Al-Ghazàlì is convinced that the world’s creation

or eternity is a matter left to a dialectical discussion based on rev-

elation. His strategy aims at relegating the falàsifa’s statements on

the world’s pre-eternity to the same level as that of theological spec-

ulation. Al-Ghazàlì’s vivid doubts about the claims of the falàsifa are

expressed in the repeated question:

Do you know this through the necessity of reason or through specu-
lating about it?59

56 Al-Ghazàlì, Tahàfut 21.3ff. Here al-Ghazàlì also says that, despite the dis-
agreement of the ancient falàsifa, the “masses ( jamàhìr) of them, both ancient and
modern” uphold the pre-eternity of the world. 

57 It already appears in the first muqaddima, Tahàfut 8f.
58 Already Aristotle in Topica, 104b.4ff, mentions that dialectical problems are

those on which members of the wise class of men disagree among themselves, and
amongst these kinds of problems is the question as to whether or not the world is
eternal (aídios). Later Ibn Rushd in his Faßl al-maqàl 20 accepts the force of al-
Ghazàlì’s objection and defends the position of the philosophers by saying that the
disagreement is limited to the role of time, and whether its past is infinite or finite.
This disagreement does not affect their consensus, which in Ibn Rushd’s view is
even shared by the mutakallimùn. They all agree on the division of beings into three
classes: beings created and originated in time, a being not created and not preceded
by time, and beings created but not preceded by time. Here, exactly as in his small
treatise on the subject (extant in Hebrew, cf. Kogan, Eternity and Origination), Ibn
Rushd clearly tries to limit the disagreement to questions of terminology.

59 Al-Ghazàlì, Tahàfut 29.10 (ta'rifùnahù bi-∂arùrat al-'aql aw naΩarihì ?). This sen-
tence is followed by a methodological passage on the significance of disagreement
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4 Conclusions

In the Kitàb al-Khazarì, a book written less than fifty years after the

Tahàfut, the Andalusian Jewish philosopher Yehuda Halevi (d. ca.

1143 C.E.) reports of a competition held by the king of the Khazars.

Proponents of the four most important religious traditions of the time

were invited to interpret a dream of the king while he declared his

readiness to convert to the religion whose representative gave the

most convincing explanation. Apart from the three monotheistic reli-

gions Judaism, Christianity, and Islam, the fourth sage attempting

to convert the king is a faylasùf. In fact, this faylasùf presents his epis-

temological and ethical system as the “religion of the falàsifa.”60 All

three of the propositions that al-Ghazàlì condemned as kufr in the

khà†ima of the Tahàfut are present in the faylasùf ’s creed. His homily

also contains a passage that mirrors al-Ghazàlì’s initial accusations

from the Tahàfut. The faylasùf says that if the king of the Khazars

decides to follow the falàsifa in their religion he will reach a step,

which is the utmost and the remotest of all and the one that the per-
fect human hopes for after his soul is cleansed of doubt and after he
has acquired the sciences according to what they really are ('alà
˙aqà"iqihà). Then, the soul will become like an angel and it will be on
the lowest level of the incorporeal heavenly realm (malakùtiyya), and
this is the level of the active intellect.61

To master the apodictical sciences and to exclude doubts is only one

of the lower steps in the intellectual development towards the union

with the active intellect. Once the faylasùf has reached this union,

he will be, according to the philosophical spokesman in Halevi’s Kitàb
al-Khazarì, in the company of Hermes, Asclepius, Socrates, Plato, and

Aristotle.62

If we follow al-Ghazàlì and accept that there was an emulative

tradition of philosophy, one of the most fundamental tenets of this

tradition was the conviction that metaphysics can be conducted apo-

dictically and produce indubitable knowledge on important questions

amongst scholars for the claim to know something apodictically. The interrogation
into the alleged necessity (∂arùra) of the falàsifa’s position appears countless times in
the first discussions.

60 Halevi, Kitàb al-Radd wa-l-dalìl 6.9 (dìn al-falàsifa).
61 Ibid. 4.19–5.1.
62 Ibid. 5.5.
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such as the pre-eternity of the world. Such knowledge was, accord-

ing to the falàsifa’s convictions, unknown to the religious scholars

who were not versed in the apodictical method. For al-Ghazàlì, how-

ever, the falàsifa’s belief in their scientific superiority was simply taqlìd.
If they had started to doubt what they were told by their teachers,

they would have begun to question the coherence of their episte-

mological system and find that key arguments used in metaphysics

were neither based on previously proven premises nor self-evident.

When al-Ghazàlì tries to cast doubts on the results of philosophical

metaphysics in the first discussions of the Tahàfut he aims to lead

his philosophically educated readers to the discovery that the argu-

ments in metaphysics and in the natural sciences cannot comply with

the rules set out in the Organon. In the case of the Jews and the

Christians, the God-given calling ( fi†ra) to follow the right religion

is obscured by the children’s upbringing. Similarly, the students of

philosophy neglect the truth of the revelation because of their most

basic belief in a superior truth. This is why a radd, a refutation of

the philosophical tradition becomes a proof of their tahàfut, a proof

of the incoherence and inconsistency of the falàsifa’s epistemological

edifice.

If this is the overall argument in the Tahàfut, or at least one that

connects the accusation of the introductions with the first discussions

in metaphysics, it does not require for its validation a proof of the

falsehood of the falàsifa’s positions. In fact, the argument is validated

by making it evident that the falàsifa are incapable of demonstrat-

ing apodictically ('an burhàn) the truth of some of their positions in

metaphysics and the natural sciences that are relevant in a religious

debate. Thus al-Ghazàlì makes his task of refuting the falàsifa much

easier. Instead of having to prove the falsehood of the falàsifa’s posi-

tions, he only needs to show that the scientific achievements of the

most venerated philosophers of his time still leave someone, who has

studied their epistemological system and who has accepted their

underlying logical principles, with ample opportunities to doubt.
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CHAPTER THIRTEEN

THE SPREAD OF ¸ÀHIRISM IN POST-CALIPHAL

AL-ANDALUS: THE EVIDENCE FROM THE

BIOGRAPHICAL DICTIONARIES1

Camilla Adang

The first reprehensible innovation (bid 'a) I encountered on my journey
was the doctrine of the bà†in, but when I returned I found that the
whole of the Maghrib had been filled with the doctrine of the Ωàhir
by a feeble-minded man by the name of Ibn Óazm, from the coun-
tryside of Seville [. . .] When I returned from my voyage, I found that
my city was teeming with [¸àhirìs], and that the fire of their error
was scorching. Therefore, I stood up to them, though unaided by my
peers and lacking any worthy helpers to follow in my footsteps. Sometimes
I would feel attracted by them, then again I bared my teeth at them,
hesitating whether to shun them or to take them on.2

The author of these lines is the famous Andalusi qà∂ì Abù Bakr

Mu˙ammad ibn al-'Arabì (d. 543 A.H./1148 C.E.).3 This man, a

staunch Màlikì, was born in the year 468/1076, to a family of nota-

bles in Seville. His father Abù Mu˙ammad 'Abdallàh ibn al-'Arabì
(b. 435/1043)4 served the 'Abbàdid dynasty ruling in Seville as a

1 Research for this chapter was carried out during a stay at the Institute of
Advanced Studies at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem, September 1999–February
2000, as a member of the research group on Islamic law convened by Professor
Yohanan Friedmann and Dr. Nurit Tsafrir. My thanks also go to David J. Wasserstein
and Avraham Hakim for their valuable comments. In preparing this article, I greatly
benefited from the volumes in the Estudios Onomástico-Biográficos de al-Andalus (EOBA),
an indispensable tool for anyone dealing with the social and religious history of
Muslim Iberia.

2 Al-Dhahabì, Tadhkira iii, 1149; id., Siyar xviii, 189; for a different translation,
see Chejne, Ibn Hazm 9.

3 On Abù Bakr ibn al-'Arabì, see al-Îabbì, Bughya 125–31, n°. 180; al-Nubàhì,
Qu∂àt 105–7; Ibn Khallikàn, Wafayàt iv, 296f., n°. 626; al-Dhahabì, Siyar xx, 197–203,
n°. 128; id., Tadhkira iv, 1294–1298, n°. 1081; al-Maqqarì, Naf˙ ii, 25–43; al-Ru'aynì,
Barnàmaj 117–120; Ibn al-'Imàd, Shadharàt iv, 141f.; Asín Palacios, Abenházam 303f.;
A'ràb, Ma'a l-Qà∂ì Abì Bakr; ˇàlibì, Àrà" Abì Bakr; Lagardère, Abù Bakr; id., La
haute judicature 195–215; id., Le vendredi de Zallâqa 166–175; Drory, Ibn el-Arabi.

4 On Abù Mu˙ammad 'Abdallàh ibn al-'Arabì, see Ibn Bashkuwàl, Íila 438f.,
n°. 640; al-Dhahabì, Siyar xix, 130f., n°. 68; Ibn Khallikàn, Wafayàt iv, 297; al-Íafadì,
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vizier, until they were deposed in the year 484/1091 by the Almoravids,

who added al-Andalus to their North African territories, thus mark-

ing the end of the period of the party-kings (mulùk al-†awà"if ).5 It

was at least partly his fall from grace and his fear of Almoravid ret-

ribution which made Abù Mu˙ammad ibn al-'Arabì decide to leave

al-Andalus and to embark on a ri˙la, together with his son Abù Bakr.

They left in the year 485/1092, and visited North Africa, Egypt,

Palestine, Syria and Iraq, as well as the holy cities of Mecca and

Medina, taking the opportunity to study law and theology under the

famous masters of the regional capitals. They did not limit them-

selves to jurists of their own, Màlikì, school, but developed exten-

sive contacts with Óanafìs, Shàfi'ìs and Óanbalìs alike. At some point

they were commissioned by the Almoravids, who had apparently for-

given them, to procure messages from the 'Abbàsid caliph confirming

the legitimacy of the new lords of North Africa and al-Andalus. In

493/1099 Abù Mu˙ammad ibn al-'Arabì died in Egypt, on the way

back to al-Andalus, and his son Abù Bakr arrived in Seville on his

own in 495/1101. Once back, the younger Ibn al-'Arabì devoted

himself to teaching, and showed himself a loyal servant to his new

patrons. When in 503/1109 all those who owned copies of the works

of al-Ghazàlì were forced, under threat, to dispose of these books,

Ibn al-'Arabì, who had himself studied with the master in Baghdad

and had introduced his writings into al-Andalus, destroyed his copy

of the I˙yà" 'ulùm al-dìn.6 In 528/1134 Ibn al-'Arabì was briefly

appointed chief judge of Seville, after a long period of scholarly activ-

ity during which he produced an impressive series of works in the

fields of ˙adìth, theology, language, exegesis and fiqh.7 His interest in

the different schools of law and their methods of deduction did not

extend to the ¸àhirì, or literalist, school.8 In fact, he composed

Wàfì xvii, 568, n°. 477; Ibn al-'Imàd, Shadharàt iv, 142; Asín Palacios, Abenházam
295f. References to Abù Mu˙ammad’s position as vizier may be found in Yàqùt,
Irshàd iv, 1652, 1653.

5 The †à"ifa period had officially started in the year 422/1031, with the removal
of the last caliph, Hishàm III al-Mu'tadd, but in fact small states had begun to be
formed since the assassination of the third 'Àmirid ˙àjib, 'Abd al-Ra˙màn “Sanchuelo”,
in 399/1009. On this chapter in Spanish history, see Wasserstein, Rise and Fall;
Viguera, Los reinos de taifas; ead., Historia política. For a collection of historical texts
on the 'Abbàdids, see Dozy, Scriptorum arabum loci.

6 Fierro, Opposition to Íùfism 186, and Religious dissension 472.
7 For a complete list, see A'ràb, Ma'a l-Qà∂ì, Chapter 4.
8 The ¸àhirì madhhab was founded by Abù Sulaymàn Dàwùd ibn 'Alì al-Ißfahànì

(d. 370/883), who advocated the literal interpretation of the Quran and the Sunna,
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polemical tracts against the ¸àhirì school in general, and its Andalusi

imàm Ibn Óazm in particular.9 The quotation above—which is both

preceded and followed by invective against Ibn Óazm—gives some

indication of the vehemence of his polemics.10 This is interesting for

two reasons: first of all, his own father, Abù Mu˙ammad, had been

one of the most loyal students of Ibn Óazm, and secondly, as we

shall see, Abù Bakr ibn al-'Arabì had himself been on very good

terms with a number of Andalusi ¸àhirìs he encountered in Baghdad.

In the passage which opens this chapter Ibn al-'Arabì suggests

that there had been few ¸àhirìs in al-Andalus when he embarked

on his journey, in the early Almoravid period, but that they had

multiplied—especially in the region of Seville—during his absence,

which had lasted all of ten years. This is certainly an exaggeration,

as is his claim that he almost single-handedly took on the ¸àhirìs
since he had no true peers who could help him in his polemic, which

seems to have centred mainly on ußùl al-fiqh. It implies criticism of

his fellow Màlikìs, most of whom were indeed no match for the lit-

eralists with their superior knowledge of ußùl and of ˙adìth. On the

other hand, there may be a grain of truth to Ibn al-'Arabì’s state-
ment: he may in fact have noticed upon his return from the Mashriq

that the number of ¸àhirìs in al-Andalus was rather large in com-

parison with other places he had been to, probably including Damascus

and Baghdad.11 It seems worth while to examine his statement more

and categorically rejected any use of qiyàs and other methods that were accepted
by other legal scholars, as too arbitrary. See on him Schacht, Dàwùd ibn 'Alì. In
general on the ¸àhirì madhhab and the principles which distinguish it from the other
schools of law, see Goldziher, ¸àhirìs; Turki, al-¸àhiriyya. On its origins and early
spread in the East, see Melchert, The formation, Chapter 9.

I am currently preparing a monograph on ¸àhirì ußùl and furù', with ample atten-
tion to comparative aspects.

9 The titles of these tracts are al-Nawàhì 'an al-dawàhì, on legal matters; al-Ghurra
fì naq∂ al-Durra, against Ibn Óazm’s theological tract Risàlat al-Durra fi l-i'tiqàd; al-
'Awàßim min al-qawàßim, in which he polemicizes against the views on the battle of
Íiffìn of a variety of sects and individuals, and finally a qaßìda against Ibn Óazm;
see A'ràb, Ma'a l-Qà∂ì 144, 150, 151, 167; Drory, Ibn el-Arabi 51, 52, 55. Al-'Awàßim
min al-qawàßim is included in its entirety in ˇàlibì, Àrà" Abì Bakr.

10 Al-Dhahabì, after quoting Ibn al-'Arabì’s invective against Ibn Óazm, defends
the latter by saying that the qà∂ì had got it all wrong, and that Ibn Óazm’s intel-
ligence was far superior to his; see Siyar xviii, 188–190; Chejne, Ibn Hazm 9f.

11 A systematic perusal of Ibn 'Asàkir’s Ta"rìkh Dimashq and Ta"rìkh Baghdàd by
al-Kha†ìb al-Baghdàdì did not yield evidence of a significant ¸àhirì presence in
these two major cities in the period under discussion. On the decline of ¸àhirism
in Baghdad, its city of origin, see Makdisi, Ibn 'Aqìl 278–281.
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closely, then, and to try and establish to what extent the sources

confirm that there was a significant ¸àhirì presence (if not perhaps

a clearly defined community) in post-caliphal al-Andalus, and to what

extent it was due to Ibn Óazm’s influence that the country was

“teeming with them.” In the following pages, I shall examine the

evidence from a number of biographical dictionaries, Andalusi and

other, which provide information on Andalusi ¸àhirìs who were

active in the Almoravid period and the period immediately preced-

ing it: that of the ˇà"ifa kingdoms.12 Who were these ¸àhirìs of al-

Andalus? What can be said about their geographical distribution?

What public positions, if any, did they hold? Who were their mas-

ters and students? The fact that no ǎbaqàt al-¸àhiriyya, conveniently

listing the representatives of the literalist school of law, has survived

renders it necessary to carry out a meticulous search in biographi-

cal dictionaries of various types and geographical range.13 Wherever

possible, the information provided by the biographical dictionaries is

supplemented with details encountered in sources of a different type.

In order to be included in the list of ¸àhirìs presented here, an

'àlim had to be described in at least one source, biographical or

other, as having been a ¸àhirì, tended towards literalism, or adopted

a literalist approach to the revealed sources of the law, Quran and

Sunna, even if other sources do not give any information about madh-

hab affiliation, or list the person in question as belonging to a different

school altogether. (An exception are the descendants of Ibn Óazm,

not all of whom are explicitly listed as ¸àhirìs, but whose literalism

may nevertheless be assumed, as will be argued.) Moreover, I have

chosen to include only those ¸àhirìs who died at least twenty years

after the beginning of ˇà"ifa rule in al-Andalus, i.e., people who died

after the year 1051 C.E. This leaves out scholars whose active lives

were spent largely in the caliphal period (929–1031), although some

of these men will be encountered as teachers of the ¸àhirìs discussed

here.14 Furthermore, I have excluded ¸àhirìs who were active mainly

12 A first list of this kind, less comprehensive than the present one, was prepared
by Asín Palacios; see his Abenházam Chapter XIX.

13 Abù Is˙àq al-Shìràzì’s ǎbaqàt al-fuqahà" includes a section on ¸àhirì scholars
(pp. 148–152), but this is limited to a very small number only, which moreover
does not include any Andalusis. I thank Professor Devin Stewart for referring me
to this work. On Abù Is˙àq, who was a friend of al-Óumaydì and a teacher of
Abù l-Óasan al-'Abdarì, to be discussed below, see Chaumont, al-·ìràzì.

14 See on these earlier ¸àhirìs Adang, Beginnings.
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in the post-Almoravid period, i.e., from 1145, though we shall meet

some of them as students of our biographees.15 Apart from the descen-

dants of Ibn Óazm, who will be discussed as a separate group, these

criteria yield a list of sixteen people, who will be presented in the

following pages. I have added lists of the biographees’ Andalusi (and

some North African) teachers, omitting the oriental ones, since I am

working on the assumption that their ¸àhirì identity was shaped and

crystallized in al-Andalus. In order to establish to what extent the

scholars discussed here may themselves have contributed to the dis-

semination of ¸àhirism in the Iberian peninsula, their Andalusi stu-

dents will be mentioned as well.16 A more in-depth analysis of the

teacher-student networks is projected for a future publication. In

what follows, I shall provide composite accounts; only where the

sources contradict each other on important points will this be indi-

cated explicitly. Cross-references to the biographees, as well as to

some important common links, are printed in bold type. Since it will

be seen that Ibn Óazm, who may be considered the imàm of Andalusi

¸àhirism, is often a point of reference, I shall first give a brief sur-

vey of his life as far as it is relevant to the present discussion,17 and

then present a prosopographical study of the ¸àhirìs of the ˇà"ifa
and Almoravid periods, including Ibn Óazm’s descendants.

Ibn Óazm

Abù Mu˙ammad 'Alì ibn A˙mad ibn Sa'ìd Ibn Óazm was born in

Cordoba in the year 384/994 as the son of a courtier of the de facto

ruler, al-Manßùr ibn Abì 'Àmir, the powerful ˙àjib of the Umayyad

caliph Hishàm II al-Mu"ayyad. His sheltered youth in his father’s

palace came to an abrupt end in 403/1013 with the conquest of

Cordoba by the Berbers, one of the ethnic groups that were vying

for power in al-Andalus after the demise of al-Manßùr’s son, 'Abd

15 A number of ¸àhirìs who spent part of their active lives in the Almoravid
period, but died in the Almohad period, have been discussed earlier in my ¸àhirìs
of Almohad Times, and will not be presented here again.

16 Information on these teachers and students is given whenever I have been able
to trace them in the most commonly used biographical dictionaries. 

17 Further biographical details may be encountered in Arnaldez, Ibn Óazm; Asín
Palacios, Abenházam; Chejne, Ibn Hazm; García Gómez, El collar (introductory essay);
Adang, From Màlikism; Kaddouri, Identificación, and now Ljamai, Ibn Óazm.
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al-Ra˙màn “Sanchuelo”.18 For Ibn Óazm, a period of wanderings

now began, during which he took up the cause of the Umayyad

house as a propagandist and soldier, a course of action which landed

him in prison more than once. In between these apparently short

prison terms, he not only wrote his famous ǎwq al-˙amàma, but also

studied law, first following the dominant Màlikì school but soon

switching to the Shàfi'ì one. Ultimately, however, he chose the ¸àhirì,
or literalist, madhhab, which had but few adherents in al-Andalus.

Although it has been suggested that there were no ¸àhirì teachers

in the peninsula before Ibn Óazm, and that he therefore had to

learn his ¸àhirism from books,19 we know that in fact the school

was well established in al-Andalus as early as the 4th/10th century,

and that Ibn Óazm had at least one ¸àhirì teacher, Ibn Muflit.20

Ibn Óazm apparently raised his own sons into ¸àhirism, and attempted

to spread the madhhab further, beyond his own family circle, with

varying degrees of success. In Cordoba, he taught in the Great

Mosque, alongside Ibn Muflit, and managed to draw a sizeable crowd

of people. However, they were apparently too successful for the

Màlikìs’ comfort: both were expelled from the mosque and forbid-

den to teach their deviant views. Ibn Muflit took this ostracism very

hard, and died in solitude not long after the expulsion.21 Ibn Óazm,

on the other hand, sought refuge in Majorca, where he stayed for

ten years (430–440/1038–1048).22 He was given free rein to teach

his doctrines by the island’s governor, Ibn Rashìq, and gathered a

group of students. One of them was Abù l-Óasan 'Alì ibn Murajjà.
His knowledge and understanding were such that he is said to have

surpassed Ibn Óazm himself. Ibn al-Abbàr, our source for this infor-

mation, does not actually mention that Ibn Murajjà was a ¸àhirì,

18 See n. 5.
19 See Melchert, The formation 186, 189f.
20 Adang, Beginnings. It should be added that Ibn Óazm was personally acquainted

with two of the sons of the ¸àhirì qà∂ì Mundhir ibn Sa'ìd of Cordoba (d. 355/966),
viz. al-Óakam (d. ca. 420/1029) and Sa'ìd (d. 403/1013), whom he met when he
himself was still quite young and well before he formally turned to ¸àhirism. Whether
he was at all influenced by them cannot be established. See on Mundhir ibn Sa'ìd
and his sons Pellat, (al-)Mun£ir, and De Felipe, Identidad y onomástica 200–220, with
full bibliographical references.

21 See Asín Palacios, Abenházam 137–139.
22 On the Majorcan period, see Asín Palacios, Abenházam, Chapter XV.
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which is why I refrain from giving him a separate entry.23 Several

others are specifically identified in the sources as literalists, and will

therefore be discussed in this study. After some years Ibn Óazm was

forced, or felt compelled, to return to the mainland, allegedly after

being defeated in a public dispute with the formidable Màlikì scholar

Abù l-Walìd al-Bàjì, who had recently returned from his ri˙la, equipped

with a knowledge of ußùl al-fiqh that more than matched Ibn Óazm’s.24

After spending several years in Almeria, where he was joined by his

disciple al-Óumaydì (see below), Ibn Óazm arrived in Seville. The

local ruler at that time, al-Mu'ta∂id bi-llàh 'Abbàd ibn Mu˙ammad

al-'Abbàdì,25 had his books torn up and burned. According to Asín

Palacios, the motive for the destruction of Ibn Hazm’s works was a

political, rather than a religious one.26 In his Naq† al-'Arùs, Ibn Óazm

had implicitly accused al-Mu'ta∂id of extreme cruelty: he had killed

his brother, an uncle, a nephew, and his own son Ismà'ìl.27 Moreover,

Ibn Óazm had the audacity to expose as fraudulent the ruler’s claims

that he received his brief from the Umayyad caliph Hishàm II: the

caliph had in fact been dead for decades, but was being “resur-

rected” whenever a ruler needed legitimacy.28 Faced with al-Mu'ta∂id’s

hostility, Ibn Óazm decided to withdraw to his family’s estate, near

Niebla, where in spite of warnings, he continued to receive his most

loyal students, among them the elder Ibn al-'Arabì29 and appar-

ently al-Óumaydì.30 These men, as well as Ibn Óazm’s sons and

grandsons, would be instrumental in spreading his teachings during

the last years of his life and after his death, which occurred in

456/1064. Ibn Óazm left an enormous oeuvre, which according to

his son Abù Ràfi' was made up of some 400 works, totalling close

to 80,000 pages.31

23 On Ibn Murajjà, see Ibn al-Abbàr, Apéndice 198, n°. 2279; Asín Palacios,
Abenházam 290; Urvoy, Vie intellectuelle 102, 104f., 117f.

24 See on this man and his polemic against Ibn Óazm: Qà∂ì 'Iyà∂, Tartìb iii–iv,
702–708; Dunlop, al-Bà¡ì; Turki, Polémique; Urvoy, Vie intellectuelle 100–102.

25 Ruled 433/1041–2–461/1068–9. See on him al-Dhahabì, Siyar xviii, 256–257,
n°. 129, and Dozy, Scriptorum arabum loci, passim.

26 Asín Palacios, Abenházam 230ff.
27 Naq† al-'Arùs fì tawàrìkh al-khulafà" 90, 92, 89.
28 On the lives and deaths of Hishàm II, see al-Dhahabì, Siyar viii, 244–253, n°.

55; xviii, 257; xix, 60; Wasserstein, Rise and Fall 66f., 70–72, 118–120, 156f.; id.,
Caliphate in the West 192f.

29 See Asín Palacios, Abenházam 295f.
30 Huici Miranda, al-Óumaydì 573.
31 See Íà'id al-Andalusì, ǎbaqàt 183. On Abù l-Qàsim Íà'id ibn A˙mad
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Ibn Óazm’s descendants

Abù Ràfi' al-Fa∂l was not Ibn Óazm’s only son, but he was the old-

est and, according to the later ¸àhirì Ibn Khalìl,32 the ablest one.33

According to Ibn 'Abd al-Malik al-Marràkushì, he was a ¸àhirì faqìh.
This was obviously due to the fact that he had been taught by his

father. The latter had instructed his sons to complete his Kitàb al-
Mu˙allà (the most important extant work of ¸àhirì fiqh) in case he

should die before finishing the work himself, and when this did

indeed happen, the sons decided among themselves that Abù Ràfi'
would do the job. It is unlikely that Ibn Óazm would have entrusted

the task of completing his work to his sons if he had not relied on

their ability, and willingness, to represent his ¸àhirì views faithfully.34

It is for this reason that I assume that all of Ibn Óazm’s sons were

¸àhirìs, even though Abù Ràfi' is the only one who is explicitly

mentioned as such. An additional reason for this assumption is the

fact that one of Ibn Óazm’s grandsons is described as a ¸àhirì,
which suggests that literalism was transmitted within the family.

Apart from his father, Abù Ràfi' studied under the famous faqìh
Abù 'Umar ibn 'Abd al-Barr35 and Abù l-'Abbàs al-'Udhrì al-Dalà"ì,36
both of whom were in close contact with Ibn Óazm sr. In addition

(d. Shawwàl 462/July-August 1070), a onetime student of Ibn Óazm who became
qà∂ì of Toledo, see Ibn Bashkuwàl, Íila, 370, n°. 545; Asín Palacios, Abenházam
284f.; Martinez-Gros, Íà'id al-Andalusi. On the basis of Abù Ràfi'’s description,
Íà'id compared the size of Ibn Óazm’s output with that of al-ˇabarì, the famous
historian and exegete. Unfortunately, only a small number of his works have come
down to us. For a list, see Chejne, Ibn Hazm 301–313.

32 See al-Kattànì, Óawla kitàbayn.
33 On Abù Ràfi', see Ibn Bashkuwàl, Íila 678, n°. 1004; al-Marràkushì, Dhayl

v.2, 540, n°. 1059; Ibn Khallikàn, Wafayàt iii, 329; Asín Palacios, Abenházam 241–243;
Pellat, Ibn Óazm, patronymic.

34 Nevertheless, the above-mentioned Ibn Khalìl, himself the author of an abridg-
ment of the Mu˙allà, accuses Abù Ràfi' of having done a bad job; see al-Kattànì,
Óawla kitàbayn.

35 See on this leading Màlikì faqìh Pellat, Ibn 'Abd al-Barr. It is said that he
adhered to the ¸àhirì school for a considerable period of time at the beginning of
his career; see al-Dhahabì, Siyar xviii, 160. He also taught Ibn Óazm’s son Abù
Usàma Ya'qùb and al-Óumaydì.

36 On this man from Almeria, whose full name is Abù l-'Abbàs A˙mad ibn
'Umar ibn Anas ibn Dilhàth al-'Udhrì al-Dalà"ì, and who died in 478/1085, see
al-Óumaydì, Jadhwa, 213–217, no. 237; Ibn Bashkuwàl, Íila 115–117, no. 141; al-
Dhahabì, Siyar xviii, 567f., no. 296. He transmitted from Ibn Óazm, and had a
number of ¸àhirì students in addition to Ibn Óazm’s son Abù Ràfi', viz. the lat-
ter’s brother Abù Usàma, al-Óumaydì, and Ibn Yarbù' (see infra).
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to completing at least one of his father’s works, Abù Ràfi' is known

to have composed a history of the 'Abbàdid dynasty of Seville, enti-

tled Al-Hàdì ilà ma'rifat al-nasab al-'Abbàdì, which has not come down

to us.37 Unfortunately, it cannot be established at what point Abù
Ràfi' entered the service of the 'Abbàdids, but he was apparently

very close to the royal family. A passage in Ibn Khallikàn suggests

that he was one of the viziers of al-Mu'tamid, the son and successor

of the ruler who had ordered the burning of Ibn Óazm’s books. Ac-

cording to this account, the king of Seville was angry with his uncle

Abù ˇàlib 'Abd al-Jabbàr ibn Mu˙ammad ibn Ismà"ìl ibn 'Abbàd,

and wished to get rid of him since he was suspicious of him. Al-

Mu'tamid summoned his viziers, and asked them who of them knew

of any caliph or party-king who had killed an uncle who planned

to overthrow him. Abù Ràfi' stepped forward and told him: “We

only know of someone who forgave his uncle after he revolted against

him, namely Ibràhìm ibn al-Mahdì, the uncle of the 'Abbàsid al-

Ma"mùn”.38 Thereupon al-Mu'tamid kissed him on the forehead and

thanked him. He then invited his uncle and treated him graciously.

When in October 1086 the Almoravids crossed the Straits to come

to the aid of the panic-stricken party-kings, who had witnessed the

capture of Toledo by the Christians in the previous year, Abù Ràfi'
fought on the side of the 'Abbàdids against the forces of Alfonso VI

of Castile, at the battle of Zallàqa (Sagrajas), which took place on

Friday 12 Rajab 479/23 October 1086, and was killed in action.

In his lifetime, Abù Ràfi' had been praised by the poet Abù
Mu˙ammad Jahwar ibn Ya˙yà Ibn al-Fulùw who, upon meeting

him for the first time at a majlis, spontaneously uttered the follow-

ing lines: “I had seen Ibn Óazm without meeting him, but when I

met him, I didn’t see him/for the radiance of his face prevents the

eyes of a man from beholding him”.39 Ibn al-Fulùw describes Ibn

Óazm’s son as al-ra"ìs Abù Ràfi'. Although this may just be an expres-

sion of admiration, it is not inconceivable that there is more to it,

and that it indicates that after his father’s death, his oldest son was

considered the leader of the ¸àhirìs in al-Andalus. Similarly, Ibn

37 Referred to in Ibn al-Abbàr, Óulla ii, 34f.
38 Interestingly enough, this incident is not mentioned in Ibn Óazm père’s Naq†

al-'Arùs where one would expect to find it.
39 See al-Óumaydì, Jadhwa 291, n°. 360; al-Îabbì, Bughya 319, n°. 626. The

same lines of poetry are quoted in al-Marràkushì, Dhayl v.2, 540 (entry on Abù Ràfi').
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Óazm himself had been referred to (by his cousin Abù l-Mughìra)
as ra"ìs midràsihim wa-kabìr ahràsihim in an apparent reference to his

leadership of the ¸àhirì madhhab.40

We know of one son of Abù Ràfi' who was involved in scholar-

ship: Abù l-'Abbàs al-Fat˙ ibn al-Fa∂l, who transmitted from his

uncle Abù Sulaymàn Muß'ab (see below).41 Ibn al-Abbàr specifically

mentions Ibn Óazm’s Kitàb al-Manàsik—which, to the best of my

knowledge, has not been preserved—as a work that was transmitted

by al-Fat˙ on his uncle’s authority, but there may have been addi-

tional tracts by Ibn Óazm that were passed on to his grandson.42

Al-Fat˙ was apparently not Abù Ràfi'’s only son: we hear of

another one, named 'Alì. Or rather, we hear of this man’s son, Abù
'Umar A˙mad ibn 'Alì ibn al-Fa∂l, Abù Ràfi' ’s grandson and Ibn

Óazm’s great-grandson.43 Abù 'Umar transmitted from his father,

'Alì, who transmitted from his own father, Abù Ràfi' who, as we

know, had been taught by Ibn Óazm himself. Unfortunately, our

source does not bother to inform us what works were thus being

transmitted within the family, but it stands to reason that the mate-

rial would include several works by Ibn Óazm, whether writings 

of an explicitly ¸àhirì legal character or other. Abù 'Umar A˙mad

also transmitted from Abù l-Óasan Shuray˙ al-Ru'aynì, who pos-

sessed an ijàza from Ibn Óazm and had at least four additional

¸àhirì students.44

Abù 'Umar died in or around the year 543/1148. We do not

know the date of death of his father 'Alì.
Ibn Óazm’s second son, Abù Sulaymàn al-Muß'ab,45 who is said

to have shared with his ancestors their thirst for knowledge, studied

with his father, and in Rab'ì II 457/March–April 1065 briefly with

Abù Marwàn al-ˇubnì, who was murdered in his own home that

40 See Ibn Bassàm, Dhakhìra i.1, 163. 
41 See al-Marràkushì, Dhayl v.2, 529, n°. 1018.
42 The full title of this work is Kitàb Manàsik al-˙ajj; see Asín Palacios, Abenházam

262f.
43 Ibn al-Abbàr, Takmila (BC) 66f., n°. 151; al-Marràkushì, Dhayl i.1, 314, n°.

406; ibid. 302, n°. 384.
44 On Shuray˙ as a transmitter of Ibn Óazm’s works, see Adang, ¸àhirìs 420–422.

Apart from Ibn Óazm’s descendant A˙mad ibn Mu˙ammad (see below), the
¸àhirì students in question are Ibn Abì Marwàn, 'Abd al-Ra˙màn al-Umawì,
Sa'd al-Su'ùd ibn 'Ufayr, and Ibn Baqì, all of whom belong to the Almohad
period. See on them Adang, ¸àhirìs.

45 See Ibn al-Abbàr, Takmila i, 385, n°. 1097; Asín Palacios, Abenházam 243.
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same month.46 Another teacher was the philologist and lexicogra-

pher Abù l-Óasan ibn Sìda (d. 458/1066),47 on whose authority he

transmitted al-Zubaydì’s abridgement of al-Khalìl ibn A˙mad’s gram-

matical tract Kitàb al-'Ayn. Among the men who, in turn, transmitted

from al-Muß'ab were his nephew Abù l-'Abbàs al-Fat˙ ibn al-
Fa∂l (see supra), the ¸àhirì Abù l-Óasan (b.) al-Khi∂r,48 and a num-

ber of others. A date of death for this son of Ibn Óazm is not given.

He seems to have spent most of his life in Cordoba, alhough he

may have had to go to Murcia or to Denia to study with Ibn Sìda.

The third son, Abù Usàma Ya'qùb,49 was born in the year 440/

1048–49, either just before or shortly after Ibn Óazm’s departure

from Majorca. His father was fifty-six years old at the time. Ibn

Óazm taught Ya'qùb himself: he is mentioned as one of the people

from whom he transmitted, along with Ibn 'Abd al-Barr, from

whom he received an ijàza, and Abù l-'Abbàs al-'Udhrì. Both these

men had also taught Ya'qùb’s brother Abù Ràfi'.
Ya'qùb made the ˙ajj to Mecca, being, as far as we know, the

only one in the family to do so, and died in Jumàdà I, 503/November

or December 1109, probably in al-Andalus. In his lifetime, he had

transmitted several of his father’s works, among them Naq† al-'Arùs,
to Abù Ja'far A˙mad ibn 'Abd al-Ra˙màn al-Bi†rùjì.50

Ibn Óazm may have had several other children. We find refer-

ences to a grandson whose full name is Abù 'Umar A˙mad ibn

Sa'ìd ibn 'Alì ibn Hazm,51 and to another descendant bearing a very

similar name, viz. Abù 'Umar A˙mad ibn Mu˙ammad.52 Although

the biographical dictionaries present them as two separate individuals,

46 See Ibn Bassàm, Dhakhìra i.1, 535–547; al-Maqqarì, Naf˙ ii, 968. 
47 See on him Talbi, Ibn Sìda.
48 See on him Adang, ¸àhirìs 423f. (Ibn) al-Khi∂r (d. 571/1175) had at least

one additional ¸àhirì teacher, Ibn Abì Marwàn (who taught the ¸àhirì Mufarrij
ibn Sa'àda, to be discussed below), and among his students was Ibn 'Ußfùr of
Seville, who is described as shadìd al-ta'aßßub li-bn Óazm; see al-Marràkushì, Dhayl vi,
456, n°. 1228.

49 See on him Ibn Bashkuwàl, Íila 988, n°. 1534; Asín Palacios, Abenházam 243.
50 See on al-Bi†rùjì: Ibn al-Abbàr, Mu'jam 26–30, n°. 18. This biography (p. 29)

contains a reference to one Abù Usàma al-Fa∂l ibn Óazm, who transmitted the
works of Ibn Óazm to al-Bi†rùjì. However, this is apparently a conflation of the
names of two of Ibn Óazm’s sons: Abù Usàma Ya'qùb and Abù Ràfi' al-Fa∂l. See
also Yàqùt, Mu'jam al-Buldàn i, 447.

51 Ibn al-Abbàr (BC), 63, n°. 144; Ibn al-Zubayr, Íilat al-ßila v, 326, n°. 17; al-
Marràkushì, Dhayl i.1, 121–123, n°. 167; al-Íafadì,Wàfì v, 391, n°. 2905.

52 Ibn al-Zubayr, Íilat al-ßila v, 345f., n°. 67; al-Marràkushì, Dhayl i/1, 407f., n°.
598; al-Suyù†ì, Bughya i, 364f., n°. 708.
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the details they provide about the lives of each of them are strik-

ingly similar on some points, obviously as a result of confusion

between the two men.

Of A˙mad ibn Sa'ìd it is said that he lived in Silves, in the

Algarve, and that he was a grandson of “our” Ibn Óazm,53 which

suggests that the latter had a son called Sa'ìd. He is said to have

been a faqìh of his grandfather’s ¸àhirì madhhab, which he ener-

getically defended in disputations. Moreover, he combined a solid

knowledge of grammar with poetical skills. He died in 540/1146,

after his possessions had been confiscated and he had been beaten

and imprisoned for his alleged role in a revolt against the ruler. The

circumstances of this revolt are not specified.

A˙mad ibn Mu˙ammad, on the other hand, lived in Seville and

is said to be descended from “our” Ibn Óazm through his mother,

whereas his paternal ancestor was another Ibn Óazm, viz. al-Madh˙ajì.
If this information is correct, we have here the first indication that

Ibn Óazm had a daughter or granddaughter. Of course this possi-

bility has always to be taken into account; mothers, sisters, wives,

daughters and other female relatives are simply seldom referred to

in Islamic biographical literature, and we generally hear only about

male ancestors, siblings and descendants. This usually renders it vir-

tually impossible to uncover family networks of scholars.

A˙mad ibn Mu˙ammad is described as shadìd ˙arakat al-bà†in. He

was accused of plotting a revolt in favor of the Mahdì. This may

be either a reference to the Almohad Mahdì Ibn Tùmart, or to the

Sufi rebel Ibn Qasì, who was active in the Algarve but had sup-

porters in other parts of al-Andalus as well.54 The combination of

Sufism or Bà†inism with a ¸àhirì approach to the law is an inter-

esting one, though not as unusual as one might think, and we shall

come across additional cases in the course of this study. As a result

of his agitation, A˙mad ibn Mu˙ammad was beaten and impris-

oned, and his possessions were confiscated. As was seen, similar

details are given about A˙mad ibn Sa'ìd, and it is not clear to which

53 According to Ibn Furtùn he descended from Abù Mu˙ammad ibn Óazm on
his mother’s and on his father’s side; see Ibn al-Zubayr, Íilat al-ßila v, 326. Al-
Marràkushì (Dhayl i.1, 121) shows that this is impossible if he is the grandson of
Ibn Óazm, rather than a descendant further removed. In Ibn al-Zubayr’s entry we
find A˙mad ibn Mu˙ammad referred to as the father of the above-mentioned
A˙mad ibn Sa'ìd, which is equally problematic.

54 See Fierro, Opposition to Sufism 188f.
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of the two they really apply.55 A˙mad ibn Mu˙ammad is said to

have crossed the Straits into North Africa at the beginning of the

war between the Almoravids and the Almohads, and to have settled

down there. He served as a soldier and sometimes as a scribe. No

date or place of death are provided.

A˙mad ibn Mu˙ammad transmitted from the mu˙addith Abù Bakr

ibn A˙mad ibn ˇàhir, and from Shuray˙ al-Ru'aynì, who was him-

self in possession of an ijàza from Ibn Óazm.56 He studied 'arabiyya
with Abù l-Qàsim Ibn al-Rammàk and was a gifted linguist.57

Among those who in turn transmitted from him, we encounter

the ¸àhirì Abù 'Amr Mu˙ammad ibn 'Alì ibn 'Ußfùr,58 Abù l-Majd

Hudhayl, and two men who may have had literalist sympathies as

well, viz. Abù Mu˙ammad 'Abdallàh ibn Jumhùr59 and Abù l-Óasan

'Alì ibn 'Atìq ibn 'Ìsà ibn A˙mad al-Anßàrì al-Khazrajì of Cordoba,

also known as Ibn Mu"min.60 Apart from A˙mad ibn Mu˙ammad,

Ibn Mu"min’s teachers included the ¸àhirìs Ibn Abì Marwàn, Ibn
Baqì,61 and al-Óaw∂ì (see below). Moreover, one of his own students,

Sa'd al-Su'ùd ibn al-'Ufayr, was to become a prominent ¸àhirì.62

Among the teachers of Ibn Jumhùr we find the ¸àhirìs Mufarrij ibn
Sa'àda (discussed below) and Ibn Abì Marwàn, as well as Shuray˙
al-Ru'aynì, who transmitted Ibn Óazm’s works. Although he is

nowhere listed as a literalist, these multiple links with ¸àhirìs and

other people close to Ibn Óazm make it likely that Ibn Jumhùr him-

self felt attracted to literalism. However, until further evidence can

be adduced that Ibn Jumhùr was a literalist in the sense of the word

55 Fierro seems to regard them as one and the same person: the descendant of
Ibn Óazm mentioned in her Religious dissension (p. 474) combines biographical
details of both A˙mads.

56 See n. 44. He had also taught Ibn Óazm’s great-grandson A˙mad ibn 'Alì
(see above).

57 One of the teachers of Ibn Ma∂à" (d. 592/1196), whom I have described else-
where as a “semi-¸àhirì,” see Adang, ¸àhirìs 429–432. On the term “semi-¸àhirì,”
see n. 63 below.

58 See n. 48.
59 See on this man, who died in Rabì' II 592/March 1196, Ibn al-Zubayr, Íilat

al-ßila iii, 124–126, n°. 208.
60 Ibn al-Abbàr, Takmila ii, 674f., n°. 1878; al-Marràkushì, Dhayl v/1, 256–264,

n°. 525; Ibn al-Zubayr, Íilat al-ßila iv, 121f., n°. 248; Makhlùf, Shajarat al-nùr i, 161,
n°. 495. He also studied with al-Óaw∂ì (see below).

61 Ibn Abì Marwàn and Ibn Baqì belong to the Almohad period. See on them
Adang, ¸àhirìs 418–422, 444–448.

62 Adang, ¸àhirìs 419.
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that I am using throughout this study, I prefer to consider him a

“semi-¸àhirì”63 at best. The same goes for Ibn Mu"min.

A˙mad ibn Mu˙ammad, whom I assume to be a ¸àhirì like the

rest of Ibn Óazm’s descendants despite his alleged Bà†inism, wrote

a number of works of which one deserves special mention, viz. al-

Zawà"igh wa-l-dawàmigh, in which he systematically refutes Abù Bakr

ibn al-'Arabì’s polemic against Ibn Óazm contained in his tract al-

Nawàhì 'an al-dawàhì.64

Although Ibn Óazm’s closest disciples were no doubt his own sons,

they were by no means his only loyal followers; we have already

come across Abù Mu˙ammad ibn al-'Arabì who studied almost his

entire oeuvre with him in Niebla, and they may have been joined

in their sessions by Abù 'Abdallàh al-Óumaydì, prior to his depar-

ture for the Mashriq (see below). However, even before his return

to Niebla Ibn Óazm had managed to command the loyalty of a

number of students, among them our next biographee:

Abù l-Najàh65

Abù l-Najàh Sàlim ibn A˙mad ibn Fat˙ was born in 397/1007 in

Cordoba. He studied ˙adìth with a number of well-known masters

in his native city, and copied out most of the available collections

in their possession. He was especially attached to Ibn Óazm (wa-

lazima Abà Mu˙ammad ibn Óazm fa-akthara 'anhu), and like the latter

tended towards ¸àhirism: màla ilà l-qawl bi-l-Ωàhir; màla ilà l-¸àhiriyya
bi-ßadàqat mutasha''ibihim fì l-Andalus Abì Mu˙ammad . . . Ibn Óazm. This

description gives the impression that his choice of ¸àhirism was made

under the influence of his mentor, Ibn Óazm, with whom he must

have studied in the period when Ibn Óazm resided in the capital,

for we have no indication that Abù l-Najàh himself ever lived out-

side of Cordoba. Whatever the case may be, Abù l-Najàh copied

out a large number of Ibn Óazm’s writings, and at first became

famous among his contemporaries for that. After that, he applied

63 A variation on the term “semi-Óanafì” introduced by Nurit Tsafrir in her
Semi-Óanafì.

64 See n. 9 above.
65 Ibn al-Abbàr, Takmila 712, n°. 2004; al-Marràkushì, Dhayl iv, 1–2, n°. 3; Asín

Palacios, Abenházam 289f.
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himself to the art of writing, and became known as the ablest copy-

ist of his time. Abù l-Najàh died childless in Dhù l-Qa'da 461/

September 1069, five years after his master, and was buried in the

new cemetery facing Cordoba’s Bàb al-Qan†ara. Prayer was said

over him by the faqìh Abù 'Abd al-Ra˙màn Mu'àwiya al-'Uqaylì,66

in the presence of a crowd of people who spoke highly of him. Al-

'Uqaylì was ßà˙ib al-ßalàh in the Great Mosque of Cordoba, and on

Fridays sometimes delivered the khu†ba. This means that he was a

man of no small importance, and the fact that it was he who officiated

at Abù l-Najàh’s funeral may give an indication of the ¸àhirì’s stand-

ing in the community.

Faraj ibn Óadìda67

Faraj ibn Óadìda (or Óudayda) was from Badajoz, in the south-west

of Spain. He made a ri˙la which included the pilgrimage to Mecca.

Described as a ¸àhirì faqìh, 'alà madhhab Dàwùd al-Qiyàsì,68 he was

learned in the readings of the Quran, and was apparently the lead-

ing muqri " in Badajoz. We know nothing about his teachers or where

he acquired his ¸àhirism.

Ibn al-Abbàr informs us that at some point he had to leave Badajoz

after a conflict with the local ruler, al-MuΩaffar Abù Bakr Mu˙ammad

ibn 'Abdallàh ibn Maslama ibn al-Af†as (regn. 437/1045–460/1068).69

Unfortunately, we know nothing about the nature of this conflict

and whether it had anything to do with Ibn Óadìda’s literalist lean-

ings. In any case, he found refuge in Seville, which was then ruled

by al-Mu'ta∂id. The latter’s mother had just witnessed the comple-

tion, under the supervision of al-Óàjj Fàris ibn Qàdim,70 of the

mosque named after her. Al-Mu'ta∂id appointed the ¸àhirì scholar

as Quran reader to the mosque, with a salary and maintenance paid

66 See on him Ibn Bashkuwàl, Íila 886f., n°. 1355; al-Îabbì, Bughya, 612, n°.
1344.

67 Ibn Bashkuwàl, Íila 674, n°. 998; Ibn al-Abbàr, Apéndice, 282–3, n°. 2520;
al-Marràkushì, Dhayl v.2, 538f., n°. 1053. 

68 As was mentioned above (n. 8), the “founder” of the ¸àhirì madhhab rejected
the use of qiyàs. It is for this reason that he is often paradoxically referred to as
Dàwùd al-Qiyàsì.

69 Al-Íafadì, Wàfì iii, 323, n°. 1381.
70 See on him Ibn Bashkuwàl, Íila 681, n°. 1010.
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from a religious endowment (min al-a˙bàs). Ibn Óadìda continued to

occupy this position until his death on 13 Mu˙arram 480/20 April

1087. He was buried in Seville’s Raw∂at al-Wazìr Ibn Zaydùn the

following day.

Considering the fact that al-Mu'ta∂id had earlier ordered the burn-

ing of the works of Ibn Óazm, it is perhaps surprising that he appar-

ently had no qualms about appointing a ¸àhirì to a responsible post

in a mosque directly associated with him. This tends to support Asín

Palacios’ assumption that the motives for burning Ibn Óazm’s works

were political. The impression that the 'Abbàdid king and his son

and successor, al-Mu'tamid, had no issue with ¸àhirism as such, but

solely with the man who happened to be its most vocal exponent,

seems to be confirmed not only by the fact that Ibn Óazm’s son

Abù Ràfi' al-Fa∂l, who was a literalist himself, was associated with

the royal family, but especially by the fact that one of the sons of

al-Mu'tamid himself, viz. al-Rà∂ì, was a ¸àhirì.

Al-Rà∂ì ibn al-Mu'tamid 71

Abù Khàlid Yazìd al-Rà∂ì was one of the sons of the last 'Abbàdid

ruler of Seville, al-Mu'tamid. Although he had a keen interest in

religious learning, his father had other plans for him and first appointed

him governor over the district of Algeciras, and after the Almoravids

conquered the district, over Ronda. These two areas had briefly con-

stituted independent ˇà"ifa states, but had been annexed to the larger

and more powerful kingdom of Seville between the years 446/1054–55

and 458/1065–66.72 Ibn al-Abbàr mentions that al-Rà∂ì read the

works of Qà∂ì Abù Bakr ibn al-ˇayyib, i.e., the Ash'arì theologian

and Màlikì jurist al-Bàqillànì, and was attached to the madhhab of

Ibn Óazm al-¸àhirì. This is an interesting combination, for in his

Kitàb al-Fißal Ibn Óazm singles al-Bàqillànì out for severe criticism

as the personification of all that is reprehensible in Ash'arì kalàm.73

71 Ibn al-Abbàr, Óulla ii, 71–75, n°. 122; Dozy, Scriptorum arabum loci i, 419–422;
ii, 75–80. Ibn Bassàm, Dhakhìra ii,1, 422–424, 428; Ibn Sa'ìd, Kitàb Ràyàt al-mubarrizìn
10, 131.

72 See Viguera, Los reinos de taifas 117f., 119f.; Wasserstein, Rise and Fall 83, 93.
73 See Ibn Óazm, Kitàb al-Fißal iv, 204–226 passim. A later Andalusi scholar, al-

Lablì (d. 691/1292), was to polemicize against Ibn Óazm’s strictures against Ash'arism
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We do not know who al-Rà∂ì’s preceptors in ¸àhirism were, but it

is not unlikely that Ibn Óazm’s son, the courtier Abù Ràfi', was

involved. In addition, Ibn Óazm’s student Abù Mu˙ammad ibn
al-'Arabì who, as we have seen, was also associated with the 'Abbàdid

court, may have provided the prince with copies of his master’s

works. In any case, Seville had been a centre of ¸àhirì studies ever

since a number of representatives of the school, who had arrived

from the Mashriq as merchants, had established themselves there in

the first decades of the 5th/11th century.74

While some of al-Rà∂ì’s poetry has survived through quotations

in Ibn Sa'ìd, Ibn Bassàm, and Ibn al-Abbàr’s dictionary of poetry-

writing princes and dignitaries (where the prince’s skills are praised),

he did not live long enough to make his mark in religious scholar-

ship: he was killed in 484/1091, at the time of the Almoravid con-

quest of Ronda, the city that had been placed under his reluctant

authority by his father, al-Mu'tamid.75

Al-Óumaydì 76

By the time the Almoravids conquered al-Andalus, another follower

of Ibn Óazm, al-Óumaydì, had long been gone.

The family of Abù 'Abdallàh Mu˙ammad ibn Abì Naßr Futù˙
ibn 'Abdallàh al-Azdì al-Óumaydì was from Raba∂ al-Rußàfa, a sub-

urb of Cordoba, but at some point they transferred to the isle of

Majorca, where our biographee was born before the year 420/1029.

It is said that he started attending the lectures of scholars as a child,

in the year 425/1033, sitting on the shoulders of older students. The

first master whose classes he thus followed was Abù l-Qàsim Aßbagh

ibn Ràshid ibn Aßbagh al-Lakhmì (d. ca. 440/1048–49), a faqìh and

mu˙addith who had studied with the famous Màlikì scholar Ibn Abì

in general and al-Bàqillànì in particular; see Fihrist al-Lablì. I propose to discuss this
tract elsewhere.

74 See Adang, Beginnings.
75 Lagardère, Les Almoravides 131f.
76 Ibn Bashkuwàl, Íila 818f., n°. 1238; al-Îabbì, Bughya 161, n°. 258; Ibn Khallikàn,

Wafayàt iv, 282–84, n°. 616; al-Íafadì, Wàfì iv, 317–318, n°. 1863; al-Dhahabì,
Siyar xix, 120–27, n°. 63; id., Tadhkira iv, 1218–22, n°. 1041; Ibn al-Athìr, Kàmil
x, 254; al-Maqqarì, Naf˙ ii, 112–15, n°. 63; Ibn al-'Imàd, Shadharàt iii, 392; Pons,
Ensayo 164–67, n°. 126; Asín Palacios, Abenházam 291–93; Huici Miranda, al-
Óumaydì; Rosselló Bordoy, al-Óumaydì, which has some inaccurate dates.
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Zayd al-Qayrawànì, and who later on taught al-Óumaydì some of

the latter’s works when they met again in the Óijàz.77 At a more

mature age, al-Óumaydì transmitted from Abù Marwàn 'Abd al-

Malik ibn Sulaymàn al-Khawlànì,78 Abù 'Umar ibn 'Abd al-Barr,79

Ibn Óazm’s student Abù l-'Abbàs al-'Udhrì,80 and especially Ibn
Óazm himself. He spent so much time with the latter that he became

known for his friendship with the famous man. In 448/1056 he

undertook a journey to the East. According to Qà∂ì 'Iyà∂ his depar-

ture from Majorca had to do with Ibn Óazm’s fall from grace after

his apparent defeat in the dispute with al-Bàjì, referred to above. In

fact, al-Óumaydì seems to have joined his master in Almeria in the

year 441/1049, and may even have accompanied him to Seville and

afterwards to Niebla before finally leaving for the East. In the course

of his ri˙la, which took him to Ifrìqiyyà, Egypt, Syria and Iraq, al-

Óumaydì took the opportunity to perform the ˙ajj. The biographi-

cal dictionaries supply the names of the men (and one woman) with

whom he studied in Mecca, as well as those of the scholars whose

lectures he attended in Egypt and Syria. The most famous among

his teachers in Damascus was Abù Bakr ibn Thàbit al-Kha†ìb, the

historian of Baghdad,81 the city in which he ultimately settled down.82

He ended up living next door to another ¸àhirì from Majorca: Abù
'Àmir (to be discussed below), who arrived in 484/1091 and became

his student.

We possess long lists of al-Óumaydì’s teachers and informants in

Baghdad. He had a special kind of relationship, one of equals, with

Abù Naßr ibn Màkùlà,83 who belonged to a family that produced a

number of viziers and was himself the author of a quasi-biographi-

cal dictionary.84 Al-Óumaydì much admired Ibn Màkùlà’s dictionary,

77 Al-Óumaydì, Jadhwa 269, n°. 325.
78 Óadìth scholar, died around 440/1048–9; see al-Óumaydì, Jadhwa 450, n°. 630;

Ibn Bashkuwàl, Íila 527, n°. 777; al-Îabbì, Bughya 493, n°. 1069.
79 See n. 35. He also taught Ibn Óazm’s sons Abù Usàma and Abù Ràfi'.
80 See n. 36. Ibn Óazm’s son Abù Usàma and Ibn Yarbù' were also among

his students.
81 See on him Sellheim, al-‡a†ìb al-Ba∞dàdì; al-Dhahabì, Siyar xviii, 270–97,

n°. 137. 
82 On the intellectual milieu of Baghdad at the time, see Makdisi, Ibn 'Aqìl, and

Ephrat, A Learned Society.
83 Al-Dhahabì, Siyar xviii, 569–78, n°. 298; Vadet, Ibn Màkùlà. Ibn Màkùlà him-

self is often called al-wazìr or al-amìr, although he apparently never held a political
position.

84 See for this term al-Qà∂ì, Biographical Dictionaries. The work, entitled Kitàb
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and contributed material to it, while the latter studied and trans-

mitted the works of the Andalusi, whom he calls “our friend al-

Óumaydì” (as we shall see, Ibn Màkùlà had warm relations also

with a number of other Majorcans, among them the lapsed ¸àhirì
al-'Abdarì and the fervent literalist Abù 'Àmir).

Among those who transmitted from al-Óumaydì in Baghdad, we

find the Andalusis Abù 'Alì al-Óusayn ibn Mu˙ammad al-Íadafì,85

who received his ijàza, and Abù l-Óasan 'Abbàd ibn Sar˙àn.86

Although Ibn Bassàm states that Abù Bakr ibn al-'Arabì was among

his students, this is clearly an error, for al-Óumaydì had already

died by the time Ibn al-'Arabì arrived in Iraq.87

Al-Óumaydì died in Baghdad in Dhù l-Óijja 488/December 1095.

Prayer was said over him by the Shàfi'ì scholar al-Shàshì, whom we

shall encounter below as the one who inducted another Majorcan

literalist into the Shàfi'ì madhhab.88 The fact that someone of such

importance performed the funeral prayer shows that al-Óumaydì was

a highly respected member of the scholarly community of Baghdad.

This may be due not only to the fact that he had followed an irre-

proachable lifestyle characterized by extreme modesty and devotion

to learning, but also to the fact that he had been very low-key about

his ¸àhirism, apparently out of fear of being marginalized.89 In this

he differed from his neighbor and student Abù 'Àmir who, as will

be seen, was much more vocal and controversial.90

Ikmàl fì raf ' al-irtiyàb 'an al-mukhtalif wa-l-mu"talif min asmà" al-rijàl (or a variant of this
title), deals with the correct vocalization of the names of ˙adìth transmitters and is
available in several editions.

85 See on this man, who died in 514/1120 and was also known as Ibn Sukarra,
al-Dhahabì, Siyar xix, 376–78, n°. 218; id., Tadhkira iv, 1253–55, n°. 1059; Fierro,
al-Íadafì. Ibn al-Abbàr’s Mu'jam is a biographical dictionary of al-Íadafì’s students.
Relations between him and al-Óumaydì seem to have soured at some point for
reasons that remain unclear. He taught Abù Bakr al-Mayurqì, Ibn ˇàhir and
al-Óaw∂ì, and corresponded with Ibn Yarbù'.

86 Would-be ˙adìth scholar, d. ca. 543/1148; see Ibn Bashkuwàl, Íila 658f., n°. 980.
87 Ibn Bassàm, Dhakhìra i.1, 172; Drory, Ibn el-Arabi, 124, n. 66.
88 Makdisi, Ibn 'Aqìl 208–210. Al-Dhahabì, Siyar xix, 393f., n°. 234. He wrote a

well-known work of ikhtilàf al-fuqahà" in which he includes the views of the ¸àhirì
school, which was obviously still considered to be of importance despite its decline. 

89 Goldziher, ¸àhirìs 158f.
90 Their characters and temperaments were so totally different that one wonders

how they got on. It is to be regretted that al-Óumaydì’s tract ÓifΩ al-jàr; which
was apparently an adab work about neighborly relations, has not survived; it might
have allowed us a glimpse into the lives of these two Majorcan ¸àhirìs in Baghdad.
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Al-Óumaydì had requested to be interred near the famous Bishr

al-Óàfì (d. 227/841),91 at the cemetery of Bàb Óarb, but his friend

and protector, the vizier al-MuΩaffar ibn Ra"ìs al-Ru"asà",92 who was

to see to this, had him buried in another cemetery instead, near the

grave of Abù Is˙àq al-Shìràzì, who had been one of al-Óumaydì’s
teachers.93 When al-Óumaydì appeared in his dreams, scolding him,

al-MuΩaffar made good on his promise and had him reburied. This

event took place some three years after his death, in 491/1097, but

it is said that when his grave was opened, his shroud was as new,

and the body fresh, exuding an odor of perfume. Al-Óumaydì’s
choice of Bishr al-Óàfì as his neighbour in death may reflect certain

Sufi tendencies, although it is not by itself conclusive: burial plots

near the tomb of Bishr were very much in demand among Sufis

and non-mystics alike: the mourners at the funeral of al-Kha†ìb al-

Baghdàdì found the spot intended for the recently deceased occu-

pied by a Sufi, who had reserved it for himself. Only the intervention

of another mystic could persuade him to vacate the plot.94 But

although it is not clear whether Bishr was considered a mystic in

his own lifetime, rather than a mere zàhid, he had come to be

regarded in retrospect as a fully-fledged Sufi over the centuries fol-

lowing his death.95 In al-Óumaydì’s days, he was already widely

regarded as a mystic, and the Andalusi scholar was no doubt aware

of this when he gave instructions that he was to be buried next to

him. Moreover, the fact that he wrote a book on the mystics of Iraq,

entitled Kitàb ta˙iyyat al-mushtàq fì dhikr Íùfiyyat al-'Iràq, seems to confirm
that al-Óumaydì had mystical tendencies which went beyond zuhd,

and it is more than likely that the stories about the miraculous preser-

vation of his body emanate from Sufi circles. His master Ibn Óazm

would almost certainly have disapproved of the path chosen by al-

Óumaydì; it should be recalled that Ibn Óazm had attempted to

develop the ¸àhiriyya into a theological system, as well as a juridi-

cal one, and that he rejected all speculation about the deity.96

91 See on him Meier, Biªr al-Óàfì.
92 See on him Ibn Kathìr, Bidàya xii, 124, 156; Ibn al-Athìr, Kàmil viii, 430, 432;

ix, 17. His home was a meeting-place of scholars.
93 See n. 13.
94 The anecdote is given in Ibn Khallikàn, Wafayàt i, 93; al-Dhahabì, Siyar xiii,

286f. Ibn al-'Imàd’s Shadharàt al-dhahab contains numerous references to scholars,
many of them Óanbalì fuqahà", who were buried near the tomb of Bishr. 

95 See Melchert, The transition; Gobillot, Zuhd 560.
96 Goldziher, ¸àhirìs 109–156; Asín, Abenházam, Chapter XII. On Ibn Óazm’s

criticism of Sufis, see Fierro, Opposition to Sufism 184f.
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Al-Óumaydì had been a very productive scholar. Apart from the

above-mentioned tract, the sources list a number of works in the

fields of history, Prophetic Tradition, adab and morals with titles such

as Jumal ta"rìkh al-Islàm; Jadhwat al-Muqtabis fì ta"rìkh 'ulamà" al-Andalus;

Kitàb al-Tarassul; al-Jam' bayna l-Ía˙ì˙ayn; Kitàb al-Amànì al-ßàdiqa; Kitàb
Adab al-aßdiqà"; ÓifΩ al-jàr; al-Dhahab al-masbùk fì wa'Ω al-mulùk; Dhamm

al-namìma, and others. None of these titles reveals anything about

the author’s ¸àhirì leanings. Al-Óumaydì’s fame among modern

scholars rests mainly on one work: Jadhwat al-Muqtabis, a biograph-

ical dictionary of the scholars of al-Andalus.97 He states that he wrote

it in Baghdad from memory, at the request of local scholars. His

indebtedness to Ibn Óazm for biographical information and anec-

dotes about the scholars of al-Andalus is apparent throughout the

work.98 In addition to the tracts mentioned above, al-Óumaydì also

wrote poetry, in which he expressed his outlook on life. Zuhd is

praised as the greatest virtue; human company is to be shunned

unless one can actually learn something from one’s interlocutor, and

the Quran, Tradition, and ijmà' are all one needs. This latter state-

ment reflects a ¸àhirì point of view, at least if ijmà' is interpreted

as the consensus not of the entire Muslim community, nor even of

its religious scholars, but of the Companions of the Prophet.

Abù l-Óasan al-'Abdarì 99

Like Abù l-Óasan ibn Murajjà and al-Óumaydì, Abù l-Óasan 'Alì
ibn Sa'ìd ibn 'Abd al-Ra˙màn ibn Mu˙riz ibn Abì 'Uthmàn al-

'Abdarì was born in Majorca, where he came in contact with Ibn
Óazm. This contact turned out to be mutually beneficial: the two

men exchanged knowledge, and al-'Abdarì apparently adopted

¸àhirism. At some point, however, he embarked on his ri˙la to the

East, which included the ˙ajj to Mecca. Once in Baghdad, he decided

to abandon the madhhab of Ibn Óazm, and began to study fiqh under

97 This may be about to change: in recent years, several other works by al-
Óumaydì have been published that have not yet been fully analyzed and exploited
by scholars, viz. (1) Al-Tadhkira li-Abì 'Abdallàh Mu˙ammad ibn Abì Naßr al-Óumaydì
wa-Maràtib al-jazà" yawm al-qiyàma: (2) Al-dhahab al-masbùk fì wa'Ω al-mulùk; and (3)
Al-Jam' bayna al-ßa˙ì˙ayn.

98 See Terés, Enseñanzas de Ibn Óazm.
99 Ibn Bashkuwàl, Íila 614, n°. 913; al-Subkì, ǎbaqàt al-Shàfi'iyya v, 257f., n°. 502.
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the Shàfi'ì scholar Abù Is˙àq al-Shìràzì,100 and thereafter with Abù
Bakr al-Shàshì, who had done the honors at the funeral of al-
Óumaydì. He wrote a commentary on the Shàfi'ì madhhab, and

studied ˙adìth with a number of important scholars, among them the

qà∂ì Abù l-Óasan al-Màwardì, author of al-A˙kàm al-sul†àniyya and

other influential works. In addition, al-'Abdarì was in contact with

the biographer Ibn Màkùlà, referred to earlier, who describes him

as “our friend the faqìh Abù l-Óasan al-'Abdarì” and praises him as

an excellent man of learning and adab. Moreover, he studied with

al-Kha†ìb al-Baghdàdì. This information was communicated to Ibn

Bashkuwàl by the later qà∂ì Abù Bakr ibn al-'Arabì, who spent much

time in al-'Abdarì’s company and studied with him.101 Ibn al-'Arabì’s
disapproval of ¸àhirism, a madhhab with which he must already have

been very familiar through his father’s education and perhaps through

discussions with scholars during his ri˙la,102 may have received an

added impulse under the influence of the lapsed literalist al-'Abdarì.
Ibn al-'Arabì parted with him in 491/1097, and he died two years

later, on Saturday 16 Jumàdà II, 493/28 April 1100.

Ibn Burràl 103

Abù Bakr 'Abd al-Bàqì ibn Mu˙ammad ibn Sa'ìd ibn Aßbagh ibn

Burràl (variant spellings are Biryàl, Burriyàl, and even Qurriyàl) al-
Anßàrì of Guadalajara (Wàdì l-Óajàra) was born in 416/1025. He

was known as a faqìh and a specialist in ˙adìth. Ibn Bashkuwàl, who

received information on Ibn Burràl from several of his teachers, men-

tions his nobility and intelligence, as well as his skills as a ˙àfiΩ and

a poet. Among the people he studied with, the sources mention Ibn
Óazm and Abù Mu˙ammad al-Qàsim ibn al-Fat˙. It is worth dis-

cussing this second teacher in some detail, since he may himself have

had ¸àhirì leanings.104 His full name is al-Qàsim ibn al-Fat˙ ibn

100 See n. 13. He was a friend of al-Óumaydì.
101 See Drory, Ibn el-Arabi 75.
102 We know of one ¸àhirì whom he encountered on his journey, viz. Makkì al-

Rumaylì; see Drory, Ibn el-Arabi 77.
103 See Ibn Bashkuwàl, Íila 561f., n°. 831; al-Îabbì, Bughya 519, n°. 1128; Íilafì,

Akhbàr 53f.; Yàqùt, Mu'jam al-buldàn v, 343 s.v. Wàdì l-Óajàra.
104 This was first recognized by Goldziher: in the margin of his copy of Ibn
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Mu˙ammad ibn Yùsuf, also known as Ibn al-Ruyùlì.105 While this

name indicates that his father or an earlier ancestor hailed from

Orihuela, he himself was from Guadalajara, where he died in 451/

1059, aged sixty-three. He is described as being learned in ˙adìth
and qirà"àt, as well as all other branches of scholarship. He wrote

much, including poetry, and kept aloof from the world. Although

Ibn Bashkuwàl does not explicitly identify him as a ¸àhirì, the

description given of the man’s attitude to the sources of the law gives

the impression that he was, indeed, a literalist: he did not approve

of taqlìd but freely expressed his own opinions (kàna mukhtàran);106 he

did not adopt anyone’s views but acted in accordance with the Quran

and the Sunna, following the sound àthàr, and would not use any

of the hermeneutical methods used by the other schools.107

Other tutors of Ibn Burràl include Abù l-Óakam Mundhir ibn

Mundhir ibn 'Alì al-Óajàrì,108 also from Guadalajara, Abù l-Walìd
Hishàm ibn A˙mad al-Kinànì,109 and the muqri" Abù 'Umar A˙mad

ibn Mu˙ammad al-ˇalamankì, who had also taught Ibn Óazm.110

Finally, mention must be made of Ibn Óazm’s student Íà'id ibn

A˙mad,111 author of the well-known ǎbaqàt al-umam, a work Ibn

Burràl studied with him. Interestingly, Íà'id had also studied with

Ibn al-Ruyùlì.
Ibn Burràl’s own students included 'Abd al-Malik ibn 'Ißàm, Abù

Bakr Ghàlib ibn 'A†iyya,112 Abù 'Abdallàh Mu˙ammad ibn 'Abd al-

Ra˙màn al-Fahmì,113 Abù 'Abdallàh Mu˙ammad ibn Óusayn al-Bakrì

Bashkuwàl’s Íila which is kept in the Jewish National and University Library in
Jerusalem, he identifies him as a literalist.

105 Ibn Bashkuwàl, Íila 688–690, n°. 1024; al-Dhahabì, Siyar xviii, 115–16, n°. 56.
106 I take this to mean that he felt free to give his own opinion, rooted in scrip-

ture, rather than repeating the views of an earlier authority (taqlìd ). Ikhtiyàr in this
sense should not be confused with ra"y (personal opinion), which often has no basis
in scripture.

107 This is what I understand là yarà l-akhdh 'alà shay" min al-'ilm to mean.
108 'Àlim, d. 423/1032; see Ibn Bashkuwàl, Íila 900f., n°. 1384. 
109 Ibn Bashkuwàl, Íila 938f., n°. 1449; al-Îabbì, Bughya, 653, n°. 1430; al-

Dhahabì, Siyar xix, 134–46, n°. 71.
110 See on this man, who died in 429/1037, Fierro, El proceso contra Abù 'Umar.

Ibn Burràl is mentioned on p. 106, though without being identified as a ¸àhirì.
111 See n. 31.
112 Faqìh and ˙adìth scholar with ascetical tendencies (d. 518/1124); see al-Îabbì,

Bughya 577f., n°. 1281.
113 Linguist and specialist in kalàm and ußùl al-fiqh, died in 530/1135 or 544/1149.

See al-Marràkushì, Dhayl vi, 338f., n°. 897; Ibn al-Zubayr, Íilat al-ßila v, 406, n°. 206.
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al-Óajàrì,114 Abù Marwàn 'Abd al-Malik ibn Bùnuh,115 and the ¸àhirìs
Abù Bakr al-Mayurqì, Ibn Marzùq, and al-Óaw∂ì, to be dis-

cussed below. The last two studied with him in Almeria, where he

had moved towards the end of his life. It was there also that he

taught the famous mystic, Abù l-'Abbàs ibn al-'Arìf (d. 536/1141).116

The latter was probably not interested in Ibn Burràl’s lessons on

¸àhirism, since he was vigorously opposed to the literalists in gen-

eral, and to Ibn Burràl’s teacher Ibn Óazm in particular. He crit-

icized ¸àhirism in his Miftà˙ al-Sa'àda,117 and moreover coined the

expression “The tongue of Ibn Óazm and the sword of al-Óajjàj are
twins” (kàna lisàn Ibn Óazm wa-sayf al-Óajjàj shaqìqayn).118 What, then,

did Ibn al-'Arìf hope to find in his encounters with Ibn Burràl?
From a comment made by the biographer Ibn Masdì it may be

inferred that Ibn Burràl transmitted knowledge of a mystical nature

to him, and that it was he who presented Ibn al-'Arìf with his khirqa.

In al-Andalus, this expression did not mean literally presenting the

aspiring mystic with the Sufi’s frock, but indicated the relationship

between master and disciple.119 After learning about al-Óumaydì’s
mystical leanings, Ibn Burràl’s combination of literalism and Sufism

need no longer surprise us. Ibn Burràl died in Valencia at the begin-

ning of Rama∂àn 502/April 1109.

Ibn Kawthar 120

Apart from being a ¸àhirì faqìh, Abù 'Amr Bakr ibn Khalaf ibn

Sa'ìd ibn 'Abd al-'Azìz ibn Kawthar al-Ghàfiqì of Seville was a poet

and an adìb. The date of his birth is not known, but it must have

occurred before 456/1064, since he received an ijàza from Ibn Óazm

114 Óadìth scholar, who died in or after 519/1125; cf. Ibn al-Abbàr, Takmila (C),
i, 422, n°. 1199; al-Marràkushì, Dhayl vi, 430, n°. 1148.

115 Originally from Granada, he moved to Malaga, where he became qà∂ì. He
died in 549/1154. See Ibn al-Zubayr, Íilat al-ßila iii, 237f., n°. 402; Ibn al-Abbàr,
Mu'jam 250f., n°. 230; al-Îabbì, Bughya ii, 489, n°. 1063.

116 See on him Ibn Khallikàn, Wafayàt i, 168–170; Faure, Ibn al-'Arìf.
117 Ibn al-'Arìf, Miftà˙ al-Sa'àda 124, 160, and Dandash’s introduction, pp. 51, 54.
118 Ibn Khallikàn, Wafayàt i, 169; Ibn al-'Imàd, Shadharàt iii, 300; Asín Palacios,

Abenházam 192.
119 Dandash’s introduction to Miftà˙ al-Sa'àda 46; Fierro, La religión 487, 497.
120 Ibn al-Abbàr, Takmila (BC) 257, n°. 577.
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to transmit his Kitàb al-Mu˙allà.121 It should be pointed out, how-

ever, that Ibn Óazm gave permission to transmit his works also to

Shuray˙ al-Ru'aynì122 when the latter was a mere child. Ibn Kawthar,

too, may have been very young, therefore, when he received his

ijàza. We do not know who his teachers were, but we have already

seen that there were ¸àhirìs in and around Seville with whom he

could have studied, such as Ibn Óazm’s son Abù Ràfi' and Faraj
ibn Óadìda.

As a ¸àhirì, Ibn Kawthar did not approve of taqlìd, and he used

his poetical skills to write a qaßìda in which he propagated a liter-

alist reading of prophetic ˙adìth and criticized the following of per-

sonal opinion and local custom. His son 'Abdallàh ibn Bakr, who

was also a ¸àhirì,123 transmitted this poem, and Ibn al-Abbàr, our

main informant, heard it from one of 'Abdallàh’s companions. It

was still being recited in Seville, and especially in the mosque where

Ibn Kawthar worshipped, in the year 505/1111–12. Although Ibn

al-Abbàr does not say so, the impression one gets is that the author

of the poem was already dead by then.

Ibn Marzùq al-Ya˙ßubì 124

Abù Mu˙ammad 'Abdallàh ibn Marzùq al-Ya˙ßubì was born in

Zaragoza in the year 456/1064, the same year in which Ibn Óazm

died. Ibn Marzùq was later to point out this coincidence. Before

embarking on his ri˙la, he studied in al-Andalus with Ibn Óazm’s

student Ibn Burràl. We owe this information to the famous Shàfi'ì
˙adìth scholar Abù ˇàhir al-Silafì of Alexandria (d. 576/1180),125

who had taught a large number of students from al-Andalus. Al-

Silafì had much contact with Ibn Marzùq in Cairo, and later on

also in Alexandria. Since it appears that al-Silafì spent the period

between 515/1121 and 517/1123 in Cairo, and was back in Alexandria

by 518/1124, we can pin down Ibn Marzùq’s period of study with

the master fairly accurately. What impressed al-Silafì about Ibn

121 See al-Kattànì, Óawla kitàbayn 312.
122 See n. 44 above.
123 See on him Ibn al-Abbàr, Takmila ii, 488, n°. 1399; al-Marràkushì, Dhayl iv,

185–87, n°. 344; Ibn al-Zubayr, Íilat al-ßila iii, 113, n°. 188, and my ¸àhirìs 425f.
124 Al-Silafì, Akhbàr 51–53, n°. 28; Ibn al-Abbàr, Takmila (C) 818, n°. 1996.
125 See Gilliot, Al-Silafì.
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Marzùq, apart from his piety and his devotion to religious matters,

were his unabated efforts in acquiring the books and rasà"il of Ibn

Óazm. He explicitly mentions the fact that Ibn Marzùq was an indi-

rect disciple—via Ibn Burràl—of Ibn Óazm. This obviously gave

him confidence in the reliability of Ibn Marzùq’s transcripts of Ibn

Óazm’s works, for he himself copied a large number of them, thus

possibly contributing to the spread of Ibn Óazm’s oeuvre in Egypt

and, through the mediation of his countless students from the Mashriq,

perhaps further east as well. From Ibn Marzùq al-Silafì also received

Íà'id al-Andalusì’s ǎbaqàt al-umam, which Ibn Marzùq himself had

studied under Ibn Burràl. At some point Ibn Marzùq moved on

to Damascus, and as far as al-Silafì knew, he died there, although

he did not know when.

Mufarrij ibn Sa'àda126

Abù l-Óasan Mufarrij ibn Sa'àda, also known as the ghulàm (or mawlà)
of Ibn 'Abdallàh al-Birzàlì127 was a ¸àhirì who acted as ßà˙ib al-

ßalàh in the Sabà"ì mosque of Seville. He is described as a mu˙addith
with a good memory, accurate, and with a good hand in writing.

He transmitted from Abù 'Umar Maymùn ibn Yàsìn al-Lamtùnì,128

Abù l-Qàsim al-Hawzanì, Abù Mahdì Nu'màn ibn 'Abdallàh al-

Nafzì,129 Abù Mu˙ammad Jàbir ibn Mu˙ammad al-Óa∂ramì,130 and

Abù l-Qàsim A˙mad ibn Mu˙ammad ibn ManΩùr, who acted as

qà∂ì in Seville.131 Moreover, he obtained an ijàza from Abù Mu˙ammad

126 We owe most of our information on Ibn Sa'àda to Ibn al-Abbàr (Takmila i,
398, n°. 1146), who had it from the ¸àhirì Abù l-'Abbàs al-Nabàtì, also known as
Ibn al-Rùmiyya (see Adang, ¸àhirìs 453–459). See also Ibn al-Zubayr, Íilat al-ßila
iii, 63, n°. 69.

127 The reference is possibly to one of the †à"ifa rulers of Carmona; see Idris, Les
Birzalides; Viguera, Los Reinos de Taifas 127–129.

128 Scholar from Almeria who seems to have been related to the Almoravid lead-
ership; see Ibn al-Abbàr, Takmila (C) ii, 718f, n°. 1823. He died in Dhù l-Qa'da
530/August-September 1135.

129 Óadìth scholar from Seville, also known as Ibn Radì/Zaynì; see Ibn al-Abbàr,
Takmila (C), ii, 752f., n°. 1865.

130 Óadìth scholar. See on him Ibn al-Abbàr, Takmila (C) i, 246, n°. 649; al-
Íafadì, Wàfì xi, 33, n°. 61.

131 Died in 520/1126. See on him al-Dhahabì, Siyar xix, 518, n°. 301; Ibn
Bashkuwàl, Íila 132f., n°. 171; Avila, Los Banù ManΩùr 29. The ¸àhirì Ibn Baqì
(see n. 61), prayed over him at his funeral.
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'Abd al-Ra˙màn ibn 'Attàb.132 As far as we know, this list does not

include any ¸àhirìs. However, living in Seville Mufarrij ibn Sa'àda

would have had ample opportunity to attend the lectures of ¸àhirì
teachers: we have seen that Ibn Kawthar, Abù Ràfi' and Faraj
ibn Óadìda were active in that city.

Among the men who transmitted from Mufarrij ibn Sa'àda, men-

tion is made of Abù Bakr ibn 'Ubayd, Ibn Jumhùr,133 and Ibn
Abì Marwàn,134 who studied with him in 534/1139–40, making

this year a terminus post quem for Mufarrij ibn Sa'àda’s death. Ibn Abì
Marwàn, now, was a ¸àhirì, and as was seen earlier, the same may

be true of Ibn Jumhùr. The latter’s literalist sympathies seem to have

been shared by another student of Mufarrij ibn Sa'àda: Abù Bakr
al-Nayyàr, who was a close colleague of the younger ¸àhirì 'Alì
ibn 'Abdallàh ibn Yùsuf ibn Kha††àb and a teacher of Sa'd al-
Su'ùd ibn 'Ufayr, another literalist. Since these men were active

mainly in the Almohad period, they will not be discussed here.135

Abù Bakr al-Mayurqì 136

Abù Bakr (also known as Abù 'Abdallàh) Mu˙ammad ibn Óusayn

ibn A˙mad ibn Ya˙yà ibn Bishr al-Anßàrì al-Azdì al-Mayurqì al-

Aßamm is described as a faqìh of the ¸àhirì madhhab, knowledgeable

about ˙adìth and the names of its transmitters, precise in what he

transmitted, ascetic and pious. He was born in Majorca at an unknown

date, but at some point left the Balearics and moved to Granada.

He studied with al-Óumaydì’s onetime student Abù 'Alì al-Íadafì,137

132 Mu˙addith from Cordoba, d. 520/1126. See on him al-Dhahabì, Siyar xix,
514–515, n°. 297. The source expressly mentions that Mufarrij had actually met
Ibn 'Attàb. This shows that it had become common practice to request and receive
ijàzas from masters one had not in fact studied with; cf. Vajda, I¡àza. Ibn 'Attàb
taught the ¸àhirì Ibn al-Shabùqì (see below).

133 See n. 59.
134 See n. 61.
135 See on them Adang, ¸àhirìs 426–428, 449f.
136 Ibn al-Abbàr, Takmila 173f., n°. 609; id., Mu'jam 139f., n°. 123; al-Marràkushì,

Dhayl vi, 169f., n°. 452; Ibn al-Zubayr, Íilat al-ßila v, 392f., n°. 172; al-Maqqarì,
Naf˙ ii, 155, n°. 106; al-Silafì, Akhbàr 120f., n°. 78; Asín Palacios, Abenházam 302;
Urvoy, Vie intellectuelle 107–109, 118.

137 See n. 85. He taught Ibn ˇàhir and al-Óaw∂ì, and corresponded with Ibn
Yarbù' (see below).
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and received his ijàza. Other teachers included Abù 'Alì al-Ghassànì138
and Abù Marwàn al-Bàjì.139 Most interesting for our purpose, how-

ever, is the fact that one of his teachers was Ibn Burràl, the ¸àhirì
mystic and student of Ibn Óazm.

In the year 517, in the months of Shawwàl and Dhù l-Qa'da

(November 1123–January 1124), we find al-Mayurqì in Mecca. Either

on his way to the Óijàz or on the way back, he studied with the

famous master al-Silafì, who had probably already made the acquain-

tance of Ibn Marzùq, and with a number of other teachers in

Alexandria, such as the expatriate Andalusi, Abù Bakr al-ˇur†ùshì.140

After a long ri˙la, Abù Bakr al-Mayurqì came back to al-Andalus,

where he wandered around, teaching and transmitting ˙adìths, and

never settling down properly. The sources mention the following stu-

dents: Abù Ja'far ibn 'Abdallàh ibn al-Ghàsil;141 Abù Ja'far A˙mad

ibn 'Umar ibn Ma'qil;142 Abù l-Óasan 'Alì ibn al-Îa˙˙àk;143 Abù
'Abdallàh ibn A˙mad ibn al-Íaqr; Abù 'Abdallàh ibn 'Abd al-Ra˙màn
al-Aslamì; Abù 'Abdallàh ibn 'Abd al-Ra˙màn al-Numayrì; Abù
'Abdallàh ibn 'Abd al-Ra˙ìm ibn al-Faras and his son 'Abd al-

Mun'im;144 Abù l-'Abbàs ibn 'Abdallàh ibn Abì Sibà'; Ibn 'Abd al-

Ra˙màn ibn al-Íaqr; Abù Mu˙ammad ˇàhir ibn A˙mad ibn 'A†iyya;145
Abù Mu˙ammad 'Abd al-Mun'im ibn al-Îa˙˙àk;146 Abù Bakr ibn

138 Abù 'Alì Óusayn ibn Mu˙ammad al-Ghassànì, mu˙addith from Cordoba, 
d. 498/1105; see Ibn Bashkuwàl, Íila 233–35, n°. 333; Ibn al-Abbàr, Mu'jam 77–80,
n°. 67; al-Îabbì, Bughya 327, n°. 645. He also taught Ibn Yarbù', Ibn ˇàhir and
al-Óaw∂ì (see below).

139 Qà∂ì of Seville, d. in Rajab 532/March-April 1138; see Ibn Bashkuwàl, Íila
ii, 533f., n°. 782.

140 For a detailed account of the life and works of this important scholar, who
died in 520/1126, see the introductory study in Fierro’s translation of his Kitàb al-
˙awadith wa-l-bida'. Abù Bakr al-Mayurqì is mentioned on pp. 101f. of this study as
a student of al-ˇur†ùshì.

141 Muqri" from Granada, d. after 570/1174; see Ibn al-Abbàr, Takmila (H) ii,
44, n°. 121.

142 Imàm and kha†ìb at the mosque of Ubeda, d. after 514/1120; see Ibn al-Abbàr,
Takmila (H) ii, 52, n°. 154.

143 Scholar from Granada, d. 552/1157; see Ibn al-Abbàr, Takmila (H) iii, 195,
n°. 493.

144 The son, Abù Mu˙ammad, was an influential scholar from Granada. He also
taught the ¸àhirìs Ibn Óaw† Allàh, Ibn al-Rùmiyya, and Ibn al-'Arabì. He
had studied with Shuray˙ and with the ¸àhirì Ibn Baqì; see Adang, ¸àhirìs 437,
n. 98 for references.

145 See on this qà∂ì, who died after 537/1142: Ibn al-Abbàr, Takmila (H) i, 272,
n°. 941.

146 Qà∂ì from Granada; see Ibn al-Abbàr, Takmila (H) iii, 128, n°. 312.
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Rizq,147 and Abù Mu˙ammad 'Abd al-Óaqq ibn al-Kharrà†. The

latter had studied a number of works by Ibn Óazm which were

transmitted to him by Shuray˙. He also studied with the ¸àhirì
Ibn Abì Marwàn, and taught at least one other literalist, viz. Ibn
Óaw† Allàh.148

Towards the end of his life, Abù Bakr al-Mayurqì was summoned

to the court of the Almoravid ruler 'Alì ibn Yùsuf ibn Tàshfìn in

Marrakesh for questioning, together with the mystics Abù l-'Abbàs
ibn al-'Arìf and Abù l-Óakam ibn Barrajàn.149 This fact suggests that

al-Mayurqì himself was no mere ascetic, but had mystical tenden-

cies.150 Since we have already encountered two other ¸àhirìs who

apparently combined a literalist approach to the law with a more

speculative attitude to theological questions, viz. al-Óumaydì and

Ibn Burràl, this is not at all unlikely, especially since the latter was

al-Mayurqì’s own teacher. Abù Bakr was questioned and flogged at

the orders of the ruler, but unlike Ibn al-'Arìf and Ibn Barrajàn,

who died in 536/1141 under suspicious circumstances, al-Mayurqì
managed to leave Marrakesh. According to Ibn al-Abbàr, he escaped

and went to Bougie, hàriban min ßà˙ib al-Maghrib, whereas al-Marràkushì
and Ibn al-Zubayr state that he was released from prison, and went

back briefly to al-Andalus. Although he initially intended to travel to

the East once again, he ended up staying in Bougie, where he con-

tinued to transmit traditions. It was in this city that he was to die

in or after the year 537/1142, apparently not of natural causes: Ibn

al-Abbàr states that al-Mayurqì was called to martyrdom (ustushhida).151

147 This scholar also taught the later ¸àhirì Ibn al-Imàm; see Adang, ¸àhirìs 423.
148 On Ibn al-Kharrà†, see Ibn al-Zubayr, Íilat al-ßila 115–117, n°. 9, and Adang,

¸àhirìs 419, 461f. On Ibn Abì Marwàn and Shuray˙, see Adang, ¸àhirìs 418–422;
on Ibn Óaw† Allàh, already referred to in n. 144, see Adang, ¸àhirìs 433–443.

149 Fierro, La religión 486–489; and id., Opposition to Sufism 184–188. See on
Ibn Barrajàn Faure, Ibn Barra¡àn.

150 See Fierro’s (transl.) introductory study to al-ˇur†ùshì, Kitàb al-˙awadith wa-l-
bida' 102. However, in later publications, Fierro states that al-Mayurqì cannot be
linked with Sufism; see La religión 497 n. 51, and Opposition to Sufism 184, 
n. 40. According to Urvoy (Vie intellectuelle 109), al-Mayurqì was a precursor of
the famous mystic Mu˙yì al-Dìn ibn al-'Arabì (not related to Abù Mu˙ammad
and Abù Bakr), another man who combined an interest in ¸àhirism and ˙adìth with
speculative mysticism. On Ibn al-'Arabì’s ¸àhirism, or affinity with it, see Adang,
¸àhirìs 461–464. 

151 Ibn al-Abbàr mentions that this occurred more than eighty years before he
himself was born. However, since Ibn al-Abbàr (d. 658/1260) was born in
595/1198–99, this is problematic. Al-Marràkushì does not mention a violent death,
but has tuwuffiya.
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Ibn al-Shabùqì 152

Al-Mayurqì was not the only Andalusi ¸àhirì summoned to Marrakesh

by the Almoravid ruler: this fate was shared by Abù 'Abdallàh
Mu˙ammad ibn Khalaf ibn A˙mad ibn 'Alì ibn Óusayn al-Lakhmì,
also known as Ibn al-Shabùqì, who is described by al-Marràkushì
as a mu˙addith and a faqìh of the ¸àhirì madhhab.

He studied with Abù l-Óasan Shuray˙,153 Abù l-Aßbagh 'Ìsà ibn

Abì l-Ba˙r,154 Abù l-'Abbàs ibn Mak˙ùl, Abù Ja'far ibn Mu˙ammad

ibn 'Abd al-'Azìz, Abù Mu˙ammad 'Abdallàh ibn 'Alì al-Lakhmì,
sib† Abì 'Umar ibn 'Abd al-Barr,155 Abù Mu˙ammad ibn 'Attàb,156

Abù Ya˙yà Mu˙ammad ibn 'Ubayd Allàh ibn Íumàdi˙,157 and Abù
'Abdallàh Mu˙ammad ibn Khalaf ibn A˙mad ibn Qàsim al-

Khawlànì.158 Although al-Marràkushì gives him a separate entry in

his biographical dictionary, the latter may be the same person as

Abù 'Abdallàh Mu˙ammad ibn Khalaf ibn Qàsim al-Khawlànì of

Seville,159 a scholar who had studied with Ibn Óazm and Ibn
Khazraj who, as will be seen below, transmitted from a number of

oriental ¸àhirìs. If this is correct, Ibn al-Shabùqì may be regarded as

an indirect student of Ibn Óazm, as well as of additional literalists.

His own students included Abù l-Óasan 'Alì ibn Mùsà ibn al-

Niqràt;160 Abù l-Óasan ibn 'Abd al-Ra˙ìm ibn Ya˙yà al-Maßmùdì,
Abù 'Alì Óusayn ibn 'Alì ibn al-Qàsim ibn 'Ashara al-Salwì and his

sons.

Al-Marràkushì mentions that he has seen a Majmù' fì l-taßawwuf

which Ibn al-Shabùqì is said to have written in prison in Marrakesh,

152 Al-al-Marràkushì, Dhayl vi, 181f., n°. 498.
153 See n. 44. 
154 Scholar from Santarém, d. ca. 530/1135; see on him Ibn Bashkuwàl, Íila

638f., n°. 954.
155 The grandson of Ibn 'Abd al-Barr, who had taught Ibn Óazm’s sons al-Fa∂l

and Abù Usàma, as well as al-Óumaydì; see n. 35. See Ibn al-Abbàr, Takmila
(H) ii, 255, n°. 739; al-Dhahabì, Siyar xx, 92, n°. 52. He acted as qà∂ì in Aghmàt,
and died there in 532/1137.

156 See n. 132. Mufarrij ibn Sa'àda had obtained his ijàza.
157 Specialist in 'arabiyya, descended from the party-kings of Almeria. Wandered

throughout the peninsula, but ended up in prison in Marrakesh. He died in 540/1145.
See Ibn al-Abbàr, Takmila (H) ii, 22, n°. 59; al-Marràkushì, Dhayl vi, 335f., n°. 883.

158 See al-Marràkushì, Dhayl vi, 182, n°. 499.
159 See al-Marràkushì, Dhayl vi, 188, n°. 533.
160 Muqri" from Jaén, moved to Fez, where he became kha†ìb in the Qarawiyyìn

mosque. Died after 593/1196. See Ibn al-Abbàr, Takmila (H) iii, 219, n°. 548.
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and to have finished on the last day of Rama∂àn 529/14 July 1135.

The fact that he wrote a work on Sufism suggests that he, too, was

a mystic, and that the reason for his expulsion and detention was

not his ¸àhirism, but rather his mystical tendencies.

The fact that so many mystics, ¸àhirì and other, were summoned

to Marrakesh clearly shows that Sufism was perceived by the

Almoravids as a threat. At a time when the Almohads were increas-

ing their pressure on the power base of the Almoravids in North

Africa, the rulers could not tolerate anyone who offered a new type

of authority.161

Ibn à̌hir 162

The next man who adopted a literalist approach to the sources of

law (wa-yamìlu fì fiqhihi ilà l-Ωàhir; wa-yamìlu fahmuhu [i.e., of ˙adìth]
ilà l-Ωàhir) is Abù l-'Abbàs A˙mad ibn ˇàhir ibn 'Alì ibn 'Isà ibn

'Ubàda al-Anßàrì al-Khazrajì,163 whose family hailed from Shàrifat
Balansiya, the area of Valencia where the notables lived. He himself

was born in nearby Denia on 17 Shawwàl of the year 467/6 June

1075, and he would spend most of his life there. In Denia he acted

as a member of the advisory council (shùrà) and as muftì, apparently

refusing to accept the office of qà∂ì. That the offices of judge and

mushàwar were offered to him in the first place is perhaps somewhat

surprising, considering Ibn ˇàhir’s ¸àhirì sympathies. This either

means that despite their crackdown on certain mystics, the Almora-

vids—who are usually described as strict Màlikìs—were less obscurant-

ist and intransigent than is often assumed,164 or that Ibn ˇàhir put

aside his ¸àhirì views when issuing legal opinions and ruled accord-

ing to Màlikì law. If so, he was not the first literalist to do so: Mun-

dhir ibn Sa'ìd, who acted as chief qà∂ì of Cordoba under the caliphs

'Abd al-Ra˙màn III al-Nàßir and al-Óakam II al-Mustanßir, agreed
to rule according to Màlikì principles although he was a ¸àhirì.165

161 Fierro, Opposition to Sufism 190, 206.
162 Ibn Bashkuwàl, Íila 130f., n°. 168; Ibn al-Abbàr, Takmila (BC) 55–57, n°. 127;

id., Mu'jam 14–17, n°. 12; Ibn Far˙ùn, Dìbàj 45; Qà∂ì 'Iyà∂, Ghunya 118, 43.
163 Qà∂ì 'Iyà∂ (Ghunya 118) gives his name as A˙mad ibn ˇàhir ibn 'Alì ibn

Shibrìn ibn 'Alì ibn 'Isà al-Anßàrì.
164 See Fierro, La religión 437f., 459.
165 See Adang, Beginnings, and n. 20 above.
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We know that Ibn ˇàhir was also active in Murcia and Almeria,

though what position he held there is not known.

The names of several of Ibn ˇàhir’s masters are known to us, as

well as the places where he studied with them. In his native Denia,

he followed the lectures of a muqri " called Abù Dàwùd, and in Murcia

he sought out the famous teacher Abù 'Alì al-Íadafì,166 in the year

505/1111–12. For Almeria, we possess a relatively long list, which

features, among others, Abù 'Alì al-Ghassànì;167 Abù l-Óasan al-

Shafì '; Abù 'Abdallàh Mu˙ammad ibn al-Farrà" al-Jayyànì; Abù
Mu˙ammad (b.) al-'Assàl, and Abù Mu˙ammad 'Abd al-Qàdir ibn

Mu˙ammad ibn al-Khayyà†. In Orihuela he studied with Abù l-Qàsim
Khalaf ibn Fat˙ùn and Abù l-Qàsim Khalaf ibn Mu˙ammad al-

Gharnà†ì.168

At some point, Ibn ˇàhir crossed the Straits to North Africa. We

find him at the feet of Abù Marwàn al-Óamdànì in Qal'at Óammàd,

and among the students of Abù Mu˙ammad al-muqri " in Bougie.

Moreover, he studied with the jurisconsult Abù 'Abdallàh al-Màzarì,
who is known among modern scholars especially for the fatwà he

issued concerning the status of the Muslims of Sicily after the Christian

(re)conquest.169 However, towards the end of his life he returned to

Denia, where in Jumàdà I, 531/January–February 1138 Ibn al-Abbàr
studied with him. Other students included his own son, Abù 'Abdallàh
Mu˙ammad; Abù l-'Abbàs (or Abù Mu˙ammad) al-Uqlìshì;170 Abù
'Abdallàh al-Miknàsì; Abù l-'Abbàs ibn Abì Qurra; Abù Mu˙ammad

(or Abù 'Alì) al-Rushà†ì;171 Abù l-Walìd ibn al-Dabbàgh,172 and the

famous qà∂ì Abù l-Fa∂l 'Iyà∂, who attended his lectures in Ceuta.

Ibn ˇàhir died on 7 Jumàdà I, 532/21 January 1138.

166 See n. 85. He had studied with al-Óumaydì, taught Abù Bakr al-Mayurqì
and al-Óaw∂ì, and corresponded with Ibn Yarbù'.

167 See n. 138. He also taught Ibn Yarbù', Abù Bakr al-Mayurqì and al-
Óaw∂ì (see below).

168 See Ibn al-Abbàr, Takmila (H) i, 244, n°. 837.
169 On al-Màzarì (d. 536/1141), see Pellat, al-Màzarì. On his fatwà, see Turki,

Consultation juridique.
170 On this scholar from Denia, who had Sufi tendencies, see Ibn al-Abbàr,

Takmila (H), i, 56–58, n°. 168. He died in Upper Egypt in 550 or 551/1155–56.
171 See on him Ibn al-Abbàr, Mu'jam 217–22, n°. 200; al-Îabbì, Bughya 452f.,

n°. 946; al-Maqqarì, Naf˙ iv, 462; Ibn Khallikàn, Wafayàt iii, 106f., n°. 352.
172 Óadìth scholar, kha†ìb and member of the shùrà in Murcia, later qà∂ì in Denia,

d. 546/1151–52. See al-Dhahabì, Siyar xx, 220f., n°. 138. He also taught the ¸àhirì
Ibn al-Imàm; see n. 147.
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Ibn Yarbù' 173

Our following biographee, Abù Mu˙ammad 'Abdallàh ibn A˙mad

ibn Sa'ìd ibn Yarbù' ibn Sulaymàn, was born around the year

444/1055 but it is unclear whether his family originated in Santarem,

or in Santamaria de Algarve, both in present-day Portugal. Whatever

the case may be, Ibn Yarbù' chose not to remain in this area, if he

himself was born there at all; our sources place him in Seville and

Cordoba.

Among his masters, we encounter Qà∂ì Abù 'Abdallàh Mu˙ammad

ibn A˙mad ibn ManΩùr; Abù l-Qàsim Óàtim ibn Mu˙ammad; Abù
Marwàn ibn Siràj; Abù 'Alì al-Ghassànì;174 Abù Mu˙ammad

'Abdallàh ibn Khazraj (see below), and a number of others.

It was al-Ghassànì, however, to whom he was especially attached.

The admiration was mutual: al-Ghassànì praised Ibn Yarbù'’s knowl-

edge and acumen. Ibn Yarbù' also wrote to another Abù 'Alì: the

famous al-Íadafì,175 inquiring about the Sunan of al-Dàraqu†nì and

corresponding with him about the Jàmi' of al-Tirmidhì, and he

received an ijàza from Ibn Óazm’s student Abù l-'Abbàs A˙mad

al-'Udhrì.176 Special mention must be made of Abù Mu˙ammad

ibn Khazraj (d. 478/1085),177 who had studied with several earlier

¸àhirìs who had arrived in al-Andalus from the East, viz. Abù
'Abdallàh Mu˙ammad ibn 'Abdallàh ibn ˇàlib al-Baßrì (arrived in

420/1029); Abù Sàlim Mu˙ammad ibn Sulaymàn ibn Ma˙mùd al-
Khawlànì (or perhaps al-Óarrànì) (arr. 423/1031), and Abù Sulaymàn
Dàwùd ibn Ibràhìm ibn Yùsuf ibn Kathìr al-Ißfahànì (d. after

425/1034).178 Although Ibn Khazraj is usually listed as a Màlikì, this

does not preclude his having transmitted works by ¸àhirì authors.

On the contrary, we know that he transmitted the, or some, writings

by the above-mentioned Abù Sàlim al-Khawlànì. Similarly, Shuray˙
al-Ru'aynì, the bibliographer Abù Bakr ibn Khayr, and the faqìh
'Abd al-Óaqq al-Ishbìlì all transmitted works by Ibn Óazm despite

173 Ibn al-Abbàr, Mu'jam, 206, n°. 191; al-Dhahabì, Siyar xix, 578, n°. 331.
174 See n. 138. He also taught Abù Bakr al-Mayurqì, Ibn ˇàhir and al-Óaw∂ì.
175 See n. 85. He had studied with al-Óumaydì, and taught Abù Bakr al-

Mayurqì, Ibn ˇàhir and al-Óaw∂ì.
176 See n. 36. He also taught Ibn Óazm’s son Abù Usàma and al-Óumaydì.
177 Al-Dhahabì, Siyar xviii, 488f., n°. 251. See Adang, Beginnings.
178 See on them Adang, Beginnings.
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their association with the Màlikì madhhab.179 Ibn Khazraj, then, may

well have been the source, or at least one of the sources, of Ibn

Yarbù'’s information on ¸àhirism.

Of all the works Ibn Yarbù' must have studied, only one is explic-

itly mentioned: Ía˙ì˙ al-Bukhàrì, which he read under the supervision

of Ibn ManΩùr. Moreover, the titles of some of his own works reveal

acquaintance with Muslim’s Ía˙ì˙, as well as with Màlik’s Muwa††a"
and a tract by al-Kalàbàdhì. To these should be added the works

he studied through his correspondence with Abù 'Alì al-Íadafì, as
well as the works which he was allowed by al-'Udhrì to transmit,

and which may well have included certain works by Ibn Óazm.

Ibn al-Abbàr describes Ibn Yarbù' as ¸àhirì al-madhhab, though it

is unclear whence he obtained his literalist tendencies. Another ques-

tion is whether he himself transmitted ¸àhirì teachings to his stu-

dents, who included Abù Ja'far ibn Bàdhish and the biographer Ibn

Bashkuwàl, who attended his majàlis and obtained his ijàza. The lat-

ter, who taught a number of ¸àhirìs himself, praises him in glow-

ing terms as a specialist in ˙adìth and the various branches of the

science of tradition.180 Ibn Yarbù'’s preoccupation with ˙adìth is also

reflected in the titles of his books: al-Iqlìd fì bayàn al-asànìd; Tàj al-˙ilya
wa-siràj al-bighya fì ma'rifat asànìd al-Muwa††a"; Kitàb Lisàn al-bayàn 'ammà
fì Kitàb Abì Naßr al-Kalàbàdhì min al-aghfàl wa-l-nuqßàn; Kitàb al-Minhàj
fì rijàl Muslim ibn Óajjàj. Unfortunately, none of these works seems

to have come down to us. Ibn Yarbù' died on Saturday, 8 Íafar

522/12 February 1128, and was buried at the Raba∂ cemetery in

Cordoba. The name of the man who said the funeral prayer is given

as Qà∂ì Mu˙ammad ibn Aßbagh. This is probably a reference to

Abù 'Abdallàh Mu˙ammad ibn Aßbagh ibn Mu˙ammad, better

known as Ibn al-Munàßif, who was chief judge (qà∂ì l-jamà'a) in Cor-

doba and ßà˙ib al-ßalàh in the Great Mosque of that city. Once more,

then, we have here an example of a ¸àhirì who was paid the last

respects by an eminent member of the Màlikì religious establishment.

179 See Adang, ¸àhirìs, 419, 420–422, 461f. On Ibn Khayr, see Pellat, Ibn ‡ayr.
180 On Ibn Bashkuwàl, who is the author of Kitàb al-Íila, one of our most impor-

tant sources, see Bencheneb, Ibn Baªkuwàl. His own ¸àhirì students were Sa'd
al-Su'ùd ibn 'Ufayr, Ibn Óaw† Allàh, and Ibn Baqì. Ibn Di˙ya claimed to
have studied with him, and 'Alì ibn Kha††àb received his ijàza. All these men belong
to the Almohad period, and are discussed in my ¸àhirìs.
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Abù Is˙àq ibn al-Màlaqì 181

The family of the ¸àhirì faqìh Abù Is˙àq Ibràhìm ibn Mu˙ammad

ibn Yùsuf al-Anßàrì, known as Ibn al-Màlaqì, apparently had its ori-

gins in Malaga. However, Abù Is˙àq, whose date of birth is unknown,

chose Seville as his domicile, and acted as ßà˙ib al-ßalàh in that city’s

∂arb Ibn al-Akh∂ar. Apart from his father, Mu˙ammad, who may have

been a ¸àhirì himself, he transmitted ˙adìth from Abù Bakr (or Abù
Ja'far) 'Abdallàh ibn Mu˙ammad ibn Zaydùn,182 and from Ibn Óazm’s

son Abù Usàma Ya'qùb. We may safely assume that the materi-

als taught by the latter included certain works by his father.

Only one of Ibn al-Màlaqì’s own students is mentioned by name:

Abù l-'Abbàs al-Nabàtì. This man is none other than the ¸àhirì Ibn
al-Rùmiyya, who is described in the sources as shadìd al-ta'aßßub li-
bn Óazm and who actively propagated the works of Ibn Óazm dur-

ing the Almohad period.183 Part of these texts may have reached

him through his master Ibn al-Màlaqì, whose role in the transmis-

sion of ¸àhirì thought may thus have been very significant indeed.

Unfortunately we do not know the date of Ibn al-Màlaqì’s death.

Abù 'Àmir al-'Abdarì 184

Abù 'Àmir Mu˙ammad ibn Sa'dùn ibn Murajjà ibn Sa'dùn ibn

Murajjà al-Qurashì al-'Abdarì al-Mayurqì al-Maghribì al-¸àhirì was

born in Cordoba into a family which had its origins in Majorca.185

This may mean that his father was exposed to ¸àhirì teachings on

the island, even if he had not joined the madhhab, and that some of

these teachings reached Abù 'Àmir.

181 Ibn al-Abbàr, Takmila ii, 481, n°. 1385; id., Mu'jam 123–24, n°. 113; Asín
Palacios, Abenházam 301f.

182 See on this faqìh from Seville Ibn al-Abbàr, Takmila (C) ii, 268, n°. 778. He
died in 564/1169.

183 See n. 126 above.
184 Ibn Bashkuwàl, Íila 823, n°. 1246; al-Maqqarì, Naf˙ ii, 138f., n°. 81; al-

Dhahabì, 'Ibar iv, 57; id., Siyar xix, 579–83, n°. 332; id., Tadhkira iv, n°. 1072; Ibn
al-'Imàd, Shadharàt iv, 70; Ibn al-Jawzì, MuntaΩam xvii, 261f., n°. 3963; Ibn Kathìr,
Bidaya xii, 201f.; Ibn 'Asàkir, Ta"rìkh liii, 59–61, n°. 6377; Ibn ManΩùr, Mukhtaßar
Ta"rìkh xxii, 172f., n°. 225; al-Íafadì, Wàfì iii, 93, n°. 1023; Yàqùt, Mu'jam al-buldàn
v, 246 s.v. Mayurqa; Asín Palacios, Abenházam 302; Drory, Ibn el-Arabi 75.

185 Ibn al-Jawzì has Barqa, a city in present-day Libya, as the family’s place of
origin, but this is certainly an error for Mayurqa. Makdisi, Ibn 'Aqìl 281 also has
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His date of birth is unknown, as is the initial date of his ri˙la,
which was to take him to Damascus and finally to Baghdad, where

he arrived in 484/1091. He decided to settle down and pursue his

studies here. Among the many masters he studied with in Baghdad,

special mention should be made of his fellow-¸àhirì, al-Óumaydì,
who, as we have seen, became his neighbor ( jàruhu). Abù 'Àmir also

befriended the young Abù Bakr ibn al-'Arabì, who would later men-

tion to his own student Ibn Bashkuwàl that he had never met a

nobler man in Baghdad than he.186

Abù 'Àmir’s madhhab affiliation is described in the following terms:

wa-kàna Dàwùdì al-madhhab; wa-kàna faqìhan Dàwùdiyyan; wa-kàna yuftì
'alà madhhab Dàwùd; min fuqahà" al-¸àhiriyya; kàna Abù 'Àmir Dàwùdiyyan;
wa-kàna yadhhabu madhhab Dàwùd; wa-kàna yadhhabu fì l-furù' madhhab

al-¸àhiriyya. Although Abù 'Àmir, like al-Óumaydì, was not to return

to al-Andalus and spent the larger part of his life abroad, I have

seen fit to include him anyway since it is likely that he received his

¸àhirì formation in al-Andalus. His contacts with ¸àhirìs like al-

Óumaydì probably only strengthened his commitment to the madhhab.

Apart from Abù Bakr ibn al-'Arabì, Abù 'Àmir’s students included

the historian Ibn 'Asàkir,187 who praised him as a˙faΩ shaykh laqay-

tuhu. Yet it is the same Ibn 'Asàkir who provides us with some bio-

graphical accounts highly critical of the man. Thus he was ill-behaved

and disrespectful of the imàms. Màlik ibn Anas he called a windbag,

which provoked violent reactions on the part of Hishàm ibn 'Ammàr,
who hit him with a whip; Abù 'Ubayd188 was nothing in his eyes

but a dumb ass with no understanding of fiqh, and Ibràhìm al-

Nakha'ì189 he described as a wicked one-eye. Once, during a study-

session with Abù l-Qàsim ibn al-Samarqandì, Abù 'Àmir made a

rude comment, which moreover revealed his ignorance. Ibn 'Asàkir
told him off, saying his attitude towards the great scholars he vilified

was simply intolerable, which had Abù 'Àmir trembling with rage.

Ibn al-Samarqandì told him he would be treated with respect as

him down as “originaire de Barqa (Cyrénaïque),” although he mentions that Ibn
al-'Imàd has al-Mayurqì.

186 See Drory, Ibn el-Arabi 58, 75.
187 See on him Elisséeff, Ibn 'Asàkir.
188 Grammarian, faqìh and Quran scholar, d. 224/838. Author of Kitàb al-Amwàl,

the work studied by Ibn 'Asàkir with Abù 'Àmir. See Gottschalk, Abù "Ubayd.
189 See on this famous traditionist and jurisconsult Lecomte, al-Na¶a'ì.
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long as he treated the imàms with respect, at which he retorted that

his own knowledge of ˙adìth was unparallelled. Ibn 'Asàkir mocked

him, left, and decided not to resume his studies with him.

What also struck Ibn 'Asàkir and his contemporaries as near heresy

was that Abù 'Àmir took the attributes of God described in the

Quran and prophetic traditions in their most literal sense. The author

of Ta"rìkh Dimashq furthermore mentions that Abù 'Àmir issued fatwàs
according to the madhhab of Dàwùd. As an example, he relates that

someone came to Abù 'Àmir and asked him whether it was oblig-

atory to perform the ritual ablution after intravaginal intercourse

which did not result in intra-vaginal ejaculation. Abù 'Àmir’s reply

was: “This is not required. I did the same just now with Umm Abì
Bakr.”190

When al-Silafì came to Baghdad, Abù 'Àmir exchanged informa-

tion with him and together they attended the lectures of a number

of local scholars. Al-Silafì says that he had already heard Ismà'ìl ibn

Mu˙ammad ibn al-Fa∂l191 sing Abù 'Àmir’s praises, but that when

he met the man in the flesh, he realized that these descriptions did

not do him justice and that he far exceeded his expectations. He

asked him about al-Óumaydì, and Abù 'Àmir told him that he

had never seen anyone like him.

Abù 'Àmir, who had continued to study and write throughout his

life, died in Rabì' II 524/March 1130 in Baghdad, after a brief ill-

ness. He was buried in the cemetery of Ghulàm al-Khallàl or Maqbarat

al-Fìl, near Bàb al-Azaj and was mourned by Abù l-Fa∂l Mu˙ammad

ibn Nàßir,192 who had earlier praised his learning, his modesty and

his poverty.

It is surprising that someone as staunchly orthodox as Abù Bakr

ibn al-'Arabì should speak so highly of this controversial man, while

vilifying Ibn Óazm. However, this may well reveal something about

the relative strength of ¸àhirism in al-Andalus, as opposed to Baghdad,

where it seems to have been dwindling and where the main repre-

sentatives of the madhhab appear to have been Andalusis.

190 From the wording of the reply, it would seem that the question is about delib-
erate coitus interruptus. According to Musallam (Sex and society 18f.) Ibn Óazm is the
only Muslim faqìh who categorically forbids this practice as a contraceptive method.
His point of view was apparently not adopted by all ¸àhirìs.

191 Eminent scholar of ˙adìth and tafsìr, d. 535/1140–41; see on him al-Dhahabì,
Siyar xx, 80–88, n°. 49.

192 Traditionist and legal scholar, first a Shàfi'ì, then a Óanbalì, d. 18 Sha'bàn
550/17 October 1155; see al-Dhahabì, Siyar xx, 265–271, n°. 180. 
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Al-Óaw∂ì 193

The last ¸àhirì in our list is Abù 'Abdallàh Mu˙ammad ibn Óusayn

ibn A˙mad ibn Mu˙ammad al-Anßàrì al-Óaw∂ì, better known by

his nickname Ibn Abì I˙dà 'Ashara (or Ibn Abì A˙ad 'Ashar). Like

Ibn Marzùq, mentioned above, he was born in 456/1064, the year

of Ibn Óazm’s death. He seems to have spent all his life in Almeria,

al-Óaw∂ being the name of a suburb of that city. That he was a

literalist is indicated by the sources in various ways: al-¸àhirì al-Óaw∂ì;
¸àhirì al-madhhab; kathìr al-'inàya bi-l-˙adìth mutamassikan bi-Ωàhirihi, ˙attà
shuhira bi-l-¸àhirì. We have no information about his profession.

Al-Óaw∂ì studied with the following masters: Abù 'Alì al-Íadafì;194
Abù 'Alì al-Ghassànì,195 Abù Is˙àq ibn Aswad; Abù Mu˙ammad

ibn Abì Qu˙àfa; Abù Khàlid Yazìd, the mawlà of the ruler of Almeria,

al-Mu'taßim; the zàhid Abù 'Umar ibn Yumna"lish,196 and Ibn Burràl,
who has been encountered earlier as a ¸àhirì who had studied with

Ibn Óazm and taught Ibn Marzùq and Abù Bakr al-Mayurqì.
Among the works studied by al-Óaw∂ì, mention is made of Jàmi'
al-Tirmidhì, al-Shamà"il by the same author, Musnad al-Bazzàr, and

Adab al-ßa˙àba by al-Sulamì.
The sources mention the following students: Abù Mu˙ammad

'Abdallàh ibn Mu˙ammad ibn Dhì l-Nùn;197 Ibn Bashkuwàl,198 who

received his ijàza; 'Abd al-'Azìz ibn al-Óàjj,199 and Ibn Mu"min, who

had studied with Ibn Óazm’s great-grandson Abù 'Umar and

whose ¸àhirì sympathies have already been referred to.200 Another

193 Ibn al-Abbàr, Mu'jam, 123f., n°. 113; Ibn Bashkuwàl, Íila 845, n°. 1288; Ibn
al-Jazarì, Ghàya ii, 134, n°. 2974; Asín Palacios, Abenházam 301f.

194 See n. 85. He had studied with al-Óumaydì, taught Ibn ˇàhir, and cor-
responded with Ibn Yarbù'.

195 See n. 138. He had also taught Abù Bakr al-Mayurqì, Ibn Yarbù' and
Ibn ˇàhir.

196 On Abù 'Umar A˙mad ibn Marwàn ibn Qaysar ibn Yumna"lish of Almeria,
see Ibn Bashkuwàl, Íila 124, n°. 156.

197 Mu˙addith from Almeria (d. Íafar 591/January-February 1195). See Ibn al-
Zubayr, Íilat al-ßila iii, 119–124, n°. 207. He transmitted to Shuray˙ and to the
¸àhirì Ibn Óaw† Allàh.

198 See n. 180.
199 His full name is Abù Mu˙ammad (or Abù l-Aßbagh) 'Abd al-'Azìz ibn 'Alì

ibn Mu˙ammad ibn Salama ibn 'Abd al-'Azìz al-Sumàtì, also known as al-ˇa˙˙àn or
Ibn al-Óàjj; muqri" of Seville who later moved to the East, d. after 560/1164–65; see
on him Ibn al-Abbàr, Takmila ii, 628f., n°. 1759; al-Dhahabì, Ma'rifa 548f., n°. 496.
He studied with the ¸àhirì Ibn Baqì and with Shuray˙ al-Ru'aynì.

200 See n. 60.
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possible semi-¸àhirì who studied under al-Óaw∂ì is Abù l-Qàsim
'Abd al-Ra˙màn ibn Mu˙ammad ibn Óubaysh,201 who also trans-

mitted from Shuray˙ al-Ru'aynì and had at least one ¸àhirì stu-

dent, viz. Ibn al-Imàm.202

Al-Óaw∂ì died in Almeria either in Mu˙arram 532/October 

1137 (according to Ibn al-Abbàr) or in 536/1141 (according to Ibn

Bashkuwàl).

Conclusions and comments

In this article it was attempted to trace the presence of ¸àhirì schol-

ars in al-Andalus in the period of the party-kings and the subse-

quent Almoravid period, this with the aim of establishing to what

extent Abù Bakr ibn al-'Arabì’s statement about an explosive growth

of the ¸àhirì madhhab in the peninsula under the influence of Ibn

Óazm is correct. Our findings are based mainly on biographical dic-

tionaries, a genre of Islamic literature which, despite its obvious draw-

backs—they rarely tell us what we really want to know—is still our

most important type of source when it comes to reconstructing the

history of specific categories of actors within Muslim society.203 This

is true especially in the case of the now extinct literalist madhhab,

which has not left a significant corpus of legal texts which might

provide us with additional information about its members.

In order to obtain as full a picture as possible, we did not limit

our search to dictionaries of legal scholars but cast our net widely,

201 On this historian and student of qirà"àt and 'arabiyya, who died in 584/1188–89,
see Ibn al-Zubayr, Íilat al-ßila iii, 195–197, n°. 338; Pons Boigues, Ensayo 253f.,
n°. 205; Dunlop, Ibn Óubayª.

202 See n. 147.
203 On the different categories of scholars and men of letters described in this

type of literature, see Gilliot, ˇaba˚àt. The specialized dictionaries of transmitters
of ˙adìth are discussed in Juynboll, Ri¡àl. For an inventory of biographical dictio-
naries, including most of the ones used here, see Auchterlonie, Arabic Biographical
Dictionaries, Chapter 2. Many scholars have dealt with the origins, development and
significance of the genre; see the references in al-Qà∂ì, Biographical Dictionaries.
See now also Mediano, El género biográfico árabe, and Cooperson, Classical Arabic
Biography, Chapter 1. On the frustrations experienced by the user of biographical
dictionaries, see al-Qà∂ì, Biographical Dictionaries 93. Avila, El género biográfico,
discusses specific features of the Andalusi biographical tradition, e.g. the standard
structure of the biographies provided. She shows that while the works compiled by
native Andalusis usually contain only a minimum of detail, the dictionaries com-
piled by North Africans who deal with Andalusi 'ulamà", such as Qà∂ì 'Iyà∂ and
al-Marràkushì, are very rich in anecdotes.
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including, e.g., works on poets and grammarians. This proved to be

a highly rewarding exercise, for it allowed us, for example, to iden-

tify a poetry-writing prince of Seville as a devoted ¸àhirì. Moreover,

we did not limit ourselves to Andalusi dictionaries, but consulted

others as well, since they at times provide information not encoun-

tered in Andalusi sources. This is especially, but not exclusively, true

for the biographies of al-Óumaydì and Abù 'Àmir, two ¸àhirìs who

settled in Baghdad and never returned to al-Andalus. We learn about

al-Óumaydì’s Sufi leanings and Abù 'Àmir’s obnoxious behaviour

only through Eastern sources. And while none of the Andalusi dic-

tionaries mentions that Ibn Burràl was a ¸àhirì, and a student of

Ibn Óazm to boot, it is al-Silafì of Alexandria who fills us in.

What the oriental dictionaries fail to clarify, however, is to what

extent the Andalusi ¸àhirìs who went to Baghdad could link up with

fellow-literalists: admittedly it was in the 'Abbàsid capital that the

madhhab had had its inception, but there is little or no evidence of

a local ¸àhirì community, and it is probably no coincidence that

Abù 'Àmir sought the company of al-Óumaydì. We do not know

to what extent the Andalusi ¸àhirìs who travelled to Baghdad were

successful in spreading their views, and whether their own variant

of literalism, which must have been strongly influenced by the teach-

ings of Ibn Óazm, differed from the local brand still encountered

there. It is when facing such questions that the absence of ¸àhirì
legal works is most keenly felt.

Interestingly enough, two of our Andalusi literalists either hid or

altogether abandoned their ¸àhirism in Baghdad, viz. al-Óumaydì,
who kept a low profile as a ¸àhirì, and Abù l-Óasan al-'Abdarì,
who turned his back on it, becoming a Shàfi'ì instead. This prob-

ably says something about the low prestige enjoyed by ¸àhirism in

Baghdad, where the Óanbalì, Óanafì and Shàfi'ì schools were in the

ascendant.

Perhaps one of our most surprising findings is the fact that vari-

ous ¸àhirìs had Sufi leanings.204 This shows that Ibn Óazm’s attempts

to create a ¸àhirì theology rejecting all speculation about the deity

had failed. Only in the case of Abù 'Àmir does there seem to be a

¸àhirì approach to theological matters as well, to judge by his lit-

eral interpretation of certain anthropomorphic descriptions. Two of

204 I am currently preparing a separate study on this phenomenon.
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the mystically inclined ¸àhirìs were summoned to the Almoravid

court in Marrakesh. However, it would seem that it was Sufism,

which was becoming increasingly popular, which worried the ruler,

rather than ¸àhirism.

* * *

If we look at the geographical distribution of the ¸àhirìs in al-Andalus

itself, we immediately see that there was no one single undisputed

centre of ¸àhirì studies, and that adherents of the madhhab were to

be found throughout the peninsula. Nevertheless, two foci of intensive

¸àhirì activity may be indicated. First of all, the literalists were well

represented in the isle of Majorca, where Ibn Óazm had been able

to spread his doctrines. Four of the ¸àhirìs discussed here, viz. al-

Óumaydì, Abù l-Óasan al-'Abdarì, Abù Bakr al-Mayurqì and Abù 'Àmir

hailed from Majorca, where some had the opportunity to study with

Ibn Óazm.205 Several other ¸àhirìs (viz. Ibn ˇàhir and Ibn Burràl)
were encountered in other parts of Sharq al-Andalus, namely in Denia,

Valencia, and Murcia. Almeria, too, was home to a number of lit-

eralists: apart from Ibn Óazm and al-Óumaydì, al-Óaw∂ì, and again

Ibn Burràl and Ibn ˇàhir lived there for shorter or longer periods.

A second focus was the kùra of Seville, including Niebla. Literalists

had started to settle in Seville even before Ibn Óazm returned to

the area, and some of them may have taught Ibn Kawthar and

Mufarrij ibn Sa'àda. And though originally from Badajoz, Ibn Óadìda,

too, found his way to Seville where the political and religious climate

may have been more favorable. Ibn Óazm’s oldest son Abù Ràfi'
flourished in Seville, and although Ibn Yarbù' lived there for a while,

he seems to have moved on to Cordoba, where we also encounter

Abù l-Najàh and Ibn Óazm’s son Abù Sulaymàn. However, other

cities, too, are represented: one, or possibly two, ¸àhirìs—if we count

Ibn al-Ruyùlì—hailed from Guadalajara, while Ibn Marzùq was from

Zaragoza. Al-Mayurqì lived in Granada prior to his departure to

the Mashriq, and Ibn Óazm’s grandson A˙mad ibn Sa'ìd was from

Silves. ¸àhirism, then, was far from being a local phenomenon.206

* * *

205 However, as was already pointed out by Urvoy (Vie intellectuelle 103f.) none
of these Majorcans remained in his native region. Nevertheless, ¸àhirism contin-
ued to be taught on the island: the well-known ¸àhirì from the Almohad period,
Ibn Óaw† Allàh, was from Majorca as well; see Urvoy, Vie intellectuelle 116.

206 We do not know where Ibn al-Shabùqì was active.
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From the prosopography presented in this article, we can reconstruct

the following lines along which ¸àhirì thought was transmitted in

al-Andalus. First introduced in this area during the lifetime of its

“founder,” Dàwùd ibn 'Alì al-Ißfahànì, there was a constant trickle

of literalists from the East who settled in Seville and elsewhere, and

rapidly attracted local students.207 It was under the influence of one

of these Andalusi ¸àhirìs, Ibn Muflit, that the famous Ibn Óazm

adopted and refined literalism, teaching it in various locations in the

peninsula, especially Cordoba, Majorca and Niebla.

Ibn Óazm’s son Abù Ràfi', who may have taught the 'Abbàdid

prince al-Rà∂ì, transmitted to his son 'Alì, who in turn taught his

own son A˙mad. In all likelihood Abù Ràfi' also transmitted his

father’s works to his second son, al-Fat˙, who also received some

works by Ibn Óazm from his uncle, Abù Sulaymàn, who had him-

self been taught by his father. In addition, Abù Sulaymàn taught

the ¸àhirì Abù l-Óasan (b.) al-Khi∂r. Ibn Óazm also taught his son

Abù Usàma, who transmitted some of his father’s works to Abù
Ja'far al-Bi†rùjì and to the ¸àhirì Ibn al-Màlaqì, who in turn trans-

mitted to the ¸àhirì Ibn al-Rùmiyya, who was very active in spread-

ing the writings of Ibn Óazm in the Almohad period.

Other ¸àhirì students of Ibn Óazm included Ibn Burràl, who

taught the literalists Abù Bakr al-Mayurqì, Ibn Marzùq and al-Óaw∂ì,
who may all have met in Almeria; al-Óumaydì, who taught the

¸àhirì Abù 'Àmir; and al-'Abdarì and Abù l-Najàh, whose students

may or may not have included additional ¸àhirìs. Ibn al-Shabùqì,
finally, may have been an indirect student of Ibn Óazm.

Works by Ibn Óazm were also transmitted by two men who may

never have met the master, but who received his ijàza, viz. the ¸àhirì
Ibn Kawthar, who taught his son Abù Mu˙ammad, himself a liter-

alist and teacher of the ¸àhirì Sa'd al-Su'ùd ibn 'Ufayr, and Shuray˙
al-Ru'aynì, who had distinct ¸àhirì sympathies, and among whose

students is mentioned Ibn Óazm’s descendant A˙mad ibn Mu˙ammad.

The latter taught the fervent ¸àhirì Ibn 'Ußfùr, as well as Ibn Mu"min

and Ibn Jumhùr, who had strong ¸àhirì sympathies.

Further students of Ibn Óazm who had apparently not adopted

¸àhirism as their madhhab are al-'Udhrì, the master of Ibn Yarbù',
and the elder Ibn al-'Arabì, who may well have provided prince al-

Rà∂ì with copies of his master’s works.

207 See Adang, Beginnings.
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We have not found any direct link between Ibn Óazm on the

one hand, and Faraj ibn Óadìda, Mufarrij ibn Sa'àda and Ibn ˇàhir

on the other, although the possibility that they, too, had encoun-

tered the man and studied with him is not to be rejected out of

hand. But even if we exclude these three ¸àhirìs, it is still clear that

most of our biographees were connected, either directly or indirectly,

with Ibn Óazm, and in this sense Ibn al-'Arabì is quite right when

he points to Ibn Óazm as the source of the in his eyes offensive

teachings, even if he seems to be exaggerating the scope of the phe-

nomenon. For sixteen ¸àhirìs—plus a small number of descendants

of Ibn Óazm–—on a total of well over a thousand Andalusi 'ulamà"
encountered in the biographical dictionaries for the period, is hardly

an impressive figure, even if it is double the number found in the

preceding caliphal period, in which we encountered (at least) eight

¸àhirìs active in al-Andalus.208 While we can hardly speak of a sud-

den explosion, then, our conclusions here are tentative at best, for

several reasons.

First of all, not nearly all the biographical tracts covering the

period have come down to us. We know that a considerable num-

ber of 'ulamà" compiled so-called baràmij, in which they listed the

men—and occasionally women—with whom they studied as well as

the works they transmitted on their teachers’ authority. It is obvious

that access to such tracts could significantly alter our conclusions.

Unfortunately, however, very few of them have reached us.209 Secondly,

there may well have been additional literalists who simply did not

make it into the extant biographical dictionaries because they were

not considered important, or whose biographies—or perhaps only

the reference to their madhhab affiliation—were later deleted, possi-

bly as the result of censorship in the post-Almohad era, which was

characterized by a limited tolerance towards non-Màlikì groups.210

Until further texts come to light, we have no way of establishing

how many ¸àhirìs were really active in the period, and for now our

208 See Adang, Beginnings.
209 Although some of them have been exploited extensively by the compilers of

the extant dictionaries; thus the barnàmij of Ibn al-Dabbàgh is often referred to in
Ibn al-Abbàr’s Takmila. For an inventory of biographical works, including baràmij
(most of them not extant), see al-Kattànì, Fahras al-Fahàris.

210 Fricaud speaks in this context of the “désalmohadisation” of the sources in
the years following the Almohad period, which saw a return to Màlikism; see his
Les ǎlaba 331.
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conclusion must therefore be that Ibn al-'Arabì’s claim that there

was a dramatic increase in the number of ¸àhirìs in al-Andalus is

not borne out by the extant biographical literature.

However, the biographical dictionaries do confirm in a more gen-

eral way that ¸àhirism was considered a force to be reckoned with.

According to Fierro, “the refutation of Ibn Óazm’s or ¸àhirì doc-

trines seems to have been a common occupation of Andalusi schol-

ars.”211 We have already seen that the mystic Ibn al-'Arìf was very

vocal in his criticism of Ibn Óazm, and that Ibn al-'Arabì wrote

several polemical tracts against the man.212 However, in spite of what

he suggests in the passage quoted at the beginning of this article,

he was by no means the only one to do so. The dictionaries tell us

of several other scholars in this period who composed tracts in refu-

tation of the ¸àhirì imàm, viz. Abù Bakr al-Yàburì213 and Abù Bakr

ibn Mufawwiz al-Ma'àfirì.214 The family of the former hailed from

Evora in Portugal, but he lived in Seville. He is described as fol-

lows: wa-kàna mutakalliman wa-lahu radd 'alà Abì Mu˙ammad ibn Óazm.

This suggests that his issue with Ibn Óazm was of a theological

rather than a legal nature. The second opponent’s family was from

Jativa, the town where Ibn Óazm had composed his most famous

work, ǎwq al-˙amàma, but he himself spent most of his life in

Cordoba. Like al-Yàburì, al-Ma'àfirì wrote a radd 'alà Abì Mu˙ammad

ibn Óazm. Neither of these tracts has come down to us. Lately, how-

ever, fragments of a third polemical work, written by the well-known

Qà∂ì Abù l-Aßbagh 'Ìsà ibn Sahl (d. 486/1093) have come to light.215

The existence of so many tracts against Ibn Óazm and his madh-

hab indicates that ¸àhirism was indeed gaining ground and perceived

as a threat in the Almoravid period. This seems to be confirmed

also by the fact that the chief qà∂ì of Cordoba, Ibn Rushd (d. 520/

211 Fierro, Religious dissension 473.
212 On Ibn al-'Arabì’s polemics against Ibn Óazm, see Asín Palacios, Abenházam

303f.
213 On al-Yàburì (d. in or after 516/1122), see Maqqari, Naf˙ ii, 648f., n°. 283;

Asín Palacios, Abenházam 305.
214 On this man, who died in 505/1111, see al-Dhahabì, Siyar xix, 421, n°. 243;

id., Tadhkira iv, 1255, n°. 1060; Ibn al-Abbàr, Mu'jam 94f., n°. 81; al-Maqqarì, Naf˙,
ii, 84, n°. 375; Asín Palacios, Abenházam 305.

215 Their contents are discussed in Kaddouri, Identificación. On Ibn Sahl, see
Ibn Far˙ùn, Dìbàj 181f.; al-Dhahabì, Siyar xix, 25f., n°. 15.
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1126), issued a fatwà disqualifying ¸àhirìs from acting as witnesses

because of their rejection of qiyàs (reasoning by analogy).216

Despite all this activity directed against literalism in general, and

Ibn Óazm in particular, Ibn al-'Arabì and his fellow-opponents were

not successful in stamping out ¸àhirism: it continued to flourish in the

Almohad period, although the oft-heard claim that it was elevated

to state doctrine under the Almohad caliphs cannot be supported.217

Although the ¸àhirìs in al-Andalus were without a doubt a small

minority in comparison with the dominant Màlikìs, it would be incor-

rect to call them marginalized.

First of all, when we look at the way in which they are depicted,

we see that they are not treated any differently from their Màlikì
colleagues, and that their biographies tend to conform to the stan-

dard pattern. None of the ¸àhirìs is accused of bid 'a or heresy, and

they are usually described in sympathetic terms, or even singled out

for praise. (As was seen, the picture is somewhat different for Baghdad.)

Moreover, as we have seen, several literalists were employed in

official or semi-official positions, such as mushàwar, muqri" or kha†ìb in

the mosque. And finally, the fact that important members of the

Màlikì establishment said the funeral prayers for deceased ¸àhirìs
says something about the latter’s standing in the community of schol-

ars, and shows that they were fully integrated into it,218 both in the

ˇà"ifa and in the Almoravid periods. However, apart from Ibn

Óadìda, and perhaps Ibn Óazm’s son Abù Ràfi' al-Fa∂l, none of

the ¸àhirìs discussed here was close to the ruling classes. There does

not seem to have been any ˇà"ifa king or Almoravid dignitary who

particularly encouraged or supported ¸àhirìs, as was done several

decades later by the Almohad caliph al-Manßùr.219 Nevertheless, the

oft-heard claim about the Almoravids’ intolerance of non-Màlikì legal

schools is not supported by the evidence examined.

216 Ibn Rushd, Fatàwà iii, 1435–1442; al-Wansharìsì, Mi'yàr ii, 341–344. I pro-
pose to analyse this fatwà elsewhere.

217 See Adang, ¸àhirìs 413–416, 471f.
218 It is unfortunate that the biographers do not always mention the person who

did the final honors. 
219 Adang, ¸àhirìs. The expatriate al-Óumaydì was probably the most successful

in forging ties with the political elite: he enjoyed the friendship and protection of
Ibn Màkùlà and al-MuΩaffar ibn Ra"ìs al-Ru"asà" in Baghdad.
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CHAPTER FOURTEEN

WORKING WITHIN STRUCTURE

AL-ZAMAKHSHARÌ (D. 1144): A LATE MU'TAZILITE

QURAN COMMENTATOR AT WORK

Andrew J. Lane

Sometime after he had finished writing his Quran commentary, al-

Kashshàf, the Mu'tazilite grammarian and man of letters from

Khwàrazm, Abù l-Qàsim Ma˙mùd ibn 'Umar al-Zamakhsharì (d.

538 A.H./1144 C.E.), added the following postscript:

This copy is the first, original copy (nuskhat al-aßl ), which was tran-
scribed from the rough draft (al-sawàd ); it is the original Meccan ver-
sion of the Kashshàf (umm al-Kashshàf al-˙aramiyya), blessed and source
of blessing (al-mutamassa˙ bihà), worthy of being used to invoke heavenly
blessings and to pray for rain in a year of drought. The author finished
it with his own hand, facing the Ka'ba, in the shade of his house, the
Sulaymàniyya, overlooking the Ajyàd Gate, [which house has] Madrasat
al-'Allàma written on it. [He finished it] on the morning of Monday,
23 Rabì' al-Àkhir in the year 528 (20 February, 1134 C.E.).1

1 Kashshàf iv, 831. This postscript is to be found at the end of most, though not
all, editions of the Kashshàf, indicative perhaps of the manuscripts that were used
in preparing these editions. For this chapter, four editions of the Kashshàf were con-
sulted (see bibliography); however, all references are to the 1997 Beirut edition. Al-
Kashshàf is the shortened version of the commentary’s title. The full title is Al-Kashshàf
'an ˙aqà"iq ghawàmi∂ al-tanzìl wa-'uyùn al-aqàwìl fì wujùh al-ta"wìl (“The Discoverer of
the Truths of the Hidden Things of Revelation and the Choicest Statements con-
cerning the Aspects of Interpretation”).—Al-Zamakhsharì’s description of the umm
al-Kashshàf may seem a little surprising and yet it provoked no reaction from those
who copied or commented on his commentary. In his shar˙ on the Kashshàf, al-
Jàrabardì (d. 746/1345–6), in fact, says that al-mutamassa˙ bihà means that this copy
was touched (massa) in order to obtain a blessing by means of it (li-l-tabarruk bihà),
as other honored things (ashyà" sharìfa) were touched with this intention.—According
to a gloss in several manuscripts of the Kashshàf, the dàr al-Sulaymàniyya was a house
built by the sharìf of the Banù Sulaymàn in Mecca, Sulaymàn being a son of al-
Óasan b. 'Alì b. Abì ˇàlib.

For a comprehensive list of biographical works on al-Zamakhsharì, cf. Ta"rìkh
521–530H/531–540H, 486 [no. 398], n. 8; and Lisàn vi, 651 [no. 8313].
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In the introduction (muqaddima) to his commentary, al-Zamakhsharì
writes that he has put together a short tafsìr, which nevertheless is,

in his own estimate, quite useful; and that with God’s blessing, despite

age and illness, he has been able to complete in only two years what

should have been the work of thirty. This accomplishment, he points

out, is only “one of the miraculous signs from the Ka'ba,” and “one

of the blessings from that exalted sanctuary” that flowed over him.2

Nevertheless, the illustrious birthplace of the Kashshàf did not pre-

vent it from receiving some serious criticism in later centuries from

orthodox scholars, ostensibly worried about its influence on an unsus-

pecting public.

The evaluation of the Kashshàf to be found in the sources is, on

the whole, positive; either the work is singled out for special com-

mendation or it is listed among the praiseworthy works written by

al-Zamakhsharì. For example, about a century and a half after the

Kashshàf was written, Ibn Khallikàn (d. 681/1282) gives the follow-

ing description of it: “nothing like it has ever been written before;”

and prefaces his list of al-Zamakhsharì’s works with the words: “mar-

velous compositions” unseen before.3 However, at the same time that

Ibn Khallikàn was writing such positive things, Nàßir al-Dìn al-

Bay∂àwì (d. 685/1286) was composing his Anwàr al-tanzìl wa-asràr
al-ta"wìl (“The Lights of Revelation and the Secrets of Interpretation”),

a quranic commentary which Robson describes as “largely a con-

densed and amended edition of al-Zama¶ªarì’s Kaªªàf,” that some-

times refutes the latter’s Mu'tazilite views and sometimes simply omits

them.4 Al-Bay∂àwì’s contemporary, the Alexandrian qà∂ì Ibn al-

Munayyir (d. 683/1284), was also busy, writing a counterblast to the

Kashshàf entitled Kitàb al-Intißàf min al-Kashshàf (“The Book on Exacting

What is Due from the Kashshàf ”).5 Half a century later, al-Dhahabì

2 Kashshàf i, 44. Al-Zamakhsharì actually says that he finished the commentary
within the space of time of the caliphate of Abù Bakr al-Íiddìq (r. 632–634 C.E.).

3 Wafayàt v, 168 [no. 711]. This evaluation is given by other authors also (per-
haps taking it from Ibn Khallikàn’s Wafayàt), when they give their lists of al-
Zamakhsharì’s works, lists that invariably start with the Kashshàf.

4 J. Robson, art. “al-Bay∂àwì,” in: EI 2 i, 1129. Robson’s statement is not new.
Al-Bay∂àwì’s dependence on al-Zamakhsharì is indicated already by al-Subkì
(d. 771/1370) and al-Suyù†ì (d. 911/1505), for example, both of whom list an
“abridgement of the Kashshàf (mukhtaßar al-Kashshàf )” among al-Bay∂àwì’s works
( ǎbaqàt 8: 157 [no. 1153]; Bughya 2: 50 [no. 1406]).

5 His work on the Kashshàf has been described as a counterblast “against the
heresies and some opinions on grammar” (GAL i, 291). All modern editions of the
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(d. 748/1348) was still warning his readers: fa-kun ˙adhiran min Kashshàfihi,
“Be wary of his Kashshàf;”6 and a century after that, Ibn Óajar al-

'Asqalànì (d. 852/1449), quoting al-Dhahabì, repeats the same warn-

ing and practically tells his readers not to touch the book.7

The question naturally arises as to the truth behind these very

divergent views. Is the Kashshàf full of Mu'tazilite theology? Does al-

Zamakhsharì have an innovative approach to exegesis? Is he con-

tent to give his own personal opinion (ra"y), without paying any

attention to the tradition that preceded him? This article will attempt

to answer these questions by shedding some light on how al-

Zamakhsharì goes about his exegetical task in the Kashshàf. To the

extent that it does this, it will be a study in method or methodology.

However, these words should be used with some caution here, for

al-Zamakhsharì’s commentary has frequently simply been classified

as tafsìr bi-l-ra"y (commentary based on sound, personal opinion), a

categorization, finally, that says very little about how al-Zamakhsharì
goes about explaining the quranic text.8

Reading the secondary literature on tafsìr is insufficient to give

answers to the questions that have been raised. Some of this litera-

ture is rather general; the rest treats a particular theme or a limited

number of quranic passages—and so, only refers indirectly to, or

deals partly with, the Kashshàf. In order to answer these questions,

two particular suras, Q 44 (Sùrat al-Dukhàn) and Q 54 (Sùrat al-Qamar),

have been studied in order to discover everything that al-Zamakhsharì
actually says about them.9 While it probably would not be correct

to speak of these suras as being “representative” of the quranic sura

as such, the forty-fourth and fifty-fourth suras are a good choice for

giving some insight into how al-Zamakhsharì worked when com-

posing the Kashshàf. First of all, they are of manageable length; each

has approximately the same number of verses (59 and 55) and lines

Kashshàf contain Ibn al-Munayyir’s Intißàf printed in the bottom margin. A recent
work that presents Ibn al-Munayyir’s commentary on the Kashshàf is Íàli˙ ibn
Gharam Allàh al-Ghàmidì’s Al-Masà"il al-i'tizàliyya fì tafsìr al-Kashshàf li-l-Zamakhsharì
fì ∂ù" mà warada fì Kitàb al-Intißàf l-Ibn al-Munayyir (620–683H) (Óà"il: Dàr al-Andalus
li-l-Nashr wa-l-Tawzì', [1998], 2v.).

6 Mìzàn iv, 78 [no. 8367].
7 Lisàn vi, 652f. [no. 8313].
8 Cf. A. Rippin, art. “Tafsìr,” in: EI 2 x, 84.
9 Kashshàf iv, 272–87, 431–41. English translations of quranic passages are from

Arberry. Verse numbers vary slightly since Arberry follows Flügel’s enumeration of
the verses.
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(46 and 44). Secondly, they are both from approximately the same

period of revelation, being neither early nor late suras.10 Finally, both

suras deal with common themes of quranic history (punishment

inflicted on those who rejected the messengers sent by God) and

eschatology (chastisement for the sinner, reward for the righteous).

Although al-Zamakhsharì’s commentary on these suras did not prove

to be overly abundant, it was, nevertheless, still impossible to pre-

sent all the data that were gathered as a result of this research. Con-

sequently, only some particularly noteworthy examples will be presented

in this article.

This approach will serve to illustrate what al-Zamakhsharì’s method

in the Kashshàf actually is and, in the process, will highlight any

Mu'tazilite interpretations that might have merited the aforemen-

tioned words of caution and censure uttered by orthodox scholars

in later centuries.

1 Formal structure of the “Kashshàf ” as tafsìr

To speak of the “formal structure of tafsìr” is, in a sense, to strike

a discordant note; there is a certain dissonance in the expression,

like speaking of “rough silk” or “hard water.” To speak of structure

is to speak of organization, of construction, of framework, of build-

ing—all of which have a certain rigidity in them. Structure imply-

ing rigidity or inflexibility is misleading; it would perhaps be more

accurate to speak of the “flow of tafsìr.” A Quran commentary sim-

ply flows continuously, from beginning to end, going over or around

a word or phrase from the revealed text, as water would a rock in

its path. For the Kashshàf it is the same. Al-Zamakhsharì did not

organize his material and impose a rigid framework on it when com-

posing the commentary. He began with the first verse of the Sùrat
al-Fàti˙a and commented, essentially, on individual words or phrases

until he reached the end of the quranic text at Q 114, “following

10 According to Blachère and Nöldeke, they are Meccan II, although Welch says
that it is no longer possible to speak of “middle Meccan” or “late Meccan” suras,
and that, while one can speak more confidently about “early Meccan” suras, it is
not certain which suras belong to this group (Welch 418). Traditional Muslim schol-
arship says they were both revealed at Mecca. For theories of the chronology of
the revelation, see the aforementioned article.
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the sequence of the text rather than the revelation.”11 As such, then,

the Kashshàf merely follows the traditional format of the tafsìr musal-

sal (“chained commentary”), a format to which the word “structure”

must be applied with care.

While Rippin gives “chained commentary” as the only formal char-

acteristic of tafsìr12 and McAuliffe likewise refers to it as the “stan-

dard procedure” in quranic commentary,13 Calder considers it to be

only one of three formal structures of tafsìr that he has determined,

but one “so fundamental as to require no exemplifications.”14 His

second formal structure, however, the “citation of named authorities

and the consequent polyvalent reading of the text,” is more a character-

istic element of the text than it is an element of the overall frame-

work of tafsìr; Calder, in fact, refers to it as a “structural characteristic.”15

With his third formal structure, measuring the quranic text against

instrumental and ideological structures, Calder moves well into the

domain of method and content, even if he calls it “the most com-

plex structural organization which constitutes the literary genre of

tafsìr.”16 Finally, then, only “chained” commentary can truly be called

an integral structure of quranic tafsìr; it is in relation to tafsìr as the

bed is to the river that shapes it. Al-Zamakhsharì’s method, then,

11 McAuliffe 34.
12 Rippin says that a work of tafsìr “will follow the text of the ur"àn from the

beginning to the end, and will provide an interpretation (tafsìr) of segments of the
text (word-by-word, phrase-by-phrase, or verse-by-verse) as a running commentary.”
He adds that these two elements are to be found in all periods of Islamic exege-
sis, although in the formative period (until al-ˇabarì, d. 310/923) works of tafsìr
were to be found that covered only segments but not the entire Quran, while in
the contemporary period “thematic” exegesis (tafsìr maw∂ù' ì ) is to be found; cf.
Rippin 83. 

13 About this type of commentary, McAuliffe writes: “[T]he standard procedure
is remarkably uniform. Within the sura each verse is quoted separately and then
broken into exegetical units, what medieval Biblical scholars would call lemmata.
Each passage, or lemma, is then analyzed separately and relevant comments are
made about the verse as a whole, such as its sabab al-nuzùl;” cf. McAuliffe 34. 

14 Calder 101.
15 Calder 103f.
16 The third structural characteristic of the tafsìr genre, in Calder’s evaluation, is

what “can be described as a measuring of the quranic text against the following:
1. Instrumental structures: orthography, lexis, syntax, rhetoric, symbol/allegory; 2.
Ideological structures: prophetic history, theology, eschatology, law, taßawwuf.” Calder
clarifies some of his terms as follows: (i) prophetic history covers the disciplines of
prophetic biography (qißaß al-anbiyà", sìrat al-nabìy); (ii) theology is scholastic Kalàm;
(iii) orthography, lexis and syntax are dealt with in the grammatical disciplines; and
(iv) allegory and symbol are treated in the discipline of rhetoric; cf. Calder 105f.
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can never be divorced from this format; nor can it amount to more

than the choice he makes as to where he will stop and what he will

say along a path that has already been traced for him.

2 Al-Zamakhsharì on the suras al-Dukhàn (Q 44) 

and al-Qamar (Q 54)

In general, the commentary on these two suras shows distinct sim-

ilarities although there are differences in detail, of course. The first

of these concerns al-Zamakhsharì’s goal of explaining the revealed

text; this is seen every step of the way, not only in the vocabulary

but also in the very composition of the text itself. Throughout the

Kashshàf, al-Zamakhsharì’s commentary frequently consists of noth-

ing more than copying a quranic word or expression and following

it immediately with one or more synonyms. On other occasions,

though, he signals that he is explaining the meaning of a word or

expression by a number of indicators: ay, ya'nì, ma'nà, yurìdu, yuràdu,
muràd; all of these can be translated basically as “that is” or “the

meaning is.” Finally, a third method of explaining a word or expres-

sion is the addition of a complement that clarifies to whom or what

it refers, or in some other way puts it in context. However, al-

Zamakhsharì’s approach to the text is not solely lexical; he draws

on another resource in his exegetical effort as well: grammar.

Throughout his commentary on the two suras, Q 44 and Q 54,

al-Zamakhsharì constantly makes use of grammar to explain the text

and its multiple meanings. Sometimes his analysis is based on vari-

ant readings (qirà"àt); other times it derives from the different ways

a single text can be grammatically understood. Suffice it to say that,

“[t]o understand al-Zamakhsharì’s commentary entails acquaintance

with the classical rules of Arabic grammar”17 and the plethora of

technical terms that he employs. His multiple interpretations of the

text are not, however, limited solely to grammatical niceties and vari-

ant readings. He also supplies his reader with numerous interpreta-

tions of the text based on earlier sources, as will be seen below.18

17 McAuliffe 53.
18 Frequently al-Zamakhsharì does not name his sources but simply says that, “it

was said (qìla).” While he makes considerable use of the verb qìla/yuqàlu, it is not
the only one he employs. We also find other terms that signal some traditional
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2.1 Tafsìr al-Qur"àn bi-l-Qur"àn

One of the basic principles of exegetical methodology is “to inter-

pret the Quran by the Quran (tafsìr al-Qur"àn bi-l-Qur"àn),” that is,

to use one part of the revealed text to clarify or elaborate on another.

In the Kashshàf, al-Zamakhsharì follows this method for a number

of passages, situating them in some way with respect to other quranic

verses. In the course of his commentary on the verses of these two

suras, he makes reference to twenty-six passages in other suras on

twenty different occasions. An analysis of these twenty passages shows

that al-Zamakhsharì makes use of the twenty-six quranic references

in different ways; these are categorized and illustrated below.

Justification
First of all, al-Zamakhsharì uses other quranic passages to justify his

interpretation of the verse or passage at hand. There is an attempt

to draw a conclusion from the information to be found in other

quranic passages to prove, in a sense, that his understanding of the

passage is correct. This is by far the most complex use that al-

Zamakhsharì makes of this method. It is illustrated by the following

example: At Q 54:6, the text reads:

Upon the day when the caller shall call ( yad 'ù l-dà'i ) unto a horrible
thing.

Al-Zamakhsharì says that the caller is Isràfìl or Jibrìl;19 he supports

this statement with a reference to Q 50:41:

on the day when the caller shall call ( yunàdi l-munàdi ).

Q 50:41 is in the context of the Day of Resurrection, and a check

of al-Zamakhsharì’s comments on it reveals two traditional scenar-

ios for this day: (i) Isràfìl alone is the one who blows the trumpet

and calls out; and (ii) Isràfìl blows the trumpet while Jibrìl calls out,

announcing the gathering (al-˙ashr).20 So the caller who calls is one

of these two angels, although which one exactly is uncertain.21

piece of information that he wishes to make use of. Two of these are the verbs
˙ukiya/yu˙kà and ruwiya/yurwà. In the suras that are presented here, however, the
use of other terms can in no way be compared to that of qìla/yuqàlu.

19 Kashshàf iv, 433.
20 Kashshàf iv, 396.
21 Other verses where al-Zamakhsharì employs the method in this way are: 

Q 44:2–4 (Q 97:1,4; 2:185); Q 44:16 (Q 79:34); and Q 54:13–14 (Q 21:107);
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Illustration

Secondly, al-Zamakhsharì makes use of quranic passages outside the

sura he is studying to support and illustrate the point he is making.

At Q 54:20, the effects of a raging wind are described:

plucking up men as if they were stumps of uprooted palm-trees (a'jàzu
nakhlin munqa'irin).

After his explanations, al-Zamakhsharì notes that the adjective munqa'ir
has been left in the masculine form because it agrees with the form

of the word nakhl ('alà l-lafΩ), which does not have the feminine form,

i.e. a tà" marbù†a. However, if it were to be in agreement with the

meaning of the word ('alà l-ma'nà)—nakhl is feminine—then it would

have been put in the feminine, i.e. (munqa'ira), as in Q 69:7:

the stumps of fallen down palm-trees (a'jàzu nakhlin khàwiyatin).22

Elaboration

Thirdly, al-Zamakhsharì makes frequent use of other quranic passages

to give details about what is to be found in the verse he is com-

menting on. This usually takes the form of telling his readers what

someone has said, by quoting their words from the same context in

another quranic passage. At Q 54:9, the text speaks of Noah’s rejec-

tion by his people:

they cried lies to Our servant, and said, “A man possessed!” And he
was rejected.

Here al-Zamakhsharì describes what it meant to be rejected:

they chased him away with abuse and blows and the threat of ston-
ing him (al-wa' ìd bi-l-rajm).

The threat to stone him is supported and put into words by a ref-

erence to Q 26:116, which is also in the context of Noah’s rejec-

tion by his people:

references between parentheses, here and below, indicate the passages that al-
Zamakhsharì draws on, in his commentary on the passage at hand.

22 Kashshàf iv, 436. Here the reference is to the destruction of the tribe of 'Àd,
described as “an ancient tribe frequently mentioned in the ur"àn [whose] history
is related only in sporadic allusions;” cf. F. Buhl, art. “'Àd,” in: EI 2 i, 169. Other
verses where al-Zamakhsharì makes use of this method in such a context are: 
Q 44:5–6a (Q 35:2); Q 44:31 (Q 28:4); Q 44:33 (Q 2:49); Q 54:4 (Q 33:21); 
Q 54:12 (Q 19:4); Q 54:19 (Q 41:16; 54:19); Q 54:40 (Q 55:13; 77:15).
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If thou givest not over, Noah, thou shalt assuredly be one of the stoned
(min al-marjùmìna).23

Resolution

Al-Zamakhsharì also uses extra-sura references to resolve what appears

to be a contradiction, inaccuracy or some other kind of imperfection

in the sacred text. An example of this usage is: At Q 44:48, the text

speaks of the torment of the sinner in Hell; part of the text reads:

Then pour ( ßubbù) over his head the chastisement of boiling water
('adhàb al-˙amìm)!

At Q 22:19, which also speaks of the torments of Hell, the text says:

and there shall be poured ( yußabbu) over their heads boiling water (al-
˙amìm).

The question is asked: why does Q 44:48 not read: “Then pour

over his head boiling water,” as in Q 22:19, instead of “the torment

of boiling water,” since it is the water not the torment that is poured?

Al-Zamakhsharì says that the torment is also poured out with the

boiling water, but that the verse speaks of pouring torment (ßabb al-
'adhàb) by “way of metaphor ( †arìqat al-isti'àra)” for this causes more

fear and dread, and he gives a reference to a metaphorical use of

a synonym of the verb ßabba in Q 2:250: “they said, ‘Our Lord,

pour out (afrigh) upon us patience (ßabr).’”24 The verb used here,

afragha, means “to pour something out or forth,” like water or blood.

The connection with the metaphorical use of a word is evident.25

Description

Finally, on one occasion al-Zamakhsharì seems merely to be mak-

ing an effort to describe what he has found in a verse. At Q 44:43–46,

the text reads:

43inna shajarata l-zaqqùmi 44†a'àmu l-athìmi 45ka-l-muhli yaghlì fì l-bu†ùni 46ka-
ghalyi l-˙amìmi.26

23 Kashshàf iv, 434. Other occasions where al-Zamakhsharì uses this method to
complete the information given in a verse are: Q 44:18 (Q 20:47); Q 44:22 (Q 10:85);
and Q 54:33–40 (Q 11:81).

24 Kashshàf iv, 284f. Q 2:250: qàlù rabbanà afrigh 'alaynà ßabran. Lane vi, 2381, at
the root f-r-gh, says that this verse means “O our Lord, pour forth upon us patience, like
as [the water of ] the leathern bucket is poured forth.”

25 Other examples are: Q 44:35; (Q 2:28); Q 44:37 (Q 54:43).
26 Q 44:43–46: “43Lo, the Tree of Ez-Zakkoum 44is the food of the guilty, 45like

[muhl ], bubbling in the belly 46as boiling water bubbles.”
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Al-Zamakhsharì says that muhl is “the sediment from olive oil (durdì
l-zayt).” This is indicated, he says, by two other quranic references

that describe heaven on the last day:

Q 70:8: yawma takùnu l-samà"u ka-l-muhli; and
Q 55:37: fa-idhà nshaqqat al-samà"u fa-kànat wardatan ka-l-dihàni.27

He then adds that it was also said (qìla) that muhl is molten silver

and copper (dhà"ib al-fi∂∂a wa-l-nu˙às).28

At the first reference he mentions (Q 70:8), al-Zamakhsharì gives

two explanation: first of all he repeats what he has said above—muhl

is the sediment from olive oil—, but he then adds an explanation

on the authority of Ibn Mas'ùd, similar to the second one he men-

tions himself: muhl is molten, colored silver (al-fi∂∂a al-mudhàba fì
talawwunihà).29

At the second verse (Q 55:37), the sky is again described as it will

be on the last day; this time, the verse says it will be like dihàn. Al-

Zamakhsharì gives three explanations for this word: first of all, dihàn
is taken to be the plural of duhn (oil) and the passage is taken to

mean that the sky will be like olive oil (duhn al-zayt), that is, like

muhl, “the sediment from olive oil (durdì l-zayt)”—this has already

been seen above; secondly, it could be oil in general; and finally, it

could mean red leather (adìm a˙mar).30 It is clear, then, that al-

Zamakhsharì is not defining the word muhl as such but is, rather,

seeking to describe it in another context, that of the sky on the last

day. In a rather circular fashion, he manages to give an impression

as to the color and perhaps the consistency of the food of sinners.31

* * *

27 Q 70:8: “Upon the day when heaven shall be as [muhl ];” Q 55:37: “And when
heaven is split asunder, and turns crimson like [dihàn].”

28 Kashshàf iv, 284. Lane iii, 870, at the root d-r-d, says that durdì is: “The dregs,
feces, lees, or sediment, or what remains at the bottom, of olive-oil, and of other things;
or of [the beverage] called [al-nabìdh] or of any fluid, such as beverages, or wines,
and oils.”

29 Kashshàf iv, 612.
30 Kashshàf iv, 449.
31 It is interesting to note the translations of the words muhl in Q 44:45; 70:8

and dihàn in Q 55:37. In Q 70:8, muhl is always rendered as “molten brass” or
“molten copper;” however, in Q 44:45, some translations abandon this meaning
and translate muhl as “dregs of oil.” Dihàn is invariably translated to mean red
leather or hide.
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In these examples we see al-Zamakhsharì use passages from the

Quran to explain in one way or another those he is commenting

on. Upon closer examination, though, it can be seen that this exeget-

ical principle is not as simple and as straightforward as one might

like to think. In his commentary on Q 54:20, al-Zamakhsharì refers

to Q 69:7 but this verse does not actually “explain” anything in the

former which is quite clear. Rather, both verses illustrate the gram-

matical rule that an adjective can agree with the form or meaning

of a feminine word that is not feminine in form.32 Likewise, in his

commentary on Q 44:43–46, al-Zamakhsharì explains what muhl is

in v.45 with a reference to Q 70:8 and Q 55:37, both of which

speak of the sky (al-samà") on the last day. The first verse contains

the word muhl itself, which is probably why al-Zamakhsharì provides

the second reference, which speaks of dihàn instead of muhl and

gives the impression that they are synonyms. However, neither verse

actually says what muhl is; the meaning is not clarified until al-

Zamakhsharì does it himself.33 Even when a passage does clarify the

verse being commented on, there is the hint of a certain arbitrari-

ness in al-Zamakhsharì’s choice of passages. At Q 54:9, where he

speaks of Noah’s rejection by his people, al-Zamakhsharì’s explana-

tion of what it means to be rejected includes a number of points,

one of which, the people’s threat to stone Noah, allows al-Zamakhsharì
to include a reference to Q 26:116 which speaks of this too.34 The

other points are not supported by quranic references.

Furthermore, there are occasions when al-Zamakhsharì seems to

be rather careless in his application of the tafsìr al-Qur"àn bi-l-Qur"àn
principle itself. At Q 54:6 he supports his statement that the one

who calls (dà' ì ) on the Day of Resurrection is Isràfìl or Jibrìl, with

a reference to Q 50:41. However, this verse makes no reference to

either Isràfìl or Jibrìl, but, rather, to a caller (munàdì ); nor does al-

Zamakhsharì make any reference to other verses at this point that

do mention these names. It is only in al-Zamakhsharì’s own com-

mentary that we find references to the various scenarios associated

32 Such verses could very well be connected with the origins of such a rule, which
harmonizes what could be a discrepancy between the two verses and precludes any
grammatical error from the revealed text.

33 In fact, he gives more than one meaning.
34 With the exception of references to (al-)shay†àn (al-)rajìm and Q 67:5 which

speaks of “things to stone Satans” (rujùm li-l-shyà†ìn), all references to stoning in the
Quran are related to a people’s threat to stone a prophet or messenger sent to
them by God.
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with the caller on the Day of Resurrection. Finally, at Q 44:48 he

explains an apparent discrepancy between a phrase in this verse and

a similar one in Q 22:29, in terms of the metaphorical use of the

verb ßabba in the former, and illustrates this metaphorical usage with

a reference to a similar usage of the synonym afragha in Q 2:250.

However, he does not say why the verb is used metaphorically in Q

44:48 and not in Q 22:29. One could simply ask afterwards why

the metaphorical use was not also employed in Q 22:29.

The impression is left, then, that the passages chosen by al-

Zamakhsharì illustrate (or justify) what he is saying first of all, and

that it is only to the extent that they do this that they can also be

said to be explaining (tafsìr) the Quran. As with the mutashàbih and

mu˙kam verses in the Quran, the verses that ostensibly explain oth-

ers appear to be simply those that al-Zamakhsharì (or others before

him) chose for this purpose. This is not surprising, of course, even

if the exegetes themselves may not wish to admit it.

2.2 Variant readings of the Quran (qirà"àt)

Although al-Zamakhsharì seeks to explain the Quran, this does not

mean that he gives only one, precise meaning for everything. In fact,

a second element that appears in al-Zamakhsharì’s commentary on

Q 44 and Q 54 is his presentation of a number of variants for a

word or passage (qira"àt). In some cases, al-Zamakhsharì indicates

which is better or more widely accepted; usually though, he simply

lists the different possibilities and leaves it at that.

When it comes to the qirà"àt, al-Zamakhsharì’s Kashshàf is a ver-

itable mine. For some of these he quotes his source by name while

for others he simply states that a variant was recited (quri"a) in the

given way. In the two suras, Q 44 and Q 54, al-Zamakhsharì makes

reference to a total of sixty-seven variant readings of the quranic

text (32 in Q 44; 35 in Q 54). The vast majority of the variants

mentioned (48/67 or just over 70%) are anonymous; al-Zamakhsharì
merely writes “it was recited (quri"a)” and gives the variant.

When he quotes his actual source (19/67 or just under 30%), it

is one of ten men, mostly well-known Muslims from the generation

of the Successors (tàbi'ùn): al-Óasan al-Baßrì (5 times); Zayd ibn 'Alì35

35 A grandson of al-Óasan ibn 'Alì ibn Abì ˇàlib, he led a popular revolt against
the Umayyads in 122/740 at Kùfa, where he was defeated and killed. 
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and 'Ubayd ibn 'Umayr36 (3 times each); 'Abdallàh37 (twice); Ibn

'Abbàs, 'Ikrima,38 Óudhayfa,39 al-Óasan ibn 'Alì, Qatàda40 and Abù
Ja'far41 (once each).

An analysis of the variant readings from Q 44 shows that there

are thirty-two variants of twenty-six different words or expressions

in twenty-five different verses; this means that al-Zamakhsharì usu-

ally gives only one variant. Only in five cases does he give more:

in four cases he gives two variants, and in one case he gives three;

for the remaining twenty-one, he gives only one variant. As for Q 54,

there are thirty-five variants of twenty-eight words or expressions in

twenty-one verses. Of the twenty-eight words or expressions, al-

Zamakhsharì gives one variant for twenty-two of them; for five he

gives two variants and for one he gives three.

The vast majority of these cases affect in no significant way the

consonantal structure of the 'Uthmànic text. Mostly it is a question

of vocalization, although sometimes it is the doubling of a conso-

nant (tashdìd ) or the changing of a long vowel. There are only two

cases in which the variant reading involves more than these kinds

of changes to the text; in one case a word changes, while in the

other a word is added to the text.42 Al-Zamakhsharì usually mentions

36 This is 'Ubayd ibn 'Umayr al-Laythì (d. 74/693–4), an early Meccan Reader;
cf. Jeffery 236.

37 This is 'Abdallàh ibn Mas'ùd, a Companion of the Prophet and one of the
earliest Muslims; he died in 32/652–3.

38 A member of the generation of the Successors (tàbi'ùn) and one of the main
transmitters of the traditional interpretation of the Quran attributed to Ibn 'Abbàs,
he died in 105/723–4.

39 This is Óudhayfa ibn al-Yamàn al-'Absì who was the second in command of
the army at the battle of Nihàwand in 21/642 when 'Umar’s armies broke the
Iranian resistance and opened the door to Iran for the Muslim armies. He was also
one of 'Uthmàn’s generals and tradition reports him as having complained to
'Uthmàn about conflicts caused in Iraq by the differences in quranic recitation.
This complaint was the impetus for 'Uthmàn’s collection of the Quran and the
promulgation of a vulgate.

40 Qatàda ibn Di'àma (or Diyàma) al-Sadùsì Abù l-Kha††àb (d. ca. 117/735) was
of the generation of the Successors (tàbi 'ùn); born blind, he had a prodigious mem-
ory and a vast knowledge of genealogies, lexicography, akhbàr, a˙àdìth, qirà"àt and
exegesis. He was a pupil of al-Óasan al-Baßrì and took his place after he died.
According to one main tradition, he gave the Mu'tazila their name since, when
'Amr ibn 'Ubayd and his group withdrew from their circle, he called them al-
Mu'tazila, “the Withdrawers.”

41 This is Abù Ja'far Yazìd ibn al-Qa'qà' al-Makhzùmì al-Madanì, one of the
“ten readers.” He died around the year 130/747.

42 At Q 44:54: wa-zawwajnàhum bi-˙ùrin ' ìnin (“And We shall espouse them to
wide-eyed houris”), the expression ˙ùrin ' ìnin implies eyes characterized by a contrast
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the variants without further comment; when he does choose to explain

a passage in terms of its variant readings, they present no problems

for him. He presents the variant readings in an almost perfunctory

way, with little interest as to the lineage of any given variant. There

is a store of qirà"àt to which he has access and on which he draws

as he composes. The variants do not seem to be of importance to

him. Nevertheless, he includes them in his commentary since they

constitute one of the basic elements of a work in exegesis.

2.3 Occasions of revelation (asbàb al-nuzùl)

In his commentary on Q 44 and Q 54, al-Zamakhsharì refers on

four occasions to the circumstances in which verses were revealed:

their sabab al-nuzùl.
At Q 44:43–46, the text speaks about the tree of Zaqqùm;43 this

is one of three references to this tree in the Quran.44 Here, how-

ever, al-Zamakhsharì makes reference to the revelation of both 

Q 44:43–44 and Q 37:62. He says:

It was related that when “Is that better as a hospitality, or the Tree
of Ez-Zakkoum?”45 was revealed, Ibn Ziba'rà46 said, “The people of
Yemen call (eating) a food made of fresh butter and dates tazaqqum.”
So Abù Jahl47 called for dates and fresh butter and said, “Have some

between black and white; in the reading of 'Abdallàh, the expression used is ' ìsin
' ìnin which would mean eyes of a pinkish color (Kashshàf iv, 285). 

At Q 44:56: là yadhùqùna fìhà l-mawta (“They shall not taste therein of death”),
'Abdallàh’s reading has the word †a'm (taste) added: là yadhùqùna fìhà †a'ma l-mawti
(Kashshàf iv, 286).

43 Q 43:43–46: 43Lo, the Tree of Ez-Zakkoum 44is the food of the guilty, 45like
molten copper, bubbling in the belly 46as boiling water bubbles (43inna shajarata l-
zaqqùmi 44†a'àmu l-athìmi 45ka-l-muhli yaghlì fì l-bu†ùni 46ka-ghalyi l-˙amìmi ).

44 The two other occasions are: Q 37:62: “Is that better as a hospitality, or the
Tree of Ez-Zakkoum” with shajaratu l-Zaqqùm; and Q 56:52: “you shall eat of a
tree called Zakkoum” with shajarin min zaqqùmin.

45 Q 37:62.
46 He was a noted poet of the Quraysh who satirized the Prophet and his fol-

lowers. When the Prophet took Mecca and ordered the execution of a number of
persons who had hurt him with their words, he escaped this fate thanks to the
intercession of others; cf. J.W. Fück, art. “Ibn al-Ziba'rà,” in: EI 2 iii, 975–6.

47 Abù Jahl was an influential leader of the clan of the Banù Makhzùm of the
tribe of Quraysh and Mu˙ammad’s most implacable opponent in Mecca, respon-
sible for the boycott of Hàshim and al-Mu††alib when they gave protection to
Mu˙ammad; for encouraging Abù Lahab, the Prophet’s uncle and later leader of
the clan, to withdraw this protection; and for an attempt to murder Mu˙ammad
shortly before the Hijra. When, in the year 2/624, the message came that Abù
Sufyàn’s caravan from Syria was threatened, he led the Meccans out to defend it.
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zaqqùm! This is what Mu˙ammad had been frightening you with.”
Then [Q 44:43–44] was revealed.48

At Q 44:49, the text says that, to the one who has been dragged

into the middle of Hell and has had boiling water poured over his

head, it will be said:

Taste! Surely thou art the mighty, the noble! (dhuq innaka anta l-'azìzu
l-karìmu).

Al-Zamakhsharì explains that this verse is said

by way of mockery and derision of those who had power ( yata'azzazu)
over and feigned generosity ( yatakarramu) with their people.

He then adds that,

it has been related that Abù Jahl said to the Messenger of God, “There
is nothing between [Mecca’s] two hills mightier (a'azz) and nobler
(akram) than I. By God! Neither you nor your Lord can do anything
with me.”49

Al-Zamkhsharì does not actually say here, “then [Q 44:49] was

revealed.” However, this account is given in other sources as the

occasion for the revelation of Q 44:49.50

* * *

Even though the caravan was safe, he engaged the Muslims at Badr, probably hop-
ing for military glory, but was killed there. “Owing to his hostility to Mu˙ammad
during the latter years of the Meccan period many acts of persecution are attrib-
uted to him, though probably not all really happened” (W.M. Watt, art. “Abù
⁄ahl,” in: EI 2 i, 115).

48 Kashshàf iv, 284. Al-Suyù†ì gives this occasion of revelation in a slightly different
form, without mentioning Ibn al-Ziba'rà; he also gives an isnàd for it (Lubàb 254).—
Lane iii, 1239, at the root z-q-m, has nearly an entire column on the word zaqqùm,
whose definition is as given by Ibn Ziba'rà although Lane does not limit it to (or
even mention) Yemen. With regard to the present sabab al-nuzùl, Lane has another
variant from Ibn 'Abbàs, in which the revelation of Q 44:43–44 prompted a satir-
ical response from Abù Jahl (“Dates and fresh butter: we will swallow it leisurely”),
which response was followed by the revelation of Q 37:64–5: “It is a tree that
comes forth in the root of Hell; its spathes are as the heads of Satans.” According
to Lane, one of the meanings of zaqqama is denominative: “The eating what is termed
[al-zaqqùm], as meaning a certain food in which are dates and fresh butter.” He does not,
however, give a similar meaning for tazaqqama as such; rather, this verb means: to
swallow something (a morsel, a mouthful), or to swallow in a leisurely way (as in
Abù Jahl’s remarks), which would not exclude zaqqùm, of course.

49 Kashshàf iv, 285. The Arabic text speaks of mà bayna jabalayhà, “what is between
its two hills.” I take the pronoun to refer to Mecca and the two hills to be Íafà
and Marwa, between which pilgrims run seven times, beginning at Íafà and end-
ing at Marwa.

50 Asbàb 315, where slightly different versions are given, including one in which
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At the beginning of Sùrat al-Qamar (Q 54:1–2), the text reads:

1The Hour has drawn nigh: the moon is split. 2Yet if they see a sign
they turn away, and say “A continuous sorcery!”

Al-Zamakhsharì begins his commentary on this sura by stating that

the splitting of the moon was one of the signs (àyàt ) and miracles

(mu'jizàt) performed by the Prophet. This is followed by two ˙àdìths
which deal with the occasion of the revelation of vv. 1–2, although,

again, al-Zamakhsharì does not actually say: “and then [Q 54:1–2]

was revealed.” In these ˙adìths, the basic story is that the unbeliev-

ers (kuffàr) of Mecca ask Mu˙ammad for a sign and the moon is

split in two twice. There are two versions: according to Ibn 'Abbàs,
one half of the moon left and the other remained; according to Ibn

Mas'ùd, he could see Mount Óirà" between the two halves.51

At Q 54:43–45, the text reads:

43What, are your unbelievers better than those? Or have you an immu-
nity in the Scrolls? 44Or do they say, “We are a [host] that shall be
succoured?” 45Certainly the host shall be routed, and turn their backs.

It is addressed to the people of Mecca (according to al-Zamakhsharì)
and “those” is a reference to the disbelievers already encountered in

the sura: the people of Noah, Hùd and Íàli˙, and the house of

Pharaoh. Al-Zamakhsharì says that,

Abù Jahl declares, “I am the mighty, the noble (wa-anà l-'azìz al-karìm),” setting up
even better, so to speak, the occasion for the revelation of Q 44:49. Verse 49 is
the only verse in Q 44 for which al-Wà˙idì gives an occasion; he supplies chains
of authority for his accounts. Al-Suyù†ì gives the same sabab al-nuzùl as well as asbàb
for Q 44:10,15,16, about which al-Zamakhsharì says nothing (Lubàb 254f.).

51 Kashshàf iv, 431. Al-Suyù†ì has the basic version according to Anas ibn Màlik
(d. ca. 92/710): the people of Mecca ask for a sign; the moon is split in two and
Q 54:1–2 is revealed. He does not mention Ibn 'Abbàs or Ibn Mas'ùd. He also
has another version, on the authority of Ibn Mas'ùd, but it is not linked with the
Meccans’ request for a sign. In this second version, Ibn Mas'ùd says that he saw
the moon split in two twice, in Mecca before the Prophet’s departure for Medina.
The people of Mecca accuse Mu˙ammad of casting a spell over the moon but then
Q 54:1 is revealed (Lubàb 277). Al-Wà˙idì has a similar version of events, in which
the splitting of the moon occurs for no apparent reason (except, perhaps, in prepa-
ration for the revelation of the verses at the end of the account). Quraysh say that
it is the magic (si˙r) of Ibn Abì Kabsha (i.e. Mu˙ammad) who has cast a spell over
them. So they consult travelers who say they have seen the moon split asunder
also. Then Q 54:1–2 is revealed (Asbàb 337). [Ibn Abì Kabsha was a name given
to Mu˙ammad early in his prophetic career by the Meccans since he had deviated
from the beliefs of his ancestors; cf. M.J. Kister, art. “‡uzà'a,” in: EI 2 v, 77.]
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[it was recounted] about Abù Jahl52 that he struck his horse on the
day of Badr and moved forward in the line, and said, “We will take
revenge on Mu˙ammad and his companions.” Then, “Certainly the
host shall be routed” (Q 54:45a) was revealed. [It was also transmit-
ted] on the authority of 'Ikrima: when this verse was revealed, 'Umar
said, “Which host will be routed?” Then, when he saw the Messenger
of God jumping into [his] coat of mail ( yathibu fì l-dir' ) saying, “The
host will all be routed,” he knew the interpretation [of the verse].53

* * *

The rather unreliable historical nature of the asbàb al-nuzùl mater-

ial did not keep al-Zamakhsharì from using it. As with his use of

the variant readings (qirà"àt), al-Zamakhsharì is content simply to

present what the exegetical tradition has transmitted, without expend-

ing any effort to evaluate the various scenarios. Not only is his focus

elsewhere, but he was most probably not asking himself questions

about the historicity of the accounts he was passing on.54

2.4 Poetry

In the course of his commentary on these two suras al-Zamakhsharì
makes reference to thirteen verses by poets from the pre-Islamic and

Islamic periods, four in Q 44 and nine in Q 54.55 For example,

commenting on Q 44:28–29:

52 The preposition 'an usually implies a source or an authority, which source or
authority tends to follow it in the genitive—as here: 'an Abì Jahl. However, seeing
who the source is (see the note on Abù Jahl above), I have taken it simply to mean
“about.” Later, with 'an 'Ikrima, it has its technical meaning.

53 Kashshàf iv, 439–40. This occasion of revelation is reported by al-Suyù†ì (Lubàb
277) although not by al-Wà˙idì; al-Suyù†ì also supplies an isnàd. Al-Suyù†ì’s ver-
sion is much simpler than what al-Zamakhsharì offers. There is no mention of Abù
Jahl and his ride; nor is there anything about 'Umar (ibn al-Kha††àb)’s under-
standing of the verse when he saw the Prophet don his coat of mail. It merely
states that, “they said on the day [of the battle] at Badr, ‘We are a host that shall
be succoured’ (qàlù yawm Badr na˙nu jamì' muntaßir),” and then the verse was revealed.
In this scenario, what “they” said at Badr is, in effect, verse 44. Both al-Wà˙idì
and al-Suyù†ì also have occasions of revelation for Q 54:47–9, about which al-
Zamakhsharì says nothing.

54 Rippin considers the historicisation of the quranic text through the general
tools of narrative provided by the ˚ißaß al-anbiyà", sìrat al-nabìy and asbàb al-nuzùl lit-
erature to be part of the “genius of Muslim tafsìr” (Rippin 85). See also his: The
function of asbàb al-nuzùl in qur"ànic exegesis, in: Bulletin of the School of Oriental and
African Studies 51 (1988), 1–20.

55 Other references to poetry are at: Q 44:24,48; 54:8,12,13,17,24,34,47,48.
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28Even so; and We bequeathed them upon another people. 29Neither
heaven nor earth wept for them, nor were they respited,

al-Zamakhsharì says56 that the first verse refers to God’s giving to

the Banù Isrà"ìl what had belonged to Pharaoh’s folk, after they had

been destroyed. He then says that,

when an important man dies, the Bedouins say, in honouring his death:
“Heaven and earth wept over him; the wind mourned him; and for
him the sun grew dark.”

This was not done for those who were destroyed. Al-Zamakhsharì
then cites some lines of poetry by Jarìr:57

tabkì 'alayka nujùm al-layl wa-l-qamar;
The stars of night and the moon weep over you;58

and by al-Khàrijiyya:59

a-yà shajara l-Khàbùr mà laka mùriqà ka-annaka lam tajza' 'alà Ibn ǎrìf
O trees of the Khàbùr!60 Why are It is as if you did not mourn
you in leaf ? Ibn ˇarìf.

* * *

At Q 44:48, the text reads:

Then pour upon his head the torment of boiling water.

56 Kashshàf iv, 279–80.
57 This is Jarìr ibn 'A†iyya al-Kha†afa (Hudhayfa) ibn Badr (ca. 650–ca. 730),

who “may be considered one of the greatest Islamic-Arabic poets of all time;” cf.
A. Schaade and H. Gaetje, art. “⁄arìr,” in: EI 2 i, 479f.

58 This line is part of a qaßìda composed to elegize the Umayyad caliph 'Umar
II ibn 'Abd al-'Azìz (d. 101/720).

59 The verse is attributed to Laylà bt. ˇarìf who elegized her brother al-Walìd.
He is al-Walìd ibn ˇarìf al-Taghlibì, a Khàrijite who led a rebellion against the
'Abbàsids in the Jazìra in 178/794; he was killed by Hàrùn al-Rashìd’s (d. 193/809)
armies in 179/795; see, for example: M. Canard, art. “al-⁄azìra,” in: EI 2 ii, 524a;
F. Omar, art. “Hàrùn al-Rashìd,” in: EI 2 iii, 233b; W. Madelung and K. Lewinstein,
art. “Íufriyya,” in: EI 2 ix, 767a. His theological-political leanings explain his poet
sister’s nickname.

60 Khàbùr is the name of a river in the Jazìra (where the brother of the poet
led his rebellion). There are, in fact, two rivers in the region that bear the name
Khàbùr, but the one being referred to here is the larger of the two. It is one of
the main affluents of the Euphrates, which it joins near Qarqisiyya. (The other,
often called Khàbùr al-Óasaniyya, after the town bearing this name, is a tributary
of the Tigris.) Lassner notes that the “whole region through which the Khàbùr
flows, and especially its lower course, was renowned for being fertile; its trees are
mentioned in Arabic poetry” ( J. Lassner, art. “‡àbùr,” in: EI 2 iv, 898; see also
Lane, Lexicon iv, 1507, at the root sh-j-r).
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As already noted above, al-Zamakhsharì explains why the verse speaks

of “pouring torment” and says it is by “way of metaphor” (†arìqat
al-isti'àra). He supports this use by a reference to a line of poetry

which has a similar use of metaphor. The source of this verse is not

given; al-Zamakhsharì merely writes, “like his saying (ka-qawlihi ).”

The line reads:

ßubbat 'alayhi ßurùf al-dahr min ßabab—Has had misfortunes poured down
upon him.61

2.5 Question-and-answer

A set pattern in al-Zamakhsharì’s exegesis is the theoretical question-

and-answer format (masà"il wa-ajwiba); in his commentary on these

two suras, this method is employed fifteen times. This is perhaps the

most obvious “structure” in the text. In it al-Zamakhsharì asks a

question, preceded by “If you were to say (in qulta),” and then answers

his question, beginning with “[then] I would say (qultu).”62 His use

of this method is the same: based on the passage being studied, a

question is raised; not infrequently, a passage from elsewhere in the

Quran will be used to highlight in some way the question he is ask-

ing; and in the answer, the matter is settled, often with the help of

yet another quranic verse.

It is in this section especially that one can see al-Zamakhsharì’s
finely tuned mind at work, particularly when he explains apparent

inconsistencies or discrepancies in the revealed text. This is undoubt-

edly good pedagogical method and definitely a more interesting way

to write than simply to expose some point of exegesis. Al-Zamakhsharì’s
questions must have often led his reader to ask: How is he going to

get himself out of this one?

61 Kashshàf iv, 284–5. This is the second line of a poem, the first of which has
two variations I have seen: kam imra" kàna fì (or: kàfì) khaf∂ wa-fì da'a—“Many a
man [living] in (sufficient) ease and tranquility.” Both of the roots, kh-f-∂ and w-d-'
connote: lowering, reducing, putting down, and ßabab from the second line means
an incline, slope, or declivity. The whole image, then, is that of water pouring down
a slope onto lower ground. The poem may also refer to a life of meekness and
limited means.

62 My translation is perhaps more hypothetical than the conditional in would
imply. This question-answer routine is not something new with al-Zamakhsharì. It
was a standard technique of argumentation in mediaeval Islam, to be found in writ-
ings in practically every field of knowledge. Here al-Zamakhsharì uses the tech-
nique for didactic purposes in his exegesis, the field in which it was probably first
employed; cf. H. Daiber, art. “Masà"il wa-A¡wiba,” in: EI 2 vi, 636–9; D. Gimaret,
art. “Radd,” in: EI 2 viii, 362–3.
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The type of question varies and it is hard to classify them rigor-

ously since there is a certain overlap. However, it is possible to make

some distinctions in order to bring out the various themes that al-

Zamakhsharì deals with in the Kashshàf; each will be illustrated by

a few examples. Sometimes the question al-Zamakhsharì raises deals

simply with the meaning of an expression63 or with the understanding

of a structure in the text.64 At Q 44:3 for example, the text reads:

“We have sent it down (anzalnàhu) on a blessed night;” in the com-

mentary the text reads:

If you were to ask, “What does it mean that the Quran was sent down
(inzàl al-Qur"àn) on this night?” then I would say. . . .

and the text continues with the explanation.65 At Q 44:7b, at the

end of verses that speak of the revelation of the Quran, the text

reads: “if you have faith (in kuntum mùqinìna);” the commentary reads:

If you were to say, “What is the meaning of the condition (shar† ): ‘if
you have faith’?” then I would say . . .,

and al-Zamakhsharì replies to his question by developing a short

scenario based on the preceding verses and explaining the condition

in terms of this scenario.66 On other occasions, it is a grammatical

or syntactical question that is raised.67 At Q 44:5b–6a, for example,

in the context of the revelation of the Quran, the text reads: “(We

are ever sending) as a mercy from us.” Here the commentary reads:

If you were to say, “What is ‘(We are ever sending) as a mercy from
us’ connected ( yata'allaqu) with?” then I would say. . . .

and al-Zamakhsharì goes on to give a number of explanations.68 At

Q 44:16, the text reads: yawma nab†ishu l-ba†shata l-kubrà;69 the text

of the Kashshàf reads:

63 As at Q 44:3; 54:23–4.
64 As at Q 44:7b; 54:9, 40.
65 Kashshàf iv, 274. Here al-Zamakhsharì gives the traditional explanation, intro-

duced by “They said (qàlù),” that the Quran was sent down from the seventh heaven
(al-samà" al-sàbi'a) to the nearest heaven (al-samà" al-dunyà), that the recording angels
(al-safara al-kiràm) were then ordered to copy it on the Night of Destiny (laylat al-
qadr), and that the angel Gabriel finally revealed it piecemeal to Mu˙ammad.

66 Kashshàf iv, 275. 
67 As at Q 44:3b–4,5b–6a,16; 54:4–5.
68 Kashshàf iv, 275. Al-Zamakhsharì says that it is possible ( yajùzu) to connect this

phrase with three different passages in the preceding verses.
69 Q 44:16: “Upon the day when We shall assault most mightily.”
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If you were to say, “On account of what (bima) is yawma nab†ishu put
in the accusative (intaßaba)?” then I would say. . . .

followed by the reason.70 Again, sometimes it deals with the logic of

the quranic text; that is, there appears to be a contradiction in the

text.71 At Q 44:48, for example, the text reads: “then pour over his

head the chastisement of boiling water!” The commentary reads:

If you were to say, “Why is it not said, ‘Pour upon his head boiling
water’ as in His word, ‘there shall be poured over their heads boiling
water’ [Q 22:19] since the boiling water is what is poured, not its
chastisement?” then I would say . . .,

and al-Zamakhsharì solves the difficulty.72 Another type of question

is the theological one; the question is prompted by an apparent dis-

crepancy between the text and accepted dogma—in the following

case, that of the inimitable Quran revealed in clear Arabic ('arabì
mubìn). At Q 44:53, the text reads: yalbasùna min sundusin wa-istabraqin

mutaqàbilìna.73 In the commentary the text reads:

If you were to say, “How can it be that a foreign word (lafΩ a'jamì )
appears in the clear Arabic Quran (al-Qur"àn al-'arabì l-mubìn)?” then I
would say . . .,74

and the problem is solved.75 Finally, the question can be complex

and incorporate a number of different elements, as for example at

70 Kashshàf iv, 277–8. Here we see an interesting point of grammar. The entire
verse reads: yawma nab†ishu l-ba†shata l-kubrà innà muntaqimùna (“Upon the day when
We shall assault most mightily, then We shall take Our vengeance”); yawm is an
accusative of time (Ωarf, maf 'ùl fìhi ) and so it is yawma (with a). Al-Zamakhsharì’s
question aims at the syntactical unit that governs this accusative. It is governed, he
says, by what the second part of the verse, innà muntaqimùna (“We shall take Our
vengeance”), points to (dalla 'alayhi ), that is, the verbal sentence nantaqimu, and not
by the second part of the verse itself, which is a separate sentence (it begins with
inna) and, therefore, one that cannot govern an adverb that comes before it. Hence,
a verbal sentence (nantaqimu) is understood to be governing the Ωarf but one that
has been omitted since its meaning is given by the following sentence (innà muntaqimùna).

71 As at Q 44:15,37,48,56.
72 Kashshàf iv, 284–5. This reference has already been met, as an example of al-

Zamakhsharì’s use of one quranic passage to explain another. Al-Zamakhsharì points
out that the torment is poured with the water but that this expression is used by
way of a metaphor since it is more terrifying (ahwal ) and frightening (ahyab).

73 Q 44:53: “robed in silk and brocade, set face to face” (a description of the
God-fearing in Paradise).

74 Sundus and istabraq are the foreign words.
75 Kashshàf iv, 285. Al-Zamakhsharì’s explanation is that since these words are

completely inflected (taßarruf ), they have become Arabic (ta'rìb) and are no longer
foreign.
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Q 44:3576 where the question is raised concerning the first death.

In his answer al-Zamakhsharì again creates a scenario in which the

verse is explained.77

2.6 A Mu'tazilì interpretation of the text

As already noted above, al-Zamakhsharì is considered to have given

a Mu'tazilite interpretation of the Quran. Goldziher says that in the

Kashshàf al-Zamakhsharì “produced a concise fundamental work for

Mu'tazilite Quran interpretation;”78 Smith notes that, “[al-Zamakh-

sharì’s] interpretation of and commentary on the Quran were strongly

influenced by his theological viewpoints;”79 Brockelmann speaks of

the Kashshàf ’s “Mu'tazila bias;”80 Calder, of how al-Zamakhsharì
“notoriously combines [in the Kashshàf ] a meticulous concern for

grammatical nicety with a defence of Mu'tazilì theology,”81 while

McAuliffe refers to it as a “mouthpiece for the dogmas of the

[Mu'tazilites].”82 Going in what appears to be the opposite direction

are Rippin, who says that the Kashshàf, “renowned for its Mu'tazilì
perspective, is distinctive primarily for its special outlook and not for

the presence of an overall theological argument per se, nor for the

quantity of such argumentation;”83 and Gimaret, who writes that the

quranic commentaries of al-ˇùsì (d. 459/1067) and al-ˇabarsì (d. ca.

548/1155) “are overtly Mu'tazilì commentaries, even more so than

the Kaªªàf of al-Zama¶ªarì.”84

The study of Q 44 and Q 54 would tend to support this latter

view, for in his commentary on these two suras, al-Zamakhsharì
makes only one reference to what appears to be a Mu'tazilite tenet

at Q 54:17. The quranic text reads: wa-la-qad yassarnà l-Qur"àna li-
l-dhikri.85 Al-Zamakhsharì explains the passage as follows:

ay sahhalnàhu li-l-iddikàr wa-l-itti'àΩ bi-an sha˙annàhu bi-l-mawà'iΩ al-shàfiya
wa-ßarrafnà fìhi min al-wa'd wa-l-wa' ìd

76 Q 44:35: “There is nothing but our first death; we shall not be revived.”
77 Kashshàf iv, 281–2.
78 Goldziher, Theologie 220.
79 Smith 92f.
80 C. Brockelmann, art. “al-Zama¶ªarì,” in: EI 2 iv, 1205.
81 Calder 103.
82 McAuliffe 53.
83 Rippin 85.
84 D. Gimaret, art. “Mu'tazila,” in: EI 2 vii, 786.
85 Q 54:17: “Now We have made the Quran easy for Remembrance.”
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that is, we have made it easy to remember and to take a warning from,
in that we have filled it with healing exhortations and have dispensed
freely in it of the promise and the threat.

Al-Zamakhsharì begins his commentary, then, by using synonyms to

explain the quranic passage: sahhala (to facilitate, to make easy, to

ease) means the same as yassara in the verse, and iddikàr (to remem-

ber, to think about, to bear in mind) has the same meaning dhikr.

At the same time, however, his explanation goes beyond simple syn-

onyms, for he adds:

and to take a warning from (itti'àΩ).

He then continues:

in that we have filled it with healing exhortations and have dispensed
freely in it of the promise and the threat.

Interestingly enough, this last expression, “the promise and the threat”

(al-wa'd wa-l-wa' ìd ), is one of the five principles of the Mu'tazilite
school of theology.86

Having given an interpretation of the text in line with what would

appear to be his own theological views, al-Zamakhsharì then proceeds

to give two other interpretations of the text; clearly, he is not intent

on having the Mu'tazilite view accepted at all costs. The first of

these views, which “was said (qìla),” is that the Quran has been made

easy to memorize (˙ifΩ) and those who wish to memorize it are helped

to do so; here the accent of the interpretation is on the understanding

of the word dhikr—it means ˙ifΩ.87 Secondly, al-Zamakhsharì says it

86 The Mu'tazilites were known as the People of (Divine) Unity and Justice (ahl
al-taw˙ìd wa-l-'adl ) because of their views on the divine attributes and on how God
should treat his creatures. They had, in fact, five principles (al-ußùl al-khamsa) but
the other three were derivative of these two, divine unity and justice. One of the
remaining three principles was known as “the promise and the threat (al-wa'd wa-
l-wa' ìd );” this meant that God must necessarily reward the good and punish the
wicked in the next life. However, the accent was on the second part only, the eter-
nal damnation of the sinner who did not repent. Van Ess gives the “eternal pun-
ishment of the ‘transgressor’” as the third principle of the founding father, Abù
l-Hudhayl (van Ess 225); and Gimaret writes that by al-wa'd wa-l-wa' ìd “is under-
stood that on account of the ‘threat’ uttered against him in the ur"àn, every
Muslim guilty of a serious offence, who dies without repentance, will suffer for eter-
nity the torments of Hell” (Gimaret, Mu'tazila 786).

87 Before ending his comments on the passage, al-Zamakhsharì returns to stress
the validity of this interpretation. He says that it is related ( yurwà) that, “the peo-
ples of [other] religions (ahl al-adyàn)” recite their books only by looking at them
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is possible that the passage also means ( yajùzu an yakùna l-ma'nà) that

the Quran has been made ready for remembrance (hayya"nàhu li-l-
dhikr); the accent is on the idea of making remembering the Quran

easy by specifically preparing it for this purpose.88 Having presented

what could be said about this passage, both Mu'tazilite and other

in meaning, al-Zamakhsharì then moves on to the next verse.

Within the framework of the traditional tafsìr musalsal, then, al-

Zamakhsharì seems willing to offer his readers a Mu'tazilite inter-

pretation of a passage when the opportunity presents itself but, even

then, he does not necessarily do so; nor does he go into a devel-

oped theological interpretation when he does. In fact, as his com-

mentary on Q 54:17 illustrates, a Mu'tazilite interpretation of a

passage might only be one of several that he offers his readers. He

cannot, therefore, be accused of being excessively Mu'tazilite in his

exegesis or of using the Kashshàf as a means of promoting the doc-

trines of this school.89

3 Conclusions and perspectives

This study has allowed us to look over al-Zamakhsharì’s shoulder

and see how he composed the Kashshàf. Having studied in detail a

part of what al-Zamakhsharì says in his commentary, it is time to

offer a few concluding remarks that open perspectives for future

research.

First of all, the Kashshàf is tafsìr musalsal, basically a running com-

mentary on the revealed text; it has nothing specific about it in this

regard. When it comes to method, al-Zamakhsharì does not stand

out in any respect, either as a commentator or a Mu'tazilite. He

employs many of the traditional techniques and sources that were

at his disposal, like other commentators before and after him: gram-

mar and lexis; tafsìr al-Qur"àn bi-l-Qur"àn and masà"il wa-ajwiba; vari-

ant quranic readings, occasions of revelation, poetry and traditions.90

and that they do not memorize them as do the Muslims with the Quran. He gives,
as examples, the books of the Jews and the Christians (na˙w al-Tawràt wa-l-Injìl ).

88 Kashshàf iv, 436.
89 It is enough to skim through the Kashshàf to realize that there are no long

excurses on any topic; the most that can be hoped for is a series of explanations,
interpretations or variations of the passage under scrutiny.

90 Although it was not incorporated into this paper, research carried out for it
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Describing the Kashshàf as a Mu'tazilite commentary may give an

inaccurate impression for it attributes to the entire commentary what

is applicable to only a small part of it. The study of Q 44 and Q

54 reveals, in fact, a rather insignificant amount of Mu'tazilite the-

ology in the commentary on these two suras (and in the one case

concerned, other explanations of the passage are also provided). It

might be more accurate to say, then, that the Kashshàf is a com-

mentary composed by a Mu'tazilite. Al-Zamakhsharì’s goal, then, is

not primarily a Mu'tazilite theological interpretation of the Quran;

nor is his goal in any explicit and sustained way the demonstration

of the revealed book’s rhetorical grandeur and inimitability (i'jàz al-
Qur"àn), as maintained by Goldziher and Brockelmann.91 Even if these

elements are to be found in the Kashshàf, the amount of grammatical

and lexical material to be found therein is much more important;

furthermore, the text is sprinkled generously, if not inundated, with

grammatical terminology that stands out clearly. These indicate that

al-Zamakhsharì’s main concern in the Kashshàf in not his Mu'tazilism.

What, then, can be said about the specificity of the Kashshàf ?

There is no need to doubt that al-Zamakhsharì was writing his com-

mentary with a goal in mind, the explanation of the revealed text;

that is why the Kashshàf is tafsìr. However, just as al-ˇabarì (d. 310/

923), the historian, or al-Sulamì (d. 412/1021), the mystic, explained

the Quran in their way, so al-Zamakhsharì, the grammarian and

man of letters from Khwàrazm, explained it in his way.92 His expla-

nation of the quranic text reflects, therefore, his interests: grammar

shows a staggering use of ˙adìth by al-Zamakhsharì in his commentary. 'Abdallàh
ibn Yùsuf al-Zayla'ì (d. 762/1361) and Ibn Óajar al-'Asqalànì (d. 852/1449) both
composed works (takhrìj a˙àdìth) based on the traditions that were to be found in
the Kashshàf. A cursory glance at al-Zayla'ì’s work shows that in the Kashshàf al-
Zamakhsharì makes reference to reports that go back to the Prophet on about
1,340 occasions. In the two suras studied here there is only a total of about fifteen
˙adìths, a number that pales in comparison with the nearly one hundred and fifty
to be found in Sùrat al-Baqara (Q 2).

91 Goldziher, Richtungen 120–2; Brockelmann 1205.—The study of al-Zamakhsharì’s
commentary on Q 44 and Q 54 (and other suras that were examined elsewhere)
does not corroborate Brockelmann’s statement that al-Zamakhsharì “devotes spe-
cial attention to pointing out rhetorical beauties and thus supporting the doctrine
of the i '¡àz of the ur"àn.” In fact, nowhere in his commentary on these suras
does al-Zamakhsharì speak specifically about the rhetorical beauty of a passage or
even use the expression i 'jàz (al-Qur"àn).

92 For al-ˇabarì and al-Sulamì, see C.E. Bosworth, art. “al-ˇabarì,” in: EI 2 x,
11–5; and G. Böwering, art. “al-Sulamì,” in: EI 2 ix, 811–2.
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and lexis, poetry and belles-lettres.93 He was not a theologian (ußùlì ).
Likewise, his exegesis is a response to the perceived needs of his fel-

low countrymen, as stated in an embellished and occasionally opaque

manner in the muqaddima to the Kashshàf, for they had begged him

to compose a Quran commentary.94 By employing all the traditional

methods and personal scholarship at his disposal, al-Zamakhsharì
creates an original composition that responds to the needs of his

milieu, while remaining intimately connected to both the tradition

of tafsìr and his own fields of interest and expertise.

93 A comparison of al-Zamakhsharì’s grammatical work, the Nukat al-a'ràb fì gharìb
al-i 'ràb, with the Kashshàf reveals an important number of identical passages com-
mon to both, that deal with grammatical and lexical matters. It is not certain which
work was written first and became the source for the other. It is even possible that
the common material is based on notes that existed before either book was written.

94 Kashshàf i, 43–4. Al-Zamakhsharì says, in fact, that he had initially tried to
avoid the task, knowing what was required of one seeking to accomplish it and see-
ing the level to which knowledge of the Arabic linguistic sciences had sunk.
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CHAPTER FIFTEEN

THE FIRST ISLAMIC REVOLT IN MAMLÙK

COLLECTIVE MEMORY: IBN BAKR’S (D. 1340)

PORTRAYAL OF THE THIRD CALIPH 'UTHMÀN*

Heather Keaney

The revolt against the third caliph 'Uthmàn ibn 'Affàn in 35 A.H./656

C.E. was a cataclysmic event in Islamic history. It marked the end

of the religio-political balance established by Mu˙ammad and inau-

gurated the debate over and quest for authentic Islamic government.

It was the first revolt and regicide by Muslims against a Muslim

ruler. It also led to a series of events that brought about civil war

and an end to the Caliphate of the Rashidùn (the Rightly-guided

Caliphs) and the permanent division between Sunnite and Shiite

Islam. Finally, the two sides in the revolt came to represent in Islamic

collective memory and political discourse one of the key tensions in

Islamic government—justice vs. unity of the community.

In addition to its historical significance, the imagery of 'Uthmàn’s

murder was graphic and moving in such a way that it could take

on greater symbolic significance in Islamic collective imagination. For

example, considering the description of 'Uthmàn’s death, one reads:

The attackers entered his room and one stabbed him in the face with
a stake and 'Uthmàn said, In the name of God! I put my trust in Him.
And then the blood flowed down onto his beard and trickled onto the
Quran that was between his hands. For he had been reading the
Quran and saying Praise God the Almighty when the blood flowed onto
the Quran and gurgled up and stopped his speech. The Quran closed
and together they struck him as a group. God have mercy upon him.1

* Parts of this chapter were presented in my paper “Representations of Regicide:
'Uthmàn ibn 'Affàn in Mamlùk Memory” given at the annual conference of the
Middle East Studies Association in November, 2000 in Orlando, Florida. Research
for the conference paper and this chapter was funded by the Stephen and Eloise
Hay Fellowship from the Department of History at the University of California,
Santa Barbara (1998–1999) and the Fulbright Commission (2000–2001).

1 Mu˙ammad ibn Ya˙yà al-Ash'arì: al-Tam˙ìd wa-l-bayàn fì maqtal al-shahìd 'Uthmàn
ibn 'Affàn, Cairo: Dàr al-kuttub al-Mißriyya, 134.
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The contrast between 'Uthmàn’s piety and the attackers’ aggres-

sion evidenced here could be manipulated to emphasize or down-

play one or the other. In this way, the symbolic power of the event

could be continually re-interpreted and re-deployed as a commen-

tary on the revolt and the tensions behind it. For example, T. El-

Hibri has argued that through their narration of regicide accounts,

'Abbàsid chroniclers, like al-ˇabarì (d. 310/923), were addressing a

contemporary core moral problem, “namely whether it is legitimate

to use force to depose a reigning monarch, and how this political

upheaval can bring a social and religious shakeup in the life and

fate of the community.”2 El-Hibri’s comparative analysis of regicide

accounts reflects recent developments in the field of Islamic histori-

ography. The comparative analysis in this article also benefits from

these same developments and pushes their application beyond 'Abbàsid
historiography by comparing three different portrayals of the revolt

against 'Uthmàn in Mamlùk (1250–1517) period sources.

Historiographical studies were slow to develop in the field of Islamic

history, in large part because of the nature of Arabic historical writ-

ing. Rather than writing a single, smooth narrative, the first uni-

versal chroniclers of the 3rd and 4th A.H. (9th and 10th C.E.)

centuries kept their sources in the form of independent accounts

(akhbàr, sing. khabar). These were separated by the chain of trans-

mitters (asànìd, sing. isnàd ) that traced the report from the chroni-

cler back to the first narrator of the account, usually an eye-witness

or contemporary of the event. The resulting presence of contradic-

tory accounts side-by-side in the chronicles made these historians

appear to be nothing more than compilers of earlier sources who

did not provide any detectable, overarching interpretive framework.

Consequently, it was believed new questions and concerns did not

enter the historical discourse, making historiographical studies largely

irrelevant for understanding the contemporary milieu of the chron-

iclers themselves.

In the last twenty years, however, close analysis of the akhbàr and

asànìd in the 'Abbàsid chronicles of the 9th and 10th centuries has

revealed that historians could indeed present their own opinion of

events through how they selected, arranged, and edited the earlier

accounts. In this way, chroniclers could retain the authority of the

2 T. El-Hibri, Reinterpreting Islamic Historiography (1999), 84.
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earliest sources, while at the same time have what S. Leder has

called “unavowed authorship.”3 Recognition of the authorial role of

chroniclers has on the one hand undermined faith in the historical

reliability of the akhbàr and the asànìd, but at the same time has

enhanced historiographical studies through the use of a literary crit-

ical method to uncover topoi, themes and narrative structures that

can tell us a great deal about the role of historical writing in con-

ceptualizing and transmitting images of a sacred past.4 Uncovering

the narratives, however, requires looking at the chronicle as a whole

or in comparison with other chronicles in order to see what liber-

ties the author has taken with the sources in terms of selection and

editing. Numerous studies along these lines have increased our appre-

ciation for the Arabic historians’ ability to maintain the apparent

authoritativeness of the earliest accounts through the khabar and isnàd
format, while at the same time engaging in a creative process of

reinterpretation that reflects their own views.5 Thus far, however,

such studies have focused almost exclusively on chronicles from the

'Abbàsid period.

Although it is now generally accepted that “a methodical reading

of an event discloses the intentions and strategies of an astute Muslim

historian,”6 this approach has not been as readily applied to chron-

icles after the 'Abbàsid period.7 This is in part due, once again, to

the nature of medieval Arab historical writing. As the historians of

the 9th and 10th centuries appeared to be primarily compilers, so

those of the later medieval period appeared to be merely para-

phrasing and summarizing the syntheses of al-ˇabarì and his con-

temporaries, while focusing their attention on more topical events.8

This view was supported by the assumption that with the collapse

of 'Abbàsid authority, medieval Muslim historians were unable to

3 S. Leder, The Literary use of the Khabar (1992), 284 passim.
4 R.S. Humphreys, Qur"anic Myth and Narrative Structure in Early Islamic

Historiography (1989); T. Khalidi, Arabic Historical Thought in the Classical Period (1994);
A. Noth, The Early Arabic Historical Tradition: A Source Critical Study (1994); S. Günther,
Modern Literary Theory Applied to Classical Arabic Texts (2000), S. Leder (n. 3).

5 J. Lassner, Islamic Revolution and Historical Memory (1986); T. Abdelkader, ˇabarì
on the Companions of the Prophet (1999); M.Q. Zaman, Religion and Politics under
the Early 'Abbàsids (1997); A. Afsaruddin, In Praise of the Caliphs (1999), S.C. Judd,
Ghaylan al-Dimashqi (1999); El-Hibri (n. 2).

6 Abdelkader, ˇabarì on the Companions of the Prophet, 209.
7 One long-standing and noteworthy exception to this is D. Spellberg’s Politics,

Gender, and the Islamic Past: The Legacy of 'À"isha" Bint Abì Bakr (1994).
8 R.S. Humphreys, art. “Ta"rìkh,” in: EI 2 x (2000), 271–283.
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reconcile current political realities with the ideals of the early Islamic

community. Consequently, it was believed they remained silent about

the tensions, no longer engaged their early history, and merely para-

phrased previous authorities.

This article, however, will demonstrate that medieval Islamic his-

torians and biographers continued to communicate their own inter-

pretation of the pivotal events and characters of the Rashidùn

Caliphate through the careful editing of their sources.9 Moreover, a

comparative analysis of portrayals of the revolt against 'Uthmàn in

Mamlùk chronicles suggests that concern for the ideals of justice and

unity embodied in the early Islamic community may have been re-

invigorated in the face of the crises of the 7th/13th century.10 Among

these were the Crusader, Tatar and Mongol invasions, the latter of

which also brought about the end of the 'Abbàsid Caliphate with

the sacking of Baghdad in 658/1258. The Mamlùks who came to

power in Egypt and Syria at this same time were warrior slaves from

Central Asia, who ruled by military might—a far cry from the religio-

political ideals of the early community and caliphate.11 All of these

challenges to the notions of an Islamic polity combined to create a

general sense of crisis which in turn encouraged what T. Khalidi

terms a “then and now” historical perspective with earlier moments

of crisis in Islamic history.12

That this was indeed the case is supported by a 250-page long

biography of 'Uthmàn ibn 'Affàn written in 699/1299 by Mu˙am-

mad ibn Ya˙yà ibn Abì Bakr (d. 741/1340). It is entitled Al-Tamhìd
wa-l-bayàn fì maqtal al-shahìd 'Uthmàn ibn 'Affàn (“An introduction and

elucidation of the death of the martyr 'Uthmàn ibn 'Affàn”).13 There

9 This view is supported by F.M. Donner’s article: 'Uthmàn and the Ràshidùn
Caliphs in Ibn 'Asàkir’s Ta"rìkh madinat dimashq (2001).

10 This opinion is supported by several related and recently published studies. 
L. Wiederhold, Legal-Religious Elite, Temporal Authority, and the Caliphate in
Mamluk Society (1999); L. Wiederhold, Blasphemy Against the Prophet Muhammad
and His Companions (Sabb al-rusùl, sabb al-ßa˙àba) (1997); Abou El Fadl, Rebellion &
Violence in Islamic Law (2001).

11 Further contextualization of the literary analysis offered here is beyond the
scope of this article, although I will offer some suggestions in the conclusion. Placing
the historiographic discourse on the revolt against 'Uthmàn within its changing his-
torical contexts is the subject of my dissertation Remembering Rebellion: 'Uthmàn b.
'Affàn in Medieval Islamic Historiography (2003).

12 Khalidi 184.
13 This manuscript is from the Ottoman period and is the only known copy. Dr.

Ma˙mùd Zàyid of the American University in Beirut published an edited version
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is an entry for Mu˙ammad ibn Ya˙yà in the biographical dictio-

nary of noteworthy figures of the 8th/14th century, Durar al-kàmina

by Ibn Óajar al-'Asqalànì (d. 1449). Here his name appears as

Mu˙ammad ibn Ya˙yà ibn Mu˙ammad ibn Ya˙yà ibn A˙mad ibn

Mu˙ammad ibn Bakr ibn Sa'd al-Ash'arì al-Màlikì, commonly known

as Ibn Bakr.14 His dates are given as 674–741/1275–1340. Thus we

know that he wrote this work when he was about twenty-five years

old and probably when he was a student in Cairo or the Óijàz.
From al-'Asqalànì we learn, however, that the author was actually

of Andalusian origin, was among the leaders of the 'ulamà" there,

and was known for his administration of justice and readings in

˙adìth, dates, and lineage. He traveled throughout Syria, the Óijàz,
and Egypt and then returned to al-Andalus. He became a shaykh in

his hometown of Malaga and was later appointed to be its qà∂ì. In
the year 737/1336 he was invested with the office of preacher and

judge in Granada.15

Al-'Asqalànì’s entry is a summary of that found in Ibn al-Kha†ìb’s

(d. 1375) “History of Granada.”16 This same entry is also quoted in

the later Andalusian chronicle Naf˙ al-†ìb by al-Maqqarì (d. 1631/2).

From al-Maqqarì we learn that Lisàn al-Dìn studied with Ibn Bakr

when he was the qà∂ì in Granada. Ibn Bakr died “a martyr,” along

with Lisàn al-Dìn’s father, in the battle of Salado or Tarifa in 741/

1340—the “greatest single reverse suffered by the Muslim cause in

Spain until the final loss of Granada in 1492.”17

In this article, Ibn Bakr’s portrayal of 'Uthmàn will be compared

with that found in the narratives of two better known, though perhaps

of the manuscript in 1964 (see bibliography). I did not become aware of this edi-
tion until I had completed my own work with the Dàr al-Kutub manuscript. I have
seen Dr. Zàyid’s edition and we rely on the same sources for information about
the author and he offers no comment on where or why Ibn Bakr would write such
a work. Moreover, he does not include in his edition the last fifteen pages from
the Dàr al-Kutub al-Mißriyya ms. These pages are primarily an attack on the Shiite
sect of the Ràfi∂ites. M. Zàyid states that he has not published these pages because
he has chosen to focus on the 'Uthmàn material. Nonetheless, one cannot help but
wonder if the situation in Beirut in the 1960s may have contributed to this decision. 

14 A footnote in al-Maqqarì, Naf˙ al-†ìb, Beirut: Dàr al-Fikar, 1986, addresses the
slight difference in the names and that, although his name was Ibn Abì Bakr, the
Abù was dropped and he was known as Ibn Bakr. 

15 Secall, Rulers and Qadis 247, cites Ibn Bakr as an example of a just qà∂ì.
16 Ibn al-Kha†ìb, Lisàn al-Dìn: Al-I˙à†a fì ahkbàr Gharnà†a, Cairo: Maktabat al-

Fanjì, 1973.
17 L.P. Harvey, Islamic Spain (1990), 190.
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less colorful, historians from the Mamlùk period: al-Dhahabì (d.

748/1348) whose history is entitled Ta"rìkh al-Islàm and Ibn Kathìr
(d. 774/1373), author of the universal chronicle Al-Bidàya wa-l-nihàya.18

Although al-Dhahabì was born, taught, and died in Damascus, he

spent most of his time studying law and tradition with Shàfi'ì schol-

ars in Mamlùk Cairo. This is also where he began Ta"rìkh al-Islàm.

Upon al-Dhahabì’s death, Ibn Kathìr succeeded him as teacher of

˙adìth in Damascus. Although also trained in the Shàfi'ì school of

law, early in his career Ibn Kathìr fell under the influence of the

Óanbalì jurist, Ibn Taymiyya (d. 728/1327–8), and was, at his request,

buried next to Ibn Taymiyya.19 By comparing these three works, we

can see how through the editing process each historian becomes the

author of his own narrative of the revolt against 'Uthmàn. The range

of emphases in these narratives, in turn points to an ongoing dia-

logue about whether 'Uthmàn’s actions justified his forceful removal

from office and murder and the related question of whether it is

ever legitimate to use force against a ruler.

The three portrayals of 'Uthmàn discussed below reflect a spec-

trum of interpretations on authority, rebellion, and regicide. Although

each narrative includes a standard corpus of material on the events

of the revolt, each varies in the context, explanation, and interpre-

tation the historian provides for these events. Consequently, very

subtle, yet distinct emphases can be detected in their narratives. Al-

Dhahabì claims that regardless of the ruler, a revolt, even to restore

religious principles, is not justified. In contrast, Ibn Kathìr leaves

open the possibility for the unjust Imàm to be killed as an act of

judgment by God—but ultimately defends 'Uthmàn as a just Imàm.

Ibn Bakr argues that 'Uthmàn was not only just, but the ideal of

piety and probity. These three positions are illustrated through the

way each author explains the revolt, defends 'Uthmàn and describes

the final stages of the siege and murder.

18 Al-Dhahabì, Ta"rìkh al-Islàm, Beirut: Dàr al-Kitàb al-'Arabì, 1987; and Isma'ìl
ibn 'Umar Ibn Kathìr: al-Bidàya wa’l-nihàya, Beirut: Dàr al-Hiyà" al-'Arabì, 1989.

19 H. Laoust: art. “Ibn Kathìr,” in: EI 2, iii, 817–18. 
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1 Ibn Bakr

In order to understand why Ibn Bakr would feel the need to write

such a lengthy treatise on 'Uthmàn in 699/1299, it is probably best

to start with his own explanation. After giving praise to God, Ibn

Bakr summarizes the content of his work as follows:

In this book, I recall the death (maßra' ) of the martyred Imàm of the
two lights,20 'Uthmàn ibn 'Affàn, and his circumstances and some of
his just conduct, and this without divergence and partisan fanaticism.
Rather I relate what the community of 'ulamà" have transmitted in
their books and histories.21

He then mentions specifically Ibn Sa'd’s ǎbaqàt, Sayf ibn 'Umar’s

Kitàb al-Futù˙, Abù Bakr Mu˙ammad ibn al-Óusayn’s Kitàb al-Sharì 'a,
Ibn al-Athìr’s Ta"rìkh, and others. Thus he claims to offer his reader

an unbiased survey of the literature on 'Uthmàn ibn 'Affàn. Ibn

Bakr also provides the chains of transmission for most of his accounts,

and it is through these that we can gauge more accurately his intent

by analyzing which particular accounts he chose from the sources

available to him.

In terms of the revolt, Ibn Bakr relied predominantly on accounts

based on the authority of Sayf ibn 'Umar (d. ca. 180/796). This is

a little surprising since accounts based on Sayf ibn 'Umar rarely

appear in the historical narratives after al-ˇabarì.22 On the other

hand, it is not surprising at all since the Sayf accounts generally

defend 'Uthmàn. Sayf ’s reliability as a historical source, however,

has long been debated. R.S. Humphreys has called his accounts a

“Sunday school version” of the first fitna (trial, civil strife), one in

which the Companions of the Prophet are isolated from communal

divisions and personal antagonisms and the tragic outcome of the

revolt is blamed on fringe, heretical groups. On the other hand, 

E. Landau-Tasseron has argued recently that there is no reason to

consider Sayf any less reliable than his contemporaries.23 In his history

20 The “possessor of the two lights” (dhù l-nurayn) was an honorary title given to
'Uthmàn because the Prophet Mu˙ammad gave him two of his daughters in mar-
riage. In all of human history, 'Uthmàn is the only one to have this distinction.

21 Ibn Bakr 1.
22 One noteworthy exception to this is K. al-Ghazawàt by another Andalusian,

Ibn Hubaysh (d. 1188).
23 Humphreys: Translator’s Foreword, in: The History of al-Tabari xv (The Crisis of

the Early Caliphate), 1990; and E. Landau-Tasseron, Sayf ibn 'Umar in Medieval and
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of the revolt, al-ˇabarì juxtaposed accounts by Sayf ibn 'Umar with

those by al-Wàqidì (d. 207/822), who is critical of 'Uthmàn. Unlike

al-ˇabarì, however, Ibn Bakr included almost no accounts based on

al-Wàqidì. Consequently, Ibn Bakr’s reliance on accounts attributed

to Sayf ibn 'Umar produces a one-sided coverage of the events that

makes his work almost hagiographical in its defense of 'Uthmàn. In

fact, Ibn Bakr’s text is hard to categorize; he constructs a narrative

that is part history, part biography, part anti-Shiite polemic.

Ibn Bakr divides his manuscript into twelve thematic and chrono-

logical chapters. These are as follows:

1. His lineage, children and wives;

2. His conversion to Islam and pilgrimage;

3. The oath of loyalty and the story of his shùrà;24

4. Treatment of his authority, what was held against him and what

happened during his caliphate;

5. Those who set out against him and besieged him;

6. What was said by those who wanted to remove him and his

response;

7. His murder and the site of his burial;

8. The extent of his sunna and caliphate;

9. His characteristics and clothes;

10. His habits and virtues;

11. What the poets say about him, and

12. Proclamation of what happened to those who killed 'Uthmàn or

defended him.

In this article, I draw on material from chapters four through seven.

These chapters on the revolt, siege, and murder make up exactly

half of the manuscript.

In his explanation for the revolt, Ibn Bakr emphasizes 'Uthmàn’s

decisive leadership and blames the revolt on the spread of heresy

and discontent. In chapter four, Ibn Bakr addresses the political and

religious complaints that are commonly held against 'Uthmàn. Or

rather he dismisses them.

Modern Scholarship (1990). Debates over the historicity of accounts transmitted by
Sayf are in many ways a case study for ongoing concerns about akhbàr in general
(n. 4).

24 The consultative body of six men appointed by 'Umar ibn al-Kha††àb to elect
the next caliph.
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The most common criticism of 'Uthmàn is that he removed Com-

panions of the Prophet from governorships in Kufa, Basra, and Egypt

and replaced them with members from his own family and tribe.

The problem was not just nepotism, but the belief or implication

that he was reasserting pre-Islamic authority structures based on

tribal affiliation over primacy in Islam. Ibn Bakr, however, makes

few references to these accusations and concerns, and, when he does,

it is to dismiss and undermine them. He relies on accounts that

describe the problems in the garrison towns of Kufa and Basra as

stemming from personal antagonisms between leaders in these cities.

'Uthmàn replaced the governors in an effort to solve these disputes

and in response to the people’s request. It is never mentioned that

the people he removed were Companions of the Prophet or that the

men he appointed were members of his tribe or that the people later

held this against him. Instead, 'Uthmàn comes across as a concerned

ruler, doing all he can to ensure sound and just government. When

problems continued and the people redirected their anger at 'Uthmàn
himself, rather than their governors, Ibn Bakr attributes this to either

the spread of religious heresies or the machinations of disgruntled

ex-governors.

The groups that actually departed from Kufa, Basra, and Egypt

to confront 'Uthmàn and eventually besieged and murdered him

were, according to Ibn Bakr, from a heretical fringe group rather

than representatives of a group with any legitimate religious or polit-

ical grievance. Ibn Bakr addresses this in chapter five. This chapter

is roughly equivalent to the events of year thirty-four and thirty-five

A.H. in the chronicles. Ibn Bakr begins the chapter with the story

of 'Abdallàh ibn Sabà", a Jew, who was spreading the heretical teach-

ing of the second coming of the Prophet Mu˙ammad. Ibn Bakr

spends some time on how this heresy was spreading through the

garrison towns, and was especially successful in Egypt. Followers of

this heresy, the Sabà"iyya, wrote back and forth and then decided

to meet in Medina to confer on how they would proceed. This then

is Ibn Bakr’s explanation for the first group of “dissidents” who

approached 'Uthmàn; it is a heretical fringe group rather than one

upset with 'Uthmàn or his policies.

When the Sabà"iyya arrived in Medina, 'Uthmàn sent envoys to

see what they wanted. The dissidents summarized their plan to the

messengers as follows:
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We want to mention to him certain misdeeds we have already planted
in the hearts of the people. Then we will return to them and pretend
that we had forced him to acknowledge these things, but that he did
not depart from them or repent. After that we will depart as if we
are going on the pilgrimage until we arrive in [Medina]. We will sur-
round him and depose him, and if he refuses, we will kill him.25

With one stroke Ibn Bakr discredits the more common narrative of

events that 'Uthmàn had committed innovations, was confronted by

a representative group from the garrison towns, repented to them

and then did not follow through and change his behavior.

Ibn Bakr continues to give only one interpretation of events, one

that defends 'Uthmàn’s character and policies, when he dismisses

the last serious charge held against 'Uthmàn—the letter he suppos-

edly wrote to the Egyptian governor ordering him to kill the lead-

ers of the dissident group upon their return to Egypt. When the

band of Sabà"iyya broke up and headed for their respective towns,

the group returning to Egypt came upon a messenger carrying this

letter. The letter had 'Uthmàn’s seal on it and was carried by one

of his servants riding one of his camels. In most narratives, regard-

less of how they explain this event, it is seen as the turning point

in the rebellion. Often it is upon this point that the debate over

whether 'Uthmàn’s actions justified rebellion and ultimately regicide

is determined. Upon discovery of the letter, the Egyptians returned

to Medina, laid siege to 'Uthmàn and ultimately killed him. However,

just as Ibn Bakr discredited the first delegation, he dismisses this crit-

ical event as another conspiracy.

According to Ibn Bakr, the dissidents left Medina the first time

only as a ploy to throw off those who were defending 'Uthmàn so

they could return and besiege the city. When 'Alì went out to ask

why they had returned—the point at which we would expect to hear

about the discovery of the incriminating letter—Ibn Bakr reveals the

story of the letter to be nothing but a fabrication and an excuse.

He provides only one account of the event. In it 'Alì points out to

the band that it was impossible for the group from Basra and Kufa

to have known that the Egyptians found such a letter and so the

fact that they had all returned to Medina together meant it had to

have been a conspiracy they planned before they left Medina the

first time. The dissidents responded:

25 Ibn Bakr 92.
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Explain it however you wish. We reject this man ['Uthmàn]. Let him
be removed from us!26

According to Ibn Bakr’s version then, the revolt against 'Uthmàn is

not a revolt at all, but a plot by a few malcontents and heretics who

acted deceptively and without popular support.

It is clear that Ibn Bakr’s entire explanation for the revolt is also

a defense of 'Uthmàn. He links his defense of 'Uthmàn personally

with a defense of the principle of the unity of the community. For

example, in Ibn Bakr’s narrative, 'Uthmàn’s advisors repeatedly urge

him to use force against the rebels, but 'Uthmàn refuses, insisting

he will not be the first to bring bloodshed into the Prophet’s com-

munity. 'Uthmàn then warns the besiegers that if they kill him the

community will be permanently divided and they will never pray

together again, or wage war together or divide booty together. This

argument appears in all the histories and is part of the canon on

the revolt against 'Uthmàn. But Ibn Bakr also emphasizes the impor-

tance of unity by putting it in the context of the battle between good

and evil, sin and obedience.

He argues for 'Uthmàn’s overall righteousness in contrast to 

the rebels’ sinfulness when he records Laylà bint 'Umays’ following

observation:

Verily the lamp consumes itself as it gives light to the people. Do not sin in a
matter that you may bring on to someone who has not sinned against you. This
matter that you are pursuing today will affect someone else tomorrow. Beware lest
your deeds today become a source of grief to you. But they were obstinate and
went off in anger, saying, We will not forget what 'Uthmàn has done to us.
She responded, He did nothing to you except to compel you to obey God.27

This is a powerful image of 'Uthmàn’s role as the lamp giving light

to the community. It contrasts his righteousness to the rebels’ sin-

fulness. Furthermore, beyond the permanent division of the com-

munity, 'Uthmàn later warns the rebels that they will be destroyed

by God just like the sinful in the days of Noah and Lot. Ibn Bakr

concludes the chapter with an account of 'Uthmàn’s last sermon in

which he stated:

26 Ibid. 101.
27 Ibid. 121.
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Beware lest God’s [favor towards you] be altered: cling to your com-
munity ( jamà"a) and do not be divided into factions. “Remember God’s
blessing upon you when you were enemies, and He brought your
hearts together, so that by His blessings you became brothers”.28

This final statement is from a quranic verse that reminds his listen-

ers that the creation of the unified Islamic community is an act of

God and a confirmation of His blessing.

In his chapter on the siege itself, Ibn Bakr contrasts 'Uthmàn’s

piety with the attackers’ violence. Ibn Bakr drives home the com-

parison between 'Uthmàn and his attackers when he describes how

the rebels responded to his final sermon by throwing stones at him

and his supporters in the mosque of the Prophet in Medina. They

eventually knocked 'Uthmàn from the pulpit and he was carried into

his house unconscious. It is at this point that the siege or “battle of

the house” begins. Earlier Ibn Bakr discredited the rebels as reli-

gious heretics; he now describes them as a group of bandits moti-

vated by bloodlust and greed. Ibn Bakr portrays 'Uthmàn repeatedly

urging his supporters to return to their homes and refrain from vio-

lence, while he points out that 'Uthmàn’s besiegers did not even

permit him water to drink and savagely assaulted a woman who

tried to bring him water. The Sayf account points out that not even

the infidels behave so inhumanely.

Ibn Bakr continues to rely on the accounts by Sayf ibn 'Umar

and presents a very dramatic picture of the murder. However, he

also augments the Sayf accounts with others so that his narrative of

the murder goes on for ten pages. As in the siege, the emphasis is

on 'Uthmàn’s piety in contrast to his attackers’ aggression. He dwells

for some time on the image of 'Uthmàn weeping and praying as he

read the Quran.

During those days 'Uthmàn took up the Quran in tears, praying and
keeping the text beside him. When he became fatigued he would sit
up and read in it, for people used to regard reciting the Quran as a
form of worship. Meantime, his defenders, whom he had restrained,
were between him and the door. When the Egyptians remained unable
to break in, though no one was keeping them away from the door,
they brought fire and set the door and the portico ablaze. . . . Then,
as 'Uthmàn prayed, the men in the house rose up and fended off [the
assailants].29

28 Ibid. 113; Q 3:98 (trans. by A˙mad 'Alì, Princeton: Princeton University Press,
1984).

29 Ibid. 126. This is identical to a Sayf account in al-ˇabarì.
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Ibn Bakr goes on to highlight how 'Uthmàn was able to recite the

Quran without making any mistakes despite the fierce battle that

was raging around him. He also draws out the details of the battle

in order to emphasize the amount of support for 'Uthmàn and the

dedication of his defenders. He gives several accounts detailing how

when the rebels finally did break in, they were unable to kill 'Uthmàn
after they saw him and talked to him.

Once someone was finally able to strike the first blow, Ibn Bakr

contrasts 'Uthmàn’s piety and the attacker’s brutality. Another Sayf

account later on states two men rose up and attacked 'Uthmàn, and

one of them:

Struck him with an iron tool he was carrying and kicked the Quran
with his foot. The Sacred Text flew over, dropping into 'Uthmàn’s
hands and his blood flowed upon it. Sùdàn ibn Óumràn came up to
strike him, and Nà"ila bt. al-Faràfißa bent over him and warded off
the sword with her hand. He aimed at her and struck off her fingers.
As she turned to flee, he fondled her hips and said: How large your but-
tocks are! Then he struck 'Uthmàn and killed him.30

The Sayf account continues to describe the attackers’ aggression and

also focuses on their greed. According to this narrative, the rebels

pillaged the house and drove out those who lived there and then

ran through the house grabbing anything they could find, even what

was on the women. The account concludes with the rebels crying out:

Seize the public treasury! No one must get there ahead of you! The guards of
the public treasury—in which there were but two sacks—heard their
voices and said: Run! These people are only after worldly goods. They fled,
while [the rebels] came to the Treasury and pillaged it.

By portraying the attackers in this way, Ibn Bakr reveals them to

be not representatives of a political rebellion, or even of a religious

movement, but rather mere bandits out for booty.31 Ibn Bakr mar-

ginalizes the rebels in order to defend 'Uthmàn, but also so he can

claim there were no divisions within the community or between the

Companions of the Prophet.

The accepted wisdom is that defending the sanctity of the early

community and the piety of the first four caliphs was the standard

30 Ibid. 134.
31 Abou El Fadl examines the legal distinctions between rebellion and brigandage.

A key element in the legal discourse was whether a group had a following and a
distinct religious interpretation, or whether they were a small band intent on mate-
rial gain (n. 10).
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Sunnite position in the Mamlùk period. But the fact that Ibn Bakr

felt the need to write such a tract and that the historian, al-Dhahabì,
writing only a short time later described a divided community due

to 'Uthmàn’s poor leadership, suggests that Muslim thinkers in the

Mamlùk period were still wrestling with the causes and consequences

of the revolt against 'Uthmàn.

2 Al-Dhahabì

Al-Dhahabì is critical of 'Uthmàn from the opening events explain-

ing the reasons for the revolt up until the closing scenes of 'Uthmàn’s

death.32 Indeed his overall lack of sympathy for 'Uthmàn is some-

what surprising. Al-Dhahabì selects and arranges his sources in such

a way that 'Uthmàn appears responsible for the breakdown in the

community because of his acts of nepotism and subsequent inability

to respond decisively to the growing unrest. Al-Dhahabì begins year

thirty-five of his chronicle by stating it was the year of the military

expedition at Dhù Khushub, in which Mu'àwiya was commander.

Secondly, 'Abdallàh ibn 'Abbàs led the Hajj that year. And finally

he states that it was the year in which 'Uthmàn was murdered and

in which the Egyptians and others revolted against 'Uthmàn and went
to him to depose him from the caliphate.33

Thus, from the very beginning, 'Uthmàn is portrayed in a position

of weakness while others have taken over the roles of military and

religious leadership in the community. Al-Dhahabì then provides a

litany of the complaints against 'Uthmàn, among them that he

“destroyed” the Quran and favored his family.

Al-Dhahabì notes that 'Uthmàn’s removal of Sa'ìd ibn al-'Àß from

the governorship of Kufa was the “first weakness to enter 'Uthmàn’s

[reign]” and that subsequently the people were “emboldened against

him.”34 This event is generally held up in the chronicles as the turn-

ing point in 'Uthmàn’s reign. Al-Dhahabì goes on to state that after

this 'Uthmàn “became weak and wavered in his command of them

32 He combines all the events that led up to the revolt as well as the revolt itself
in year thirty-five of his chronicle Ta"rìkh al-Islàm. The narrative of the revolt is
about thirty pages in length.

33 Al-Dhahabì 429.
34 Ibid. 431.
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and installed his relatives and people of his house.”35 He continues

by providing accounts of 'Uthmàn replacing other governors, the

motivation for which is clearly portrayed as nepotism or capricious-

ness. Al-Dhahabì further criticizes 'Uthmàn not only for his lack of

leadership, but for his weakness of character as well, by including

an account that reminds the reader that 'Uthmàn fled at the Battle

of U˙ud and was absent at the Battle of Badr.

This is very different from the accounts found in Ibn Bakr in

which 'Uthmàn appears to do all in his power to seek counsel and

act decisively to address complaints and restore order. Nor does al-

Dhahabì give any mention of the Sabà"iyya heresy that was spread-

ing through the garrison towns. Whereas Ibn Bakr, relies primarily

on Sayf ibn 'Umar for the shape and tone of his narrative, al-

Dhahabì uses a wide variety of sources. He uses accounts based on

al-Wàqidì, Sayf ibn 'Umar, al-Zuhrì, (d. 124/742) and al-Sha'bì
(d. ca. 103/721) only a couple times each; he then uses close to

another forty sources only once each. It is really quite remarkable

that he has so distanced himself from the compilations of the 9th

century like al-ˇabarì who relies predominantly on Sayf and al-

Wàqidì, or al-Balàdhurì (d. 279/893) who relies on al-Wàqidì, Ibn

Sa'd (d. 230/845) and al-Madà"inì (d. 225/840).

There are a couple of possible explanations, both of which require

further consideration and evaluation. It is possible that al-Dhahabì
was simply what modern scholars would consider a more scrupulous

historian who made a point of going back to the earliest available

sources rather than relying on later compilations.36 His selection of

sources may also reflect a particular political agenda. Further research

and comparative analysis is needed to determine whether al-Dhahabì
selected a disproportionate number of sources that were pro-Shiite.37

Rather than being sympathetic to the Shiite position, however, I

would argue that al-Dhahabì was concerned with the threat of weak

leadership within the Sunnite context. For example, al-Dhahabì takes

liberties with the two Sayf accounts he does use in a way that con-

trasts Mu'àwiya’s decisiveness with 'Uthmàn’s weakness. In the first,

35 Ibid. 432.
36 M. Cooperson describes al-Dhahabì as a scrupulous and critical historian; cf.

Cooperson, The Heirs of the Prophets (1994) 149. 
37 I hesitate to prematurely label these historians believing M. Cooperson’s obser-

vation to be a good one, that labeling usually results in circular reasoning and does
little more than point out predictable correlations; cf. Cooperson 32.
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he tells how Mu'àwiya, while in Medina for the pilgrimage, “saw

how pliant 'Uthmàn had become and the disturbance of his affairs.”38

Mu'àwyia then asked 'Uthmàn to accompany him to Syria where,

due to his strong leadership, the people were still obedient. This is

an account by Sayf that appears in almost all the chronicles; how-

ever, in other references to it Mu'àwiya urges 'Uthmàn to accom-

pany him because he fears for his life. In the more common Sayf

account the focus is on the aggression of the dissidents. Al-Dhahabì
inserts the phrase “pliantness of 'Uthmàn” to blame 'Uthmàn’s incom-

petence. The shift in focus is subtle, yet significant. In a later Sayf

account, when Mu'àwiya sends an army to defend 'Uthmàn, al-

Dhahabì has Mu'àwiya explain that it is because 'Uthmàn “is not

capable” of dealing with the situation.39 Thus al-Dhahabì’s narrative

indicates once again that historians could continue to reinterpret the

past through both the selection and arrangement of early, individ-

ual akhbàr as well as through the editing and manipulating of those

akhbàr.40 Furthermore, in contrast to Ibn Bakr, whose final chapter

is a direct attack on Shì'ism, al-Dhahabì seems motivated by an

inner-Sunnite concern with strong and legitimate government. This

further illustrates the ways in which these sources reflect the con-

temporary concerns of the individual authors.

Thus far then in al-Dhahabì’s narrative, 'Uthmàn’s poor leader-

ship is responsible for the unrest and rebellion. More specifically, to

explain why the siege took place when it did, al-Dhahabì describes

the dissidents riding from the garrison towns to confront 'Uthmàn
and the event of the letter to the Egyptian governor. He includes

the account found in Ibn Bakr, in which the band admitted to two

of 'Uthmàn’s envoys that they would return to their town claiming

to have confronted 'Uthmàn and that he did not repent—thus mak-

ing the whole situation a set up. But unlike Ibn Bakr’s version, this

group is composed of general dissidents, not followers of the Sabà"iyya
heresy. Furthermore, it is preceded by accounts that blame 'Uthmàn
for the initial dissatisfaction felt by the people and is followed by

accounts that focus on the discovery of the letter 'Uthmàn suppos-

edly wrote to the Egyptian governor. In contrast to Ibn Bakr’s quick

38 Al-Dhahabì 435.
39 Ibid. 451.
40 S. Leder’s article on the use of the khabar is pivotal for any discussion of akhbàr

formation and manipulation. However, his remark that “akhbàr were given their
final shape” by the authors of the 9th century appears in need of further consideration.
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dismissal of the letter, al-Dhahabì highlights its importance by giving

several versions of the event. The last one has the rebels stating,

God has made your blood lawful, and you have violated the pact and the covenant
[which you made with us]. And they laid siege to him in the palace.41

Thus, in al-Dhahabì, 'Uthmàn himself is responsible for the general

feeling of discontent in the community as well as for instigating the

siege itself with his provocative letter.

It is only after the siege has actually begun, that al-Dhahabì offers

any defense of 'Uthmàn. Ultimately, he appears more concerned

with condemning the revolt than he is with defending 'Uthmàn. This

is supported by the fact that all his arguments are based on the

importance of the unity of the community. He begins with the most

common, namely 'Uthmàn’s refusal to remove a shirt of authority

placed upon him by God and 'Uthmàn’s warning that it was only

lawful to kill a Muslim on one of three occasions: murder, adultery,

and apostasy. 'Uthmàn also warned that if they killed him the com-

munity would never pray, fight or divide booty together again. Al-

Dhahabì makes the principle of political unity more important than

religious principles when he offers two accounts that deal with the

dangers of raising the Quran against the ruler. The first warns that

if a community kills its prophet, it will not be reconciled together

by God until the blood of 70,000 has been shed. And the commu-

nity that kills its caliph will not be reconciled together by God until

the blood of 40,000 has been shed. The speaker within the account

continues his warning, stating:

And the community was not destroyed until they raised the Quran against the ruler.
But they did not pay any attention to him and [went ahead and] killed
him ('Uthmàn).42

This brings up anachronistic images of a later decisive conflict in

the move towards the permanent division of the community—the

Battle of Íiffìn between 'Alì and Mu'àwiya in 657. In this conflict,

a group suggested placing the Quran on the end of their spears stat-

ing the Quran would decide which side was in the right. 'Alì allowed

for this, lost the military advantage and eventually lost the battle.

Al-Dhahabì’s next account also reminds his readers that raising the

41 Al-Dhahabì 443.
42 Ibid. 446–7.
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Quran against the ruler only produces divisions by pointing out that

the Khàrijites (those who departed from 'Alì) were the first to do

this. By reminding his readers of these events and conflating them

with the revolt against 'Uthmàn, al-Dhahabì implies that religion,

even in the form of the Quran, should not be allowed to determine

political legitimacy. Authority and stability are the most important

objectives according to al-Dhahabì.
That al-Dhahabì is criticizing rebellion in general rather than

defending 'Uthmàn in particular, becomes even more apparent in

his portrayal of the final stages of the siege and the murder itself.

He shows very little support or sympathy for 'Uthmàn and down-

plays the attackers’ aggression and violence. He makes no mention

of the besiegers throwing stones or refusing to give 'Uthmàn any

water to drink, both points that are elaborated upon in Ibn Bakr

and Ibn Kathìr. Al-Dhahabì likewise, virtually ignores references to

popular support for 'Uthmàn. As far as his portrayal of 'Uthmàn
himself, al-Dhahabì acknowledges that 'Uthmàn was reading the

Quran when he was killed, but he does not dwell on it or develop

it in terms of a case in 'Uthmàn’s defense. Finally, he makes only

a passing reference to any pillaging that may have taken place.

Moreover, after the murder, he summarizes the reasons for the revolt

in which he offers no defense for 'Uthmàn in terms of his charac-

ter or behavior. Rather, he reminds the reader of all the grievances

against 'Uthmàn. He concludes his account of the revolt by moving

immediately to the events surrounding the oath of allegiance being

given to 'Alì. This is not too surprising in light of al-Dhahabì’s
emphasis on unity and authority.

Clearly there is a difference of intent between Ibn Bakr’s biogra-

phy and al-Dhahabì’s universal chronicle. However, the intent of the

individual author is more significant than the difference between

chronicle and biography. The distinction between biography and his-

tory is a difficult one in medieval Islamic sources. Al-Dhahabì, for

example, went on to write a biographical dictionary that is a com-

pendium of the biographical entries in his universal chronicle. And

E. Landau-Tasseron points out that when Taqì al-Dìn al-Subkì
(d. 764/1362) described the characteristics of a good historian, he

was actually referring to biographers.43 The works discussed here

43 Landau-Tasseron 11. This death date may well be an error as the more com-
monly recognized date is 756/1355.
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reflect the intentions of their authors. Ibn Bakr claimes to provide

an unbiased survey of the literature, but in actuality relies predom-

inantly on one source to defend 'Uthmàn during the revolt and then

in later chapters relies on arguments by al-Jà˙iΩ (d. 255/868) to

attack Shì'ism in general. In contrast, based on the introduction and

conclusion in al-Dhahabì’s chronicle, he is writing to impart knowl-

edge—knowledge that will ostensibly aid his readers in their quest

for salvation.44 Apparently, he thought he could do this best not by

presenting an idealized past to emulate, but by pointing out errors

to avoid, errors that plagued even the Companions of the Prophet.

The point remains, however, that each author used similar methods

of manipulating the available material to produce remarkably different

narratives of the revolt against 'Uthmàn. Moreover, that each used

this editorial method to convey such distinct interpretations of a past

that had supposedly become sacrosanct, is further evidence of an

ongoing dialogue between that past and their present. This is fur-

ther supported by a final comparison with the narrative of the revolt

against 'Uthmàn in another Mamlùk chronicle written by al-Dhahabì’s
student, Ibn Kathìr.

3 Ibn Kathìr

Ibn Kathìr begins his narrative of the revolt against 'Uthmàn in

year thirty-four of his universal chronicle Al-Bidàya wa-l-nihàya.45 Ibn

Kathìr uses only twelve different sources and many of his accounts

are in the form of extended narratives rather than short and iso-

lated akhbàr as in al-Dhahabì. He not only cites al-ˇabarì specifically

several times, but appears to follow to a certain extent a similar for-

mat of juxtaposition as he uses Sayf ibn 'Umar five times and al-

Wàqidì seven times. He also relies heavily on Ibn 'Asàkir for lengthy

narratives of events and A˙mad ibn Óanbal for short accounts that

defend 'Uthmàn’s character and that highlight his virtues. Conse-

quently, from the very beginning Ibn Kathìr’s tone is different from

that found in Ibn Bakr or al-Dhahabì. He acknowledges that 'Uthmàn
made mistakes, but he vindicates 'Uthmàn by focusing on his piety

44 Cooperson, The Heirs of the Prophet (1994), 150.
45 All together the events of the revolt and related reports make up sixty pages

of text.
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during the final stages of the siege and assassination.46 Because

'Uthmàn ultimately proves to be a righteous ruler, Ibn Kathìr con-

demns the revolt against him. Nevertheless, the murder of the unjust

ruler, as an act of judgment, remains a real possibility in Ibn Kathìr’s
narrative.

Ibn Kathìr’s narrative of the revolt combines elements of criticism

and praise of 'Uthmàn. On the one hand, he acknowledges that

there was unrest in the provinces, but does not attribute it directly

to 'Uthmàn. In his narrative 'Uthmàn’s replacement of governors is

in response to the unrest rather than the cause of it. He describes

the Kùfans as “plotting against” their governor and “speaking rudely”

to 'Uthmàn.47 He also shows how these displaced governors went to

Medina to turn the people against 'Uthmàn. According to Ibn Kathìr’s
narrative, 'Uthmàn continued to replace governors because the peo-

ple were never satisfied, not as a whim as al-Dhahabì would have

us believe. Furthermore, Ibn Kathìr acknowledges that the heretical

teaching of the second coming of Mu˙ammad was being spread in

the garrison towns by 'Abdallàh ibn Sabà", a Jew, who was turning

the people against 'Uthmàn.48 However, Ibn Kathìr also points out

that 'Uthmàn “cut off ” many of the Companions of the Prophet

and replaced governors with members from his own tribe and family.

It is clear in Ibn Kathìr’s narrative that 'Uthmàn made mistakes.

However, he also shows him seeking counsel, apologizing to the

people, and trying to rectify the situation.

The sense that 'Uthmàn’s authority is contingent on his justice

and the people’s approval is most clearly displayed in an account of

'Alì confronting and warning 'Uthmàn. This account is transmitted

by al-Wàqidì’s chain of authority and does not appear in Ibn Bakr

or al-Dhahabì. 'Alì states:

Know, 'Uthmàn, that the best of God’s servants in His eyes is a just
Imàm, one who has been guided aright and who himself gives right
guidance . . . The worst of men in God’s sight is a tyrannical Imàm,
one who has gone astray himself and by whom others are led astray. . . .
Verily, I heard the Messenger of God say: The Day of Resurrection will
be brought by the tyrannical Imàm; he will have no helper and no advocate, so
that he will be cast into Hell. . . . I tell you beware of God and His sud-

46 This reflects El-Hibri’s point stated earlier (n. 2). 
47 Ibn Kathìr 187.
48 Ibid. 188.
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den assault and His vengeance, for His punishment is harsh and pain-
ful indeed. I tell you beware lest you be the murdered Imàm of this
community.49

This is a powerful indictment against 'Uthmàn that his acts are not

minor political mistakes, but acts of injustice—injustice that will be

divinely punished. The account continues by claiming 'Uthmàn was

not following the example set by his predecessors and that he did

not have control over his governors, Mu'àwiya in particular.50 'Uthmàn
defended his actions on the pulpit in Medina, but he also apolo-

gized. Here we see a very different portrayal of the relationship

between the people and the ruler. In direct contrast to al-Dhahabì,
the threat to the community is not division or disobedience, but the

unjust Imàm.

Year thirty-five of Ibn Kathìr’s chronicle opens with the contin-

uing problem of governors in the provinces, but there are no fur-

ther references to nepotism on 'Uthmàn’s part. Rather it is the

fickleness of the people that is the problem. However, at this point

the issue of the letter to the Egyptian governor comes into play. Ibn

Kathìr gives several varying accounts of the letter and 'Uthmàn’s

denial of any knowledge of it.51 What is noteworthy is that towards

the end of his coverage of the revolt, after 'Uthmàn’s death, Ibn

Kathìr includes a lengthy account that he attributes to Ibn 'Asàkir.
In this account, the event of the letter again takes center stage, and

'Uthmàn’s accusers point out that even if he did not write the let-

ter, that such a thing could happen without his knowledge shows

his weakness and therefore he has no right to be caliph.52 Ibn Kathìr
again argues that authority is, at least to a certain degree, contin-

gent upon performance.

In his portrayal of the siege, Ibn Kathìr defends 'Uthmàn’s lead-

ership by focusing on his piety and close relationship with the Prophet

Mu˙ammad. He provides pages of traditions defending 'Uthmàn,

most of which are based on the authority of A˙mad ibn Óanbal.

Ibn Kathìr reminds his readers that 'Uthmàn bought the well at

Rùma, a place near Medina, for the Muslims and enlarged the

49 Ibid. 188–9. This passage is identical to al-Wàqidì’s account in al-ˇabarì.
50 This is another interpretive difference with al-Dhahabì.
51 Ibn Kathìr 196.
52 Ibid. 208.
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mosque in Medina—both things for which he was promised Paradise.53

In addition, he gives an account that states Mu˙ammad preferred

the tribe of Quraysh to any other and that, if he had the keys to

Paradise, he would give them to the Banù Umayya.54 And finally he

cites, again on Ibn Óanbal’s authority, the report from 'À"isha that

when Mu˙ammad was sick and called for some of his companions

he did not want to see any one but 'Uthmàn.55 This same account

continues by stating 'Uthmàn refused to fight back during the siege

because he had promised Mu˙ammad (perhaps in that final visit)

he would not fight other Muslims and he would endure any hard-

ship with patience.

Ibn Kathìr continues to focus on the defense of 'Uthmàn’s char-

acter into the final hours of the siege and the actual murder of

'Uthmàn. First of all, he creates a unique setting by opening this

section of his history with the account of 'Uthmàn praying and fast-

ing and then having a dream in which Mu˙ammad and the first

two caliphs, Abù Bakr and 'Umar, appear to him. Mu˙ammad tells

'Uthmàn he will breakfast with them that day.56 This tradition is

usually cited in the chronicles, but Ibn Kathìr offers no less than

nine variations of it. Visions of Mu˙ammad and the promise of

Paradise are clearly a strong personal vindication of 'Uthmàn and

his religious qualifications to guide the community of Believers. On

the other hand, by focusing his defense on 'Uthmàn personally, he

opens up the potential for attacks on the office itself.

Ibn Kathìr’s history continues with the siege and assassination in

which he contrasts the attackers’ violence with 'Uthmàn’s pious

patience. Unlike al-Dhahabì, he draws out the narrative of the bat-

tle to enter the house and says that the besiegers had to burn down

the door to reach 'Uthmàn.57 Finally, Ibn Kathìr provides several

different accounts of the murder itself producing a narrative that is

more graphic and gruesome than al-Dhahabì’s, but less so than Ibn

Bakr’s. One account states:

53 Ibid. 200.
54 Ibid. 201.
55 Ibid. 203.
56 Ibid. 203–4.
57 Ibid. 207.
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Then a man came upon 'Uthmàn and hit him on the head and his
blood trickled onto the Quran (mußhaf ) and stained it. Then they took
turns beating him and then another man came and struck him in the
neck with a sword. And Nà"ila bt. al-Faràfißa al-Kalbiyya ('Uthmàn’s
wife) jumped on him screaming . . . and she grabbed the sword so that
the man sliced her hand. . . . Then they seized the property of the
house. And a man passed by 'Uthmàn and his head was resting on
the Quran and he kicked his head with his foot away from the Quran
saying: By God, I have not seen a better face of an unbeliever than today nor a
more generous unbeliever prostrate on his side.58

Ibn Kathìr follows this with several more accounts all of which focus

on the violent nature of the assault while 'Uthmàn himself contin-

ued reading the Quran so that his blood flowed onto its open pages.

The rebels, in turn, come across as violent and aggressive, as well

as irreligious when in another account they kicked the Quran out

of 'Uthmàn’s hands onto the floor and then pillaged the house. The

account quoted above concludes by stating that the attackers raced

through the house seizing everything down to the drinking glasses.

By portraying 'Uthmàn’s final hours in this way, Ibn Kathìr can

denounce this particular revolt as illegitimate because of 'Uthmàn’s

piety and because the attackers did not have sufficient religious or

political justification.59

Ibn Kathìr concludes his narrative of the revolt with the attack-

ers regretting their deed after the fact. He has them express their

regret with a verse from the Quran in which the Israelites regret

worshipping the golden calf.

Then they were filled with remorse and saw that they had erred and
said: If our Lord does not forgive us we will surely be lost (Q 7:149).

The Sùra goes on to state that there are consequences for disobe-

dience, but that God is also forgiving and compassionate. A few

verses later Moses prays:

O Lord, if You had pleased You could have annihilated them and
me before this. Will you destroy us for something the foolish among
us have done? This is but a trial from You whereby You will lead
whom You will astray and guide whom You please. You are our savior,

58 Ibid. 206. This account is similar to a Sayf account in al-ˇabarì, although the
final remarks about 'Uthmàn being an unbeliever are not in the al-ˇabarì version.

59 By dwelling on images of 'Uthmàn praying, fasting and reading the Quran,
he may have been building on al-Màwardì’s argument that these are the minimal
requirements that legitimize a ruler’s right to demand obedience. 
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so forgive us and have mercy on us, for You are the best of forgivers
(Q 7:155).

This image of reconciliation and forgiveness is very different from

those that focus on the permanent division of the community. It

could be that Ibn Kathìr was thinking of this as well and making

a defense for rebels that even when they are in error, forgiveness

and reconciliation are the appropriate response.60 Consequently, in

Ibn Kathìr’s narrative the unity of the community requires justice

on the part of the ruler, not just obedience on the part of the peo-

ple, as we saw in al-Dhahabì. Nor, however, does he have to be an

idealized ruler as described in Ibn Bakr.

4 Conclusion

One would expect to find in Mamlùk Sunnite discourse a defense

of 'Uthmàn combined with a condemnation of rebellion—and to a

certain extent this is what we can note.

However, the range of emphases within this framework suggests

that the narrative had not become stagnant or irrelevant. Through

his selecting and editing of sources, al-Dhahabì presents 'Uthmàn as

an example of the consequences of incompetent and weak leader-

ship—namely a divided community. Using the same editing process,

Ibn Kathìr implies the principles of obedience and unity are con-

tingent upon a ruler’s justice and piety. Moreover, al-Dhahabì appears

to disregard the compilations of the 9th and 10th centuries and relies

on a wide range of early akhbàr. In contrast, Ibn Kathìr’s narrative

is composed of lengthy accounts that have clearly been developed

and stylized in the intervening centuries. Finally, Ibn Bakr relies

almost exclusively on the interpretation of events presented by Sayf

ibn 'Umar—a source that was marginalized after al-ˇabarì—to write

a virtual hagiography of 'Uthmàn as the idealized Muslim ruler.

Through this comparative textual analysis the nature of Arabic

historical writing as a process of creative editing is clearly revealed.

We hear the authors’ voices through their predecessors’ words. There

is dynamism in the historical narrative as the writers uphold the

60 Such a shift in emphasis is also reflected in Abou El Fadl’s analysis of the
legal discourse (n. 10).
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authority of earlier sources while at the same time giving their own

interpretation of events. Moreover, the variety of interpretations of

the revolt against 'Uthmàn suggests the presence of an on-going dia-

logue over how to find a workable balance between the ideals of

unity and justice embodied in the early Islamic community and the

political realities of the Mamlùk period. The ability to trace such

discourses through the historical literature is noted by another Mamlùk

historian, al-Maqrìzì. After giving an account of a different, though

related, contentious event, he provides the following editorial comment:

In addition to this one, other traditions are related which, if they are
sound, are irrefutable. Even if they are later inventions, they are nev-
ertheless an indication in this matter concerning which dispute has
raged and controversy has been prolonged.61

What more can we learn from the “indications” of contemporary

controversies that we find in the historical literature? Is it possible

to learn more about the debates of the Mamlùk period and the role

of the 'ulamà" within them based on the ways in which Mamlùk his-

torians constructed their narratives to emphasize various religio-polit-

ical principles? Put in another way, what is the relationship between

the text, the author and his contemporary context? Just a few details

from the lives of the authors in this study affirm L. Wiederhold’s

assertion: “in order to understand the functioning of Mamlùk soci-

ety in general and the relationship between Mamlùks and 'ulamà"
and between individual members of the learned elite in particular,

it seems essential to analyze the close link between religious doctri-

nal convictions and particular socio-political motives.”62 Such a view

is supported, for example, by Ibn Kathìr’s involvement in 755/1354

in the council that condemned to death a Shiite of Óilla, who, pass-

ing through Damascus was accused of having publicly insulted at

the Umayyad mosque the first three caliphs, Mu'àwiya, and Yazìd.63

Furthermore, it seems likely that Sunnite-Shiite tensions in the region

must have struck Ibn Bakr’s Andalusian sensibilities and encouraged

him to write his lengthy biography of 'Uthmàn and dedicate the

second half of it to anti-Shiite polemics.64

61 Al-Maqrìzì, Book of Contention and Strife (1980), 75.
62 Wiederhold, Legal-Religious Elite 226.
63 Wiederhhold, Blasphemy 48.
64 In the year 698/1298, the year before Ibn Bakr wrote his text, Ibn Kathìr

mentions in his chronicle that a shrine to 'Uthmàn was opened in Damascus after
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Thus far, studies on trends within the literature of the period have

remained largely isolated from studies about Mamlùk society itself.

This is no doubt due in large part to the fact that so little was

known about either. But a number of recent studies now make such

an attempt seem well worth the effort.65 Combining literary analy-

ses with their historical context offer elusive, but potentially significant

insights into the relationship between the views of the 'ulamà" reflected

in their writings and their role in Mamlùk society. Due to the com-

bination of flexibility and authority in the khabar-isnàd format, histo-

rians could claim “symbolic capital” in Mamlùk society as the

transmitters of the sacred past as well as the shapers of the con-

temporary imagination.

it had been renovated and expanded, a small prayer room added, and a shaykh
appointed to it. The passage adds that a similar shrine was opened shortly there-
after to al-Óusayn’s son.

65 Cf. M. Chamberlain and J. Berkey’s works on the 'ulamà", as well as two arti-
cles by L. Weiderhold, and Abou El Fadl’s work on the legal literature and 
M. Cooperson’s on the biographical literature (see bibliography). 
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CHAPTER SIXTEEN

THE SWORD AND THE PEN IN THE PRE-MODERN

ARABIC HERITAGE: A LITERARY REPRESENTATION OF

AN IMPORTANT HISTORICAL RELATIONSHIP

Adrian Gully

The so-called “literary debate” in Greek, Latin and many Near East-

ern languages is a well-developed genre. In his 1987 article, Geert

Jan van Gelder surveyed its background more than adequately,1 and

very few details of that paper need to be repeated here. He assessed

thoroughly the historical contribution of numerous poets to the rela-

tionship between “the sword and the pen,” and also analyzed vari-

ous aspects of this relationship in a few prose texts.2

1 Focus of the study

The main objective of this essay is to revisit and examine in more

detail a small group of texts from the later medieval Islamic period

1 G.J. van Gelder, Conceit of Pen and Sword, in: Journal of Semitic Studies 32.2
(1987), 329–360; esp. 329–335 and 336–47. This topic has certainly captured the
imagination of scholars of the classical and vernacular languages. See, for example,
the collection of essays in: G.J. Reinink and H.I.J. Vanstiphout (eds.), Dispute Poems
and Dialogues in the Ancient and Mediaeval Near East, Leuven: Uitgeverij Peeters, 1991.
See also Clive Holes: The Dispute of Coffee and Tea: A Debate-Poem from the
Gulf, in: J.R. Smart (ed.), Tradition and Modernity in Arabic Language and Literature,
London: Curzon Press, 1996, 302–315.

2 A substantially different version of this chapter was presented at the 2001 meet-
ing of the American Oriental Society. My research on primary materials on the
subject up to that time had been based purely on manuscripts, and at the point of
presentation I was unaware of the existence of Van Gelder’s article on this sub-
ject, as well as the published versions of the texts by Ibn Nubàta and Ibn al-Wardì.
Upon acquiring Van Gelder’s article it became clear that we had both been attracted
to this topic by our reading of very similar sources. After lengthy consideration I
decided that this essay could provide a suitable complement to Van Gelder’s, as
well as a challenge to some of his views in that article and an opportunity to raise
new issues.

I would like to thank my colleague Dr. 'Abd al-Salàm Nùr al-Dìn Óàmid for
his assistance in reading some of the manuscripts, and also the anonymous reviewer
who raised some essential points.
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that feature the sword and the pen as their protagonists. It focuses

on three pieces of Mamlùk prose written in the 8th century A.H.

(14th century C.E.). Two of these pieces were studied by Van Gelder

in his informative, but selective, textual analysis of four prose texts

on this subject. One of the two texts assessed by Van Gelder, namely,

Risàla fì l-Sayf wa-l-qalam (“A Treatise on the Sword and the Pen”),

is ascribed to Abù Bakr Ibn al-Kha†ìb 'Abd al-Ra˙ìm Ibn Nubàta
(686–768/1287–1366), a poet and prose writer who was appointed

Secretary of the Dìwàn al-Inshà" (Chancellery) in 743/1342. The

exact attribution of the other text entitled Risàlat Mufàkhara bayna

l-sayf wa-l-qalam (“A Treatise on a Competition of Self-Glorification

between the Sword and the Pen”), however, presents a fascinating

problem, for there appear to be two variant versions of the same

text. Van Gelder understandably follows Louis Cheikho in ascribing

the published text to Ibn al-Wardì (689 or 691–749/1290 or 1292–

1349)3 who was a colleague and sometimes a rival of Ibn Nubàta.4
But a separate manuscript version bearing some variations to that

of Cheikho’s published recension is attributed to Íalà˙ al-Dìn Khalìl
ibn Aybak al-Íafadì (696–764/1297–1363), a philologist and literary

critic who held several senior positions in government service includ-

ing that of the kàtib al-sirr, “the confidential secretary.” The manu-

script in question is located in a collection of miscellaneous texts

(rasà"il ) by various authors entitled Manhaj al-tarjì˙ wa-l-tajrì˙ (“The

Model of Preference and Defamation”) by Tàj al-Dìn ibn A˙mad

al-Madanì (d. 1066/1655).5 Although Brockelmann concurs with

Cheikho and Van Gelder6 in their attribution of the text to Ibn al-

Wardì, the existence of this variant recension represents a significant

addition. There is adequate evidence in the unpublished version for

us to accept it as a variant of Ibn al-Wardì’s (as we shall see in sec-

tion 4.5). Furthermore, al-Íafadì also produced a work entitled al-

Muntaqà min al-mujàràt wa-l-mujàzàt (“Selections from the Competition

and Contention Literature”).7 The treatise attributed to him would

seem to fit very neatly into a work of that title, but with no physi-

3 Cheikho, Majànì l-adab vi, 81–87.
4 Rawwày (ed.), Shar˙ al-tu˙fa 81–82.
5 Ms. British Library Or. 5406, 170 fols. The text attributed to al-Íafadì can be

found on fols. 164–166.
6 Brockelmann gives the text the alternative title of “Iß†ilà˙ al-Khaßmayn;” see

GAL Suppl. ii, 174–175.
7 GAL Suppl. ii, 29, no. 35.
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cal record of al-Íafadì’s collection one can only speculate about this.

There is no doubt, however, that the notions of mujàzàt and mujàràt
encapsulate the rhetoric of self-glorification, incitement, vilification

and light-hearted word-play that is so evident in his text.8

It is important to understand the relationship between the three

scholars associated with the treatises under review here. We know

that al-Íafadì was a student of both Ibn al-Wardì9 and Ibn Nubàta,
and that although he was an outstanding scholar he was also well

known for his activities as a copyist, which included the copying of

one of Ibn Nubàta’s own manuscripts.10 It is also conceivable that

al-Íafadì took Ibn al-Wardì’s treatise and made some appropriate

changes in retaliation for Ibn al-Wardì’s attack on some poetry of

al-Íafadì’s in which he made changes without consulting him.11 At

any rate there seems little doubt that Ibn al-Wardì did write a trea-

tise on the sword and the pen because al-Íafadì himself refers to a

text by him on that theme in one of his non-extant works.12 It is

our contention on the evidence of the unpublished manuscript recen-

sion that al-Íafadì reproduced Ibn al-Wardì’s text with some significant

changes and additions (which are described below in section 4). There

is even one piece of evidence in both recensions that tempts us to

ascribe the original authorship to al-Íafadì. In the pen’s first speech

reference is made to the importance of the secretary’s role through

an almost mystical emphasis on the number seven.”13 Al-Íafadì wrote

a monograph on the number “seven” which might explain the ref-

erence that is not found in Ibn Nubàta’s text. But this one piece of

evidence is inconclusive.

8 The full title of al-Íafadì’s work, al-Muntaqà min al-mujàràt wa-l-mujàzàt fì màjarayàt
al-shu'arà" (“Selections from the Competition and Contention Literature on the Events
of Poets”) (see Sul†ànì 84), suggests that the emphasis of his work was on poetry.
However, the tendency for prose writers to incorporate the framework of certain
poetic devices into their writings developed within a few centuries after the advent
of Islam. Some writers included examples of prose and poetry within a discussion
of a given device, so it is not inconceivable that al-Íafadì would have used poetry
and prose as evidence of this particular genre of literature.

9 See Rawwày 100. Rawwày argues that the style of the (published) text is unmis-
takeably that of Ibn al-Wardì’s (p. 157).

10 See F. Rosenthal, art. “al-Íafadì,” in: EI 2 viii (1993), 759–760.
11 Rawwày 79–80. But we should not overlook the fact that there was also a

great deal of mutual respect between al-Íafadì and Ibn al-Wardì.
12 Ibid. 193.
13 Cheikho 82; al-Madanì, fol. 164 recto. 
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At all events the influence of one text on another is very clear.

Van Gelder argues that Ibn Nubàta’s text “is obviously an attempt

to surpass Ibn al-Wardì whose text is echoed in many passages and

phrases.”14 The issue of chronology is important here. The three

scholars in question were true contemporaries and almost certainly

aware of each other’s work. We believe, however, that it is more

likely that Ibn Nubàta wrote the original which was subsequently

followed by the other recension(s). Not only was Ibn Nubàta the

teacher of al-Íafadì whose work clearly had a great influence on

him,15 but there is evidence that Ibn Nubàta’s version was elaborated

upon by Ibn al-Wardì and al-Íafadì, especially by the latter. More

will be said on this below. It is also worth reminding ourselves that

al-Íafadì was a forthright and contentious scholar who was never

afraid to challenge the views of well-known intellectual figures.16

There is at least one further important difference between Ibn

Nubàta’s text and the other two under discussion here that assists

us in our attempt to determine the chronology of these texts. Ibn

Nubàta interrupts the dialogue between the pen and sword from

time to time with some authorial commentary. However, in the other

texts the dialogue between pen and sword is direct, with the only

authorial interpolations being the introduction and the conclusion.

The technique employed in the texts by Ibn al-Wardì and al-Íafadì
is highly effective since it permits a flowing uninterrupted dialogue

that reaches an inevitable climax. We would argue that such a tech-

nique is likely to have developed out of a sense that authorial com-

ment, as employed by Ibn Nubàta, fails to penetrate the audience

in the same way as direct dialogue.

Although there are some significant differences of detail between

the three texts under review here, the general structure of each one

is essentially the same. Van Gelder offers a very useful account of

some of the noteworthy aspects of the texts by Ibn Nubàta and Ibn

14 See his Conceit of Pen and Sword 356.
15 See, for instance, J. Rikabi, art. “Ibn Nubàta,” in: EI 2 iii (1971), 900, where

we find that al-Íafadì even wrote a whole treatise on Ibn Nubàta’s use of tawriya,
“hidden meanings.” 

16 See, for example, his stimulating and challenging work entitled Nußrat al-thà"ir
'alà l-mathal al-sà"ir (“An Aid to the attacker of the work entitled al-Mathal al-Sà"ir”),
ed. Mu˙ammad 'Alì Sul†ànì, Damascus: Dàr al-Kutub al-Thaqàfiyya, n.d., a tren-
chant critique of the highly esteemed work of literary criticism by Îiyà" al-Dìn Ibn
al-Athìr.
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al-Wardì,17 so it is not necessary to describe the fundamentals of

each one here. In general each of the texts begins with an acknowl-

edgement by the author of the importance of each of the instru-

ments to matters of state, and a description of the terms of the

“competition.” In turn the sword and the pen assumes a personified

status, recounting the usefulness of its own position, indulging in self-

glorification, and vilifying its adversary through the employment of

subtle literary allusion, powerful images, and an erudite exhibition

of cultural and historical knowledge. The exchange normally con-

cludes with a partial reconciliation after the sword has threatened

the pen with injurious deeds. In the case of Ibn al-Wardì’s text he

explicitly states in his introduction and conclusion that he, as viceroy

of a judge or ruler, will be the arbiter of the contest.

2 Nature of the texts

Disputation in medieval Islamic society was a well-established part

of intellectual life. It was the celebrated Andalusian grammarian and

philosopher Ibn al-Sìd al-Ba†alyawsì (d. 521/1127) who, with specific

reference to the 'ulamà", said that “controversy and disputation are

embedded in our nature, an intrinsic element of our being.”18 There-

fore, that such a genre of literature as the one under discussion here

developed from this standpoint is hardly surprising.

The texts on the sword and the pen seem to be much more than

a literary debate, however (pace Cheikho who classifies it as a

munàΩara, “debate,” and Van Gelder who uses the term “debate”

throughout his article, seemingly more interested in whether it is

truly literary rather than a true debate, although he does acknowl-

edge that it represents a form of competition).19 They do indeed bear

all the qualities of a competition of erudition, underpinned by a

boastful exposition of “self-glorification” (mufàkhara), but equally impor-

tant is that they also represent documents of genuine socio-historical

importance which sets them apart from some of the other types of

17 See his Conceit of Pen and Sword 353ff. for a summary of these two texts.
18 Al-Ba†alyawsì, al-Inßàf 19.
19 Van Gelder 342. Al-Qalqashandì appears to avoid the use of the term munàΩara,

opting instead for the titles employed by the authors of these texts, i.e., rasà"il
mufàkhara (“treatises of self-glorification”). See al-Qalqashandì, Íub˙ al-a'shà i, 45.
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so-called literary debates. Mattock makes some pertinent compar-

isons between mufàkhara in early poetry and munàΩara in prose trea-

tises. He notes that “the idea that the munàΩara is to be seen primarily

as a parody of the mufàkhara is implausible.”20 Although Mattock

appears to be trying to underline the uniqueness of the former genre

rather than the perceivable differences between the two—for instance,

he refers to the sword and pen text by A˙mad ibn Burd, which is

also one of the texts discussed by Van Gelder, as a “genuine munà-
Ωara,”21—his view inadvertently supports our hypothesis that the texts

under discussion here are at the very least part of a sub-theme of

the munàΩara genre, and deserve to be examined on their own terms.

Heinrichs argues that “it seems preferable to identify various types

of munàΩara on the basis of certain isoglosses” they share.”22 This is

most definitely a constructive and intelligent way of examining this

complex issue because it attempts to provide a topology for the texts

that appear to fall within the domain of “debate” literature. Further-

more al-Íafadì himself seems to have referred to the debate of Ibn

al-Wardì’s as a munàΩara!23 However, Heinrichs’ classification still

does not explain why different authors chose to call their texts of

disputation by other, more specific, terms such as mu˙àwara (“debate

for superiority”) and mufà∂ala (“competition for precedence”), not to

mention mufàkhara (“self-glorification contest”).

Ibn Nubàta’s text was included by the famous poet and prose-

writer of the Mamlùk period, Ibn Óijja al-Óamawì (d. 837/1434),

within a category of literary device called taghàyur and mughàyara (lit.:

“regarding something from an opposite viewpoint,”24 more specifically

a form of tala††uf, “literary subtlety,” in which something is praised

or criticized in a manner contrary to its previous representation).

The notion of mughàyara captures the essence of opposition and com-

petitiveness between the sword and the pen in the texts under review

here, and adds yet another possible sub-classification to the genre.

20 J.N. Mattock, The Arabic Tradition 153–163, specifically 155. This is an oppor-
tunity to pay tribute to Professor Mattock who sadly died recently. He is remem-
bered as a man of true erudition and incisive wit.

21 Ibid., 157.
22 W. Heinrichs, Rose versus Narcissus 180.
23 Rawwày 193.
24 Ibn Óijja al-Óamawì, Khizànat al-adab i, 230–231; also Cheikho 68, who classifies

the text as nukhba min mughàyara bayna l-sayf wa-l-qalam, i.e. “a selected passage from
the opposition between the sword and the pen,” but still includes it within the sec-
tion of literary debates (munàΩaràt ).
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Significantly it seems to complement perfectly the notion of mufàkhara
as it was used in pre-Islamic times i.e., “boasting of the merits of

one tribe to the detriment of another.”25 There is one further point

to mention in this connection. While we would concur to a degree

with Mattock that most of the true munàΩaras appear to be “exer-

cises in scholarly frivolity,” and “entertainments,”26 there appears to

be much more at stake in the treatises on the sword and the pen.

The following sections are part of an attempt to sustain this claim.

One final point worth mentioning here is that none of the above-

mentioned accounts of the literary exchanges between the sword and

the pen has taken fully into account the wealth of allusions to quranic

verses that are to be found in the texts under discussion here, par-

ticularly in those of Ibn al-Wardì and al-Íafadì. It is one of our

objectives during this essay to highlight some of those apposite, often

subtle, references to the quranic text, although we are well aware

that to identify all of them requires a very specific skill and knowledge.

3 Socio-historical background of the Men of the Sword and the Pen

During the first few centuries of Islam, the sword and the pen were

instruments that symbolized, in very broad terms, two social and

ethnic groups; the sword representing the military and the pen sym-

bolizing administrators of the state; in other words, the bureaucrats.

Al-Qalqashandì’s Íub˙ al-a'shà is a particularly rich source of infor-

mation on this subject, offering many scattered details about the role

and status of the “men of the pen/sword” (arbàb al-aqlàm/al-suyùf )

as officials of the State. The many diverse references may be exem-

plified by how each group dressed,27 or the pragmatics of address

where we find various models for the sword and the pen as part of

some possible foundations for a diachronic reconstruction of episto-

lary protocol.28

The extent to which the literary representations of the sword and

pen are always a metaphorical portrayal of the real conflict between

the men of the sword and pen is, indeed, debatable. Van Gelder

25 Mattock 154.
26 Ibid. 163.
27 Al-Qalqashandì v, 93. 
28 Al-Qalqashandì viii, 192–94.
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acknowledges that at some point in time the literary expression of

the issue was founded on a genuine conflict of interest. But he also

states the following: “Other themes may have had their origin in a

real conflict, but, living a life of their own, may have become com-

monplaces in the genre, having lost any connection with this conflict,

which may even no longer exist . . . a case in point is the contest of

pen and sword.”29

We believe that the socio-historical significance of the texts under

review here should not be underestimated. There are unequivocal

references to important elements of the relationship between the men

of the sword and the pen in that text that are essential for its lit-

erary success. It is also not accidental, we would argue, that al-

Qalqashandì wrote what appears to be a definitive version of the

sword vs. pen literary contest and concluded it with a true concili-

ation of peace between the two instruments that is not present in

any of the other prose texts on this subject.30 Although the tension

between the two groups had not fully subsided by that time there

is evidence that the strands of incompatibility were beginning to dis-

perse as greater numbers of military personnel began to receive a

scholarly education.31 According to the sources al-Qalqashandì does

appear to have had the last word on this theme.

The fact that the sword and the pen issue occupied the minds of

poets and prose writers for several centuries is testimony to its endur-

ing importance. It is essentially a metaphor for the relationship

between the intellectual and authority (al-muthaqqaf wa-l-sul†a), an issue

that has continued to stimulate debate among Arab intellectuals.

That is not to say that authority in this context has always reflected

military might. Indeed, the balance of power frequently fluctuated

in medieval Islamic society between the military and the bureau-

crats, as al-Qalqashandì often notes.32

Whilst the personification of the pen and sword in the manner to

be discussed below may be unique in Arabic literature the tension

between the two instruments as metaphors for largely irreconcilable

29 See his Conceit of Pen and Sword 337. 
30 Al-Qalqashandì xiv, 231–40, and especially 237.
31 C.E. Bosworth, A Janissary Poet of Sixteenth-Century Damascus 451.
32 For instance, al-Qalqashandì iii, 485; v, 449; and xi, 148–49. Given al-

Qalqashandì’s predilection for writing we should not be surprised when he con-
cludes that the state was more often ruled by the men of the pen than by those
of the sword.
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social groups is clearly mirrored in antiquity. In the preface to his

discussion of military issues in selected Greek texts, Spaulding quotes

Thomas Churchyard from 1579:

[B]ut under correction, if a man maie bee plaine, the Pen and Sworde
can neuer agree, because the Penne standes in such fear of the Sworde,
it would not come under the blow of the blade; and the Sworde is in
such doubte to bee moiled with ynke, by the dashe of a Penne, that
it loues not to come where the Penne maie annoye it. And so the dis-
sention and quarrell between the Penne and the Sworde, is neuer like
to bee taken up; the harmes are so greate that growes on their ami-
tie and meetyng, and the aduantage of them bothe is so muche when
thei bee kept a sonder.33

But there is also a paradox in this relationship. Many handbooks

for secretaries, especially those written during the first few centuries

of Islamic society, were compiled by secretaries who were, of course,

“men of the pen.” These works were essentially drill-books in their

own right, setting out the rules of civil society in an orderly fash-

ion. Ibn al-Mu'tazz blended the metaphors perfectly when he said

that “the pen is the outfitter of the troops of speech” (al-qalamu mujah-

hizun li-juyùshi l-kalàmi ).34 Ironically, the role of the military was to

function more as an instrument of civil policy, a role that one would

naturally prefer to associate with the bureaucrats.

Notwithstanding their different roles al-Qalqashandì acknowledges

that on balance the military and the bureaucrats were equally wor-

thy as “pillars and bastions of the state” (lit.: “pillars of the state

and its bastions;” arkàn al-dawla wa-qawà"iduhà).35 But various histor-

ical descriptions of their position in court suggests that the men of

the pen fared better than their counterparts. For example, when the

wazìr at a given time was one of the “men of the sword” he would

stand (qà"im) in the council of the ruler amongst the standing princes;

but when he was from the bureaucrats he would sit as all “men of

the pen” sat.36 Similarly, when the wazìr was from the “men of the

pen” he would position himself very close to the Ruler in the Ministry

of Justice, between him and the kàtib al-sirr who was one of the high-

est ranked court officials. However, if he were from the “men of the

33 O.L. Spaulding, Pen and Sword in Greece and Rome, preface. 
34 Ibràhìm ibn 'Alì al-Óusrì, Zahr al-Àdàb wa-Thamar al-Albàb, i, 430. 
35 Al-Qalqashandì i, 60.
36 Ibid. xi, 149.
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sword” he would “stand at a distance” with other professionals.37

There is also some evidence that the “men of the pen” received a

more stable form of income than their military counterparts.38

Moreover, al-Qalqashandì hints that the spirit of rivalry between

the two groups extended to the domain of honorifics prescribed by

the secretaries. He tells us how the honorific Rukn al-Islàm (“The

Pillar of Islam”, viz., that without which something is not complete),

for example, which was regarded as the highest possible honorific,39

was exchanged at some historical point in time by the secretaries

for 'Izz al-Islàm (“The Might of Islam”)40 as an honorific for the

“men of the sword,” although he suggests later that this was merely

a result of the term 'izz containing some of the properties of “strength”

and “might” associated with rukn.41

One further issue merits brief discussion here. There is a general

sense among contemporary scholars that in texts of the type being

assessed here the pen had an unfair, and perhaps insuperable, advan-

tage over its adversary. Van Gelder states that in the case of Ibn

Burd’s text “the outcome of the debate was obvious from the start.”

He goes on to discuss the disadvantage facing the sword, adding

that “not only is eloquence the domain of the pen, the text itself is

a creation of the pen.”42 Al-Qalqashandì appears to support this

notion:

[T]here is nothing more honourable one can say about the profession
of the secretary than that the man of the sword has to compete with
the secretary on [the subject of ] his pen, but the secretary does not
need to compete with him on [the subject of ] his sword.43

It should also be remembered that Bulwer-Lytton’s immortal words

“beneath the rule of men entirely great, the Pen is mightier than

37 Ibid., iv, 44.
38 Ibid., iv, 426.
39 Ibid., vi, 112.
40 Ibid., vi, 102.
41 Ibid., vi, 113. One of the inherent difficulties in using al-Qalqashandì’s invalu-

able work is that of assessing chronology accurately. On the issue of honorifics it
seems likely that he is referring to a more recent period of history when such dis-
tinctions appear to have taken on greater significance, as evidenced in al-Mawßilì’s
work (see n. 46).

42 Van Gelder 351. For a view that generally supports Van Gelder, see also
Mattock (n. 20) passim.

43 Al-Qalqashandì i, 38: wa-kafà bi-l-kitàbati sharafan anna ßà˙iba l-sayfi yuzà˙imu
l-kàtiba fì qalamihi wa-là yuzà˙imuhu l-kàtibu fì sayfihi.
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the Sword” were influenced by his position not only as a politician

but also as a prolific scholar and literary figure. Bulwer-Lytton was

a Secretary of State for Colonies in the 1850s, combining a literary

career with British imperialist activities. Similarities may be drawn

between Bulwer-Lytton’s dual role and the function of the Secretary

in medieval Islamic society, particularly from the time of the Fà†imids.

The Secretary was not only a scholar of considerable erudition, but

also a figure whom it seems had an increasing influence on the affairs

of state. It is hardly surprising, therefore, that the role of the pen

in various cultures was often championed over that of the sword.

But we would also argue that in the three texts on which this

article focuses the background of the author is not as important as

many would believe. There is no outright victor in them. In al-

Íafadì’s and Ibn al-Wardì’s texts it is true that the pen appears to

have the upper hand for much of the time as it draws the sword

into losing control of its rational line of argument. Ironically, al-

Íafadì was the son of a Mamlùk, and we might reasonably have

expected him to show more allegiance to the sword than the pen.

In Ibn Nubàta’s text, the pen even decides to take on the sword on

its own terms, addressing it early on with a number of military

metaphors.44

By contrast the texts by Ibn al-Wardì and al-Íafadì in particular

leave us in no doubt about the physical and intellectual prowess of

the sword. It is also clear from the opening gambit of Ibn Nubàta’s
treatise that he intends them to be viewed on an equal footing.45 In

44 Van Gelder 357 and Cheikho 68–70. In some senses this turns al-Qalqashandi’s
view (see previous note) upside down, which might have been Ibn Nubàta’s inten-
tion, i.e., the audience for whom this was written would probably have been sur-
prised, but thoroughly engaged, by this unexpected volte-face.

45 For more on this see below section 4. Van Gelder’s point, in support of his
view of the superiority of the pen, that in the Quran “swords are wholly absent”
(see his Conceit of Pen and Sword 338) is not upheld by the evidence in Ibn
Nubàta’s text, repeated in part in the recensions by Ibn al-Wardì and al-Íafadì. In
fact, it is the unique equilibrium of the quranic citations about the sword and the
pen that led Ibn Óijja al-Óamawì to cite these references as an example of one of
the finest “allusive openings” (barà'at al-istihlàl ) in the whole of Arabic literature.
The effectiveness of this device depends on the subtlety of the opening and its rela-
tionship with the rest of the text; see P. Cachia, The Arch Rhetorician 8. The full use
of this device here by Ibn Nubàta is, we would suggest, further proof of his text’s
antedating that of Ibn al-Wardì’s and al-Íafadì’s. See Ibn Óijja al-Óamawì’s Khizànat
al-adab i, 45.
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fact, it is the pen in Ibn al-Wardì’s and al-Íafadì’s texts that pro-

poses conciliation.

In sum we would maintain that these texts are too rich in word

play and allusion, and references to historical truth to be assessed

in an a priori manner. Thus there is less to be gained from a theo-

retical judgment about which instrument should take precedence than

by a detailed analysis of some of the text. It is this task that awaits

us now.

4 Textual analysis

In the initial public presentation of this study the emphasis was in

many respects different from that of Van Gelder’s, even though we

had consulted similar sources. This section continues to complement

Van Gelder’s findings while reinforcing the main objective of this

paper which is to shed new light on the depth and significance of

the texts themselves.

One of the more noticeable aspects of the texts by Ibn Nubàta
and Ibn al-Wardì/al-Íafadì is the natural, doubtless intentional, pro-

gression through the text from a third person singular to a first and

second person singular address. All three texts begin with an indi-

rect reference by each instrument to its own merits, and also to its

adversary. It is interesting to note that as part of the pragmatics of

address in the later medieval period, namely, by the 8th century

A.H. at least, rulers would use the third person singular in their

epistles when replying to subjects.46 Thus an air of formality and dis-

tinction of rank was preserved that is also appropriate to this con-

text. As the texts progress the pace of self-glorification becomes more

intense, and the vilification and lampooning of the opponent become

more direct, indicated by the switch to the first and second person

singular and the increased pace of the text, often in the form of

shorter incisive sentences. In al-Íafadì’s and Ibn al-Wardì’s texts this

technique culminates in the sword losing its self-control and releas-

ing a viputerative outburst upon its adversary. In contrast it is the

pen that becomes agitated and resorts to abuse in Ibn Nubàta’s
text.47 The second important point to note here is that the differences

46 See al-Mawßilì, al-Burd al-muwashshà 127.
47 Cheiko 73.
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between the text of Ibn al-Wardì and that attributed to al-Íafadì
are small but significant. Al-Íafadì’s general objective appears to

have been to increase the element of satire and humour within the

text, and to increase the level of irreverence for popular appeal.

These additions and subtle changes leave us in little doubt that we

are in fact dealing with a variant recension. More will be said on

this shortly.

4.1 Intertextual elements

The general flavour of Ibn Nubàta’s and Ibn al-Wardì’s recensions

has been recorded by Van Gelder. He summarizes both texts, draw-

ing attention to the introductions and conclusions, as well as giving

some idea of the textual content such as the exchange of insults

between the two instruments in both texts. However, one of the

striking features about the three texts under consideration here is

that they contain many of the requisite components that illustrate

the art of the true “man of the pen,” the secretary or kàtib. The

secretary was required to be conversant in a whole range of skills,

which included a profound knowledge of the Quran, Prophetic

Tradition, proverbs and poetry, as well as an all-embracing erudi-

tion in language and grammar.48 Not only are many of these skills

manifested in the texts under discussion here, but they are often dis-

played through subtle usage and incorporation of what we might

call intertextual elements of other well-known texts.

A secretary appears to have been judged more and more on how

well he achieved that objective.49 Appropriate quotational borrowing

(iqtibàs) or direct citation (istishhàd ) of religious texts were acceptable

and revered; rephrasing or allusion, however, were deemed unac-

ceptable by some writers by at least the 5th/11th century.50 Regarding

the use of poetry in the texts under review here it is worth noting

Heinrichs’ comments on the so-called literary debate of this period.

48 See, for example, the long section in al-Qalqashandì i, 148ff., or Ibn al-Athìr,
al-Mathal al-sà"ir i, 28ff.

49 For the secretary it was particularly important that he should be able to mas-
ter the use of the sacred texts in his writing since these intertextual elements were
specific to prose, not poetry. The Quran and Prophetic Traditions were, of course,
viewed as the “source par excellence of eloquence and good style” (ma'din al-faßà˙a
wa-l-balàgha); see Ibn al-Athìr i, 89–90.

50 For this, see A. Sanni, The Arabic Theory 7–8.
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He says that “the most typical form of the munàΩara in the later

Middle Ages is the risàla or maqàma (i.e. a treatise) written in rhymed

prose, normally interspersed with poetry.”51

In Ibn Nubàta’s text on the sword and the pen there are several

direct citations of poetry. However, in Ibn al-Wardì’s and al-Íafadì’s
treatises there is only indirect reference and citation. Within the con-

text of this discussion we would argue that the decision not to cite

poetry directly is quite intentional. By this period in history it seems

very plausible that a secretary was judged according to the level of

subtlety with which he could demonstrate his powers of erudition.

We would maintain, therefore, that the employment of intertextual-

ity was one of the principal ways in which this was achieved. It is

no coincidence that quotational borrowing of the sacred text came

to be preferred to direct citation;52 indeed, the appropriate choice of

material was something that could lead to “divine benediction,” as

A. Sanni puts it.53 But although rephrasing of the sacred texts does

not appear to have been an option for the secretary, this was not

the case for other intertexual elements such as proverbs and poetry.

Thus when Ibn al-Wardì and al-Íafadì “borrow” from Abù Tammàm’s

famous line

al-sayfu aßdaqu inbà"an min al-kutubi,

the sword brings more accurate tidings than the books [of the astrologers]

and replace al-kutub, “the books [of the astrologers],” with ∂iddihi,
“its opponent,” they are drawing on a well-known verse and adapt-

ing it to the context—i.e., when the sword is glorifying itself—with-

out needing to acknowledge its source.54 The same may be said for

the famous proverb

là ta†lub atharan ba'da 'aynin,

lit.: do not seek a [lasting] impression after a sighting,

used when an opportunity has been missed. During one point of

self-glorification the sword says the following [in al-Íafadì’s text]:

51 Heinrichs 181.
52 Al-Qalqashandì i, 194.
53 Sanni 8.
54 The second hemistich of this famous line is used elsewhere in the text, viz.,

wa-fì ˙addihi l-˙addu bayna l-jiddi wa-l-la'ibi, “since in its blade is the fine line between
earnestness and sport.”
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kam li-qà"imihi l-muntaΩimi 55 min atharin fì 'aynin aw-'aynin fì atharin,

what a lasting impression the piercing sword makes on the eye, or
how many spies does it have following the tracks [of its enemies].56

Ibn al-Wardì and al-Íafadì employ the framework of this well-known

proverb to skilful effect, and then increase that effect by inverting it

to achieve a slightly different sense.

It is clear, then, from the texts under discussion here that the

authors have intentionally given the sword the faculty of erudition,

as well as the pen. The attainment of such a level of knowledge

may also be witnessed in the ability of each to cite the religious

texts. In Ibn Nubàta’s text, for instance, the pen begins with a mor-

tal blow to the sword by citing the first two verses of Sùrat al-Qalam

(“The Pen,” Q 68):

wa-l-qalami wa-mà yas†urùn . . ./mà anta bi-ni'mati rabbika bi-majnùn

By the pen and what they write . . ./You are not, By the grace of your
Lord, mad nor possessed.57

It continues with the following, a summary of the above in its own

words:

al-˙amdu li-llàhi llàdhì 'allama bi-l-qalami wa-'aΩΩamahu bi-l-qasami

Praise be to God who taught with the Pen and glorified it using it in
an oath.

But in verse 25 of Sùrat al-Óadìd (“The Iron,” Q 57), the sword

responds with equal measure:

wa-anzalnà l-˙adìda fìhi ba"sun shadìdun wa-manàfi'u li-l-nàsi

And we sent down Iron, in which is material for mighty war, as well
as many benefits for mankind.

Then it goes on in its own words:

al-˙amdu li-llàhi llàdhì ja'ala l-jannata ta˙ta Ωilàli l-suyùfi wa-shara'a ˙addahà
fì l-†ughàti fa-aghaßßathum bi-miyàhi l-˙utùfi

55 Ibn al-Wardì gives al-muntaΩari according to Cheikho 83. Cheikho’s reading,
however, does not seem wholly appropriate for the context.

56 Al-Íafadì’s recension (n. 5) 164 verso.
57 The latter is clearly a refutation of the idea that the Prophet was either mad

or possessed; rather he spoke words of power and truth; (this and other direct trans-
lations from the Quran are taken from Abdullah Yusuf Ali’s version).
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Praise be to God who placed Paradise under the protection of the
Sword, and pointed its blade at tyrants, choking them in the waters
of death.58

These two citations and their subsequent clauses were held by Ibn

Óijja al-Óamawì to be sublime examples of prose writing, almost

certainly because of the relationship between the original quranic

citation and the subsequent prose from the mouth of each instru-

ment, and the way this relationship sets the tone for the rest of the

text.59 It is significant once more, however, that neither al-Íafadì nor

Ibn al-Wardì chose to quote so extensively from the Quran; rather,

the use of intertextual elements appears to be more than adequate

for the purpose. The pen, in fact, merely cites one short line from

Q 96:4:

[allàdhì ] 'allama bi-l-qalami

He who taught the use of the Pen.60

This concise, yet incisive, quotation from the sùra with which the

revelation of the Quran began immediately gives the pen the upper

hand over its adversary. That Ibn al-Wardì and al-Íafadì did not

feel the need to cite more than this also gives further credence to

the suggestion that Ibn Nubàta’s text, which contains fuller quranic

citations and references than the other two treatises on the whole,61

came first.

58 Cheikho 68–69.
59 See n. 44.
60 Al-Íafadì’s version (n. 5) 164 recto.
61 Several other instances of subtle quotational borrowing may be found else-

where in Ibn al-Wardì’s and al-Íafadì’s texts, such as when the sword acknowl-
edges that “paradise is under its protection” (al-jannatu ta˙ta Ωilàlihi ), or when it
accuses the pen of spreading falsehoods (an allusion to Quran 113:4, Sùrat al-Falaq):
aßba˙ta min al-naffàthàti fì 'uqadika yà miskìn, “[you have become] one of those who
practise witchcraft, [you wretched thing],” lit.: “those who blow on ropes.” By the
same token the pen paraphrases, for instance, Quran 47:15 (Sùrat Mu˙ammad):
wa-sùqù mà"an ˙amìman fa-qa††a'a am'à"ahum, “and (they) be given to drink, boiling
water, so that it cuts up their bowels (to pieces)” with the following, in which al-
Íafadì seems to personalize the torture quite deliberately to make it more imme-
diate and horrifying (unlike Ibn al-Wardì who retains the quranic third person
address): wa-suqìta mà"an ˙amìman fa-qa††a'a am'àka, “and you were given boiling water
to drink which split your bowels.” There are many other examples of quotational
borrowing, some of which are very explicit, in Ibn Nubàta’s text. More will be dis-
cussed below, especially in sections 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5.
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4.2 Sexual allusion

Van Gelder pertinently notes a number of antithetical concepts from

Ibn Nubàta’s treatise that reflect the positive qualities of the pen

vis-à-vis the sword; for example, joining vs. severing, building vs.

destroying. Ibn al-Wardì (and al-Íafadì) also use this technique but

to a lesser extent;62 for instance, life vs. death (maybe better described

as the giving and taking away of life), purity vs. impurity. However,

what van Gelder appears to overlook is a subtle, but powerful, allu-

sion to the sexuality of the pen in particular. He even goes so far

as to say that “any conscious phallic allusion, though frequent in

obscene invective poetry, is absent from this and other debates of

pen and sword.” In all three of the texts under discussion here there

seems little doubt that the sword intends to undermine the pen’s

sexuality. In Ibn Nubàta’s treatise the sword leaps up after a series

of affronts from the pen and says the following:

a lasta llàdhì †àlamà ar'asha l-sayfu li-l-haybati 'i†fak[a] wa-nakkasa li-l-khid-
mati ra"saka wa-†arfak[a]

are you not the one whose flanks the sword has made tremble out of
fear, and has turned your head and eye upside down for pleasure (lit.
“service.”).63

This image is echoed in Ibn al-Wardì’s and al-Íafadì’s texts:

mà huwa ka-l-qalami l-mushabbahi bi-qawmin 'urrù 'an lubùsihim [al-Íafadì
gives malbùsihim] thumma nukkisù ka-mà qìla 'alà ru'ùsihim

it [the sword] is not like the pen which resembles a people who have
been stripped of their clothes and turned, as it has been said, upside
down.64

In these images the sword is intimating that the pen is merely an

object of its desire. In the first quotation we witness the subtle, but

irreverent, allusions to the head and the eye of the penis. The image

of the pen is particularly apposite for this description because it has

a body in the form of a stem, and a head in the form of a nib.

The “eye” is almost certainly a reference to the very center of the

nib. In the second quotation the image is even more explicit. The

sexuality of the pen is clearly being undermined as the sword suggests

62 Van Gelder 354 and 357.
63 Cheikho 75.
64 Ibid., 83.
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that it has been turned upside down with its nib in the air. Descriptions

of the shape of the nib and how it was hued were in themselves

very detailed, and an integral part of some of the earlier medieval

handbooks for secretaries. Therefore the image of the pen, with its

nib split precisely down the middle, would have represented a very

vivid reference to the buttocks. In this connection perhaps the sword

goes on to say that unlike himself the pen can be bought cheaply

(là yushrà ka-l-qalami bi-thamanin bakhs).65

Ibn al-Wardì and al-Íafadì sustain the image with other refer-

ences. Prior to this there had been a mention of the “fingertips,” an

allusion to the effeminate nature of the pen:

wa-là yatanàwaluhu ka-l-qalami bi-a†ràfi l-anàmili

and he [the bearer of the sword] does not carry it like the pen in the
finger tips.66

To understand the full significance of this image one needs to be

aware that poetry had been written on this subject some centuries

previously in which the beautiful, elegant image of the finger tips of

the secretary on the pen was compared to the pen itself.67 The sword,

however, appears to have other ideas, viewing the image as one of

effeminacy in which the pen is held delicately between the fingertips,

unlike the sword which “the bearer does not mess around with” (là
ya'bathu bihi l-˙àmilu).68 By contrast, the sword can state with confidence

that it was carried by the Prophet Mu˙ammad in preference to the

pen (˙amalathu dùna l-qalami yadu nabiyyinà).69

Now we arrive at a most interesting discrepancy between the texts

of al-Íafadì and Ibn al-Wardi. After the pen has finished a haughty

criticism of the sword the latter, in al-Íafadì’s recension only, states

the following:

a anfun fì l-samà"i wa-stun fì-l-ar∂i

[there you are] . . . nose in the air and arse on the ground.

65 This is another of the many allusions to quranic text in these debates, namely,
bi-thamanin bakhs “for a miserable price,” which occurs in Q 12:20 (Sùrat Yùsuf ).

66 Ibid. 83. This is in contrast to the positive references to the same image regard-
ing the pen in Ibn Nubàta’s text—e.g., p. 68 and p. 80. This supports our con-
tention that Ibn al-Wardì and al-Íafadì developed some of the ideas and images
put forward by Ibn Nubàta to enhance the popular appeal.

67 Abù Hilàl al-Óasan ibn 'Abdallàh al-'Askarì (4th/10th cent.), Dìwàn al-Ma'ànì 526.
68 Cheikho 83.
69 Al-Íafadì’s recension (n. 5) 164 verso.
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This is further proof that al-Íafadì set out to increase the popular

appeal of this treatise, and that he was almost certainly the last of

the three authors being discussed here to compose his text. A few

further differences between his and Ibn al-Wardì’s texts will be noted

shortly.

4.3 Word-play on the nature of the instrument

Much of the appeal of the treatises on the sword and the pen orig-

inates from the word play and allusion which gives detailed insight

into the micro-world of each instrument. Only a couple of exam-

ples can be noted here. In Ibn al-Wardì’s and al-Íafadì’s recensions

there is a neat exchange between the sword and the pen when the

pen claims it is of pure quality and fine lineage:

ammà anà fa-bnu mà"i l-samà"i

as for me I am the son of the water from heaven.

This section culminates in the sword finally exploding with rage and

retorting with

yà bna l-†ìni

oh [you] son of clay.

There is a historical background to both of these expressions that

pertains to the physical nature of the pen. It was said in some cir-

cles that the finest pens were made of reed that grew in good fer-

tile land, nurtured by the pure water of the sky.70 The sword’s reply,

then, is most appropriate, for not only does it demonstrate its eru-

dition and obvious awareness of this historical wisdom but it employs

a metaphor of similar kind that totally undermines the pen’s proud

self-image. In addition to the sense of “clay,” †ìn was also one of

the many words for “ink” in the early medieval period,71 a further

70 See Abù Bakr Mu˙ammad ibn Ya˙yà al-Íùlì (d. 335/947): Adab al-kuttàb, ed.
Mu˙ammad Bahjat al-Atharì, Baghdad: [al-Ma†ba'iyya al-Salafiyya], 1922, 71. The
image of the pen’s irreproachable stock is also underlined by the words mà" al-samà",
“water of heaven,” a reference to the name of a king of the pre-Islamic Arab Lakh-
mid dynasty of Iraq which ruled for approximately 300 years from 300–600 C.E.

71 'Abd Allàh ibn Muslim Ibn Qutayba al-Dìnawarì (3rd/9th century): Risàlat al-
kha†† wa-l-qalam 27. It is worth noting a plausible play on words that follows this
in al-Íafadì’s and Ibn al-Wardì’s texts when the sword says: a lastu ∂àmiran wa-anta
ba†ìn, “here I am, slim, whilst you are fat,” i.e., full of yourself, but also note the
possible reading of bi-†ìn, “[full] of clay.” 
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echo of the appropriateness of many of the metaphors and images

relating to the physical substance of the pen. One even senses here

an allusion to Quran 7:12 (Sùrat al-A'ràf ) in which Iblìs is in con-

versation with God about why he refused to bow down to Adam.

Iblìs puts himself above man, stating: “I am better than he: Thou

didst create me from fire, and him from clay”. In the example above

the sword would appear to be placing himself in the same elevated

position over the pen.

The pen is often exposed by the sword for its physical shortness

in comparison to the length of its adversary. The sword begins one

of his retorts in Ibn Nubàta’s text by saying:

ayyuhà l-muta†àwilu 'alà qißarihi

O he who is so long-winded in spite of his shortness.72

As part of one of its threats in Ibn al-Wardì’s and al-Íafadì’s recensions,

it says:

fa-alin khi†àbaka fa-anta qaßìru l-muddati

so soften your speech for you have little time [at your disposal].

However, an alternative sense here for qaßìr al-mudda is “[you] have

only a small supply of ink,” a suggestion that the pen is inadequate,

unable to sustain its purpose of writing adequately.

These illustrations, together with some of the less subtle allusions

such as the reference to the sword’s severing capabilities, leave us

in no doubt that the physical appearance and properties of the two

instruments are an integral component of the appeal of these texts.

4.4 Socio-historical evidence in the texts

Earlier in this article we discussed some of the socio-historical back-

ground to the sword and the pen treatises in a more general sense.

But there is also much to be learned in this connection from the

textual contents that reflect the authors’ concern with the background

to the relationship between the men of the sword and the men of

the pen. In all three texts the pen says of the sword:

yufàkhiru wa-huwa l-jàlisu 'an-i l-shamàli wa-anà l-jàlisu 'an-i l-yamìni

he boasts yet sits on the left while I sit on the right.

72 Cheikho 7.
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In the first instance the pen is invoking Quran 56:27 (Sùrat al-

Wàqi'a), underlining that he is like the Companions of the Right

Hand who are effectively in Paradise, while the Companions of the

Left Hand dwell in Hell, or even Quran 50:17 (Sùrat Qàf ) in which

an angel is appointed to the Right Hand and the Left Hand, one

to watch over good deeds and the other to observe bad deeds. But

more than that it is also surely a reference to the fact that the sword

is held in the scabbard on the left side of the body, which in the

pen’s view is a place where it lies idle and sleepy.73

There is a section in al-Íafadì’s and Ibn al-Wardì’s texts leading

up to the point where the sword explodes with rage in which the

pen accuses its adversary of a series of inhuman acts. What appears

to be most injurious to the sword in these accusations is the way in

which the pen undermines its status as a “good Muslim.” This strike

by the pen is even more incisive given the sword’s attempts earlier

in his speeches to show his erudition, and in particular, his knowl-

edge of the religious texts. The pen begins by using an active par-

ticiple, “destroyer of lives” (nàtiru l-a'màri ), to emphasize the enduring

nature of the sword’s iniquities against mankind, and then describes

him as “a traitor of brethren” (khawwàn al-ikhwàn), using an emphatic

adjectival form. Having prepared the ground for accusations of

infidelity it moves forward with a series of verbs that strike at the

very heart of good Islamic practice, i.e., love of family and kin:

tafßalu mà là yufßal[u] . . . [wa-]taq†a'u mà amara llàhu bihi an yùßal[a]

you break off what should not be severed . . . [and] you cut off what
God commanded to remain unbroken.

This particular diatribe ends with a crushing blow to the sword,

again on a similar theme:

kam afnayta wa-a'damt[a] . . . wa-armalta wa-aytamt[a]

how often you have destroyed and annihilated . . . and made widows
and orphans.

73 There are several such images in these texts; for example, in Ibn Nubàta: hay-
hàta . . . anà l-sàhiru li-l-duwali wa-qad muhhida laka fì l-ghamdi ma∂ja'un, “how prepos-
terous . . . I am the one who stays awake, watching over nations, whilst a bed has
been prepared for you in the scabbard.” The quotation in the main text could also
be an allusion to the possible favourtism shown towards the men of the pen in
their physical placement amongst the entourage of the ruler. For this, see al-
Qalqashandì iv, 45.
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But the sword also has its cultural weapons. On at least two occa-

sions in al-Íafadì’s and Ibn al-Wardì’s texts it strikes at the pride of

the pen by alluding to the social status of the “men of the pen.” As

part of its opening speech the sword says:

fa-in kàna l-qalamu shàhidan fa-l-sayfu qà∂ì (sic)

if the pen is a witness then the sword is a judge.

It is our contention here that these words undermine the pen’s claim

to be equated with the higher echelons of the legal profession. In

later medieval Islamic society at least the men of the pen were often

mentioned in the same context as judges. We also know that they

were given such honorifics as al-qa∂à"ì and qà∂ì l-˙ukmi l-˙àkimi.74

On another occasion the sword accuses the pen of illicit tax dealing:

taßarrafta fì maksin

you have played around with taxes.

This is clearly a reference to the pen’s questionable involvement in

financial administration of the state. Although the art of correspon-

dence (inshà") was deemed by the time of al-Qalqashandì to be the

finest form of writing (kitàba),75 financial secretaryship (kitàbat al-amwàl )
was also a very important aspect of the running of affairs of state.

In fact, in Egypt the term kàtib, when pronounced unqualified, only

referred to the secretary of finances.76 By implicating the pen in illicit

financial activity the sword is undermining its other major role as

an instrument employed for administration of the state.

Another instance is where the sword accuses the pen of falsifying

and lying. He says:

wa-zawwarta wa-˙arrafta

you have said false things and been devious.

Again we need to look at the relevance of the verb ˙arrafa—yu˙arrifu,
verbal noun: ta˙rìf, within the context of the pen. In the medieval

period ta˙rìf had a very strong technical meaning of “corruption of

the Revelation by Christians and Jews.”77 The inference here by the

74 Al-Qalqashandì viii, 179.
75 Ibid. i, 54.
76 Ibid. i, 52.
77 See also S.T. Keating’s contribution to this volume. 
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sword is that the pen is responsible for this corruption because of

its control of the written text.

There is one further allusion that should also be noted here. Early

in al-Íafadì’s and Ibn al-Wardì’s texts the sword appears to abro-

gate the pen’s ability to record the events of history:

in-iqtaranat (iqtarabat in Ibn al-Wardì’s recension) mujàdalatuhu bi-amrin
mustaqbalin qa†a'ahu l-sayfu bi-amrin mà∂ì (sic)

if his (scil. the pen’s) discourse is linked to a future command the sword
cuts it off with a past (or: “sharp, incisive”) command.78

Aside from the obvious play on grammatical terminology here79 the

sword would seem to be removing from the pen any aspirations to

continue as God’s “divine gift” to man for all time.80 What the sword

would like to believe, one assumes, is that the pen only acts retro-

spectively whereas the sword directs the events that the pen records.81

4.5 Textual variance

Before concluding, here are a few further remarks on some of the

textual differences between al-Íafadì’s and Ibn al-Wardì’s treatises

which, for the most part, seem to be significant:

i) Ibn al-Wardì: fa-'aΩΩama bihà ˙urmata l-jar˙i wa-àmana khayfata l-˙ayfi,
“in it (scil. the verse about the sword) He glorified the unlawfulness

of wounding and gave security to the knife of injustice;” cf. Cheikho

(n. 3) 82 who gives khìfata l-˙ayfi.82

Al-Íafadì: fa-'aΩΩama bihà ˙urmata l-˙arami wa-àmana bihà khayfa

l-khayfi, “in it He extolled the inviolability of the Sanctuary [at Mecca]

and by it He gave security to the land at Minà;” cf. al-Madanì (n. 5)

164 recto.

78 Al-Íafadì’s recension (n. 5) 164 recto.
79 These are just some of the many double entendres relating to language and

grammar in these texts, a fact which is acknowledged by Van Gelder 354, n. 91.
For an extensive treatment of this subject see A. Gully, Epistles for Grammarians
147–166.

80 For this idea, see Cl. Huart, art. “alam,” in: EI 2 iv (1978), 471. 
81 This would certainly appear to be the way the relationship was viewed in

Persian poetry. Glünz notes that the pen writes “the history of the past” and the
sword writes “the history of the future.” See M. Glünz, The Sword, the Pen and
the Phallus, specifically 236–237.

82 This and similar examples raise the legitimate question of variant readings of
the texts, as well as the issue being considered here of intentional variations.
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Al-Íafadì has intensified the stylistic effect of the two pairs of

annexed nouns (˙urmata l-˙arami and khayfa l-khayfi ) by employing

paronomastic forms (Arab.: jinàs), and has possibly also raised the

level of sanctity expressed in the quranic verse about the sword. This

acknowledgement of the sword’s power at this stage should not sur-

prise us, since the text is still under the “neutral” authorial control

of al-Íafadì and has not yet become part of the dialogue between

the sword and the pen themselves.

ii) Ibn al-Wardì (Cheikho 84): wa-li-mà ˙amluka l-˙a†aba badalì, “so

why do you carry the firewood and not me?”83

Al-Íafadì (al-Madanì 164 verso): wa-li-mà là ˙amalaka l-kha†ìbu badalì,
“so why did the orator not carry you instead of me?”

Ibn al-Wardì’s text is almost certainly a reference to Quran 111:4

(Sùrat al-Masad): wa-mra"atuhu ˙ammàlata l-˙a†abi, “His wife shall carry

the (crackling) wood as fuel.” Abù La˙ab was one of the most vehe-

ment enemies of early Islam, and so was his wife. It is said that she

was hostile towards the Prophet Mu˙ammad and that she used to

throw bundles of thorns with ropes of twisted palm-leaves into his

path in order to harm him. Therefore, the sword is associating the

pen here with the malevolent wife of Abù La˙ab, who was, inad-

vertently, storing up for herself the “Fire of Punishment and the

Rope of Slavery to Evil.”84 At the same time it is perhaps alluding

to the pen’s physical mortality as a piece of firewood, namely, some-

thing that can be consumed with ease. But there is also a third pos-

sible meaning in this, since the expression “to carry firewood” was

also used as a euphemism for the act of spreading gossip and incit-

ing people against one another. Of course, the pen was, by its very

nature, always susceptible to the charge of slander and gossiping.85

Al-Íafadì’s version is also intriguing, if syntactically problematic

like Cheikho’s reading of Ibn al-Wardì’s text. It fits in very appro-

priately with the sword’s argument that it is the one that goes onto

the platform or pulpit with the orator, in his scabbard, not the pen.

iii) Ibn al-Wardì (Cheikho 84): là jarama shummira l-sayfu wa-ßuqila
qafàh[u] “inevitably the sword has become a shadow of its former

83 The vowelling of Cheikho’s text is rather problematic, although there are very
few feasible alternatives if his reading of the original ms. was incorrect.

84 For all this, see The Glorious Qur"an, Abdullah Yusuf Ali (transl. and commen-
tary), 1804. 

85 Ibid., 1804.
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self and been beaten around the neck;” or: “inevitably the sword

has been gathered up and the flat of it polished.”

Al-Íafadì (al-Madanì 164 verso): là jarama samirta wa-ßuqila qafàk[a],
“inevitably you have become tawny and been beaten around your

neck;” or: “inevitably you have become tawny (scil. bloodstained)

and the flat of you has been polished.”

While a variant reading of al-Íafadì’s text of shummirta is possible

on the basis that the dots of the consonant shìn have been omitted

in the manuscript, this is unlikely since there are no other such

examples in the script. Moreover, the implication that the pen resorts

to racism in one possible reading of al-Íafadì’s script, suggesting that

the sword has become a very lowly figure, fits in neatly with the

contempt shown by the pen towards the sword in many aspects of

this recension.86

5 Conclusions

It is not surprising that treatises in the medieval Arabic sources pre-

senting the pen and the sword as the protagonists of a literary

exchange have generally been viewed more within the context of a

genre than as a unique representation of an important historical rela-

tionship. This essay has set out to complement existing work on the

subject by taking a fresh look at the significance of some of the texts

that help to make up this genre. There is no doubt that these texts

can stand on their literary excellence alone. An assessment of their

linguistic style, for example, would merit a separate study, not only

for the abundance of punning on Arabic grammatical terminology,

a device that was very common in the later medieval period as we

have already noted, but also for the rhyming and rhythmical ele-

ments as well as the obvious colloquial elements in al-Íafadì’s text

86 One further clear variant in the two texts occurs in the following examples:
Ibn al-Wardì (Cheikho 83): wa-là yablà ka-mà yablà l-qalamu bi-sawàdin wa-†amsin,
“and it [the sword] does not wear out as the pen does with making rough drafts
and crossing out.”

Al-Íafadì (al-Madanì 164 verso): wa-là yablà ka-mà yablà l-qalamu bi-sawàdi l-†irsi,
“and it [the sword] does not wear out like the pen does with writing over paper
which has already been used.” However, it is very difficult to ascertain in this par-
ticular example what, if anything, al-Íafadì was attempting to achieve by these
changes. The differences in the two texts might simply be attributable to variant
readings.
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in particular. The material is indeed full of word-play and verbal

artifices (Arab.: badà"i' ) that were characteristic of literary style for

many centuries in later medieval Islamic society. The style and pace

of the texts, the rhetoric, and the sardonic and censorious manner

of the personified sword and pen create a highly entertaining atmo-

sphere that would have been appreciated by audiences of the time.

But it has been our contention throughout this essay that two

important aspects of these texts—two “sub”-texts, if you like—have

generally been underestimated. The first of these is the socio-histor-

ical foundation on which the material was based, not just as an

abstract foundation, but as a skillfully integrated element that enhances

the literary value of the text. The second “sub”-text manifests itself

in the unity of these treatises—especially the ones by Ibn al-Wardì
and al-Íafadì—in which the key elements are brought together around

the erudition of the author, founded in a manifestation of his all-

round acumen as a secretary. A particular skill that these authors

appear to have developed by this period at least is the ability to

make reference to the quranic text through a pertinent allusion to

a verse which reflects the sentiment of either the sword or the pen.

The inclusion of an alternative manuscript attributed to al-Íafadì
has also brought to light some invaluable additions to the history of

the genre. If our understanding is correct, it has also raised the issue

of literary “borrowing” of that period, a practice that was widespread

and partially acceptable, but which could have significant conse-

quences as this paper has shown. Such borrowings could be seen,

and often were, as worthwhile contributions to artistic prose, which

was a highly fertile branch of Arabic literature from the 4th/10th

century onwards.
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al-Mutawakkil (caliph), 64, 69–70, 111
al-MutaΩallima bayna yadai al-'arsh yawm

al-Dìn. See: Fà†ima
al-Mu'tazila. See: Mu'tazilites
Mu'tazilism, xxix, 371
Mu'tazilites, 94, 279, 359, 368–371
in the Maghrib, 94

al-Mu'tazz (caliph), 67, 69
al-Mu††alib, 360
al-Muwaswis, Ju'ayfiràn (poet), 65–66
al-Muwaswis, Muß'ab (poet), 76
al-MuΩaffar ibn Ra"ìs al-Ru"asà"

(vizier), 316, 341

al-Nabàtì, Abù l-'Abbàs. See: Ibn 
al-Rùmiyya

al-Nafzì, Nu'màn ibn 'Abdallàh, Abù
Mahdì (¸àhirì mu˙addith), 322

Nà"ila bint al-Faràfißa al-Kalbiyya
('Uthmàn’s wife), 387, 397

al-Nakha'ì, Ibràhìm, 332
al-Namarì, Manßùr (poet), 63, 69–70
Naqshband, Bahà" al-Dìn, 252–253,

257, 261–262
al-Nasà"ì, Abù 'Abd al-Ra˙màn ibn

A˙mad, 147, 150, 156
Nawas, John A., xxiv
Neuwirth, Angelika, 181
Nielson, J., 239
Nietzsche, Friedrich, xv
al-Nìshàpùrì, Abù 'Abd al-Ra˙màn

al-Sulamì, 174, 259, 334, 371
Noah (prophet), 199, 354–355, 357,

362, 385
Nöldeke, Theodor, 350
non-Arab converts to Islam (mawàlì,

Sing. mawlà). See: non-Arabs
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non-Arabs, xxiv–xxv, 65, 74, 141–151,
168–169, 220, 322, 334

non-Chalcedonian churches, 18
North Africans, x
Nu'màn ibn 'Abdallàh al-Nafzì, Abù

Mahdì. See: al-Nafzì, Nu'màn
al-Numayrì, Abù 'Abdallàh ibn 'Abd

al-Ra˙màn, 324
al-Nùriyya. See: Fà†ima
al-Nùshirì, Sa'd (poet), 64

Pàrsà, Mu˙ammad al-Bukhàrì
(Khwàjagàn-Naqshbandiyya Sufi),
260

Pellat, Charles, 111, 112, 114
People of (Divine) Unity and Justice

(ahl al-taw˙ìd wa-l-'adl ).
See: Mu'tazilites

Persian emperors. See: Sasanian
Khusraws

Persians, 245
Pharaoh, 193–194, 362, 364
Philistines, 9
Pietruschka, Ute, xxi, 97
Plato, xxviii, 273, 284, 285, 291–292
Plett, Heinrich F., 14
Poelmans, Birgitta, xiv
polytheism/paganism, 242
Prophet (of God). See: Mu˙ammad, the

Prophet

al-Qàbisì, Abù l-Óasan (Màlikì
scholar), 110

Qadarites, 211, 217–223
al-Qalqashandì, A˙mad ibn 'Alì, Abù

l-'Abbàs, 407, 409–412, 424
al-Qàsim ibn al-Fat˙ ibn Mu˙ammad

ibn Yùsuf, Abù Mu˙ammad.
See: Ibn al-Ruyùlì

al-Qasrì, Ismà'ìl ibn Jarìr (poet), 62,
63, 67, 71, 74

Qatàda ibn Di'àma (or Diyàma)
al-Sadùsì, Abù l-Kha††àb (student 
of al-Óasan al-Baßrì), 359

al-Qayrawànì, Ibn Abì Zayd (Màlikì
scholar), 313–314

Qays (tribe), 222
al-Qaysì, Abù Shurà'a (poet), 75
al-Qiyàsì, Dàwùd. See: Dàwùd ibn 'Alì

al-Ißfahànì
Qudayd, 158
Quraysh (tribe), 116, 156, 162–163,

360, 362, 396
Qurayshites, 396

al-Qur†ubì, 161
al-Qushayrì, Abù l-Qàsim (Sufi),

259–260

al-Rà∂ì (caliph), 60
al-Rà∂ì ibn al-Mu'tamid, Abù Khàlid,

Yazìd (¸àhirì), 312–313, 338
Ràfi∂ites. See: Shiites
Rakhìl (angel), 199–200
Raw˙ (poet), 73
Rawwày, Íalà˙, 405
al-Ràzì, Fakhr al-Dìn, 54
Renan, 141
Rippin, A., xxix, 351, 363, 368
Ritter, H., 234
Robson, J., 348
Roman Caesars, 241–242, 246–249
al-Ru'aynì. See: Shuray˙ al-Ru'aynì
Rùdakì (poet), 229
Rudolph, Ulrich, 290
al-Rushà†ì, Abù Mu˙ammad (or Abù

'Alì), 328
Rzehak, Lutz, 234

Sabà"iyya, 383–384, 389–390
in Medina, 383

Sa'd al-Su'ùd ibn 'Ufayr (¸àhirì), 306,
309, 323, 330, 338

al-Íadafì, al-Óusayn ibn Mu˙ammad,
Abù 'Alì. See: Ibn Sukarra

Íaddàm Óusayn, 4
al-Íadùq. See: Ibn Bàbawayh
al-Íafadì, Khalìl ibn Aybak, Íalà˙

al-Dìn (philologist and literary 
critic), xxxi, 404–406, 408–409,
413–428

al-Saffà˙ (caliph). See: Abù l-'Abbàs
al-Saffà˙

Íafiyya bint Shayba, 160
Íafiyya bint 'Ubayd (wife of 'Abdallàh

ibn 'Umar), 169
Sahas, Daniel J., 21, 27
Sa˙nùn, 'Abd al-Salàm ibn Sa'ìd, Abù

Sa'ìd, 92
Íà'id ibn A˙mad al-Andalusì, Abù

l-Qàsim (qà∂ì of Toledo, ¸àhirì),
303, 319, 322

Sa'ìd ibn al-'Àß, 388
Sa'ìd ibn Khàlid, 213
Íà'id ibn Makhlad (vizier), 64
Sa'ìd ibn Mundhir ibn Sa'ìd, 302
Sa'ìd ibn Salm (governor of Armenia

under Hàrùn al-Rashìd), 63
Íàli˙ (prophet), 199, 362
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Sàlim ibn A˙mad ibn Fat˙, Abù
l-Najàh (¸àhirì copyist), 310–311,
337–338

Salmà bint Sa'ìd ibn Khàlid
(descendant of 'Uthmàn ibn 'Affàn),
213–214, 223

al-Salwì, Óusayn ibn 'Alì ibn al-Qàsim
ibn 'Ashara, Abù 'Alì, 326

Sàmànids, 229
al-Samàwiyya. See: Fà†ima
Sanni, Amidu, 416
Sasanian Khusraws, 241–242, 244,

246, 248–249
Sasanians, 245
Satan, 5–6, 422, 426
Sawda bint 'Abdallàh ibn 'Umar, 169
Sawda bint Zam'a (wife of the

Prophet), 172
Sawwàr (al-Manßùr’s judge), 74
Sayf ibn 'Umar (historian), 381–382,

386–387, 389–390, 393, 397, 398
Sayyid al-Nàs. See: Mu˙ammad, the

Prophet
Sayyidat al-Nisà". See: Fà†ima

al-'Àlamìn. See: Fà†ima
al-Janna. See: Fà†ima

Schacht, Joseph, 147
Schimmel, A.M., 234
Schoeler, G., xiv, 159
Severus Sebokht, 26
al-Sha'bì, 389
al-Shàfi'ì, 161
Shàfi'ites, 298
al-Shàshì, Abù Bakr (Shàfi'ì scholar),

315, 318
Shia. See: Shiites
Shì'ism, xxx, 196, 375, 390, 393
Shiites, 74, 181–183, 195–196, 200,

203–204, 379, 399
Imami, 79

al-Shìràzì, Abù Is˙àq (Shàfi'ì scholar),
300, 316, 318

Shuray˙ al-Ru'aynì, Abù l-Óasan
(¸àhirì), 306, 309, 321, 324, 326,
329, 334, 335, 338

Sìbawayhi (grammarian), xxiv, 130,
133, 140

al-Sidrì, Mu˙ammad ibn Hishàm, 63
al-Sijistànì. See: Abù Dàwùd

al-Sijistànì
al-Silafì of Alexandria, Abù ˇàhir

(Shàfi'ì ˙adìth scholar), 321–322, 324,
333, 336

Sindawi, Khaled, 113

Smith, Jane I., xxix, 368
Socrates, 284, 292
Solomon, 199
Spaulding, Oliver Lyman, 411
Spellberg, Denise A., 191
Spivak, Dmitriy L., 239
Stetkevych, Suzanne, 77
Stewart, Devin, 300
Stowasser, Barbara F., 160, 172,

191–193
al-Subkì, 'Abd al-Wahhàb ibn 'Alì ibn

'Abd al-Kàfì, Tàj al-Dìn, Abù Naßr,
348

al-Subkì, Taqì al-Dìn, 259, 392
Sùdàn ibn Óumràn, 387
Sudayf ibn Maymùn (poet), 65
Suermann, Harald, 47
Sufi(s), 174, 240, 254, 257, 261–262,

308, 316, 320, 328
Sufism, 228, 250–251, 259–260, 308,

320, 325, 327, 337
al-Sulamì, Abù 'Abd al-Ra˙màn.

See: al-Nìshàpùrì, Abù 'Abd
al-Ra˙màn

Sulaymàn ibn al-Óasan ibn 'Alì ibn
Abì ˇàlib, 347

Sulaymàn ibn Hishàm, 221
Sulaymàn ibn Wahb (vizier), 79
al-Íùlì, Ibràhìm ibn al-'Abbàs (poet),

75
al-Íùlì, Mu˙ammad ibn Ya˙yà, Abù

Bakr, 59–62, 73, 75–80
al-Íumàdi˙ì, Mùsà ibn Mu'àwiya

(Maghribi scholar), 93
Sunnism, xxviii, xxx, 92, 375
Sunnites, xxv, 147, 153, 191, 204, 

388
al-Suyù†ì, 'Abd al-Ra˙màn ibn Abì

Bakr, Jalàl al-Dìn, 159, 162, 348,
361, 363

Syriac Christians. See: Christians in
Syria

Syrians, 17, 30, 31, 52

al-ˇabarì, Mu˙ammad ibn Jarìr, xx,
xxvi–xxvii, 3–5, 50, 157, 161–162,
185, 188, 209–224, 304, 351, 371,
375–377, 381–382, 389, 393, 395,
397, 398

al-ˇabarì, Rabbàn, 'Alì Sahl, 44
al-ˇabarsì (Mu'tazilì), 368
al-Taghlibì, Mu˙ammad ibn Ya˙yà ibn

Abì Murra (poet), 65
al-ˇa˙˙àn. See: Ibn al-Óàjj
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ˇàhir ibn A˙mad ibn 'A†iyya, Abù
Mu˙ammad (qà∂ì ), 324

ˇàhir ibn al-Óusayn (founder of the
ˇàhirids, governor of Khuràsàn),
3–4, 62–63, 66–67, 71, 73

al- à̌hira. See: Fà†ima
ˇàhirids, 3, 74
al-ˇalamankì, A˙mad ibn Mu˙ammad,

Abù 'Umar (muqri"), 319
ˇal˙a ibn ˇàhir ibn al-Óusayn

(governor of Khuràsàn), 66
al-ˇàlibì, 'Ammàr, 299
ǎrìd ibn †arìd. See: Marwàn ibn 
al-Óakam

Tha'lab, A˙mad ibn Ya˙yà, Abù
l-'Abbàs (philologist), 78–79, 130

Theodorus, Abù Qurra, 28
Thumàma (Mu'tazilì), 279
Timothy I (Catholicos), 19, 30, 34
al-Tirmidhì, 147, 149–150, 159,

192–193
Tsafrir, Nurit, 297, 310
al-ˇubnì, Abù Marwàn, 306
al-ˇur†ùshì, Abù Bakr, 324
al-ˇùsì, Abù Ja'far (Mu'tazilì), 368
al-ˇùsì, Abù Naßr al-Sarràj (Sufi), 259
al-ˇùsì, Óumayd (al-Ma"mùn’s

general), 66

'Ubayd ibn 'Umayr al-Laythì, 359
'Ubaydallàh ibn Óassàn, 112
'Ubaydallàh ibn Ya˙yà ibn Khàqàn

(vizier), 64
'Umar II ibn 'Abd al-'Azìz (Umayyad

caliph), 364
'Umar ibn al-Kha††àb (the second

caliph), 9, 20, 103, 157, 165, 166,
169, 172, 186, 204, 359, 363, 382,
396

'Umar ibn MuΩaffar ibn 'Umar
al-Wardì al-Qurashì al-Shàfi'ì, Zayn
al-Dìn, Abù Óafß. See: Ibn al-Wardì

al-Umawì, 'Abd al-Ra˙màn (¸àhirì),
306

'Umayr ibn Sa'd, 20
Umayyads, 5, 9, 10, 65, 156, 210,

220, 222–223, 358
Umm 'Abd al-Malik bint Sa'ìd

(descendant of 'Uthmàn ibn 'Affàn),
213

Umm Abì Bakr, 333
Umm Abìhà. See: Fà†ima
Umm 'A†iyya, 169

Umm al-Fa∂l (mother of Ibn 'Abbàs),
165, 176

Umm Óabìba, 167
Umm Kulthùm bint 'Alì ibn Abì

ˇàlib, 184
Umm Salama (wife of the Prophet),

165, 169, 176, 198
Umm Sulaym bint Mil˙àn, 169–170,

176
al-Uqlìshì, Abù l-'Abbàs (or Abù

Mu˙ammad), 328
Urban II (Pope), 247
Urvoy, Dominique, 325, 337
'Urwa ibn al-Zubayr, 141, 158–159,

162, 164–165, 176
'Uthmàn ibn 'Affàn (the third caliph),

xxx–xxxi, 2, 8–9, 101, 103, 157,
171–172, 213, 220–221, 359,
375–376, 378–399

'Uthmàn ibn Óayyàn al-Murrì
(governor of Medina), 10

'Uthmàn ibn al-Walìd, 212

Vil’chevskii, O.L., 230

al-Wà˙idì, 'Alì ibn A˙mad, Abù
l-Óasan, 362, 363

al-Walìd ibn ˇarìf al-Taghlibì
(Khàrijite), 364

al-Walìd ibn Yazìd ibn 'Abd al-Malik
(Umayyad caliph), 211–224

al-Wàqidì, 382, 389, 393, 395
Wasserstein, David J., 297
al-Wàthiq (caliph), 59, 69, 74
Weil, Gotthold, 130–131
Welch, A.T., 350
Wiederhold, L., 399
Wieland, Rothraud, xiv

al-Yàburì, Abù Bakr (¸àhirì imàm), 340
al-Ya˙ßùbì, 'Abdallàh ibn Abì Óassàn

al-Óimßì (Maghribi scholar), 93
al-Ya˙ßubì, 'Abdallàh ibn Marzùq,

Abù Mu˙ammad (¸àhirì), 320–322,
324, 334, 337–338

Ya˙yà ibn 'Adì, 46
Ya˙yà ibn 'Alì ibn Ya˙yà ibn

al-Munajjim, 75
Ya˙yà ibn Khàlid (Barmakid vizier),

62, 70, 73
Yàjùj, 244–245
Yazdigard III (the last Sasanian

emperor), 245
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Yazìd ibn al-Walìd (caliph), 211,
215–224, 399

Yemen (tribe), 222
Yùsuf al-Hamadànì. See: al-Hamadànì,

Yùsuf

¸àhirìs, xxix, 297, 299–305, 307,
309–312, 314–315, 318, 334,
336–341
in Aghmàt, 326
in Almeria, 320, 334
in al-Andalus, 299–300, 305, 307,

326, 332, 335–337, 339–341
in Badajoz, 311
in Baghdad, 299, 315, 336
in Cordoba, 301–302, 307, 310, 

327
in Denia, 337
in Guadalajara, 337
in Majorca, 313–314, 331, 337
in Marrakesh, 325–327, 337
in Murcia, 337
in Raba∂ al-Rußàfa, 313
in Seville, 303, 321–323
in Zaragoza, 337

semi-¸àhirìs, 309, 310, 335
¸àhirism, 297, 299, 301–302,

310–313, 315–318, 320, 325, 327,
330, 332–333, 336–338, 340–341

in al-Andalus, 301, 333
in Baghdad, 299, 333, 336
in Silves, 337

¸àhiriyya. See: ¸àhirism
al-Zahrà". See: Fà†ima
al-Zamakhsharì, Ma˙mùd ibn 'Umar,

Abù l-Qàßim, xxix–xxx, 347–372
al-Zarkashì, 159
Zayd ibn 'Alì (grandson of al-Óasan

ibn 'Alì ibn Abì ˇàlib), 358
Zàyid, Ma˙mùd, 378, 379
al-Zayla'ì, 'Abdallàh ibn Yùsuf, 371
Zaynab (Mu˙ammad ibn al-Saffà˙’s

fiancée), 67
Zaynab bint 'Alì ibn Abì ˇàlib, 184
Ziyàd ibn Abì Sufyàn (governor of

Basra and Kufa), 167–168
Zoroastrianism, 242
Zoroastrians, 244–245, 283
al-Zubaydì, 307
al-Zubayr, 165
al-Zubayr ibn Bakkàr (genealogist), xx,

76
al-Zuhrì, A˙mad ibn Abì Bakr, Abù

Muß'ab (Màlikì scholar), 93, 94
al-Zuhrì, Ibn Shihàb, 108, 167, 211,

389
al-Zuhrì, Sa'd ibn Abì Waqqàß, 108
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Abode of Islam (Dàr al-Islàm), 31, 229
Afghanistan, 227
Aghmàt, 326
Ajyàd Gate, 347
Alexandria, 321, 324, 336
Algarve, 308
Algeciras, 312
Almeria, 303, 304, 314, 320, 322,

326, 328, 334–335, 337–338
American University in Beirut, xiv, 378
Anbar, 68, 132
al-Andalus, xxix, 9, 132, 298–302,

305, 307–308, 313, 317, 320–321,
324–325, 329, 332–333, 335–341,
379

Ann Arbor, xiv
Arabia, 163
Arabian Peninsula, 10
'Arafa, 161–163, 166, 176
'Arafàt. See: 'Arafa
Armenia, 63
Aswàn, 67
al-Azraq, 215

Bàb al-'Awàmm, 62
Bàb al-Azaj, 333
Bàb Óarb (cemetery), 316
Bàb al-Qan†ara (in Cordoba), 311
Badajoz, 311, 337
Badr, 361, 363, 389
Baghdad, xxii, xxxiii, 41, 62, 73, 74,

81, 92, 111, 130–131, 173, 185,
259, 275, 298–299, 314–315, 317,
332–333, 336, 341, 378

al-Bakhrà" (ancient site of Palmyrena),
215, 218–219

Balearics, 323
al-Baqì' (cemetery), 189
Barqa, 331
Basra, xxxii, 3, 67, 92, 110, 129–131,

133, 140, 167, 172, 383–384
Beirut, xi, xiv, 378, 379
Black Stone, 157
Bougie, 325, 328
British Museum, 233
Bukhàrà, 261–262
Byzantine empire. See: Byzantium
Byzantium, xxi, 17, 21–26, 30–32, 93

Cairo, 93, 112, 321, 379–380
Carmona, 322
Castile, 305
Central Asia, 227, 378
Ceuta, 328
Chicago, xiv
City of Peace. See: Baghdad
Cordoba, xxix, 301–302, 307,

309–311, 313, 323, 324, 327,
329–331, 337–338, 340

Cyrénaïque. See: Barqa

Dahlak (island), 211, 217
Damascus, 24, 27, 65, 92, 211,

217–219, 299, 314, 322, 332, 380,
399

Dàr al-Islàm. See: Abode of Islam
Dàr al-Kutub al-Mißriyya, 379
Îarb Ibn al-Akh∂ar, 331
Denia, 307, 327–328, 337
Dhù Khushub, 388

East, 54, 62, 244–245, 299, 314, 317,
325, 329, 334, 338

Egypt, xxxi, 18, 23, 67–68, 93–94,
157, 168, 298, 314, 322, 378–379,
383–384, 424

Euphrates, 364
Europe, ix, xiii, 126
Evora, 340

Fadak, 185
Fars. See: Iran
Fez, 326
Florida, 375
Friday-Mosque (in Fus†à†), 93
Fus†à†, 93

Gaza, 23
Germany, 227
Ghulàm al-Khallàl (a cemetery), 

333
Granada, 320, 323, 324, 337, 379
Great Mosque (in Cordoba), 302, 

311, 330
Greece, 26
Greek-speaking world, 18
Guadalajara, 318–319, 337
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Haifa, 113
Halle/Saale, 227
al-Óaw∂ (suburb of Almeria), 334
Herat, 231
Óijàz, 10, 94, 107, 314, 324, 379
Óilla, 399
Óimß, 92, 221
Óirà" (mount), 362
Holy Land, 242
Humboldt Universität zu Berlin, 234

Iberian peninsula, 301
Ifrìqiyyà, 314
India, 227, 245
Institute of Advanced Studies at the

Hebrew University of Jerusalem,
297

Institute of the Human Brain, St.
Petersburg, 239

Institute of Oriental Studies, St.
Petersburg Branch, 229

Iran, 227, 230, 234, 359
Iraq, xxxii, 3, 10, 46, 68, 108, 

130, 171, 195, 298, 314–316, 
359, 421

Islamic empire, 91, 130
Islamic West. See: Maghrib
Israel, 52, 54
Istanbul, 112

Jaén, 326
Japan, 89, 245
Jativa, 340
al-Jazìra, 364
Jerusalem, xiv, 44, 174, 319
Jewish National and University

Library, 319
Jibàl, 65
Judean desert, 27

Ka'ba, 5, 154–157, 162, 165,
169–170, 174–176, 347–348

Khàbùr (river), 364
Khàbùr al-Óasaniyya (river), 364
Khaybar, 185
Khuràsàn/Xwaràsàn, 4, 10, 62, 63,

66, 229, 244–245, 259
Khwàrazm, xxx, 347, 371
Khwàrizm. See: Khwàrazm
Kufa, 3, 92, 129–131, 133, 167, 358,

383–384, 388

Lausanne, xiv
Libya, 331
London, 112

Maghrib, 92, 94–95, 99–100, 297, 
325

Majorca, 302, 307, 313–314, 317, 
323, 331, 337–338

Malaga, 320, 331, 379
Maqbarat al-Fìl (cemetery), 333
Mar Mattai (monastery), 24, 30
Mar Sabas (monastery), 24, 27, 34
Marrakesh, 325–327, 337
Marv, 245
al-Marwa (hill), 158–160, 361
Mary, 245
Mashriq, 299, 310, 313, 322, 337
al-Masjid al-nabawì. See: Mosque of 

the Prophet
Ma†li' al-shams. See: Khuràsàn
Ma†li' siràj al-dunyà. See: Khuràsàn
Màwarà"annahr. See: Transoxania
Mayurqa. See: Majorca
Mecca, xxv, 10, 92, 93, 153–155, 157,

159, 161, 162, 164–167, 169,
171–172, 174, 176, 189, 202, 243,
247, 298, 307, 311, 314, 317, 324,
347, 350, 360, 362, 425

Medina, 5, 7, 10, 63, 92, 94, 108,
157, 159, 167–168, 170, 298, 362,
383–384, 386, 390, 394–396

Mesopotamia, 245
Michigan, xiv
Middle East, xiii, 24, 90, 97, 246
Minà, 162, 425
Mirbad (public place in Basra), 110
Mizza, 217–218
Mosque of the Prophet (in Medina), 

93
Mosul, 112
Mount Sinai, 34
Mu˙assir (valley), 162
Murcia, 307, 328, 337
Muslim Iberia, 297
Muslim West. See: Maghrib
Muzdalifa, 162–163, 169–170, 176

Niebla, 303, 310, 314, 337–338
Nihàwand, 359
Nìshàpùr, 174, 235, 245, 259–260
Nisibis, 24
NiΩàmiyya (in Baghdad), 259, 275, 

(in Nìshàpùr), 235
North Africa, 8–9, 298, 309, 327–328
North America, xiii

Orihuela, 319, 328
Orlando, 375
Oxford, 118, xiv
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Palestine, xxi, 18–19, 168, 298
Place of sunrise (Ma†li' al-shams).

See: Khuràsàn
Portugal, 329, 340

Qal'at Óammàd, 328
Qarawiyyìn mosque, 326
Qarqisiyya, 364
al-Qayrawàn, 92–94, 110
Qenneshre, 24
Qinnasrìn, 221
Qudayd, 5
Qum, 74

Raba∂ al-Rußàfa (suburb of Cordoba),
313

Rabat, 95
al-Raqqa, 218
Raw∂at al-Wazìr Ibn Zaydùn

(cemetery), 312
Ronda, 312–313
Rùma (place near Medina), 395
Russia, xxvii, 228

Sabà"ì mosque of Seville, 322
al-Íafà (hill), 158–160, 361
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Allusion(s). See: Quran and Speeches

Biographical dictionaries
xxvi, xxix, 132, 142, 143, 297, 300,

301, 307, 314, 315, 317, 326,
335, 339–340, 379, 392, ninety
classical Arabic, 132, 142

biographical books/works, 184, 339,
347

biographical literature, 308, 340,
400

biographical sources, 131, 150, 217
biographies of monastic leaders, 23
homilies and biographies of saints,

25

Cultural heritage
for contemporary Islam, 227
of Islam, xiii, 74

Arabic, 403
Greek, 17, 74, Greek

philosophical, 55; Hellenistic,
21, 90 revival of, 74

Iranian, 74

Culture
Arabic-Islamic, ix, xiii, xiv, 

xviii–xx, 1, 32, 66, 90, 110, 113;
exegetical, 3; quranic, 12

book, 74
Chinese, 240
Greek, 17–18, 26
Hellenistic, 21, 90
Islamic, 263, 273
Muslim. See: Islamic
Muslim written, 240
Persian, 66
Syriac, 18; Syriac-Hellenistic, 18;

Syro-Palestinian, 21

Doctrines and Teachings
Christian faith and doctrine, 43, 46,

52, 54
discussion of dogmatic questions, 28
'ilm al-mu'àmala, 237–238
'ilm al-mukàshafa, 237–238
Imami doctrine, 196

Shiite teachings of the Imamate, 202
spiritual-religious principles of the

Khwàjagàn-Naqshbandiyya, xxvii,
227–228, 252–254, 258–260,
262–263

theological issue between
communities, 41

unity of God, 46

Education
at the primary and higher levels, 89,

93
in grammar and rhetoric, 23

Christian, 22
classical Arabic writings on, 91

Hellenistic, 22, 24, 32
process of, 97, 119
Syriac, 34

educational background of the
Syriac theologians, 24

educational ethics and philosophy,
126

educational forms and literary
tendencies among Christians, 21

educational thought in the 
classical period of Islam, 89

pedagogy: classical Arabic writings,
90; pedagogical and didactic tools,
125; various aspects of pedagogy
and didactics, 91

teachers (and students)
of ˙adìth in Damascus, 380
responsibilities, 104
student contacts, 135

additional payments for, 97
advice for, xxiii, 89, 119
Andalusi and North African

teachers/students, 301
anecdotes about teachers/pupils,

116
appointing a, 107
Basran teachers/students, 140
categories of, 115
everyday life at elementary

schools, 98
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father-son relationship between
teacher and student, xxiv

hiring a, 109
Kufan teachers/students, 140
qualities of, 99
rules of conduct, xxiii, 89, 91, 95,

100, 126
scholarship of individual, 22
social status of, 111
Syrian, 31
teachers at elementary schools, 95
teachers in Alexandria, 324
teachers of princes, 115
teacher-student networks, 301
teacher-student relationships, 132,

135
¸àhirì, 300, 302, 323

teaching and learning
methods at the kuttàb, 93
of the essentials of Islamic belief, 94
pupils at elementary schools, 96
the Quran, 94–95

Arabic texts devoted to, 89
centers of Greek studies in the 

7th and 8th centuries, 24
centers of higher, 92
Christian, 24
five main branches of Islamic, 

142
Islamic religious, 150
private circles of, 24
recommended topics for, 100
secular topics taught, 24
Syrian teaching tradition, 31
theory and practice of Islamic,

111
topics and teaching methods of

higher, 93
treatise on primary, 117

Exegesis
of select quranic verses, 153, 175

development of quranic, 153
innovative approach to, 349
integral structure of quranic, 351
literary genre of, 351
Mu'tazilite, 368
periods of Islamic, 351
principles of, 353
secondary literature on, 349

tafsìr bi-l-ra"y, 349
tafsìr musalsal, 351
tafsìr al-Qur"àn bi-l-Qur"àn, 353

exegetes: classical, 156–157, 160,
163, 177; medieval, 158;
exegetical authority for later
generations, 160

exegetical ˙adìths, 163, 175–176;
issues related to the ˙ajj, 168;
literature, 194; matters, 165; 
task in the Kashshàf, xxix, 349;
tradition, 363

Falsification. See: Scripture(s),
falsification

Grammar
Arabic grammar and grammarians,

129
Arabic grammatical terminology, 

427
Basran and Kufan grammar schools,

129–131, 133, 137, 139;
relationships between Basran and
Kufan grammarians, xxiv

classical rules of Arabic, 352
Geographic affiliations of

grammarians, 133
social relations of medieval Arabic

grammarians, 131
study of grammatical texts, 131
works on, 130, 140

History
of Arabic linguistics, 129–130
of ideas in Islam, xxix
of Syriac scholarship, 26

'Abbàsid, xxii–xxiii, 4, 32, 34, 
59, 79, 173, 377. See also:
'Abbàsids

Almohad, 301, 306, 309, 323,
330, 331, 337–39, 341; 
post-Almohad, 339. See also:
Almohads

Almoravid, 299–301, 335,
340–341, post-Almoravid, 301

Arabic-Islamic intellectual, ix

Battle of Badr, 389; of the 
Camel, 172–173; Salado, 379;
Íiffìn, 391; U˙ud, 185, 389;
Zallàqa, 305

centrality of the Ka'ba in sacred,
157

Christian literary, 196
classical Arabic historical texts, xxvii
early and classical Islamic, xiii, 1,
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141, 146, 159, 171, 174, 183,
210, 224; later medieval Islamic,
403

encyclopaedias on Óadìth and
Islamic, 94

epic history of the Arabs, 164

historians: from the Mamlùk
period. See: Mamlùk, classical
Arabic, xxvii; early Muslim, xxvii,
186, 209; Mamlùk, 380, 399;
medieval Muslim—and
biographers, 377–378; medieval
historians’ editing and narration,
xxvii

historiography: 'Abbàsid, 376;
Shiite version of, 195; Islamic, 94,
375–376, 378, Mamlùk, xxxi, 376,
380, 388–399, 408. See also:
Mamlùks

Islamic historical sources, xxvii
later Arabic, 224
nature of medieval Arab historical

writing, 376–377
recent developments in the field of

Islamic, 376
relations between the Muslim umma

and Christians and Jews, 41
religious aspects of, 217
Shiite sacred—and eschatology, 206
Sunnite, 182, 184
ˇà"ifa, 301, 341. See also:

al-Moravids
Third Fitna, 210–211, 216, 217, 

222, 224; conflicting forces in,
211; drama of, 222; primary
cause of, 224; significant aspects,
210

Umayyad, 209–210, 212, 214, 222,
224; driving forces in Umayyad,
217

Language(s)
of the sacred texts of the 

Judeo-Christian and Islamic
traditions, 264

Arabic, xx, 18, 102, 161
Greek, 18, 24; Greek, Latin, and

Near Eastern, 403; shift from
Greek and Syriac to Arabic, 32

Indo-European, 264
Semitic, 264
teaching of, 126

Linguistics
Arabic, 100, 129–130, 133, 140,

372
development of Arabic, 129

Iranian ethno-linguistic region,
227–229, 263

Persian ethno-linguistic region. 
See: Iranian ethno-linguistic region

Literature. See also: Poet(s) and
Poetry
of Prophetic Tradition (Óadìth).

See: Óadìth literature
of vitae, miracles and passions, 196

Adab (belles-lettres), xix, 4, 95
àdàb al-'àlim wa-l-muta'allim, 89–91
akhbàr, 183. See also: Tradition(s):

Akhbàr
Arabic, xiii, xv–xvii, xx,

xxiii–xxxii, 1, 2, 4, 12, 62, 73,
89, 90, 115, 183, 241, 410,
413, 428

Arabic prose. See: prose
biographical. See: biographical

dictionaries
characteristics of, xviii–xx
Christian—(in Arabic), 32, 33–35,

45; (in Syriac), 29, 32; oral
debate and debate genre, xxxi,
408

dimensions of texts: socio-political
context, literary-historical,
literary-stylistic, xxiii

disputation, 25
epistemology, xviii
exegetical, 194
feminist criticism, xvi
framework of Arabic, xx
genre of medieval Arabic, xxix
Óadìth, xxvi, 182, 190, 192, 205
hagiographic and homiletic, 25
hermeneutics, xvii–xxiii
historical context of literature, xvii
historicism and, ix, xvi
Islamic, 275, 335
Kalàm, 276
khu†ba in, 2
liberal humanism and, xvi
literarization, xxv, xxvi
literary devices and methods, 181;

categories of literary device
(taghàyur, mughàyara and tala††uf ),
408

literary forms and genres of, 27
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Maqàtil, 196
methods of argumentation, xvi
narratology, xvi
poetics, xvii
post-modernism, xvi
post-structuralism and

deconstruction, xvi
profane, 3
project models of literary research,

xvi–xvii

prose literature, 2, 
articulate—(al-man†iq al-manthùr),
118; artistic, 428; fictional, xix;
imaginary, xix; Mamlùk, 404;
narrative, xv; rhetorical, xv;
rhyming, xv, 192, 416; 
self-promotion in ornate, 63;
speech in poetry and, 80

psychoanalytic criticism and, xvi
question-and-answer (masà"il

wa-ajwiba), 25, 28, 97, 365
rhetorical figures in classical

Arabic, 12
Shiite devotional, 182
story-tellers, xvi
structuralism and, xvi
stylistics, xvi
Sunnite, 184
Syriac, xxi, 25
text reception, xvii
theological, 22, 33

Mysticism
early Sufi book written in Persian,

262
Muslim religious authority on

Sufism, 228
spiritual-religious principles of the

Khwàjagàn-Naqshbandiyya,
xxvii, 227–228, 252–254, 258–260,
262–263

Philosopher(s)
of classical Islam. See: classical

Muslim
ancient, 291
Andalusian Jewish, 292
claims in metaphysics, 289
classical Muslim, 273–274
differences amongst, 278
epistemological disregard for

revealed knowledge, 274
Greek and Roman, 273–274, 284
leaders of, 286

metaphysics of, 274, 276,
286–287, 289–290, 293

search for pure thinking (al-fikr
al-ma˙∂ ), 273

un-Islamic lifestyle of, 286
works of the ancient Greek, 110

Philosophy
ancient, 285
Arabo-Islamic, 34
classical Islam’s, 91
decisive Islamic response to

peripatetic, 276
educational ethics and, 126
falàsifa. See: philosophical movement
Greek, 24, 273
Greek philosophical heritage, 55
Greek philosophical tradition, 45
Hellenistic, xxii
key teachings of the philosophical

movement in Islam, xxviii
logical qiyàs (syllogism) and juridical

qiyàs, 288
peripatetic, 274–277, 282, 284, 285
peripatetic logic, 289; tradition, 287
radd. See: response to
response (radd ) to peripatetic,

274–275
syllogistic method, 288
translation of Greek, 273

philosophical activity during the 7th
century, 23

philosophical and Sufi questions, 236
philosophical and theological

questions, 238
philosophical doctrines, xxviii
philosophical movement in Islam,

xxviii
philosophical sciences, 273
philosophical-ethical issues relevant

for Muslim mystics, 227

Poet(s)
in akhbàr, 72

akhbàr books dedicated to
“modern”, 75

dìwàns of “modern”, 60, 75
early 'Abbàsid, 59
events in poets’ lives, 59–61,

events metamorphosed into
akhbàr, 61

historical contribution of, 403
mu˙dath poets in akhbàr collections,

60
nostalgic reminiscences, xv
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romantic, drunken, 214
satires, 64
transmitters of a poet’s work, 163
typical situations in a poet’s

career, 61

Poet and patron
akhbàr about gaining access to a

patron, 62; meeting the patron,
62

collective patron, 74
depiction of “modern” poets and

their patrons in akhbàr, 75
patron’s attention, 68; expectations,

69; generosity, 70; protection, 70
praise of the patron, 65–69, 72–74
reward for a qaßìda, 67
satirizing one’s own patron, 67
techniques of employing delay, 68

Poetry
and the history of the Arabs, xix

'Abbàsid, 74
allegations of plagiarism, 67
ancient, 60
court, 64
dramatized, 62
hyperbolic images in mu˙dath, 70
mufàkhara, 408
mu˙dath, xxii, 59–60, 70, 75, 77,

80
new style (badì') of, 60

al-Walìd’s love—(for Salmà),
213

Persian, 425
pre-Islamic, early Islamic and

Umayyad, 60
tribal-themed, 212

oratorical and poetic ability of
Arabs, 111

panegyric ode and satire, 68
poetic exams, 67
poetic forms, styles, and themes,

xxii
poetic genres, 68
takhyìl, 70

Quran
reading (qirà"a), 142
references to falsification, 44
vocabulary, 2–5, 12–13

allusions to the text of, 1, 4–5,
13–14, 409

consonantal structure of the
'Uthmànic text, 359

context of, 14. See also: Text
(and context)

descriptions of ta˙rìf in the, 
49–50

female models from sacred 
history as revealed in, 182

melodious recitation of—(al˙àn
al-Qur"àn), 99

precise articulation of, 99
quotations and paraphrases of the

text of, 1–3, 14, 418
reference to, xx, 244
stylistic imitations of the text of, 2
variant readings of—(qirà"àt), 352,

358, 360, 363

differences in quranic recitation,
359

emotional power of quranic
words, 4

harmony between the original,
quranic context and the
speech context, 14

occasions of revelation (asbàb
al-nuzùl ), 360

rhetorical pattern of the quranic
model, 6

Report(s) and Narrative(s)
about a female authority’s own view

or practice, 175
about the life of the holy woman,

205
agendas, 222
centering around a conflict/

arbitration motif, 175
dealing with Fà†ima’s wedding,

marriage and death, 198
elements, 186
of early Islamic history, 210
of immorality and heresy, 223
of late Umayyad history, 212, 224
of the historical background of the

descent of the quranic command,
176

of the revolt against 'Uthmàn, 380
of what the Prophet said, did or

allowed, 175
on late Umayyad history, xxvii, 222,

224
purposes, 210, 220
techniques, 192, 200
voices, 210
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Akhbàr
books, 75
collections and compilations, 59–60,

73, 75, 209, 225
formation and manipulation, 390
in the 'Abbàsid chronicles, 376

compilers of, 209–210, 212;
hidden authorial hand of akhbàr
compiler, 209

editing and manipulating of, 390
historical, 60, 398
historical reliability, 377
allegorical and symbolic

composition in Óadìth, 191
al-Balàdhurì’s, 214, 218, 223
conflict/arbitration motif, 176
Dàwùd’s, 218
dynamism in historical, 398
fairy-tales, miracle, 198
first written collections of maqtal,

196
motifs and narrative devices, 

205
al-Madà"inì’s, 217, 219–220, 224
Naqshbandì, 263
religious, 205
Shiite, xxvi, 200, 203, 205
Sunnite, xxvi, 204
al-ˇabarì’s, 214–216, 219–221,

224
topoi, themes and narrative

structures, 377
tribal, 219

Rhetoric
Arabic, 7
Aristotle’s writings on—(in

Byzantium), 31
Christian writings on dialectics and,

33
feature of classical Arabic, 14
higher education in grammar and,

23
Platonic political, 31
strategies of Greek, 29

Greek works on rhetorical theory, 
30

literary debates, 403, 408, 415
rhetorical writings in Byzantium, 30
scholastic technique of question and

refutation, 28
Syriac texts on rhetorical theory, 

29

transmission of Aristotelian works 
on rhetoric to the Arabs, 30

Scholars
in Egypt, 93

Andalusi, 317, 340
Arab, x, 145–147
Biblical, 351
Byzantine, 31
Christian, 17, 27–29, 31, 33
classical/medieval Arabic, xvii,

123, 225
German, 130
˙adìth, 51, 92, 314, 315,

319–321, 322, 328
Imami, 196
Iranian, 235
Màlikì, 93, 303, 313
mawàlì, 145–147
Muslim, xiii, xvi, xviii, xxiii–xxiv,

xxxi, xxxii, 49–51, 55, 110,
125, 129, 132

religious, 142, 144
Shàfi'ì, 315, 318, 321–322, 324,

333, 336
Syriac, xxi, 18, 26, 31
¸àhirì, 311, 335

Scholarship
Arabic literary and historical, x;

classical Arabic, xix
Christian—(in early Islam), xxi
continuous tradition of medieval

Arabic, 91
Islamic. See: Muslim
Muslim, xxx, 34, 126, 141
secular, 26
Syriac, xxi, 18, 26. heyday of Syriac

and Coptic—(in the 12th–13th
centuries), 35

theory of numbers in medieval
Arabic, 123

Islamic religious disciplines, 103,
141, 146, 150

Islamic religious sciences, 141, 150
methods of argumentation, xvi
munàΩara 408
Muslim authority on Sufism, 228
realities of intellectual life in

medieval Islam, 91
thinking, independent, xxiv, 120
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Schools of Law and Schools of
Thought
of law and their methods of

deduction, 298
in al-Andalus (Islamic Spain), xxix

Ash'arite, 279–280, 282
Damascene—(of rhetoric), 27
ecclesiastical, 24
origins of, 299
principles of, 299

Óanafì madhhab, 336
Óanbalì madhhab, 336
Màlikì madhhab, 95, 110, 298, 

302, 330; great manuals of
Màlikì law, 92; non-Màlikì
legal, 341

Mu'tazilite, 369; Mu'tazilì
positions on takfìr al-'awàmm, 279

Shàfi'ì madhhab, 302, 315, 318,
336, 380

¸àhirì madhhab, xxix, 298–300,
302, 306, 308, 311–313,
317–318, 323, 326, 330–337,
340

¸àhirì rejection of qiyàs, 299,
311, 341

¸àhirì ußùl and furù', 299, 332
¸àhirì view on coitus interruptus,

333

Scripture(s)
Christian, 44, 53, 55
discrepancies between the Quran,

and the Torah and the Gospels,
41–42

disparity between the Quran and the
Jewish and Christian, 42

falsification (through human
intervention), 49; (of the meaning
of ), 49; (of the actual text of the),
49

Jewish, 43
use of the sacred texts in writing,

415

Sources
for Christian faith and doctrine, 54
for Sunni Muslims, 147
of the spiritual-religious principles of

the Khwàjagàn-Naqshbandiyya
brotherhood, 258–259

on the history of Arabic linguistics,
130

absence of contemporary, 209
Andalusi, 336
biographical, 131, 150, 217
classical Arabic, ix, xxv
early Islamic/Muslim historical,

xxvii, 164
Eastern, 336
explicitly narrated information

found in the, 143
Khwàjagànì, 252–253
Mamlùk (1250–1517) period, 376
medieval Arabic historical, 3, 12,

131, 133, 185, 381
medieval Arabic-Islamic, 12, 184,

392, 427
primary and secondary, xiii, 91,

218
Shiite, 184, pro-Shiite, 389
Syriac, 19

Speech(es)
as models of Arabic eloquence, 1
before the people of Medina, 5
concerning profane matters, 13
context, 14
from the early period of Islam, 1
of 'Abd al-Nàßir, 4
of Abù Óamza al-Shàrì, 5–6
of Muß'ab ibn al-Zubayr ibn 

al-'Awwàm, 3
of Íaddàm Óusayn, 4
of ˇàhir ibn al-Óusayn, 3–4

alluding to famous passages in the
Quran and the Traditions, 3;
to biblical figures, 1

classical Arabic, 1
creator of, 2, 7, 13–14
Friday khu†ba, 2, 14
medieval Muslim audience, 14
political and the 

religious—(khu†ba), 1–5, 12–14
primary source for Yazìd’s

accession, 218
propagandistic objective of 

political khu†bas, 2
quoted quranic text in the new

context of a, xx
rhetorical figures of, 2
rhetorical strategies, 2, 5
speaker’s gestures, 3
threatening style of khu†ba, 3
types of khu†bas, 2

Sufism. See: Mysticism
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Text (and Context)
equivalence, 1, 3, 5, 12–14; in the

written tradition, 241
of certain quranic verses and the

commentaries on them, 243, 263
of revelation, 161; of the Holy

Scripture, 12
of the political speeches, 12

apologetical, 41
classical Arabic, xiii, xv, xvii–xviii,

xx, xxiii, xxvi, 5, 126
collection of miscellaneous (rasà"il ),

404
context of quranic passages, 12,
contextual elements, 3;

continuation of the quranic, 12
direct citation of sacred, 415
iqtibàs. See: quotational borrowing
istishhàd. See: direct citation
khu†ba, 11
legal proof, 156
literary value of, 428
multidimensional text, hyper text,

239
original Hebrew, 54
quotational borrowing of sacred,

415
references to the quranic, 409,

428
similarity of, 3
style and pace of the rhetoric and

sardonic, 428
Sunnite and Shiite, xxvi
symmetry of, 12
Syriac disputational, 53
tabdìl, 49, 50
ta˙rìf al-ma'ànì. See: scripture(s),

falsification of meaning
ta˙rìf al-naßß. See: scripture(s),

falsification of the text
textual analysis of prose, 404
theory of hyper, 239

Theology
in the religious disputations, 276
literature, 276

Arabo-Islamic philosophy and, 34
Ash'arite, 279, 281, 312
Byzantine (of the 6th century), 28
Christian (in Arabic), 46

emergence of Islamic, 33
Mu'tazili, 110, 349, 371
Syriac-speaking students of, 25

Christian apologetic and polemic
treatises written in Arabic, 32

Christian theological treatises, 33
inter-faith discussion, xxi
Syriac and Christian Arabic

theological literature, 33
Theologians: Christian, 41, 45,

48, 55–56; Muslim, xxviii,
43–45

theological disagreement between
Muslims and Christians, xxii

theological training, 23
theological, philosophical, and Sufi

questions, 236

Tradition
based on the Persian language, 229
in Arabic-Islamic culture, xx
of Aristotelian works on rhetoric and

eloquence, 30
of medieval Arabic scholarship, 91

Byzantine intellectual and spiritual,
27

Christian, 198
early Sunnite, 194
exegetical, 153
Judeo-Christian and Islamic, 264
Khwàjagàn-Naqshbandiyya, 260
non-Muslim, 239
prophetic tradition(s). See:

tradition(s), prophetic
specifics of the Arabic literary, xiii
Syriac and Arabic, xxxiii
Syriac scholarly, xxi
tribal affiliations and, 160
various cultural (Christian, Vedic,

Buddhist, Taoist), 240

Tradition(s), Prophetic
related by women, 154

biographical, 194, 197
prophetic, xxv, 51, 95, 97, 141,

147, 184, 190, 250, 321, 333
religious (as preserved in the

Óadìth), 197
Shiite, 182, 198, 201–202, 205
Sunnite, 184, 194–195, 197–198,

200, 204; canonical compilations
of, 141, 147–151, 184

Translation(s)
movement under al-Ma"mùn, 17, 34,

110
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of Greek works into Syriac, 18,
Greek and Syriac texts into
Arabic, 90; of secular Greek texts
into Arabic, 17, 25, 34; Syriac,
18, 25

techniques, 18
mirror, 18
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